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SECTION 1.     INTRODUCTION TO VOLUME 3 

Volume Three of the 1985 DDN Protocol Handbook, a three-volume set, contains 
implementation guidelines and several auxiliary documents of use to protocol 
implementors in both the DoD and DARPA internet communities. Volumes One and 
Two contain the actual protocols as well as details about DoD and ARPANET Protocol 
review and acceptance policies. Volume Three should be used in conjunction with 
either or both of the other two volumes.    <, 

The price for the three-volume set is $110.00, prepaid, to cover the cost of reproduction 
and handling. Checks should be made payable to SRI International. Copies of the 
handbook will also be deposited at DTIC. 

Additional copies of the 1985 DDN Protocol Handbook can be ordered from: 

DDN Network Information Center 
SRI International, Room EJ291 
333 Ravenswood Avenue 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 
Telephone: (800) 235-3155 
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RFC:    813 

WINDOW AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENT STRATEGY IN TCP 

David D. Clark 
MIT Laboratory for Computer Science 

Computer Systems and Comnunlcations Group 
July, 1982 

1. Introduction 

This document describes implementation strategies to deal with two 

mechanisms in TCP, the window and the acknowledgement. These mechanisms 

are described in the specification document, but it is possible, while 

complying with the specification, to produce implementations which yield 

very bad performance. Happily, the pitfalls possible in window and 

acknowledgement strategies are very easy to avoid. 

It is a much more difficult exercise to verify the performance of a 

specification than the correctness. Certainly, we have less experience 

in this area, and we certainly lack any useful formal technique. 

Nonetheless, it is important to attempt a specification in this area, 

because different implementors might otherwise choose superficially 

reasonable algorithms which interact poorly with each other. This 

document presents a particular set of algorithms which have received 

testing in the field, and which appear to work properly with each other. 

With more experience, these algorithms may become part of the formal 

specification: until such time their use is recommended. 

« 
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2. Hie Mechanisms 

The acknowledgement mechanism is at the heart of TCP. Very simply, 

when data arrives at the recipient, the protocol requires that it send 

back an acknowledgement of this data. The protocol specifies that the 

bytes of data are sequentially numbered, so that the recipient can 

acknowledge data by naming the highest numbered byte of data it has 

received, which also acknowledges the previous bytes (actually, it 

identifies the first byte of data which it has not yet received, but 

this is a small detail). The protocol contains only a general assertion 

that data should be acknowledged promptly, but gives no more specific 

indication as to how quickly an acknowledgement must be sent, or how 

much data should be acknowledged in each separate acknowledgement. 

The window mechanism is a flow control tool. Whenever appropriate, 

the recipient of data returns to the sender a number, which is (more or 

less) the size of the buffer which the receiver currently has available 

for additional data. This number of bytes, called the window, is the 

maximum which the sender is permitted to transmit until the receiver 

returns some additional window. Sometimes, the receiver will have no 

buffer space available, and will return a window value of zero. Under 

these circumstances, the protocol requires the sender to send a small 

segment to the receiver now »nd then, to see if more data is accepted. 

If the window remains closed at zero for some substantial period, and 

the sender can obtain no response from the receiver, the protocol 

requires the sender to conclude that the receiver has failed, and to 

close the connection.   Again,  there is very little  performance 
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information in the specification, describing under what circumstances 

the window should be increased, and how the sender should respond to 

such revised information. 

A bad implementation of the window algorithm can lead to extremely 

poor performance overall. The degradations which occur in throughput 

and CPU utilizations can easily be several factors of ten, not just a 

fractional increase. This particular phenomenon is specific enough that 

it has been given the name of Silly Window Syndrome, or SWS. Happily 

SWS is easy to avoid if a few simple rules are observed. The most 

important function of this memo is to describe SWS, so that implementors 

will understand the general nature of the problem, and to describe 

algorithms which will prevent its occurrence. This document also 

describes performance enhancing algorithms which relate to 

acknowledgement, and discusses the way acknowledgement and window 

algorithms interact as part of SWS. 

3.  SILLY WINDOW SYNDROME 

In order to understand SWS, we must first define two new terms. 

Superficially, the window mechanism is very simple: there is a number, 

called "the window", which is returned from the receiver to the sender. 

However, we must have a more detailed way of talking about the meaning 

of this number. The receiver of data computes a value which we will 

call the "offered window". In a simple case, the offered window 

corresponds to the amount of buffer space available in the receiver. 

This correspondence is not necessarily exact, but is a suitable model 

for the discussion to follow.   It is the offered window which is 

3-7 
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actually transmitted back from the receiver to the sender. The sender 

uses the offered window to compute a different value, the "usable 

window", which is the offered window minus the amount of outstanding 

unacknowledged data. The usable window is less than or equal to the 

offered window, and can be much smaller. 

Consider the following simple example. The receiver initially 

provides an offered window of 1,000. The sender uses up this window by 

sending five segments of 200 bytes each. The receiver, on processing 

the first of these segments, returns an acknowledgement which also 

contains an updated window value. Let us assume that the receiver of 

the data has removed the first 200 bytes from the buffer, so that the 

receiver once again has 1,000 bytes of available buffer. Therefore, the 

receiver would return, as before, an offered window of 1,000 bytes. The 

sender, on receipt of this first acknowledgement, now computes the 

additional number of bytes which may be sent. In fact, of the 1,000 

bytes which the recipient is prepared to receive at this time, 800 are 

already in transit, having been sent in response to the previous offered 

window.  In this case, the usable window i« only 200 bytes. 

Let us now consider how SWS arises. To continue the previous 

example, assume that at some point, when the sender computes a useable 

window of 200 bytes, it has only 50 bytes to send until it reaches a 

"push" point. It thus sends 50 bytes in one segment, and 150 bytes in 

the next segment. Sometime later, this 50-byte segment will arrive at 

the recipient, which will process and remove the 50 bytes and once again 

return an offered window of 1,000 bytes.  However, the sender will now 
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compute that there are 950 bytes in transit in the network, so that the 

useable window is now only 50 bytes. Thus, the sender will once again 

send a 50 byte segment, even though there is no longer a natural 

boundary to force it. 

In fact, whenever the acknowledgement of a small segment comes 

back, the useable window associated with that acknowledgement will cause 

another segment of the same small size to be sent, until some 

abnormality breaks the pattern. It is easy to see how small segments 

arise, because natural boundaries in the data occasionally cause the 

sender to take a computed useable window and divide it up between two 

segments. Once that division has occurred, there is no natural way for 

those useable window allocations to be recombined; thus the breaking up 

of the useable window into small pieces will persist. 

Thus, SWS is a degeneration in the throughput which develops over 

time, during a long data transfer. If the sender ever stops, as for 

example when it runs out of data to send, the receiver will eventually 

acknowledge all the outstanding data, so that the useable window 

computed by the sender will equal the full offered window of the 

receiver. At this point the situation will have healed, and further 

data transmission over the link will occur efficiently. However, in 

large file transfers, which occur without interruption, SWS can cause 

appalling performance. The network between the sender and the receiver 

becomes clogged with many small segments, and an equal number of 

acknowledgements, which in turn causes lost segments, which triggers 

massive retransmission.  Bad cases of SWS have been seen in which the 
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average segment size was one-tenth of the size the sender and receiver 

were prepared to deal with, and the average number of retransmission per 

successful segments sent was five. 

Happily, SWS is trivial to avoid. The following sections describe 

two algorithms, one executed by the sender, and one by the receiver, 

which appear to eliminate SWS completely. Actually, either algorithm by 

itself is sufficient to prevent SWS, and thus protect a host from a 

foreign implementation which has failed to deal properly with this 

problem. The two algorithms taken together produce an additional 

reduction in CPU consumption, observed in practice to be as high as a 

factor of four. 

4.  I.jproved Window Algorithms 

The receiver of data can take a very simple step to eliminate SWS. 

When it disposes of a small amount of data, it can artificially reduce 

the offered window in subsequent acknowledgements, so that the useable 

window computed by the sender does not permit the sending of any further 

data. At some later time, when the receiver has processed a 

substantially larger amount of incoming data, the artificial limitation 

on the offered window can be removed all at once, so that the sender 

computes a sudden large jump rather than a sequence of small Jumps in 

the useable window. 

At this level, the algorithm is quite simple, but in order to 

determine exactly when the window should be opened up again, it is 

necessary to look at soon  of the other details of the implementation. 
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Depending on whether the window is held artificially closed for a short 

or long time, two problems will develop. The one we have already 

discussed -- never closing the window artificially — will lead to SWS. 

On the other hand, if the window is only opened infrequently, the 

pipeline of data in the network between the sender and the receiver may 

have emptied out while the sender was being held off, so that a delay is 

introduced before additional data arrives from the sender. This delay 

does reduce throughput, but it does not consume network resources or CPU 

resources in the process, as does SWS. Thus, it is in this direction 

that one ought to overcompensate. For a simple implementation, a rule 

of thumb that seems to work in practice is to artificially reduce the 

offered window until the reduction constitutes one half of the available 

space, at which point increase the window to advertise the entire space 

again. In any event, one ought to make the chunk oy which the window is 

opened at least permit one reasonably large serpent. (If the receiver 

is so short of buffers that it can never advertise a large enough buffer 

to permit at least one large sequent, it is hopeless to expect any sort 

of high throughput.) 

There is an algorithm that the sender can use to achieve the same 

effect described above: a very simple and elegant rule first described 

by Michael Greenwald at MIT. The sender of the data uses the offered 

window to conpute a useable window, and then compares the useable window 

to the offered window, and refrains from sending anything if the ratio 

of useable to offered is less than a certain fraction. Clearly. If the 

computed useable window is small compared to the offered window, this 

means that a substantial amount of previously sent information is still 
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in the pipeline from the sender to the receiver, which in turn means 

that the sender can count on being granted a larger useable window in 

the future. Until the useable window reaches a certain amount, the 

sender should simply refuse to send anything. 

Simple experiments suggest that the exact value of the ratio is not 

very important, but that a value of about 25 percent is sufficient to 

avoid SWS and achieve reasonable throughput, even for machines with a 

small offered window. An additional enhancement which might help 

throughput would be to attempt to hold off sending until one can send a 

maximum size segment. Another enhancement would be to send anyway, even 

if the ratio is small, if the useable window is sufficient to hold the 

data available up to the next "push point". 

This algorithm at the sender end is very simple. Notice that it is 

not necessary to set a timer to protect against protocol lockup when 

postponing the send operation. Further acknowledgements, as they 

arrive, will inevitably change the ratio of offered to useable window. 

(To see this, note that when all the data in the catanet pipeline has 

arrived at the receiver, the resulting acknowledgement must yield an 

offered window and useable window that equal each other.) If the 

expected acknowledgements do not arrive, the retransmission mechanise 

will come into play to assure that something finally happens. Thus, to 

add this algorithm to an existing TCP implementation usually requires 

one line of code. As part of the send algorithm it is already necessary 

to compute the useable window from the offered window. It is a simple 

matter to add a line of code which, if the ratio is less than a certain 
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percent, sets the useable window to zero. The results of SWS are so 

devastating that no sender should be without this simple piece of 

insurance. 

5.  Improved Acknowledgement Algorithms 

In the beginning of this paper, an overly simplistic implementation 

of TCP was described, which led to SWS. One of the characteristics of 

this implementation was that the recipient of data sent a separate 

acknowledgement for every segment that it received. This compulsive 

acknowledgement was one of the causes of SWS, because each 

acknowledgement provided some new useable window, but even if one of the 

algorithms described above is used to eliminate SWS, overly frequent 

acknowledgement still has a substantial problem, which is that it 

greatly increases the processing time at the sender's end. Measurement 

of TCP implementations, especially on large operating systems, indicate 

that most of the overhead of dealing with a segment is not in the 

processing at the TCP or IP level, but simply in the scheduling of the 

handler which is required to deal with the segment. A steady dribble of 

acknowledgements causes a high overhead in scheduling, with very little 

to show for it.  This waste is to be avoided if possible. 

There are two reasons for prompt acknowledgement. One is to 

prevent retransmission. We will discuss later how to determine whether 

unnecessary retransmission is occurring. The other reason one 

acknowledges promptly is to permit further data to be sen*-. However, 

the previous section makes quite clear that it is not always desirable 

to send a little bit of data, even though the receiver may have room for 
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it. Therefore, one can state a general rule that under normal 

operation, the receiver of data need not, and for efficiency reasons 

should not, acknowledge the data unless either the acknowledgement is 

intended to produce an increased useable window, is necessary in order 

to prevent retransmission or is being sent as part of a reverse 

direction segment being sent for some other reason. We will consider an 

algorithm to achieve these goals. 

Only the recipient of the data can control the generation of 

acknowledgements. Once an acknowledgement has been sent from the 

receiver back to the sender, the sender must process it. Although the 

extra overhead is Incurred at the sender's end, it is entirely under the 

receiver's control. Therefore, we must now describe an algorithm which 

occurs at the receiver's end. Obviously, the algorithm must have the 

following general form; sometimes the receiver of data, upon processing 

a segment, decides not to send an acknowledgement now, but to postpone 

the acknowledgement until some time in the future, perhaps by setting a 

timer. The peril of this approach is that on many large operating 

systems it is extremely costly to respond to a timer event, almost as 

costly as to respond to an incoming segment. Clearly, if the receiver 

of the data, in order to avoid extra overhead at the sender end, spends 

a great deal of time responding to timer interrupts, no overall benefit 

has been achieved, for efficiency at the sender end is achieved by great 

thrashing at the receiver end. We must find an algorithm that avoids 

both of these perils. 

The following scheme seems a good conpromise.  The receiver of data 
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will refrain from sending an acknowledgement under certain 

circumstances, in which case it must set a timer which will cause the 

acknowledgement to be sent later. However, the receiver should do this 

only where it is a reasonable guess that some other event will intervene 

and prevent the necessity of the timer interrupt. The most obvious 

event on which to depend is the arrival of another segment. So, if a 

segment arrives, postpone sending an acknowledgement if both of the 

following conditions hold. First, the push bit is not set in the 

segment, since it is a reasonable assumption that there is more data 

coming in a subsequent segment. Second, there is no revised window 

information to be sent back. 

This algorithm will insure that the timer, although set, is seldom 

used. The interval of the timer is related to the expected inter- 

segment delay, which is in turn a function of the particular network 

through which the data is flowing. For the Arpanet, a reasonable 

interval seems to be 200 to 300 milliseconds. Appendix A describes an 

adaptive algorithm for measuring this delay. 

The section on improved window algorithms described both a receiver 

algorithm and a sender algorithm, and suggested that both should be 

used. The reason for this is now clear. While the sender algorithm is 

extremely simple, and useful as Insurance, the receiver algorithm Is 

required in order that this improved acknowledgement strategy work. If 

the receipt of every segnent causes a new window value to be returned, 

then of necessity an acknowledgement will be sent for every- data 

segment.   When, according to the strategy of the previous section, the 
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receiver determines to artificially reduce the offered window, that is 

precisely the circumstance under which an acknowledgement need not be 

sent. When the receiver window algorithm and the receiver 

acknowledgement algorithm are used together, it will be seen that 

sending an acknowledgement will be triggered by one of the following 

events. First, a push bit has been received. Second, a temporary pause 

in the data stream is detected. Third, the offered window has been 

artificially reduced to one-half its actual value. 

In the beginning of this section, it was pointed out that there are 

two reasons why one must acknowledge data. Our consideration at this 

point has been concerned only with the first, that an acknowledgement 

must be returned as part of triggering the sending of new data. It is 

also necessary to acknowledge whenever the failure to do so would 

trigger retransmission by the sender. Since the retransmission Interval 

is selected by the sender, the receiver of the data cannot make a 

precise determination of when the acknowledgement must be sent. 

However, there is a rough rule the sender can use to avoid 

retransmission, provided that the receiver is reasonably well behaved. 

We will assume that sender of the data uses the optional algorithm 

described in the TCP specification, in which the roundtrip delay is 

measured using an exponential decay smoothing algorithm. Retransmission 

of a segment occurs if the measured delay for that sequent exceeds the 

smoothed average by some factor. To see how retransmission might be 

triggered, one must consider the pattern of segment arrivals at the 

receiver.  The goal of our strategy was that the sender should send off 
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a number of segments in *:iose sequence, and receive one acknowledgement 

for the whole burst. The acknowledgement will be generated by the 

receiver at the time that the last segment in the burst arrives at the 

receiver. (To ensure the prompt return of the acknowledgement, the 

sender could turn on the "push" bit in the last segment of the burst.) 

The delay observed at the sender between the initial transmission of a 

segment and the receipt of the acknowledgement will include both the 

network transit time, plus the holding time at the receiver. The 

holding time will be greatest for the first segments in the burst, and 

smallest for the last segments in the burst. Thus, the smoothing 

algorithm will measure a delay which is roughly proportional to the 

average roundtrip delay for all the segments in the burst. Problems 

will arise if the average delay is substantially smaller than the 

maximum delay and the smoothing algorithm used has a very small 

threshold for triggering retransmission. The widest variation between 

average and maximum delay will occur when network transit time is 

negligible, and all delay is processing time. In this case, the maximum 

will be twice the average (by simple algebra) so the threshold that 

controls retransmission should be somewhat more than a factor of two. 

In practice, retransmission of the first segments of a burst has 

not been a problem because the delay measured consists of the network 

roundtrip delay, as well as the delay due to withholding the 

acknowledgement, and the roundtrip tends to dominate except in very low 

roundtrip time situations (such as when sending to one's self for test 

purposes) . This low roundtrip situation can be covered very simply by 

including a minimum value below which the roundtrip estimate is not 

permitted to drop. 
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In our experiments with this algorithm, retransmission due to 

faulty calculation of the roundtrip delay occurred only once, when the 

parameters of the exponential smoothing algorithm had been misadjusted 

so that they were only taking into account the last two or three 

segments sent. Clearly, this will cause trouble since the last two or 

three segments of any burst are the ones whose holding time at the 

receiver is minimal, so the resulting total estimate was much lower than 

appropriate. Once the parameters of the algorithm had been adjusted so 

that the number of segments taken into account was approximately twice 

the number of segments in a burst of average size, with a threshold 

factor of 1.5, no further retransmission has ever been identified due to 

this problem, including when sending to ourself and when sending over 

high delay nets. 

6. Conservative Vs. Optimistic Windows 

According to the TCP specification, the offered window is presumed 

•"•'_ to have some relationship to the amount of data which the receiver is 

actually prepared to receive. However, it is not necessarily an exact 

correspondence. We will use the term "conservative window" to describe 

the case where the offered window is precisely no larger than the actual 

buffering available. The drawback to conservative window algorithms is 

that they can produce very low throughput in long delav situations. It 

is easy to see that the maximum input of a conservative window algorithm 

is one bufferfull every roundtrip delay in the net, since the next 

bufferfull cannot be launched until the updated window/acknowledgement 

information from the previous transmission has made the roundtrip. 
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In certain cases, it may be possible to increase the overall 

throughput of the transmission by increasing the offered window over the 

actual buffer available at the receiver. Such a strategy we will call 

an "optimistic window" strategy. The optimistic strategy works if the 

network delivers the data to the recipient sufficiently slowly that it 

can process the data fast enough to keep the buffer from overflowing. 

If the receiver is faster than the sender, one could, with luck, permit 

an infinitely optimistic window, in which the sender is simply permitted 

to send full-speed. If the sender is faster than the receiver, however, 

and the window is too optimistic, then some segments will cause a buffer 

overflow, and will be discarded. Therefore, the correct strategy to 

implement an optimistic window is to increase the window size until 

segments start to be lost. This only works if it is possible to detect 

that the segment has been lost. In some cases, it is easy to do, 

because the segment is partially processed inside the receiving host 

before it is thrown away. In other cases, overflows may actually cause 

the netwc ~k interface to be clogged, which will cause the segnents to be 

lost elsewhere in the net. It is Inadvisable to attempt an optimistic 

window strategy unless one is certain that the algorithm can detect the 

resulting lost segments. However, the increase in throughput which is 

possible from optimistic windows is quite substantial. Any systems with 

small buffer space should seriously consider the merit of optimistic 

windows. 

The selection of an appropriate window algorithm is actually more 

complicated than even the above discussion suggests. The following 

considerations are not presented with the intention that they be 
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incorporated in current implementations of TCP, but as background for 

the sophisticated designer who is attempting to understand how his TCP 

will respond to a variety of networks, with different speed and delay 

characteristics. The particular pattern of windows and acknowledgements 

sent from receiver to sender influences two characteristics of the data 

being sent. First, they control the average data rate. Clearly, the 

average rate of the sender cannot exceed the average rate of the 

receiver, or long-term buffer overflow will occur. Second, they 

influence the burstiness of the data coming from the sender. Burstlness 

has both advantages and disadvantages. The advantage of burstiness is 

that it reduces the CPU processing necessary to send the data. This 

follows from the observed fact, especially on large machines, that most 

of the cost of sending a segment is not the TCP or IP processing, but 

the scheduling overhead of getting started. 

On the other hand, the disadvantage of burstiness is that it may 

cause buffers to overflow, either in the eventual recipient, which was 

discussed above, or in an intermediate gateway, a problem ignored in 

this paper. The algorithms described above attempts to strike a balance 

between excessive burstiness, which in the extreme cases can cause 

delays because a burst is not requested soon enough, and excessive 

fragmentation of the data stream into small segments, which we 

identified as Silly Window Syndrome. 

Under conditions of extreme delay in the network, none of the 

algorithms described above will achieve adequate throughput. 

Conservative window algorithms have a predictable throughput limit, 
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which is one windowfull per roundtrip delay. Attempts to solve this by 

optimistic window strategies may cause buffer overflows due to the 

bursty nature of the arriving data. A very sophisticated way to solve 

this is for the receiver, having measured by some means the roundtrip 

delay and intersegment arrival rate of the actual connection, to open 

his window, not in one optimistic increment of gigantic proportion, but 

in a number of smaller optimistic increments, which have been carefully 

spaced using a timer so that the resulting smaller bursts which arrive 

are each sufficiently small to fit into the existing buffers. One could 

visualize this as a number of requests flowing backwards through the net 

which trigger in return a number of bursts which flow back spaced evenly 

from the sender to the receiver. The overall result is that the 

receiver uses the window mechanism to control the burstiness of the 

arrivals, and the average rate. 

To my knowledge, no such strategy has been implemented in any TCP. 

First, we do not normally nave delays high enough co require this kind 

of treatment. Second, the strategy described above is probably not 

stable unless it is very carefully balanced. Just as buses on a single 

bus route tend to bunch up, bursts which start out equally spaced could 

well end up piling into each other, and forming the single large burst 

which the receiver was hoping to avoid. It is important to understand 

this extreme case, however, in order to understand the limits beyond 

which TCP, as normally implemented, with either conservative or simple 

optimistic windows can be expected to deliver throughput which is a 

reasonable percentage of the actual network capacity. 
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7.  Conclusions 

This paper describes three simple algorithms for performance 

enhancement in TCP, one at the sender end and two at the receiver. The 

sender algorithm is to refrain from sending if the useable window is 

smaller than 25 percent of the offered window. The receiver algorithms 

are first, to artificially reduce the offered window when processing new 

data if the resulting reduction does not represent more than some 

fraction, say 50 percent, of the actual space available, and second, to 

refrain from sending an acknowledgment at all if two simple conditions 

hold. 

Either of these algorithms will prevent the worst aspects of Silly 

Window Syndrome, and when these algorithms are used together, they will 

produce substantial improvement in CPU utilization, by eliminating the 

process of excess acknowledgements. 

Preliminary experiments with these algorithms suggest that they 

work, and work very ''ell. Both the sender and receiver algorithms have 

been shown to eliminate SWS, even when talking to fairly silly 

algorithms at the other end. The Multics mailer, in particular, had 

suffered substantial attacks of SWS while sending large mail to a number 

of hosts. We br>lieve that implementation of the sender side algorithm 

has eliminated every known case of SWS detected in our mailer. 

Iqplementation of the receiver side algorithm produced substantial 

improvements of CPU time when Multics was the sending system. Multics 

is a typical large operating system, with scheduling costs which are 

large compared to the actual processing time for protocol handlers. 
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Tests were done sending from Multics to a host which implemented the SWS 

suppression algorithm, and which could either refrain or not from 

sending acknowledgements on each segment. As predicted, suppressing the 

return acknowledgements did not influence the throughput for large data 

transfer at all, since the throttling effect was elsewhere. However, 

the CPU time required to process the data at the Multics end was cut by 

a factor of four (In this experiment, the bursts of data which were 

being sent were approximately eigjit segments. Thus, the number of 

acknowledgements in the two experiments differed by a factor of eight.) 

An important consideration in evaluating these algorithms is that 

they must not cause the protocol Implementations to deadlock. All of 

the recommendations in this document have the characteristic that they 

suggest one refrain from doing something even though the protocol 

specification permits one to do it. The possibility exists that if one 

refrains from doing something now one may never get to do it later, and 

both ends will halt, even though it would appear superficially that the 

transaction can continue. 

Formally, the idea that things continue to work is referred to as 

"liveness". One of the defects of ad hoc solutions to performance 

problems is the possibility that two different approaches will interact 

to prevent liveness. It is believed that the algorithms described in 

this paper are always live, and that is one of the reasons why there is 

a strong advantage in uniform usa of this particular proposal, except in 

cases where it is explicitly demonstrated not to work. 

The argument for liveness in these solutions proceeds as follows. 
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First, the sender algorithm can only be stopped by one thing, a refusal 

of the receiver to acknowledge sent data. As long as the receiver 

continues to acknowledge data, the ratio of useable window to offered 

window will approach one, and eventually the sender must continue to 

send. However, notice that the receiver algorithm we have advocated 

involves refraining from acknowledging. Therefore, we certainly do have 

a situation where improper operation of this algorithm can prevent 

liveness. 

What we must show is that the receiver of the data, if it chooses 

to refrain from acknowledging, will do so only for a short time, and not 

forever. The design of the algorithm described above was intended to 

achieve precisely this goal: whenever the receiver of data refrained 

from sending an acknowledgement it was required to set a timer. The 

only event that was permitted to clear that timer was the receipt of 

another segment, which essentially reset the timer, and started it going 

again. Thus, an acknowledgement will be sent as soon as no data has 

been received. This has precisely the effect desired: if the data flow 

appears to be disrupted for any reason, the receiver responds by sending 

an up-to-date acknowledgement. In fact, the receiver algorithm is 

designed to be more robust than this, for transmission of an 

acknowledgment is triggered by two events, either a cessation of data or 

a reduction in the amount of offered window to 50 percent of the actual 

value. This is the condition which will normally trigger the 

transmission of this acknowledgement. 
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APPENDIX A 

Dynamic Calculation of Acknowledgement Delay 

Hie text suggested vhat when setting a timer to postpone the 

sending of an acknowledgement, a fixed Interval of 200 to 300 

milliseconds would work properly in practice. This has not been 

verified over a wide variety of network delays, and clearly if there is 

a very slow net which stretches out the intersegment arrival time, a 

fixed interval will fail. In a sophisticated TCP, which is expected to 

adjust dynamically (rather than manually) to changing network 

conditions, it would be appropriate to measure this interval and respond 

dynamically. The following algorithm, which has been relegated to an 

Appendix, because it has not been tested, seems sensible. Whenever a 

segment arrives which does not have the push bit on in it, start a 

timer, which runs until the next segment arrives. Average these 

interarrival intervals, using an exponential decay smoothing function 

tuned to take into account perhaps the last ten or twenty segments that 

have come in. Occasionally, there will be a long interarrival period, 

even for a segment which is does not terminate a piece of data being 

pushed, perhaps because a window has gone to zero or some glitch in the 

sender or the network has held up the data. Therefore, examine each 

interarrival interval, and discard it from the smoothing algorithm if it 

exceeds the current estimate by some amount, perhaps a ratio of two or 

four times. By rejecting the larger intersegment arrival intervals, one 

should obtain a smoothed estimate of the interarrival of segments inside 
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a burst. The number need not be exact, since the timer which triggers 

acknowledgement can add a fairly generous fudge factor to this without 

causing trouble with the sender's estimate of the retransmission 

interval, so long as the fudge factor is constant. 
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RFC:  814 

NAME, ADDRESSES, PORTS, AND ROUTES 

David D. Clark 
MIT Laboratory for Computer Science 

Computer Systems and Communications Group 
July, 1982 

1.  Introduction 

It has been said that the principal function of an operating system 

is to define a number of different names for the same object, so that it 

can busy itself keeping track of the relationship between all of the 

different names. Network protocols seem to have somewhat the same 

characteristic. In TCP/IP, there are several ways of referring to 

things. At the human visible interface, there are character string 

"names" to identify networks, hosts, and services. Host names are 

translated into network "addresses", 32-bit values that identify the 

network to which a host is attached, and the location of the host on 

that net. Service names are translated into a "port identifier", which 

in TCP is a 16-bit value. Finally, addresses are translated into 

"routes", which are the sequence of steps a packet must take to reach 

the specified addresses. Routes show up explicitly in the form of the 

internet routing options, and also implicitly in the address to route 

translation tables which all hosts and gateways maintain. 

This RFC gives suggestions and guidance for the design of the 

tables and algorithms necessary to keep track of these various sorts of 

identifiers inside a host implementation of TCP/IP. 
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2. The Scope of the Problem 

One of the first questions one can ask about a naming mechanism is 

how many names one can expect to encounter. In order to answer this, it 

is necessary to !<now something about the expected maximum size of the 

internet. Currently, the internet is fairly small. It contains no more 

than 25 active networks, and no more than a few hundred hosts. This 

makes it possible to install tables which exhaustively list all of these 

elements. However, any implementation undertaken now should be based on 

an assumption of a much larger internet. The guidelines currently 

recommended are an upper limit of about 1,000 networks. If we imagine 

an average number of 25 hosts per net, this would suggest a maximum 

number of 25,000 hosts. It is quite unclear whether this host estimate 

is high or low, but even if it is off by several factors of two, the 

resulting number is still large enough to suggest that current table 

management strategies are unacceptable. Some fresh techniques will be 

required to deal with the internet of the future. 

3  Names 

As the previous section suggests, the internet will eventually have 

a sufficient number of names that a host cannot have a static table 

which provides a translation from every name to its associated address. 

There are several reasons other than sheer size why a host would not 

wish to have such a table. First, with that many names, we can expect 

names to be added and deleted at such a rate that an installer might 

spend all his time just revising the cable. Second, most of the names 

will refer to addresses of machines with which nothing will ever be 
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exchanged.  In fact, there may be whole networks with which a particular 

host will never have any traffic. 

To cope with this large and somewhat dynamic environment, the 

internet is moving from its current position in which a single name 

table is maintained by the NIC and distributed to all hosts, to a 

distributed approach in which each network (or group of networks) is 

responsible lor maintaining its own names and providing a "name server" 

to translate between the names and the addresses in that network. Each 

host is assumed to store not a complete set of name-address 

translations, but only a cache of recently used names. When a name is 

provided by a user for translation to an address, the host will first 

examine its local cache, and if the name is not found there, will 

communicate with an appropriate name server to obtain the information, 

which it may then insert into its cache for future reference. 

Unfortunately, the name server mechanism is not totally in place in 

the internet yet, so for the moment, it is necessary to continue to use 

the old strategy of maintaining a coraplete table of all names in every 

host. Implementors. however, should structure this table in such a way 

that it is easy to convert later to a name server approach. In 

particular, a reasonable programming strategy would be to make the name 

table accessible only through a subroutine interface, rather than by 

scattering direct references to the table all through the code. In this 

way, it will be possible, at a later date, to replace the subroutine 

with one capable of making calls on remote name servers. 

A problem which occasionally arises in the ARPANET today is that 
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the information in a local host table is out of date, because a host has 

moved, and a revision of the host table has not yet been installed from 

the NIC. In this case, one attempts to connect to a particular host and 

discovers an unexpected machine at the address obtained from the local 

table. If a human is directly observing the connection attempt, the 

error is usually detected immediately. However, for unattended 

operations such as the sending of queued mall, this sort of problem can 

lead to a great deal of confusion. 

The nameserver scheme will only make this problem worse, if hosts 

cache locally the address associated with names that have been looked 

up, because the host has no way of knowing when the address has changed 

and the cache entry should be removed. To solve this problem, plans are 

currently under way to define a simple facility by which a host can 

query a foreign address to determine what name is actually associated 

with it. SMTP already defines a verification technique based on this 

approach. 

4. Addresses 

The IP layer must know something about addresses. In particular, 

when a datagram is being sent out from a host, the IP layer must decide 

where to send it on the immediately connected network, based on the 

internet address. Mechanically, the IP first tests the internet address 

to see whether the network number of the recipient is the same as the 

network number of the sender. If so. the packet can be sent directly to 

the final recipient. If not, the datagram must be sent to a gateway for 

further forwarding.  In this latter case,  a second decision must be 
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made, as there may be more than one gateway available on the immediately 

attached network. 

When the internet address format was first specified, 8 bits were 

reserved to identify the network. Early implementations thus 

implemented the above algorithm by means of a table with 256 entries, 

one for each possible net, that specified the gateway of choice for that 

net, with a special case entry for those nets to which the host was 

immediately connected. Such tables were sometimes statically filled in, 

which caused confusion and malfunctions when gateways and networks moved 

(or crashed). 

The current definition of the internet address provides three 

different options for network numbering, with the goal of allowing a 

very large number of networks to be part of the internet. Thus, it is 

no longer possible to imagine having an exhaustive table to select a 

gateway for any foreign net. Again, current implementations must use a 

strategy based on a local cache of routing information for addresses 

currently being used. 

The recommended strategy for address to route translation is as 

follows. When the IP layer receives an outbound datagram for 

transmission, it extracts the network number from the destination 

address, and queries its local table to determine whether it knows a 

suitable gateway to which to send the datagram. If it does, the Job is 

done. (But see RFC 816 on Fault Isolation and Recovery, for 

recommendations on how to deal with the possible failure of the 

gateway.)  If there is no such entry in the local table, then select any 
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accessible gateway at random, Insert that as an entry in the table, and 

use it to send the packet. Either the guess will be right or wrong. If 

it is wrong, the gateway to which the packet was sent will return an 

I CMP redirect message to report that there is a better gateway to reach 

the net in question. The arrival of this redirect should cause an 

update of the local table. 

The number of entries in the local table should be aetermined by 

the m?»ylT*""» number of active connections which this particular host can 

support at any one time. For a large time sharing system, one might 

imagine a table with 100 or more entries. For a personal computer being 

used to support a single user telnet connection, only one address to 

gateway association need be maintained at once. 

The above strategy actually does not completely solve the problem, 

but only pushes it down one level, where the problem then arises of how 

a new host, freshly arriving on the internet, finds all of its 

accessible gateways. Intentionally, this problem is not solved within 

the internetwork architecture. The reason is that different networks 

have drastically different strategies for allowing a host to find out 

about other hosts on its immediate network. Some nets permit a 

broadcast mechanism. In this case, a host can send out a message and 

expect an answer back from all of the attached gateways. In other 

cases, where a particular network is richly provided with tools to 

support the internet, there may be a special network mechanism which a 

host can Invoke to determine where the gateways are In other cases, it 

may be necessary for an installer to manually provide the name of at 
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least one accessible gateway. Once a host has discovered the name of 

one gateway, it can build up a table of all other available gateways, by 

keeping track of every gateway that has been reported back to it in an 

ICMP message. 

5. Advanced Topics in Addressing and Routing 

The preceding discussion describes the mechanism required in a 

minimal implementation, an implementation intended only to provide 

operational service access today to the various networks that make up 

the internet. For any host which will participate in future research, 

as contrasted with service, some additional features are required. 

These features will also be helpful for service hosts if they wish to 

obtain access to some of the more exotic networks which will become part 

of the internet over the next few years. All implementors are urged to 

at least provide a structure into which these features could be later 

integrated. 

There are several features, either already a part of the 

architecture or now under development, which are used to modify or 

expand the relationships between addresses and routes. The IP source 

route options allow a host to explicitly direct a datagram through a 

series of gateways to its foreign host. An alternative form of the ICMP 

redirect packet has been proposed, which would return information 

specific to a particular destination host, not a destination net. 

Finally, additional IP options have been proposed to identify particular 

routes within the internet that are unacceptable. The difficulty with 

implementing these new features is that the mechanisms do not lie 

M 
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entirely within the bounds of IP. All the mechanisms above are designed 

to apply to a particular connection, so that their use must be specified 

at the TCP level. Thus, the interface between IP and the layers above 

it must include mechanisms to allow passing this information back and 

forth, and TCP (or any other protocol at this level, such as UDP), must 

be prepared to store this information. The passing of information 

between IP and TCP is made more complicated by the fact that some of the 

information, in particular I CMP packets, may arrive at any time. The 

normal interface envisioned between TCP and IP is one across which 

packets can be sent or received. The existence of asynchronous ICMP 

messages implies that there must be an additional channel between the 

two, unrelated to the actual sending and receiving of data. (In fact, 

there are many other ICMP messages which arrive asynchronously and which 

must be passed from IP up to higher layers. See RFC 816, Fault 

Isolation and Recovery.) 

Source routes are already in use in the internet, and many 

implementations will wish to be able to take advantage of them. The 

following sorts of usages should be permitted. First, a user, when 

initiating a TCP connection, should be able to hand a source route into 

TCP, which in turn must hand the source route to IP with every outgoing 

datagram. The user might initially obtain the source route by querying 

a different sort of name server, which would return a source route 

instead of an address, or the user may have fabricated the source route 

manually. A TZP which is listening for a connection, rather than 

attempting to open one, must be prepared to receive a datagram which 

contains a IP return route, in which case it must remember this return 

route, and use It as a source route on all returning datagrams. 
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6. Ports and Service Identifiers 

The IP layer of the architecture contains the address information 

which specifies the destination host to which the datagram is being 

sent. In fact, datagrams are not intended just for particular hosts, 

but for particular agents within a host, processes or other entities 

that are the actual source and sink of the data. IP performs only a 

very simple dispatching once the datagram has arrived at the target 

host, it dispatches it to a particular protocol. It is the 

responsibility of that protocol handler, for example TCP, to finish 

dispatching the datagram to the particular connection for which it is 

destined. This next layer of dispatching is done using "port 

identifiers", which are a part of the header of the higher level 

protocol, and not the IP layer. 

This two-layer dispatching architecture has caused a problem for 

certain implementations. In particular, some implementations have 

wished to put the IP layer within the kernel of the operating system, 

and the TCP layer as a user domain application program. Strict 

adherence to this partitioning can lead to grave performance problems, 

for the datagram must first be dispatched from the kernel to a TCP 

process, which then dispatches the datagram to its final destination 

process. The overhead of scheduling this dispatch process can severely 

limit the achievable throughput of the implementation. 

As is discussed in RFC 817, Modularity and Efficiency in Frotocol 

Implementations, this particular separation between kerne] ani user 

leads to other performance problems, even ignoring the issue of port 
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level dispatching. However, there is an acceptable shortcut which can 

be taken to move the higher level dispatching function into the IP 

layer, if this makes the implementation substantially easier. 

In principle, every higher level protocol could have a different 

dispatching algorithm. The reason for this is discussed below. 

However, for the protocols involved in the service offering being 

implemented today, TCP and UDP, the dispatching algorithm is exactly the 

same, and the port field is located in precisely the same place in the 

header. Therefore, unless one is interested in participating in further 

protocol research, there is only one higher level dispatch algorithm. 

This algorithm takes into account the internet level foreign address, 

the protocol number, and the local port and foreign port from the higher 

level protocol header. This algorithm can be implemented as a sort of 

adjunct to the IP layer implementation, as long as no other higher level 

protocols are to be implemented. (Actually, the above statement is only 

partially true, in that the UDP dispatch function is subset of the TCP 

dispatch function. UDP dispatch depends only protocol number and local 

port. However, there is an occasion within TCP when this exact same 

subset comes into play, when a process wishes to listen for a connection 

from any foreign host. Thus, the range of mechanisms necessary to 

support TCP dispatch are also sufficient to support precisely the UDP 

requirement.) 

The decision to remove port level dispatching from IP to the higher 

level protocol has been questioned by some implementors. It has been 

argued that if all of the address structure were part of the IP layer, 

i 
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then IP could do all of the packet dispatching function within the host, 

which would lead to a simpler modularity. Three problems were 

identified with this. First, not all protocol implementors could agree 

on the size of the port identifier. TCP selected a fairly short port 

identifier, 16 bits, to reduce header size. Other protocols being 

designed, however, wanted a larger port identifier, perhaps 32 bits, so 

that the port identifier, if properly selected, could be considered 

probabilistically unique. Thus, constraining the port id to one 

particular IP level mechanism would prevent certain fruitful lines of 

research. Second, ports servo a special function in addition to 

datagram delivery: certain port numbers are reserved to identify 

particular services. Thus, TCP port 23 is the remote login service. If 

ports were implemented at the IP level, then the assignment of well 

known ports could not be done on a protocol basis, but would have to be 

done in a centralized manner for all of the IP architecture. Third, IP 

was designed with a very simple layering roie: IP contained exactly 

those functions that the gateways must understand. If the port idea had 

been made a part of the IP layer, it would have suggested that gateways 

needed to know about ports, which is not the case. 

There are, of course, other ways to avoid these problems. In 

particular, the "well-known pore" problem can be solved by devising a 

second mechanism, distinct from port dispatching, to name well-known 

ports. Several protocols have settled on the idea of including, in the 

packet which sets up a connection to a particular service, a more 

general service descriptor, such as a character string field. These 

special packets,  which are requesting connection to a particular 
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service, are routed on arrival to a special server, sometimes called a 

"rendezvous server", which examines the service request, selects a 

random port which is to be used for this instance of the service, and 

then passes the packet along to the service itself to commence the 

interaction. 

For the internet architecture, this strategy had the serious flaw 

that it presumed all protocols would fit into the same service paradigm: 

an initial setup phase, which might contain a certain overhead such as 

indirect routing through a rendezvous server, followed by the packets of 

the Interaction itself, which would flow directly to the process 

providing the service. Unfortunately, not all high level protocols in 

internet were expected to fit this model. The best example of this is 

isolated datagram exchange using UDP. The simplest exchange in UDP is 

one process sending a single datagram to another. Especially on a local 

net, where the net related overhead is very low, this kind of simple 

single datagram interchange can be extremely efficient, with very low 

overhead in the hosts. However, since these Individual packets would 

not be part of an established connection, if IP supported a strategy 

based on a rendezvous server and service descriptors, every isolated 

datagram would have to be routed indirectly in the receiving host 

through the rendezvous server, which would substantially increase the 

overhead of processing, and every datagram would have to carry the full 

service request field, which would increase the size of the packet 

header. 

In general, if a network is intended for "virtual circuit service", 
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or things similar to that, then using a special hicfri overhead mechanism 

for circuit setup makes sense. However, current directions in research 

are leading away from this class of protocol, so once again the 

architecture was designed not to preclude alternative protocol 

structures. The only rational position was that the particular 

dispatching strategy used should be part of the higher level protocol 

design, not the IP layer. 

This same argument about circuit setup mechanisms also applies to 

the design of the IP address structure. Many protocols do not transmit 

a full address field as part of every packet, but rather transmit a 

short identifier which is created as part of a circuit setup from source 

to destination. If the full address needs to be carried in only the 

first packet of a long exchange, then the overhead of carrying a very 

long address field can easily be justified. Under these circumstances, 

one can create truly extravagant address fields, which are capable of 

extending to address almost any conceivable entity. However, this 

strategy is useable only in a virtual circuit net, where the packets 

being transmitted are part of a established sequence, otherwise this 

large extravagant address must be transported on every packet. Since 

Internet explicitly rejected this restriction on the architecture, it 

was necessary to come up with an address field that was compact enough 

to be sent in every datagram, but general enough to correctly route the 

datagram through the catanet without a previous setup phase. The IP 

address of 32 bits is the compromise that results. Clearly it requires 

a substantial amount of shoehorning to address all of the interesting 

places In the universe with only 32 bits.  On the other hand,  had the 
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address field became much bigger, IP would have been susceptible to 

another criticism, which is that the header had grown unworkably large. 

Again, the fundamental design decision was that the protocol be designed 

in such a way that it supported research in new and different sorts of 

protocol architectures. 

There are some limited restrictions imposed by the IP design on the 

port mechanism selected by the higher level process. In particular, 

when a packet goes awry somewhere on the internet, the offending packet 

is returned, along with an error indication, as part of an ICMP packet. 

An ICMP packet returns only the IP layer, and the next 64 bits of the 

original datagram. Thus, any higher level protocol which wishes to sort 

out from which port a particular offending datagram came must make sure 

that the port information is contained within the first 64 bits of the 

next level header. This also means, in most cases, that it is possible 

to imagine, as part of the IP layer, a port dispatch mechanism which 

works by masking and matching on the first 64 bits of the incoming 

higher level header. 
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RFC:     815 

IP DATAGRAM REASSEMBLY ALGORITHMS 

David D. Clark 
MIT Laboratory for Computer Science 

Computer Systems and Communications Group 
July, 1982 

1.  Introduction 

One of the mechanisms of IP is fragmentation and reassembly. Under 

certain circumstances, a datagram originally transmitted as a single 

unit will arrive at its final destination broken into several fragments. 

The IP layer at the receiving host must accumulate these fragments until 

enough have arrived to completely reconstitute the original datagram. 

The specification document for IP gives a complete description of the 

reassembly mechanism, and contains several examples. It also provides 

one possible algorithm for reassembly, based on keeping track of 

arriving fragments in a vector of bits. This document describes an 

alternate approach which should prove more suitable in some machines. 

A superficial examination of the reassembly process may suggest 

that it is rather complicated. First, it is necessary to keep track of 

all the fragments, which suggests a small bookkeeping Job. Second, when 

a new fragment arrives, it may combine with the existing fragments in a 

number of differenc ways. It may precisely fill the space between two 

fragments,  or it may overlap with existing fragments, or completely 
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duplicate existing fragments, or partially fill a space between two 

fragments without abutting either of them. Thus, it might seem that the 

reassembly process might Involve designing a fairly complicated 

algorithm that tests for a number of different options. 

In fact, the process of reassembly is extremely simple. This 

document describes a way of dealing with reassembly which reduces the 

bookkeeping problem to a minimum, which requires for storage only one 

buffer equal in size to the final datagram being reassembled, which can 

reassemble a datagram from any number of fragments arriving in any order 

with any possible pattern of overlap and duplication, and which is 

appropriate for almost any sort of operating system. 

The reader should consult the IP specification document to be sure 

that he is completely familiar with the general concept of reassembly, 

and the particular header fields and vocabulary used to describe the 

process. 

2.  The Algorithm 

In order to define this reassembly algorithm, it is necessary to 

define some terms. A partially reassembled datagram consists of certain 

sequences of octets that have already arrived, and certain areas still 

to come. We will refer to these missing areas as "holes". Each hole 

can be characterized by two numbers, hole, first, the number of the first 

octet in the hole, and hole.last, the number of the last octet in the 

hole. This pair of numbers we will call the "hole descriptor", and we 

will assume that all of the hole descriptors for a particular datagram 

are gathered together in the "hole descriptor list". 
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The general form of the algorithm is as follows. When a new 

fragment of the datagram arrives, it will possibly fill in one or more 

of the existing holes. We will examine each of the entries in the hole 

descriptor list to see whether the hole in question is eliminated by 

this incoming fragment. If so, we will delete that entry from the list. 

Eventually, a fragment will arrive which eliminates every entry from the 

list. At this point, the datagram has been completely reassembled and 

can be passed to higher protocol levels for further processing. 

The algorithm will be described in two phases. In the first part, 

we will show the sequence of steps which are executed when a new 

fragment arrives, in order to determine whether or not any of the 

existing holes are filled by the new fragment. In the second part of 

this description, we will show a ridiculously simple algorithm for 

management of the hole descriptor list. 

3. Fragment Processing Algorithm 

An arriving fragnent can fill any of the existing holes in a number 

of ways. Most sinply, it can completely fill a hole. Alternatively, it 

may leave some regaining space at either the beginning or the end of an 

existing hole. 0. fin&lly, it can lie in the middle of an existing 

hole, breaking the hole in half and leaving a smaller hole at each end. 

Because of these possibilities, it might seem that a number of tests 

must be made when a new fragment arrives, leading tc a rather 

complicated algorithm. In fact, if properly expressed, the algorithm 

can compare each hole to the arriving fragment in only four tests. 
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We start the algorithm when the earliest fragment of the datagram 

arrives. We begin by creating an empty data buffer area and putting one 

entry in its hole descriptor list, the entry which describes the 

datagram as being completely missing. In this case, hole.first equals 

zero, and hole.last equals infinity. (Infinity is presumably implemented 

by a very large integer, greater than 576, of the implementor's choice.) 

The following eight steps are then used to insert each of the arriving 

fragments into the buffer area where the complete datagram is being 

built up. The arriving fragment is described by fragment.first, the 

first octet of the fragment, and fragment.last, the last octet of the 

fragment. 

1. Select the next hole descriptor from the hole descriptor 
list.  If there are no more entries, go to step eight. 

2. If fragment.first is greater than hole.last, go to step one. 

3. If fragment.last is less than hole.first, go to step one. 

- (If either step two or step three is true, then the 
newly arrived fragment does not overlap with the hole in 
any way, so we need pay no further attention to this 
hole. We return to the beginning of the algorithm where 
we select the next hole for examination.) 

4. Delete the current entry from the hole descriptor list. 

- (Since neither step two nor step three was true, the 
newly arrived fragment does interact with this hole in 
some way. Therefore, the current descriptor will no 
longer be valid. We will destroy it, and in the next 
two steps we will determine whether or not it is 
necessary to create any new hole descriptors.) 

5. If fragment.first is greater than hole.first, then create a 
new hole descriptor "new^hole" with new_hole.first equal to 
hole.first, and new_hole.last equal to fragment.first minus 
one. 
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- (If the test in step five is true, then the first part 
of the original hole is not filled by this fragment. We 
create a new descriptor for this smaller hole.) 

6. If fragment.last is less than hole.last and fragment.more 
fragments is true, then create a new hole descriptor 
"new_holeM, with new_hole.first equal to fragment.last plus 
one and new_Jiole. last equal to hole.last. 

- (This test is the mirror of step five with one 
additional feature. Initially, we did not know how long 
the reassembled datagram would be, and therefore we 
created a hole reaching from zero to infinity. 
Eventually, we will receive the last fragment of the 
datagram. At this point, that hole descriptor which 
reaches from the last octet of the buffer to infinity 
can be discarded. The fragment which contains the last 
fragment indicates this fact by a flag in the internet 
header called "more fragments". The test of this bit in 
this statement prevents us from creating a descriptor 
for the unneeded hole which describes the space from the 
end of the datagram to infinity.) 

7. Go to step one. 

8. If the hole descriptor list is now empty, the datagram is now 
complete. Pass it on to the higher level protocol processor 
for further handling.  Otherwise, return. 

4.  Part Two: Managing the Hole Descriptor List 

The main complexity in the eigfrit step algorithm above is not 

per forming the arithmetical tests, but in adding and deleting entries 

from the hole descriptor list. One could imagine an implementation in 

which the storage management package was many times more complicated 

than the rest of the algorithm, since there Is no specified upper limit 

on the number of hole descriptors which will exist for a datagram during 

reassembly. There is a very simple way to deal with the hole 

descriptors, however.  Just put each hole descriptor in the first octets 
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of the hole itself. Note that by the definition of the reassembly 

algorithm, the minimum size of a hole is eight octets. To store 

hole.first and hole.last will presumably require two octets each. An 

additional two octets will be required to thread together the entries on 

the hole descriptor list. This leaves at least two more octets to deal 

with implementation idiosyncrasies. 

There is only one obvious pitfall to this storage strategy. One 

must execute the eight step algorithm above before copying the data from 

the fragment into the reassembly buffer. If one were to copy the data 

first, it might smash one or more hole descriptors. Once the algorithm 

above has been run, any hole descriptors which are about to be smashed 

have already been rendered obsolete. 

5. Loose Ends 

Scattering the hole descriptors throughout the reassembly buffer 

itself requires that they be threaded onto some sort of list so that 

they can be found. This in turn implies that there must be a pointer to 

the head of the list. In many cases, this pointer can be stored in some 

sort of descriptor block which the implementation associates with each 

reassembly buffer. If no such storage is available, a dirty but 

effective trick is to store the head of the list in a part of the 

internet header in the reassembly buffer which is no longer needed. An 

obvious location is the checksum field. 

When the final fragment of the datagram arrives, the packet length 

field in the internet header should be filled in. 
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6.  Options 

The preceding description made one unacceptable simplification. It 

assumed that there were no internet options associated with the datagram 

being reassembled. The difficulty with options is that until one 

receives the first fragment of the datagram, one cannot tell how big the 

internet header will be. Tliis is because, while certain options are 

copied identically into every fragment of a datagram, other options, 

such as "record route", are put in the first fragment only. (The "first 

fragment" is the fragment containing octet zero of the original 

datagram.) 

Until one knows how big the internet header is, one does not know 

where to copy the data from each fragment into the reassembly buffer. 

If the earliest fragment to arrive happens to be the first fragment, 

then this is no problem. Otherwise, there are two solutions. First, 

one can leave space in the reassembly buffer tor the maximum possible 

internet header. In fact, the maximum size is not very large, 64 

octets. Alternatively, one can simply gamble that the first tragpient 

will contain no options. If, when the first fragment finally arrives, 

there are options, one can then shift the data in the buffer a 

sufficient distance for allow for them. The only peril in copying the 

data is that one will trash the pointers that thread the hole 

descriptors together.  It is easy to see how to untrash the pointers. 

The source and record route options have the interesting feature 

that, since different fragpients can follow different paths, they may 

arrive with different return routes recorded in different  fragments. 
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Normally, this is more information than the receiving Internet module 

needs. The specified procedure is to take the return route recorded in 

the first fragment and ignore the other versions. 

7.  The Complete Algorithm 

In addition to the algorithm described above there are two parts to 

the reassembly process. First, when a fragment arrives, it is necessary 

to find the reassembly buffer associated with that fragment. This 

requires some mechanism for searching all the existing reassembly 

buffers. The correct reassembly buffer is identified by an equality of 

the following fields: the foreign and local internet address, the 

protocol ID, and the identification field. 

The final part of the algorithm is some sort of timer based 

mechanism which decrements the time to live field of each partially 

reassembled datagram, so that incomplete datagrams which have outlived 

their usefulness can be detected and deleted. One can either create a 

demon which comes alive once a second and decrements the field in each 

datagram by one, or one can read the clock when each first fragment 

arrives, and queue some sort of timer call, using whatever system 

mechanisa is appropriate, to reap the datagram when its time has come. 

An implementation of the complete algorithm comprising all these 

parts w?s constructed in BCPL as a test. The complete algorithm took 

less than one and one-half pages of listing, and generated approximatoly 

400 nova machine instructions. That portion of the algorithm actually 

involved with management of hole descriptors is about 20 lines of code. 
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The version of the algorithm described here is actually a 

simplification of the author's original version, thanks to an insightful 

observation by Elizabeth Martin at MIT. 

i 
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i 
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RFC:  816 

FAULT ISOLATION AND RECOVERY 

David D. Clark 
MIT Laboratory for Computer Science 

Computer Systems and Communications Group 
July, 1982 

1. Introduction 

Occasionally, a network or a gateway will go down, and the sequence 

of hops which the packet takes from source to destination must change. 

Fault isolation is that action which hosts and gateways collectively 

take to determine that something is wrong; fault recovery is the 

identification and selection of an altentative route which will serve to 

reconnect the source to the destination. In fact, the gateways perform 

most of the functions of fault isolation and recovery. There are, 

however, a few actions which hosts must take if they wish to provide a 

reasonable level of service. This document describes the portion of 

fault isolation and recovery which is the responsibility of the host. 

2. What Gateways Do 

Gateways collectively implement an algorithm which identifies the 

best route between all pairs of networks. They do this by exchanging 

packets which contain each gateway's latest opinion about the 

operational status of its neighbor networks and gateways. Assuming that 

this algorithm is operating properly, one can expect the gateways to go 

through a period of confusion immediately after some network or gateway 
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has failed, but one can assume that once a period of negotiation has 

passed, the gateways are equipped with a consistent and correct model of 

the connectivity of the internet. At present this period of negotiation 

may actually take several minutes, and many TCP implementations time out 

within that period, but it is a design goal of the eventual algorithm 

that the gateway should be able to reconstruct the topology quickly 

enough that a TCP connection should be able to survive a failure of the 

route. 

3. Host Algorithm for Fault Recovery 

Since the gateways always attempt to have a consistent and correct 

model of the internetwork topology, the host strategy for fault recovery 

is very simple. Whenever the host feels that something is wrong, it 

asks the gateway for advice, and, assuming the advice is forthcoming, it 

believes the advice completely. The advice will be wrong only during 

the transient period of negotiation, which immediately follows an 

outage, but will otherwise be reliably correct. 

In fact, it is never necessary for a host to explicitly ask a 

gateway for advice, because the gateway will provide it as appropriate. 

When a host sends a datagram to some distant net, the host should be 

prepared to receive back either of two advisory messages which the 

gateway may send. The ICMP "redirect" message indicates that the 

gateway to which the host sent the datagram is not longer the best 

gateway to reach the net in question. The gateway will have forwarded 

the datagram, but the host should revise its routing table to have a 

different immediate address for this net.   The ICMP "destination 
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unreachable" message indicates that as a result of an outage, it is 

currently impossible to reach the addressed net or host in any manner. 

On receipt of this message, a host can either abandon the connection 

immediately without any further retransmission, or resend slowly to see 

if the fault is corrected in reasonable time. 

If a host could assume that these two I CMP messages would always 

arrive when something was amiss in the network, then no other action on 

the part of the host would be required in order maintain its tables in 

an optimal condition. Unfortunately, there are two circumstances under 

which the messages will not arrive properly. First, during the 

transient following a failure, error messages may arrive that do not 

correctly represent the state of the world. Thus, hosts must take an 

isolated error message with some scepticism. (This transient period is 

discussed more fully below.) Second, if the host has been sending 

datagrams to a particular gateway, and that gateway Itself crashes, then 

all the other gateways in the internet will reconstruct the topology, 

but the gateway in question will still be down, and therefore cannot 

provide any advice back to the host. As long as the host continues to 

direct datagrams at this dead gateway, the datagrams will simply vanish 

off the face of the earth, and nothing will come back in return. Hosts 

must detect this failure. 

If some gateway many hops away fails, this is not of concern to the 

host, for then the discovery of the failure is the responsibility of the 

immediate neighbor gateways, which will perform this action in a manner 

invisible to the host.  The problem only arises if the very first 
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gateway, the one to which the host is immediately sending the datagrams, 

fails. We thus identify one single task which the host must perform as 

its part of fault isolation in the internet: the host must use some 

strategy to detect that a gateway to which it is sending datagrams is 

dead. 

Let us assume for the moment that the host implements some 

algorithm to detect failed gateways; we will return later to discuss 

what this algorithm might be. First, let us consider what the host 

should do when it has determined that a gateway is down. In fact, with 

the exception of one small problem, the action the host should take is 

extremely simple. The host should select some other gateway, and try 

sending the datagram to it. Assuming that gateway is up, this will 

either produce correct results, or some I CMP advice. Since we assume 

that, ignoring temporary periods Immediately following an outage, any 

gateway is capable of giving correct advice, once the host has received 

advice from any gateway, that host is in as go^d a condition as it can 

hope to be. 

There is always the unpleasant possibility that when the host tries 

a different gateway, that gateway too will be down. Therefore, whatever 

algorithm the host uses to detect a dead gateway must continuously be 

applied, as the host tries every gateway in turn that it knows about. 

The only difficult part of this algorithm is to specify the means 

by which the host maintains the table of all. of the gateways to which it 

has immediate access. Currently, the specification of the internet 

protocol does not architect any message by which a host can ask to be 
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supplied with such a table. The reason is that different networks may 

provide very different mechanisms by which this table can be filled in. 

For example, if the net is a broadcast net, such as an ethernet or a 

ringnet, every gateway may simply broadcast such a table from time to 

time, and the host need do nothing but listen to obtain the required 

information. Alternatively, the network may provide the mechanism of 

logical addressing, by which a whole set of machines can be provided 

with a single group address, to which a request can be sent for 

assistance. Failing those two schemes, the host can build up its table 

of neighbor gateways by remembering all the gateways from which it has 

ever received a message. Finally, in certain cases, it may be necessary 

for this table, or at least the initial entries in the table, to be 

constructed manually by a manager or operator at the site. In cases 

where the network in question provides absolutely no support for this 

kind of host query, at least some manual intervention will be required 

to get started, so that the host can find out about at least one 

gateway. 

4. Host Algorithms for Fault Isolation 

We now return to the question raised above. What strategy should 

the host use to detect that it is talking to a dead gateway, so that it 

c*n know to switch to some other gateway in the list. In fact, there are 

several algorithms which can be used. All are reasonably simple to 

implement, but they have very different implications for the overhead on 

the host, the gateway, and the network. Thus, to a certain extent, the 

algorithm picked must depend on the details of the network and of the 

host. 
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1. NETWORK LEVEL DETECTION 

Many networks, particularly the Arpanet, perform precisely the 

required function internal to the network. If a host sends a datagram 

to a dead gateway on the Arpanet, the network will return a "host dead" 

message, which is precisely the information the host needs to know in 

order to switch to another gateway. Some early implementations of 

Internet on the Arpanet threw these messages away. That is an 

exceedingly poor idea. 

2. CONTINUOUS POLLING 

The I CMP protocol provides an echo mechanism by which a host may 

solicit a response from a gateway. A host could simply send this 

message at a reasonable rate, to assure itself continuously that the 

gateway was still up. This works, but, since the message must be sent 

fairly often to detect a fault in a reasonable time, it can imply an 

unbearable overhead on the host Itself, the network, and the gateway. 

This strategy is prohibited except where a specific analysis has 

indicated that the overhead is tolerable. 

3. TRIGGERED POLLING 

If the use of polling could be restricted to only those times when 

something seemed to be wrong, then ehe overhead would be bearable. 

Provided that one can get the proper advice from one's higher level 

protocols, it is possible to implement such a strategy. For example, 

one could program the TCP level so that whenever  it retransmitted a 
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segment more than once, it sent a hint down to the IP layer which 

triggered polling. This strategy does not have excessive overhead, but 

does have the problem that the host may be somewhat slow to respond to 

an error, since only after polling has started will the host be able to 

confirm that something has gone wrong, and by then the TCP above may 

have already timed out. 

Both forms of polling suffer from a minor flaw. Hosts as well as 

gateways respond to I CMP echo messages. Thus, polling cannot be used to 

detect the error that a foreign address thought to be a gateway is 

actually a host. Such a confusion can arise if the physical addresses 

of machines are rearranged. 

4.  TRIGGERED RESELECTION 

There is a strategy which makes use of a hint from a higher level, 

as did the previous strategy, but which avoids polling altogether. 

Whenever a higher level complains that the service seems to be 

defective, the Internet layer can pick the next gateway from the list of 

available gateways, and switch to it. Assuming that this gateway is up, 

no real harm can come of this decision, even if it was wrong, for the 

worst that will happen is a redirect message which instructs the host to 

return to the gateway originally being used. If, on the other hand, the 

original gateway was indeed down, then this immediately provides a new 

route, so the period of time until recovery is shortened. This last 

strategy seems particularly clever, and is probably the most generally 

suitable for those cases where the network itself does not provide fault 

isolation. (Regretably, I have forgotten who suggested this idea to me. 

It is not my invention.) 
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5. Higher Level Fault Detection 

The previous discussion has concentrated on fault detection and 

recovery at the IP layer. This section considers what the higher layers 

such as TCP should do. 

TCP has a single fault recovery action; it repeatedly retransmits a 

segment until either it gets an acknowledgement or its connection timer 

expires. As discussed above, it may use retransmission as an event to 

trigger a request for fault recovery to the IP layer. In the other 

direction, information may flow up from IP, reporting such things as 

I CMP Destination Unreachable or error messages from the attached 

network. The only subtle question about TCP and faults is what TCP 

should do when such an error message arrives or its connection timer 

expires. 

The TCP specification discusses the timer. In the description of 

the open call, the timeout is described as an optional value that the 

client of TCP may specify; if any segment remains unacknowledged for 

this period, TCP should abort the connection. The default for the 

timeout is 30 seconds. Early TCPs were often implemented with a fixed 

timeout interval, but this did not work well in practice, as the 

following discussion may suggest. 

Clients of TCP can be divided into two classes: those running on 

immediate behalf of a human, such as Telnet, end those supporting a 

program, such as a mail sender. Humans require a sophisticated response 

to errors.   Depending on exactly what went wrong, they may want to 
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abandon the connection at once, or wait for a long time to see if things 

get better. Programs do not have this human impatience, but also lack 

the power to make complex decisions based on details of the exact error 

condition. For them, a simple timeout is reasonable. 

Based on these considerations, at least two modes of operation are 

needed in TCP. One, for programs, abandons the connection without 

exception if the TCP timer expires. The other mode, suitable for 

people, never abandons the connection on its own initiative, but reports 

to the layer above when the timer expires. Thus, the human user can see 

error messages coming from all the relevant layers, TCP and ICMP, and 

can request TCP to abort as appropriate. This second mode requires that 

TCP be able to send an asynchronous message up to its client to report 

the timeout, and it requires that error messages arriving at lower 

layers similarly flow up through TCP. 

At levels above TCP, fault detection is also required. Either of 

the following can happen. First, the foreign client of TCP can fail, 

even though TCP is still running, so data is still acknowledged and the 

timer never expires. Alternatively, the communication path can fail, 

without the TCP timer going off, because the local client has no data to 

send. Both of these have caused trouble. 

Sending mail provides an example of the first case. When sending 

mail using SMTP, there is an SKIP level acknowledgement that is returned 

when a piece of mail is successfully delivered. Several early mail 

receiving programs would crash just at the point where they had received 

all of the mail text (so TCP did not detect a timeout due to outstanding 
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unacknowledged data) but before the mail was acknowledged at the SMTP 

level. This failure would cause early mail senders to wait forever for 

the SMTP level acknowledgement. The obvious cure was to set a timer at 

the SMIP level, but the first attempt to do this did not work, for there 

wac no simple way to select the timer interval. If the interval 

selected was short, it expired in normal operational when sending a 

large file to a slow host. An interval of many minutes was needed to 

prevent false timeouts, but that meant that failures were detected only 

very slowly. The current solution In several mailers is to pick a 

timeout interval proportional to the size of the message. 

Server telnet provides an example of the other kind of failure. It 

can easily happen that the communications link can fail while there is 

no traffic flowing, perhaps because the user is thinking. Eventually, 

the user will attempt to type something, at which time he will discover 

that the connection is dead and abort it. But the host end of the 

connection, having nothing to send, will not discover anything wrong, 

and will remain waiting forever. In some systems there is no way for a 

user in a different process to destroy or take over such a hanging 

process, so there is no way to recover. 

One solution to this would be to have the host server telnet query 

the user end now and then, to see if it is still up. (Telnet does not 

have an explicit query feature, but the host could negotiate some 

unimportant option, which should produce either agreement or 

disagreement in return.) The only problem with this is that a 

reasonable sample interval, if applied to every user on a large system. 
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can generate an unacceptable amount of traffic and system overhead. A 

smart server telnet would use this query only when something seems 

wrong, perhaps when there had been no user activity for some time. 

In b -h these cases, the general conclusion is that client level 

error detection is needed, and that the details of the mechanism are 

very dependent on the application. Application programmers must be made 

aware of the problem of failures, and must understand that error 

detection at the TCP or lower level cannot solve the whole problem for 

them. 

6.  Knowing When to Give Up 

It is not obvious, when error messages such as ICMP Destination 

Unreachable arrive, whether TCP should abandon the connection. The 

reason that error messages are difficult to interpret is that, as 

discussed above, after a failure of a gateway or network, there is a 

transient period during which the gateways may have incorrect 

information, so that irrelevant or incorrect error messages may 

sometimes return. An isolated ICMP Destination Unreachable may arrive 

at a host, for example, if a packet is sent during the period when the 

gateways are trying to find a new route. To abandon a TCP connection 

based on such a message arriving would be to ignore the valuable feature 

of the Internet that for many internal failures it reconstructs its 

function without any disruption of the end points. 

But if failure messages do not imply a failure, what are they for? 

In fact, error messages serve several important purposes.   First,  if 
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they arrive in response to opening a new connection, they probably are 

caused by opening the connection improperly (e.g., to a non-existent 

address) rather than by a transient network failure. Second, they 

provide valuable information, after the TCP timeout has occurred, as to 

the probable cause of the failure. Finally, certain messages, such as 

I CMP Parameter Problem, imply a possible implementation problem. In 

general, error messages give valuable information about what went wrong, 

but are not to be taken as absolutely reliable. A general alerting 

mechanism, such as the TCP timeout discussed above, provides a good 

indication that whatever is wrong is a serious condition, but without 

the advisory messages to augment the timer, there is no way for the 

client to know how to respond to the error. The combination of the 

timer and the advice from the error messages provide a reasonable set of 

facts for the client layer to have. It is important that error messages 

from all layers be passed up to the client module in a useful and 

consistent way. 
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RFC:  817 

MODULARITY AND EFFICIENCY IN PROTOCOL IMPLEMENTATION 

David D. Clark 
MIT Laboratory for Computer Science 

Computer Systems and Communications Group 
July, 1982 

1.  Introduction 

Many protocol implementers have made the unpleasant discovery that 

their packages do not run quite as fast as they had hoped. The blame 

for this widely observed problem has been attributed to a variety of 

causes, ranging from details in the design of the protocol to the 

underlying structure of the host operating system. This RFC will 

discuss some of the commonly encountered reasons why protocol 

implementations seem to run slowly. 

Experience suggests that one of the most important factors in 

determining the performance of an implementation is the manner in which 

that implementation is modularized and integrated into the host 

operating system. For this reason, it is useful to discuss the question 

of how an implementation is structured at the same time that we consider 

how it will perform. In fact, this RFC will argue that modularity is 

one of the chief villains in attempting to obtain good performance, so 

that the designer is faced with a delicate and inevitable tradeoff 

between good structure and good performance. Further, the single factor 

which most strongly determines how well this conflict can be resolved is 

not the protocol but the operating system. 
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2.    Efficiency Considerations 

There are many aspects to efficiency. One aspect is sending data 

at minimum transmission cost, which is a critical aspect of common 

carrier communications, if not in local area network communications. 

Another aspect is sending data at a high rate, which may not be possible 

at all if the net is very slow, but which may be the one central design 

constraint when taking advantage of a local net with hio^i raw bandwidth. 

The final consideration is doing the above with minimum expenditure of 

computer resources. This last may be necessary to achieve high speed, 

but in the case of the slow net may be important only in that the 

resources used up, for example cpu cycles, are costly or otherwise 

needed. It is worth pointing out that these different goals often 

conflict; for example it is often possible to trade off efficient use of 

the computer against efficient use of the network. Thus, there may be 

no such thing as a successful general purpose protocol implementation. 

if . 

The simplest measure of performance is throughput, measured in bits 

per second. It is worth doing a few simple computations in order to get 

a feeling for the magnitude of the problems involved. Assume that data 

is being sent from one machine to another in packets of 576 bytes, the 

maximum generally acceptable internet packet size. Allowing for header 

overhead, this packet size permits 4288 bits in each packet. If a 

useful throughput of 10,000 bits per second is desired, then a data 

bearing packet must leave the sending host about every 430 milliseconds, 

a little over two per second. This is clearly not difficult to achieve. 

However, if one wishes to achieve 100 kilobits per second throughput, 
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the packet must leave the host every 43 milliseconds, and to achieve one 

megabit per second, which is not at all unreasonable on a high-speed 

local net, the packets must be spaced no more than 4.3 milliseconds. 

These latter numbers are a slightly more alarming goal for which to 

set one's sights. Many operating systems take a substantial fraction of 

a millisecond just to service an interrupt. If the protocol has been 

structured as a process, it is necessary to go through a process 

scheduling before the protocol code can even begin to run. If any piece 

of a protocol package or its data must be fetched from disk, real time 

delays of between 30 to 100 milliseconds can be expected. If the 

protocol must compete for cpu resources with other processes of the 

system, it may be necessary to wait a scheduling quantum before the 

protocol can run. Many systems have a scheduling quantum of 100 

milliseconds or more. Considering these sorts of numbers, it becomes 

Immediately clear that the protocol must be fitted into the operating 

system in a thorough and effective manner if any like reasonable 

throughput is to be achieved. 

There is one obvious conclusion immediately suggested by even this 

simple analysis. Except in very special circumstances, when many 

packets are being processed at once, the cost of processing a packet is 

dominated by factors, such as cpu scheduling, which are independent of 

the packet size. This suggests two general rules which any 

implementation ought to obey. First, send data in large packets. 

Obviously, if processing time per packet is a constant, then throughput 

will be directly proportional to the packet size.  Second, never send an 
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unneeded packet. Unneeded packets use up just as many resources as a 

packet full of data, but perform no useful function. RFC 813, "Window 

and Acknowledgement Strategy in TCP", discusses one aspect of reducing 

the number of packets sent per useful data byte. This document will 

mention other attacks on the same problem. 

The above analysis suggests that there are two main parts to the 

problem of achieving good protocol performance. The first has to do 

with how the protocol implementation is integrated into the host 

operating system. The second has to do with how the protocol package 

itself is organized internally, This document will consider each of 

these topics in turn. 

3. The Protocol vs. the Operating System 

There are normally three reasonable ways in which to add a protocol 

to an operating system. The protocol can be in a process that is 

provided by the operating system, or it can be part of the kernel of the 

operating system itself, or it can be put in a separate communications 

processor or front end machine. This decision is strongly influence by 

details of hardware architecture and operating system design; each of 

these three approaches has its own advantages and disadvantages. 

The "process" is the abstraction which most operating systems use 

to provide the execution environment for user programs. A very simple 

path for implementing a protocol is to obtain a process from the 

operating system and implement the protocol to ran in it. 

Superficially,  this approach has a number of advantages.   Since 
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modifications to the kernel are not required, the job can be done by 

someone who is not an expert in the kernel structure. Since it is often 

impossible to find somebody who is experxenced both in the structure of 

the operating system and the structure of the protocol, this path, from 

a management point of view, is often extremely appealing. Unfortunately, 

putting a protocol in a process has a number of disadvantages, related 

to both structure and performance. First, as was discussed above, 

process scheduling can be a significant source of real-time delay. 

There is not only the actual cost of going through the scheduler, but 

the problem that the operating system may not have the right sort of 

priority tools to bring the process into execution quickly whenever 

there is work to be done. 

Structurally, the difficulty with putting a protocol in a process 

is that the protocol may be providing services, for example support or 

data streams, which are normally obtained by going to special kernel 

entry points. Depending on the generality of the operating system, it 

may be impossible to take a program which is accustomed to reading 

through a kennel en cry point, and redirect it so it is reading the data 

from a process. The most extreme example of this problem occurs when 

implementing server telnet. In almost all systems, the device handler 

for the locally attached teletypes is located inside the kernel, and 

programs read and write from their teletype by making kernel calls. If 

server telnet is implemented in a process, it is then necessary to take 

the data streams provided by server telnet and somehow get them back 

down inside the kernel so that they mimic the interface provided by 

local  teletypes.    It is usually the case that special kernel 
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modification is necessary to achieve this structure, which somewhat- 

defeats the benefit of having removed the protocol from the kernel in 

the first place. 

Clearly, then, there are advantages to putting the protocol package 

in the kernel. Structurally, it is reasonable to view the network as a 

device, and device drivers are traditionally contained in the kernel. 

Presumably, the problems associated with process scheduling can be 

sidesteped, at least to a certain extent, by placing the code inside the 

kernel. And it is obviously easier to make the server telnet channels 

mimic the local teletype channels if they are both realized in the same 

level in the kernel. 

However, implementation of protocols in the kernel has its own set 

of pitfalls. First, network protocols have a characteristic which is 

shared by almost no other device: they require rather complex actions 

to be performed as a result of a timeout. The problem with this 

requirement is that the kernel often has no facility by which a program 

can be brought into execution as a result of the timer event. What is 

really needed, of course, is a special sort of process inside the 

kernel. Most systems lack this mechanism. Failing that, the only 

execution mechanism available is to run at interrupt time. 

There are substantial drawbacks to implementing a protocol to run 

at interrupt time. First, the actions per formed may be somewhat complex 

and time consuming, compared to the maximum amount of time that the 

operating system is prepared to spend servicing an interrupt. Problems 

can arise if interrupts are masked for too long.  This is particularly 
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bad when running as a result of a clock interrupt, which can imply that 

the clock interrupt is masked. Second, the environment provided by an 

interrupt handler is usually extremely primitive compared to the 

environment of a process. There are usually a variety of system 

facilities which are unavailable while running in an interrupt handler. 

The most important of these is the ability to suspend execution pending 

the arrival of some event or message. It is a cardinal rule of almost 

every known operating system that one must not invoke the scheduler 

while running in an interrupt handler. Thus, the programmer who is 

forced to implement all or part of his protocol package as an interrupt 

handler must be the best sort of expert in the operating system 

involved, and must be prepared for development sessions filled with 

obscure bugs which crash not just the protocol package but the entire 

operating system. 

A final problem with processing at interrupt time is that the 

system scheduler has no control over the percentage of system time used 

by the protocol handler. If a large number of packets arrive, from a 

foreign host that is either malfunctioning or fast, all of the time may 

be spent in the interrupt handler, effectively killing the system. 

There are other problems associated with putting protocols into an 

operating system kernel. The simplest problem often encountered is that 

the kernel address space is simply too small to hold the piece of code 

in question. This is a rather artificial sort of problem, but it is a 

severe problem none the less in many machines. It is an appallingly 

unpleasant experience to do an implementation with the knowledge that 
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for every byte of new feature put in one must find some other byte of 

old feature to throw out. It is hopeless to expect an effective and 

general implementation under this kind of constraint. Another problem 

is that the protocol package, once it is thoroughly entwined in the 

operating system, may need to be rcjdone every time the operating system 

changes. If the protocol and the operating systsin are not maintained by 

the same group, this makes maintenance of the protocol package a 

perpetual headache. 

The third option for protocol imp lerne, .tat ion is to take the 

protocol package and move it outside the Liachine entirely, on to a 

separate processor dedicated to this kind of task. Such a machine is 

often described as a communications processor or a front-end processor. 

There are several advantages to tnis approach. First, the operating 

system on the communications processor can be tailored for precisely 

this kind of task. This makes ttij job of implementation much easier. 

Second, one does not neod to redo the task for every machine to which 

the protocol is to be added. It may be possible to reuse the same 

front-end machine on different host computers. Since the task need not 

be done as many times, one might hope that more attention could be paid 

to doing it right. Given a careful implementation in an environment 

which is optimized for this kind of task, the resulting package should 

turn out to be very efficient, unfortunately, there are also problems 

with this approach. There is, of course, a financial problem associated 

with buying an additional computer. In many cases, this is not a 

problem at all since the cost is negligible compared to what the 

programmer would cost to do the job in the mainfraoe itself.  More 
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fundamentally, the communications processor approach does not completely 

sidestep any of the problems raised above. The reason is that the 

communications processor, since it is a separate machine, must be 

attached to the mainframe by some mechanism. Whatever that mechanism, 

code is required in the mainframe to deal with it. It can be argued 

that the program to deal with the communications processor is simpler 

than the program to implement the entire protocol package. Even if that 

is so, the communications processor interface package is still a 

protocol in nature, with all of the same structural problems. Thus, all 

of the issues raised above must still be faced. In addition to those 

problems, there are some other, more subtle problems associated with an 

outboard implementation of a protocol. We will return to these problems 

later. 

There is a way of attaching a communications processor to a 

mainframe host which sidesteps all of the mainframe implementation 

problems, which is to use some preexisting interface on the host machine 

as the port by which a communications processor is attached. This 

strategy is often used as a last stage of desperation when the software 

on the host computer is so intractable that It cannot be changed in any 

way. Unfortunately, it is almost inevitably the case that all of the 

available interfaces are totally unsuitable for this purpose, so the 

result is unsatisfactory at best. The most common way in which this 

form of attachment occurs is when a network connection is being used to 

mimic local teletypes. In this case, the front-end processor can be 

attached to the mainframe by simply providing a number of wires out of 

tiie front-end processor,, each corresponding to a connection,  which are 
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plugged into teletype ports on the mainframe computer. (Because of the 

appearance of the physical configuration which results from this 

arrangement, Michael Padlipsky has described this as the "milking 

machine" approach to computer networking.) This strategy solves the 

immediate problem of providing remote access to a host, but it is 

extremely inflexible. The channels being provided to the host are 

restricted by the host software to one purpose only, remote login. It 

is impossible to use them for any other purpose, such as file transfer 

or sending mail, so the host is integrated into the network environment 

in an extremely limited and inflexible manner. If this is the best that 

can be done, then it should be tolerated. Otherwise, implementors 

should be strongly encouraged to take a more flexible approach. 

4.  Protocol Layering 

The previous discussion suggested that there was a decision to be 

made as to where a protocol ought to be implemented. In fact, the 

decision is much more complicated than that, for the goal is not to 

implement a single protocol, but to implement a whole family of protocol 

layers, starting with a device driver or local network driver at the 

bottom, then IP and TCP, and eventually reaching the application 

specific protocol, such as Telnet, FTP and SMTP on the top. Clearly, 

the bottommost of these layers is somewhere within the kernel, since the 

physical device driver for the net is almost inevitably located there. 

Equally clearly, the top layers of this package, which provide the user 

his ability to perform the remote login function or to send mail, are 

not entirely contained within the kernel.  Thus,  the question is not 
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whether the protocol family shall be inside or outside the kernel, but 

how it shall be sliced in two between that part inside and that part 

outside. 

Since protocols come nicely layered, an obvious proposal is that 

one of the layer interfaces should be the point at which the inside and 

outside components are sliced apart. Most systems have been implemented 

in this way, and many have been made to work quite effectively. One 

obvious place to slice is at the upper interface of TCP. Since TCP 

provides a bidirectional byte stream, which is somewhat similar to the 

I/O facility provided by most operating systems, it is possible to make 

the interface to TCP almost mimic the interface to other existing 

devices. Except in the matter of opening a connection, and dealing with 

peculiar failures, the software using TCP need not know that it is a 

network connection, rather than a local I/O scream that is providing the 

communications function. This approach does put TCP inside the kernel, 

which raises all the problems addressed above. It also raises the 

problem that the interface to the IP layer can, if the programmer is not 

careful, become excessively buried inside the kernel. It must be 

remembered that things other than TCP are expected to run on top of IP. 

The IP interface must be made accessible, even if TCP sits on top of it 

inside the kernel. 

Another obvious place to slice is above Telnet. The advantage of 

slicing above Telnet is that it solves the problem of having remote 

login channels emulate local teletype channels. The disadvantage of 

putting Telnet into the kernel is that the amount of code which has now 

m 
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been included there is getting remarkably large. In some early- 

implementations, the size of the network package, when one includes 

protocols at the level of Telnet, rivals the size of the rest of the 

supervisor. This leads to vague feelings that all is not right. 

Any attempt to slice through a lower layer boundary, for example 

between internet and TCP, reveals one fundamental problem. The TCP 

layer, as well as the IP layer, performs a demultiplexing function on 

incoming datagrams. until the TCP header has been examined, it is not 

possible to know for which user the packet is ultimately destined. 

Therefore, if TCP, as a whole, is moved outside the kernel, it is 

necessary to create one separate process called the TCP process, which 

performs the TCP multiplexing function, and probably all of the refit of 

TCP processing as well. This means that incoming data destined for a 

user process involves not Just a scheduling of the user process, but 

scheduling the TCP process first. 

This suggests an alternative structuring strategy which slices 

through the protocols, not along an established layer boundary, but 

along a functional boundary having to do with demultiplexing. In this 

approach, certain parts of IP and certain parts of TCP are placed in the 

kernel. The amount of code placed there is sufficient so that when an 

incoming datagram arrives, it is possible to know for which process that 

datagram is ultimately destined. The datagram is then routed directly 

to the final process, where additional IP and TCP processing is 

performed on ."'t. This removes from the kernel any requirement for timer 

based actions, since they can be done by the process provided by the 
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user. This structure has the additional advantage of reducing the 

amount of code required in the kernel, so that it is suitable for 

systems where kernel space is at a premium. The RFC 814, titled "Names, 

Addresses, Ports, and Routes," discusses this rather orthogonal slicing 

strategy in more detail. 

A related discussion of protocol layering and multiplexing can be 

found in Cohen and Postel [1]. 

5. Breaking Down the Barriers 

In fact, the implementor should be sensitive to the possibility of 

even more peculiar slicing strategies in dividing up the various 

protocol layers between the kernel and the one or more user processes. 

The result of the strategy proposed above was that part of TCP should 

execute in the process of the user. In other words, instead of having 

one TCP process for the system, there is one TCP process per connection. 

Given this architecture, it is not longer necessary to imagine that all 

of the TCPs are identical. One TCP could be optimized for high 

throughput applications, such as file transfer. Another TCP could be 

optimized for small low delay applications such as Telnet. In fact, it 

would be possible to produce a TCP which was somewhat integrated with 

the Telnet or FTP on top of it. Such an integration is extremely 

important, for it can lead to a kind of efficiency which more 

traditional structures are incapable of producing. Earlier, this paper 

pointed out that one of the important rules to achieving efficiency was 

to send the minimum number of packets for a given amount of data. The 

idea of protocol layering Interacts very strongly (and poorly) with this 
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goal, because independent layers have independent ideas about when 

packets should be sent, and unless these layers can somehow be brought 

into cooperation, additional packets will flow. The best example of 

this is the operation of server telnet in a character at a time remote 

echo mode on top of TCP. When a packet containing a character arrives 

at a server host, each layer has a different response to that packet. 

TCP has an obligation to acknowledge the packet. Either server telnet 

or the application layer above has an obligation to echo the character 

received in the packet. If the character is a Telnet control sequence, 

then Telnet has additional actions which it must perform in response to 

the packet. The result of this, in most implementations, is that 

several packets are sent back in response to the one arriving packet. 

Combining all of these return messages into one packet is important for 

several reasons. First, of course, it reduces the number of packets 

being sent over the net, which directly reduces the charges incurred for 

many common carrier tariff structures. Second, it reduces the number of 

scheduling actions which will occur inside both hosts, which, as was 

discussed above, is extremely important in improving throughput. 

The way to achieve this goal of packet sharing is to break down the 

barrier between the layers of the protocols, in a very restrained and 

careful manner, so that a limited amount of information can leak across 

the barrier to enable one layer to optimize its behavior with respect to 

the desires of the layers above and below it. For example, it would 

represent an improvement if TCP, when it received a packet, could ask 

the layer above whether or not it would be worth pausing for a few 

milliseconds before sending an acknowledgement in order to see if the 
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upper layer would have any outgoing data to send. Dallying before 

sending the acknowledgement produces precisely the right sort of 

optimization if the client of TCP is server Telnet. However, dallying 

before sending an acknowledgement is absolutely unacceptable if TCP is 

being used for file transfer, for in file transfer there is almost never 

data flowing in the reverse direction, and the delay in sending the 

acknowledgement probably translates directly into a delay in obtaining 

the next packets. Thus, TCP must know a little about the layers above 

it to adjust its performance as needed. 

It would be possible to imagine a general purpose TCP which was 

equipped with all sorts of special mechanisms by which it would query 

the layer above and modify its behavior accordingly. In the structures 

suggested above, in which there is not one but several TCPs, the TCP can 

simply be modified so that it produces the correct behavior as a matter 

of course. This structure has the disadvantage that there will be 

several implementations of TCP existing on a single machine, which can 

mean more maintenance headaches if a problem is found where TCP needs to 

be changed. However, it is probably the case that each of the TCPs will 

be substantially simpler than the general purpose TCP which would 

otherwise have been built. There are some experimentol projects 

currently under way which suggest that this approach may make designing 

of a TCP, or almost any other layer, substantially easier, so that the 

total effort involved in bringing up a complete package is actually less 

if this approach is followed. This gppro^.ch is by no means generally 

accepted, but deserves some consideration. 

kW 
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The general conclusion to be drawn from this sort of consideration 

is that a layer boundary has both a benefit and a penalty. A visible 

layer boundary, with a well specified interface, provides a form of 

isolation between two layers which allows one to be changed with the 

confidence that the other one will not stop working as a result. 

However, a firm layer boundary almost inevitably leads to inefficient 

operation. This can easily be seen by analogy with other aspects of 

operating systems. Consider, for example, file systems. A typical 

operating system provides a file system, which is a highly abstracted 

representation of a disk. The Interface is highly formalized, and 

presumed to be highly stable. This makes it very easy for naive users 

to have access to disks without having to write a great deal of 

software. The existence of a file system is clearly beneficial. On the 

other hand, it is clear that the restricted interface to a file system 

almost inevitably leads to inefficiency. If the interface is organized 

as a sequential read and write of bytes, then there will be people who 

wish to do high throughput transfers who cannot achieve their goal. If 

the interface is a virtual memory interface, then other users will 

regret the necessity of building a byte stream interface on top of the 

memory mapped file. The most objectionable Inefficiency results when a 

highly sophisticated package, such as a data base management package, 

must be built on top of an existing operating system. Almost 

inevitably, the implementors of the database system attempt to reject 

the file system and obtain direct access to the disks. They have 

sacrificed modularity for efficiency. 

The same conflict appears in networking, in a rather extreme  form. 
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The concept of a protocol is still unknown and frightening to most naive 

programmers. The idea that they might have to implement a protocol, or 

even part of a protocol, as part of some application package, is a 

dreadful thought. And thus there is great pressure to hide the function 

of the net behind a very hard barrier. On the other hand, the kind of 

inefficiency which results from this is a particularly undesirable sort 

of inefficiency, for it shows up, among other things, in increasing the 

cost of the communications resource used up to achieve the application 

goal. In cases where one must pay for one's communications costs, they 

usually turn out to be the dominant cost within the system. Thus, doing 

an excessively good job of packaging up the protocols in an inflexible 

manner has a direct impact on increasing the cost of the critical 

resource within the system. This is a dilemma which will probably only 

be solved when programmers become somewhat less alarmed about protocols, 

so that they are willing to weave a certain amount of protocol structure 

into their application program, much as application programs today weave 

parts of database management systems into the structure of their 

application program. 

An extreme example of putting the protocol package behind a firm 

layer boundary occurs when the protocol package is relegated to a front- 

end processor. In this case the interface to the protocol is some other 

protocol. It is difficult to imagine how co build close cooperation 

between layers when they are that far separated. Realistically, one of 

the prices which must be associated with an implementation so physically 

modularized is that the performance will suffer as a result. Of course, 

a separate processor for protocols could be very closely integrated into 
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the mainframe architecture, with interprocessor co-ordination signals, 

shared memory, and similar features. Such a physical modularity might 

work very well, but there is little documented experience with this 

closely coupled architecture for protocol support. 

6.  Efficiency of Protocol Processing 

To this point, this document has considered how a protocol package 

should be broken into modules, and how those modules should be 

distributed between free standing machines, the operating system kernel, 

and one or more user processes. It is now time to consider the other 

half of the efficiency question, which is what can be done to speed the 

execution of those programs that actually implement the protocols. We 

will make some specific observations about TCP and IP, and then conclude 

with a few generalities. 

IP Is a simple protocol, especially with respect to the processing 

of normal packets, so it should be easy to get it to perform 

efficiently. The only area of any complexity related to actual packet 

processing has to do with fragmentation and reassembly. The reader is 

referred to RFC 315, titled "IP Datagram Reassembly Algorithms", for 

specific consideration of this point. 

Most costs in the IP layer come from table look up functions, as 

opposed to packet processing functions. An outgoing packet requires two 

translation functions to be performed. The internet address must be 

translated co a target gateway, and a gateway address must be translated 

to a local network number (if the host is attached to more than one 
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network). It is easy to build a simple implementation of these table 

look up functions that in fact performs very poorly. The programmer 

should keep in mind that there may be as many as a thousand network 

numbera in a typical configuration. Linear searching of a thousand 

entry table on every packet is extremely unsuitable. In fact, it may be 

worth asking TCP to cache a hint for each connection, which can be 

handed down to IP each time a packet is sent, to try to avoid the 

overhead of a table look up. 

TCP is a more complex protocol, and presents many more 

opportunities for getting things wrong. There is one area which is 

generally accepted as causing noticeable and substantial overhead as 

part of TCP processing. This is computation of the checksum. It would 

be nice if this cost could be avoided somehow, but the idea of an end- 

to-end checksum is absolutely central to the functioning of TCP. No 

host implementor should think of omitting the validation of a checksum 

on incoming data. 

Various clever tricks have been used to try to minimize the cost of 

computing the checksum. If it is possible to add additional microcoded 

instructions to the machine, a checksum instruction is the most obvious 

candidate. Since computing the checksum involves picking up every byte 

of the segment and examining it, it is possible to combine the operation 

of computing the checksum with the operation of copying the segment from 

one location to another. Since a number of data copies are probably 

already required as part of the processing structure, this kind of 

sharing might conceivably pay off if it didn't cause too much trouble to 
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the modularity of the program. Finally, computation of the checksum 

seems to be one place where careful attention to the details of the 

algorithm used can make a drastic difference in the throughput of the 

program. The Multics system provider one of the best case studies of 

this, since Multics is about as poorly organized to perform this 

function as any machine implementing TCP. Multics is a 36-bit word 

machine, with four 9-bit bytes per word. The eight-bit bytes of a TCP 

segment are laid down packed in memory, ignoring word boundaries. This 

means that when it is necessary to pick up the data as a set of 16-bit 

units for the purpose of adding them to compute checksums, horrible 

masking and shifting is required for each 16-bit value. An early 

version of a program using this strategy required 6 milliseconds to 

checksum a 576-byte segment. Obviously, at this point, checksum 

computation was becoming the central bottleneck to throughput. A more 

careful receding of this algorithm reduced the checksum processing time 

to less than one millisecond. The strategy used was extremely dirty. 

It involved adding up carefully selected words of the area in which the 

data lay, knowing that for those particular words, the 16-bit values 

were properly aligned inside the words. Only after the addition had 

been done were the various sums shifted, and finally added to produce 

the eventual checksum. This kind of highly specialized programming is 

probably not acceptable if used everywhere within an operating system. 

It i clearly appropriate for one highly localized function which can be 

clearly identified as an extreme performance bottleneck. 

Another area of TCP processing which may cause performance problems 

is the overhead of examining all of the possible flags and options which 
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occur in each incoming packet. One paper, by Bunch and Day [2], asserts 

that the overhead of packet header processing is actually an important 

limiting factor in throughput computation. Not all measurement 

experiments have tended to support this result. To whatever extent it 

is true, however, there is an obvious strategy which the implementor 

ought to use in designing his program. He should build his program to 

optimize the expected case. It is easy, especially when first designing 

a program, to pay equal attention to all of the possible outcomes of 

every test. In practice, however, few of these will ever happen. A TCP 

should be built on the assumption that the next packet to arrive will 

have absolutely nothing special about it, and will be the next one 

expected in the sequence space. One or two tests are sufficient to 

determine that the expected set of control flags are on. (The ACK flag 

should be on; the Push flag may or may not be on. No other flags should 

be on.) One test is sufficient to determine that the sequence number of 

the incoming packet is one greater than the "»ast sequence number 

received. In almost every case, that will be the actual result. Again, 

using the Multics system as an example, failure to optimize the case of 

receiving zne expected sequence number had a detectable effect on the 

performance of the system. The particular problem arose when a number 

of packets arrived at once. TCP attempted to process all of these 

packets before awaking the user. As a result, by the time the last 

packet arrived, there was a threaded list of packets which had several 

items on it. When a new parket arrived, the list was searched to find 

the location into which the packet should be inserted. Obviously, the 

list should be searched from highest sequence number to lowest sequence 
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number, because one is expecting to receive a packet which comes after 

those already received. By mistake, the list was searched from front to 

back, starting with the packets with the lowest sequence number. The 

amount of time spent searching this list backwards was easily detectable 

in the metering measurements. 

Other data structures can be organized to optimize the action which 

is normally taken on them. For example, the retransmission queue is 

very seldom actually used for retransmission, so it should not be 

organized to optimize that action. In fact, it should be organized to 

optimized the discarding of things from it when the acknowledgement 

arrives. In many cases, the easiest way to do this is not to save the 

packet at all, but to reconstruct it only if it needs to be 

retransmitted, starting from the data as it was originally buffered by 

the user. 

There is another generality, at least as important as optimizing 

the common case, which is to avoid copying data any more times than 

necessary. One more result from the Multics TCP may prove enlightening 

here. Multics takes between two and three milliseconds within the TCP 

layer to process an incoming packet, depending on its size. For a 576- 

byte packet, the three milliseconds is used up approximately as follows. 

One millisecond is used computing the checksum. Six hundred 

microfjeconds is spent copying the <i^t:a. (The data is copied twice, at 

.3 milliseconds a copy.) One of those copy operations could correctly 

be included as part of the checksum cost, since it is done to get the 

data on a known word boundary to optimize the checksum algorithm. 

m 
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However,  the copy also performs another necessary transfer at the same 

time.  Header processing and packet resequencing takes .7 milliseconds. 

The rest of the time is used in miscellaneous processing, such as 

removing packets from the retransmission queue which are acknowledged by R>^ 

this packet. Data copying is the second most expensive single operation 

after data checksuming.  Some implementations,  often because of an 

excessively layered modularity, end up copying the data around a great 

deal.  Other implementations end up copying the data because there is no 

shared memory between processes, and the data must be moved from process 

to process via a kernel operation. Unless the amount of this activity 

is kept strictly under control,  it will quickly become the major 

performance bottleneck. 

7.  Conclusions 

This document has addressed two aspects of obtaining performance 

from a protocol implementation, the way in which the protocol is layered 

and integrated into the operating system, and the way in which the 

detailed handling of the packet is optimized. It would be nice if one 

or the other of these costs would completely dominate, so that all of 

one's attention could be concentrated there. Regrettably, this is not 

so. Depending on the particular sort of traffic one is getting, for 

example, whether Telnet one-byte packets or file transfer maximum size 

packets at maximum speed, one can expect to see one or the other cost 

being the major bottleneck to throughput. Most implementors who have 

studied their programs in an attempt to find out where the time was 

going have reached the unsatisfactory conclusion that it is going 
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equally to all parts of their program. With the possible exception of 

checksum processing, very few people have ever found that their 

performance problems were due to a single, horrible bottleneck which 

they co\ "\d fix by a single stroke of inventive programming. Rather, the 

performance was something which was improved by painstaking tuning of 

the entire program. 

Most discussions of protocols begin by introducing the concept of 

layering, which tends to suggest that layering is a fundamentally 

wonderful idea which should be a part of every consideration of 

protocols. In fact, layering is a mixed blessing. Clearly, a layer 

interface is necessary whenever more than one client of a particular 

layer is to be allowed to use that same layer. But an interface, 

precisely because it is fixed, inevitably leads to a lack of complete 

understanding as to what one layer wishes to obtain from another. This 

has to lead to inefficiency. Furthermore, layering is a potential snare 

in that one is tempted to think that a layer boundary, which was an 

artifact of the specification procedure, is in fact the proper boundary 

to use in modularizing the implementation. Again, in certain cases, an 

architected layer must correspond to an implemented layer, precisely so 

that several clients can have access to that layer in a reasonably 

straightforward manner. In other cases, cunning rearrangement of the 

implemented module boundaries to match with various functions, such as 

the demultiplexing of incoming packets, or the sending of asynchronous 

outgoing packets, can lead to unexpected performance improvements 

compared to more traditional implementation strategies. Finally, good 

performance is something which is difficult to retrofit onto an existing 
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program. Since performance is influenced, not just by the fine detail, 

but by the gross structure, it is sometimes the case that in order to 

obtain a substantial performance improvement, it is necessary to 

completely redo the program from the bottom up. This is a great 

disappointment to programmers, especially those doing a protocol 

implementation for the first time. Programmers who are somewhat 

inexperienced and unfamiliar with protocols are sufficiently concerned 

with getting their program logically correct that they do not have the 

capacity to think at the same time about the performance of the 

structure they are building. Only after they have achieved a logically 

correct program do they discover that they have done so in a way which 

has precluded real performance. Clearly, it is more difficult to design 

a program thinking from the start about both logical correctness and 

performance. With time, as implementors as a group learn more about the 

appropriate structures to use for building protocols, it will be 

possible to proceed with an implementation project having more 

confidence that the structure is rational, that the program will work, 

and that the program will work well. Those of us now implementing 

protocols have the privilege of being on the forefront of this learning 

process. It should be no surprise that our programs sometimes suffer 

from the uncertainty we bring to bear on them. 
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A Protocol for Packet Network Intercommunication m 
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Abstract—A protocol that supports the sharing of resources that 
exist in different packet switching networks is presented. The proto- 
col provides for variation in individual network packet sizes, trass- 
mission failures, sequencing, flow control, end-to-end error checking, 
and the creation and destruction of logical process-to-process con- 
nections. Some implementation issues are considered, and problems 
such as internetwork routing, accounting, and timeouts are exposed. 

INTRODUCTION 

IN THE LAST few years considerable effort has been 
expended on the design and implementation of packet 

switching networks [l]-[7],[14].[17]. A principle reason 
for developing such networks has been to facilitate the 
sharing of computer resources. A packet communication 
network includes a transportation mechanism for deliver- 
ing data between computers or between computers and 
terminals. To make the data meaningful, computers and 
terminals share a common protocol (i.e., a set of agrtK-d 
upon conventions). Several protocols have already been 
developed for this purpose [$>[12],[lo]. However, 
these protocols have addressed only the problem of com- 
munication on the same network. In this paper we present 
a protocol design and philosophy that supports the sharing 
of resources that exist in different packet switching net- 
works. 

After a brief introduction to internetwork protocol 
issues, we describe the function of a GATEWAY as an inter- 
face between networks and discuss its role in the protocol. 
We then consider the various details of the protocol, 
including addressing, formatting, buffering, sisjuencing, 
flow control, error control, and so forth. We clone with a 
description of an interprocess communication mechanism 
and show how it can be supported by the internetwork 
protocol. 

Even though many different and complex problems 
must be solved in the design of an individual packet 
switching network, them* problems are manifestly com- 
pounded when dissimilar networks are interconnected. 
IKSU<«S arise which may have no direct counterpart in an 
individual network and which strongly influence the way 
in  which internetwork  communication can  take  place. 

A typical packet switching network in composed of a 
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set of computer resources called HOSTS, a set of one or 
more pnekci switches, and a collection of communication 
nu-dia that interconnect the packet switches. Within 
each HOST, we assume that there exist procexscx which 
must communicate with processes in their own or other 
HOSTS. Any current definition of a process will be adequate 
for our purposes [13]. These processes are generally the 
ultimate sourer- ard destination of data in the network. 
Typically, within an individual network, there exists a 
protocol for communication between any source and 
destination process. Only the source and destination 
processes require knowledge of this convention for com- 
munication to take place. Processes in two distinct net- 
works would ordinarily use different protocols for this 
puri>ose. The ensemble of packet switches and com- 
munication media is called the pticbti xtvitchwy subnet. 
Tig. 1 illustrates these ideas. 

In a typical packet switching subnet, data of a fixed 
maximum size an« accepted from a source HOST, together 
with a formatted destination address which is used to 
route the data in a store and forward fashion. The transmit 
time for this data is usually dejx-ndent u|w»n internal 
network parameters such as communication media data 
rates, buffering and signaling strati-gies, muting, propa- 
gation delays, etc. In addition, some mechanism U gen- 
erally present for error handling and determination of 
status of the networks com|x>nents. 

Individual packet switching networks may differ in 
their implementations as follows. 

1) Each network may have distinct ways of addressing 
the receiver, thus requiring that a uniform addn»ssing 
scheme I*- created which can lie understood by each 
individual network. 

2) Each network may accept data of different maximum 
site, thus p-quiring networks to deal in units of the 
smallest maximum aite (which may be unpractically 
small) or requiring procedures which allow data crossing 
a network boundary to l>e reformatted into smaller 
pieces. 

:i) The «success or failure of a transmission and its per- 
formance in «-ach network is govern««d by different time 
delays in accepting, delivering, and transiting the data 
This requires careful development of internetwork timing 
pntcedun-s to insure that data can he successfully de- 
livered through the variou- networks. 

4) Witlun ertch network, communication may !*• dis- 
rupted due I«, unrecoverable mutation of the data or 
missing data. End-to-ewl restoration procures are 
desirable to allow complete recovery from these con- 
dition* 

m 
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FACKtT SWIlCHINti NETWORK ft • PACKET SWITCH 

Fig. 1.   Typical packet switching network. 

ö"> Status information, routing, fault detection, and 
isolation arc typically different in each network. Thus, to 
obtain verification of certain conditions, such as an in- 
accessible or dead destination, various kinds of coordi- 
nation must be invoked between the communicating net- 
works. 

It would be extremely convenient if all the differences 
between networks could be economically resolved by 
suitable interfacing at the network boundaries. For 
many of the differences, this objective can be achieved. 
However, both economic and technical considerations lead 
us to prefer that the interface be as simple and reliable 
as possible and deal primarily with passing data between 
networks that use different packet switching strategic. 

The question now arises as to whether the interface 
ought to account for differences in HOST or process level 
protocols by transforming the source conventions into the 
corresjMinding destination conventions. We obviously 
want to allow conversion between packet switching 
strate-gie-s at the interface, to permit interconnection of 
existing and planned networks. However, the complexity 
and dissimilarity of the HOST or process level protocols 
makes it desirable to avoid having to transform between 
them at the interface, even if this transformation were 
always ]>o*sible. Rüther, compatible HOST and process 
level protocols must be developed to achieve effective 
internetwork resource sharing. The unacceptable al- 
ternative is fi »cry HOST or process to implement every 
protocol (a pot« .»ally unbounded nuimVr) that may be 
needed to communicate with other networks. We then- 
fore tt«*uiwe that a common protocol is to be used Is-twei-n 
HOST'S or processes in different networks and that the 
interface between networks should take as small a role as 
possible in this protocol. 

To allow networks under different ownership to inter- 
connect, some accounting will undoubtedly )>e needed for 
traflie that passes across the- interface. In its simplest 
terms tlti- involve« an accounting of packets handled by 
each net for which charge-» are pa«sd from net to net 
untii the buck finally stop-, at the user or his representa- 
tive    Furthermore,   the-  interconnection  must   preserve« 
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intact the internal e^x-ratlem e>f e-ach individual network. 
This is easily achieved if two netwe>rks intereemncct as 
if each wen» a HOST te> the erthe-r network, but without 
utilizing or indeed inee»ri>e>rating any elaborate HOST 

pre>te»ee>l transfe>nnatie>ns. 
It is thus apparent that the- interface« between networks 

must play a erntral role in the- de've-lemnvnt e>f any net- 
work mterconne*ctie>n strategy. We' give a special name' to 
this interface that perfemns these- functions and call it a 
GATEWAY. 

THE GATEWAY XOTIOX 

In Fig. 2 we illustrate thr«'«« individual networks labe-led 
.4, ft, and (' which are joined by GATEWAYS \J and .V. 
GATEWAY M interface's ne-twe>rk A with network ft, and 
GATEWAY .V interfaces ne-twork ft to network C. We 
assume that an individual network may have- more' than 
one GATEWAY (e.g., ne>tweirk ft) and that there may be 
me>re than one- GATEWAY path to use in ge>ing between a 
pair of netwe>rks. The' respemsibility for properly remting 
data resides in the» GATEWAY. 

In practice, a GATEWAY between two networks may be 
compejsed of two halves, each assex-iated with its own 
network. It is possible to implement each half of a GATE- 

WAY so it need only embed internetwork packets in local 
packet format or extract them. We propose that the 
GATEWAYS handle internetwork packets in a standard 
format, but we are ne>t proposing any particular trans- 
mission procedure between GATEWAY halves. 

Let us now trace the- flow of data thremgh the inter- 
connected networks. We- assume a packet of data from 
process A' cnteTs network A destined fe>r pn>eess V in 
network C. The* address of V is initially sj»e>cified by 
pre>ccss A* and the» addrtss e»f (JATEWAY .1/ is de-rived from 
the' addrtss of pre>cess }'. We make> no atte>mpt te> sjHcify 
whether the» choice' e>f GATEWAY is made« by prewess A*, 
its He>sT, e>r one of the- packet switches in network .4. The 
packed traverses ne»twe>rk .4 until it reaches <?ATEWAY .V. 
At the eiATEWAY, the* packet is re'fe>rmatted te» inert the« 
reH|uire'm«'nts of network ft, aerount is take»n eif this unit 
of flow between A and li, anei th«> e;ATEWAY eleliwr* the 
parket te» ne«twe»rk ft. Again tin- de-rivatiem e»f the lyxt 
eiATEWAY addnss is acceimpushed based on the« address e»f 
the- destinatiem V. In this case, GATEWAY .V i« the ne»xt mu». 
The> packet traverses network ft until it finally reaches 
eiAimvAY .V when- it is f«»rmatteel to wert the re-e|uin-me'iits 
e»f network ('. Amtuiit is again taken e»f this unit <>f flow 
between networks ft anel ('. VJMHI entering ne-twork (\ 
th«- packet is niutid 1<> the- IHWT in which process )' 
resides and there it i* delivered to it> ultimate' destination. 

Sinpe the GATEWAY must uneierstanel the- aeldn^- of tie. 
sniire-e ntul destination iieisT*. this m format ion must IM- 

available- in a standard fe»rmat in e-ve-ry packet which 
arrive-* at the- GATEWAY. This information is e-ontained 
in an mtmutuwl; hmdrr pre-lixed to tin- pae-ket by the 
soum- iieisT. The packet fonnat, ine-luding the» internet- 
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Fig. 2.   Three network» interconnected by two GATEWAYS. 
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Fig. 3.   Internetwork packet format (field* not shown to scale). 

work header, is illustrated in Fig. 3. The source and desti- 
nation entries uniformly and uniquely identify the address 
of even' HOST in the composite network. Addressing is a 
subject of considerable complexity which is discussed 
in greater detail in the next section. Thencxt two entries in 
the header provide a sequence number and a byte count 
that may be used to properly sequence the packets upon 
delivery to the destination and may also enable the 
GATEWAY« to detect fault conditions affecting the packet. 
The flag field is used to convey specific control information 
and is discussed in the section on retransmission and 
duplicate detection later. The remainder of the packet 
consists of text for delivery to the destination and a trailing 
check sum used for end-to-end software verification. The 
GATEWAY does not modify the text and merely forwards the 
check sum along without computing or recomputing it. 

Each network may ne<«d to augment the packet format 
before it can pass through the individual network. We 
have indicated a Iwi header in the figure which is prefixed 
to the beginning of the packet. This local header is intro- 
duce merely to illustrate the concept of enmedding an 
internetwork packet in the format of the individual net- 
work through which the packet must pas«. It will ol>- 
viously vary in its exact form from network to -»et work 
and may even be unnecessary in some ra*c*. Although not 
explicitly indicated in the figure, it is also possible that a 
local trailer may l>c ap|tcmtcd to the end of the packet. 

Unless all transmitted packets are legislatively re- 
strict«^ to be small enough to be accepted by every in- 
dividual network, the GATEWAY may be forced to split a 
packet into two or more smaller packets. This action is 
called fragmentation and must Is« done in such a way that 
the destination is able to piece together the fragmented 
packet. It is cl«'ar that the internetwork header format 
imposes a minimum packet size which all networks 
must carry (obviously all networks will want to carry 
packets larger than this minimum). We believe the long 
range growth and development of internetwork com- 
munication would be seriously inhibited by sjieoifying 
how much larger than the minimum a packet size can \*\ 
fur the following reasons. 

I) If a maximum permitted packet size is prided then 
it become« in»|xt-*ible to completely isolate the internal 
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packet size parameters of one network from the internal 
packet size parameters of all other networks. 

2) It would be very difficult to increase the maximum 
permitted packet size in response to new technology (e.g., 
large memory systems, higher data rate communication 
facilities, etc.) since this would require the agreement and 
then implementation by all participating networks. 

3) Associative addressing and packet encryption may 
require the size of a particular packet to expand during 
transit for ineorj>oration of new information. 

Provision for fragmentation (r»*gardloss of where it is 
pcrfornvd) permits packet size variations to be handled 
on an individual network basis without global admin- 
istration and also permits HOSTS and processes to be 
insulated fron» changes in the packet sizes permitted in 
any networks through which their data must pass. 

If fragmentation must be done, it ap|>enrs l>est to do it 
upon entering the next network at the GATEWAY since only 
this GATEWAY (and not the other networks) must IK» aware 
of the internal packet size parameters which made the 
fragmentation necessary. 

If a GATEWAY fragments an incoming packet into two or 
more packets, they must eventually In« passed along to the 
destination HOST as fragments or reassembled for the 
HOST. It is conceivable that one might desire the GATEWAY 

to perform the reassembly to simplify the task of the desti- 
nation HOST (or process) and or to take advantage of a 
larger packet size. We take the position that GATEWAYS 

should not perform this function since GATEWAY re- 
assembly can lend to serious buffering problems, potential 
deadlocks, the necessity for all fragments of a packet to 
pass through the same GATEWAY, and increased delay in 
transmission. Furthermore, it is not sufficient for the 
GATEWAYS to provide this function sine«« the final GATEWAY 

may also have to fragment a packet for transmission. 
Thus the destination HOST must bo prepared to do this 
task. 

Let us now turn briefly to the somewhat unusual ac- 
counting effect which arises when a packet may be frag- 
ments! by one or more GATEWAYS. We assume, for 
simplicity, that each network initially charge a fixed rate 
per packet transmitted, regardless of distance, and if one 
network can handle a larger packet >ize than another, it 
charges a proportionally larger price j>or packet. Wo also 
assume that a subsequent increase in any network's 
packet size do«* not result in additional cost per packet to 
its users. The charge to a u*er thus remains basically 
constant through any net which must fragment a packet. 
The unusual cnVt occurs when a packet is fragmented into 
smaller packets which must individually pass through a 
subsequent network with a larger packet size than the 
original unfraginciited packet. We expect that most net- 
works will naturally select packet sizes clone to one 
another, but in any COM*, an increase in packet size in one 
not. oven when it muses fragmentation, will not increase 
the c«Ht of transmission and may actually decrease it. In 
the event that any other packet charging policies (than 
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the one wc suggest) are adopted, differences in cost can be 
used as an economic lever toward optimization of indi- 
vidual network performance. 

PROCESS LEVEL COMMUNICATION 

We suppose that processes wish to communicate in full 
duplex with their correspondents using unbounded but 
finite length messages. A single character might constitute 
the text of n messagejrom & process to a terminal or vice 
versa. An entire page of characters might constitute the 
text of a message from a file to a process. A data stream 
(e.g., a continuously generated bit string) can be repre- 
sented as a sequence of finite length messages. 

Within a HOST we assume the existence of a transmission 
control program (TCP) which handles the transmission 
and acceptance of messages on behalf of the processes it 
serves. The TCP is in turn served by one or more packet 
switches connected to the HOST in which the TCP resides. 
Processes that want to communicate present messages 
to the TCP for transmission, and TCP's deliver incoming 
messages to the appropriate destination processes. We 
allow the TCP to break up messages into segments be- 
cause the destination may restrict the amount of data that 
may arrive, because the local network may limit the 
maximum transmission size, or because the TCP may 
need to share its resources among many processes con- 
currently. Furthermore, we constrain the length of a 
segment to an integral number of S-bit bytes. This uni- 
formity is most helpful in simplifying the software needed 
with HOST machines of different natural word lengths. 
Provision at the process level can be made for padding a 
message that is not an integral number of bytes and for 
identifying which of the arriving bytes of text contain 
information of interest to the receiving process. 

Multiplexing and demultiplexing of segments among 
processes are fundamental tasks of the TCP. On trans- 
mission, a TCP must multiplex together segments from 
different source processes and produce internetwork 
packets fur delivery to one of its serving packet switches. 
On reception, a TCP will accept a sequence of packets 
from it» serving packet switchfe*). From this sequence 
of arriving packet* (generally from different HOSTS), 

the TCP must be able to reconstruct and deliver messages 
to the proper destination processes. 

We assume that every segment is augmented with ad- 
ditional information that allows transmitting and re- 
ceiving TCP'- to identify destination and source pnteesses, 
respectively. At this ptiint. we must face a major issue. 
How should the souree TCP format ««gments d<*tined for 
the same destination TCP? We consider two canes. 

Case 1) If we iuke the position that segment boundaries 
are immaterial and that a byte stream can be formed of 
w-gmenK destined for the same TCP, then we may gain 
improved transmission efficiency and resource sharing by 
arbitrarily parceling the stream into packets, jxTinitting 
many wgmcnls to share a single internetwork packet 
header. However, this position result* in the ne«J to re- 
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construct exactly, and in order, the stream of text bytes 
produced by the source TCP. At the destination, this 
stream must first be parsed into segments and these in 
turn must be used to reconstruct messages for delivery to 
the appropriate processes. 

There are fundamental problems associated with this 
strategy due to the possible arrival of packets out of order 
at the destination. The most critical problem appears 
to be the amount of interference that processes sharing the 
same TCP-TCP byte mn-am^may cause among them- 
selves. This is especially so at the receiving end. First, 
the TCP may be put to some trouble to parse the stream 
back into segments and then distribute them to buffers 
where message are reassembled. If it is not readily ap- 
parent that all of a segment has arrived (remember, it 
may come as several packets), the receiving TCP may 
have to suspend parsing temporarily until more packets 
have arrived. Second, if a packet is missing, it may not be 
clear whether succeeding segments, even if they are identi- 
fiable, can be passed on to the receiving process, unless the 
TCP has knowledge of some process level sequencing 
scheme. Such knowledge would permit the TCP to decide 
whether a succeeding segment could be delivered to its 
waiting process. Finding the beginning of a segment when 
there arc gaps in the byte stream may also be hard. 

Case 2): Alternatively, we might take the position that 
the destination TCP should be able to determine, upon 
its arrival and without additional information, for which 
process or processes a received packet is intended, and if 
so, whether it should be delivered then. 

If the TCP is to determine for w hich process an arriving 
packet is intended, every packet must contain a process 
header (distinct from the internetwork header) that com- 
pletely identifies the destination process. For simplicity, 
we assume that each packet contains text from a single 
process which is destiwd for a single process. Thus each 
packet need contain only one process header. To decide 
whether the arriving data i« deliverable to the destination 
process, the TCP must be able to determine whether the 
data is in the proper sequence (we can make provision 
for the d<*lination process to instruct its TCP to ignore 
sequencing, but this N considered a special case). With the 
assumption that each arriving packet contains a pn>ccss 
header, the necessary sequencing and destination process 
identification is immediately available to tin- destination 
TCP. 

Both Casts 1) and 2) provide for the demultiplexing 
and delivery of segments to destination processes, but 
only Case 2) does so without the introduction of potential 
interprocess interference. Furthermore. Case 1) introduce 
extra machinery to handle flow control on a HosT-tt>- 
HOST basis, since there must also be some provision for 
process level control, and this machinery is little used since 
the probability is small that within a given HOST, two 
processes will W coincident ally sch«tluied to send messages 
to the same destination HOST. For this reason, we select 
the method of Case 2\ as a part of the internet u-itri 
transmission protocol. 
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ADDRESS FORMATS 

The selection of address formats is a problem between 
networks because the local network addresses of TCP's 
may van* substantially in format and size. A uniform in- 
ternetwork TCP address space, understood by each 
GATEWAY and TCP, is essential to routing and delivery 
of internetwork packets. 

Similar troubles are encountered when we deal with 
process addressing and, more generally, port addressing. 
We introduce the notion of ports in order to permit a 
process to distinguish between multiple message streams. 
The port is simply a designator of one such message stream 
associated with a process. The means for identifying a port 
are generally different in different operating systems, and 
therefore, to obtain uniform addressing, a standard port 
address format is also required. A port address designates 
a full duplex message stream. 

TCP ADDRESSING 

TCP addressing is intimately bound up in routing 
issues, since a HOST or GATEWAY must choose a suitable 
destination HOST or GATEWAY for an outgoing internetwork 
packet. Let us postulate the following address format for 
the TCP address (Fig. 4). The choice for network identi- 
fication (8 bits) allows up to 2oC distinct networks. This 
size seems sufficient for the foraeeable future. Similarly, 
the TCP identifier field permits up to &~> .*>3G distinct 
TCP's to be addressed, which seems more than sufficient 
for any given network. 

As each packet passes through a GATEWAY, the GATEWAY 

observes the destination network ID to determine how 
to route the packet. If the destination network is con- 
nected to the GATEWAY, the lower 16 bits of the TCP address 
arc used to produce a local TCP address in the destination 
network. If the destination network is not connected to the 
GATEWAY, the upper 8 bits are used to select a subsequent 
GATEWAY. We make no effort to specify how each in- 
dividual network shall associate the internetwork TCP 
identifier with its local TCP address. We also do not rule 
out the possibility that the local network understands the 
internetwork addressing scheme and thus alleviates the 
GATE«'AY of the routing responsibility. 

PORT ADDRESSING 

A receiving TCP is faced with the ta»k of demultiplex- 
ing the stream of internetwork packets it receives and 
reconstructing the original messages for each destination 
process. Each operating system has its own internal 
means of identifying processes and ports. We assume that 
16 bit* are sufficient to serve as internetwork port identifiers. 
A sending process need not know how the destination 
port identification will be used. The destination TCP 
will be able to parse this number appropriately to find 
the projxr buffer into which it will place arriving packets. 
We permit a large port number field to sup|>ort processes 
which want to distinguish between many different 
messages streams concurrently. In reality, we do not can- 
how the It» bit* are sliced up by the TCP's involved. 

!  NfTWORK      TC* IOCS fit lift 

Fig. 4.   TCP address. 

Even though the transmitted port name field is large, 
it is still a compact external name for the internal repre- 
sentation of the port. The use of short names for port 
identifiers is often desirable to reduce transmission over- 
head and possibly reduce packet processing time at the 
destination TCP. Assigning short names to each port, 
however, requires an initial negotiation between source 
and destination to agree on a suitable short name assign- 
ment, the subsequent maintenance of conversion tables 
at both the source and the destination, and a final trans- 
action to release the short name. For dynamic assignment 
of port names, this negotiation is generally necessary in 
any case. 

SEGMENT AND PACKET FORMATS 

As shown in Fig. 5, messages are broken by the TCP 
into segments whose format is shown in more detail in 
Fig. (>. The field lengths illustrated are merely suggestive. 
The first two fields (source port and destination port in 
the figure) have already been discussed in the preceding 
section on addressing. The uses of the third and fourth 
fields (window and acknowledgment in the figure) will 
be discussed later in the section on retransmission and 
duplicate detection. 

We recall from Fig. 3 that an internetwork h'-ader con- 
tains both a sequence number and a byte count, as well aa 
a flag field and a check sum. The uses of these fields are 
explained in the following section. 

REASSEMBLY AND SEQUENCING 

The reconstruction of a message at the receiving TCP 
clearly requires1 that each internetwork packet carry a 
sequence number which is unique to its particular desti- 
nation port message stream. The sequence numbers must 
be monotonic increasing (or decreasing) since they are 
used to reorder and reassemble arriving packets into a 
message. If the space of sequence numbers were infinite, 
we could simply n»sign the next one to each new packet 
Clearly, this spare cannot be infinite, and we will consider 
what problems a finite sequence number space will cause 
when we discuss retransmission and duplicate dct<«ction 
in the next section. We propose the following scheme for 
performing the sequencing of packets and hence the re- 
construction of messages by the destination TCP. 

A pair of ports will exchange one or more messages over 
a period «if time. We could view the sequence of messages 
produced by one port as if it we>v embedded in an in- 
finitely long stream of bytes. Each byte of the message lias 
a unique sequence number which we take to be it" byte 
location relative to the begiuninix of the stream. When a 

1 In tl»e <**>■«• of* encrypted parket«, a preliminary stage of 
ibly may lie rrqiiimi prior tu de« rypOoii. 
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Fig. •*>•   Creation of segments and packets from messages. 
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Fig. C.   Segment format (pn>oes> header and text). 

segment is extracted from the message by the source 
TCP and formatted for internetwork transmission, the 
relative location of the first byte of segment text is \i*»d an 
the sequence number for the packet. The byte count 
field in the internetwork header accounts for all the text 
in the segment (but does not include the check-sum bytes 
or the bytes in cither internetwork or process header). 
We emphasize that the sequence number associated with 
a given packet is unique only to the pair of ports that are 
communicating (see Tig. 7). Arriving packets are ex- 
amined to determine for which port they are intended. 
The sequence numbers on each arriving packet are then 
used to determine the relative location of the packet text 
in the m<*ssages under reconstruction. We note that this 
allows the exact position of the data in the reconstructed 
message to be determined even when pieces are still 
missing. 

Every segment pnsJuccd by a source TCP is packaged 
in a single internetwork packet and a check sum is com- 
puted over the text and pwress header associated with the 
segment. 

The splitting of rin-ssag«»« into segments by the TCP 
and th«- potential splitting of segments into smaller pieces 
by GATEWAY* creates the n««e«*ssity for indicating to the 
destination TCP when the end of a segment (ES) has 
arrived and when the end of a message (EM) has arrived. 
The flag field of the internetwork header is u*«l for tin- 
pur|M»»e (see Pig. S/. 

The ES flag is set by the source TCP each time it pr<<- 
pares a segment fur transmission, if it should happen th.v. 
the menage i> completely contained in the segment, then 
the EM flag would also 1M- net. The EM flag i* al*o set on 
tli< last segment of a message, if the message could not 
be contained in one segment. These two flags are usi>d 
by the destination TCP, n-pectively. to discover the 
pre--enee of a check sum for a given segment and to discover 
that a complete message ha- arrived. 

The ES and EM flag- in the internetwork header are 
known to the GATEWAY anil an* of special importance when 
packet» must 1M- -.»»lit apart for propagation through the 
next local network. We illu-irate their u«c with an ex- 
ample in Fig. 9. 

The original message .1 in Pig \i i- shown «put into two 
segment« .It and A* and formatted by the TCP into a pair 
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Fig. 7.   Assignment of sequence numbers. 
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of internetwork packets. Packet« A\ and .1« have their 
l> bit« set. and .1« ha- it- EM bit «et as well. When 
(tacket .41 passe*, through the lUTEft'AY. it is split into two 
piece«: jMtcket An f«»r whieh neither EM nor ES bits are 
«et. and |»cket An wtoise ES bit is set. Similarly, packet 
.1« is split such that the Iir«t piece, parket .In, has neither 
bit set, but paeket .1- ha« both bits set. The sequence 
uuimVr field (SIX)) and the byte enuni field (CT) of each 
parket is modified by the «JATKWAY to property identify 
the text byti- of each packet. The GATEWAY need only 
examine the internetwork header to do fragmentation. 

The destination TCP, upon reassembling segment Au 
will detect the KS flag -nd will verify the check «urn it 
knows is cotttallied in packet .IK- l'|s*n receipt of paeket 
.1-. awmniing all other paeket« have arrived, the desti- 
nation TCP detect- that it has reassembled a complete 
message and ran now advise the destination |ir»*ees« of its 
receipt. 
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RETRANSMISSION AND DUPLICATE 
DETECTION 

No transmission can be 100 percent reliable. We 
propose a timeout and positive acknowledgment mecha- 
nism which will allow TCP's to recover from packet losses 
from "one HOST to another. A TCP transmits packet»-and 
waits for replies (acknowledgements) that are carried in 
the reverse packet stream. If no acknowledgment for a 
particular packet is received, the TCP will retransmit. 
It is our expectation that the HOST level retransmission 
mechanism, which is described in the following para- 
graphs, will not be called upon very often in practice. 
Evidence already exists1 that individual networks can be 
effectively constructed without this feature. However, the 
inclusion of a HOST retransmission capability makes it 
possible to recover from occasional network problems and 
allows a wide range of HOST protocol strategies to be in- 
corporated. We envision it will occasionally be invoked to 
allow HOST accommodation to infrequent ovcrdemands for 
limited buffer resources, and otherwise not used much. 

Any retransmission policy requires some means by 
which the receiver can detect duplicate arrivals. Even if 
an infinite number of distinct packet sequenc* numbers 
were available, the receiver would still have the problem 
of knowing how long to remember previously received 
packets in order to detect duplicates. Matters are compli- 
cated by the fact that only a finite number of distinct 
sequence numbers are in fact available, and if they are 
reused, the receiver must be able to distinguish between 
new transmissions and retransmissions. 

A window strategy, similar to that used by the French 
CYCLADES system (voie virtuelle transmission mode [H]) 
and the ARPANET very distant HOST connection [IS], 
is proposed here .(sec fig. 10). 

Suppose that the sequence number field in the inter- 
network header permits sequence numbers to range from 
0 to n - 1. We assume that the sender will not transmit 
more than w bytes without receiving an acknowledgment. 
The w bytes serve as the window (sec Fig. 11). Clearly, 
t0 must be less than n. The rules for sender and receiver 
arc as follows. 

Sender: Let L be the sequence number associated with 
the left window edge. 

1) The sender transmits bytes from segments whose 
text lies between L and up to I. + w — 1. 

2) On timeout (duration unspecified), the render 
retransmits unacknowledged bytes. 

3) On receipt of acknowledgment consisting of the 
receiver's current left window edge, the sender'- left 
window edge is advanced ov r the acknowledged byte* 
(advancing the right window edge implicitly). 

Reetwer: 
1) Arriving packets whose sequence number« coincide 

with the receiver's current left window «xlge are acknowl- 
edged by sending to the source the next wquencc number 

' The ARPANET I» on* »urn eiwnple 
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Fig. 10.   The window concept. 
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expected. Thin effectively acknowledges bytes in between. 
The left window edge is advanced to the next sequence 
number expected. 

2) Packets arriving with a sequence number to the left 
of the window edge (or, in fact, outside of thr window) are 
discarded, and the current left window edge is returned a» 
acknowledgment. 

3) Packets whose sequence numbers lie within the 
receiver's window but do not coinicide with the receiver's 
left window edge are optionally kept or discarded, but 
are not acknowledged. This is the case w hen packets arrive 
out of order. 

We make some observations on thin vcrategy. First, all 
computations with st«qucnce numbers and window ««dges 
must be made modulo n (e.g., byte 0 follows byte w - 1). 
Second, »c must lie lc*s than n J1; otherwise a retrnns- 
mi*«ion may appear to the receiver to IK» a new trans- 
mission in the case that the receiver lias accept«*! :t 
window's worth of incoming packets, but all acknowiedg- 
ments have been lost. Third, the receiver can either save 
or discard arriving packets whose sequence numbers do 
not coincide with tin« receiver's left window. Thus, in the 
simplest implementation, the receiver need not buffer 
nnre than one packet per message stream if space is 
critical, 1-ourth. multiple packets can he acknowledged 
simultaneously. Fifth, the receiver is able to deliver 
m<***agf* to process«*, in their proper order as a natural 
result of the reassembly mechanism. Sixth, when dupli- 
cates are detected, I lie acknowledgment method used 
naturally works to nsi\ndironixe sender and receiver. 
Furthermore, if the receiver accept* packets wlntse 
sequence number» lie  within  the current  window   but 

1 Actually R 2 b nterrU A nmvnurirt numlurr In u«*; it i« uiilv 
miuirctl thai A rrir*ti»iiii»-h.n i».t Mp|ir»r tu IT a nr» traii«iiii<.>M>u 
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which arc not coincident with the loft window edge, an 
acknowledgment consisting of the current left window 
edge would act as a stimulus to cause retransmission of the 
unacknowledged bytes. Finally, we mention an overlap 
problem which results from retransmission, packet 
splitting, and alternate routing of packets through dif- 
ferent GATEWAYS. 

A G00-byte packet might pass through one GATEWAY 

and be broken into two 300-byte packets. On retrans- 
mission, the same packet might be broken into three 
200-byte packets going tlirough a different GATEWAY. 

Since each byte has a sequence number, then1 is no con- 
fusion at the receiving TCP. We leave for later the issue 
of initially synchronizing the sender and receiver left 
window cd^es and the window size. 

FLOW CONTROL 

Every segment that arrives at the destination TCP is 
ultimately acknowledged by returning the sequence 
number of the next segment which must be passed to the 
process (it may not yet have arrived). 

Earlier we described the use of a sequence number 
space and window to aid in duplicate detection. Ac- 
knowledgments are carried in the process header (see 
Fig. ti) and along with them there is provision for a 
"suggested window" which the receiver can use to control 
the flow of data from the sender. This is intended to be 
the main component of the process flow control mecha- 
nism. The receiver is free to vary the window size accord- 
ing to any algorithm it d<*sires so long as the window 
size never exceed« half the sequence number space* 

This flow control mechanism is exceedingly (xiwerful 
and flexible and does not suffer from synchronization 
troubl** that may bo encounte-vd by incremental buffer 
allocation scheme* [9].[10]. However, it relies heavily 
on an effective retransmission strategy. The n«ceiver can 
reduce the window even while packets are en rout«' from 
the «ender who*- window is presently larger. The not 
effect of thi« reduction will be that the receiver may 
discard incoming packets (they may be outside the 
window i and reiterate the current window size along with 
a current window edge a« acknowledgment. By the same 
token, »he Mtider «an. u|»on occasion, eli«s>*e to send more 
than a window '•» worth of data on the |»«.«ihility that the 
receiver will expand the window to accept it (of course, the 
wilder mu-t not send more than half the sequence number 
s|»aceat any time). Normally, we would exp««ct the wilder 
to abide by the window limitation Ex|ian«ion of tin- 
window by the receiver merely allow« more data to lie ac- 
ecpted, For the receiving HOST with a small amount of 
buffer «pae-, a *trat««gy of discarding all packet« whoso 
sequetiee number« do not coincide with the eurniit left 
edge of the window i» probably iieeessarv. but it will incur 
tin ex|ietex of extra delay and overhead for rotran«nii»- 
sion 

IKKK  TRAXÄACTIONS  ON  COMMCXICATIONS,  MAY   1974 

TCP INPUT OUTPUT HANDLING 

The TCP has a component which handles input /output 
(I/O) to and from the network* When a packet has ar- 
rived, it validates the addresses and places the packet 
on a queue. A pool of buffers can be set up to handle 
arrivals, and if all available buffers are used up, succoring 
arrivals can be discard« d since unacknowledged packets 
will be retransmitted. 

On output, a smaller amount of buffering is n»*edod, 
since process buffers can hold the data to be transmitted. 
Perhaps double buffering will bo adequate. We make no 
attempt to specify how the buffering should be done, 
except to require that it bo able to service the network 
with a« little overhead as possible. Packet siz<«J buffers, 
one or more ring buffers, or any other combination are 
possible candidates. 

When a packet arrives at the destination TCP, it is placed 
on a queue which the TCP services frequently. For ex- 
ample, the TCP could bo interrupted when a queue place- 
ment occurs. The TCP then attempts to place the packet 
text into the proper place in the appropriate pn»ces« 
receive buffer. If the |wckot terminates a segment, then 
it can be chooksummod and acknowledged. Placement 
may fail for several reasons. 

1) The destination process may not bo prepared to 
receive from the stated source, or the destination port ID 
may not exist. 

2) There may be insufficient buffer space for the text. 
3) The beginning sequence numlx>r of the text ma • 

not coincide with the next ««queiiee numltor to be delivered 
to the process (e.g., the packet ha« arriv<«d out of order). 

In the first caae, the TCP should simply discard the 
packet (thus far. no provision has boon made for error 
acknowledgments). In the soeond and third ca*«s. the 
packet sequence number can bo inspected to determine 
whether the packet text His within the legitimate window 
for reception. If it d«n«s, the TCP may optionally keep the 
packet queued for later processing. If not, the TCP 
can discard the packet. In either ea«e the TCP can 
optionally acknowledge with the current left window <<dge. 

It may hap|»on that the procc«« receive buffer i« not 
present in the active memory of the HOST, but i« stored on 
secondary storage. If thi« i* the r?t*o. the TCP can prompt 
the scheduler to bring in the appropriate buffer and the 
packet ran IM- queued for later processing. 

If there are no more input buffers available to the TCP 
for temporary qu«»ueing of incoming packets, and if the 
TCP cannot iiuickly use the arriving data icg . a TCP 
to TCP nn-ssage). then the packet i« discarded. Assuming 
a sensibly functioning system, no other imriwis than the 
one for which the jiack«t wa« intended should lie affect««! 
by thi« discarding l! the delayed pme«-ssing «put!«- grow« 

«Ttii« r«»hi|«»M»iit ran s*w I« hrui.iV «»tlirr prut«*-».!'- »IHI-T 

»«•«Mtr-ti iiuiln») pfugratu- :»««• «l«-«ß»«.il««il l»> iiitcliiHw.irk tlr-liha- 
iKin athlrr— 
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excessively long, any packet» in it can bo safely discarded 
since none of them have yet been acknowledged. Con- 
gestion at the TCP level is flexibly handled owing to the 
robust retransmission and duplicate detection strategy. 

TCP/PROCESS COMMUNICATION 

In order to send a message, a process set« up its text 
in a buffer region in its own address space, inserts the 
requisite control information (described in the following 
list) in a transmit control block (TCB) and passes control 
to the TCP. The exact form of a TCB is not specified 
here, but it might take the form of a pass<-d pointer, a 
pseudointerrupt, or various other forms. To receive a 
message in its address space, a process sets up a receive 
buffer, inserts the requisite control information in a 
receive control block (RCB) and again passes control 
to the TCP. 

In some simple systems, the buffer space may in fact 
be provided by the TCP. For simplicity we assume that 
a ring buffer is used by each process, but other structures 
(e.g., buffer chaining) are not ruled out. 

A possible format for the TCB is shown in Fig. 11. The 
TCB contains information necessary to allow the TCP 
to extract and send the process data. Some of the informa- 
tion might be implicitly known, but we are not concerned 
with that level of detail. The various fields in the TCB 
are described as follows. 

1) Source Address: This is the full net HOST TCP port 
address of the transmitter. 

2) Destination  Address   This  is  the  full  net KOST 

TCP 'port of the receiver. 
.1) Seit Packet Sequence Xumber This is the sequence 

number to be used for the next packet the TCP will 
transmit from this port. 

4) Current Buffer Site: This is the present site of the 
process transmit buffer. 

"i) Xeit Write frtsitinn: This i- the address of the- next 
position in the buffer at which the process ran plan- new 
data for transmission. 

it) Xe/t Itend frutitinn: This i.« the address at »Weh the 
TCP should begin reading to build the next segment for 
output. 

7) End Read l***situ>n: This is th** address at which the 
TCP should halt transmission. Initially li) and 7) Is.und 
the message which the pr-.jccs* wi*hc« to transmit. 

5) Xumber ##/ Retrnnsmissi*»nt Maximum Itcintnsmis- 
sums: These fields enable the TCP to k«-p track of the 
number of time« it has retransmitted tin- data and could l>e 
omitted if the TCP is not to give up. 

")) Timeout Finos: The timeout Held specifHs. the 
delay after which unacknowledged data «hotild lie retrans- 
mitted. The flag field is used for semaphore» and other 
TCP process Synchronisation, «tatu- reporting, etc. 

10) i'mrcnt Arknotrttdgmtul Wimlme: The current 
acknowledgment lield identities the hrst byte of data 
still unacknowledged l>\ the destination TCP. 

645 

The read and write positions move circularly around the 
transmit buffer, with the write position always to the left 
(module the buffer size) of the read position. 

The next packet sequence number should be constrained 
to be less than or equal to the sum of the current ac- 
knowledgment and the window fields. In any event, the 
next sequence number should not exceed the sum of the 
current acknowledgment and naif of the maximum possible 
sequence number (to avoid oonfusing the receiver's 
duplicate detection algorithm). A possible buffer layout 
is shown in Fig. 12. 

The RCB is substantially the same, except that the end 
read field is replaced by a partial segment check-sum 
register which permits the receiving TCP to compute and 
remember partial check sums in the event that a segment 
arrives in several packets. When the final packet of the 
segment arrives, the TCP can verify the check sum and if 
successful, acknowledge the «egment. 

CONNECTIONS AND ASSOCIATIONS 

Much of the thinking about process-to-process com- 
munication in packet switched networks has been in- 
fluenced by the ubiquitous telephone system. The HOST- 

HOST protocol for the ARPANET deals explicitly with the 
opening and closing of simplex connections between 
processes [tt].[10]. Evidence has been presented that 
message-based " connect ion-free" protocols can be con- 
structed [12], and this leads us to carefully examine the 
notion of a connection. 

Tin* term nmneetimi has a wide variety of meanings. It 
can refer to a physical <»r logical path between two en- 
tities, it ea.» refer to tin* flow over the path, it can in- 
fenntially refer to an action associated with the setting 
up of a path, or it can refer to an association between two 
or more entities with or without regard to any path 
between them. In this pa|>er. we do not explicitly reject 
the term connection, since it is in such widespread use. 
and d«K««< connote a meaningful relation, hut consider 
it exclusively in the sense of an association In-tween two or 
more entities without regard to a path. To IM« more precise 
about our intent, we »hall define tin« relationship betweet 
two or more port* that are in communication, or are pr^ 
pansj to communicate to l>e an association. Port* that 
are associat«*! with »wh other are callc<l associates. 

It is clear that for any communication to take place 
between two proee<«*e*. one must l»e able to addre»s the 
other. The two im|»>rt:int ra*e* hen« an* that the do- 
nation port may have a global and um-hnnging address or 
that it may ht*globally unique Inti dynamically reassigned. 
While in either case the sender may have to learn the 
destination address, given the destination name, only in 
the second instance i« there a requirement for learning the 
address fr«»m the destination 'or it- representative) each 
time an association i» desired. Only after the source ha» 
learned how to addr« *» the destination can an association 
be -aid to have occurred. But this is not yrl sufficient. If 
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Fig. 12.    Transmit buffer layout. 

ordering of delivered messages is also desired, both 
TCP's must maintain sufficient information to allow 
proper sequencing. When this information is also present 
at both ends, then an association is said to have occurred. 

Note that we have not said anything about a path, nor 
anything which implies that either end be aware of the 
condition of the other. Only when both partners are 
prepaid to communicate with each other has an associ- 
ation occurred, and it is jx>*sible that neither partner 
may bo able to verify that an association exists until some 
data flows between them. 

COXXECTIOV-FREE PROTOCOLS WITH 
ASSOCIATION'S 

In the ARPANET, the interface message processors 
(IMP's) do not have to open and close connections from 
source to desti.iation. The reason for this is that con- 
nections are, in effect, always open, «nee the address of 
every source and destination is never* reassigned. When 
the name and the place an- static and unchanging, it is 
only necessary to lal>el a packet with source and desti- 
nation to transmit it through the network. In our parlance, 
even- source and destination forms an association. 

In the case of processes, however, we find that port 
addresses are continually being used and rcus<>d. Some 
ever-present proe<*s*c* could be assigned fixed addresses 
which do not change (eg., the logger process). If we sup- 
posed, however, that every TCP had an infinite supply of 
p<>rt addresses so that no old »ddr«*s would ever be roused, 
then any dynamically created |»ort would be assigned the 
next unu«ed address. In xuch an environment, there 
could never be any confusion by source and destination 
TCP a* to the intended recipient or implied source of each 
message, and all port* would be associates. 

Unfortunately. TCP'* (or more properly, operating 
systems) tend not to have an infinite supply of internal 
|*ort addro*M*s. Tin-*«- internal address*«* are roa»*igned 
after the demise of each port Waiden [12] suggest«, that 
a set of unique uniform external port addres«e* could 
be supplied by a central registry. A newly ereated |*>ri 
could apply to the central registry for an address which 
the rentral r«-gi-tr\ would guarantee to 1M- umwd by any 
HO*T *\»tem in the network Each TCP could maintain 
tabl<*> matching external name« with internal one-, and 
u*e the external  one» for communication  with  other 

11'itir» tkr IMP u phvMnükv mu**d to another wie. or the 
Mu»T i. 1%-i.iin «r»l tu m tiiArrrtit IMP 

processes. This idea violates the premise that interprocess 
communication should not require centralized control. 
One would have to extend the central registry service to 
include all HOST'S in all the interconnected networks to 
apply this idea to our situation, and we therefore do not 
attempt to adopt it. 

Let us consider the situation from the standpoint of the 
TCP. In order to send or receive data for a given DOT*, 

the TCP needs to set upVTCB and RCB and initialize 
the window size and left window «Ige for both. On the 
receive side, this task might even be delayed until the 
first packet dostined for a given port arrives. By con- 
vention, the first packet should Is* marked so that the 
receiver will synchronize to the received sequence number. 

On the send side, the first request to transmit could 
cause a TCB to bo set up with some initial sequence 
number (say, zero) and an assumed window size. The 
receiving TCP can reject the packet if it wishes and 
notify the sending TCP of the coiroct window size via the 
acknowledgment mechanism, but only if either 

1) we insist that the first packet bo a complete segment; 
2) an acknowledgment can bo sent for the first packet 

(even if not a segment, a« long a« the acknowledg- 
ment specifies the next sequonee number such that 
the source also understand* that no bytes have been 
accepted). 

It is apparent, therefore, that the synchronizing of window- 
size and left window edge can be accomplish^ withoi t 
what would ordinarily be called a connection setup. 

Tue first packet referencing a newly created RCB 
sent from one associate to another can be marked with a 
bit which requests that the receiver synchronise hi* left 
window edge with the sequence number of the arriving 
packet (see SVX bit in Fig. K). The TCP can examine the 
source and destination port addresses in the packet and 
in the RCB to decide whether to accept or ignore the 
request. 

Provision should Is- made for a destination process to 
•pecifv that it i« willing to LISTEN to a spoeiftc port or 
"any" port. Thi» last idea permit* processes such a* the 
logger process to accept data arriving from unspecified 
source*. Thi» is purdy a HOST matter, however. 

The initial parket may contain data which can IK« stored 
or dwarded by tho destination, deluding on the avail- 
ability of destination buffer «|>acc at tho time In the other 
dirortion, acknowledgment i* returned for receipt of data 
which al*o specifies tho receiver's window size. 

If the receiving TCP should want to rojeet the syn- 
chronization request, it merely transmit* an acknowledg- 
ment earning a release (RED bit i*e* Fig. SI indicating 
that the destination port addre«-> i» unknown or inaore*- 
sible The »ending MOST wait» f«»r the acknowledgment 
(after accepting or rejecting the »\ uclironizatiou request) 
before «ending the next message or wgmetit. Thi» roj«*etion 
i» quite different from a negative data acknowledgment 
We d" not have explicit negative arkitovlodgnicnt« If no 
arktiouli'dgtnent   i»   returned,   the   »ending   MOST  mav 
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retransmit without introducing confusion if, for example, 
the left window »«dge is not changed on the retransmission. 

Because me^n^es may be broken up into many packet» 
for transmission or during transmission, it will bo nw* 
sary to ignore the KEL flag except in the case that the 
EM flag is also set. Tliis could be aceomplislu-d either 
by the TCI* or by the GATEWAY which could reset the flag 
on aii but the packet containing the set EM flag (see 
Fig. 9). 

At the end of an association, the TCP sends a packet 
with ES, EM, and KEL flag» set. The packet sequence 
numlxT scheme will alert the receiving TCP if there are 
still outstanding packet» in transit which have not yet 
arrived, N> a premature dissociation cannot occur. 

To assure that both TCP's arc aware that the associ- 
ation lias ended, we insist that the receiving TCP respond 
to the REL by »ending a REL acknowledgment of it» 
own. 

Suppose now that a process »end» a »ingle message to an 
associate including an REL along with the data. Assuming 
an RCB ha» been prepared for the receiving TCP to 
accept the data, the TCI» will accumulate the incoming 
packet» until the one marked ES, EM, REL arrives, at 
which point a REL i» returned to the sender. The a««oci- 
ation n thereby terminated and the appropriate TCB 
and RCB are destroyed. If the first packet of a message 
contain» a SYX request bit and the la»t packet contain» 
ES. EM. and REL bit», then data will flow "one message 
at a time." Thi» mode i» very similar to the »eherne de. 
scribed by Waiden [12], »in«« «-ach »ucceeding message 
can only be accepted at the receiver after a new LISTEN 

(like Waiden'» RECEIVE) command is issued by the 
receiving procw» to it» »erving TCP. Note that «>nly if the 
aeknou ledgment i» received by the sender can the associ- 
ation be terminated properly. It ha» been pointed out* 
that the receiver may erroneou*ly accept duplicate 
transmissions if the sender dot* not receive the acknowl- 
edgment. Thi« may happen if the «ender transmit* a 
duplicate me»»age with the SYX and REL bit« «et and the 
destination ha« already destroyed any record of the 
previous transmission One way of preventing thi» problem 
i» to destroy ths* record of the association at the desti- 
nation only after some known and suitably eho*rn timeout. 
However, thi* implies that a new »»-«nation with the 
same source and destination port identifiers could not be 
established until thi» timeout had expired. This problem 
can «icrur even with sequence ,,f message* who»e SYX 
and REL bits an- separated into dim-rent internetwork 
packets. We recogmte that this problem mu»t be solved, 
but do n«»t go into furttoT detail hen« 

Alternatively, both procc«w» can send «»ne message, 
causing the respective TCP'- to all«rate RCII TCB 
pairs at both end* \\hi»-)» rendeivous with the exchanged 
data and then disappear. If the overhead of creating and 
destroying RCU's and TCB'* i* small, such a |»rotocol 

• ft. Crutlwr ,4 AUPA IPT. 
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might be ad<«quatc for most low-bandwidth use». Thi« idea 
might al«o form the ba*i» for a relatively «ecure trans- 
mission system. If the communicating pnmm agree to 
change their external port address««» in some way known 
only to each other (i.e., pseudorandom), then each 
message will ap|«ar to the outside world as if it is part of a 
different association mes^ige stream. Even if the data i» 
intercepted by a third party, he will have no way of 
knowing that the data should in fact be considered part of 
a sequence of message». 

We have described the way in which process«* develop 
association» with each other, thereby becoming associate« 
for jiossiblc exchange of data. These association« need not 
involve the transmission of data prior to their formation 
and indeed two associat«** need not be able to determine 
tliat they an» associate until they attempt to communi- 
cate. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have discussed some fundamental issues related to 
the interconnection of packet »witching network». In 
particular, we have described a simple but very powerful 
and flexible protoc«»! which provide» for variation in 
individual network packet sixes, transmission failure», 
sequencing, flow control and the creation and destruction 
of procc«Mo-proec«s associations. We have considered 
«ome of the implementation issues that arise and found 
that the proposed protocol i« implementable by HOST'S 

of widely varying capacity. 
The next important »tep i» to produce a detailed »peci- 

fication of the protocol »o that »ome initial experiments 
with it can be performed. These experiment« are needed 
to determine «ome of the operational parameter» (e.g., 
how often and how far out of order do packet» actually 
arrive; what snrt of delay i» there between «cgment 
acknowledgment»; what should be retransmission time- 
outs be?) of thv proposed protocol. 
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Issues in Packet-Network Interconnection 
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ami politsc«! IMM aesoctototf wit» *« iataeconnorto* of packet 
•witched data coeMMUttcaäan aetwarea. Moo>aoo«u fat totceconaec- 
tfoa K* givea, dcsead MM icnioH arc deacnbed. and ■ rang* of uck 
•kaJ cnotoes far acntoviag toterconaecttoa are campet«*, law« wdi 
V ti* lev«! of totwoouMCticw. iM toto of gateweyt, «w»«"| »*d 
•ddxwwfig. flow ai»d coftgewaoa eoacrui. accoaaoag aad aecm» comtavL 
ami but totsnwl ttrnc« arc dtocimed to «ttoä. Th« CCTTT X.25 
X.7S packet-ftCfwoek inter?*:* rocommemUO»«* ut evaluated ui icrvu 
of thaw M>piK*6»ljtv to net^otk latereoaaacftoai AJlcrnitrr« well u 
datagram opcratna aad gencta! K»*i gatewxyt an 'ompuwl «ilk m« 
r«Tb*J arewt method*. Sor* ofaearvaiioa» ua iHe rafhtotary aapweta of 
utarectfuwrao* arc o*7crcd »»ni Üb« p*p*t coadwi« witis • ii*»«**Rt 
of o««« raaaarcft problem« »ml ww« twitttr«« ewwdmaoaa. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

IT IS THE THEME of many papers in this issue, thai peopl? 
need access to data resources In many case* this access 
must be over iarge distances, in others it may be local to * 

building or a tingle site Data networks Have Ntn sat up to 
meet many uacr needs-often, but not necessarily, using packet- 

M»*u*cnpt f*i.«»*<ä J*<*» SO, IOTt.im*aM J«rfr »1. lf*t 
v c •. *T? u «rtta :*• A^wKti K «■».*»*<. n *<>*•< u Aa«a«y. USD» 

fmtm**t of D«f««M   A*b«fta«. VA :2:0a 
r   T    KJrtlt*  m  w»h  «a«  Department  of  Su;atu   MI    'ompvt 

Sctoa««. UM™!' C«Ä#a*. L*«a*m. t*t&>«S 

switching technology. For single organisations, these dsts 
networks art often private ones, built with a technology 
optimued to the specific application. For communication 
between organisations, these networks are being set cp by 
licensed earners. In North America, there are many such 
licensed carrer*. e.g. TELENET |t). DATAFAC Ui. and 
TYMNET (31 In the rest of the world, the Tost. Telegraph, 
and Telephone Authonty (PTT) in each country has a near 
monopoly on such services, special public data networks 
being set up in these countries include TRANS?AC 151 m 
France. EURGNET |6| for mur-European traffic, DDK |7J 
ui Japan. EDS (81 in ihe Federal Republic of Germany, and 
the Nordic Public Data Network (NPDN. I«!) in Scandinavia 
These public data networks are considered in greater detail 
in other references (eg. 1101-1121) •*<»« of the above net- 
works use packet-switching technology, some of them. eg. 
EDS and the NPDN, do rot do so yet. but may do so »n the 
future In some cases spevial data networks have been autho- 
rized for specific communi! es. e g . SIT A (131 for the auiines. 
and SWIFT (14] for the baika. In addition many private net- 
works have been set up am >nj individual orgai-uatsons. and 
espenmentai networks oi different technologies have been 
developed also, c g. ARPANET 115). [lb]. CY7HDES 
(l?l. ETHERNET [IS). SPYOFR (I«), PRNET 1201. |M| 
andSATNETi::). 

U S Govcjnment work not protected by US copyright 
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It is a common user requirement that a single terminal and 
access port should be able to access any computing resource 
the user may desire-even if the resource is on another data 
network. From this requirement, there is a clear user need to 
have data networks connected together. By the same token, 
the providers of data network services would like to have their 
networks used as intensively as possible; thus they also have a 
strong motivation to connect their data networks to others. 
As a result of these considerations, there has been a high 
recent interest in the issues arising in the connection of data 
networks [23K26], [32]. 

From the user viewpoint, the requirement for interconnec- 
tion of data networks is independent of the network tech- 
nology. From the implementation viewpoint, there can be 
some considerable complications in connecting networks of 
widely different technologies-such as circuit-switched and 
datagram packet-switched networks (these terms are explained 
beicH). On the whole we will consider only, in this paper, the 
interconnection of packet-switched dati networks. In many 
cants, however, the arguments will be equally valid for the inter- 
connection of packet-switched to circuit-switched networks. 

K'etwork interconnection raises a great many technical, legal, 
and political questions and issues. The technical issues gen- 
erally revolve around mechanisms for achieving interconnec- 
tion and their performance. How can networks be intercon- 
nected so trnt packets can flow in a controllable way from one 
net to another? Should all computer systems on all nets be 
able to communicate with each other? How can this be 
achieved? What kind of performance can be achieved with a 
set of interconnected networks of widely varying internal 
design and operating characteristics? How are terminals to be 
fcven access to resources in other networks? What protocols 
are t .quired to achieve this7 Should the protocols of one net 
be translated .nto those of another, or should common proto- 
cols be defined? What kinds of communication protocol 
standards are needed to support efficient and useful inter- 
connection? Who should take responsibility for setting 
standards? 

Trie legal and political issues are at least as complex as the 
technical ones. Can private networks interconnect to each 
other or must they do so through the mediation of a public 
network? How is privacy to be protected? Should there be 
control over the kinds of data which move from one net to 
another? Are there international agreements and conventions 
which might be affected by international interconnection of 
data networks? What kinds of charging and accounting 
policies should apply to multinetwork u iffic? How can faults 
and errors be diagnosed in a multinet environment? Who 
should be responsible for correcting such faults? Who should 
be responsible for maintaining the gateways which connect 
nets together? 

We cannot possibly answer til of these questions in this 
paper, but we deal with rr.any of them a. th« iecuOft* below. 

This paper is divided into eleven sections, in the next sec- 
tion we provide some definitions, and in Section III we ex- 
plore some of the motivations for network interconnection. 
In Section !V we discuss the range of end-user service require- 
ments and choices for providing muh.network service. Section 
V reviews th* concept of computer-communication protocol 
layering. Section VI reviews the basic interconnection choices 
and introduces the concept of gateways between nets, proto- 
col translation end the impact of common protocols; it elabo- 
rates also on the function of gateways.   Section VII discusses 

the CCITT recommendations X.2S and X.75 and their role in 
network interconnection. Section VIU describes some of the 
network interconnections achieved and some of the experi- 
ments in progress. Section IX outlines regulatory issues raised 
by network interconnection alternatives. Section X mentions 
some unresolved research questions, and the final section 
offers some tentative conclusions on network interconnection 
issues. 

II. THE DEFINITION OF TERMS 

The vocabulary of networking is extensive and not always 
consistent. We introduce some generic terms below which we 
will use in this paper for purposes of discussion. It is impor- 
tant for the reader not to make any a priori assumptions about 
the physical realization of the objects named or of the bound- 
ary of jurisdictions owning or managing them. For instance, 
a gateway (see below) might be implemented to share the 
hardware of a packet switch and be owned by a packet-switch- 
ing service carrier; alternatively it might be embedded in a host 
computer which subscribes to service on two or more com- 
puter networks. Roughly speaking, we are assigning names to 
groups of functions which may or may not be realized as 
physically distinct entities. 

Packet: A packet of information is a finite sequence of bits, 
divided into a control header part and a data part. The header 
will contain enough information for the packet to be routed 
to its destination There will usually be some checks on each 
such packet, so that any switch through which the packet 
passes may exercise error control. Packets are generally 
associated with internal packet-network operation and are not 
necessarily visible to host computers attached to the network. 

Datagram: A finite length packet of data together with 
destination host address information (and, usually, source 
address) which can be exchanged in its entirety between hosts, 
independent of all other datagrams sent through a packet 
switched network. Typically, the maximum length of a data- 
gram lies between 1000 and 8000 bits. 

Gateway: The collection of hardware and software required 
to effect the interconnection of two or more data networks, 
enabling the passage of user data from one to another. 

Host The collection of hardware and software which uti- 
lizes the basic packet-switching service to support end-to-end 
interprocess communication and user services. 

Packet Switch: The collection of hardware and software re- 
sources which implements al! intranetwork procedures such as 
routing, resource »'location, and «rar control and provides ac- 
cess to network packet -twitching services through t host/ 
network interface. 

Protocol: A set of communication conventions, including 
formats and procedures which allow two or more end points 
to communicate. The end points may be packet switches, 
hosts, terminals, people, file system:, etc. 

Protocol Translator: A collection of software, »rscf possibly 
hardware, required to convert the high level protocols used in 
one network to those used in another. 

Terminal A collection of hardware and possibly software 
which may be as simple as a character-mode teletype or as 
complex as a full scale computer system. As terminals increase 
in capability, the distinction between "host" and "terminal" 
may become a matte? of nomenclature without technical 
substance. 

Virtual Circutt: A logical channel between source and desti- 
nation  packet  switches in a  packet-switched  network.    A 
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virtual circuit requires some form of "setup" which may or 
may not be visible to the subscriber. Packets sent on a virtual 
circuit are delivered in the order sent, but with varying delay. 

PTT: Technically PTT stands for Post, Telegraph, and Tele- 
phone Authority; this authority has a different form in differ- 
ent countries. In this paper, by PTT we mean merely the 
authority (or authorities) licensed in each country to offer 
public data transmission services. 

We have attempted to make these definitions as noncontro- 
versial as possible. For example, in the definition of packet 
switch, we alluded to a host/network interface. Tne reader 
should not assume that subscriber services are limited to those 
offered through the host/network interface. The packet- 
switching carrier might also offer host-based services and 
terminal access mechanisms as additional subscriber services. 

ni. THE MOTIVATING FORCES IN THE 

INTERCONNECTION OF DATA NETWORKS 

In the introduction, we mentioned that there was a strong 
interest, among both the users and suppliers of data serivces, in 
the interconnection of data networks. However, the technical 
interests of the different parties are not identical. The end 
user would merely like to be able to access any resources from 
a single terminal, with a single access port, as economically 
as possible according to his own performance criteria. A 
Public Carrier, or PTT, has a strong motivation to connect its 
network to other PTT's. As in the telephone system, the 
concept of all subscribers being accessible through a single 
Public Data Service, is considered highly desirable; however 
the different PTT's may have restricted geographic coverage, 
or only a specific market penetration. 

Tht motivation of the PTT's to interface to private networks 
is weaker and more complex. They always provide facilities 
to attach single terminals, where a terminal may be a complex 
computer system; they are often not interested, at present, in 
making any special arrangements when the "terminal" is a 
whole computer network. The operators of private networks 
often have a vital interest in connecting their networks to 
other private networks and to the public ones. Even though 
in many cases the bulk of its traffic is internal to the private 
network, which is why it was set up in the Tint place, there is 
usually a vital need to access resources not available on that 
network. The regulatory limitations often imposed on the 
method of interconnection of private networks are discussed 
in Section IX. In some countries, it is not permitted to build 
private networks using leased line services, but intrabuilding 
networks may be permitted. Inierr ejection of such local 
networks to public networks may play a crucial role in making 
the local network useful. 

To date the PTT's have tried (o standardize on access pro- 
cedures for their Public-Packet Data Services. The standardiza- 
tion has taken place in the International Consultative Commit- 
tee on Telegraphy and Telephony (called CCITD in a set of 
recommendations called X.3, X.25, X.28, iftd X.29 ((27]- 
[29|). Not all PTT's have such forms of access yet, but most 
of the industrialized nations in the West are moving in this 
direction. This series of recommendations is discussed in 
much more detail in Section VI; it does not pay special atten- 
tion to the attachment of private networks ([31), (32)), but 
the recommendations are thrmselves expected to change to 
meet this requirement. The PTT's are agreeing on a set of inter- 
face recommendations and procedures called X.7S (33), to 
connect their networks to each other, so far this interface 

procedure (and its corresponding hardware) is not intended 
to be provided to private networks. 

While most PTT's have preferred to ignore the technical 
implications of the attachment of private networks to the 
public ones, most private network operators cannot ignore 
this requirement. They are often motivated to add some extra 
"Foreign Exchange" capability as an afterthought, with mini- 
mum change to their intranetwork procedures; this approach 
can be successful up to a point, but will usually be limited by 
the lack of high-level procedures between the different net- 
works. These high-level procedures have not yet been con- 
sidered by CCITT, but it has been proposed that CCITT Study 
Group VII investigate high-level procedures and architectural 
models, in cooperation with the investigation of "open system 
architectures" by Technical Committee 97, Sub-Committee 
16 of the International Standards Organisation (ISO). This 
subject is also considered later in this paper, in Section VI. 

An aim of these standardization exercises is to ensure that 
both manufacturer and user implementations of network 
resources can communic.ite with each other through single 
private or public data networks. A consequence should be 
that the resources are also compatibly accessible over con- 
nected data networks. 

Depending on the applications and spatial distribution of 
subscribers, the preferred choice of packet-switching medium 
will vary. Intrabuilding applications such as electronic office 
services may be most economically provided through the use 
of a coaxial-packet cable system such as the Xerox ETHERNET 
(18] and LCSNET (64), or twisted pair rings such as DCS 
(34), coupled with a mix of self-contained user computers 
(e.g., intelligent terminals with substantial computing and 
memory capacity) and shared computing, storage, and input- 
output facilities. Larger area regional applications might best 
employ shared video cables [35] or packet radios [20], (21] 
for mobile use. National systems might be composed of a mix- 
ture of domestic satellite channels and conventional leased- 
line services. International systems might use point-to-point 
links plus a shared communication satellite channel and multi- 
ple ground stations to achieve the most cost-effective service. 

A consequence of the wide range of technologies which are 
optimum for different packet-switching applications is that 
many different networks, both private and public, may co-exist. 
A network interconnection strategy, if properly designed, will 
permit local networks to be optimized without sacrificing the 
possibility of providing effective internetwork services. The 
potential c-unomic and functional advantages of local net- 
works such as ETHERNET or DCS will lead naturally to pri- 
vate user networks. Such private network developments are 
analogous to tele /hone network private automated branch 
exchanges (PABX) Mid represent a natural consequence of 
the marriage of computer and telecommunication technology. 

Two further developments can be expected. First, organiza- 
tions which are dispersed geographically, nationally, or inter- 
nationally, will want to interconnect these private networks 
both to share centralized resources and to effect ir.traorganiza- 
tion electronic mail and other automated office services. 
Second, there will be an increasing interest in interorganizarion 
interconnections to allow automated procurement and financial 
transaction services, for example, to be applied to interorgani- 
zation »Ifam. 

In most countries whsrt private networks are permitted, 
interorganization telecommunication requires the involvement 
of a PTT.   Hence the most typical network interconnection 
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scenarios wil» involve three or four networks. Within one na- 
tional administration the private nets of different organiza- 
tions will be interconnected through a public network. Inter- 
national interconnections will involve at least two public 
networks. We will return to this topic in Section VI. 

In addition to permitting locally optimized networks to be 
interconnected, a network interconnection strategy should 
also support the gradual introduction of new networking 
technology into existing systems without requiring simul- 
taneous global change throughout. This consideration leads 
to the conclusion that the public data networks should sup- 
port the most important user requirements for internet service 
from the outset. If this were the case, then changes in net- 
work technology which require a multinetwork system during 
phased transition would not, a priori, have to affect user 
services. 

IV. PROVISION OF END-USER MULTINETWORK SERVICES 

The ultimate choice of a network interconnection strategy 
will be strongly affected by the types of user services which 
must be supported. It is useful to consider the range of exist- 
ing and foreseeable user service requirements without regard 
for the precise means by which these requirements are to be 
met. We will leave for discussion in subsequent sections the 
choice of supporting the various services within or external to 
the packet-switched network. The types of service discussed 
below are general requirements for network facilities. For this 
reason they also should be supported across interconnected 
networks. 

Most of the currently prevalent computer-communication 
services fall into four categories: 

1) terminal access to time-shared host computers, 
2) remote job entry services (RJE); 
3) bulk data transfer; 
4) transaction procesatng. 

The time-sharing and transaction services typically demand 
short network and host response times but modest bandwidth. 
The Pit and file transfer services more often require high 
amounts of data transfer, but can tolerate longer delay. Some 
network» were designed to support primarily terminal service, 
leaving RJE or file transfer services to be supported by dedi- 
cated leased lines. Packet-switching techniques permit both 
types of service to be supported with common network 
resources, leading to verifiable economies. However, bulk 
data transfer requires increasingly higher throughput rates if 
delivery delays are to be kept constant as the amount of 
data to be transferred increases. 

As distributed operating systems become more prevalent, 
there will be an increased need for host-to-host transaction 
services. A prototypical example of such a system is found in 
the DARPA National Software Works (4), (36). In such a 
system, small quantities of control information must be ex- 
changed quickly to coordinate the activity of the distributed 
components. Broadcast or multidestination services will be 
needed to support distributed file systems in which informa- 
tion can be stored redundantly to improve the reliability of 
access and to protect against catastrophic failures. 

Transaction services are also finding application in reserva- 
tion systems, credit verification, point of sale, and electronic 
funds-transfer systems in which hundreds or thousands of 
terminal* supply to, or request of. hosts small amounts of 
information at random intervals. Real-time data collection for 

Fig. 1. Network concatenation. 

weather analysis, ground and air traffic control, and meter 
reading, for example, also fall into this category. 

More elaborate user requirements can be foreseen as elec- 
tronic mail facilities propagate. Multiple destination address- 
ing and end-to-end encryption for the protection of privacy 
as well as support for text, digitized voice, and facsimile mes- 
sage transmission are all likely requirements. Electronic tele- 
conferencing using mixtures of compressed digital packet 
speech, videographics, real-time cursors (for pointing at video 
images under discussion), and text display will give rise tto re- 
quirements for closed user groups and time-synchronized 
mixes of transaction-like (e.g., for cursor tracking iud packet 
speech) and reliable circuit-like services (eg., foi display 
management). 

Reliability and rapid response will be increasingly important 
as more and more computer-based applications requiring tele- 
communications are integrated into the business, government, 
military, and social fabric of the world economy. The more 
such systems are incorporated into their daily activities, the 
more vulnerable the subscribers are to failures. Reliability 
concerns lead to the requirement for redundant alternatives 
such as distributed file systems, richly connected networks, 
and substantial local processing and storage capability. These 
trends increase the need for networking to share common 
hardware and software resources (and thus reduce their mar- 
ginal cost), tc tuoport remote software maintenance and de- 
bugging, and to suppon iatra- and inter-organizatonal infor- 
mation exchange 

We have described the end-user services required across one 
or more data networks. We have carefully refrained from dis- 
cussing which services should be provided in the data network, 
and which should be provided in the hosts. Here the choice 
in single networks will depend on the network technology «nd 
the application requirements. For example, in a network usiig 
a broadcast technology such as ETHERNET or the SATNFT, 
multidestination facilities may well be incorporated in the data 
network itself. In typical store-and-forward networks, this 
feature might be provided at the host level by the •xanan^on 
of multiple copies of packets. This example highlights im- 
mediately the difficulty of using sophisticated services at the 
data network level across concatenated networks. If A, B, 
and C are data networks connected as in Fig. 1, and A and C 
but not B support broadcast or real-time features, it is very 
cifficult to provide them across the concatenation of .4, £„ and 
C. 

The problem of achieving a useful set of internetwork ser- 
vices might be approached in several ways, as follows. 

1) Require all networks to implement the entire range of 
desired services (e.g.. datagram, virtual circuit, broadcast, reaJ- 
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time, etc.), and then attempt to support these services across 
the gateways between the networks. 

2) Require all networks to implement only the most basic 
services (e.g., datagram or virtual circuit), support these ser- 
vices across gateways, and rely on the subscriber to imple- 
ment all other services end-to-end. 

3) Allow the subscriber to identify the services which he 
desires and provide error indications if the networks involved, 
or the gateways between them, cannot provide the desired 
services. 

4) Allow the subscriber to specify the internetwork route to 
be followed and depend on the subscriber to decide which 
concatenation of services are appropriate and what end-to-end 
protocols are needed to achieve the ultimately preferred class 
of service. 

5) Provide one set of services for local use within each net- 
work and another, possibly different set for internetwork 
use. 

The five choices above are by no means exhaustive, and, in 
fact, only scratch the surface of possibilities. Nothing has 
been said, thus far, about the compatibility of various levels 
of communication protocols which exist within each network, 
within subscriber equipments, and within the logical gateway 
between networks. To explore these issues further, ii will be 
helpful to have a model of internetwork architecture, taking 
into account the common principle of protocol layering and 
the various possible choices of interconnection strategy which 
depend upon the protocol layer at which the networks are 
interfaced. We consider this; in the next section. 

V. LAYERED PROTOCOL CONCEITS 

Both to provide services in single networks, and to compare 
the capabilities of different networks, a very useful concept 
in networking is protocol layering. Various services of increas- 
ing capability can be built one on top of the other, each using 
the facilities of the service layer below and supporting the 
facilities of the layer above. A thorough tutorial on this con- 
cept can be found in the paper by Pouzin and Zimmermann in 
this issue (37). We give some specific examples below of layer- 
ing as a means of illustrating the scope of services and inter- 
faces to be found in packet networks today-and some of the 
problems encountered in offering services across multiple 
networks. 

Table I offers a very generic view of a typical protoco1 

hierarchy in a store-and-forward computer network, including 
layers usually found outside of the communication network 
itself. There are several complications to the use of generic 
protocol layering to study network interconnection issues. 
Chief among these is that networks do not all cor.«»in the same 
elements of the generic hierarchy. A second complication is 
that some network* implement service functions at different 
protocol layers. For insta- ce, virtual circuit networks imple- 
ment an end/end subscriber virtual circuit in their intranet, 
end/end level protocol. Finally, the hierarchical ordering of 
functions is not always the tune in all networks. For instance, 
TYMNET places a terminal handling protocol within the net- 
wrrk access layer, so that hosts look to each other like one or 
more terminals. Figs. 2-? illustrate the functional layering 
of some different networks. !t is important to nst? ho* the 
functions vary with the choice of transmission medium 

A   ETHERNET 

in Fig. 2. we represent the Xerox ETHERNET protocol 
hierarchy    The basic hnk control mechanise is the ability of 

TABLE I 
GENERIC PROTOCOL LAYERS 

PROTOCOL LAYER FUNCTIONS 

•    APPLICATION FUNDS TRANSFER. INFORMATION 
RETRIEVAL ELECTRONIC MAIL 
TEXT EDITING 

a unuTv FILE TRANSFER. VIRTUAL TERMINAL 
SUPPORT 

4.   END/ENO SUBSCRIBER INTERPROCESS COMMUNICATION 
IE G VIRTUAL CIRCUIT. DATAGRAM, 
REAL TIME. BROADCAST)                                \ 

1   NETWORK ACCESS NETWORK ACCESS SERVICES                      \ 
\t .C-. VIRTUAL CIRCUIT. DATAGRAM ... 

a   INTRANET. ENDTOENO FLOW CONTROL SEQUENCING 

1.   INTRANET. NODE TUNO0C CONGESTION CONTROL ROUTING              j 

&   UNK CONTROL ERROR HANDUNO. UNK FLOW CONTROL 

APPLICATION                                                                                        | 

UTKJTV PILE TRANSFER VIRTUAL TERMINAL 
DIRECTORY LOOK UP 

FILE ACESS 

1 END TO FND 
SUBSCRIBER 

STREAM PROTOCOL 

RELIABLE PACKET PROTOCOL                                                  J 

| NETWORK ACCESS BROADCAST DATAGRAM iUNRf LIABLE) 

UNK CONTROL 

Fig 2. ETHERNET protocol layering. 

the interface device to detect conflict on a shared coaxial cable. 
II a transmitting interface detects that another interface is 
also transmitting, it immediately aborts the transmission. 
Hosts attached to the network interface present datagrams to 
be transmitted and are told if the datagram was aborted. 
Datagrams can be addressed to specific interfaces or to all of 
them. The end/end subscriber layer of protocol is split into 
two parts: a reliable datagram protocol in which each data- 
gram is reliably delivered and separately acknowledged, and 
a stream protocol which can be thought of as a virtual circuit. 
This split is possible, in part, because there is a fairly large 
maxim im datagram size Ubcut 500 bytes) so that user appli- 
cations cm send datagrams without having to fragment and 
reassemble them. This makes the datagram service useful for 
many applications which might otherwise have to use the 
stream protocol. All higher level protocols, such as Virtual 
Terminal and Füe Transfer, »r* cam* 4 out in the hosts. 

B   ARPANET 

The ARPANET f»ro?ocoi hierarchy a thowa in Fig. 3. The 
banc link control between packet switches treats the physical 
link as eight independent virtual links. Thif increases effec- 
tive throughput, but docs not necessarily preserve the order 
in which packets were originally introduced into the network 
The intranet node-to-node protocols deal with adaptive rout- 
ing decision«, store-and-forward service and congestion con- 
trol.   Hosts have the option of either passing messages (up to 
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APPLICATION RJE ELECTRONIC 
MAIL 

UTILITY TELNET FTP 

ENLtfEND 
SUBSCRIBER 

NCP TCP NVPfNVCP 

NETWORK ACCESS PERMANENT VIRTUAL CIRCUIT OATAORAM 

INTRANET. ENDfEND f LOW CONTROL. SFOUENCING. 
MESSAGE REASSEMBLY ■Hi 

INTRANET. NODE/NODE ADAPTIVE ROUTING. STORE AND FORWARD. 
CONGESTION CONTROL 

UNK CONTROL NON SEQUENCED. MULTICHANNEL ERROR CONTROL 

Fig. 3. ARPANET protocol layering. 

8063 bits of text) across the host/network interface, which 
will be delivered in sequence to the destination, or passing 
datagrams (up to 1008 bits of text) which ore not necessarily 
delivered in sequence. The user's network access interface is 
datagram-like in the sense that no circuit setup exchange is 
needed even to activate the sequenced message service. In 
effect, this service acts Like a permanent virtual circuit over 
which a sequence of discrete messages are sent. For the 
sequenced messages, there is exactly one virtual circuit main- 
tained for each host/host pair. In fact, these virtual circuits 
are set up dynamically and terminated by the source /destina- 
tion packet switches so as to improve resource utilization 
[38],[62]. 

The end/end subscriber layer of ARPANET contain* two 
main protocols: Network Control Protocol (NCP, (39], (40)) 
and Transmission Control Protocol (TCP. (25)). NCP was the 
first interprocess communication protocol built for ARPANET. 
It relies on the sequenced message service provided by the net- 
work and derives multiple virtual circuits between pairs of 
hos s by multiplexing. The TCP can use either the sequenced 
me&iagc service or the datagram service. It does its own 
sequencing and end/end error control and derives multiple 
virtual circuits through extended addressing and multiplexing. 
TCP was designed for operation in a multinet environment in 
which the only service which reasonably could be expected 
was an unreliable, unsequenced datagram service. 

To support experiments in packetized voice communication, 
two protocols were developed for use on the ARPANET. The 
Network Voice P.otocol (NVP) and Network Voice Confer- 
encing Protocol (NVCP) use the datagram service to achieve 
very low delay and interarrival time variance in support of 
digital, compressed packet speech (more on these protocols 
may be found in [41 j). The NVP could be considered the 
basis for a generic protocol wruch could support a variety of 
real-time, end/end user applications. 

The hightr level utility protocols euch as terminal/host 
protocol (TELNET. [40), (421) and file transfer protocol 
(FTP. (40). (42))use virtual circuits provided by NCP or TCP. 
The FTP requires one Uve interactive stream to control the 
data transfer, and a second for the data stream itself. Yet 
higher level applications such as electronic mail and remote 
job entry (RJE. (40). [42]) use mixtures of TELNET and 
FTP to effect the service desired. These protocols are usually 
put into the hosts There it one anomaly, which occurs in 
many networks Because terminal handling is required so 
frequently, a Terminal Interface Message Processor (TIP. (43)) 
was built This device is physically integrated with the packet 
switch (IMP [38]). it includes also the NCP and TELNET 
protocols. 

END/END 
SUBSCRIBER 

NETWORK ACCESS 

INTRANET 
ENDEND 

INTRANET 
NODE-NODE 

UNK CONTROL 

TERMiNAl-TOHOST 

VIRTUAL CIRCUIT 

FRAME DISASSEMBLY. REASSEMBLY. 
ROUTING. STORE/FORWARD CONGESTION CONTROL 

FRAME BASED ERROR CONTKOL. 
RETRANSMISSION. SEQUENCING 

F«. 4. TYMNET protocol layering. 

C. TYMNET 

TYMNET (see Fig. 4) is one of the oldest of the networks in 
the collection described here [3]. Strictly speaking, it oper- 
ates rather differently than other packet-switched networks, 
because the frames of data that move from switch to switch 
are disassembled and reassembled in each switch as an integral 
part of the store-and-forward operation. Nevertheless, the net- 
work benefits from the asynchronous sharing of the circuits 
between the switches in much the same way that more typical 
packet-switched networks do. The network was designed to 
support remote terminal access to time-shared computer re- 
sources. The basic service is the transmission of a stream of 
characters between (he terminal and the serving host. A 
frame is made up of one or more blocks of characters, each 
block labeled with its source terminal identifier and length. 
The switch-to-switch layer of protocol disassembles each frame 
into its constituent blocks and uses a routing »able to deter- 
mine to which next switch the block should be sent. Blocks 
destined for the same next switch are batched together in a 
frame which i* chtcksummed and sent via the link control 
procedure to the next switch. Batching the blocks reducer 
line overhead (the blocks share the frame checksum) at the 
expense of more CPU cycles in the switch for frame dis- 
assembly and reassembly. 

The protocol between TYMNET switches also includes a 
flow control mechanism which, because of the fixed routes, 
can be used to apply back pressure all the way back to the 
traffic source. This is not precisely in end-to-end flow control 
mechanism, but a hop-by-hop back pressure strategy. Charac- 
ter blocks are kept in sequence along the fixed routes so that 
no rcnequencing is required as they exit from the network at 
their destinations. The network interface is basically a virtual 
circuit designed to transport character streams between a 
host and a terminal. The same virtual circuits can be used to 
transport character streams between hosts, which look to each 
other like a collection of terminals Above the basic virtual 
circuit service, is a special echo-handling protocol which 
allows the host and the terminal handler in the "remote 
TYMSAT" to coordinate the echoing of the characters typed 
by a user. 

D. PTT Networks 

Many PTT networks, eg, TELNET, TRANSPAC, DATA- 
PAC, and EURONET use a particular network-access protocol. 
X.25 (28). [29] (see Fig. 5). This protocol has been recom- 
mended by the CCfTT for public packet-switched data net- 
works. X.25 is a three-part protocol consisting of a hardware 
electrical interface. X.21 [44], the digital equivalent of the 
usual V.24 or E1A-RS232C modem interface |4S), a link 
control procedure. High Level Data Link Control (HDLC. 
(46)). and a packet-level protocol for effecting the setup, 
use, termination, flow, and error control of virtual circuits. 
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NETWORK ACCESS 

INTRANET. 
ENDEND 

INTRANET 
NODE NODE 

UN» CONTROL 

TERMINAL HANDUNG XJM. X2t 

X 2S, PERMANENT OR TEMPORARY 
VIRTUAL CIRCUITS 

MULTIPLE VIRTUAL CIRCUrTS. 
FLOW CONTROL 

ROUTING. STORE/FORWARO. 
CONGESTION CONTROL 

MDLC OR EQUIVALENT 

Fig. S. PTT protocol Uytring. 

In all but the DATAPAC network, a fixed route for routing 
packets through the network is selected at the time the virtual 
circuit is created. "Permanent" virtual circuits are a customer 
option; if used, the setup phase is invoked only in the case of 
a network failure. Between source and destination packet 
switches, a virtual circuit protocol is operated which imple- 
ments end-to-end flow control on multiple virtual circuits 
between pain of packet switches. Up to 4096 virtual circuits 
between pairs of host ports can be maintained by each packet 
switch, u compared to the single virtual circuit provided by 
ARPANET (on which hosts can multiplex their own virtual 
circuits). This choice has a noticeable impact on the sub- 
scriber interface protocol which becomes complicated be- 
cause the subscriber host and the packet switch to which it 
attaches must maintain a consistent view of the state of each 
virtual circuit in use. 

To provide for echo control, user commands, code conver- 
sion, and other terminal-related services, these networks 
implement CCITT Recommendations X.28 (29] and X.29 
(29] in a PAD (Packet Assembly and Disassembly unit). 
These protocols sit atop the virtuai circuit X.25 protocol. In 
order to serve customers desiring * terminal-to-host service 
with character terminals, such is is provided by TYMNET or 
by the ARPANET (through the TliP), most of the PTT net- 
works mentioned are developing a PAD unit. A matching 
X.29 (PAD control protocol) layer must be provided in hosts 
offering to service terminals connected to PAD's. 

E  High Level Protocols 

The X.25/X.28/X.29 protocol hierarchy does not include an 
end/end subscriber or high-level protocol layer Some cus- 
tomers will, in fact, implement end-to-end protocols on top 
of the virtual circuit protocol, but others may not. Several 
attempts are being made to standardize protocols above the 
network access level. The ARPANET community has de- 
veloped a Transmission Control Protocol (25] for internet- 
work operation to replace the Network Control Program 
(NCP) developed early in the ARPANET project. The Inter- 
national Federation of information Processing (IFIP) has 
proposed a Transport Station through its Working Group 6.1 
on Network Interconnection (47]. the propose has been sub- 
mitted to the International Standards Organisation (ISO) as 
a draft standard. In addition, other cornmuniO.es, eg. the 
High Level Protocol Working Group in the UK. have devised 
protocols for Virtual Packet Terminals (VPT, (48]) and File 
Transport Protocol (FTP, (49]) which are intended to be net- 
work independent and which may be submitted to CCITT. 
The ISO study on "open systems architecture" *nd the pro- 
posed similar study by CCITT Study Group VII will attempt 
to evolve higher level protocol recommendations for existing 
and future data networks. 

This brief summary of different network-protocol layerings 
is in no way comprehensive, but illustrates the diversity of 
protocol designs which can be found on nets providing differ- 
ent types of services to subscribers. 

VI. TECHNICAL INTERCONNECTION CHOICES 

A. The Issues 

Beginning with the earliest papers dealing with strategies 
for packet-network interconnection [23]-(26J, (32], the 
common objective of all the proposed methods is to provide 
the physical means to access the services of a host on one net- 
work to all subscribers (including hosts) of all the intercon- 
nected networks. Of course, limitations to this accessibility 
are envisaged, imposed either for administrative reasons or 
by the scarcity of resources. The achievement of this objec- 
tive invariably requires that data produced at a source in one 
net be delivered and correctly interpreted at the destination(s) 
in another network. In an abstract sense, this boils down to 
providing interprocess communication across network bound- 
aries.. Even if a person is the ultimate source of the data, 
packet-switching networks must interpose some degree of soft- 
ware processing between the person and the destination ser- 
vice, even if only to assemble or disassemble packets produced 
by a computer terminal. 

A fundamental aspect of interprocess communication is 
that no communication can take pU« without some agreed 
conventions. The communicating processes must share some 
physical transmission medium (wire, shared memory, radio 
spectrum, etc.), and they must use common conventions or 
agreed upon translation methods m order to successfully ex- 
change and interpret the data they wish to communicate. One 
of the key elements in any network interconnection strategy 
is therefore how the required commonality is to be obtained. 
In some cases, it is enough to translate one protocol into 
another. In others, protocols can be held in common among 
the communicating parties. 

In any real network interconnection, of course, a number of 
secondary objectives will affect the choice of interconnection 
strategy. For example achievable bandwidth, reliability, 
robustness (i.e.. resistance to failures), security, flexibility, 
accountability, access control, resource allocation options, and 
the like can separately and jointly influence the choice of 
interconnection strategy. Combinations of strategies employ- 
ing protocol standards and protocol translations at various 
leveis of the layered protocol hierarchy are also likely 
possibilities. 

There are a number of issues which must be resolved before 
a coherent network interconnection strategy can be defined. 
A list of some of the;» issues, which will be treated in more 
detail in succeeding sections, is 

1) level of interconnection. 
2) naming, addressing, and routing; 
3) flow and congestion control. 
4) accounting; 
5) access control. 
6) internet services. 

B   Gateways and Levels of Setwork Interconnection 

The concept of a gateway is common to ail network inter- 
connection strategies The fundamental role of the gateway is 
to terminate the internal protocols of each network to which 
it is attached while, at the same time, providing a common 
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0   -   GATEWAY 

O/J   -      HALF OATfWAY" 

O - MOcrrgwrrcH 

Fig. 6. Various gateway configurations. 
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Fig. 1, International packet-networking model. 

ground «cross which dati from one network can pass into 
another. However, the choice of functions to be performed in 
the gateway varies considerably among different interconnec- 
tion strategies (see Fig. 6). The term "gateway" need not 
imply ■ monolithic device which joins a pair of networks. In- 
deed, the gateway may merely be software in a pair of packet 
switches in different networks, or it may be made up of two 
parts, one in each network (a sort of "gateway half"). In the 
latter case, the two halves might be devices separate and 
distinct from the network packet switches or might be inte- 
grated with them. Furthermore, a gateway might interconnect 
more than two networks. In the material which follows, 
every attempt has been made to avoid any implicit choice of 
gateway implementation. It is worth pointing out, however, 
that the "half gateway" concept is highly attractive from both 
a technical and a purely administrative point of view. Tech- 
nical]), each half could terminate certain levels of protocol 
of the net to which it is attached. Administratively each half 
could be the responsibility of the network to which it belongs. 
Then the only matters for junsdictiona! negotiation are the 
physical medium by which the half-gateways exchange data, 
and the format an J protocol of the exchange. 

It is important to realize that typical applications may in- 
volve three or more networks. Where local networks are used, 
they will usually need to be interconnected to lealize the 
benefits of interorganizational data exchange. In most coun- 
tries, such interconnections will only be permitted through a 
public network. Thus for a typical national situation, three 
networks and two gateways will be involved in providing the 
desired host-to-host communication. 

The international picture is similar, except that more net- 
works are likely to be involved. Shown in Fig. 7, the path 
from a host, S, on local network LN(A) in country A, passes 
through a public network, PN(A) in country A, through an in- 
tetMtton <1 network IN, through a public network PN(B) in 
country B, and finally through a local network, LN(B), to the 
destination host, D. There are four internetwork gateways 
involved. It is this model involving multiple gateways that 
guides us away from network interconnection methods which 
rely on the source and destination hosts being in adjacent 
networks connected by the mediation of a tingle gateway. 

J) Common Subnet Technology (Packet Level Intercon- 
nection): The level at which networks are interconnected can 
be determined by the protocol layers terminated by the gate- 
way. For example, if a pair of identical networks were to be 
interconnected at the interpacket-switch level of protocol, 
we might illustrate the gateway placement as shown in Fig. 8. 
Here the "gateway" may consist only of software routines in 
the adjacent packet switches, e.g., F\A) and P{B), which pro- 
vide accounting, and possibly readdressing functions. The 
contour model of protocol layer is useful here since it shows 
which levels are common to the two networks and which 
levels could be different. In essence, those layers which are 
terminated by the gateway., could be different in each net, 
while those which are passed transparently through the gate- 
way are assumed to be common in both networks. This net- 
work interconnection strategy requires that the internal ad- 
dress structure of all the interconnected networks be common. 
If, for example, addresses were composed of a network identi- 
fier, concatenated with a packet-switch identifier and a host 
identifier, then addressing of objects in each of the networks 
would be straightforward and routing could be performed on 
a regional basis with the network identifiers acting u the 
regional identifiers, if desired. Alternatively, two identical 
networks could adopt a common network name and assign 
nonduplicative addresses to each of the packet switches in 
both networks. This may require that addresses in one net- 
work be changed. 

The strategy described above might be called the "common 
subnetwork strategy," since, in the end, subscribers of the 
newly formed joint network would essentially see a single 
network. This strategy does not rule out the provision of 
special access control mechanisms in the gateway nodes which 
could filter traffic flowing from one network into the other. 
Similarly, the gateway nodes could perform special internet- 
work traffic accounting which might not normally be per- 
formed in a subnet switching node. This network interconnec- 
tion method is limited to those cases in which the neis to be 
connected are virtually identical, since the gateways must 
participate directly in all the subnet protocols. The end-to- 
end subnet protocols (eg source/destination packet-switch 
protocols) must pass transparently through the gateways to 
permit interactions between a source packet switch in one 
net and a destination packet twitch in another. The resulting 
network  presents the same network access interface to all 
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Fig. 8. Inurconn-ction of common subnetworki. 

subscribers, and this leads us to the next example which is 
based on the concept of a common network access interface. 

2) Common Network Access Interfaces: If the subnetwork 
protocols are not identical, the next opportunity to establish 
internetwork commonality is at the network access interface. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 9. Each network is assumed to have 
its own intranet protocols. However, each network presents 
the ume external interface to subscribers. This is illustrated 
by showing s common interface passing through all hosts, 
marked "common network access interface" in the figure. 

Once again, the gateway could be thought of as software in 
adjacent packet switches. Each gateway is composed of two 
halves formed by linking the packet switches of two nets 
together. However, in this case, the subnetwork protocols arc 
terminated at the gateway so that the intergateway exchange 
looks more like network access interaction than a node-to- 
node exchange. This is the approach taken by CCITT with 
its X 25 packet network interface recommendation and X.75 
intergateway exchange recommendation. 

It is important to note that the intergateway interface could 
be similar to the standard network access interface, but i! 
need not necessarily be identical 

There arc two basic types of net-ork interface currently in 
use: 1) the datagram interface (31). and 2) the virtual circuit 
interface (12). The details of these generic interface types 
vary in different networks; some networks even offer both 
types of interface. In some, the interface to use may be 
chosen at subscription time, in others it may be possible for a 
subscriber to select the access method dynamically. 

A datagram interface allows the subscriber to enter packets 
into the network independent of any other packets which 
have been or will be entered. Each packet is handled separately 
by the network. A virtual circuit interface requires an ex- 
change of control information between the subscriber and the 
network for the purpose, for example, of setting up address 
translation tables, setting up routes or preallocating resources, 
before any data packets are carried to the destination. Some 
networks may implement a fest select virtual circuit interface 
in which a circuit setup request is sent together with the first 
(and possibly last) data packet. Other control exchanges 
would be used to close the resulting virtual circuits set up in 
this fashion. 

It is essential to distinguish datagram and virtual circuit 
services from datagram and virtual circuit interfaces. A data- 
gram service is one in which each packet is accepted and 
treated by the network independently of all others. Se- 
juenced delivery is not guaranteed. Indeed, it may not be 
guaranteed that all datagrams will be delivered. Packets may 
be routed independently over alternate network paths. Dupli- 
cate copies of datagrams might be delivered. 

Virtual circuit service tries to guarantee the sequenccd de- 
livery of the packets associated with the ume virtual circuit 
It typically provides to the host advice from the network on 
flow control per virtual circuit as opposed to the packet-by- 
packet acceptance or rejection typical of a datagram service, 
if the network operation might produce duplicate packets, 
these are filtered by the destination packet switch before 
delivery  to the subscriber     Duplicate packet creation is a it 
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Fig. 9.  Interconnection   of   network*   with   com non   network-»ccesi interface«. 

common phenomenon as in packet-switched store-and-forward 
systems. The basic mode of operation is to forward a packet 
to the next switch and await an acknowledgment. After a 
timeout, the packet i$ retransmitted. If an acknowledgment is 
lost due to line noise, for example, then two copies of the 
packet would have been transmitted. Even if the next switch 
is prepared to filter duplicates out, a network which uses adap- 
tive routine can deliver a duplicate packet to the periphery of 
the network. For example, if a packet switch receives a packet 
successfully but the line to the sender bieaks before the re- 
ceiver can acknowledge, the sender may send another copy to 
a different packet switch Both packet copies may be routed 
and delivered to the destination packet switch where final 
duplicate filtering would be needed if virtual circuit service is 
being provided. 

Some networks offer both a datagram and a virtual circuit 
service; some offer a single interface, but different service». 
For example, the ARPANET has a basic datagram interface. 
However, the subnetwork will automatically provide a se- 
quent ed virtual circuit service (i.e., packets are kept in 
sequence when they axe delivered to the destination) if the 
packet is marked appropriately. Otherwise, packets are not 
delivered in sequence nor arc packet duplicates or losses, 
except for line by link correction, recovered within the net- 
work for nonsequenced types of traffic. 

By contrast. TRANSPAC offers a virtual circuit interface 
and service. Subscriber» transmit "call request" packets 
containing the full destination address to the packet switch. 
Tne request packet is forwarded to the destination, leaving 
behind a fixed route. The destination subscriber returns a 
"call accepted'" packet which is delivered to the caller.   As a 

result of this exchange, the source subscriber has associated a 
"logical channel number" or LCN, with the full source- 
destination addresses. Thus subsequent packets to be sent on 
the same logics! channel are identified by the LCN and are 
kept in sequence when delivered to the destination. 

Finally, it is possible to implement s datagram-like service 
using a virtual circuit interface. In this case, the exchange of 
request and accept packets might be terminated st the sub- 
scriber's local packet switch, so that even if packets were not 
delivered in sequence they might employ abbreviated address- 
ing for local subscriber and packet-switch interaction. 

If network interaction is to be based on a standard interface, 
then agreement must be reached both on the interface and an 
associated service or services. Furthermore, a common ad- 
dressing system is needed so that a subscriber on one network 
can address s pscket to a subscriber on any other network. A 
weaker assumption could be made but we arc deliberately 
assuming s truly common service, interface, and addressing 
mechanism. We will return to this topic in a later section. 

The choice of a standard network service through which to 
effect network interconnection has a primary impact on the 
flexibility of implcmentsble network interconnection methods. 
We will consider two choices: datagram service and virtual 
circuit service. 

el Datagram service as a standard for network intercon- 
nection: For this case, it is assumed that every network offers 
a common da. ??x*m service. A uniform address space makes it 
possible for subscribers on any network to send packets ad- 
dressed to any -iher subscriber on a connected network. Pac- 
ken arc routed between subscriber and gateway and between 
gateways based on the destination address.    No attempt is 

V.V.' 
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made to keep the datagrams in any order in transit or upon de* 
livery to the destination. Individual datagrams may be freely 
routed through different gateways to recover from failures or 
to allow load-splitting among parallel gateways joining a pair 
of networks. 

The gateway/gateway interface may be different than the 
network access interface, if need be (see Fig. 9). 

This strategy requires that all networks implement a com- 
mon interface for subscribers. The simplicity and flexibility 
of the datagram interface strategy is offset somewhat by the 
need for all networks to implement the same interface. This is 
true for the pure virtual circuit interface strategy as well, as 
will be shown below. 

One of the problems which has to be faced with any net- 
work interconnection strategy is congestion control at the 
gateways. If a gateway finds that it is unable to forward a 
datagram into the next network, it must have a way of reject- 
ing it and quenching the flow of traffic entering the gateway 
en route into the next network. The quenching would typi- 
cally take the form of an error or flow control signal passing 
from one gateway half to another on behalf of the associated 
network. Similar signals could be passed between subscribers 
and the packet network for similar reasons. Since datagram 
service does not undertake to guarantee end/end reliability, 
it is possible to relieve momentary congestion by discarding 
datagrams, as a last resort. 

b) Virtual circuits for network interconnection: Another 
alternative standard network service which could be used for 
network interconnection is virtual circuit service (Fig. 10). 
Independent of the precise interface used to "set up" the 
virtual circuit, a number of implementation issues immedi- 
ately arise if such a service is used as a basis for network 
interconnection. 

Since it is intended that all packets on a virtual circuit be 
delivered to the dest nation subscriber in the same sequence 
as they were entered by the source subscriber, it is necessary 
that either: 1) all packets belonging to the same virtual circuit 
take the same path from source subscriber, through one or 
more gateways, to destination subscriber; or 2) all packets 
contain sequence numbers which are preserved end-to-end 
between the source DCE in the originating network and the 
destination DCE in the terminating network. 

In the first case, virtual circuits are set up and anchored to 
specific gateways so that the sequencing of the virtual circuit 
service of each network can be used to preserve the packet 
sequence on delivery. This results in the concatenation of a 
series of virtual circuits through each gateway and, therefore, 
the knowledge of each virtual circuit at each gateway (since 
the next gateway to route the packet through must be fixed 
for each virtual circuit). 

In the second case, there is no need to restrict the choice of 
gateway routing for csch virtual circuit since the destination 
DCE will ha*e sufficient information to resequence incoming 
packets pn>r to delivery to the destination subscriber. 

In either case, the destination DCE will have to buffer and 
resequence packets arriving out o* order due either to dis- 
ordering within the last network or to alternate routing among 
networks, if this is permitted Some networks may keep 
packets in sequence as they transit the network. This will only 
be advantageous at the destination DCE if the packets enter 
the network in the desired sequence If such a service is relied 
upon in the internet environment, then each gateway rrust 
assure that on entry to such a net. the packets are in the de- 
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Fig. 10. Virtual circuit network interconnection strategies. (•) Sub- 
scriber-based gateway. Internet source and destination carried in user 
data field of X.2S call set-up packets, (b) X.75 based gateway. Note 
how much of the X.2S VC service is terminated at the STE. (c) X.75- 
baaed gateways with general virtual circuit networks. 

sired order for delivery to a destination subscriber or another 
gateway. 

The buffering and resequencing of packets within the net- 
works or at gateways introduces substantial variation in buffer 
space requirements, packet transit delays, and the potential for 
buffer lockups to occur (SO]. (51 ], [61). 

If packets for a specific virtual circuit are restricted to pass 
through a fixed series of gateways, and if a standard flow- 
control method is agreed upon as part of the virtual circuit 
service, then it is possible for each internet gateway to partici- 
pate in end-to-end flow control by modifying the flow control 
information carried in packets carried end-to-end from the 
source DCE to the destination DCE. Consequently, a gate- 
way may be able to adjust the amount of traffic passing 
through it and thereby achieve a kind of internet gateway 
congestion control. If this is done by allocating buffer space 
for "outstanding" packets, then either the gateways must 
guarantee the advertised buffer space or there must be a re- 
transmission capability built into the internet virtual circuit 
implementation, perhaps between source DCE and destination 
DCE or between DCE's and gateways. 

Such a mechanism does not. however, solve the problem of 
network congestion unless the gateway-flow control decisions 
take into account resources both in the gateway and m the 
rest of the network. Although it is tempting to assume that 
virtual circuit-flow control can achieve internetwork conges 
tion control, this is by no means clear, and is still the subject 
of considerable research. 

As a general rule, compared to the datagram method, the 
virtual circuit approach requires more state information in 
each gateway, since knowledge of each virtual circuit must be 
maintained along ith flow control and routing information 
The usual virtual crcuit interface is somewhat more complex 
for subscribers to implement as well, because of »he amount 
of state information which must be shared by the subscriber 
and the local DCE   For example, implementations of the X.25 
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interface protocol have been privately reported by Computer 
Corporation of America and University College London to 
require 4000-8000 words of memory on Digital Equipment 
Corporation PDP 11 computers. By contrast, the ARPANET 
and Packet Radio Network datagram interfaces require 500- 
10CO words of memory on the same machine. For internet- 
work operation, this may be even more burdensome, since 
any failure at a gateway may require a subscriber-level re- 
covery through an end-to-end protocol, in addition to the 
virtual circuit interface software, as is shown in 152). 

Nevertheless, it may be advantageous to consider internet- 
working standards which usefully employ both datagram and 
virtual cut oil interfaces and services. For example, some 
special internet services such as multidestination delivery may 
be more efficient if they are fust set up by control exchanges 
between the subscriber and the local network and perhaps 
gateways as well. Once set up, however, a datagram mode of 
operation may be far more efficient than maintaining virtual 
circuits for all destinations Implicit virtual circuits which arc 
activated by simple datagram-like interfaces are also attrac- 
tive for very simple kinds of terminal equipment. 

If it is nut possible for all networks to implement a common 
net work-access interface, then the next opportunity is to 
standardize only the objects which pass from one net to the 
next and to minimize any requirements for the sequencing 
of these objects as they move from net to net. 

3) General Host Gateways In this model, a gateway is 
indistinguishable from any other network hot! and will imple- 
ment whatever host/network interface is required by the 
networks to which it is attached For many networks, this 
may be X.2S, but the strategy does not rely on this The 
principle assumption u that packet networks are at least 
capable of carrying subscriber packets up to some maximum 

length, which may vary from network to network. It is specif- 
ically not assumed that these packets will be delivered in order 
through intermediate networks and gateways to the destina- 
tion host. This minimal type of service is often termed "data- 
gram" service to distinguish it from sequenced virtual circuit 
service. A detailed discussion of the tradeoff between data- 
gram and virtual circuit types of networks is given elsewhere 
152). 

The basic model of network interconnection for the data- 
gram host gateway is that internetwork datagrams will be 
carried to and from hosts and gateways and between gateways 
by encapsulation of the datagrams in local network packets. 
Pouzin describes this process genetically as "wrapping" (37). 
The basic internetwork service is therefore a datagram ser- 
vice rather than a virtual circuit service. The concept is 
illustrated in Fig 11. 

Datagram service does not offer the subscriber as many 
facilities as virtual circuit service. For example, not all data- 
grams are guaranteed to be delivered, nor do those that arc 
delivered have to be delivered in the sequence they were sent. 
Virtual circuits, on the other hand, do attempt to deliver all 
packets entered by the source in sequence to the destination. 
These relaxations allow dynamic routing of datagrams among 
multiple, internetwork gateways without the need for sub- 
scriber intervention or alert. 

The internet datagram concept gives subscriber« access to a 
baste internet datagram service while allowing them to build 
more elaborate end-to-end protocols on top of it. Fig I? 
illustrates a possible protocol hierarchy which could be baaed 
on the internet datagram concept The btsic internet data- 
gram service could be used to support transaction protocols 
or real-time protocols (RTF» such as packet-voice protocols 
iPVPi which do not require guaranteed or sequenced data 
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delivery. reliable, sequenced protocols could be constructed 
above the basic internet datagram service to perform end/end 
sequencing and error handling. Applications such as virtual 
terminal protocols (VTP) (40), (42). (41) or file-transfer 
protocols (401. |42|. (49) could be built above s reliable, 
point-to-point, end/end service which is itself built stop inter- 
net datagrams. Under this strategy, the baste gateway func- 
tions arc the encapsulation and decapsulation of datagrams, 
mapping of internet source /destination addresses into local 
network addresses and datagram routing. Gateways need not 
have any knowledge of higher level protocols if it is assumed 
that protocols above the internet datagram layer arc held in 
common by the communicating hosts. Datsgrams can be 
routed freely among gateways and can be delivered out of 
sequence to the destination host. 

The basic advantage of this strategy is that almost any sort 
of network can participate, whether its internal operation is 
datagram or virtual circuit oriented. Furthermore, the strategy 

offers an eaty way for new networks to be made "backwards 
compatible." with older ones while allowing the new ones to 
employ new internal operations which arc innovative or more 
efficient 

Every subscriber must implement the internet datagram con- 
cept for this strategy to work, of course. The same problem 
arises with the standard network interface strategy since all 
subscribers must implement the same network interface 

4) Protocol Transtatxon Gateways It would be misleading 
to claim that the concept of protocol translation has not 
played a rcJe in the discussion thus fax In a sense, the encap- 
sulation of internet datagrams in the packet format of each 
intermediate network u a form of protocol translation The 
basic packet carrying service of one network is being trans- 
lated into the next network's packet carrying service (see Fig 
13). This concept could be extended further For example, 
if two networks have a virtual circuit concept, one imple- 
mented within the subnetwork and the other through common 
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host/host protocols, it might be possible, at the gateway be- 
tween the nets, to map one network's virtual circuit into the 
other's. This same idea could be applied to higher level proto- 
col mappings as well; for instance, the virtual terminal proto- 
col for one network might be transformed into that of another 
"on the fly." 

The success of such a translation strategy depends in large 
part on the commonality of concept between the protocols 
to be translated. Mismatches in concept may require that the 
service obtained in tnc concatenated case be a subset of the 
services obtainable from either of the two services being trans- 
lated. Extending such translations through several gateways 
can be difficult, particularly if the protocols being translated 
do not share a common address space for internetwork sources/ 
destinations. In the extreme, this strategy can result in sub- 
scribers "logging in" to the gateway in order to activate the 
protocols of the next network. Indeed, front-end computers 
could be considered degenerate translation gateways since they 
transform host/front-end protocols into network protocols. 

There are circumstances when translation cannot be avoided. 
For instance, when the protocols of one network cannot be 
modified, but internet service is desired, there may be no 
uiemative but to implement protocol translations. The model 
typically used to guide protocol translation gateways is that 
the source/destination hosts lie on either side of the transla- 
tion gateway. Concatenation of protocol translations through 
several networks and gateways is conceivable, but may be very 
difficult in practice and may produce very inefficient service. 

C Names, Addresses, and Routes 

In order to manage, control, and support communication 
among computers on one or more networks, it is essential that 
convention* be established for identifying the communicators. 
For purposes of this discussion, we will use the term host to 
refer to all computers whici. attach to a network at the net- 
work-access level of protocol (see Table I). Subscribers to 
terminal-access services can be thought of as attaching to hosts, 
even if the host is embedded in the hardware and software of 
a packet switch as a layer of protocol. Consequently, we can 
say that the basic task of a packet-switching network is to 
transport data from a source host to one or more destination 
hosts. 

To accomplish this task, each network needs to know to 
which destination packets are to be delivered. Even in broad- 
cast nets such as the ETHERNET, this information is neces- 
sary so that the destination host can discriminate packets 
destined for itself from a!) others heard on the net. At the 
lowest-protocol levels it u typical to associate destinations 
with addresses An addreas may be simply an integer or it 
may have more internal structure. 

At higher levels of protocol, however, it is more common to 
find text strings such as "MULTICS" or "BBK-TENEX" used 
as names of destinations Application software, such as elec- 
tronic mail services, might employ such names along with 
more refined destination identifiers. For example, one of the 
authors has an electronic mailbox named "KIRSTEiN at IS!" 
located in a computer at the University of Southern California'* 
Information Science* Institute. 

Typically, application programs transform names »to ad- 
dresses which can be understood by the packet-«*vitchtng net- 
work. The networks must transform these »Jdresse* into 
routes to guide the packets to their destination Some net- 
works bind address» to routes in a relatively rigid way (e*.. 

letting up virtual circuits with fixed routing) while others 
determine routes as the packets move from switch to twitch, 
choosing alternate routes to bypass failed or congested areas of 
the network. Broadcast networks need not create routes at all 
(e4-, SATNET). 

In simple terms, a name tells what an object is; an address 
tells where it is; and a route tells ,K-»w to get there (54). A 
simple model involving these three concepts is that hosts trans- 
form names into addresses and networks transform addresses 
into routes (if necessary). However, this basic model docs leave 
a large number of loose ends. The subject is so filled with 
issues that it is not potable in this paper to explore them all in 
depth. In what follows, sorr.- of the major issues are raised 
and some partial resolutions are offered. 

One major question is "Which objects in the network should 
harte names? addresses?" Pouzin and Zimmermann offer a 
number of views on this question in their paper in this issue 
(371. A generic answer might bt that at lea« all objects which 
can be addressed by the network should have names as well so 
tftsl high-level protocols can refer to them. For example, it 
might be reasonable for every host connection on the network 
to have an name and an address. There also may be objects 
internal to the network which also have addresses such as the 
statistics-gsthering fake hosts in the ARPANET 138]. 

A related issue is whether objects should or can have multiple 
names, multiple addresses, and multiple routes by which they 
can be reached. The most general resolution of this issue it to 
permit multiple names, addresses, and routes to exist for the 
same object. An example taken from the mulünetwork en- 
vironment may serve to illustrate this notion. Fig. 6 shows 
three networks which are interconnected by a number of gate- 
ways. Each gateway (or pair of gateway halves) has two inter- 
faces, one to each network to which it is attached. Plainly 
there is the possibility that several alternate routes pasting 
through different gateways and networks could be used to 
carry packets from a source host in one net to a destination 
host in another net. This »just the analog of alternate routing 
within a tingle network 

Furthermore, each gateway has two addresses, typically one 
for each attached network. This is just the analog of a host on 
one network attached to two or more packet switches for reli- 
ability. The term mulrihcming is often used to refer to mul- 
tiply attached hosts. 

Finally, it may be useful to permit a gateway to have more 
than one name, for example, one for each network to which it 
is attached This might allow high-level protocols to force 
packets to be routed in certain ways for diagnostic or other 
reasons. Multiple naming also allows the use of nicknames for 
user convenience. Many of the« same comments would apply 
to hosts attached to multiple networks. 

An interesting addressing and routing problem antes in mo- 
bile packet radio networks. Sines hosts are free to move about, 
the network will need to dynamically change the routes used to 
reach each host. For robustness, it is also desirable that hosts 
be able to attach dynamically io different packet radios. Thus 
failure of a packet radio need not prevent hosts from accessing 
the network. This require* that host name* and perhaps host 
eddre*. s be decoupled from packet radio addresses The net- 
work mu- he able to search for hosts or alternatively, hosts 
must "tap '-in" to the network so that theu addresses can be 
associated *. h the attached packet rad» to facilitate route 
•election based on host address This is just a way of support- 
ing tog-tal host oJJreismy rather than using the more common 
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physical ho*t addressing in which a host's address is an exten- 
sion of the packet-switch address. 

A crucial issue in network interconnection is the extent to 
which it should or must impact addressing procedures which 
are idiosyncratic to a particular network. It is advantageous 
not to require the subscribers on each network to have detailed 
knowledge of the network address structure of all intercon- 
nected networks. One possibility is to standardize an internet- 
work address structure which can be mapped into local net- 
work addresses as needed, either by subscribers, by gateways 
or by both. Subscribers would know how to map internetwork 
service names into addresses of the form NETWORK/SERVER. 
Subscribers need not know the fine structure of the SERVER 
field. Gateways would route packets on the basis of the NET- 
WORK part of the address until reaching a gateway attached 
to the network identified by NETWORK. At this point, the 
gateway might interpret the SERVER part of the address, as 
necttsary, to cause the packet to be delivered to the desired 
host. 

The addressing strategy presently under consideration by 
CCITT (XI21, 1301) is based on the telephone network. Up 
to 14 digits can be used in an address. The first 4 digits are a 
"destination network identification code" or DN1C. Some 
countries are allocated more than one DN1C (the United States 
has 200). The remaining ten digits may be used to implement 
a hierarchical addressing structure, much Uke the one used in 
the existing telephone network. 

Since the CCITT agreements are for international operation, 
it might be fair to assume that the United States will not need 
more than 200 public network identifiers. However, this 
scheme does not take into account the need for addressing 
private networks. The private networks, under this addressing 
procedure will most likely appear to be a collection of one or 
more terminals or host computers on one or more public net- 
works. It is too early to tell how much this asymmetry in ad- 
dressing between public and private net works will affect private 
muitinetwork protocols. 

A related problem which is not unique to network intercon- 
nection has to do with addressing (really multiplexing and de- 
multiplexing) at higher protocol levels The public carriers 
tend to offer services for terminal as well as host sccets to net- 
work faculties This typically means that addresses must be 
assigned to terminals. The issue u whether the terminal address 
should be associated with or independent of the protocols 
used to support tcrminal-to-host communication. 

The present numbering scheme would not distinguish be- 
tween a host address and a terminal address. A host mi*ht 
Have many addresses, each corresponding to a process waiting 
to service calling terminals. 

There has been discussion within CCITT concerning "subad- 
dressing" through the use of a user data field earned ui virtual 
call "setup" packets This notion would support ihr concept 
ot a single he« address with terminal or process level demulti- 
plexing achieved through the use of the user data fseld sub- 
addressing. 

It seems reasonable to predict that, as terminals increase in 
complexity and capabdity. it «rill eventually be attractive to 
support multiple concurrent associations between the terminal 
and several remote service faculties. Applications requiring 
thss capability wiil need terminal multiplexing conventions 
beyond those currently provided for in the CCITT recommen- 
dations 

To simplify implementations of internet protocol software, 
it is essential to place bounds on the maximum size of the 
NETWORK/SERVER address. Otherwise, subscribers may 
have to construct name-to-address mapping tables with arbi- 
trarily large and complex entries. 

Even if all these issues are resolved, there is still a question of 
"source routing" in which a subscriber defines the route to be 
taken by a particular packet or virtual circuit. Depending on 
the range of internetwork services available, a subscriber may 
want to control packet routes It is not yet clear how such a 
capability will interact with access control conventions, but 
this may be a desirable capability if gateways axe not able to 
automatically select routes which match user service require- 
ments. 

D. Flow and Congestion Control 

For purposes of discussion, we distinguish between flow and 
congestion control. Row control is a procedure through which 
a pair of communicators regulate traffic flowing from source 
to destination (each direction possibly being dealt with sepa- 
rately). Congestion control M a procedure whereby distributed 
network resources, such as channel bandwidth, buffer capacity. 
CPU capacity, and the like are protected from oversubscrip- 
tion by all sources of network traffic. In general, the success- 
ful operation of flow-control procedures for evsry pair of net- 
work cemmumcants does not guarantee that the network 
resources will remain uncongested. 

In a single network, the control of flow and congestion is a 
complex and not weil understood problem. In a muitinetwork 
envuonment it is even more complex, owing to the possible 
variations in flow and congestion control policies found in 
each constituent network. For example, some networks may 
rigidly control the input of packets into the network anc* ex- 
plicitly rule out dropping packets ss a means of conges.ion 
control. At the other extreme, some networks may drop 
packets as the sole means of congestion control. 

At this stage of development, very little is known about the 
behavior of congestion in multiply interconnected networks. 
It is clear that some mechanisms will be required which permit 
gateways and networks to assert control over traffic influx es- 
pecially when a gateway connects networks o* widely varying 
capacity. Thn problem is likely to be most visible at gateways 
joining high speed local networks to long-haul public nets 
The peak rates of the local nets might exceed that o! the long- 
haul nets by factors of 30-100 or more. Generic procedures 
are needed for gateway, network and gateway gateway flow 
and congestion control. Such problems also show up in single 
networks, but are amplified in the muitinetwork case. 

E.   Aceou*nng 

Accounting for internetwork traffic is an tmport&n: prob- 
lem. The pubbc networks need mechanisms for revenue shar- 
ing and subscr.ber* need simple procedures for venfyt;»g the 
acevracy of net work-provided accountings. 

The public packet-swttcbtnf networks appear to be convert 
ing on procedures which account lei subscriber use or* the 
basis of the number of virtual circuits creaced du;tng the ac- 
counting period and the number of packets sent an each vtftuaJ 
circuit Indeed, it has been argued that accounting on the 
htui of virtual earcttita at gateways requires lets overhead than 
accounting o.n a pure ditagrars basis |J2J. Scenarios can *e 
cited which wpport ;he opposite conclusion 
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Suppose there is a choice between setting up virtual circuits 
for each transaction and sending a datagram for each transac- 
tion, and that vrtuai circuit accounting includes information 
on each virtual circuit setup (as in the present telephone net- 
work). If datagram accounting simply accumulates the number 
of datagrams sent between particular sources and destinations 
without regard to the time at which they are sent, then the 
amount of accounting information which is collected for the 
datagram case will be substantially less than for the virtual 
circuit case. In the limit (i.e., one packet per transaction), the 
virtual circuit accounting information is proportional to 2N, 
where N is the number of trai actions, while for the datagram 
case, it is proportional to log N (bast 2). This is simply because 
the datagram case only sums counts for traffic between source/ 
destination pairs while the virtual circuit accounting would 
identify start/stop times for each virtual circuit. 

Alternatively, if the bulk of the traffic involves a large num- 
ber of packets per transaction, then the two accounting pro- 
cedures would accumulate more nearly the same information 
since each would predominantly involve accounting for packet 
flow. 

If it is chosen not to account for virtual circuit duration, but 
merely to account independently for the number of virtual 
circuits and the number of packets sent between source/desti- 
nation pijjs, then the virtual circuit accounting would be closer 
io the datagram case. 

The important conclusion to be drawn is that accounting for 
datagrams is generally less complex than accounting for virtual 
circuits, but that the two can be made arbitrarily similar by 
suitable choice of the details of the accounting information 
collected. 
F. Access Control 

In multinetwork environments, it may be necessary for each 
network to establish and enforce a policy for "out-of-network" 
routing. For example, a public network might conclude agre^ 
ments with other networks regarding the type and quantity of 
traffic it will forward into other networks. This might even be 
a function of the time-of-day. Consequently, mechanisms are 
needed wruch will permit networks to prevent traffic from 
entering or leaving or to meter the type and rale of traffic 
passing into or out of the network. 

Another example of the need for control arises with the pos- 
sibility of thud-party routing. That is, traffic destined from 
network A to network B is routed through network C. It can- 
not be assu. ,ed that all i works have gateways to all others. 
However, some nets may want to limit the amount of transit 
traffic they carry. There may be explicit agreements among a 
subset of the nets regarding revenue sharing for transit services. 
If a particular network does no. nave ■ revenue-shaung agree- 
ment with the particular source/destination networks of a 
given virtual circuit or datagram, then it must be able to reject 
the offending traffic if it so chooses. 

There does not seem to be any technical barrier tc separating 
the access control pobcy decision mechanism from ;he enforce- 
ment of the polky. For example, a gateway might limply en- 
force pobcy by sending traffic for which it has no known ac- 
cess rules to an access controller. If we adhere to the model 
that gateways have two halves, then each half deals with the 
network to which it is connected. The access controller can 
either dynamically enable the flow by causing table entnesat 
the g?«ew»ys which permit the flow to be created or it can tell 
the gateway to reject all further traffic of that type. 

Dearly, access control policies will affect routing strategies, 
so this adds a complicating factor into any internetwork rout- 
ing strategy implemented by the gateways. At present, very 
little experience has been accumulated with internet access 
control and routing policies. For the most part, agreements 
among public networks have been bilateral and transit routing 
has been treated as a very special case. When EURONET [6] 
becomes operational, this problem will be particularly impor- 
tant to solve. 
G. Internet Services 

It is by no means clear what set of services should be stan- 
dardized and available from, at least, all public data networks. 
The current CCITT recommendations provide for ' irtual cir- 
cuit service and terminal access service on all public packet- 
switching networks. 

Although the recommendations (X3, X.25) provide lor frag- 
mentation of packets being delivered to a subscriber on a vir- 
tual circuit, the current X.75 gateway draft recommendation 
uses an agreed maximum packet size of 128 octets of data, not 
including the header. This agreement avoids for the moment 
the need to fragment packets crossing a network boundary, as 
long as all subscribers recognize that the maximum length in- 
ternetwork packet allowed is 128 octets. Bilateral exceptions 
to this rule may develop but neither a fixed size nor a collec- 
tion of special cases represent a very general solution to this 
problem. 

It has been argued [251 that a general scheme for dealing 
with fragmentation is desirable to that new network technol- 
ogies supporting larger packet sizes can be easily integrated 
into the multinetwork environment. 

Apart from fragmentation, there are a sei of special services 
such as multidestination addressing and broadcasting which 
could be used to good advantage to support multinetwork ap- 
plications such as teleconferencing, electronic mail distribution, 
distributed file systems, and real-time data collection. Other 
services such as low delay, high reliability, high bandwidth, 
and high priority are also candidates for standardization at the 
internetleveL 

As in the case of access control, selection of such services 
might constrain the choice of packet routing to networks 
capable of supporting the desired services. Once again, very 
little experience with standard internet services has been ac- 
cumulated so this subject is still a topic for research. For the 
most part, terminal-to-host services have been successfully of- 
fered across network boundaries using nearly all of the net- 
work interconnection methods described in this paper. It 
remains to be seen whether more complex applications can be 
equally well supported. 

VII. X.25/X.75-THE CCITT STRATEGY FOR 
NETWORK INTERCONNECTION 

The common network access interface concen" is favored by 
CCITT for network interconnection. In the CCITT model of 
packet networking, all networks offer the same interface to 
packet-mode subscribers and this is called X.25. X.2S is a vir- 
tual circuit interface protocol. However, gateways between 
networks employ an interface protocol called X.75 (33), 
which is much like X.25 but accommodates special network/ 
network information exchange, such as routing information, 
accounting information, and so on. 

Fig l(Ma) illustrates the basic network interconnection 
strategy proposed by CCITT.   To appreciate the difference 
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between this strategy and the "common subnetwork" strategy, 
it is necessary to have some understanding of the X.25 packet 
network interface. X.25 provides a virtual circuit interface for 
the setup, use, and termination of virtual circuits between 
subscribers of the networks. X.25 provides for flow control of 
packets per virtual circuit flowing into or out of the network. 
Subscribers may set up switched virtual circuits by sending 
"call request" packets into the network and receiving "call 
confirmation" packets in return. The standard also provides 
for permanent virtual circuits. 

The public networks plan to employ X.25 interfaces; it can 
therefore be assumed that source and destination hosts in dif- 
ferent networks will essentially want to exchange "call request" 
and "call accepted" packets through the mediation of one or 
more gateways. This strategy could result in a series of virtual 
circuits chaining source host to gateway, gateway to gateway, 
and gateway to destination host; alternately an end-to-end 
virtual circuit could be set up from source host to destination 
host, with the gateways acting as relays without any special 
knowledge of the virtual circuits passing across the network 
boundary. 

The principle difference between the X.2S interface and 
X.7S interface is that virtual circuit setup and clearing packets 
are passed transparently by the X.7S gateway to the next gate- 
way or destination. For reasons which are described below, it 
is necessary to maintain the sequence of packets belonging to 
a given X.25 virtual circuit as they pass through a gateway and 
enter the next network. Therefore, a virtual circuit is in fact 
created between the source host and intermediate gateway and 
between gateways. The X.75 gateway does not spontaneously 
generate any "call acceptance" pickets in response to "call 
request" packets, but it does participate in the sequencing and 
flew control of packets on each virtual circuit passing through. 
Other differences between the X.25 and X.75 interface have to 
do with the nature of the internetwork accounting or re -:ing 
information which might be exchanged over X.75 which would 
not be appropriate for a subscriber to exchange with the net- 
work over the X.25 interface. 

The design of the X.75 type of gateway depends in principle 
upon all networks' use of the X.25 subscriber interface. Some 
networks, like the ETHERNET, cannot implement it without 
extensive modification, because there are no packet switches 
in the network to support the required packet reordering at 
the destination. The alternative is to insist that all internet 
applications rely on a sequenced data protocol built into the 
hosts or front-ends. For some services, such as packet speech, 
the potential overhead of «sequencing packets before delivery 
to the destination may prevent the service from being viable. 
This problem could be amplified if packets are constrained to 
remain in sequence as they pass the X.75 boundary. 

Fig. 10(b) and (c) shows variants of the CCITT intercon- 
nection strategy. In Fig. 10(b), we see an example in which 
only X25 is used both as a network access method and as a 
means of passing traffic across network boundaries. A single 
subscriber or a pair of subscribers to two nets could interface 
to their networks via X.25 and to each other by means of 
some agreed and possibly private protocol. 

Virtual circuits would be explicitly set up from source host 
to gateway, gateway to gateway, and gateway to destination 
host. The "internet" addresses of the source and destination 
hosts could be carried in the so-called "Call User Data Field" 
of an X 25 Call Request packet. This leaves the packet address 
field free to identify intermediate destinations (e.g., gateways), 

but preserves an ultimate internetwork source/destination ad- 
dress which the gateway can use to select the destination to 
which the next intermediate virtual circuit is to be set up. 

An alternative to this is shown in Fig. 10(c) in which the 
subnets A and B use nonstandard virtual circuit interfaces, but 
agree to build gateway software employing X.75 signaling pro- 
cedures across the gateway interface. This solution is substan- 
tially the same as that shown in Fig. 10(b), except there is 
now additional translation software in each gateway half to 
make each virtual circuit network-access protocol compatible 
with X.75 procedures. 

There are some specific problems with the X.25/X.75 gate- 
way strategy, which do not necessarily apply to other virtual 
call gateways (63). The basic X.25 interface provides for the 
sequence numbering of subscriber packets mod. 8 or, option- 
ally, mod. 128. Since X.25 is an interface specification, this 
numbering can only be relied upon to have local significance 
(i.e., host-to-packet switch). Some X.25 implementations use 
these host-assigned sequence numbers on an end-to-end basis. 
Others generate internal, network-supplied numbers to allow 
for repacking of subscriber packets into larger or smaller units 
for transport to the destination. If packet sequence numbers 
assigned by the rource host were carried transparently to the 
destination without change, it might be possible to allow 
packets to flow out-of-order across the X.75 boundary to a 
gateway and thence into the next network. If the packet se- 
quence numbers were still intact, they could be carried out-of- 
order to the next destination which might either be a gateway 
or an X.25 host. In the latter case, the original packet-sequence 
numbers could be used to resequence the packets before de- 
livery. If the packets were being delivered to an intermediate 
gateway, they would not have to be sequenced there. How- 
ever, the X.25 interface specification does not undertake to 
carry the host-supplied sequence numbers to the destination 
gateway or host in a transparent fashion, primarily so that the 
subnetwork can deal more freely with the physical packaging 
of the packet stream. For example, a source may supply 
packets of length 128 bytes while a destination may prefer to 
receive packets no longer than 64 bytes. To allow for such 
variations, the network must be free to renumber packets for 
delivery. These considerations have two consequences. 

1) X.25 packet sequence numbers cannot be relied on for 
end-to-end signaling, though they could be so used if requisite 
information is known about the intermediate transit networks. 

2) Packets must be delivered in sequence when passing to or 
from gateways and hosts on X. 25 networks. 

The second conclusion may be modified slightly. It is at 
least essential that packets be delivered in relative sequence on 
each virtual circuit. By maintaining independent sequence 
numbering on each virtual circuit, it is possible for hosts and 
gateways to refuse traffic on one virtual circuit while accepting 
traffic on another. There are two penalties for this. Fir»! a 
gateway must keep track of which virtual circuits are passing 
through it. Second, dynamic alternate routing of packets be- 
longing to the same virtual circuit through aliefnatc gateways 
is not possible without resetting or clearing the virtual circuit. 
This last point is simply the consequence of not defining an 
end-to-end sequence numbering scheme, but instead relying on 
sequencing of the packets of a virtual circuit on entry to and 
exit from each intermediate network. 

Some networks implement X.25 level acknowledgments 
(i.e., level 3) that have an end-to-end significance, but others 
make this purely a host-to-packet switch matter.   A? a cense- 
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Fig. 14. UM of X.25 for public/private network inter connection. 

quence, it is not possible to rely on X.25 packet acknowledg- 
ments to determine which, if any, packets were not delivered 
as a result of the resetting or clearing of a virtual circuit. Fur- 
thermore, even if a subnet wt;e to off>v; an end-to-end ac- 
knowledgment between a source host and an X.75 gateway, this 
could not be assumed to guarantee that the acknowledged 
packet was delivered to the ultimate X25 destination in another 
network. 

X.75 is an interface intended for use between public net- 
works. Thus, it is not likely to be used or even allowed as an 
interface between public networks and private networks. For 
the case illustrated in Fig. 14, X.25 interfaces could be pro- 
vided between public and private networks (or other special 
interfaces) and X.75 interfaces between public networks. Con- 
sequently, gateways between public and private networks are 
likely to appear to be ordinary host computers in the view of 
the public networks. 

The use of X.25 for private/public network interfaces and 
X75 for public/public network interfaces leads to the situa- 
tion shown in Fig. 14 in which an internetwork virtual circuit 
would have to be made up of several concatenated parts such 
as virtual circuits 1-2-3-4 (see alto [52, Fig. 3.4]). Even if 
X.25 implementations uniformly permitted an end-to-end 
interpretation of packet sequence numbers and acknowledg- 
ments, there would still be separate virtual circuits required 
between the source or destination hosts and the gateways into 
the public networks. However, the concatenation of virtual 
circuits does not yield a virtual circuit. For instance, a gate- 
way between the public and private net could acknowledge a 
packet but teil to get it delivered, in which case the subscriber 
will have been misinformed as to the delivery of the packet. 
This situation foises the end subscribers of private networks to 
implement end-to-end procedures on top of any concatenated 
virtual circuits provided by the public networks. 

VllL PRACTICAL NETWORK CONNECTIONS AND 

EXPERIMENTS IN PROGRESS 

A number of networks have been connected successfully 
over the last few years. Most of these connections have been 
made in an ad hoc manner, using one of the following tech- 
niques. 

1) One network is a star network with remote RJE and in- 
teractive stations,     "he other is a star or distributed network 

with clearly defined protocols. A device on the star network 
provides exactly the functions required by its own network on 
one side, and those of the other network on the other aide. 

2) Formal gateways are provided between the two networks, 
and protocol mapping occurs in the gateway. 

3) A computer is a host on two networks. It is arranged 
that services are provided by accepting input from one net- 
work and putting it out on another, possibly after substantial 
processing. 

4) Formal gateways are provided between the two networks. 
Sufficient agreement is obtained that end-to-end protocols 
(even high level ones) are common in the two networks. In 
this case, less activity is required in the gateway. 

In the first method, a form of front-end computer is used. 
It has been adopted in the large airline and banking networks 
SITA [13] and SWIFT [14]. In each case the standards for 
the networks have been defined rigidly. SWIFT has even certi- 
fied officially the devices of three manufacturers to provide 
interfaces to its network. The other side of the device is then 
programmed to meet the requirements of the star system being 
attached. In the two cases cited, only a simple message level 
of interface needed to be defined. 

Other examples of the same technique are the connection of 
the Rutherford Laboratory (RL) star system [53] and the 
Livermore CTRNET to ARPANET. In these examples, more 
serious protocol mapping was required. ARPANET has a well- 
defined set of HOST-IMP, HOST-HOST, Virtual Terminal, and 
File Transfer protocols. All these had to be mapped into the 
appropriate procedures for the other network. 

The second method has been applied only experimentally. 
The UCL interface between ARPANET and the UK Post Office 
Experimental Packet Switched Service (EPSS, [55]) and the 
National Physical Laboratory interface between EPSS and the 
European Informatics Network (EIN, [56]) are examples of 
this technique; a demonstration has even been made of EIN- 
EPSS-ARPANET with no extra problems encountered from 
the three networks being concatenated. Technically there is 
almost no difference between the first two methods. The sec- 
ond looks at first sight somewhat more general than the first, 
but almost the same problems have to be overcome. The diffi- 
culties come from the fundamental differences in the design 
choices made in the protocols of the different networks; these 
differences are in general difficult, and even sometimes impos- 
sible, to resolve completely. In the first method, they can 
sometimes be resolved using a specific facility in the star net- 
work; in the second, where two distributed networks are in- 
volved, this recourse may no longer be available. 

One example of the problem occurs in the connection of 
EPSS and ARPANET. ARPANET can forward any number 
of characters at a time, and often uses full duplex remote echo- 
ing. EPSS works in a half-duplex mod:, forwarding only com- 
plete records. A special 'Transmit Now" has to be input by 
the user, and interpreted by the gateway, to ensure that partial 
records are forwarded. Another example, from the same appli- 
cation, occurs in File Transfer. ARPANET assumes <n inter- 
active process is live throughout the file transfer; all comple- 
tion codes art passed over «his live channel The RL network 
(and EPSS) assume that file transfer is a batch process; they 
return network completion codes at a later tune, and may 
delay acting on the commands. With the ARPANET-RL link 
[53]. the file transfer job had to be given a very high priority, 
so that the completion code usually arrived before a timeout 
occurred, because of the nature of the way the computer was 
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used for large real-time jobs, this did not always ensure that 
the job was run in a reasonable time. 

There are several examples of the third technique. A DEC 
PDP 10 machine used on the Stanford University SUMEX 
project is a host both on ARPANET and on TYMNET; several 
machines at Bolt, Beranek and Newman are both on ARPANET 
and TELENET. Because the TENEX operating system has 
good facilities for linking between programs, it would be pos- 
sible for interactive streams to come in one network and go 
out on another. File transfer problems would be simple in this 
configuration, because the hosts obey all the conventions, in 
any case, of each network. Of course, this mode of operation 
may require that Ties in transit between networks may have to 
be stored temporarily in their entirety in the host serving as 
the gateway between the networks. 

The fouith technique is newer, and has many variations. As 
a result of agreement on the X2S, and partial agreement on 
the X.7S, protocols, PTT networks are able to interconnect in 
a reasonably straightforward manner. The connections between 
0ATAPAC and both TELENET and TYMNET have been done 
in this way. In each case, there has not been any agreement on 
higher level protocols, so the problems of host-host communi- 
cation across concatenated networks is not resolved by these 
linkups of the subnets. 

The ARPA-sponsored INTERNET project has tried to stan- 
dardize to a higher level. A host-host protocol has been defined 
(TCP, [25]), and is being implemented on a number of differ- 
ent networks including Packet Radio [20], [211. ETHERNET 
[18], LCSNET [64] and the SATNET [22], in addition to 
ARPANET. This protocol is defined for use across networks; 
thus each packet includes an "Internet Header" which is kept 
invariant is the packet crosses the different networks. One 
aspect of the INTERNET program is to develop pteways 
which can interpret this header appropriately. 

By late 1976, the ARPA project had connected together the 
Packet Radio Network, the ARPANET, and the Atlantic Packet 
Satellite Network using two gateways between the Packet Radio 
Network and the ARPANET and three gateway* between the 
ARPANET and Packet Satellite Network. It is routinely pos- 
sible to access ARPANET computing resources via either of 
the other nets and to artificially route traffic through multiple 
nets to test the impact on performance. In one such test, a 
user in a mobile van in the San Francisco area accessed a DEC 
PDP-10 TENEX system at the University of Southern Califor- 
nia's Information Sciences Institute over the following path: 

1) from van to the Tint gateway into ARPANET via tha 
Pscket Rsdio Network; 

2) across the ARPANET to a second gateway in London, 
using a satellite link internal to the ARPANET; 

3) across the Atlantic Satellite Network to a third gateway 
in Boston; 

4) across the ARPANET again to USCIS!. 

The user and server were 400 geographical miles apart, but the 
communication path was 50000 miles Song and paaed through 
three gateways and four networks. Except for a slightly in- 
creased round-trip delay time, service was equivalent to a direct 
path through the ARPANET Since the Packet Radio Network 
is potentially lossy, can duplicate packets, and can deliver pack- 
ets out of order, the end/end TCP protocol was used to exer- 
cise flow and error control on a« end-to-end bans. The avail- 
ability of a common set of host-level protocols substantially 
aided the ease with which this test could be conducted. 

The ARPA project also has high-level standard protocols al- 
ready in existence to support file transfer and virtual terminals 
(the FTP and TELNET protocols [40]), snd these are being 
retrofitted above the internet TCP protocol to provide a stan- 
dard high-level internetwork protocol hierarchy. 

IX. REGULATORY ISSUES 

The regulatory issues in the interconnection of packet net- 
works takes a different form in North America than elsewhere. 
It is hard in a paper of this type to more than touch on some 
of the problems involved. The discussion here is simplistic in 
the extreme, and no attempt is made to put the issues in the 
legalistic language they really require. 

In almost all countries the provision of long distance com- 
munication transmission and switching is provided by a regu- 
lated carrier. In most countries outside North America, this 
carrier is a single national entity-catted the "PTT". In some 
countries (eg., Italy) there are different carriers for different 
services-e.g., telegraph, telephone, intercity, international 
telephone, etc. In North America there are many earners. 
Usually only one in each geographical area has a monopoly on 
public switched voice traffic. Also the so-called "Record Car- 
riers" have some sort of monopoly on "record traffic," which 
is message traffic. In a "Value Added Network" (VAN), the 
operators rent transmission equipment from the carriers, and 
then add their own switching equipment. These VAN's are 
themselves regulated in what they may do, what traffic they 
may carry, and what rates they may charge. Between North 
America and Europe, specific "International Record Carriers" 
(IRC) have monopoly rights on data and message transmission 
-in collaboration with the appropriate European PTT's. The 
regulations take into account who owns the hosts and termi- 
nals, who owns the switches, who rents the transmission lines, 
what types of traffic is carried, what is the geographic extent 
of the network, and what is the technology of long distance 
transmission. 

In Fig. IS, a single network .V is sketched. It consists of 
switches S and transmission lines L; these together are called 
the data network. DS. It consists also of terminals T snd 
hosts H, the exact difference between a terminal and a host is 
not very clear; we believe it is assumed that terminals mainly 
enter and retrieve data without processing; while a host trans- 
forms the information by processing. This definition probably 
docs not meet the picture of modern "intelligent terminals," 
but it is always hard for the regulations to keep up with the 
technology. If the total network is all localized in one site, so 
that no communication lines cross public rights of wsy, 
then it can usually be considered from a regulatory viewpoint, 
as s single hoi', in more complex network connections The 
hosts and the terminals can be connected to the switches, and 
the switches to each other, either by leased unes, or by the 
Public Switched Telcphcr.« Network; the first type of connec- 
tion is called • leased connection, the second switched. In the 
subsequent discussion of this section, the term "host" will in- 
clude localized networks. In general we will assume the con- 
nections between the switches are via leased lines, ü that is not 
the case, the regulations are much eased in general (though in 
some countries. like Brazil, no data transmission is permitted 
at all via switched telephone lines). 

If all the hosts and switches are owned by one organ.tai*on 
P. which Jso leases the lines, then P is said to own and operate 
the set work, and it is called a "Pnvate Network."   There are 
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DATA NfTWOMC ON 

Fit. IS. Schematic of one network. 

minimal restrictions on such net works-though in West Ger- 
many, for example, higher tariffs are charged for the leased 
lines if any terminals or hosts are connected via the PSTN. In 
most countries such a network may not be used for the trans- 
fer of messages between terminals belonging to organizations 
other than P. 

If the data network belongs to one organization, and the 
hosts to others, the data network is a VAN. Stringent regula- 
tions apply to VAN's, in most countries. With rare exceptions, 
in most European countries, VAN's can be operated only by 
the PTT's. In the U.S., they can be operated by other organi- 
zations, but only if approved as regulated Value Added Car- 
riers (VAC's) by the Federal Communications Commission 
(FCC). One regulation imposed by the U.S. is that an organiza- 
tion operating as a VAC may not also operate a host for out- 
side sale of services. For this reason, the companies TYM- 
SHARE and ITT have had to spin off their VACs into separate 
subsidiaries, TYMNET and ITT Data Services. 

In the past, a few VAN's have been permitted to operate 
internationally for specific interest groups. Two such VAN's 
are SIT A 114), for the airlines, and SWIFT [ 14] for the bank- 
ing community. Here the regulations can be stringent. SWIFT 
ha» to pay specially high tariffs for its leased lines; its license 
to operate may be revoked when the PTTi can offer a com- 
parable international service. 

As soon as two networks, owned by different organizations, 
are interconnected, there are regulatory difficulties. This situ- 
ation is illustrated schematically in Fig. 16. Even if one net- 
work is an internal one, so that it can be treated as a single 
host, its connection to other network immediately changes the 
latter's status. Thus in Fig. 16, the connection of DN\ to DN7 
immediately changes DS2 to a VAN. In Europe it has been 
decreed that such private networks may not connect directly 
to each other, but only through a PTT network. Thus the 
most general configuration permitted by the European PTT's 
is illustrated in Fig. 17. Moreover, the PTT's have also agreed 
that only the X25 interface wQl be provided to customers, 
though that interface was defined for the configuration of Fig. 
15 rather than 17. The different PTT networks will themselves 
connect to each other by the different interface X.7S as illus- 
trated in Fig. 18. This does not change, however, the inter- 
face seen by the private networks. Further work is needed to 
assess the suitability of X.25 in this role. 

In the U.S., the regulations are not quite so stringent. Con- 
nection? such ai Fir 1S are permuted even where one host 
belongs to a different organization than the network operator 
/'-provided such connection is only limited and for the pur- 
poses of usint the facilities of that network. This iype of re- 
laxation is really necessary, because of the difficulty of dis- 
tinguishing between a "host" and a "terminal". In practice, in 

Fit. 16- Schematic of two connected networks. 

Fax. 11- Schematic of PTT model. 

F«. IS. Multiple FTT network interconnection. 

most countries, the line is drawn between leased line and PSTN 
connections. The former are usually not permitted without 
change of status of the network; the latter seem to downgrade 
the connection to that of a terminal. 

The discussion above has treated the types of connections 
which can be made. In addition, the PTT's, and the FCC in 
the U.S., usually regulate the purposes for which the network 
can be used. In particular, there is a ban on such networks 
being used for message or voice transmission between organi- 
zations. How such measures a-e to be policed, gets us into 
another regulatory problem. For example the UK PO |57) 
has claimed a right to inspect the contents of any data message 
sent across lines leased from it; this right would be at variance 
with the privacy laws being enacted in many countries |S8J, 
[59j. This subject is a large one in its own right, and it is 
clearly beyond the scope of this paper. 

Two other service problems will arise in international con- 
nections. First the impact and form of the privacy and trans- 
national data flow regulations in different countries are differ- 
ent. Thus in the interconnection of international networks, a 
particular set of problems may arise, even when the appropri- 
ate reiuiaiions are obeyed in each network separately. Thus 
both Network 1 in country A and Network 2 in country B 
may obey their own national regulations.   However when the 
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networks A and B are connected, Network l's practices may 
break country fi's regulations, and yet be accessible from coun- 
try B. It is this class of problems which delayed seriously the 
permission by the Swedish Data Inspectorate Board for Swedish 
banks to connect their networks to SWIFT. 

Secondly, some of the functions of networks or gateways 
legal in one country may be illegal in another. Thus U.S. car- 
riers are not permitted to do data processing in their data net- 
works; no such considerations apply in most European coun- 
tries. Some of the protocol translation activities, some of the 
message processing activities, and some of the high-level ser- 
vices (e.g. the provision of multiaddress links) may well be 
classed as "Data Processing," and hence be illegal in the U.S. 
In interconnected networks, this raises the possibility that 
functions can be carried out outside the jurisdiction of the 
country in which the operator initiating the activity is sited, 
and yet which is illegal in that country. This subject is treated 
rather fully elsewhere (601. A clear example of this is the use 
of message services operated by TYMSHARE and CCA on 
TELENET and TYMNET. While these services are legal in the 
U.S., their use by UK persons connected to TYMNET by the 
official International Packet Switched Service is clearly tech- 
nically illegal; this use would contravene the UK Post Office 
Monopoly. 

X. UNRESOLVED RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

There are many unresolved research questions; on some of 
them even the present authors do not agree with each other! 
Primarily these questions have a technical, policy, administra- 
tive, economic, regulatory, or operational aspect, or a combi- 
nation of these. 

One example c f this is the question of the procedures to b* 
used for internet routing. Here there are technical questions 
on what is feasible in view of the technologies u* - in the sub- 
nets; there are policy questions on when third country routing 
might be allowed; there are economic considerations on how 
much it would cost to do the necessary protocol translation tc 
route through third countries, and on what charges the con- 
necting transit network might make; there may be regulatory 
questions on which classes of data may flow through specific 
countries (related to the transnational data flow regulations); 
and there may be operational questions on whether in the event 
of failure in dynamic re/outing, reestablishment could take 
place with sufficient rapidity. 

Among the outstanding research questions are. in alphabetic 
order, the following. 

Access Control: What are the requirements and methods of 
implementation of access control? How should they affect 
internetwork routing? 

Addressing How should the International Numbering Plan, 
which goes to the level of known subscribers of public 
networks, be extended? Should this extension be in the num- 
bering plan itself, or should additional user and network in- 
formition be supplied? Should there be local, or only physical, 
addressing? Should there be internetwork source routing 
implied by the addressing? 

Broaden; Facilities: What is the role of broadcast communi- 
cation facilities in the provision of uiicfne: services? Should 
facilities using it be offered'' Should technologies supporting 
it use it. particularly at gateways^ What are the implications 
on protocols, especially with respect to duplicate and error 
detection? 

Datagram versus Virtual Call Facilities: How should data- 
gram and virtual call facilities be interconnected?    How can 

one compare the relative performance and costs of the imple- 
mentations? What criteria should be used in any comparison? 
When might datagram, or alternatively virtual calls, be desir- 
able or essential between networks? 

Data Protection: What are the effects of end-to-end data 
encryption on protocol translation? 

Flow and Congestion Control: To what extent should one 
adopt congestion and flow control between gateways and their 
feeding networks, between gateways directly, or between gate- 
ways and the source? What are the relative effects of just dis- 
carding packets in gateways, and relying on the end-to-end 
protocol to detect and compensate for this? How is charging 
for discarded packets arranged? 

High Level Protocols: There are still many questions on 
what should be standardized, and how rigid the standards 
should be. To what extent should the individual networks 
support common standards, and to what extent should proto- 
col translation be feasible technically or attractive economi- 
cally? What are the costs of maintaining standards or the 
economic advantages of standard hardware and software? 
How does the technology of individual networks and the 
proportion of internetwork traffic affect the decisions? 

Internetwork Diagnosis: There are many technical problems 
in isolating faults in concatenated networks. There are also 
organizational and economic problems on who should be 
responsible for their repair, and how costs for service failures 
should be allocated. 

Performance: How do choices of design parameters, and 
network services, affect the costs of the individual networks? 
How do the individual network performances and costs scale 
to large networks? How do the choices affect the feasibility, 
costs and performance of the gateways? How do the varia- 
tions in technology or choice of parameters affect the perfor- 
mance in interconnected networks? 

Routing Policies: To what extent and when should adaptive 
routing be used between networks? How can one recover 
from the partitioning of a single network, when there are still 
routes existing by going through other networks? How should 
administrative considerations affect routing policies between 
networks (privacy regulations, economic considerations of 
internet payments, desire to provide for high availability, etc.)? 
When is a hierarchical organization more efficient that a direct 
route search? 

Services: What services are needed on an internetwork level7 

Clearly interactive «nd bulk transport services must be sup- 
ported. What else is needed? Should the internetwork faculties 
be able to support voice, telemetry, and teleconferencing? 
What is the cost of supporting these latter services, and what 
is their effect on other facilities? 

X.25 and X.75 and Related Recommendations Is X.25 
suitable for transaction processing1 Are the present datagram 
proposals adequate? How should X.25 be extended for inter- 
net addressing? How should X 25/X.75 be modified to allow 
the connection of private to public networks, or private net- 
works to each other? Do the X.3. X.28. X.29 pad concepts 
extend well to the internet environment, or should they be 
modified? 

XI  CONCLUSIONS 

In view of all the unresolved questions discussed in Section 
X, most of the conclusions which can be drawn in this paper 
must be tentative. From the early part of the paper, we have 
shown that it is essential that techniques be developed for con- 
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necting computer networks. Moreover, no single set of tech- 
niques will fit all applications. 

The services which will normally have io be supported are 
terminal access, bulk transfer, remote job entry, and transac- 
tion processing. The quality and facilities of the services re- 
quired will be very dependent on the applications. 

The connections between networks can be made at the level 
of the packet switches or of hosts, and can be on a datagram 
or virtual call basis. Connection at the packet-switch level 
requires broadly similar network access procedures, or com- 
plex protocol transformation at the gateways between the 
networks. If the network protocols are different, intercon- 
nection can be most easily achieved if done at the host level. 
The higher levels of service can be mapped at service centers, 
which need not be colocated with the gateways-but very 
different philosophies of network services can be very difficult 
to map. Alternatively, subscribers can implement common 
higher level protocols if these can be agreed upon. 

The principal problems in connecting networks are much the 
same as those in the design of the individual networks of het- 
erogeneous systems-but the lack of a single controlling au- 
thority can make the multinet design problem more difficult 
to solve. It is essential to resolve the usual problems of flow 
control, congestion control, routing, addressing, fault recovery, 
flexibility, protocol standards, and economy. The public car- 
riers have attempted to resolve many of these problems; par- 
ticularly in the areas of flexibility, addressing, and economy 
we feel their solutions are not yet adequate. At the higher 
levels of protocol, much more standardization is required be- 
fore we have really satisfactory long term solutions. 

The advent of international computer networks, private net- 
works which must communicate with other private networks 
(even if via public ones), and the new applications of computer 
networks, raise regulatory and legal issues which are far from 
resolution. 

Many technical solutions to the problems of the connection 
of networks are discussed in this paper. Their applicability in 
view of the different technical, economic, and policy con- 
straints imposed in different countries must still be assessed. 
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PROTOCOLS IN A COMPUTER INTERNETWORKING ENVIRONMENT 

Ray 2. McFarland Jr. 

ABSTRAa 

united States 

Department of Defense 

A PROTOCOL LAYERING MODEL 

This paper presents a model for protocol 
layering In a computer Internetworking environment. 
Four distinct protocol layers are identified; Che 
network layer, the internet layer, the transport 
layer, and the application layer. The functions of 
each are defined. Gateway functions are also 
addressed in the discussion of the lsternet layer. 
A set of protocols are defined for the transport 
lsyer based on communicstions requirements; a 
reliable data protocol, a datagram protocol, a 
speech protocol and a real time protocol. 
Alternative! for standardisation at the network, 
internet end transport layers ire presented. Some 
impacts of choosing esch alternative are dlecussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Computer networks sre plsylng s more important 
role every day within the Department of Defenae. 
More and more projects situated on different 
networks sre finding that they have a requirement 
to intercommunicste. These requirements. In 
addition to the direction being taken by DoD to 
have one long haul common csrrler (that la, 
AUTODIN II) rather than many large geogrephically 
dispersed speclel purpose networks, sre leading 
to the development of computer internetworking 
strstegles. 

In order to exchange Information in a 
meaningful way through networks of computers, 
there muet be en agreed upon protocol, or eet of 
protocols. This peper will present e protocol 
layering aodel for e computer Internetworking 
environment. Four distinct prot col layere will be 
identified and their functions defined. The 
functions of network gsteweys will also be 
addressed by the model. 

Alternatives for standardisation of three of 
the four layere will be presented. Some of the 
impacts of the varloua alternative« will alee be 
discuseed. 

One of the definitions Webster's New World 
Dictionary of the American Language gives for 
protocol is "the code of ceremonial form end 
courtesies, of prscedence, etc. seeepted es proper 
and correct in official dealings, as between heads 
of ststes or diplomatic officials" (1). In sveh 
the same way, a communication protocol is a 
defined act of control procedures and formats for 
the trensmlsslon of information which la agreed to 
by the owners of the communlcstions gear Involved. 
Protocols can be divided into leyers in such s way 
that each layer implements esrtsln control 
procedures, which provide s set of communication 
properties to th<i lsyers above it. Ideally, the 
higher leyer protocols should be eble to take 
advsntsge and build on the properties provided by 
the leyers beneath it. 

There ere four major protocol layers emerging 
in the DoD computer internetworking environment. 
Wt cell them the network leyer, the Internet leyer, 
the transport layer end the application layer. 
These four leyers ere lllustrsted in Figure 1. For 
one example which will briefly show how the lsyers 
fit together, consider whet s messsgc would look 
like on e network with ell four leyers present. 
The flret item in the messsgc is the network lsyer 
hesder, which contains the control information for 
the network leyer. Next is the internet leyer 
heeder, followed by the trensport lsyer hesder, an 
application lsyer hesder if the application control 
is not implicit in the dets, snd finally the data 
itaelf. See Figure 2. This section will define 
the control procedures of each layer. 

The ARPAnet will be uaed la the following 
discussion to provide examples. Further infor- 
mation on the ARPAnet is given in (2) end (3). 
The term 'packets* will be used here to refer to 
lntegrel unite of information transmitted on a 
network. The term will be qualified, as in 
'ARPAnet packets', when referring to specific 
implmmentetlone to avoid ambiguity. 

Network Layer 

The 'lowest' (furthest removed from the ueer) 
leyer Is the network layer. This lsyer consists of 
the control procedure« required to actually trans- 
alt packets physically between two subscribers on 
one network (one or both of which could be e 
gateway to another network), and defines the later- 
face to higher leyer protocols. (The concept of a 
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gateway Is defined in the Internet Layer aectlon 
of this paper.) For example, the ARPAnet's network 
layer contittt of the IMP-IMP protocol, (the IMP, 
which stand» for Interface Metttge Processor, is 
the ARPAnet packet twitch), and that portion of the 
Network Control Program which implements the Host- 
IMP protocol, which it usually referred to at the 
molt, Beranek and Newman 1822 Interface Specifica- 
tion {3). Of necessity, thlt protocol layer it 
dependent on the specific network technology. The 
network protocol for an ARPAnet type packet 
twitching network will be diffurent than one for a 
ring network, t packet radio network, or t 
aatelllte network. 

There are two minimal control procedure! 
which all network layers mutt Implement, addressitg 
and routing. As noted in U) and (5), these are 
not the tame thing. An address defines where an 
entity it loctted and a routing mechanitm deflnet 
how to get from one addrett to another. Every 
network mutt have the ability to Identify the 
locations of machines on it (i.e., have an 
addressing scheme). In addition, they mutt have a 
acheme for routing packett between two points, 
whether it it a ttstic or dynamic scheme, predeter- 
mined or btted on t heuristic algorithm. 

There arc, of course, additional control 
procedures which a network ltyer may provide. One 
of the mott important from a network health stand- 
point Is flow control. A properly Implemented flow 
control scheme allow* the network to protect 
network resources from congestion. Two ways of 
doing this are throttling network Input to a 
certain maximum level and redirecting traffic 
around s congestion point with a dynamic routing 
scheme. For example, the ARPAnet allows only eight 
ARPAnet messsges at a time between any two hosts. 
while the dynamic routing slgorlthm was intended 
(in part) to handle traffic congestion between any 
two adjacent IMP». 

This layer may alto provide error detection, 
either on t hop by hop btsls or on s point of entry 
to point of exit bttit, or tome combination of the 
two.  A ttrlctly hop by hop scenario It the 
ttrategy typically uted 1. a store and forward 
network.  When s twitch recelvet t packet it sends 
an scknowledgaent to the adjacent sending twitch, 
which Is then allowed to relesse its copy. One 
disadvantage of this »chew it that, if a network 
malfunction or curs. It 1« ->otslble to lote 
messsges. A switch craahlng after having acknowl- 
edged a metssge but before sending it on is one 
example.  For a strictly point of entry to point of 
exit »centric, the destination twitch would 
acknowledge the packet to the source twitch only 
tfter it had »ucce»»fully patted it to the intended 
destlntrlon.  (This 1» al»o referred to a» end to 
end acknowledgement.) Thus, if the network 
malfunctions snd drops t packet, recovery it still 
possible since the source switch ha» maintained a 
copy.  Ar. acknowledgment from the destination 
twitch had not vet been received by the tource 
twitch.  The ARPAnet actually usea a combination of 
the two, with inter-IMF acknowledgment» a« an ARPA- 
net packet traveraes the network and a geady For 

Next Metttge (RFNM) which it tent from the 
dettlnttion IMP to the tource IMP. 

A network may provide a form of fragmentation, 
where metttses delivered to the network are broker, 
down into smaller units for trtntmlssion. Thlt it 
another mechanitm commonly ui*ed by networks to 
maximize their retourcet. At the destination 
twitch, the network it retpontible for retitembly 
of the frtgrnants it has created. The ARPAnet 
breaks messages down into packet! for transmission 
tcrott the IMPt and reattemblet the messages at the 
destination IMP. 

A network may alto implement tome form of 
precedence ttrttegy for high priority ptckett. 

The overall captbillty thit ltyer provide! it 
the ctptbility to phytictlly move ptckett of 
information between the network'» tubtcrlberi (or 
gttewty/), without rtquiring the higher ityert to 
have knowledge of the twitch procedure! or formate. 

Internat Layer 

Thit ltyer consists öf the control procedures 
required to allow Internet ptckett to trtverte 
multiple networks between tny two hottt. Thit 
protocol it usually implemented within boats and 
gttewtyt. The gtteway atttches to tvo or more 
networkt tnd it the bridge between the networkt 
over which the internet ptckett flow. The primary 
function of the gateway is the petting of control 
lnformttion tnd dttt between two networks. In 
addition, the gateway must alao determine what 
network ltyer control proeeduret tre to be Invoked 
for t ptrtlcultr ptcket. The gttewty derives this 
Information from the internet protocol header.  It 
should not translate between the two network 
layers.  It it preferable^to derive the control 
information needed from the internet header and 
allow the destination network to implement the 
required control within the context of itt own 
control conctruett rtthsr than try and match up the 
control constructs of two network ltyer iaple- 
mentttlons.  In general, the trtnslttion of control 
constructs from one network lsyer implementation to 
tnother It cumbertom» tnd t one-to-one mtpplng of 
the control construct» of two network protocols is 
rarely obtainable.  The beat chance to achieve auch 
a mapring is If the two network protccole tre 
exactly the atme, but even then tome 'fudging' of 
the protocol may be needed for tn lmplementttlon, 
(e.g., the implementation tnd Interpretation of t 
RFKM. which is end to end lntrtnet, but it no* end 
to end Internet). 

There tre three minimal control procedures 
which the Internet lsver must implement:  addrett- 
ing, routine, tnd frapmentatlon.  The internet 
tddrea» mu»t be ebi» to uniquely tpeclfy a location 
on a tet of network» tnd tlto identify the proper 
tranaport layer processing software to which the 
packet» ahould be sent.  The usual mechanism for 
doing thl» Is a hierarchical addreeslng »chem*. 
euch a» '»network addre»»*«ho»t addrcts»«transport 
protocol processing module ad*re»»>'.  Other 
*ddre»»lng »cheme» have alao been deviled to try 
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and reduce the overhead of the addreaeing field in 
the header. Whatever echeae la Implemented, the 
gateway =ust be able to map the Internet addreaa 
to a apeciflc network address, cither the Intended 
destination hoat ox another gateway. 

Gateway« determine the routing at the internet 
layer when more than one gateway must be traversed 
to reach the destination hoat. There may even be 
two different gateways between the destination 
network and an Intermediate network. The gateway 
between the source network and the intermediate 
network would then be able to choose which gateway 
to route the packeta through. This can be eves 
sore significant when the destination network is at 
least three networks away from the source network. 
In this case, the Internet routing could actually 
determine which network(a) the packeta are to flow 
through. For example, network A say attach to 
network B through one gateway, network B attach to 
network C through one gateway and to network D 
through one gateway, network C attach to network E 
through one gateway, and network D attach to net- 
work E through one gateway (see Figure 3). Two 
alternate routes then exist from network A to net- 
work E. One route la A-B-C-E, the other la A-B-D- 
E. The gateway can adjust to gateway (or Inter- 
mediate network) congestion by dynamically choosing 
which gateway individual packets should go through. 
This is analogous to the dynamic routing algorithm 
In the AXPAnet mentioned earlier. In the same way 
that ARPAnet packets of a given message ere not 
constrained to e specific series of IKFs, packeta 
of a given connection should not be constrained to 
a given series of gateways. However, for this to 
be possible, the packeta of a higher layer protocol 
connection auat not be constrained to go through 
one specific gsteway or series of gateways to reach 
their destination.  (The concept of a connection is 
defined in the Transport Layer section of this 
paper.) The gateway should be oblivious to the 
existence of connections. An additional advantage 
gained from this approach is the lack of a need for 
the gateway to store connection state irformat ion, 
allowing for a simple and more efficient gatewey. 
Th* proper place for connection state information 
is at the next layer, the transport layer. 

The third minimally required control procedure 
is fragmentation.  (Fragmentation in a specific 
gateway is necessary when one of the attached 
networks has a maxim« packet site which Is «mailer 
than one of the other attached networks' maxlml urn 
packet size. We will assume this as the general 
case lit this discussion.) A gateway must have the 
capability to interface two o rworke which have 
different maximum site packet lengths.  To do this, 
the gateway must be able to break ic+m  a pec'iet 
into fragments, each looking like an Integral 
packet to the network with the smaller «ice «iHiaxas 
packet length.  The internet protocol muii, 
therefore, provide the mesne for i J-~nt if y.'ng 
fragments snd for sequencing the« so that they can 
be reassembled. 

It is important to note that If reassembly of 
fragments is done st the gateway, then all of the 
fragments which sake up the larger packet are 

constrained to go through the same gateway when 
leaving a network. For error recovery by retrans- 
mission, the retransmission of the original packet 
must be constrained to the originally addressed 
gateway, which may counter any dynamic routing 
algorithm that may exist at the Internet layer. 
Without dynamic routing, the gateway la a point of 
single failure for all connections that go through 
it. With dynamic routing and the requirement for 
reassembly of fragments at a gateway» the gateway 
may require some knowledge of the formats and error 
recovery procedures of all the transport layer 
protocols which can pass through It. For example, 
to decide whether to hold or discard a partial 
packet, th* gateway may have to know which trans- 
port level protocols retransmit and which do not. 
This violates the precise that protocol layers 
should be kept separate and distinct, and not rely 
on the formats and prcedures of protocols that are 
at a higher layer. A aecond dlaadvantage to 
dynamic routing with reassembly at a gateway is 
that a gsteway'B buffers may be tied up waiting for 
a *lost: fragment of a packst while the retrans- 
mitted packet has already pssscd through an 
alternate gateway. 

Where then ahould the fragments be reassem- 
bled? If the reader will recall, we have been 
discussing the functions of a gateway which are 
needed to process the internet protocol layer. 
Yet, nowhere waa it mentioned that the protocol 
layer Is either created or terminated at the 
gateway. Th« information haa already existed for 
the gateway to process it. All well denned 
protocols have (at least) two distinct ends, the 
'ends' for the internet lsyer are et the source 
and destination host«.  The software which Imple- 
ments these internet lsyer procedures et the hosts 
could be loosely referred to as 'half a gateway*, 
since it only connects to one network. The source 
gatewty half is responsible for forming the 
Internet header, deriving the necessary control 
Information from either the host directly or from 
the tranaport layer heaear (e.g., precedence, 
sequencing Information, etc.). The destination 
gateway-half is responsible for reassembling the 
fragments and demultiplexing the Internet packcte 
to the proper transport protocol processing 
modules.  Of course, some host implementstions may 
net have the capsbllity to reaasemble fragments. 
In this case, the Internet protocol muei allow for 
the source host to declare en option of 'do not 
fragment this packet'.  Gateways which have to 
fragment these type of packets would etcher 
dlscsrd them or reroute ehem to another gatewey. 
In fact, this information is one of the things 
which could go into the routing scheme which 
gateways tepieaest (Including the tateway-half at 
the aouree). 

For retransmission efficiency, one might wish 
to trade off some of the flexibility In the 
previously described dynamic routing »cheme for e 
simple error detection end retrsnsmlsslon 
procedure between any two gateways.  In this case, 
there is still no need to correlate two different 
fragssents at an intermediate gateway.  Individual 
network packets, when retraneellted frc« •JU« 
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gateway to the other, would be constrained to go 
to the gateway addressed originally. However, If 
the gateway fragments a packet; then new internet 
checksums are computed tor each fragment (which 
become Individual packets for the next network). 
What is lost is the ability to address the 
retransmitted packet to an alternate gateway if 
the gateway addressed originally la overloaded or 
has crashed.  (A more complex procedure could 
allow for both dynamic routing and gateway error 
detection and retransmission. The complexity la 
In the bookkeeping required at the sending gateway 
to allow it to properly process any returning 
acknowledgment.) 

The Internet layer presents the capability to 
move the packets over many networks and hides the 
necessary details of gateway functions from the 
higher layer protocols. For instance, the trana- 
port protocol layer need not worry about gateway 
addressing or network routing. 

The functions of a gateway are intimately 
tied to the Internet protocol which it Implements; 
however, the gateway and the Internet protocol are 
not synonymous. A gateway may have other functions 
beyond the strict Implementation of the Internet 
protocol. These functions must, however, meet the 
requirement that the gateway remain simple, 
efficient and easily maintainable. One auch 
function has already been mentioned, the mainte- 
nance of network congestion information, which 
contributes to the souting decision at the Internet 
layer. Other functions would be accounting and 
reporting to aome network control ccnter(a) for 
'state of the gatewsy' Information, auch aa queue 
lengths, traffic density, etc. A gsteway could 
also act as an agent of a network access control 
center, for network account ability and aelf 
protection requirements. 

Transport Layer 

This layer consists of the control procedures 
necessary'to deliver packets between two 
application processes on different host computers, 
whether the hosts are on the aame or different 
network*. Within networks, this layer has been 
commonly referred to as the most to Host protocol. 
The transport protocol modules interface to the 
application layer aoftware modules (or some host to 
front end protocol module where the transport 
protocol is terminated in a front end). It is at 
the transport layer that explicit connection 
information makes sense, since connections are 
thought of as explicitly defining the tranamlaslon 
psth between two (or more) application layer 
B»fOt.-ee»ee.  Connection state Information and 
connection maintenance is une reaponaiblllty of the 
transport layer protocol. 

One type of transport layer protocol la mot 
sufficient for moat uacra. Different uaere have 
different communication requirements.  These 
requirements are usually a function of the relia- 
bility level needed, tlmellneas of delivery, and 
i*.t  need for eeeuenced delivery between two 
application proceaaes in different boats. A 

protocol which attempts to solve all the needs of 
all users will probsbly be worthless to everyone. 
(It will at the least be grossly inefficient, 
something which cannot be tolerated in a 
communications environment.) 

Four types of protocols seem to be needed at 
this level; a reliable data protocol, a datagram 
protocol, apeech and a real time protocol. There 
may be more, but this paper will limit its 
discussion to these four. The following discussion 
will not attempt to define all the control proce- 
dures e particular transport protocol should have, 
but will give a sufficient number to allow the 
reader to distinguish between the four types. 

The reliable data protocol la characterised 
by the need for a high level of <ellability and 
the need for aequential delivery of the packete 
transmitted between two proceaaea. 

The need for aequenced delivery leads to the 
concept of a communications connection existing 
between two processes. The defining character- 
istics of a connection are:  (1) each end has an 
explicit name and is associated with a specific 
process; and (11) the packeta are aequenced only 
with respect to the order of transmission on their 
connection, and Independent of the sequencing of 
packets on other connections. The reliable data 
protocol la responsible «or implementing the 
concept of a connection. Tula includes, but is 
mot limited to, the opening and synchronizing of a 
connection, the maintenance of an open connection 
and the corresponding connection state information, 
the resynchroniration of a connection if and when 
necessary, and the eloaing of a connection. In 
abort, all the connection management functions. 

The reliability requirement la aatlaifled by 
a mechanise In the reliable data protocol which 
guarantees packet delivery at the receiver. To do 
this, the protocol must provide a sufficiently 
robust error detection scheme (which Is usually 
aome form of cyclic redundancy check). The 
protocol muet also provide a way to positively 
acknowledge pockets and must be persistent in the 
retranealsslon of packets until, positive acknowl- 
edgment of en error free delivery is received or an 
abort time out period explrea.  If the abort 
occurs, the protocol must be able to Identify for 
the uaer which packets were received and which 
were not. Since fragmentation, dynamic routing 
atrateglcs and packets received in error can 
result in out of order reception of error free 
packets and possibly duplicate reception of aome 
packets, the protocol must compensate by being 
eble to detect duplicate packets and reorder the 
original packets prior to delivery to the receiving 
process. The reordering of packets before delivery 
also aids in the identification of received packets 
for an aborted connectloo. 

One lest functional requirement for the 
rellsble data protocol is the maintenance of a flow 
control atrategy. At this layer, the flow control 
etrategy is slmed at the management and protection 
of boat resourcea, such ss the amount of buffers 
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available for received traffic. 

The aacond typ« of tranaport protocol la the 
datagram protocol. Thia protocol it characterised 
by the lack of a need for eequenced delivery and 
the decreaaed level of reliability required. 

The datagram 'eervlce' basically haa a elnglc 
packet orientation with no relation existing 
between packets, something like a telegram 
service. Becuase of thla characteristic* there la 
really no need for all the overhead Involved In 
the maintenance of explicit connection«.  In fact« 
a nuaber of tn* functions that a reliable data 
protocol provides, such aa flow control, are not 
even needed. Establishing a connection for a 
single packet can be a waate of transmission 
resources and be very Inefficient. The datagram 
protocol must provide a way to ldeutlfy individual 
packets, but It does not have to sequence them. 

Some individuals within the AltPAnet community 
who have expressed a desire for a datagram have 
Indicated that their application layer protocol 
will provide the degree of reliability wanted. An 
application layer protocol would simply retransmit 
until some form of positive ecknowledgment (either 
explicit or Implicit, such aa the reaulta of aome 
initlatsd action being returned) haa been received. 
The datagram protocol, then, must implement aomm 
form of error detection for error free delivery of 
packets, but It does not have to guarantee the 
arrival of the packets or reorder then or detect 
duplicates aa the reliable data protocol doea. 

A speech protocol Is a third type of trana- 
port protocol. This protocol la characterised by 
tne need for sequenced delivery and the need for 
very timely delivery. 

Aa In the eaae of the reliable data protocol, 
the speech protocol requires a connection manage- 
ment mechanism to preserve logical relationahlpa 
among the pf-tet« through sequenced delivery. 
Flow control may or may net be required, depending 
on the particular apeech application and available 
resources. 

Individuals who are working on packetlsed 
speech have indicated that they would prefer to 
trade off e highly reliable protocol for one which 
la very timely In its delivery of packets.  (Note 
thet the retransmission of packet» received in 
error or poeslbly lost in the network reduces the 
timeliness of their delivery.) bordering la 
required for two reaeona, ordered delivery to the 
application process and for the detection of lets 
arriving packets, which are discarded. Though 
they require reordering, they dc not worry about 
lost or undelivered packets. Cape In the 
reordered packets delivered to e speech algorithm 
do not severly affect the quality of the apeech. 
ur.lea» the gap la significantly large. The 
protocol muet then provide for e wey of sequencing 
the packeta, reordering them and detectlug 
duplicate fragments, gut It does net necessarily 
have to Implement a poeltlve acknowledgment echmme 
for the purpose of retransmission of packets 

which were lost or received In error. An error 
detection scheme is required no that error packets 
can be discarded at the receiver. 

The fourth type of transport layer protocol 
la for real time traffic. This Is the most 
difficult type of treffic to deal with, alnce It 
Is characterized by a need for eequenced delivery, 
and the need for both highly reliable and timely 
delivery. The distinction made between apeech and 
real time treffic is that with apeech, which la 
ultimately Intended for the human ear, all the 
traffic Is not required for Intelligent processing 
of the Information. The ear la an excellent 
filter which can Integrate over missing traffic, 
as long as the gap la not too large. Heal time 
trsfflc is more In the character of data aa 
deacrlbed under the reliable data protocol, auch 
aa the remote control of e aenaitlve production 
process. All of the information la required for 
proceaalng. The requirements for both high 
reliability and timely delivery effecta the 
technology choices of the networks over which the 
Information must paaa. 

The types of functions that this protocol 
must have :s a combination of thoae defined for 
the reliable data protocol and the speech protocol. 

Tranaport layer protocols provide the 'trans- 
portation medium' to the protocols at the 
application layer. The tranaport layer hides from 
the application layer the implementation details 
of connection management end flow control, 
sequencing end pscket errors (except for the data- 
gram protocol). Packeta generally will be 
delivered Just aa they were aent, except as noted 
earlier. 

Application Layer 

Thla layer defines the control procedures 
between two application processes necessary to 
accomplish a given taak. For example, the control 
procedures for en information retrieval package 
might be wearch, extrect, sort, merge, etc. 

The application layer protocol« provide the 
capability for two aoftwere procceaea to work 
together. Thia layer alwaye cxlata, whether 
explicitly or implicitly, whenever two proceeses 
sre required to communicate, be they on the same 
machine, the same network, or different networks. 
when thi« layer la ««pile itly defined In the 
design etage of a prcject, it increaaee the 
understand«»lllty of the aoftwere requirements and 
aids In the definition of clean aoftwere 
Interface«. 

PROTOCOL STANDARD1ZATIOH 

lacalllag our Initial definition of the word 
'protocol'. It 1« lnt«r««tlng to consider what 
happen« wh«n two societies, which have different 
protocols (or ahell ve «ay 'atandarde' of 
behavior?) interact. The reeult« can be numorowe, 
confusing. Irritating, and sometime« «ven violent. 
all at the earn* time. The effecta can We the 
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when different computer network», which have 
different protocol», want to intercommunicate. 
And this lead» to the question of standardization 
and the degrees of standardization. How »such Is 
sufficient? Bow much is too much? What are the 
issues? These questions are questions which muet 
be addressed, and they cannot be addressed In a 
vacuum. What one organization does and how they 
do it has an impact on other organizations, and 
vice /ere*. 

Standardization of the Network Layer 

The definition of the network layer protocol 
is primarily a function of the technology of the 
network because this is the protocol responsible 
for actually moving packets through the network's 
physcial switches. The choice of a specific tech- 
nology for networks is usually driven by the intra- 
network requirements, as it should be. Real time 
requirements also play a large role in the choice 
of network technology. 

A network lmplementer may choose from a number 
of technologies for his network. Some network 
implemer.cers might choose an R/F cable {such as the 
MITRI bus), or radio (such as ARPA's Packet Radio), 
or the use of commercial land line (such as the 
ARPAnet), to name Jutt a few. It is, therefore, 
not really practical to argue for one, or even a 
few, standard protocols at the network layer. The 
disadvantages of forcing every network to use the 
same or extremely similar technologies to meet 
the! ■ requirements far outweigh the advantage of 
all networks being able to interconnect at the 
network layer, especially when a strategy exists 
which allows intercoamunicstion between networks 
without imposing this type of restriction (one 
example being the protocol layering model given in 

this paper). 

It docs, however, make senae to argue for a 
standard interface to the higher layer protocol. 
This would allow relativtly eesy conversion between 
two network technologies when a network la upgraded 
and to aome extent allows for transportability of 
higher layer protocol implementations. 

Standardization of the Internet Layer 

The internet layer Is where the real impact 
of standardization or the lack thereof occurs. 

There are three altcrnatlvea for Implementing 
the internet layer:  (1) define one standard 
Internet layer protocol to be uaed within one 
communication community (such as DoD); (11) do not 
standardise at all and allow all network« to 
implement their own Internet lever protocol, 
requiring e protocol translation at the gateway 
for the internet protocol; and (ill) do mot even 
have an Internet protocol and relegate the 
functions to either the network leyer or the 
transport layer. Implementation of the internet 
layer procedures in the network lsyer protocol now 
implies that a protocol translation must occur at 
the network layer. The net effect, from a 
atandardlsatloo point of view, is the same aa 

alternative (11). Implementation in the transport 
layer protocol falls under the category of 
standardization for transport layer protocols. 
The following discussion focuses on alternative 
(i), a alngle internet protocol standard and 
alternative (11), the lack of a atandard. 

There are a number of advantages to a standard 
Internet protocol, most of which are reflected in 
the size and simplicity of the gateway. A standard 
protocol leads to a common approach for gateway 
construction, where many copies of the heart of one 
gateway (the internet protocol implementation) can 
be made and supplied to many networks. Networks 
would be responsible for interfacing their partic- 
ular network layer to the internet layer. Theae 
moduleu  should already exist at the network's 
hosts, where a gateway-half is Implemented. This 
approach can reduce the net development costs for 
gateways, and aoftware development Is an expensive 
proposition (as we continue to experience). It 
would also reduce the aoftware maintenance costs. 
It is possible to have the types of congestion 
control baaed on dynamic routing dicussed earlier 
that would probably not be possible If protocol 
translation were required, resulting In a form of 
more reliable service (reliable here in the sense 
that a gateway is not necessarily a single point 
of failure or congeetion for a user's communi- 

cation) . 

The gateway does not have to worry about 
connection management (which is non-trivial) as it 
would have to do if the procedures of this layer 
are relegated to the transport layer, unlees a 
standard transport protocol is implemented. This 
approach maintains a transparency to all the trans- 
port layer procedures. And there may very well be 
more than one transport layer protocol to worry 
about. This results in a much simpler, more 
efficient, and p:obably more reliable gateway. 

On the other hand, one standard internet 
layer protocol does have lla disadvantages. It 
requires political agreement between orgalnsatlons 
which is not always easy to obtain, especially 
when an organization has already invested resources 
to go in a different direction. Technical 
conformity is required, something that all 
skillful protocol designers hsve trouble lining 
with. And it provides less flexibility to change, 
at least at the Internet layer, to meet new 
requirements. 

When aome of the procedures which we feel 
ahould be in the internet leyer have been relegated 
to the transport layer, the discussions of the 
section on tranaport layer protocol atandardization 

alao apply. 

Standardization of the Transport Layer 

Standardization of the transport layer 
protocol can alao have a aignifleant impact, but 
not as large es that of the Internet Uyer (unless 
the internet layer's control procedures are 
implemented at the transport leyer). It Is 
possible to speak about atandardization of the 
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transport layer within a community since It la 
possible to define a set of closed communities 
which share a common network or set of networks. 
By a closed community, we mean thrt a host 
belonging to that community will never talk to a 
host outside of the community. But, when two 
closed communities which have their own "standard" 
transport layer protocols develop a requirement to 
intercommunicate, their protocols sre no longer 
standard within the expanded closed community. 
They will face the same difficulties thst other 
non-staadard implementations will face whan 
trying to intercommunicate. 

There are three alternatives for standardizing 
transport layer protocols:  (1) to have one 
standard protocol for all types of trsfflc; (11) 
to hsve s set of standard protocols baaed on 
traffic type (as defined earlier); and (111) to 
allow each network tc develop their own transport 
layer protocols, i.e., not to standardise. 

When one protocol is defined to answer the 
needs of all users, it will probably and up not 
serving any very well. Its generality will require 
a large amount of overhead, resulting In potential 
severe inefficiencies. It will be extremely large, 
possible eliminating smaller hosts from even 
implementing it. This approach la not a realistic 
alternative 

When protocols are based on the type of 
traffic, one protocol per type, then each protocol 
can be optimised to handle the communication 
characteristics of the trsfflc for which it waa 
intended. This alternative eliminates the need for 
severe overhead and size. Of course protocols will 
continue to be enhanced, but as long as one main- 
tains backward compatibility, this should not 
present s significant problem. A host will slso 
not hsve to worry about implementing many different 
protocols for each new communication requirement 
which comes along. 

It should be recognized that a standard set 
of transport level protocols still allow for 
divergent hardware technologies at the network 
layer and minimizes the impact when a network 
decides to change its network technology. 

Development costs would be small (except for 
the first round), since the same protocols 
developed for different machines would be 
available off the shelf for machines of the same 
type that connect to a network later. 

This alternative alao buffers the trsnsport 
layer protocols from gateway malfunctions. If a 
gateway were to crash (assuming the internet 
control procedures sre in an Internet layer 
protocol), the transport protocol does not hsve to 
worry about messy connection cleanup, tine*  there 
is no transport protocol translation at the 
gateway. 

The third alternative, the no standard 
approach, has the advantage of allowing the trans- 
port level protocols to be very finely tuned to 

specific applications. It does not have to compro- 
mise its technical approach for other requirements. 
Also, the very hard to get political agreements sre 
not necessary for this approach. 

Standardization, Some Concluding Remarks 

We sre In bsslc agreement with the studies 
which advocate a single stsndsrd Internet layer 
within a community. We also contend that a set of 
trsnsport layer protocola is whst Is required, not 
just a reliable data protocol. There, unfortu- 
nately, are no hard answers yet aa to which way is 
best, because the implementations for internet- 
working are still in the study and experimental 
phases. The model we hsve presented in the first 
part of this paper is consistent with the ARPA 
approach to internetworking. 

Should DoD choose to implement standard 
protocols within the context of a cloaed community. 
It is Important to define that community 
judiciously. There sre definitely Impacts on DoD 
agencies and departments from the way other members 
of the same community design and Implement their 
protocola. 

The area of interconnection of computer net- 
works is sn exciting and interesting one, but many 
difficult questions remain unanswered. 
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Internetwork Protocol Approaches 
JONATHAN B POSTEL 

(Invited Paper) 

Abstract The motivation toe bitercanMcttnf networks b In \ 
•r more consistent services to the art of «en of the Interconnected 
net wort». To provide these service« either new end-to end service protocol» 
«ml be defined or the service orotocob of the Individual network* moat be 
mode to Interwort. In either coot the bette« of «ddreorint, rontfn«, 
bufTerlnsji no* control« error control, ond sciui It) must be cMuloncd. 
Two eumples of Interconnection stratcfy ore eumlned: the snttrcon 
nectton of X.25 network«, ond the miertonnottlon of ART A rmeorcb 
networts. The model« for Inter connection of swfworfce «jsd the rose of 
sntemct • ofh protocols ore i 

INTRODUCTION 

THE motivations for constructing computer communication 
networks-data and program exchange and sharing, remote 

access to resources, etc.-are also motivations for intercon- 
necting networks. This follows from the observation that the 
power of a communication system is related to the number of 
potential participants. 

This paper first discusses a few key concepts involved in 
computer communication networks. The view that computer 
networks provide an interprocess communication facility is 
presented. The datagram and virtual drcuit services are com* 
pared. The interconnection device or gateway is discussed. 
The relation of the interconnection issues to tht open systems 
architecture is described, 

In this paper, two approaches to internetworking are 
characterized: the public data network system as implied by 
the CCITT X.7S Recommendation and the ARPA experi- 
mental internetwork. These two systems illustrate the virtual 
circuit and the datag'/am approaches to network intercon- 
nection, respectively. The vast majority of the work on inter* 
connecting networks falls into one of these two approaches. 

INTERPROCESS COMMUNICATION 

While discussing computer communication, It is useful to 
recall that the communication takes place at the request and 
agreement of processes, i.e., computt-r programs in execution. 
Processes are the actors in the computer communication 
environment; processes are the senden and receivers of data. 
Processes operate in host computers or hosts. 

The protocols used in constructing the communications 
capability provide an interprocess communication system. 
Fig. 1 shows how the combination of the network and the 

Manuscript received June IS. 1*79: revised December II, 1979. 
This work %as supported by the Advanced Research Project« Afency 
under Contract DAHCI3 72 C 0)01. ARPA Order 2223. 

The author h with the Information Sciences Institute. University of 
Southern California. Marina del Rey. CA 90291. 

host network Interface (hardware and software) can be viewed 
as providing an interprocess communication system. 

When a new host computer Is to be connected to an 
existing network. It must implement the protocol layers 
necessary to match the existing protocol used in the network. 
The new host must join the network-wide interprocess com- 
munication system so the processes in that host can com* 
tnunicate with processes in other hosts in the network. 

The interconnection of networks requires that the processes 
in the hosts of the interconnected networks have a common 
interprocess communicr'.ior, system. This may be achieved by 
converting the networks 'o a new interprocess communication 
system, by converting one or more levels of protocol to new 
protocols, or by translating between pairs of interprocess 
communication systems at their points of contact. 

DATAGRAMS AND CIRCUITS 

Two types of service are commonly discussed as appro- 
priate for the network-provided interprocess communication 
service: datagrams and virtual circuits. 

Datagrams are one-'hot simple messages. They are in- 
herently unreliable since thty travel one-way and are not 
acknowledged. Datagrams may also arrive in a different 
order than sent (at ksr in sow? networks). Datagrams are 
simple to implement since they do not require the networks 
or gateways to record and update state information. Data- 
grams must carry complete address information in each 
message. The transmission of datagrams by a process is via 
send and receive actions. 

Virtual circuits (or connections) arc designed to be re- 
liable and to deliver data in the order sent. Implementation of 
virtual circuits Is complicated by the need for the networks 
or gateways to record and update state information. Virtual 
circuits are created through an exchange of messages to set 
up the drcuit; when use terminates, an ex "Junge of meintet 
tears down the circuit. During the data transmission phase, a 
short form address or circuit identifier may be used in place 
of the actual address. To use a virtual drcuit a process must 
perform actions to cause the virtual drcuit to be created (call 
setup) and terminated, as well as the actions to send and re- 
ceive data. 

Datagrams provide a transaction type service while virtual 
drcuits provide a connection type service. Each of these 
services is needed in a general purpose communication environ- 
ment. Datagrams are most efficient for transaction type in- 
formation requests such as directory assistance or weather 
reports. Virtual drcuits are useful for terminal access to 
Interactive computer systems for file trantfe. between com 
puters. 

0O9O-6778/S0/O4O0-06O4S00.75© 1980 IEEE 

O 1980 111 I', Reprinted with permission, from IEEE Transaction* on Communications, Vol. Com-2 8, No. 4. 
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GATEWAYS 

Two or more networks ire connected via a device (or pair 
of devices) called a gateway. Such a device may appear to each 
network as simply a host on that network (Fig. 2). 

Some gateways simply read messages from one network 
(unwrapping them from that network's packaging), compute 
a routing function, and send messages Into another network 
(«Tipping them in that network's packaging). Since the net* 
works involved may be implemented using different media, 
such as leased lines or radio transmission, this type of gateway 
is called a media-conversion gateway. 

Other gateways may translate the protocol used in one 
network to that used in another network by replacing mes- 
sage* received from one network with different messages with 
the same protocol semantics sent Into another network. Hits 
type of pteway is called a protocol-translation gateway. 

It should be clear that the distinction between media- 
conversion and protocol-translation is one of degree: the 
media-conversion gateways bridge the pp between differing 
link and physical level protocols, while protocol-translation 
gateways bridge the pp between differing network and 
Higher level protocols. 

The translation approach to network interconnection 
raises several issues. Success in protocol translation seems 
inversely correlated with the protocol level. At the lower 
levels, protocol translation causes no problems because the 
physical level and link levels are hop-by-hop in nature. It 
should be noted, though, that different protocols even at 
these low levels may have impact on the reliability, through- 
put, and delay characteristics of the total communication 
system. 

At the network and transport levels, the issues of message 
site, addressing, and flow control become critical. Unless one 
requires that only messages that can be transmitted on the 
network with the smallest maximum message size be sent, one 
must provide for the fragmentation and reassembly of mes- 
sages. That is, the division of a long messap into parts for 
transmission through a small messap size network, and the 
reconstruction of those parts into the original message at the 
destination. The translation of addresses is a difficult problem 
when one network or transport level protocol provides a larger 
address space than the corresponding protocol to be translated 
to. When end-to-end flow control mechanisms are used, as 
they commonly are In transport level protocols, difficulties 
arise when the units controlled arc different. For example, 
when one protocol controls octets and the corresponding 
protocol controls letters. More difficulties arise with potential 
difference in the model of flow control. For example, a 
difference between pre- and postallocation, or between the 
allocation of buffer space and the allocation of transmission 
rate. 

At higher levels, the problems are more difficult because 
of the increased state information kept and the lower likeli- 
hood of one-to-one translation of individual protocol mev 
saps. A further difficulty is that each level further multi- 
plexes the communication so that each connection or stream 
or channel or virtual circuit must be separately translated. 
It should be noted that neither of the specific interconnec- 
tion approaches discussed In this paper attempts higher level 
protocol translation. 

Gateways may be thought of as having a "hair for each 
network they Interconnect. One could model the operation 
of a gateway as having each gateway-half contain procedures 
to convert from a network specific protocol Into a standard 
protocol and vice vena (Fig. 3). 

RELATION TO OPEN SYSTEMS ARCHITECTURE 

In relation to the open systems architecture, the Inter» 
connection of networks focuses on levels 3 and 4 (1 ]. 

To review, the open systems architecture defines the 
following levels of protocol: 
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Fig. 3.   Gateway harm. 

The lower level*, the physical and the link levels, tre 
hop-by-hop in ntturc and present no interconnection issues 

in terms of compatibility, although there may be some per- 
formance eoncerm. 

The higher levels, the session level, tha presentation level, 
and the application level, have so many compatibility require- 

ments that It seems quite unlikely that Interconnection of 
different protocols at those levels will be workable. 

Thus, it is at the network level and the transport level that 
the interconnection of networks finds issues of concent. 

The network level corresponds to the interface to data- 
gram service, and the transport level corresponds to the inter- 

face to virtual circuit service. 
In some networks, the network level and datagram service 

have been hidden from the user, forcing consideration of 

network interconnection at the transport level. 

INTCRCONNECT10N OF X.25 NETWORKS 

Introduction 

The public dita networks (PDN'i) that follow the CCtTT 

X.23 Recommendation (21 are to be interconnected via an 

interface specified in CC1TT Recommendation X75 (3). 

Recommendation X.25 specifies the interface between the 

customer's equipment, called the data terminal equipment 

(DTE); and the network equipment, called the data circuit- 

terminating equipment (DCE). Recommendation X.2S implies 

a virtual circuit operation. Thus, the PON's offer an interface 

to i virtual circuit transport level protocol. Fig. 4 shows the 

model of i PDN virtual circuit. 

The interface between two PDN's specified In Recom- 

mendation X.7S Is quite similar to that in Recommendation 
X.2S. The equipment on either side of this interface is called 

a signaling terminal (STE). The STE-STE interface is much 
like the DTE-DC E interface. The STE-STE interconnection 
is a split gateway with each gateway-half in a physical device 

controlled by the PDN connected to that gateway-half. Fig. 3 
shows the interconnection of PDN's. 

The interconnection of PDN's via X.7S interfaces results 
in a series of virtual circuits. Each section is a distinct entity 
with separate flow control, error recovery, etc. Fig. 6 shows a 

PDN transmission path with two virtual circuits (VC's) and 
five separate flow control (FC) steps. 

Fsj.4.   FDNvartoalcaroaH. 

Fas S.   tattrcocuMCttonorPDN'a. 

■1 -i!h Ill 111 -B- Hi -i 
L - II n II M | 
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tC    ftrtMl  Cirt.lt 

rc riM «Mtrti 
Fbj«.   FON uvumbtkm path. 

Addrmtng 

The address field is variable bi length up to IS digits, with 

each digit coded in a 4 bit field. The maximum address is then 

60 bin (about I octets). 

Routing 

The user has no Influence over routing used. To create 

the series of virtual circuit«, a series of call setups establishes 

a fixed route (between pairs of STE's a*, least). Slate informa- 
tion must be kept for each call in the amire« «id H*«tinttiaa 

DTE's and DCE'a and in each STE in the route. 

Buffering tnd Flow Control 
Each portion of the tout path Is a distinct virtual circuit. 

Each virtual drcuit has an independent flow control (and 
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particular to that PDN). In addition, there it now control 
across each STE-STE- interface. All this flow control is on a 
per call basis. This stepwise flow control may introduce 
delay in the total path that could be avoided with an end-to- 
end scheme. 

There are some concerns about the interaction of two 
types of flow control Implemented in PDN's. One type allows 
one message in transit from source DCE to destination DCE 
at any one time. The other allows multiple messages to be 
in transit, the number being determined by the flow control 
window. 

Acknowledgment 

Each portion of the total path has an acknowledgment. 
The user to network interface also has an acknowledgment. 
This local acknowledgment means only that the first PDN 
has accepted the message for transmission, not that It has 
arrived at the destination. 

Recovery 
The X.25 and X.75 Recommendations do not specify 

how the PDN's deal with errors internally. If unrecoverable 
errors occur, the network will signal a Reset, which apparently 
means that the virtual circuit stUl exists, but the flow control 
is reset and messages may have been lost. More serious errors 
result in the call being cleared. 

Because of the fixed route nature of the multinetwork 
path, an STE failure disrupts the communication. 

Security 
The X.2S/X.7S Recommendations do not provide any 

security features. 

Header Structure 

Once the call is established, a header is only 3 octets. The 
call setup headers are substantially longer, typically 20 octets, 
but possibly as large as 166 octets. There is a tradeoff between 
header site and state information kept; In the PDN's, the 
tradeoff has been made toward small headers and large state. 
The details of the headers are shown in Appendix 1. 

Summary 
The most important aspect of the interconnection of 

PDN's is that service provided to the using process is a virtual 
circuit with essentially the same properties a single PDN would 
have provided. This is done by concatenating a aeries of 
virtual circuits to provide the total path, resulting in a fixed 
route through a set of network interconnection points. 

INTERCONNECTION OF ARPA RESEARCH NETWORKS 

Introduction 

The ARPA sponsored research on interconnections of 
networks has let to a two-level protocol to support the equiva- 
lent function of the PDN's X.25/X.7S aerviee. The ARPA 
sponsored work on networks has developed an internet proto- 
col (IP) [4 J. and a transmission control protocol (TCP) l$l. 

TCP is a logical connection transport ptotxol and to a 
level 4 protocol in the OSA model of protocol structure. 

607 & 

Fig. 7.   E«4-!o-tnd coMactiM. 

The IP is a datagram protocol. The collection of intercon- 
nected networks is called an internet. IP to the network proto- 
col of the internet and this to a level 3 protocol in the OSA 
model. The actual networks used are of various kinds (e.g., 
the ARPANET, radio networks, satellite networks, and ring 
or cable networks) and are referred to as local networks even 
though they may span continents or oceans. The interface to 
a local network to a local network protocol or LNP. Fit. 7 
shows the model of an end-to-end connection. 

In the ARPA model, the networks interconnect via a 
single device called a gateway. A gateway to a host on two 
or more networks. Fig. I shows the ARPA model of the 
interconnection of networks. 

Each network addresses a gateway on it in the same way It 
addresses any other host on It. The information required to 
deliver a message to a destination in the internet to carried in 
the IP header. The IP to implemented in the gateways and In 
hosts. A sending host prepares a datagram (which to an IP 
header and the original message) and then selects a gateway 
in its own net to forward the datagram. The sending host 
then sends the datagram wrapped in a local network packet 
to that gateway. 

A gateway receives a packet from one of the local net- 
works to which It to attached, and unwraps the IP data- 
ram. The gateway then examine« the IP header and deter- 
mines the next gateway (or destination host) address in one 
of the local networks it to directly connected to. The gate- 
way then sends the datagram with Its IP header in a new local 
net packet to that gateway (or host). 

The IP has no provision for flow control or error control 
on the data portion of the message (the IP headers are check- 
summed). There arc no acknowledgments of IP messages. 
The IP to simple and the pteway may be implemented in 
small machines. A key point to that a gateway has no state 
information to record about a message. At the IP level, there 
arc no connections or virtual circuits. 

The IP does not provide a service equivalent to the PDN's 
X.25/X.75. To provide that type of endto-end reliable 
ordered delivery of data the ARPA internet uses TCP. 
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IP header may be considered tddress information. The TCP 
provides a two octet port field. The total of the address 
length is then seven octets. Provision has been mide for a 
host to hive several addresses, so the host field is sometimes 
called the logical host field. The total address is the con- 
catenation of the network, host, protocol, and port fields. 
Routing 

Normally, the user has no influence over the route used 
between the gateways. There is no call setup and the route 
may vary from one message to the next. No state information 
is kept in the gateways. 

A user might insert a source routing option in the IP 
header to cause that particular message to be routed through 
specific gateways. 

Buffering end Flow Control 

There is no flow control mechanism in the IP. The gate- 
ways do not control the flow on connections for they are 
unaware of connections or any relation between one message 
and the next message. The gateways may protect themselves 
apinst congestion by dropping messages. When a gateway 
drops a message because of congestion, it may report this 
fact to the source of the messa ge. 

The TCP uses end-to-end flow control using windows 
on a per logical connection basis. 

Acknowledgment 

The IP has no provision for acknowledgments. The TCP 
uses acknowledgments for both error control and flow control. 
The TCP acknowledgments are not directly available to the 
user. 

w    - 

K, 
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Fig. 9.   ARPA model of transmission path. 

TCP uses end-to-end mechanisms to ensure reliable ordered 
delivery of data over a logical connection. It uses flow control, 
positive acknowledgments with time out and retransmission, 
sequence numbers, etc., to achieve these goals. Fig. 9 shows 
the conceptual transmission path in this interprocess com- 
munication system, pointing out the datagram (DC) path 
between the IP modules and the virtual circuit path between 
the TCP modules at the source and destination and the flow 
control (FC) at that level. 

ARPA has used these techniques to interconnect several 
very different networks including the ARPANET, packet 
radio nets, a satellite net. and several local networks. 

Addressing 

The size of the address in this experimental system is 
fixed. The IP provides a one octet network field and a three 
octe: host field. Also a one octet protocol identifier in the 

Recovery 

Errors in a network or pteway result in a message being 
dropped, and the aander may or may not be notified. This 
inherent unreliability in the IP level allows it to be simple 
and requires the end-to-end use of a reliable protocol. 

TCP provides the reliable end-to-end functions to recover 
from any lost messages The TCP uses a positive acknowl- 
edgment, time out, and retransmission scheme to ensure 
delivery of all data. Each message is covered by an end-to- 
end checksum. 

Because of the potential of alternate routing, the end-to- 
end communication may be able to continue despite the 
failure of a pteway. 

Security 

The IP provides an option to carry the security, precedence, 
and user group information compatible with AUTODIN 11 
The enforcement of these parameters is up to each network, 
and only AUTODIN II is prepared to do so. 

The TCP end-to-end checksum covers all the address 
information (source and destination network, host, protocol, 
and port), so if the checksum test is successful the address 
fields have not beer, corrupted 
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Header Structure 

The IP header is 20 octets (plus options, if used), but 
there is no call setup and no gateway state information. 
Thus, at the IP level, the header size versus state information 
tradeoff has been made toward large header and little (no) 
state information. 

The TCP header is 20 octets (plus option, if used). There 
is a connection establishment procedure called the '*three-wey 
handshake," and significant state information is kept. In this 
case, there are both large headers and large state tables. The 
details of the headers are shown in Appendix II. 

Summary 

The ARPA networks are interconnected by using a com- 
mon datagram protocol to provide addressing (and thus 
routing) information and an end-io-end transport protocol 
to provide reliable sequenced data connections. 

This model has evolved from the ARPANET experience, 

609 

in particular from the internetwork protocol model sug- 
gested in a paper by Cerf and Kahn (6]. 

CONCLUSION 

Both the PDN's and the ARPA networks are intercon- 
nected by establishing standard protocols. The PDN's provide 
a virtual circuit service by concatenating the virtual circuit 
services of the individual netwoiki. 7h« ARPA network* use 
two levels of protocol to provide both datagram and virtual 
circuit services. 

Additional discussion of the Interconnection of PDN's is 
provided in (7), (8). In another paper in this issue Boggs 
ff «/. present in detail another example of network inter- 
connection using the datagram approach (9]. 

The issues of network interconnection have been discussed 
for at least 5 years (for example, McKenzie [10]). The recent 
expositions by Sunshine [11], Cerf and Kirstein [12], and 
Cien and Zimmermann [13], are particularly recommended. 

APPENDIX 1 

£ 

X.75 HEADER FORMATS 

»■ 

r* -% i 

The call request and the data packet formats are illustrated here. These typify the X.75 packet formats. 
All the X.75 packets arc the same in the first two octets. The format field indicated the type of packet. 

Call Request 

The call request packet is variable in length from a practical minimum of 1! octets to an unlikely maxi- 
mum of 160 octets. 

Foraat Channel Croup 

Channel Nuabtr 

Type 

Sre Adr Ltn D»t Adr Len 

Deattnatton Addreaa 
then 

Souree Addreaa 
( aailaua 13 oeteta ) 

ttetttork Utllitlea Len 

letaork Utlllttea Data 

( aailaua 62 oeteta ) 

0  0  Uaer Paellltlea Len 

Uaer Paellltlea Data 

( aailaua 62 oeteta ) 

»  i  i  i  i  i 

Uaer Oata 

( aailaua 16 oeteta ) 
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Date 
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The Dtta packet hut three octet header. 
Forast 

i      i      i 
Channel Group 

i      i      i 
Channel Nuabar 
it      i      i      i 
Flow Control 

i      i      i      i 

Data 

APPENDIX!! 

ARPA PROTOCOL HEADER FORMATS 

Every datagram carries the basic IP header. Every TCP segment transmitted carries the basic TCP header. 

Internet Protocol 

The ARPA IP has a bask header of 20 octets, and may carry a variable number of options up to a total 
length of 60 octets. 

Varalon Header Length 
i  i  i 

Type of Servloe 

Total Langth 

Identification 

Flaga 
i ' ♦ 

Fragment 

Offaat 

Tiae to Llva 

Protocol 

Chaekaua 

Souraa Address 

i  i  i 

Destination Address 

Data or TCP Header 
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Transmission Control Protocol 

The basic TCP header is 20 octets, and the header may be up to 60 octets long if options are used. 

Source Fort 

Otitlnttlon Port 

■«   .i ■»      i      i      >      > 

Sequence Nuaber 

Destination Address 

Dsts Offset 

Control Flegs 

Window 

Cheeksua 

Urgent Pointer 

Oete 

Ü 

v'-.. 

'.V 
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The ARP A Internet Protocol 

Jonathan B. Postel, Carl A. Sunshine and 
Danny Cohen 
information Saence* institute. University of Southern Cali- 
fornia. 4676 Admiralty Way. Marina del Key. California 
90291. USA 

A variety of computer networks arc interconnected by 
gateway computers in the ARPA internetwork system. Pro- 
cesses on different networks may exchange messages with 
each other by means of an Internet Protocol which must be 
implemented in each subscriber (host) computer and in the 
pteways. The internet Protocol is • relatively simple proto- 
col that provides for the delivery of individual messages 
(datagrams) with high but not perfect reliability. This Inter- 
net Protocol does not replace the existing protocol in any 
network, but is used by processes to extend the inge of 
communications. Messages in Internet Protocol arc trans- 
mitted through any individual network by encapsulating 
them in that network's protocol. This paper presents an over- 
view of the Internet Protocol and the operation of the gate- 
way computers in the ARPA internet system. 

Keywords: Protocol.   ARPA  Net. Internetwork.  Data- 
gram. Gateway 

I. Introduction 

The family of computer networks developed for 
the United States Defense Advanced Research 
Projects Agency (DARPA) represents one of the 
largest and most diverse internetwork systems 
currently in operation. Die basic approach to inter- 
connecting this variety of networks was developed 
over several years, and has resulted in the definition 
of an Internet Protocol (IP) [11. This paper is 
intended primarily to document the details of the IP 
in die open literature, and secondarily to provide a 
brief discussion of the major design tradeoffs which 
caused the IP to take its current form. 

Section 2 presents an overview of the DARPA 
approach to interconnection and the operation of IP. 
Section 3 details IP's main features, while some addi- 
tional options are treated in section 4. Section 5 
summarizes the IP and outer functions performed in 
the fatways which interconnect networks. Section 6 
discusses the major design choices in developing IP 
Section 7 outlines several questions and extensions 
requiring further work. 
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J.B. Pouel et al. I The ARPA Internet Protocol m. 
Since the development of the ARPANET in the 

early 1970'*, a variety of new packet switching net- 
work technologies and operational networks have 
been developed under DARPA sponsorship, including 
satellite, packet radio, and local networks. In order to 
allow processes on different networks to communi- 
cate with each other, a means for interconnecting net- 
works has been developed without requiring changes 
to the internal operation of any network. 

The method chosen for interconnecting networks 
makes minimal demands on individual networks. To 
facilitate inclusion of a wide variety o( networks, 
each net is required to provide only a minimal data- 
gram level of service (i.e. to deliver individual packets 
of moderate length between its users with high but 
not perfect reliability). Networks are inter-connected 
by pteway computers that appear to be local sub- 
scribers on two or more neu. The gateways are 
responsible for routing traffic across multiple net- 
works, and for forwarding messages across each net 
using the packet transmission protocol in each net- 
work. The gateways provide a point-to-point internet 
datagram service by concatenating the datagram 
services available on each individual net. Such a 
system of interconnected networks has been called a 
Catenet[l\. 

This approach allows the interconnection of net- 
works that have significantly different internal proto- 
cols and performance. The networks in the ARPA- 
Catenet were originally designed as independent enti- 
ties. In the Catenet approach no changes arc required 
in the internal functions of any network. 

Gateways provide an internet service by means of 
an Internet Protocol (IP) that defines the format of 
internet packets and the rules for performing inter- 
net protocol functions based on the control informa- 
tion (internet header) in these packets. IP must be 
implemented in host computers (subscribers) enpged 
in internet communication as well as in the gateways. 
Gateways also use a gateway-to-gateway protocol to 
exchange routing and control information. 

IP provides for transmitting datagrams from an 
internet source to an internet destination, potentially 
•n another net. IP also provides for frofnentanon and 
reassembly of long datagrams, if necessary, for trans- 
mission through networks with small packet nze 
limit* 

IP t purposely limited <n scope to provide only 
the function necessary to deliver datagrams over an 

interconnected system of networks. The functions of 
flow control, sequencing, additional data reliability, 
or other services commonly found in host-to-host 
protocols, and multidestination delivery capability or 
other services are purposely left for higher level 
protocols to provide as necessary. This allows the 
higher levels to be tailored to specific applications, 
and allows a simple and efficient implementation of 
IP. 

2.1. Place in Protocol Hierarchy 

As described above, IP functions on top of. or 
uses, the packet transmission protocol in each indivi- 
dual network. IP is used by higher level end-to-end 
protocols such as a reliable transport protocol, e.g.. 
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) (3] in the 
ARPA-Catenet or a "real time" protocol, e.g., for 
parket speech. 

As shown in Figure I, IP is the only level in the 
protocol hierarchy where a single common protocol is 
used. By locating this point of convergence at the 
internet datagram level, the Catenet approach 
preserves the flexibility to incorporate a variety of 
individual networks and protocols providing packet 
transmission below IP, while remaining general and 
efficient enough to serve as a common basis for a 
variety of higher level protocols. With this approach. 

i T XT 
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gateways need only provide datagram service, and 
remain relatively simple, inexpensive, and efficient. 

2.2. Model of Operation 

The Internet Protocol provides two major func- 
tions: routing a datagram across successive networks 
to its internet destination address, and fragmentation/ 
reassembly of large packets when needed to cross nets 
with small packet size limits. To accomplish this, an 
IP module must reside in each host engaged in inter- 
net communication and in each gateway that inter- 
connects networks. The following scenario describes 
the progress of a datagram from source to destination 
(assuming one intermediate gateway is involved-see 
Figure 2). 

The basic notion is encapsulation. The data to be 
transmuted must pass through a variety of network 
environments. To do this the data is encapsulated in 
an internet datagram, to send the datagram through 
an individual network, it is in turn encapsulated in a 
local network packet, and extracted at the other side 
of that network where it is decapsuiated from the 
first network protocol and is encapsulated in the 
second network protocol. Thus the model is a series 
of encapsulaiion/wxtractions. not translations. This 
encapsulation is an information preserving transfor- 
mation, all the information is preserved even if the 
individual network cannot make use of it. 

The sending internet user (typically a higher level 
protocol module such as TCP) prepares its data and 
call; on its local IP module to send the data as a data- 
gram, passing the destination address and other 
parameters as arguments of the call. 

The IP module encapsulates the data in a datagram 
and fills in the datagram header. The IP module exa- 
mines the internet destination address. If it is on the 
same netwoik as this host, it sends the datagram 
direc '\ to the destination. If the datagram is not on 
Ute same network then the IP module sends the data- 

IrP I U Fiel      I      ' 
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gram to a gateway for forwarding. The selection of 
which gateway to send the datagram to is an internet 
routing decision. 

The local network interface (note that from the IP 
point of view, a!! actual network» are "local" even if 
they span across the world) creates a local network 
packet with its own header, and encapsulates the 
datagram (complete with internet header) in it, then 
sends the result via the local network. 

The datagram arrives at a gateway host encapsu- 
lated in the local network packet. The local network 
interface extracts the IP datagram and turns it over to 
the IP module. 

The IP module determines from the internet 
destination address that the datagram should be for- 
warded to another host in a second network. The 
17 module uses the local portion of the destination 
address to determine the local net address for the 
destination host. It calls on the local network inter- 
face for the second network to send the datagram to 
that address. 

If the datagram is too large to be sent through the 
second network, the IP module fragments it into 
seve; J smaller datagrams and passes each one to the 
local net interface. 

The local network interface creates a local net- 
work packet and encapsulates the datagram, sending 
the result to the destination host. At the destination 
host, the datagram is extracted from the local net 
packet and passed to the IP module. 

The IP module determines that the datagram is for 
an internet user in this host. If the datagram is a frag- 
ment, the IP module collects all fragments of a parti- 
cular datagram and rcautmbles the complete original 
datagram. It then passes the data to the user along 
with the internet source address and other informa- 
tion from the internet header. 

2.3. AJJtttonal Mechanisms 

In addition to the baste a ^dressing and fragmenta- 
tion functions described above. IP uses four key 
mechanisms in providing its service. Type of' Sentce. 
Time to Live. Opnons. and Header Checksum, fcach 
of these is summarised feete and fully desenbed in 
Sections ; and 3. 

The Type of Service tTOS) is used 10 indicate the 
quality o! the service desired - this may be thought 
of as selecting among Interactive. Bulk, or Real Time, 
for example The type of tervwe is an abstract or 
generalized set of parameteri which clwactctM* the 
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service choices provided in the networks that make 
up the Catenet. This type of service information is 
used by gateways to select the actual parameters for 
transmission through each individual network. 

The Time to Live (TTL) is an indication of the 
lifetime of a datagram. Datagrams must not be 
allowed to persist in the ARPA-Catenet indefinitely. 
This is because reliable end-to-end protocols depend 
on there being an upper bound on datagram lifetime, 
especially old duplicates due to retransmissions. The 
time to live c«n be thought of as a self-destruct time 
limit. 

The Options provide for control functions useful 
in some situations but unnecessary for the most 
common communications. The options include provi- 
sions for timestamps, error reports, and special rout- 
ing. 

The Header Giecksum provides a verification that 
the information used in processing the datagram has 
been transmitted correctly. However, the data is not 
covered by the checksum, and may contain errors 
(see Section 2.6). If the header checksum fails, the 
internet datagram is discarded by the entity which 
detects the enor. 

24 Relation to Other Work 

The current ARPA Internet Protocol evolved from 
ideas suggested by Cerf and Kahn [4], and from 
contemporaneous proposals within the International 
Federation for Information Processing (1F1P) Tech- 
nical Committee 6.1 (also known as the International 
Network Working Group or INWG), in which internet 
functions and reliable transport functions were com- 
bined in a single protocol. Subsequent development 
of other high level protocols (such as packet speech) 
that needed internet services led to splitting internet 
functions and reliable transport functions into sepa- 
rat** protocols (the current IP and TCP). 

The Internet Protocol used in the ARPA-Catenet 
is quite similar in philosophy to the PUP protocol 
(5] developed by the Xerox Corporation. The PUP 
protocol does not include fragmentation (leaving this 
to each local net to perform if necessary), but does 
include a third level of addressing (Ports within hosts) 
in die internet packet header. IP and PUP share the 
important principle of having a single common inter- 
net datagram protocol as a point of convergence in 
their protocol hierarchies. Both the PUP and IP 
systems use the encapsulation technique, and a 
scheme for "mutual encapsulation" has been worked 

out [6]. PUP and IP both trace their roots to a joint 
XEROX-DARPA project at Stanford University. The 
network interconnection approach used by the 
European Informatics Network [7) is also quite 
similar. 

Public packet switching networks, on the other 
hand, have chosen to use virtual circuit (VC) level of 
service as the level of interconnection, providing end- 
to-end service as a concatenation of VCs through each 
network. Since gateways must participate at the VC 
level, they are more complex and costly, and the end- 
to-end service may be less efficient and less robust. 
They are also unable to accommodate "transaction" 
type users without setting up a VC, although die 
CC1TT is currently considering adding a datagram 
type of service. For further comparison of CCITT and 
Catenet approaches see (8-12J. 

In summary, the ARPA Internet Protocol supports 
delivery of datagrams from an internet source to a 
single internet destination. IP treats each datagram as 
an independent entity unrelated to any outer data- 
gram. There are not connections or logical circuits 
(virtual or otherwise). There are no acknowledgements 
either end-to-end or hop-by-hop. There is no error 
control for data, only a header checksum. There are 
no retransmissions. There is minimal flow control. 
For flexibility, it is explicitly left to higher level 
protocols to provide these functions. 

3. Main Features 

The following paragraphs describe in some detail 
die mechanisms of the IP. A summary of the contents 
of the IP header is shown in Figure 3. Further 
information may be found in the current specifica- 
tion [1J. 

S.I. Addressing 

The IP provides a two level addressing hierarchy. 
The upper level of die hierarchy is the network 
number (8 bits), and die lower level is an address 
within that network (J4 bitsK and is commonly 
called the host. This second level of the hierarchical 
address is sometimes called the local address. The 
details of the local address are dependent on the 
particular network. 

The local address should allow a single physical 
host to act as several logically distinct internet hosts. 
That is. there should be mapping between internet 
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Fig. 3. INTERNET Protocol Header. 

host addresses and network/host interfaces that 
allows several internet addresses to correspond to one 
physical interface. It should also be possible for 
several interfaces to accept or emit datagrams for the 
same internet address. 

3.2. Protocol Number 

The Protocol Number indicates the next level 
protocol used in the data portion of die datagram. 
This allows the internet module to demultiplex the 
incoming datagrams to higher level protocol modules 
for further processing. Hence, the protocol number 
indicates the format for parsing the rest of the data- 
gram. Note that there is only one protocol number 
rather titan a source protocol and a destination proto- 
col because, higher level protocol modules exchange 
datagrams with each other using the same protocol. 
For example, two TCP modules exchange TCP seg- 
ments via datagrams marked "TCP" in the protocol 
number. 

One particular protocol number designates a multi- 
plexing protocol which allows several independent 
data blocks from possibly different higher level proto- 
col modules to be aggregrated together into one data- 
gram for transm ission [ S 31. 

3.3. Fragmentation and Reassembly 

The IP provides information to allow datagrams to 
be fragmented for passage through networks with 
small packet size limits and to be reassembled at the 
destination. The necessary information includes an 
identification of the fragments that belong to the 
same datagram and the position of each fragment 
within the datagram. 

The Identification (ID) field is used together with 
the source and destination address, and the protocol 
number, to identify datagram fragments to be 
assembled together. The More Fragments flag (MF) 
is set if the datagram is not the last fragment. The 
Fragment Offset (FO) identifies the fragment loca- 
tion, relative to the beginning of the original unfrag- 
mented datagram. These offsets are counted in units 
of 8 octets. Hence, if a datagram is fragmented, its 
data portion must be broken on 8 octet boundaries. 
This convention is designed so than an unfragmented 
datagram has all zero fragmentation information 
(MF = 0,FO = 0). 

If the Don't Fragment flag (DF) is set. then inter- 
net fragmentation of this datagram is not permitted, 
although this may force it to be discarded at a gate- 
way to a small packet network. DF can be used to 
prohibit fragmentation in cases where the receiving 
host does not wish to reassemble internet fragments. 
It is also possible mat a small packet network could 
use network specific fragmentation and reassembly 
without the knowledge or involvement of tiie IP 
modules [14]. 

If a datagram is too large to be forwarded through 
any net, the entrance gateway breaks it into as many 
fragments as are necessary to fit within that net's 
packet size limit. Figure 4 shows a large datagram of 
452 octets being fragmented into two smaller frag- 
ments (only the header fields relevant to fragmenta- 
tion are given). Subsequent gateways may break the 
fragments into even smaller fragments if necessary 
using the same procedure. 

Datagrams arriving at the destination IP are easily 
recognizable as fragments if either MF or FO is non- 
zero. Fragments from the same original datagram are 
identified by having identical ID fields (for a parti- 
cular source, destination, and protocol number). 
Fragments are queued until the original datagram can 
be fully reassembled. Reassembly may be accom- 
plished by placing the data from each fragmeni in a 
buffer at the position indicated by FO. Using the 
header information from the first fragment, the reas- 
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Fig. 4. Frifmenution Example. 

sembled datagram is processed further just as if it had 
been received intact. If the time to live on any frag- 
ment expires during reassembly, the partially 
assembled datagram is discarded, and an error data- 
gram is sent to the source. 

A convention has been established in the current 
ARPA-Catenet that no datagrams larger that 576 
octets will be sent, and that all receivers will be 
prepared to receive a reassemble datagrams up to this 
length (unless specifically arranged otherwise). This 
number is chosen to allow a data block of 512 octets 
and a reasonable number of header octets for several 
protocol levels to be transmitted in one datagram. 
Note that the I? header is repeated in each fragment. 
Hence, the minimum maximum packet size for any 
network in the Catenet is 20 header octets plus 8 data 
«Heu of 28 octets total. 

The internet fragmentation procedure allows the 
fragments to be treated as independent datagrams the 
rest of the way to their destination (even taking 
different routes), with reassembly occurring only at 
the destination. 

There is a need to uniquely identify the fragments 
of a parücuiü uiiigfam. Hence the sender must 
choose the identification field to be unique for each 
source/destination pair and protocol number for the 
time the datagram (or any fragment of it) could exist 
in the internet. Since the ID field allows 65,536 

different values, some host may be able to simply use 
unique identifiers independent of destination. 

It is beneficial for some higher level protocols to 
choose the identification field. For example, TCP 
protocol modules may retransmit an identical TCP 
segment, and the probability for correct reception 
would be enhanced if the retransmission carried the 
same identifier as the original transmission since frag- 
ments of either datagram could be used to construct 
a correct TCP segment. Note that a retransmission 
might be routed via a different set of networks and 
gateways and also may be fragmented into a different 
number of different sized fragments. The fragmen- 
tation information permits reassembly from frag- 
ments from either copy of the datagram. 

3.4. Type of Service 

The Type of Service (TOS) provides a network 
independent indication of the quality of service 
desired. These parameters are to be used to guide the 
selection of the actual service parameters when 
transmitting a datagram through a particular network. 
Some networks offer several piecedence levels of 
service. Another choice involves a low-delay vs. high- 
reliability trade off. Typically networks invoke more 
complex (and delay producing) mechanisms as the 
need for reliability increases. A few networks offer 
a stream service, whereby one can achieve a 
"smoother" service at some cost. Typically this 
involves the reservation of resources within the net- 
work. 

The abstract service quality parameters provided 
by IP are: 
Precedence: Indicates the importance of this data- 
gram. 
itrcam or Datagram: Indicates ii there will be other 
datagrams from this source to this destination at 
regular frequent intervals justifying the maintenance 
of stream processing information. 
Reliability: A measure of the level of effort desired to 
ensure delivery of this datagram. 
Speed: A measure of the importance of prompt 
delivery of this datagram. 
Speed over Reliability: Indicates the relative 
importance of speed and reliability when a conflict 
arises m achieving both. 

3.5. Time to Live 

The Time to Live (TTL) indicates the maximum 
time the datagram is allowed to exist in the Catenet. 
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As a datagram moves through the Catenet the TTLis 
decremented. If the TTL reaches zero the datagram 
should be discarded. The intention is to cause long 
delayed or undeliverable datagrams to be discarded. 
Guaranteeing a maximum lifetime for datagrams is 
important for the correct functioning of some higher 
level protocols such as TCP, and to protect the 
Catenet resources. 

This field should be decreased at each point that 
the internet header is processed to reflect the time 
spent processing the datagram. Even if no informa- 
tion is available on the time actually spent, the field 
should be decremented by I. The time is measured in 
units of seconds, and the maximum TTL is 255 
seconds. 

3.6. Otecksum 

The IP provides a checksum on the header only. 
Since some header fields may change (e.g., TTL, MF. 
FO), this is recomputed and verified at each point 
that the internet header is processed. This is a hop-by- 
hop checksum. 

This checksum at the internet level is intended to 
protect the internet header fields from transmission 
errors. If the internet header contained undetected 
errors, misrouting and other unanticipated behavior 
could result. There may be applications in which it is 
desirable to receive data even though there are a few 
bit errors. If the IP enforced a data checksum and 
discarded datagrams with data checksum failures such 
applications would be restricted unnecessarily. 

The checksum is computed as the 16 bit one's 
complement of the one's complement sum of all 16 
bit words in the header. For purposes of computing 
the checksum, the value of the checksum field is zero. 
This checksum is simple to compute and has been 
adequately reliable for usage to date, but it is provi- 
sional and may be replaced by a CRC procedure, 
depending on further experience. 

3.7. Header Formal 

In addition to the main features discussed above, 
the IP includes the following items in the datagram 
header: 

A Version Number (VER) which indicates the 
version of the IP in use. and hence the format of the 
internet header. 

The Internet Header Length (IHL) is the length of 
the internet header and thus points to the beginning 
of die data. 

The Total Length (TL) is the length of the data- 
gram, including internet header and data. There are 
several protocol options, some of which are discussed 
in the next section. 

4. Additional Features 

The following optional mechanisms are available 
in the IP for use when needed. 

4.1. Source Routing 

The Source Route option provides a means for 
the source of a datagram to supply routing informa- 
tion to be used by die gateways in forwarding the 
datagram to the destination. 

As described above, routing at each gateway is 
based on the internet address in the destination field 
of the datagram header. If the source routing option 
is used, a series of additional internet addresses will 
be present in die option field. When the address in 
the destination field has been reached and the source 
route is not empty, the next address from the source 
route becomes the new destination (and is deleted 
from the source route list). 

Sou'ct Routmg 
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Fig. 5. Source Routing Example. 
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Thus, the source specifies a series of points the 
datagram must pass through on the way to its final 
destination. Normal internet routing is used to reach 
each of these points in turn, and the datagram may 
pass through a number of intermediate points 
between the specified addresses. Source routing may 
be used to specify routes to networks that are not 
known to the full internet system. 

In Figure 5 an example of source routing is shown. 
Here host A is sending a datagram to host E. The 
normal routing would most likely be through the 
gateway C. We assume the user at host A would 
prefer in this case to have this datagram routed 
through gateways B and D. The Figure shows the 
address information at each step along the route. 

4.2. Return (or Record) Route 

The Return Route option provides a means to 
record the route taken by a datagram. A return route 
is composed of a series of internet addresses. When an 
IP module routes a datagram and the return route 
option is present, the gateway inserts its own inter- 
net address (in the environment of the next destina- 
tion) into the return route option data. 

4.3. Error Report 

The Error Report option is used to report an error 
detected in processing a datagram to the source. A 
code indicates the type of error detected, and the ID 
is copied from the datagram in error, and additional 
octets of error information may be present depending 
on the error code. If a datagram consisting only of 
an error report option is found to be in error or must 
be discarded, no error report is sent. 

Error codes are defined to report the following 
conditions: (0) No reason given, (1) Not Accepted - 
no program at the destination will accept the data- 
gram, (2) Fragmentation Problem - the datagram 
cannot be delivered without fragmenting and the DF 
flag is set, (3) Reassembly Problem - the datagram 
cannot be reassembled because there are missing frag- 
ments and the time to live has expired, and (4) Gate- 
way Congestion - the datagram was discarded to 
relieve congestion. 

5. Gateway Functions 

Ulis section summarizes the tasks performed by a 
gatfway. which are, interfacing to the local networks. 

Fig. 6. Gateway. 

and performing the IP functions. 
The actual interconnection of networks is 

perfonned by gateways which are computers con- 
nected as hosts on several networks (see Figure b). 
Messages are communicated across networks by using 
the protocols and conventions of the individual net- 
works. While traversing each network the IP datagram 
is encapsulated within the local network protocols. 
At the gateway the IP datagram is decapsulated and 
examined by the gateway to determine how to route 
Uiis datagram, and what local network options to use, 
if any. The gateway handles issues of routing, frag- 
mentation (if the local network cannot handle regular 
size datagrams), error reporting and control, and 
interfacing to local networks. 

The essential purpose of a gateway is to forward 
each datagram toward its destination. The key deci- 
sion a gateway must make is the routing decision. 
When a gateway receives a datagram it must use the 
destination address in the IP header along with rout- 
ing infonnation stored in die gateway to determine 
where to send the datagram. 

The routing infonnation stored in the gateway 
may be relatively static (changed only by manual 
intervention) or dynamic (changed automatically). 
Both cases are allowed in the ARPA-Catenet system. 
The discussion of the techniques for dynamically 
updating the routing information are described by 
Stramar [IS]. 

Another important task o( a gateway is to encap- 
sulate datagrams loi transmission through die next 
network, using that network's existing message trans- 
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fer protocol. This involves adding an appropriate 
message header (and perhaps trailer), to the datagram. 
The gateway must interpret the type of service field 
of the IP header to select the appropriate service in 
die next network. 

The gateway decreases the TTL to account for the 
time elapsed since die TTL was last adjusted. This is 
an estimate of the time spent in transmission and 
processing. If this reduces the TTL to zero the gate- 
way discards the datagram. 

If the datagram is larger than the maximum packet 
size of the next network, the gateway may fragment 
it into pieces that will be sent separately. 

If the gateway must discard a datagram due to 
congestion or errors in processing the datagram (such 
as an unknown or currently unreachable address), it 
sends an error report datagram to the source of the 
discarded datagram. 

Of course, the gateway verifies the IP header 
checksum on every datagram it receives before pro- 
cessing it. If the check fails the datagram is discarded 
with no notification to the source or adjacent gate- 
way. Since some of the IP header information is 
changed during gateway processing (e.g. TTL), the 
gateway computes a new IP header checksum before 
sending it on. 

Each datagram can be processed completely 
independently of other datagrams. The provision of 
error recovery, sequencing, or flow control functions 
are left for end-to-end protocols, and the gateway 
does not maintain any status information or dedicate 
any resources for individual virtual circuits. Indeed, 
the gateway is unaware of any details of the higher 
protocol levels. 

6. Design Decisions 

The key decision in the design of the ARPA Inter- 
net Protocol is die choice of a datagram basis rather 
than a virtual circuit basis. Using datagrams as the 
basis of communication in the Catenct permits the 
use of simpler gateways since they are not required to 
maintain state information about the individual 
virtual circuits, and allows the end-to-end communi- 
cation to continue via alte mat? routing if a gateway 
fails. 

Using datagrams as the basic communication ser- 
vice allows the construction of virtual circuit style 
end-to-end services (e.g.. TCP), and other services. In 
the DARPA research program diere are needs for 

other styles of communication service. For example, 
the packet speech requires a service which provides 
minimal delay even at the cost of a few dropped 
messages. Such a service can be built on a datagram 
base, but not on a virtual circuit base. For more detail 
on Ute tradeoff between a datagram base and a virtual 
circuit base for communications see references 
18-12]. 

This choice of a datagram base for the operation 
of the Catenet results in die separation of the internet 
protocol from the end-to-end protocols in general and 
TCP in particular. The early proposals for TCP did 
not focus clearly on the responsibilities of the gate- 
ways and did not allow for alternate styles of com- 
munication service. Once these needs w.<;re apparent 
Ute protocol functions were separated into distinct 
layers. 

The decision to use the encapsuiation/decapsuia- 
tion technique to send the IP datagrams through local 
nets was made to maximize individual networks' 
autonomy, and to avoid the need for modifications of 
individual networks (particularly in the area of rout- 
ing) to support internet traffic 110). 

The decision to fragment datagrams in gateways as 
they pass from a large packet network into a small 
packet network, but not reassemble die fragments 
until they reach the destination Inst. allows simpler 
gateways and minimizes die delay in the Catenet. The 
alternate approach of reassembly in the next gateway 
is explored in reference [14]. 

Perl aps the most difficult design decision was the 
choice of die address size and structure. The size of 
die address field is a compromise that allows enough 
addresses for the anticipated growth of the Catenet 
yet is not an excessive overhead burden. The structur- 
ing of the address into network and host fields allows 
the gateways to process datagrams destined for 
distant networks on the basis of just the network 
field. This field separation aiso reflects an administra- 
tive delegation of the address assignment function. 

In addition to the address, IP carries additional 
address or multiplexing information in the protocol 
field. This indicates which next level protocol should 
be used to interpret this datagram. Must of the higher 
level protocols have further multiplexing information 
called ports in dieir headers. The IP approach to 
addressing may be characterized as hierarchical [ I0|. 

An option in IP supports the concept of source 
touting. This means a source may specify a series o\ 
addresses which are used in turn until the ultimate 
destination is reached [I0|. The decision to include 
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this feature was motivated by the realization that 
many small networks may be interconnected to the 
Catenet via ad hoc arrangements, and destinations in 
such networks (or such networks themselves) may be 
unknown to gateways in the general Catenet. 

IP uses a Time To Live which is decremented by 
each gateway by at least one unit (more if the data- 
gram is delayed in the gateway for a substantial time). 
Other protocols use a hop count which is incre- 
mented by each gateway [5 j. The practical difference 
is small, though the time to live approach remains 
effective as the size of the network changes, and 
allows the source to specify a maximum life for the 
datagram. 

7. Research lau« 

7.1. Multiple Addresses 

There are several issues related to more flexible 
addressing that the current IP does not deal with. One 
case is a host with two (or more) internet addresses, 
either on one network or even on different networks. 
Sometimes this serves to distinguish between logically 
separate hosts, but in other cases it is desirable to 
consider both addresses as the "same place" as far as 
higher level protocols are concerned. It is not clear 
how a gateway could know when or how to route 
messages sent to one address to another address (e.g. 
if the first address was unreachable). A particularly 
difficult example of this problem is a mobile packet 
radio which moves from one network to another 
while trying to maintain unbroken communication. 

7.2. Local Networks 

A second issue is the addressing of local networks. 
There will soon be a large number of local netwosks 
(e.g., networks within one building or on a campus) 
wishing to use the ARPA-Catenet for long distance 
interconnection. It seems unreasonable that every one 
of these should have the same status as a nationwide 
network, with all gateways responsible for maintain- 
ing routing information about them. It may be 
preferable to introduce another level in the addressing 
hierarchy, or to combine a gateway plus internal 
address for such nets in the local address field of IP 
addresses (16). 

7.3. Multiple Destinations 

Another addressing issue is provision of a capabil- 
ity to send datagrams to a number of destinations at 
once. Broadcast to all is, of course, the ultimate 
multi-destination, but "to all" is easier to handle -en 
"to some." This capability is inherent in the techno- 
logy of some networks (e.g. satellite, ring, and Ether- 
nets) but there is no provision in the current IP for 
such multidestination addressing. These is work 
underway in the ARPA community on an internet- 
work digital packet speech conferencing experiment. 
A protocol called ST developed for that experiment 
does contain a multidestination capability [ I7|. 

7.4. Naming/Addressing/Routing 

The mapping of character string names that are 
convenient for people into internet addresses is often 
a problem. This can be eased by the provision of a 
"directory assistance" service or name server [181. A 
name server is a service with a table of name/address 
correspondences. When the name server is sent a 
query about a name it responds with the name and 
corresponding addresses). Directory services can be 
provided in a centralized and/or distributed fashion. 
For a further discussion of the roles of names, 
addresses, and routes see (191. 

7.5. Congestion Control 

Congestion control is a problem for any network. 
The gateways may be viewed as nodes of the Catenet. 
much as IMPs are the nodes of the ARPANET. As 
internet traffic increases, gateways may become over- 
loaded, even while the individual networks con- 
necting them are enforcing their own congestion 
controls. Thus there may be a need for an internet 
congestion control mechanism which is effective with 
the datagram mode of operation in the Catenet. 
Several methods such as isarithmic control, buffer 
categories, and "choke" packets [20| hive been pro- 
posed for such environments. The ARPA gateways 
implement a simple strategy of notifying the source 
when a packet must be discarded due to congestion. 

7.6. Monitoring and Adminstrative Control 

Accounting is another basic internetworking 
requirement. Traffic statistics are useful tor monitor- 
ing and control purposes, and are easily collected by 
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the gateways either on a net-to-net basis, or with 
more detail by internet source/destination pairs. 
Volume of packets and/or bits can be collected by a 
set of counters, and periodically dumped to a Catenet 
monitoring and accounting center. A gateway moni- 
toring and control center is now operating to coordi- 
nate the collection of these statistics [21]. 

8. Conclusions 

The ARPA Internet Protocol provides a common 
base for supporting higher level protocols in a net- 
work independent multi-network environment. The 
datagram basis of the internet protocol has allowed 
the flexible evolution of a variety of application 
specific higher level protocols while allowing simple 
gateways to interconnect networks. The principle of 
encapsulation for transmission through individual 
networks is essential for the provision of internet 
service over a variety of networks without requiring 
changes to each networks' internal operation. 

As of August 1980, IP is implemented in 12 gate- 
ways interconnecting 10 networks, including packet 
radio, satellite, local nets, and the original ARPA- 
NET. Gateways are typically PDP 11/40 or 11/03 
processors with limited memory. High level protocols 
including TCP, terminal access (Telnet), and file 
transfer (FTP) are in use above IP. Transaction 
oriented services such as directory assistance (Name 
Server) are also in use. Other applications are under 
development. 
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"INTERNETVORRINC IN THE MILITARY ENVIRONMENT" 
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Ct. Malvtrn, Wore«, U.K. 

Abstract 

The increasing requirement for data communi- 
cations in the military environment and the hetero- 
geneous nature of the network technologies and pre 
tocols involved are highlighted. The main section 
of the paper discusses hov the design of a military 
internet architecture is influenced by the military 
requirements especially that of survivability. 
Comparison with the civilian PIT approach to inter- 
networking shows that while there are economic 
advantages to using civilian international stan- 
dards where possible, these standards do not 
satisfy the military requirements. In particular 
the strategies for routing in a heavily damaged 
network environment and addressing hosts that 
migrate from one network to another must form an 
integral pert of the overall architectural design. 
This results in gstcways whose routing tables 
have a finer degree of detail of the internet to- 
pology than is usually required but which do not 
contain connection oriented information. 

Finally, practical experience gained on the 
ARPA catenet system is described. 

I.  Introduction 

The increasing complexity and tempo of modern 
warfare has rapidly created the need for flexible 
data communications, parallel to those associated 
with the "information technology" growth in the 
civilian environment. The aim of this paper is 
to highlight the differences in emphasis between 
data communications in the civilian and military 
environments, and to examine the consequence of 
these differences. In particular, the importance 
of an overall communications architecture, in 
order to provide survivable and interoperable 
communications involving both present and future 
systems, cannot be overstated. 

Experience gained in connecting a prototype 
military network to the ARPA catenet system and 
measurements made using internetworking data trans- 
port protocols are described. Enhancements to the 
system to improve survivability and performance 
are suggested. 

II.  The Requirement 

To a large extent, the increase in the demand 
for data communications stems from the increaaing 

use of computers, microprocessors and digital cir- 
cuitry in weapons, sensor, and command and control 
systems. These devices are used for similar rea- 
sons to those pertaining in the civilian environ- 
ment, in that they can perform well specified tasks 
faster, more reliably and more cheaply than human 
personnel. However, in order to accomplish the 
overall goal of efficient deployment of military 
resources, these geographically separated devices 
must communicate with each other and exchange in- 
formation in a hostile environment. A distinctive 
property of the communications between these de- 
vices, it the very "bursty" or non-continuous 
nature of the information transfers, which makes 
packet switching an attractive means of providing 
the communications. In packet switching, bandwidth 
is only allocated on demand, and therefore this 
technique allows considerably more efficient shar- 
ing of communication resources than the use of 
dedicated communication links. A further advantage 
of a well designed network, is the inherent sur- 
vivability of communications that it provides. 
This does not mean that networks in a damaged con- 
dition provide the same quality of service as in 
their pristine condition, hence the necessity for 
priority markings to indicate which data is the 
most important. However, we can say that packet 
switching is an economical means of distributing 
the communications resources in such a manner that 
it is difficult for the enemy to completely destroy 
communications between users of the network. 

So far we have described a single set of users 
connected to one network. However, there are many 
different types of networks based on different 
technologies and providing different types of ser- 
vice. This diversity of network types is due to 
the different user requirements and environments. 
For example, naval data communications may well be 
provided by a packet satellite network because of 
the large geographical area of coverage required 
and the great mobility of the hosts or users of 
the network. In the forward area tactical environ- 
ment, the data communications may well be provided 
by a frequency hopping packet radio network, be- 
cause of the extreme hostility of the electromag- 
netic environment. Finally, in an underground 
control centre, or on board a single ship, the 
communications may be provided by a "local area 
network". 

Resides these different hardware technologies 
the grade of service provided to the user may 
differ. For example, a network which is primarily 
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designed for transporting senior information, may 
well be optimized for providing minimum delay in 
the delivery of the data, rather than providing re- 
liability of delivery, because of the perishable 
nature of the data. Thus, users who are primarily 
interested in reliable delivery would have to initi- 
ate transport control features on an end-to-end 
basis, to provide for loss and disordering of the 
data by the network. 

There is a requirement for users on the differ- 
ent networks to communicate with each other [1 J. In 
particular, the long haul communications may be pro- 
vided by a common bearer network, which aay inter- 
connect forward area networks with local cossaand 
centre networks. Also, with additional tasks and 
new capabilities, there will continue to be new and 
unknown data communications requirement«, which will 
have to be integrated with existing systems. 

The sain requirements of data communications 
are that they should be secure, survivable and 
interoperable {2}. This paper concentrates on the 
survivability and interoperability issues, and the 
reader is referred to the references which concern 
computer *n6  network security (3,4). However, it 
is necessary to point out that the more interoper- 
able the «yiteuki «re, the greater the security 
risks, because there ar* more avenues of attack on 
the confidentiality am! integrity of the data, by 
a greater number of personnel. In particular, 
"access controllers'' or security sentinels in cri- 
tical gateways, which interconnect network«, may 
restrict access to certain types of traffic, thus 
sacrificing survivability and flexibility in the 
interests of security. Survivability of communica- 
tions has many different meanings, but in its stric- 
test sense it implies fully automatic routing around 
damaged switching components or links, and the abil- 
ity to use alternate routes, even through other net- 
works, in such s way that data integrity is main- 
tained on an end-to-end basis. 

III.  Reasons for an Overall Architecture 

To date, most communications systems have not 
been designed with an overall communications archi- 
tecture in mind. This has resulted in great diffi- 
culty in providing interoperability with other sys- 
tems. Because the modulation and coding, address- 
ing and message representation, have often been com- 
bined, interconnection with another syatem has ist- 
volved a very expensive box between the two systems. 
The disadvantages of this approach are:" 

1) Each interface box is a apecial 'one off 
design, which is custom built and therefore very 
expensive in design time and procurement cost. 

2) Inevitably, in translating between one sys- 
tem and another, there will be certain features and 
aervices that will not have an equivalent in both 
aystems. 

3) Because of the processing power required 
to translste st sll protocol lev Is, the interface 
unit will be a large and expensive piece of hardware. 
This has an effect on survivsbility, in that becauae 

the interface unite are expensive, the minimum will 

be procured and the survivability of the overall 
communications will be determined by these vul- 
nerable interface units. 

The problem of deciding on the best architec- 
ture for computer to computer communications, has 
been the subject of sustained discussion over the 
past decsde. In particular, the International 
Standards Organization's subcommittee 16 has pro- 
duced a major document in this field, "Reference 
Model of Open Systems Interconnection" [5J. The 
central thesis of this document is that the most 
flexible architecture is a layered one, in which 
each layer has a well specified function and pro- 
vides a well apecified service to the layer above 
it. In particular, any given layer views the 
layers below it as a single entity. This is anala- 
gous to structured programming, where the uaer of 
a procedure call is only interested in how para- 
meters are passed to and from the procedure and not 
in the internal structure of the procedure. The 
seven layer model is illustrated in figure 1. Two 
points about the model are relevant to the discus- 
sion below. Firstly, the functional specification 
of each layer is «ore difficult to agree on, the 
higher the layer, becauae in these layers in the 
architecture there are more choices. Secondly, 
there has as yet been no ISO agreed protocols for 
implementing *zy of the layers. The model itself 
does not preclude more than one protocol implement- 
ing a given layer of the architecture. 

IV.  Current State of Civilian Standards 

In Europe, with its highly regulated public 
communicstions authorities, there has been a very 
active eo-operation among various countries to 
establish dsta communications standards from the 
outset.  The CCITT (The International Telegraph 
and Telephone Conaulative Committee), which is the 
corporate body representing the telecommunications 
authorities of these countries, has developed 
standard protocols, X25 (6 ], fOT levels 1,2 4 3 of 
the ISO reference modal. It is important to note 
that in arriving at these standards, the FTTs 
(Public Telegraph and Telephone authorities) have 
identified that most customers want a connection 
orientated type of service, ensuring ordered and 
reliable delivery of paekets. The network reserves 
.he riqht, in event vt  a network error or conges- 
tion, to send a reset to both ends, indicating loss 
of data integrity. At present, no figures are 
available to indicate the frequency of auch events. 
Because the main public networks in Europe are X2b 
networks, there has been considerable preasure on 
computer manufacturers to provide X2h  hardware and 
software products off the shelf. This has led 
manufacturers of private networks, in particular 
local area networks, to consider providing X25 
acceaaes, in order to facilitate connections to 
existing machines and operating systems. Thus, X25 
is rapidly becoming a dc fecto international stan- 
dard in Europe. 

What about the interconnection of X23 networks? 
Obviously, connecting networks which use the same 
access protocols and provide the same grade of 
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service, it not to difficult • problem as inter' 
connecting very dissimilar networks. Thus, there 
•re X series protocols, X75, X121 [6], which en- 
able PTT's to provide connections between users on 
different 125 networks, and although not all X25 
facilities are available on internetwork connec- 
tions, the service offered is analogous to STD 
dialling of international telephone calls. How- 
ever, these protocols do rely on the X25 networks 
themselves, to route the internet packets to the 
gateways. It appears that private networks will 
not be allowed to connect to public networks via 
X75 gateways, and so gateways between private and 
public networks will have to provide a service be- 
tween two X25 calls back-to-back, and will thr.s 
act as a staging post for the user's data. 

Protocols for the transport layer (layer 4 
of the OSI Reference model), are not so well 
developed as for the lower layers. However, in 
the United Kingdca a transport protocol (7 ] has 
been defined, and implementations above X25 have 
been realized. The most notnUe feature of this 
protocol is the flexible addressing structure, 
which allows connections ro  bi established across 
different naming/addrssrins. dousins. 

Before considering the applicability of 
these development* in the military environment, 
it is useful to consider some of t^e differences 
in emphasis, between civilian and military net- 
works, and their usage. 

V.  Comparison Between Civilian and 

Military Networks and their Usage 

1) The usage of military networks in time 
of war is very difficult to preoict. Although 
major exercises give some Idea of the user demand, 
past experience has shown that these are slightly 
artificial and may net give a true picture.  In 
civilian networks, usage can generally be accu- 
rately predicted by extrapolecine, present useage 
patterns, with economic and equipment sales fac- 
tors being taken into account. 

2) The availability of the full capacity of 
a military network may well be degraded when it is 
most needed, because links may be jansoed and nodes 
and gateway« physically destroyed.  In the civi- 
lian environment, there is usually a very high 
availability of hardware and data links, with the 
use of standby power supplies «nd 'hot' spares for 
critical node* such aa gateway«. 

3) In general, there is a considerably 
higher degree of mobility of both users and net- 
works in the military environment.  In particular, 
airborne networks such as JT1DS (Joint Tactical 
Information Distribution System), with users such 
aa fighter aircraft, will place atringent require- 
ments on internetwork connections and eurvivabii- 
ity.  A consequence of this will be that the user« 
may well be completely unaware of the internet 
topology. VHle mobile access to networks will 
oivioualy develop in the civilian environment, in 
general it constitute« a fairly static coaamity 
of networks and users. 

4) One of the major advantages of geograph- 
ically distributed databases, which are flexibly 
interconnected with conmunications links, is the 
decrease in vulnerability of the overall system to 
the total failure of a site (eg by physical destruc- 
tion). Thus, when designing military networks it 
is important not to introduce an Achilles heel by, 
for example, employing s centralized network control 
centre. However, centralized control may well bt 
the most convenient and cost-effective solution in 
civilian environment. 

5) Both civilian and military network author- 
ities wish to provide secure, survivabla, inter- 
operable, and guaranteed grades of service to their 
users. Tu* 4ui»t.iir»s arise as tc hsw =uch the y»er 
is willing to pay for these properties, and how im- 
portant the properties are? The question of the 
importance of the property, depends on the threats 
to the network, and these are obviously substan- 
tially greater in the military case. This means 
that the solutions for military networks may well 
be more expensive, in terms of implementation ami 
running costs, than those for the civilian environ- 
ment. 

VI.  Techniques For Network Interconnection 

At present there are two main architectural 
methods [8] for providing process to process com- 
munication across dissimilar networks. They are 
referred to aa the "end-to-end" and "hop-by-hop" 
methods, because in the former, all the control 
information relevant to a particular data connec- 
tion is held only in the source and destination 
hosts, while in the latter, connection oriented 
information is also held in various intermediate 
switching nodes, called gateways. 

The end-to-end approach is based on the assump- 
tion that all networks will offer at least an unre- 
liable datagram service, ie if a sequence of packets 
is injected into the network then the destination 
will receive some of them, possibly misordered, and 
with possible duplicstion. Any improvement on this 
grade of service will be achieved by implementing 
end-te-end procedures to perform reordering, re- 
transmission of losses and detection of duplicates. 
A legitimate criticism of this approach is that 
these upgrading procedures are acting aero»« all 
the networks in the chain, which in the case of 
good networks mean» that there are extra overheads 
which involve needless expenditure.  Thue, in the 
hop-by-hop approach, the required level of inter- 
net service is provided by procedures impleaented 
across each network. This is obviously more expen- 
sive initia.'i< , in that the procedure» are different 
for the different network», but it» running costs 
are cheaper because unnecessary control and re- 
transaission« 'io not occur acro»s the networks pro- 
viding the higher grade of service. 

There are also two schools of thought on 
addressing strst«gy, which are difficult to com- 
pletely eeparate out from the idea» set out above. 
The first «chool, which ha» to date been aaaociated 
with the end-to-end approach, it that all networks 
worldwide should have a unique network number 
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allocated to it by a global authority. Thus, any 
host address can be uniquely defined worldwide by 
concatenating its network number with ita host 
number. The addressing of internet packet» if 
then simple. The other school believes that such 
international agreement on address formats is not 
achievable in the near future, and that there will 
exist multiple naming/addressing authorities. 
Thus, the address field will have to consist of s 
list of addresses in different formats, which will 
be parsed by the gateways of the different naming 
authorities as the packet wends its way through 
the internet system. This second system is con- 
siderably more flexible than the first, but as we 
shall see has other consequences as well. 

To date, operational systems of the end-to- 
end variety have used a flat addressing space and 
the hop-by-hop systems have used the multiple do- 
main system. A schematic representation of the 
protocol layering involved, in an internetwork 
connection across three networks, is shown for 
both the hop-by-hop and end-to-end approaches in 
figure 2. Th» hop-by-hop diagram clearly illus- 
trates that the total «ervice is provided by 
three concatenated services, involving different 
transport protocols on different types of net- 
works. The end-to-end representation illustrates 
the singular nature of the transport service, 
which is independent of attributes of the under- 
lying networks. We will now compare the advan- 
tages and disadvanrap»« »« i\is  two systems, in 
the light of operation in the military environ- 
ment. 

1?  Running Costs  The hop-by-hop approach has 
the advantage over the end-te-end approach as 
far as the civilian user is concerned, in that 
it is very 'tariff conscious (ie it only uses 
the minimus amount of transport protocol neces- 
sary to provide the required grade of service). 
Now as many of the European networks provide the 
high reliability of a virtual call aervice, this 
means that hop-by-hop implementations of the trans- 
port service for these networks will involve mini- 
mus overheads in terms of extra bits to be trans- 
mitted, and therefore their running costs will be 
minimal. 

In the end-to-end approach, every packet 
carries a full internet source and destination 
address in it« header, so that it can make its own 
way to its destination.  In the hop-by-hop approach 
once the call hat been set up, only the destina- 
tion address for tt.«! particular network has to be 
carried, because the gateways on route contain 
addressing informatio». for further hops. 

2)  Developern? Costs  The philosophy of the hoF~ 
by-ho? approach icpiie* a different protocol for 
each differtnt type of network.  This is not so 
serious in the civilian environment, because of 
the considerable influence o.' the CCiTT standard* 
which meant that most Eurrpeev\ public and private 
network» are of the X25 variety.  Even local net- 
works with very high speed interfaces are planning 
to implement an X23 access.  However, in the 
military environment, where ther« is a considerably 
greater rangt of network», this could require the 

development of a Dumber of transport protocols. 

3) Trusting Transit Networks  When a user makes 
a multi-net connection, using the hop-by-hop 
approach, it implies that he trusts the level of 
transport service being offered by the intermediate 
gateways in the internet route. Furthermore, it 
implies that he is happy with the reliability of 
intermediate gateways which, albeit temporarily, 
take responsibility for his data at the termination 
or each hop. Ve believe that this is a state of 
affairs that is considerably more acceptable in the 
benign civilian environment than in the hostile 
military one. 

In the end-to-end approach, only an unreliable 
datagram delivery service is expected from the set 
of concatenated networks , and loss of dsta in any 
intermediate switching node or gateway will be re- 
covered by a retransmission from the source. 
Therefore, maintaining the bit integrity of the 
data transmission does not rely on the continuing 
correct operation of an intermediate node. 

4) Addressing Strategy  In the multi-domain 
address strategy, if a user in one domain wishes to 
communicate with users in another domain, the user 
must know the topology of the interconnection of 
these domains, sc that he can supply the informa- 
tion necessary for his data to reach the destine- 
tisr. dwMsio. This information could be obtained 
automatically for his, but it implies separate and 
possibly different bilateral agreements between 
the various domain authorities. 

In the end-to-end approach with a flat address- 
ing space, each packet contains complete addressing 
information, and is free to find the best current 
route across all intermediate networks (figure 3). 
This dynamic internet routing has similar resource 
allocation advantages to  dynamic routing on single 
networks. This flexibility of routing in the inter- 
net environment is more important in the context 
of the more rspidly changing scenario of the mili- 
tary environment. 

Transport Control  The end-to-end control is 
certainly less flexible than the hop-by-hop control. 
Timeouts in particular, may vary by an order of 
magnitude, even on th« networks in service today. 
End-to-end flow control, also requires more sophi- 
sticated strategies than are needed in the hop-by- 
hop method. 

fe)  Gateway Complexity  One of the chief attrac- 
tions of the e"nd-"to-end approach with flat address- 
ing is the conceptual simplicity and relative emall- 
ness of the gateways with respect to the hop-by-hop 
approach. This is because the only modules that 
vary from gateway to gateway are the network access 
modules that pertain to each network (anc these are 
just the modules needed pn all hosts attached to 
that network). The fact that no connection orien- 
ted information is held in the gateway, greatly 
simplifies the action thar the gateway has to take 
on receiving a packet and the amount of buffer 
storage it needs. This property lies in well with 
th* gateway policy for military networks, namely 
that networks should be multiply connected by 
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gateways in order to provide aurvivable internet- 
work coanunications. Thus, the "simplicity" of 
the gateway! will result in cheapness and the abi- 
lity to provide a»rc than one gateway between 
every pair of networks. 

Thus, although the end-to-end approach in- 
volves higher overheads in terms of packet headers 
we believe that it offers considerably increased 
survivability in a hostile environment. Further- 
more, in a aituation in which users and networks 
are mobile, it is necessary for all networks to 
come under a single naming/addressing authority 
(eg NATO) if these change. In topology are to be 
distributed rapidly and efficiently throughout 
the internet system. 

VII.  The ARPA Catenet System 

An example of the end-to-end approach with a 
flat address space, which haa been running opera- 
tionally for about 5 years, is the ARPA catenet 
system. This system connects about thirty differ- 
ent network» including land-line, aatellitc and 
radio based networks, aa well as a variety of 
local area networks. The thinking and coneepta 
involved in the architecture of this system have 
been fully described in a number of papers [9, 10). 

The protocols responsible for data transport 
in this system and their hierarchical relation- 
ship arc shown in figure 4. 

1) Internet Protocol (IP) (11]  This provides 
for transmitting blocks of data, called datagrams, 
from sources to destinations. Its main parameter» 
are source and destination addresses which are 
globally unique. Implementations of this protocol 
exist in the gateways and internet hosts. The 
datagrams are routed from one internet module to 
another through individual networks. In this 
approach, datagrams may be routed across networks 
whose maximum packet sise is smsller than they are. 
In this case, a fragmentation module breaks up the 
packet into smaller packets, replicating enough 
information in the headers to allow resssembly at 
the destination. Reassembly does not take place in 
the gateways, because packets may take different 
routss to their destinations. There are a number 
of options available in the internet protocol and 
these are specified in the control information of 
the header. Thus, the internet header is of vari- 
able length. 

2) Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) |I2). TCP 
is a data transport protocol appropriate to level 
4 of the ISO reference model, and is especially 
designed for use en interconnected systems of net- 
works. TCP is a connection oriented, end-to-end 
reliable protocol, designed to fit into a layered 
hierarchy of protocols which support multi-network 
applications, it provides for relieble interpro- 
cess communications, between pairs of processes in 
host computer«, attached to distinct but intercon- 
nected computer cosssunicstion networks. The TCP 
assumes it can obtain a simple, potentially unreli- 
able, datagram service from the lower level proto- 
cols. It fits into a layered protocol architecture 

just above a basic Internet Protocol, which pro- 
vides a way for the TCP to send and receive vari- 
able length segments of information enclosed in 
internet datagram envelopes. In order for the 
TCP to provide a reliable logical circuit between 
pairs of processes, on top of the less reliable 
internet communication system, it performs the 
functions of basic data transfer, data acknowledge- 
ment, flow control and multiplexing. 

3)  Gateway to Gateway Protocol (CCP) (13 1. 
gateway to gateway protocol xs responsible be 
   __  The 

gateway to gateway protocol xs responsible' both 
for distributing routing information through the 
gateways of the catenet and for adviaing communi- 
cating hosts of routing changes, congestion con- 
trol and unreachable destinations. The basic 
routing algorithm, in use today, is the original 
AJtPAnet routing algorithm. This involves gateways 
telling their nearest neighbours which networks 
they can reach and how auny gateway to gateway 
hops are involved in the route. If a gateway is 
directly connected to a network, then it ia said 
to be aero hops to that net. Gateways continuously 
monitor the stste of the network access switch to 
which they are connected and their nearest neigh- 
bour gateways to ensure that routes through them 
are still available. 

VIII. Practical Experience of the ARPA Catenet 
System 

In the autumn of 1978, RSKI set up a collabora- 
tive program of research and development in com- 
munications with the Advanced Research Projects 
Agency of the US Department of Defense. This 
collaborative program involved the connection of 
the PPSK (Pilot Packet Switched Network), our own 
in-house research aetvsrx, to the ARPA catenet 
system, and providing terminal and file access from 
an internet boat on the PPSN to some of the major 
ARPAnct boats. The first two years of the program 
were allocated to the development and implementa- 
tion of a reliable connection between PPSK and the 
ARPA catenet system. Ue have implemented the DoD 
standard Transmission Control Protocol, the Inter- 
net Protocol and the Gateway~io-Cateway Protocol 
in Coral 64. In addition, we have made many 
measurements on the performance of the catenet 
system, particularly in terms of round-trip delays 
as the connectivity and the development of the 
catenet has evolved. 

The current configuration is shown in figure 5. 
The R5RX internet host (PDP-11/23) contains the 
standard internet protocols of Telnet, TCP end IP, 
and which run under out own virtual memory opera- 
ting system DMOS {19 ). The link level protocol, 
X2S level 2, is used t» interface to the PPSK. 
This protocol it implemented en a mir»»processor 
communication interface (X25 line unit) which is 
connected to PDP-11 hoets vie a standard interface 
I Ml. 

The PPSK is connected to the rest of the catenet 
via the RSRZ gatewey. The gateway (PDP-11/2J) has 
three network interfaces on it, each using a 125 
line unit. They are used to provide, I) access to 
?fSN, 2) a test port which can be directly connected 
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to a measurement host, and 3) an interface which 
connects the RSRE gateway to a gateway at University 
College, London (UCL) via a 9.6k bitt/s Post Office 
line. 

The UCL gateway is connected to two other net- 
works, 1) UCL net and 2) Satnet (ARPA packet satel- 
lite network). The connection to Satnet is via the 
Coonhilly SIMP (Satellite Interface Message 
Processor). Packets destined for Arpanet are for- 
warded by the Coonhilly SIMP, over the shared 64k 
bits/s half duplex satellite channel to the Etam 
SIMP, and from there they are forwarded on to the 
BBN gateway, and hence into Arpanet. 

Catenet Measurements.  Some of these measurements 
were made by echoing packets off the various cate- 
net gateways (figure 5>, and a small but represen- 
tative sample are listed below. By time stamping 
the packets as they leave the measurement host at 
RSRE, and then comparing the time stamps with the 
local time when the packets return, having been 
echoed off the gateways, the single round trip 
delay is measured. These delays not only include 
network transition times, but also any internal 
delays in the gateways. 

The round trip delays from the RSRE measure- 
ment host to various gateways, for internet packets 
containing 6 data bytes are:- 

<v 
Cateway  Mean Delay (sees)  Min/Max Delay (fees) 

RSRE 0.2 0.2 
UCL 0.35 0.35 - 0.4 
BBN 2.0 1.5   - 3.B 
SRI-PRI 2.5 1.9   - 3.8 

The results for the RSRE and UCL gateways corres- 
pond to the theoretical delays expected due to 
line speeds. The results for the BBN and SRI-PRI 
gateways are due to the longer satellite delays 
and control algorithm of Satnet. 

Retransmissions in TCP.  TCP can be used for com- 
munications over a variety of different networks, 
therefore the wide variation of round trip delays, 
as shown above, means that a fixed retransmission 
per lud im  not »üitatU, since in some cases there 
will be significant delays when a TCP segment is 
lost, while in others there will be unnecessary 
retransmissions. 

To overcome this problem we have implemented a 
dynamic timeout algorithm for use in TCP. This 
algorithm measures the time elapsed between send- 
ing a data octet with a particular sequence number, 
and receiving an acknowledgement that covers that 
sequence number. Using that measured elapsed time 
as the round trip time (RTT), we compute a smoothed 
rounc trip time (SRTT) as: 

SRTT * (ALPHA * SRTT) * ((1 - ALPHA) • RTT) 

and based on this, compute the retransmission time- 

out (RT0) as: 

RTO - min {BOUND. BETA * SRTT) 

where BOUND is an upper bound on the timeout (eg 

0.9), and BETA is a delay variance factor (eg 1.5). 

The performance of this algorithm has shown to 
be very good and has significantly reduced the 
number of unnecessary retransmissions. 

IX.  Enhancements To The Catenet System 

There are a number of situations, peculiar to 
the military context, which are not catered for by 
the algorithms presently used in the catenet. Be- 
fore discussing these and possible enhancements to 
the catenet which would improve its survivability 
in the military environment, we must introduce the 
concepts of "partitioned networks" and "source 
routing". 

A "partitioned network" is one that is so 
badly damaged that there exists no paths between 
certain of its switching nodes. Typically, this 
results in two or more subsets or partitions of 
nodes, within which communications are possible, 
but which cannot communicate with each other. Hosts 
connected to different partitions cannot communi- 
cate in the usual way. However, if this network 
is connected by more than one gateway to the cate- 
net system and there is at least one gateway on 
each partition, hosts could still communicate by 
an internetwork path as illustrated in figure 6. 
The concepts of routing to partitioned networks are 
concerned with automatic and efficient routing of 
packets under the conditions mentioned above. 

The principle of "source routing" is one of 
providing some of the routing intelligence in tU 
packet header, by providing not just the destination 
address, but also some or all of the im -mediate 
node addresses through which the packet has to pass. 
This facility is provided as an option in the 
present DoD Internet Protocol. 

1)  Changes to the Catenet Routing Algorithm. The 
catenet system as presently configured, permits 
routing around damaged networks and gateways. It 
assumes that hosts know the addresses of their local 
gateways, and are prepared to poll these gateways 
to determine their status, and have procedures for 
using alternate gateways, if the primary one ii 
congested or inoperative. Presently, routing to a 
partitioned network would involve knowing the topo- 
logy of the catenet and inserting the routing in- 
formation in the packet header in the form of a 
source route. This is perfectly feasibly, but in a 
fast changing military environment it would be 
preferable if the gateways contained enough informa- 
tion to perform automatic routing to hosts on par- 
titioned networks. 

If the internet system of gateways is regarded 
as a super-datagram network, whose node to node 
protocol is the Internet Protocol, then it would 
seem reasonable that the internode routing be based 
on gateway or node identifiers. The routing inform- 
ation distributed to gateways should permit routing 
to a specific gateway, rather than to a network. 
Ac there may be more gateways than networks, this 
will involve the storage of more information in the 
gateways than at present. However, if there are 
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additional gateway nodes for providing survivabil- 
icy it is a waste of resources if the information 
is not disseminated and used when most needed. 

There are two reasons for wishing to change 
the present catenet routing algorithm:- 

(i)  The present algorithm suffers from os- 
cillations when certain link failures occur, be- 
cause it uses repeated minimization to compute the 
shortest path. Presently, this problem is overcome 
by having a narrow range of link coats. 

(ii) The granularity, or fineness, of the 
information distributed by the present algorithm 
which performs routing to networks, is insufficient 
for automatic routing to partitioned networks. This 
is because the route into a destination net via two 
different gateways may be wildly separated, as 
illustrated in figure 7. If the network is parti- 
tioned, we need to specify the entry into the net 
rather than just the net. 

A recognized candidate for the improved rout- 
ing algorithm is a modification of the New Arpanet 
Routing Algorithm [U4t which ia currently used on 
Arpanet. Using this algorithm, all the gateways 
broadcast information to all other gatewaya using 
a flooding technique. In particular, two types of 
information are disseminated:- 

(i)  Each gateway broadcaats the names of 
the nets to which it is directly connected. 

(ii) Each gateway broadcasts the names of its 
neighbours with which it can communicate. 

From this information, all gateways can deter- 
mine which networks are partitioned, becauaa a 
partitioned net will have two or more gateways 
attached to it which art unable to communicate. 
Having implemented this algorithm, there are one or 
two additional techniques that are necessary for 
dealing with routing to partitioned nttworka. The 
main remaining problems are, determining the parti- 
tion in which the destination host is located, and 
specifying this in packets to be scot to that host. 
Mow specifying the partition could be accomplished 
by specifying the identifier of the gateway through 
which the partition communicates with the rest of 
the catenet. However, at present there is no for- 
mat for specifying gateway identifiers in the inter- 
net header. The determination of which partition 
the destination host is in, is best done by the 
gateway connected to the source host's network. 
This gateway will know how many partitions the des- 
tination network is divided into, and the entry 
gateways to these partitions. When the connection 
is being set up, the opening packets will be sent 
to all partitions, and the resultant reply will 
contain the relevant partition identifier. A minor 
expansion of the internet header will be required 
for specifying gateway id«ntifiers in the internet 
packet headers. 

2)  Mobile Hosts in the Military Environment. 
There are already a number of requirements for air- 
craft flying from oiw tactical net to another, to 
be able to maintain communication with a ground 

based command and control centre [15 ]. There has 
been considerable discussion on possible solutions 
to this probles (16,17 ]. The solution should, if 
possible avoid using a centralized databaae, not 
only becauae of its vulnerability but also because 
a separate communication must be successfully per- 
formed with the database, as a pre-requisite for a 
successful connection to the mobile host. Further- 
more, as the host moves from one net to another, 
updates to the database must be made in a timely 
manner. Obviously, a third party has to be in- 
volved if two mobile hosts wish to communicate. 
However, the ground control centre is a natural 
anchor for mobile communications, and if the TCP 
connection identifiers were divorced from physical 
addresses, the scheme below would provide total 
data integrity as the mobile host changed networks. 

An interesting point, that is immediately 
highlighted when considering this problem, is that 
the unique identification of a TCP connection is 
at present tied down to physical addresses. We 
believe that thia is undesirable, and has led to 
the present restricted attempts at solving this 
problem. We believe that unique TCP identifiers 
should be exchanged at the start of the connection 
and that these be used throughout, so that any 
changes in the physical addresses can be exchanged 
without closing the connection (ie when the air- 
craft changes nets it inserts its new address in 
the source address field, this is then used by the 
ground to continue the connection). It is possible 
that there will be a little hiccup as the change 
over from one net to another occurs, because pack- 
ets may arrive out of order, however retransmission 
would take care of this. It would obviously be the 
responsibility of the mobile host to 'login' to the 
ground centre on entering a network, so that a con- 
nection could be opened up from the ground. An 
alternative approach would be to include another 
protocol layer directly above the TCP layer. This 
new protocol would be responsible for opening and 
closing TCP connections and maintaining data inte- 
grity as the mobile host moved onto another net- 
work. The disadvantage of this approach, is the 
necessity to transfer the mobile host's new add- 
ress on a three way handshake basis, before the 
host moved onto the new network. 

3)  Congestion Control in the Cstenet. The cate- 
net is essentially a super datagram network, and 
congestion control consists of using all possible 
routes to the best sdvantage and being able to 
offer a graceful degradation of service when the 
users demand exceed the network resources. It is 
important that fairness is exercised in providing 
a service to users, assuming that they are of the 
aame priority. The above implies that the cost of 
a route should change if substantial queues build 
up on it, so that alternate routes become prefer- 
able in an SPF (Shortest Path First) routing algor- 
ithm. The change in cost will be reflected in the 
routing updates, and alternate less congested routes 
will be preferred. This requires a more reslistic 
measure of internet routing costs, thsn the number 
of gateway hops used st present. This needs to be 
implemented on the catenet for realistic trials, 
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even though the numbers of alternate routes is 
very imall. Having thus made the best use of the 
internet resources, the only remaining action is to 
throttle off users when, by their weight of numbers, 
they overload the system. This throttling must be 
fair, bearing in mind priorities. One aspect of 
the fairness problem is that gateways handle pack- 
ets on an independent datagram basis and are not 
therefore conscious of "greedy" users disobeying 
sdvisory flow control messages. A full solution of 
this problem would require s complex control theory 
model to be solved. This would involve the know- 
ledge of the queuing sizes and delays on all inter- 
gateway links. The despatching of packets from the 
initial gateway would only occur when its journey 
through the system could be undertaken without it 
exceeding a specified delay band. 

X.  SUB ary_ 

Many of the concepts presented in this paper 
have been widely discussed in the ARPA internet 
community. The authors wish to thank their 
colleagues in the ARPA internet community for many 
discussions on the concepts presented in this paper. 
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Alan Sheltzer, Robert Hinden, and Mike Brescia. 
Bolt Beranek and Newman inc., Cambridge, Mass. 

Connecting 
different types 
of networks 
with gateways 
Darpa's Internet connects more 
than 20 networks by gateways, 
which transmit datagrams 
and allow adaptive routing. 

& 

ust as packet-switching 
technology matured and spread to commercial appli- 
cations, internetworking technology is now moving 
from the research environment into the commercial 
world. Gateways are being built to interconnect X.25 
public packet-switching networks, and many more are 
planned to link various local networks such as Ethernet. 

One of the original interconnected group of networks 
is the Department of Defense Advanced Research Proj- 
ect Agency's (Darpa) Internet System. It uses commu- 
nications processors as gateways to link more than 20 
networks that use diverse technologies. 

The Internet System has been a focal point for inter- 
networking development, with much of the technology 
supplied by Bolt Beranek and Newman (BBN) of Cam- 
bridge. Mass. For example, the Internet gateway trans- 
mits information in the form of datagrams and allows 
different routing schemes to be determined dynamical- 
ly depending on the best available path. The alternative 
approach to the datagram model for gateways is the 
virtual-circuit approach, which determines and estab- 
lishes a route before information is transmitted. Each 
scheme has advantages and disadvantages related to 
congestion, reliability, and overhead 

In general, gateways extend network users' abilities 
to access remote machines, transfer tiles between dif- 
ferent vendors' computers, and send electronic mail. 
They also provide a solution to the problem of deciding 
which of the many networking methods <s best by al- 
lowing all of them to be used, depending on the appli- 
cation. The different types of networks can then be 
interconnected by gateways, thus giving me user a 
view of only one large network configuration. 

The fundamental technology of gateways is straight- 
forward. For example, two networks "A" and "B." 
composed of hosts, nodes, and lines, are linked by 

Dm Communication«/ August 1962 

connecting a communications processor that runs 
internetworking software to each of the networks. The 
combination processor and software is a gateway. 
Host A can send a message to host B on network B 
by first sending the message to the gateway. The gate 
way then forwards the message through network B to 
destination host B. 

Several gateways can be used to interconnect a 
number of different networks. These multiple gateways 
provide redundancy and additional load capacity. 

The user view of the interconnected networks is sim- 
plified if the gateways are regarded as switching nodes 
and the networks as lines. Then the entire configuration 
can be viewed as a single network, built from a collec- 
tion of separate networks. 

Gateways forward messages across networks to 
other gateways within an internetwork system just as 
switching nodes forward messages across lines to oth- 
er switching nodes within a single computer network. 
However, to provide an efficient, reliable communica- 
tions service, the gateways should also provide 
switching node functions such as adaptive routing, 
flow control, and network monitoring. 

Tho transatlantic connection 
There are two approaches to internetworking: the vir- 
tual-circuit approach and th? datagram. In the archi- 
tecture that the Internationa! Consultative Committee 
for Telegraphy and Telephony (CCITT) recommends, 
the internetwork switching nodes provide virtual-circuit 
service between networks. To do this, each switching 
node, called an X.75 gateway, is directly connected 
to X.75 gateways on other networks. When a call is 
established between two networks, virtual circuits are 
set up between the source host and an X.75 gateway 
on the source network, between neighboring X.75 
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1. Ttw Darpa Internet con. There are more than 20 
networks and gateways, several hundred host computers, 
and several thousand terminals that make up the Darpa 

Internet System. The networks are connected in a distrib- 
uted fashion with multiple paths between networks and 
alternate paths that span other networks. 
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gateways, and between the remote neighbor gateway 
and the destination host. 

Since the X.75 gateway provides virtual-circuit ser- 
vice, it must send messages reliably and in sequence 
to neighboring X.75 gateways. Row control between 
gateways also prevents one gateway from sending 
more traffic than its neighbors can handle—which is 
an advantage. 

Opponents of the CClTT's virtual-circuit approach 
to gateways reason that the X. 75 architecture is de- 

signed to interconnect X 25 networks only and cannot 
easily link together networks that use different access 
protocols. These networks include Ethernets, ring net- 
works, and satellite networks. In addition, the X.75 
architecture does not provide adaptive routing between 
networks—when an X.75 call is made, the selection 
of gateways is fixed. Therefore a failure in one of the 
X. 75 gateways disconnects the call and an alternate 
route can only be established by making a new call 

The Darpa community has developed an internet- 
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work architecture that allows networks with different 
access protocols to be interconnected. The Internet 
System differs in several important ways from the 
CCITT architecture. For example, gateways are con- 
nected directly to networks instead of being connected 
to other gateways. In addition, traffic is sent across 
the networks in the form of datagrams instead of via 
virtual circuits between the networks. And, most impor- 
tantly, the Oarpa internet uses an adaptive-routing 
scheme that guarantees that packets exchanged be- 
tween hosts on different networks travel on the shortest 
path through gateways. This means that if one gateway 
fails and there is an alternative gateway available, the 
alternative gateway will be used automatically without 
disrupting host-to-host connections. 

The current Oarpa Internet System consists of more 
than 20 networks and gateways, several hundred host 
computers, and several thousand terminals. The In- 
ternet networks are connected in a general distributed 
fashion, with multiple paths between networks and 
alternate paths that span other networks (Fig. 1). The 
gateways dynamically decide the best path for a mes- 
sage to be routed to its destination, taking into account 
topology changes as they occur. 

Diverse networks make up the Internet System: ter- 
restrial packet-switching networks such as Arpanet 
and BBN-Net; satellite networks such as the Atlantic 
Packet Satellite Network (Satnet) and the Darpa-spon- 
sored Wideband Packet Satellite Network (Wideband); 
local networks such as Ethernet and the Norwegian 
Defense Research Establishment (NDRE) Ringnet; and 
mobile radio networks such as SRI International's pack- 
et radio network. These networks vary in characteris- 
tics such as message size, speed, delay, reliability, and 
local address format (Table 1). 

It's all in the family 
The Darpa research community has developed a family 
of protocols that provides the mechanisms for host 
computers to communicate over Internet. These pro- 
tocols offer services that may be lacking in the underly- 
ing networks that make up Internet. As a result of the 
small number of network requirements, new networks 
are easily aaded. 

To be part of internet, a network needs only to be 

able to deliver messages to a destination and have a 
minimum message size. The family of Darpa Internet 
protocols then provides the following services: 
■ Datagrams 
■ Addressing 
■ Message fragmentation and reassembly 
■ Data reliability 
■ Message sequencing 
■ Flow control 
• Connections 
The Internet System's protocols are a layered family 
of protocols, as shown in Figure 2. The two main pro- 
tocols that provide user data transfer are the Internet 
protocol (IP) [Ref. 11 and the Transmission Control 
protocol (TCP) [Ref. 2]. In addition, there are protocols 
for specific applications such as terminal traffic (Tel- 
net), file transfer (FTP), and electronic mail transfer 
(MTP). Internet also has specialized protocols for func- 
tions such as gateway routing, gateway monitoring 
and control, and error reporting. 

Individual network protocols are not specified in the 
Internet System. Instead, each network has its own 
access protocols. For instance. Arpanet uses the 1822 
Host and IMP protocol (a protocol for interconnection 
of a host and IMP) [Ref. 3], and Satnet uses the Host 
Satnet protocol [Ref. 4]. 

Individual network protocols are used to encapsulate 
the Internet protocols for transmission across that net- 
work. When a message traverses internet, each gate- 
way creates a new network header appropriate to the 
next network (Fig. 3). 

Datagram delivery 
The IP in the second layer of the internet protocol fam- 
ily transports datagrams across an interconnection of 
networks. Datagrams are messages that consist of 
source and destination addresses, plus data. They are 
not required to be delivered reliably or in sequence. 
No type of connection needs to be set up to send or 
receive them. In contrast, virtual-circuit services are 
provided by high-level end-to-end protocols. 

A major advantage of the datagram approach to 
gateways is that networks are not required to provide 
many services in order to send a datagram. Therefore, 
it is comparatively easy to interconnect networks of 

Table 1 Network Characteristics 

NAME MESSAGE sin 
1« ITTES 

SPEED OCLAY GUARANTEED 
DELIVERY 

NOTES 

AMANET 1001 MCOIUM MCOIUM YES 

UTNtT m LOW HIGH MO SATELLITE NCTW0MK 

»IOC UM 2.000 MICH MION NO SATELLITE NCTW0RK 

JACKET »AGIO                                 7M MCOIUM MCOIUM NO VARYING  T0P0L00Y 

«ORt «MC 2.0*1 HIGH LOW TO LOCAL NCTW0«K 

WMfNI SPEED IS LOW • < «00 HIT'S   MCOIUM • 100 «CUT* 
TO 1  HUT'S. MION •  > 1 »IIT4  ANO Of LAV is LOW • < SO IM. 
Mf OiUM • SO *i TO SO0 at. 0« HI3N • > S00 »i 
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Z Internet protocol relationships. The layered family of 
Internet protocols permits hosts to communicate over 
Internet and provides for specific applications. 

LAYERS 

TELNET 

TRANSMISSION CONTROL 

PROTOCOL 

INDIVIDUAL NETWORK PROTOCOL 

diverse characteristics. 
The IP provides two basic services in the second 

layer: addressing and fragmentation /reassembly. A 
common address format is maintained across Internet. 
A- Jresses are fixed-length (32 bits) and consist of the 

network number and a local address. The network- 
number field contains the address of a particular net- 
work, and the local-address field contains the address 
of a host within that network. 

The networks that make up Internet have different 
message sizes. The IP provides a fragmentation/reas- 
sembly service to overcome these variations. When a 
datagram originates in a network that allows large mes- 
sages, and the datagram nust traverse a network with 
a smaller message limit, the datagram must be broken 
into smaller "pieces," or 'ragments. The IP provides 
a mechanism to permit datagrams to be fragmented 
and to be later reassembled into one piece at the des- 
tination host. 

The TCP, in the third layer, is a connection-oriented, 
reliable end-to-end protocol. It provides the services 
necessary for reliable message transmission over the 
Interne! System. 

The networks that make up Internet are not required 
to guarantee that all datagrams are delivered. Also, 
the originator of a datagram does not necessarily know 
through which networks a datagram will be routed to 
arrive at its destination. Therefore it is necessary to 
provide message reliability end-to-end—that is, at the 
source and the final destination. To address these re- 
quirements, the TCP provides reliability, flow control, 
multiplexing, and connection functions. 

Reliability is achieved through checksums (error- 
detecting codes) and positive acknowledgments of ail 
data. Oata that is not acknowledged is retransmitted. 

End-to-end flow control lets the receiver of the data 
regulate the rate at which it is sent. To allow many pro- 
cesses (applications) within a single computer (for 
example, many terminals talking to one host) to use 

.'. Message encapsulation. When a message traverses 
networks on Internet, individual network protocols are 
used to encapsulate the Internet protocols for transmis- 

sion across each network. When the message reaches a 
gateway, that gateway creates a new network header 
appropriate to the next network. 
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Table 2   Network table for BBN gateway 

NETWORK NAME NET ADDRESS •ROUTE 

SATNET 4 DIRECTLY CONNfCTEO 

ARPANET 10 OIRECTLY CONNECrED 

UN NET 3 1 HOP VIA RCC 10.3.0.72 (ARPANET 3/72) 

PURDUE COMPUTER SCIENCE 192.5.1 2 HOPS VIA PURDUE 10.2.0.37 (ARPANET 2/37) 

INTELPOST 43 2 HOPS VIA MILLS 10.3.0 17 (ARPANET 3/17} 

OECNETTECT 33 3 HOPS V!A MliLS «0.3.0.17 (ARPANET 3/17! 

W10EIAND 21 3 HOPS VIA RCC 10.3.0.72 (ARPANET 3/72) 

BIN-PACKET RADIO 1 2 HOPS VIA RCC 10.3.0.72 (ARPANET 3/72) 

DCN-COMSAT 29 1 HOP VIA MILLS 10.3.0.17 (ARPANET 3/17) 

FIIERNET 24 3 HOPS VIA RCC 10.3.0.72 (ARPANET 3/72) 

IRA66-PACKET RADIO 9 1 HOP VIA BRAGG 10.0.0.3! (ARPANET 0/31) 

CLARK NET 1 2 HOPS VIA MILLS 10.30.17 (ARPANET 317) 

LCSNET 11 1 HOP VIA MlT-LCS i0.00.77 (ARPANET 077) 

•IN TERMINAL CONCENTRATOR 1921.2 3 HOPS VIA RCC 10.3.0 72 (ARPANET 3/72) 

IIN-JERICHO 192.U 3 HOPS VIA RCC 10.3.0.72 (ARPANET 3'72l 

UCLNET 11 1 HOP VIA UCL 4.0.0.60 (SATNtT SOI 

RSRE-NULL 31 1 HOP VIA UCL 4.0.0.60 (SATNET 60) 

RSRC-PfSN 25 2 HOPS VIA UCL 4.0.060 (SATNET 60) 

UN FRANCISCO-PACKET RAOIO-2 1 1 HOP VIA C3PO 10.1 0.51 (ARPANET 15H 

'NAMES AND ACRONYMS IDENTIFY GATEWAYS 
IN THE INTERNET SYSTEM 

the protocol simultaneously, the protocol provides for 
ports to allow individual processes to be identified. The 
protocol also provides a mechanism for interprocess 
communications between computers. 

Open the gate* 
A host computer that wants an IP datagram to reach 
a host on another network must send the datagram 10 
a gateway. A local-network header containing the ad* 
dress of the gateway is attached to the datagram be- 
fore it is sent into the network. When the packet is re- 
ceived by the gateway, its local-network header is 
checked for possible errors and the gateway performs 
any necessary host-to-network protocol functions. 

The Internet control message protocoi (ICMP) [Ref. 
5) is the control protocol associated with the IP that is 
used to convey error and status information to Internet 
users. For example. *f the header indicates that the 
packet contains an Internet datagram, then the packet 
is passed to the Internet header check routine, which 
performs a number of validity tests on the IP header. 
Packets that fail these tests are discarded, and an error 
packet is sent from the gateway to the Internet source 
of the packet 

After a datagram passes these checks, its Internet 
destination address <s examined to determine if the 
datagram is addressed to the gateway Each of the 

OaiaCommuncat*or»/AuQuci 1962 

gateway's Internet addresses—one tor each network 
interface—is checked against the destination address 
in the datagram. If a match is not found, the datagram 
is passed to the forwarding routine. If the datagram is 
destined for the gateway, then the datagram is pro- 
cessed according to the protocol in the IP header 
Some types of datagrams that might be addressed to 
the gateway include monitoring packets, gateway rout- 
ing packets, or remote debugging packets. 

Multiple hops 
Among other functions, the gateway must make a rout- 
ing decision tor all datagrams that are to be forwarded 
The routing proceoure provides t*o pieces of informa- 
tion: which network interface should be used to send 
the packet, and which destination address should be 
m the packets local-network header 

The gateway maintains a network table that contains 
an entry for each reachable network (Table 2) The 
entry consists of a network number and either the ad- 
dress of the neighbor gateway on the shortest route 
to the network or an indication that the gateway is 
directly connected to the network A neighbor gateway 
is one that shares a common network with this gate- 
way The distance measurement that is used to deter- 
mine which neighbor is closest is "number of hops " 
In other words, a gateway is considered to be zero 
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hops from its directly connected networks, one hop 
from a network that is reachable via one other gate- 
way, and so on. The Gateway-to-Gateway protocol 
(GGP) [Ref. 6] is used to build the network table. 

The gateway tries to match the destination network 
address in the IP header of the datagram to be for- 
warded with a network in its network table. If no match 
is found, the gateway drops the datagram and sends 
an ICMP packet to the IP source. If the gateway does 
find an entry for the network in its table, it uses the 
network address of the neighbor gateway entry as the 
local networK destination address of the datagram. 
However, if the final destination network is one to which 
the gateway is directly connected, the destination ad- 
dress in the local-network header is simply built from 
the destination address in the datagram's IP header. 

If the routing procedure decides that an IP datagram 
is to be sent back out of the same network interface 
from which it was read, then the source host has 
chosen a gateway that is not on the shortest path to 
the IP final destination. The datagram will still be for- 
warded to the next address chosen by the routing pro- 
cedure, but a redirect-ICMP packet will also be sent 
to the IP source host indicating that another gateway 
should be used to send traffic to the final IP destination. 

Break it up 
After the routing decision is complete, the datagram 
is passed to the fragmentation procedure, if the next 
network through which the datagram must pass has 
a smaller maximum packet size than the size of the 
datagram, the gateway will break the datagram into 
fragments. These fragments are then transported as 
independent datagrams themselves and are ultimately 
collected and assembled at the destination host to 
recreate the original datagram. 

The gateway now builds a new network header for 
the datagram. The gateway uses the information ob- 
tained from its routing procedure to choose the proper 
network interface for the datagram and to build the 
destination address m the new network header. 

The gateway then queues the packet for delivery to 
its destination. It also enforces a limit on the size of the 
output queue for each network interface so that a slow 
network does not unfairly use up ail of the gateway's 
buffers A packet that cannot be queued because of 
the limit on the output-queue length is dropped Wheth- 
er or not the packet is retransmitted depends on the 
type of packet 

Wnen the packet finally reaches its destination, the 
network header «s stripped off and the information 
inside the IP datagram is processed In addition, it the 
original datagram was fragmented, the destination 
host collects ail of the fragments and reassembles 
them mto the original datagram 

To provide Internet service, the sP gateway must 
support a variety of protocols For example, the gate- 
way has to send and receive packets on its connected 
network interfaces Therefore, it must implement ail of 
these networks' access protocols, such as the Arpanet 
1822 protocol or the Satnet Host Access protocol 

Since all internet traffic 'S sent in the form of Internet 

datagrams, the gateway must also implement the IP 
protocol. In addition, the gateway sends control infor- 
mation, such as "This destination network is unreach- 
able." to hosts using the ICMP protocol. 

Monitoring and support of gateways is aided by the 
Cross Network Debugger protocol [Ref. 7], which al- 
lows remote debugging of the gateway, and the Host 
Monitoring protocol [Ref. 8], which allows the gateway 
to report the status of its interfaces. The gateway also 
has an internal message generator that is used as a 
testing facility. 

The right way 
The IP gateway uses the GGP tor four functions con- 
cerned with routing: 
a Determining if its network interfaces are operational 
a Determining if its neighbor gateways are operational 
■ Building a table of networks that can be reached via 
neighbor gateways 
a Adding new neighbor gateways and new networks 
to its network table 
Gateways use the information obtained from GGP 
packets to ensure that a datagram uses the best route 
through Internet to reach its destination. 

GGP packets are sent reliably using sequence num- 
bers and an acknowledgment scheme. The gateway 
determines if its netwdk interfaces are up by sending 
GGP packets, called "interface probes," addressed 
to itself every 15 seconds. When a number of these 
probes have been successfully received, the interface 
is declared operational, if a number of probes are 
missed, the interface is declared down. 

In order to determine whether other gateways are 
operating properly, each gateway has a built-in table 
of neighbor gateways. Every 15 seconds, a gateway 
will send a GGP echo packet ("neighbor probe") to 
each of its neighbors to determine which are operation- 
al. When a neighbor gateway has echoed a number of 
probes, it is declared operational. However. if several 
probes are sent to a neighbor but are not echoed, the 
neighbor is declared down. 

Whenever a gateway determines that there has been 
a change in Internet routing, such as when it declares 
one of its network interfaces to be down, it sends a 
GGP-routmg-update packet to each of its neighbors. 
This packet indicates 'or each network the distance 
and address of the gateway on the shortest path to 
the network. 

On receiving a routing uodate. a gateway will recal- 
culate its network table to ensure that it uses the neigh- 
bor on the shortest route to each network if the routing 
update packet is from a new neighbor or contains infor- 
mation about a new network, the g3tew3y updates its 
neighbor or network tables It thereby learns about 
new neighbors and networks without having to undergo 
reconfiguration 

Finding the alternate path 
The gateway uses the information <n its routing sables 
to minimize congestion and delay by adapting its rout- 
ing to the situation. For example, suppose there are 
two gateways. X and Y, that can be used to reach net- 
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Table 3   Gateway status report 
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work A. When gateway X goes down, all of its neigh- 
bors will send out routing updates reporting that net- 
work A is no longer reachable via gateway X. When a 
gateway receives this routing update it will recalculate 
its network table and find that gateway Y can be used 
to reach network A. Gateways will now forward data- 
grams through gateway Y to reach network A without 
disrupting any host-to-host connections. 

Putting it together 
The IP gateway operates on Digital Equipment Corpo- 
ration PDP-11 or L3I-11 16-bit processors under a 
small real-time operating system called the Micro Oper- 
ating System (MOS), developed by SRI International. 
MOS provides facilities for multiple processes, interpro- 
cess communications, buffer management, asynchro- 
nous input /output, and a shareable real-time clock. 

There is one MOS network process and accompa- 
nying data structure called a netblock, which contains 
information about, for example, network interface 
status and queueing for each network that is directly 
connected to the gateway. Each network process waits 
for input from one of the gateway's interfaces. When 
an IP datagram is received, the appropriate network 
process "wakes Jp" and calls procedures to forward 
the datagram toward its destination. 

The IP gateway is written in Macro-11 assembly lan- 
guage instead of a higher-level language because 
memory is limited by the 16-bit address space. The 
gateway code occupies about 10K words of memory. 
The MOS operating system occupies an additional 3K 
words of code space, leaving 15K weds for buffers* 
These buffers are shared by various network processes 
for reading and writing packets. 

Adding support to connect a new network to the IP 
gateway is a relatively easy task. A programmer must 
write a device driver that handles the hardware inter- 
face of the new network as well as a routine to imple- 
ment the new host-to-network access protocol. The 
programmer also creates a gateway-configura'ion file 
that contains gateway-specific information, such as 
interface-device addresses. The macro assembler then 
assembles a new gateway program. This programming 
task is simplified because more than 75 percent of »he 
code in all IP gateways is identical because of the mod- 
ularity of the gateway software. 

Keeping order 
Fault isolation can be a major problem in the daily op- 
eration of a computer network. Some issues that mu!t 
be resolved are: When communications fails, what is 
tc blame? Is the problem with the host machine, the 
network, the lines, or the user program? 

Internet fault isolation is even more difficult because 
of the number and diversity of users, networks, patns. 
and requirements involved. For example, tha commu- 
nications path may traverse many networks and gate- 
ways so that the potential sources of communications 
disruption are multiplied. 

The ability to identify areas of congestion is also a 
more complex task. For example, poor performance 
can be the result of individual networks failing ;o pro- 

vide users with adequate throughput or of a bottleneck 
in connections between networks. 

For Bolt Beranek and Newman, the solution to In- 
ternet monitoring and control is to apply techniques 
much like those used to operate Arpanet. In fact, tools 
developed by the company to monitor the gateways 
that are the switching nodes of Internet are similar to 
those used to monitor the switching nodes in Arpanet. 

These tools include a central monitoring facility 
called the network operational center (NOC) [Ref. 9J 
that runs on BBN's C/70 computer under the Unix 
operating system. The NOC regularly receives traffic 
statistics and reports of important events from each 
of the Internet gateways. Data communications users 
can interrogate the NOC to find the current status of 
any Internet gateway. The monitoring facility then 
prints a gateway status report (Table 3). 

The NOC's status- and event-monitoring capabilities 
pinpoint hardware and software problems during the 
operation of Internet. For example, when communica- 
tions is disrupted between Internet hosts, the NOC 
monitoring tools help determine whether the problem 
lies with a gateway, network, communications line, or 
with one of the Internet hosts. Whenever a gateway 
receives an erroneous packet, a report that identifies 
the source of the packet is sent to the NOC. These 
reports help to diagnose malfunctioning hardware and 
aid in debugging Internet host software. 
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9. P. Santos. B. Chalstrom. J. Linn, and J. Herman. 
"Architecture of a Network Monitoring, Control, and 
Management System." ProceeJings of the 5th Interna- 
tional Conference on Computer Communications. Oc- 
tober. 1980. 

Note: References are available from Jake Feinler at 
the Network Information Center, SRI International. Men- 
lo Park, Caiif.   ■ 

Oat« CommumcAlions/August 1982 
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SECTION 3.   APPENDICES 

This section contains various auxiliary documents related to protocol development and 
implementation. 
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ASSIGNED NUMBERS 

Status of this Memo 

This memo is an official status report on the numbers used in 
protocols in the ARPA-Internet community.  Distribution of this memo 
is unlimited. 

Introduction 

This Network Working Group Request for Comments documents the 
currently assigned values from several series of numbers used in 
network protocol implementations. This RFC will be updated 
periodically, and in any case current information can be obtained 
from Joyce Reynolds.  The assignment of numbers is also handled by 
Joyce.  If you are developing a protocol or application that will 
require the use of a link, socket, port, protocol, network number, 
etc., please contact Joyce to receive a number assignment. 

Joyce Reynolds 
USC - Information Sciences Institute 
4676 Admiralty Way 
Marina del Rey, California 90292-6695 

Phone: (213) 822-1511 

ARPA mail: JKREYNOLDS@USC-ISIB.ARPA 

Most of the protocols mentioned here are documented in the RFC series 
of notes. The more prominent and more generally used are documented 
in the "Internet Protocol Transition Workbook" [39] or in the old 
"ARPANET Protocol Handbook" [40] prepared by the NIC.  Some of the 
items listed are undocumented.  Eurther information on protocols can 
be found in the memo "Official ARPA-Internet Protocols" [104]. 

In all cases the name and mailbox of the responsible individual is 
indicated.  In the lists that follow, a bracketed entry, e.g., 
[nn,iii], at the right hand margin of the page indicates a reference 
for the listed protocol, where the number (V) cites the document 
and the letters ("iii") cites the person. Whenever possible, the 
letters are a NIC Ident as used in the WHOIS service. 

m _ 

m 
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ASSIGNED NETWORK NUMBERS 

The network numbers listed here are used as internet addresses by the 
Internet Protocol (IP) [39,92].  The IP uses a 32-bit address field 
and divides that address into a network part and a "rest" or local 
address part.  The division takes 3 forms or classes. 

The first type of address, or class A, has a 7-bit network number 
and a 24-bit local address.  The highest-order bit is set to 0. 
This allows 128 class A networks. 

12 3 
01234567890123456789012345678901 

10|   NETWORK   | Local Address | 

Class A Address 

The second type of address, class B, has a 14-bit network number 
and a 16-bit local address. The two highest-order bits are set to 
1-0.  This allows 16,384 class B networks. 

12 3 
01234567890123456789012345678901 

+ - + - + --f- + -4-+'-f- + --j---t-- + --f- + - + -4---r- + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + ~f- + 

|1 0| NETWORK        | Local Address       | 

« * V' 

Class B Address 

The third type of address,   class C,  has a 21-bit network number 
and a 8-bit local address.    The three highest-order bits are set 
to 1-1-0.     This allows 2,097,152 class C networks. 

12 3 
01234567890123456789012345678901 

+ -♦- + - + - + - + -♦- + - + -♦-♦- + - + - + - + - + - + -♦- + - + -♦- + - + -♦- + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + -■*■ 

|1 1 0| NETWORK | Local Address | 
♦-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--+-+-+-+-+-+ 

Class C Address 

Not«*-  No addresses are allowed with the three highest-order bits 
set to 1-1-1.  These addresses (sometimes called "class D") are 
reserved. 
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One commonly used notation for internet host addresses divides the 
32-bit address into four 8-bit fields and specifies the value of each 
field as a decimal number with the fields separated by periods.  This 
is called the "dotted decimal" notation.  For example, the internet 
address of USC-ISIB.ARPA in dotted decimal is 010.003.000.052, or 
10.3.0.52. 

The dotted decimal notation will be used in the listing of assigned 
network numbers.  The class A networks will have nnn.rrr.rrr.rrr, the 
class B networks will have nnn.nnn.rrr.rrr, and the class C networks 
will have nnn.nnn.nnn.rrr, where nnn represents part or all of a 
network number and rrr represents part or all of a local address. 

There are four catagories of users of Internet Addresses: Research, 
Defense, Government (Non-Defense), and Commercial.  To reflect the 
allocation of network identifiers among the categories, a 
one-character code is placed to the left of the network number: R for 
Research, D for Defense, G for Government, and C for Commercial (see 
Appendix A for further details on this division of the network 
identification). 

Network numbers are assigned for networks that are connected to the 
ARPA-Internet and DDN-Internet, and for independent networks that use 
the IP family protocols (these are usually commercial) .  These 
independent networks are marked with an asterisk preceding the 
number. 

The administrators of independent networks must apply separately for 
permission to interconnect their network with either the 
ARPA-Internet of the DDN-Internet.  Independent networks should not 
be listed in the working tables of either the ARPA-Internet or 
DDN-Internet hosts or gateways. 

For various ". ^sons, the assigned numbers of networks are sometimes 
changed.  To ease the transition the old number will be listed for a 
transition period as well. These "old number" entries will be marked 
with a "T" following the number and preceding the name, and the 
network name will be suffixed "-TEMP". 

Special Addresses: 

In certain contexts, it is useful to have fixed addresses with 
functional significance rather than as identifiers of specific 
hosts.  When such usage is called for, the address zero is to be 
interpreted as meaning "this", as in "this network".  The address 
of all ones are to be interpreted as meaning "all", as in "all 
hosts".  For example, the address 128.9.255.255 could be 

f^T 

m 

mi 
AW 
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interpreted as meaning all hosts on the network 128.9.  Or, the 
address 0.0.0.37 could be interpreted as meaning host 37 on this 
network. 

Assigned Network Numbers 

Class A Networks 

i 
mi 

* Internet Address Name Network References 

000, 
004, 
006, 
007, 
008, 
010, 
011, 
012 
014 
018 
021 
022 

D 023 
D 024 
R 025 

R 027 
R 028 
D 029 
D 030 
G*031 
R 032 
R 036 
R 039 
R 041 
R 044 

001 
005 
009 
013 
015 
019 
033 
037 
040 
042 
045 
127 

rrr. 
rrr. 
rrr. 
rrr. 
rrr. 
rrr. 
rrr. 
rrr. 
rrr. 
rrr. 
rrr. 
rrr. 
.rrr. 
rrr. 
rrr. 
.rrr. 
rrr. 
.rrr. 
.rrr. 
.rrr. 
.rrr. 
.rrr. 
.rrr. 
.rrr. 
.rrr. 
.rrr. 
.rrr. 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
-rr 

. r rr 

.rrr 

.rrr 

.rrr 

.rrr 

.rrr 

rrr, 
rrr, 
rrr, 
rrr 
rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 

rrr 
rrr 
rrr 
rrr 
rrr 
rrr 
rrr 
rrr 
rrr 
rrr 
rrr 
rrr 
rrr 
rrr 
rrr 
rrr 
rrr 
rrr 
rrr 
rrr 
rrr 
rrr 
rrr 
rrr 
rrr 
rrr 

SATNET 
T YPG-NET-TEMP 
T EDN-TEMP 
T BBN-NET-TEMP 
ARPANET 
DODIIS 
ATT 
PDN 

T MIT-TEMP 
DDN-RVN 
DISNET 
DDN-TC-NET 
MINET 
RSRE-EXP 
MILNET 

Reserved [JBP] 
Atlantic Satellite Network   [SHB] 
Yuma Proving Grounds [10,BXA] 
DCEC EDN [EC5] 
BBN Network [JSG5] 
ARPANET [10,40,SA2] 
DoD  INTEL  INFO SYS [AY7] 
ATT,   Bell Labs [MH12] 
Public Data Network [REK4] 
MIT Network [20,103,DDC1] 
DDN-RVN 
DISNET 
DDN-TestCel1-Network 
MINET 
RSRE 
MILNET 

T NOSC-LCCN-TEMPNOSC / LCCN 
WIDEBAND 
MILX25-TEMP 
ARPAX25-TEMP 
UCDLA-NET 
UCL-TAC 
SU-NET-TEMP 
SRI?fET-TEMP 
BBN-TEST-A 
AMPRNET 

rrr-003.rrr.rrr.rrr Unassigned 
Unassigned 
Unassjgned 
Unassigned 

Wide Band Satellite Net 
MILNET X.25 Temp 
ARPA X.25 Temp 
UCDLA-CATALOG-NET 
UCL TAC 
Stanford University Network[PA5] 
SRI  Local Network [GEOF] 
BBN-GATE-TEST-A [RH6] 
Amateur Radio Experiment Net[HM] 

[MLC] 
[FLM2] 
[DH17] 

[10,DHH] 
[RNM1] 
rFLM2"1 

"""[RH6] 
[CJW2] 

[MLC] 
[MLC] 
[CXL] 

[PK] 

.rrr 

.rrr 

.rrr 

.rrr-017.rrr.rrr.rrr Unassigned 

.rrr-020.rrr.rrr.rrr Unassigned 

.rrr-035.rrr.rrr.rrr Unassigned 

.rrr-038.rrr.rrr.rrr Unassigned 

.rrr 

. rrr-043.rrr.rrr.rrr 

.rrr-126.rrr.rrr.rrr 

.rrr 

Unassigned 
Unassigned 
Unassigned 
Reserved 

[JBP] 
[JBP] 
[JBP] 
[JBP] 
rJBP] 
[JBP] 
[JBP] 
[JBP] 
[JBP] 
[JBP] 
[JBP] 
[JBP] 
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* Internet Address Name Network            E 

Reserved 

references 

128.000.rrr.rrr [JBP] 
R 128.001.rrr.rrr BBN-TEST-B BBN-GATE-TEST-B [RH6] 
R 128.002.rrr.rrr CMU-NET CMU-Ethernet [HDW2] 
R 128.003.rrr.rrr LBL-CSAM LBL-CSAM-RESEARCH [JS38] 
R 128.004.rrr.rrr DCNET LINKABIT DCNET [69,DLM1] 
R 128.005.rrr.rrr FORDNET FORD DCNET [69.DLM1] 
R 128.006.rrr.rrr RUTGERS RUTGERS [CLH3] 
R 128.007.rrr.rrr DFVLR DFVLR DCNET Network [HDC1] 
R 128.008.rrr.rrr UMDNET Univ of Maryland DCNET [69,DLM1] 
R 128.009.rrr.rrr ISI-NET USC-ISI Local Network [CMR] 
R 128.010.rrr.rrr PURDUE-CS-NET Purdue Computer Science   [ChK] 
R 128.011.rrr.rrr BBN-CRONUS BBN DOS Project [64, WIM] 
R 128.012.rrr.rrr SU-NET Stanford University Net   [LB3] 
D 128.013.rrr.rrr MATNET Mobile Access Terminal Net [SHB] 
R 128.014.rrr.rrr BBN-SAT-TEST BBN SATNET Test Net [SHB] 
R 128.015.rrr.rrr S1NET LLL-S1-NET [EAK1] 
R 128.016.rrr.rrr UCLNET University College London  [PK] 
D 128.017.rrr.rrr MATNET-ALT Mobile Access Terminal Alt [SHB] 
R 128.018.rrr.rrr SRINET SRI Local Network [GEOF] 
D 128.019.rrr.rrr EDN DCEC EDN [EC5] 
D 128.020.rrr.rrr BRLNET BRLNET [10,MJM2] 
R 128.021.rrr.rrr SE-PR-1 SF-l Packet Kaaio Network  [JErij 
R 128.022.rrr.rrr SF-PR-2 SF-2 Packet Radio Ne'.work  [JEM] 
R 128.023.rrr.rrr BBN-PR BBN Packet Radio Net-rork  [JAW3] 
R 128.024.rrr.rrr ROCKWELL-PR Rockwell Packet Radio Net  [EHP] 
D 128.025.rrr.rrr BRAQG-PR Ft. Bragg Packet Radio Net [JEM] 
D 128.026.rrr.rrr SAC-PR SAC Packet Radio Network  [BG5] 
D 128.027.rrr.rrr DEMO-PR-1 Demo-1 Packet Radio Network[LCS] 
D 128.028.rrr.rrr C3-PR-TEMP Testbed DeveloDment PR NET TBG5] 
R 128.029.rrr.rrr MITRE MITRE Cablenet" [111,TML] 
R 128.030.rrr.rrr MIT-NET MIT Local Network [DDC1] 
R 128.031.rrr.rrr MIT-RES MIT Research Network [DDClj 
R 128.032.rrr.rrr UCB-ETHER UC Berkeley Ethernet [DAM1] 
R 128.033.rrr.rrr BBN-NET BBN Network [JSG5] 
R 128.034.rrr.rrr NOSC-LCCN NOSC / LCCN [RH6] 
R 128.035.rrr.rrr CISLTESTNET1 Honeywell         [52 ,53,JLM23] 
R 128.036.rrr.rrr YALE-NET YALE NET [128,J05] 
D 128.037.rrr.rrr YPG-NET* Yuma Proving Grounds [10.BXA] 
D 128.038.rrr.rrr NSWC-NET NSWC Local Host Net [RLH2] 
R 128.039.rrr.rrr NTANET NDRE-TIU [PS3] 
R 128.040.rrr.rrr UCL-NET-A UCL [RC7] 
R 128.041.rrr.rrr UCL-NET-B UCL [RC71 
R 128.042.rrr.rrr RICE-NET Rice University    [69. 128,PCM] 
R 128.043.rrr.rrr DRENET Canada REF ARPANET [10.JR17] 

m 
HE 

±£m£d m 
\\"S.*\* 

m 
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D 128.044.rrr.rrr WSMR-NET 
C 128.045.rrr.rrr DEC-WRL-NET 
R 128.046.rrr.rrr PURDUE-NET 
D 128.047.rrr.rrr TACTNET 
G*128.048.rrr.rrr UCDLA-NET-B 
R 128.049.rrr.rrr NOSC-ETHER 
G 128.050.rrr.rrr COINS 
G 128.051.rrr.rrr COINSTNET 
R 128.052.rrr.rrr MIT-AI-NET 
R 128.053.rrr.rrr SAC-PR-2 
R 128.054.rrr.rrr UCSD 
R* 128.055.rrr.rrr MFENET 
D 128.056.rrr.rrr USNA-NET 
D 128.057.rrr.rrr DEMO-PR-2 
C* 128.058.rrr.rrr SPAR 
R 128.059.rrr.rrr CU-NET 
D 128.060.rrr.rrr NRL-LAN 
R*128.061.rrr.rrr GATECH 
R 128.062.rrr.rrr MCC-NET 
R 128.063.rrr.rrr HRL-SUBNET 
R 128.064.rrr.rrr- 128.079.rrr.rrr 
D 128.080.rrr.rrr CECOMNET 
R 128.081.rrr.rrr SCRC-ETHERNET 
R 128.082.rrr.rrr UMICH 
R 128.083.rrr.rrr UTAUSTIN 
R 128.084.rrr.rrr CUKNELL-NLi 
C*128.085.rrr.rrr DRILL-NET 
R 128.086.rrr.rrr MRC 
R 128.087.rrr.rrr HIRST 
R*128.088.rrr.rrr HP-NET 
R 128.089.rrr.rrr BBN-ENET-TEMP 
C*128.090.rrr.rrr PQS 
R 128.091.rrr.rrr UPENN 
R 128.092.rrr.rrr INTELLINET 
R*128.093.rrr.rrr INRIA-ROCQU 
R*128.094.rrr.rrr SYSNET 
R*128.095.rrr.rrr WASHINGTON 
C*128.096.rrr.rrr BELLCORE-NET 
R 128.097.rrr.rrr UCLANET 

128.098.rrr.rrr- 191.254.rrr.rrr 
191.255.rrr.rrr 

RFC 960 

White Sands Network [TBS] 
DEC WRL Network [128,RKJ2] 
Purdue Campus Network [CAK] 
Tactical Packet Net [9,KIP] 
UCDLA-Network-B [10, CXL] 
NOSC Ethernet [128,RLB3] 
COINS On-Line Intel Net [RLS6] 
COINS TEST NETWORK [RLS6] 
MIT AI NET [128,MDC] 
SAC PRNET Number 2 [BG5] 
UC San Diego Network [128,GH29] 
LLNL MFE Network [109,DRP] 
US Naval Academy Network [TXS] 
Demo-2 Packet Radio Net   [LCS] 
Sen1umberger PA Net 
Columbia University 
NRL Lab Area Net 
Georgia Tech 
MCC Corporate Net 
BRL-SUBNET-EXP 
Net Dynamics Exp 
CECOM EPR NET 
SCRC ETHERNET 
UOFMICHIGAN 
U. Texas Austin 
Cornell Backbone Net 
Teleco Drilltech Net 
UK.CO.GEC.RL.MRC 
UK.CO.GEC.RL.HRC 
HEWLETT-PACKARD-NET 
BBN ETHER NETWORK 
PERQ SYSTEMS CORP 
UPenn Campus Network 
INTELLICORP NET 
INRIA Rocquencourt 
AT&T SYSNETWORK 
Comp Sei Ether Net 
BELLCORE-NET 
UCLA Network 
Unassigned 
Reserved 

ri28.RXBT 
[128, LH2] 

[WF3] 
[128, SXA] 
[128,CBD] 

[RBN1] 
[ZSU] 

[PFS2] 
[128,CH2] 

T8,HWB] 
[128.JSQ1] 

[128,BN9] 
[DBJ] 

[RHC3] 
[RHC3] 

[AXG] 
[128.SGC] 
[128,DXS] 
[128,IXW] 

[128,DAVE] 
[MXA1] 

[EXY] 
[128.RA17] 

[PK28] 
[BJL5] 

[JBP] 
rJBPi 
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* Internet Address Name 

192. 
192. 
192. 
192. 
192. 
192. 
192. 
192. 
192. 

R 192. 
R 192. 
R 192. 
R*192. 
R 192. 

192. 
192. 
192. 
192. 
192. 
192. 
192. 
192. 
192. 
192. 
192. 
192. 
192. 

R 192. 
R 192. 

192 
192 
192 
192 
192 
192 
192 
192 
192 
192 
192 
192 

R 192 
R 192 
R*192 

R 
C 
C 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 

R 
R 
R 
R 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
R 

00C. 
000. 
000. 
001. 
001. 
001. 
001. 
001. 
001. 
001. 
001. 
001. 
004. 
005. 
.005. 
.005. 
.005. 
.005. 
.005. 
.005. 
.005. 
.005. 
.005. 
.005. 
.005. 
.005. 
.005. 
.005. 
.005. 
.005. 
.005 
.005 
.005 
.005 
.005 
.005 
.005 
.005 
.005 
.005 
.005 
.005 
.005 
.005 

000. 
001. 
002. 
000. 
005. 
006. 
007. 
008. 
009. 
010. 
011. 
012. 
000. 
001. 
002. 
.003. 
.004. 
.005. 
.006. 
.007. 
.008. 
.009. 
.010. 
.011 
.012 
.013 
.014 
.015 
.016 
.017 
.018 
.019 
.020 
.021 
.022 
.023 
.024 
.025 
.026 
.027 
.028 
.029 
.030 
.031 

rrr 
rrr 
rrr- 
rrr- 
rrr 
rrr 
rrr 
rrr 
rrr 
rrr 
rrr 
rrr- 
rrr- 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
. rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 

BBN-TEST-C 

Network 

Reserved 
BBN-GATE-TEST-C 

192.000.255.rrr ünassigned 
BBN local networks 
BBN-ENET2 
BBN local network 
BBN-ENET 
BBN local network 
BBN-ENET3 
BBN-NETR 
BBN-SPC-ENET 

192.003.255.rrr BBN local networks 
192.004.255.rrr BELLCORE-NET 

Honeywell 

192.001.004.rrr 
BBN-ENET2 

BBN-ENET 

BBN-ENET3 
BBN-NETR 
BBN-SPC-ENET 

CISLHYPERNET 
wise 

References 

[JBP] 
[RH6] 
[JBP] 
[SGC] 
[SGC] 
[SGC] 
[SGC] 
[SGC] 
[SGC] 
[SGC] 
rsGC1 

[SGC] 
[128.PK28] 

[JLM23] 
Univ of Wisconsin Madison   [RS23] 

HP-DESIGN-AIDS HP Design Aids [NXK] 
HP-TCG-UNIX Hewlett Packard TCG Unix [NXK] 

DEC Marlboro Ethernet [119,KWP] 
DEC Marlboro Developmt [119.KWP] 
Caltech-CS-Net [126,DSW] 
University of Washington     [JAR4] 
Aerospace Labnet [2,LOT) 
USC-ECL-CAMPUS-NET [MAB4] 
SEISMIC-RESEARCH-NET [RR2] 
UTAH-COMPUTER-SCIENCE-NET   [GW22] 

DEC-MRNET 
DEC-MRRAD 
CIT-CS-NET 
WASHINGTON 
AERONET 
ECLNET 
CSS-RING 
UTAH-NET 
GSWDNET 
RAND-NET 
NYU-NET 
LANLLAND 
NRL-NET 
IPTO-NET 
UCIICS 
CISLTTYNET 
BRLNET1 
BRLNET2 
BRLNET3 
BRLNET4 
BRLNET5 
HSRDCQA-NET 
DriNSRDC-NET 
RSRE-NULL 
RSRE-ACC 
RSRE-PR 
SIEMENS-NET 

Compion Network [128.FAS] 
RAND Network [128. JDG] 
NYU Network [EF5] 
Los Alamos Dev LAN [128.JC11] 
Naval Research Lab [API 
ARFA-IPTO Office Net [SA2] 
UCI-ICS Res Net [MIR] 
Honeywell [JLM23] 
BRLNET1 [10.MJM2] 
BRLNET2 [10.MJM2] 
BRLNET3 [10.MJM2] 
BRLMET4 r 10. MJM2 ] 
BRLNET5 [lO^M^l 
NSRDC Office Auto Net [TC4] 
DTNSRDC-NET [TC4] 
RSRE-NULL [RNM1] 
RSRE-ACC [RNM11 
RSRE-PR [RNM1] 

t\ .*» -1 

:•>:•'■•:•: 

r>' 

■ST  . 
Siemens Research Network [PXN] 
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Network Numbers 

R 192.005.032.rrr CISLTESTNET2 
R 192.005.033.rrr CISLTESTNET3 
R 192.005.034.rrr CISLTESTNET4 
R 192.00r.035.rrr RIACS 
R 192.OOo.036.rrr CORUELL-CS 
R 192.005.037.rrr UR-CS-NET 
R 192.005.038.rrr SRI-C3ETHER 
R 192.005.039.rrr UDEL-EECIS 
R 192.005.040.rrr PUCC-NET-A 
D 192.005.041.rrr WISLAN 
D 192.005.042.rrr AFDSC-HYPER 
R 192.005.043.rrr CUCSNET 
R 192.005.044.rrr Färber-PC-Net 
R 192.005.045.rrr AIDS-NET 
R 192.005.046.rrr NTA-RING 
R 192.005.047.rrr NSRDC 
R 192.005.048.rrr PURDUE-CS-EN 
R 192.005.049.rrr UCSF 
R 192.005.050.rrr CTH-CS-NET 
R 192.005.051.rrr Theorynet 
R 192.005.052.rrr NLM-ETHER 
R 192.005.053.rrr UR-CS-ETHER 
R 192.005.054.rrr AER0-A6 
R 192.005.055.rrr UCLA-CECS 
C 192.005.056.rrr TARTAN-NET 
R 192.005.057.rrr UDEL-CC 
R 192.005.058.rrr CStfET-PDN 
R*192.005.059.rrr INRIA SM90 
R*192.005.060.rrr SM90 XI 
R*192.005.061.rrr SM9C X2 
R*192.005.062.rrr LITP SM90 
R 192.005.064.rrr AMES-NAS-NET 
R 192.005.065.rrr NPRDC-Ether 
R 192.005.066.rrr HARV-NET 
R 192.005.067.rrr CECOM-ETHER 
R 192.005.068.rrr AERO-130 
R 192.005.069.rrr UIUC-NET 
G 192.005.070.rrr CELAN 
R 192.005.071.rrr SAC-ETHER 
R*192.005.072.rrr- 192.005.087.rrr 
R 192.005.088.rrr YALE-EE-NET 
R 192.005.089.rrr HARV-APPOLLO 
R 192.005.090.rrr HARV-ETHER 
R 192.005.091.rrr PURDUE-ECN1 
R 192.005.092.rrr BRAOG-ETHER 
R 192.005.093.rrr SRI-DEMO 
R*192.005.094.rrr SDCRDCF-10MB 
R*192.005.095.rrr SDCRDCF-3MB 

RFC 960 

Honeywell 
Honeywell 
Honeywell 
USRA 
CORNELL CS Research 
U of R CS 3Mb Net 
SRI-AITAD C3ETHERNET 
Udel EECIS LAN 
PURDUE Comp Cntr Net 
WIS Research LAN 
AFDSC Hypernet 
Columbia CS Net 
Farber PC Network 
AI&DS Network 
NDRE-RING 
NSRDC 
Purdue CS Ethernet 

[52,53,JLM23] 
[32,33,JLM23] 
[32,33,JLM23] 

[113,RLB1] 
[128,DK2] 

[67,LB1] 
[128,BG5] 
[120,CC2] 

[JRS8] 
[111,JRM1] 

[MCA1] 
[128, LH2] 

[DJF] 
[128,KFD] 

[PS3] 
[PXM] 

[128,CAK] 
Univ of Calif,   San Fran[120,TF6] 
Chalmers CSN Net 
Cornell Theory Center 
NLM-LHNCBC-ETHERNET 
U of R CS 10Mb Net 
Aerosoace 
UCLA-CECS Network 
Tarta.. Labs 
UDEL Comp Center 
CSNET X.25 Network 
Inrla GIP SM-90 
Inria SM-90 exp. 1 
Inria SM-90 exp. 2 
LITP SM-90 
NASA ARC NAS LAN 
NPRDC TRCF Ethernet 
Harvard Comp Sei Net 
CECOM ADDCOMPE ETHER 
AEROSPACE-130 
Univ of IL at Urbana 
COINS Exper. LAN 
SAC C3 Ethernet 
U Chicago 
YALE-EE-NET 
Harvard University 
Harvard CS Ethernet 
Purdue ECN 
SRI Bragg Ether 
SRI Ether Demo 
SDC R&D primary net 
SDC R&D old net 

[120,UXB] 
[128,AB13] 

[92,JA1] 
[67,LB1] 

[2,LCN] 
[128, RBW] 

[SXB] 
[120,RR18] 

[60,RDR4] 
[MXS] 
[MXS] 
[MXS] 
[MXS] 

[119.MF31] 
[LRB] 

[SB28] 
[120,GIH] 

[LCN] 
[128.AKC] 

[MXM] 
[128,BG5] 

ITXN] 
ri28 AG22] 

[4.SB28] 
[SB28] 

[36.55.0G11] 
[121.GIH] 
[121.GIH] 

[128.DJV1] 
[67.DJV1] 

IF 
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Assigned Numbers 
Network Numbers 

RFC 960 HS 

RU92. 
R*192. 
R*192. 
R 192. 
R*192. 
R 192. 
R 192. 
C*192. 
R 192. 
R 192. 
C*192. 
R*192. 
R*192. 
R*192. 
R*192. 
R*192. 
R*192. 
R*192. 
CU92. 
CU92. 
R 192. 

192. 
192. 
192. 
192. 
i92. 
192. 
192. 

R 192. 
R 192. 

192. 
192. 
192. 

R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 

R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 

192 
192 
192 
192 

R*192. 

192. 
C*!92 
C*192. 
C*192 
C*192 
C*192 
R 192 
C*193 
C*192 

005. 
005. 
005. 
005. 
005. 
005. 
005. 
005. 
005. 
005. 
005. 
005. 
005. 
005. 
005. 
005. 
005. 
005. 
005. 
005. 
005. 
005. 
005. 
005. 
005. 
Öö5. 
005. 
005. 
005. 
005, 
005. 
005. 

.005. 
,005. 
.005. 
,005. 
,005. 
.005. 

.005, 

.006 

.007 
008 
009 
010 
010 
010 
011 

096. 
097. 
098. 
099. 
100. 
101. 
102. 
103. 
104. 
105. 
106. 
107. 
108. 
109. 
110. 
111. 
112. 
113. 
114. 
115. 
116. 
117. 
118. 
119. 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 

134 
000 

,000 
,000 
.000 
.000 
.041 
.042 
.000 

rrr 
rrr 
rrr 
rrr 
rrr 

.rrr 

.rrr 

.rrr 

.rrr 

.rrr 

.rrr 

.rrr 

.rrr 

.rrr 

. rrr 
• rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
• rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 

.rrr- 
rrr- 

.rrr- 

.rrr- 

.rrr- 

.rrr- 

.rrr 

.rrr- 

.rrr 

UBC Corap Sei Net [128,PXB] 
UCLA CS LNI Network [RBW] 
UCLA PIC Network [128,RBW] 
S-l Workstation Net. [128,TW11] 
Honeywell CSC Net [128,RL2] 
Purdue Gateway Network         [JRS8] 
PUCC RHF Based Net [JRS8] 
Tymnet NID Ethernet [SMF] 
Thinking Machines [128,BJN1] 
CCA Ethernetl   (POND) [128,AL6] 
Bitstream Type Foundry  [128, PXA] 
IBM PASC Ethernet [128,GXL] 
IBM PASC Broadband [56,GXL] 
ARJCC TOPS-20 NET [128,JAG3] 
ARJCC LOCAL NET [12$.JA«3] 
Campus QUAD NET [128,JAG3] 
CAISR LOCAL NET [128,JAG3] 
CES LOCAL NET [JAG3] 
INTERMETRICS PRONET [128,NXH] 
INTERMETRICS ETHER [128, NXH] 
BRAGG 'ADDCOMPE [128,BG25] 
BRAGG/ADDCOMPE [128,BG25] 
BRAGG/ADDCOMPE [128,BG25] 
BRAGG/ADDCOMPE [128,BG25] 
BRAGG/ADDCOMPE [128,BG25] 
ERAöG/ADDCühfc'E [126,BG25] 
BRAGG/ADDCOMPE [128,BG25] 
BRAGG/ADDCOMPE [128,BG25] 
BRAGG/ADDCOMPE [128.BG25] 
BRAGG/ADDCOMPE [128,BG35] 
BRAGG/ADDCOMPE [128.BG25] 
BRAGG/ADDCOMPE [123,BG25] 
BRAGG/ADDCOMPE [128,BG25] 
BRÄCC/ÄDDCOMPE [128,BG251 
BRAGG/ADDCOMPE [128,BG25] 
BRAGG/ADDCOMPE [128,BG25] 
BRAGG/ADDCOMPE [128.BG25] 
Perceptronics,  AI Div. 

[KXC] 
192.005.255.rrr Unassigned [JBP] 
192.00ft-255-rrr  Hewlett Packard [AXG] 
192.007.255.rrr Computer Consoles,   Inc.        [RA11] 
192.008.255.rrr Spartacus Computers, Inc.     [SXM] 
192.009.255.rrr SUN Microsystems.   Inc. [BN4] 
192.010.040.rrr Symbolics,   Inc. [CH2] 
T SCRC-ETHERNET SCRC ETHERNET [128.CH2] 
192.010.255.rrr Symbolics.   Inc. [CH2] 
192.011.255.rrr ATT.   Bell  Labs [MH12] 

UBC-CS-NET 
UCLA-CS-LNI 
UCLA-PIC 
SPACENET 
HCSC-NET 
PUCC-NET-B 
PUCC-RHF-NET 
TYM-NTD-NET 
THINK-INET 
CCA-POND 
BITSTREAM 
PASC-ETHER 
PASC-BB 
CWR-JCC-T 
CWR-JCC-L 
CWR-QUAD 
CWR-CAISR 
CWR-CES 
I2-RING-1 
I2-ETHER-1 
BRAGGNET-1 
BRAGGNET-2 
BRAGGNET-3 
BRAGGNET-4 
BRAGGNET-5 
BRAGGNET-6 
BRAQGNET-7 
BRAGGNET-8 
BRAGGNET-9 
BRAGGNET-10 
BRAGGNET-11 
BRAGGNET-12 
BRAGGNET-13 
BKÄöö>JET-i4 
BRAGGNET-15 
BRAGGNET-16 
BRAGGNET-17 
PERCEPT-AI 

^r-« 

.Jj/Ä 

v vT 

w*-—-^ "• 

* 
S*J>J 

*> 
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Assigned Numbers 
Network Numbers 

C*192. 
C*192. 
C*192. 
C*192. 
C*192. 
R 192. 

192. 
192. 
192. 
192. 
192. 
192. 
192. 
192. 
1Q0 

R 
R 
D 
R 
R 
R 
R 
R 
p 

012. 
012. 
012. 
012. 
012. 
012. 
012. 
012. 
012. 
012. 
012. 
012. 
012. 
012. 

000 
001 
002 
003 
004 
005 
006 
007 
008 
009 
010 
011 
012 
013 
014 

.rrr 

.rrr 

.rrr 

.rrr 

.rrr 

.rrr 

.rrr 

.rrr 

.rrr 

.rrr 

.rrr 

.rrr 

.rrr 

.rrr 

.rrr 

CADMUS-ETHERNET CADMUS-NET 
CADMUS-EXP-1 CADMUS-NET-EXP-1 

CADMUS-NET-EXP-2 
Fairchild AI Lab Net 
Hughes SCG Net 
SRI -AIC-LispMachNet 
NPS-C2 
NYU CompSci Ethernet 

192. 
192, 
192. 
192. 
192. 
192. 
192. 
192. 
192. 
192. 

R 192. 
R 192. 
R 192. 
R*192. 
D 192. 

012. 
012. 
012. 
012. 
012. 
012. 
012. 
012. 
012. 
012. 
012. 
012. 
012. 
012. 
m ■> 

015. 
016. 
017. 
018. 
019. 
020. 
021, 
022. 
023. 
024. 
025. 
026. 
027. 
028. 
f\oo 

D 192 
D 192 
R*192 
R 192 
C*192 

192 
192 
192 
192 
192 
193 
192 
192 

R»192 
R*192 
R 192 
R 192 
R 192 

R 
R 
R 
R 
G 
G 
C 
R 

.012 

.012 

.012 

.012 
012 
.012 
.012 
.012 
.012 
.012 
,032 
.012 
.012 
.012 
.012 
.012 
.012 
.012 

.030 

.031 

.032 

.033 

.034 

.044 

.045 

.046 

.047 

.048 
,049 
.050 
.051 
.052 
.053 
.054 
.055 
.056 

rrr 
rrr 
rrr 
rrr 
rrr 
rrr 
rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
. rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr- 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 
.rrr 

CADMUS-EXP-2 
FLAIR 
SCG-NET 
AIC-LISPMS 
NPS-C2 
NYU-CS-ETHER 
PICANET1 
CADRE-NET 
CQRNELL-ENG 
MIT-TEST 
WISC-ETOER 
JHU-NET1 
JHU-NET2 
HROOKNET 
PRMNET 
LLL-TIS-NET 
CIT-CS-10NET 
CIT-NET 
CIT-SUN-NET 
CIT-PH¥SCOMP 
UTCSRES 
UTCSTTY 
MICANET 
CSS-GRAMINAE 
NOSC-NETR 
UR-LASER 
RIACS-X-NET 
PF-EVANS 
RF-HEX-A 
USNA-ENET 
CMU-VINEYARD 
SRI-CSL-NET 

RFC 960 

[MS9] 
[MS9] 
[MS9] 

[128,AMS1] 
[122,MXP] 
[128,PM4] 
[128,AW9] 
[128,LOU] 

Picatinny Arsenal LAN1 [128,RFD1] 
Decision Systems Lab [SM6] 
Cornell-Engineering [128,BN9] 
MIT Gateway TEST NET [128,NC3] 
Wisconsin Ether Nat [1'8,CBP] 
JHU-NET1 [12_,M014] 
JHU-NET2 [128,M014] 
BNL Brooknet III [128,GC] 
SRI-SURAN-EN [128,BP17] 
LLL-TIS-NET [119,123,GP10] 
Caltech lOMeg EtherNet[126,AD22] 
Caltech Campus Net [126,AD22] 
Caltech Sun Net [126,AD22] 
Caltech Phys Comp Net [126,AD22] 
UTCS Net Research 
UTCS TTY Kludgenet 
MITRE (Experimental) 
CSS Workstation Net 
Net-R Testbed at BBN 
UR Laser Energetics 
RIACS-Experimental-Net 
ADDCOf^E DC3 LAN1 
ADDCOMPE DC3 LAN2 
USNA Engineering Net 
CMU File Cluster Net 
SRI-CSL 10MB Ethernet 

192.012.043.rrr Schlumberger PA Net 
NRTC-NET     Northrop Research Net 
ACC-SB-IMP-NET ACC Santa Barbara IMP 
ACC-SB-ETHER 
UMN-UCC-NET  Univ. of Minnesota 
AMES-ED-EXPNET Code ED Exp. Net. 

[128,JSQ1] 
[128,JSQ1] 

[WDL] 
[62,RR2] 

[106,CP10] 
[128,WXL] 

[DG28] 
[120,MB31] 
[120,MB31] 

[120,TXS] 
[128,MXK] 

[GEOF] 
[128,RXB] 

[128.RSM1] 
[AB20] 

AMES-ED-NET 
AMES-DB-NET 
THINK-CHAOS 
NEURO-NET 
PU-LCA 
WISC-MADISON 
HA2-LPR-BETA 
UTAH-AP-NLT 

ACC Santa Barbara Ethernet[AB20] 
[RG12] 

[128.MSM1] 
[128,MSM1] 
[128.MSM1] 
[128.BJN1] 
[128.JXB1 
fl28,CXH] 
fl28.JXD] 
[128,KXK] 

[JL15] 

Code ED  IP Net 
Ames DBridge Net 
IMC Chaos 
NEURO-NET 
Princeton U. LCA 
Univ Wise - MACC 
Hazeltine LPR Net 
Utah-Appolo-Ring-Net 

jBypto" 

m 

V»«"." 
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Assigned Numbers RFC 960 
Network Numbers 

R 192.012.057.rrr MCC-CAD-NET MCC AI  Subnet [128,CBD] 
R 192.012.058.rrr MCC-PP-NET MCC CAD Subnet [128,CBD] 
R 192.012.059.rrr MCC-DB-NET MCC DB Subnet [128,CBD] 
R 192.012.060.rrr MCC-HI-NET MCC HI  Subnet [128,CBD] 
R 192.012.061.rrr MCC-SW-NET MCC SW Subnet [128,CBD] 
R 192.012.062.rrr DREA-ENET DREA Lispm & Vaxen [128,GLH5] 
R 192.012.063.rrr CYPRESS CYPRESS Serial Net [CAK] 
D 192.012.064.rrr LOCHTET Logistics Net GW [62,JXR] 
D 192.012.065.rrr HELNET1 HELNET1 [128,MJM21 
D 192.012.066.rrr HELNET2 HELNET2 [128,MJM2] 
D 192.012.067.rrr HELNET3 HELNET3 [MJM2] 
G 192.012.068.rrr ORNL-MSRNET ORNL Local Area Net [62,HD] 
R 192.012.069.rrr UA-CS-NET UNIV.   OF ARIZ-CS DEPT [128, BXM] 
R 192.012.070.rrr NPRDC-IPD NPRDC-IPD REMOTE ETHERNET     [LRB] 
R 192.012.071.rrr NPRDC-ISG NPRDC-ISG REMOTE ETHERNET     [LRB] 
R 192.012.072.rrr ULCC UK.AC.ULCC [RHC3] 
R 192.012.073.rrr BTRL UK.CO.BT-RESEARCH-LABS !          [RHC3] 
R*192,012.074.rrr APPLE-ETHER APPLE COMPUTER ETHER [128,RXJ] 
R*192.012.075.rrr PASC-RING IBM PASC TOKEN RING [GXL] 
R*192.012.076.rrr UQ-NET UNIV.   OF QLD NETWORK [128,AXH] 
C*192.012.077.rrr PRIME PRIME COMPUTER,   INC. [FXS] 
C*192.012.078.rrr GENNET GENENTECH NET [128,SXM] 
C*192.012.079.rrr SLI SOFTWARE LEVERAGE  INC. [MXG] 
R 192.012.080.rrr CAEN UMICH-CAEN [HWB] 
R 192.012.081.rrr YALE-RING-NET YALE RESEARCH RING [RC77] 
C 192.012.082.rrr CU-CC-NET Columbia CC Net [128,BC14] 
G*192.012.083.rrr UCDLA-EXNET UCDLA EXPERIMENTAL NET            [CXL] 
0*192.012.084.rrr UCDLA-PCNET UCDLA PERSONAL NET [CXL] 
G*192.012.085.rrr UCDLA-OPNET UCDLA OPTICAL DISK [CXL] 
G*192.012,086,rrr ÜCDLA-RADNET UCDLA PACKET RADIO rcxL] 
G*192.012.087.rrr UCDLA-CSLNET UCDLA STATE LIBRARY [CXL] 
R*192.012.088.rrr RÜTGERS-NWK RUTGERS,   NEWARK [DXB] 
R 192.012.089.rrr SBCS-CSDEPT-1 SB Computer Science [JXS] 
R 192.012.090.rrr SBCS-CSDEPT-2 SB Computer Science [JXS] 
R*192.012.091.rrr RPICSNET0 RPICS-LOCALNET-0 [MS9] 
R*192.012.092.rrr RPICSNET1 RPICS-LOCALNET-1 [MS9] 
R*192.012.093.rrr RPICSNET2 RPICS-LOCALNET-2 [MS9] 
R*192.012  094.rrr RPICSNET3 RPICS-LOCALNET-3 [MS9] 
R*192.012.095.rrr RPICSNET4 RPICS-LOCALNET-4 [MS91 
R*192.012.096.rrr RPICSNET5 RPICS-LOCALNET-5 [MS91 
R*192.012.097.rrr RPICSNET6 RPICS-LOCALNET-6 [MS9] 
R*192.012.098.rrr RPICSNET7 RPICS-LOCALNET-7 [MS9] 
R*192.012.099.rrr RPICSNET8 RPICS-LOCALNET-8 [MS9] 
R*192.012.100.rrr RPICSNET9 RPICS-LOCALNET-9 [MS9] 
R*192.012.101.rrr OSU-CCRG OSU Computer Graphics [128.KXS] 
G 192.012.102.rrr AMES-NASHY AMES NAS HY NET [MF31] 
R#192.012.103 rrr- 192.012.118.rrr Colorado State Unlv Nets     [RXB1] 
G  192.012.119.rrr ICST ICST Network [128. J«.    .] 
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Network Numbers 

D 192.012.120.rrr MITRE-B-NET MITRE BEDFORD ETHER [BSW] 
R*192.012.121.rrr FSUCS FSU COMPUTER SCIENCE 1            [TXB] 
R*192.012.122.rrr FSUCS2 FSU COMPUTER SCIENCE 2            [TXB] 
G 192.012.123.rrr AMES-CCF-NET AMES CCF NETWORK [128,MSM1] 
D 19^.012.124.rrr ETL-LAN ETL LOCAL AREA NET [128,WWS] 
D 192.012.125.rrr CRDC-NET1 CRDC-NET1 [128,JXY] 
D 192.012.126.rrr CRDC-NET2 CRDC-NET2 [128, JXY] 
R 192.012.127.rrr LL-MI-NET LL-Machine Intel1. [128, GAA] 
R 192.012.128.rrr AITAC-ADMIN SRI-AITAC ADMIN NET [128,DVC] 
C*192.012.129.rrr SYM-CAN Symbo1ics/Canada [MXH] 
R 192.012.130.rrr SDC-SM SDC Santa Monica [CAS] 
R 192.012.131.rrr SAC-ADMIN SRI-SAC ADMIN NET [128,KMC3] 
R 192.012.132.rrr LLL-MON LLL Open Labnet-1 [128, BANDY] 
R 192.012.133.rrr LLL-TUES LLL Open Labnet-2 [128,BANDY] 
R 192.012.134.rrr LIL-WED LLL Open Labnet-3 [128,BANDY] 
R 192.012.135.rrr LLL-THU LLL Open Labnet-4 [128,BANDY] 
R 192.012.136.rrr LLL-FRI LLL Open Labnet-5 [128,BANDY] 
R 192.012.137.rrr LLL-SAT LLL Open Labnet-6 [128, BANDY] 
R 192.012.138.rrr LLL-SUN LLL Open Labnet-7 [128,BANDY] 
D 192.012.139.rrr JTELS-BEN-GW JUMPS Teleprocessing [RR26] 
R*192.012.14C.rrr INFERENCE INFERENCE [DXT] 
R 192.012.141.rrr CSS-ETHER CSS Workstation Net 2           [RA11] 
C*192.012.142.rrr SENTRY Sentry Adv.  Prod.  Net              [LXL] 
C*192.012.143.rrr VHSIC-NET Sentry VHSIC Test [LXL] 
R*192.012.144.rrr ECRCNET ECRC Internet [128,PXD] 
C*192.012.145 rrr- 192.012.154.rrr RCA-CADNET [128,RXG] 
C*192.012.155 rrr- 192.012.170.rrr MTCS-CUST [SXF] 
D 192.012.171.rrr PICANET2 Picatinny Arsenal  2 [RFD1] 
R 192.012.172.rrr ROCKWELLENET ROCKWELL ETHERNET [NG] 
D 192.012.173.rrr JTELS-BEN1-GW JUMPS Teleprocessing [RR26] 
R*192.012.174 rrr- 192.012.183.rrr TORONTO [128, BXD] 

192.012.184 rrr- 192.012.255.rrr Unassigned [JBP] 
D 192.013.000.rrr- 192.014.255.rrr DODIIS Subnetworks [AY5] 
C*192.015.000.rrr- 192,015.255.rrr NBINET [WW2] 
G 192.016.000.rrr- •192.016.049.rrr LANLLAN [128,JC11] 

192.016.050.rrr- 192.016.255.rrr Unassigned [JBP1 
R*192.017.000.rrr- •192.017.255.rrr NIBELUNG [MXA] 
C*192.018.000.rrr- •192.018.255.rrr SUN Microsystems,   Inc.             [BN4] 
C*192.019.000.rrr- ■192.019.255.rrr SYSNET-2 TEXY] 
C*192.020.000.rrr- •192.020.255.rrr ATT-MD-NET [128,MH12] 

192.021.000.rrr- -223.255.254.rrr Unassigned [JBP] 
223.255.255.rrr Reserved [JBP] 

UH 
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Assigned Numbers 
Network Numbers 

RFC 960 

Other Reserved Internet Addresses 

* Internet Address Name        Network 

224.000.000.000-255.255.255.255 Reserved 

References 

[JBP] 
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Assigned Numbers 
Network Numbers 

RFC 960 

Network Totals 

Assigned for the ARPA- Internet and the DDN-Internet 

Class A B C Total 

Research 7 63 911 981 

Defense 8 15 536 559 

Government 0 2 59 61 

Commercial 2 1 4 7 

Total 17 81 1510 1608 

Allocated for Internet and Independent Uses 

Class A B C Total 

Research 7 68 1764 1838 

Defense 8 15 536 559 

Government 1 3 64 68 

Commercial 2 5 2357 2364 

Total 18 91 4721 4829 

Maximum Allowed 

Class A B C Total 

Research 8 1024 65536 66568 

Defense 24 3072 458752 461848 

Government 24 3072 458752 461848 

Commercial 74 9214 1114137 1123394 

Total 126 16382 2097150 2113658 

■ 
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Assigned Numbers 
Version Numbers 

RFC 960 

ASSIGNED VERSION NUMBERS 

In the Internet Protocol (IP) [39,92] there is a field to identify 
the version of the internetwork general protocol. This field is 4 
bits in size. 

Assigned Internet Version Numbers 

Decimal  Keyword   Version 

0 Reserved 
1-3 Unassigned 

4 IP Internet Protocol 
5 ST ST Datagram Mode 

6-14 unassigned 
15 Reserved 

References 

[JBP] 
[JHP] 

[37,85,JBP] 
[40,JWF] 

[JBP] 
[JBP] 

^^^■^ 
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Assigned Numbers 
Protocol Numbers 

RFC 960 

ASSIGNED PROTOCOL NUMBERS 

In the Internet Protocol (IP) [39,92] there is a field, called 
Protocol, to identify the the next level protocol. This is an 8 bit 
field. 

Assigned Internet Protocol Numbers 

Decimal   Keyword    Protocol References 

0 Reserved [JBP] 
1 ICMP Internet Control Message [84,JBP] 
2 Unassigned [JBP] 
3 GGP Gateway-to-Gateway [51,MB] 
4 Unassigned " [JBP] 
5 ST Stream [43,JWF] 
6 TCP Transmission Control [39,93,JBP] 
7 UCL UCL [PK] 
8 EGP Exterior Gateway Protocol [108,DLM1] 
9 IGP any private interior gateway [JBP] 

10 BBN-RCC-MON BBN RCC Monitoring [SGC] 
11 NVP-II Network Voice Protocol [21,SC3] 
12 PUP PUP [15,HGM] 
13 ARGUS ARGUS [RWS4] 
14 EMCON EMCON [BN7] 
15 XNET Cross Net Debugger [49,JFH2] 
16 CHAOS Chaos [NC3] 
17 UDP User Datagram [39, 91,JBP] 
18 MUX Multiplexing [22,JBP] 
19 DCN-MEAS DCN Measurement Subsystems [DLM1] 
20 HMP Host Monitoring [6,RH6] 
21 PRM Packet Radio Measurement [ZSU] 
22 XNS-IDP XEROX NS IDP [129,LLG] 
23 TRUNK-1 Trunk-1 [SA2] 
24 TRUNK-2 Trunk-2 [SA2] 
25 LEAF-1 Leaf-1 [SA2] 
26 LEAF-2 Leaf-2 [SA2] 
27 RDP Reliable Data Protocol [125,RH6] 
28 IRTP Internet Reliable Transaction [68,TXM] 
29 IS0-TP4 ISO Transport Protocol Class 4 [57,RC7] 

30-60 Unassigned [JBP] 
61 any host internal protocol [JBP] 
62 CFTP CFTP [44,HCF2] 
63 any local network [JBP] 
64 SAT-EXPAK SATNET and Backroom EXPAK [SHB] 
65 MIT-SUBNET MIT Subnet Support [NC3] 
66 RVD MIT Remote Virtual Disk Protocol      [MBG] 
67 IPPC Internet Pluribus Packet Core [SHB] 
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Assigned Numbers RFC 960 
Protocol Numbers 

68 any distributed file system [JBP] 
69 SAT-MON SATNET Monitoring [SHB] 
70 Unassigned [JBP] 
71 IPCV Internet Packet Core Utility [SHB] 

72-75 Unassigned [JBP] 
76 BR-SAT-MON Backroom SATNET Monitoring [SHB] 
77 Unassigned [JBP] 
78 WB-MON WIDEBAND Monitoring [SHB] 
79 WB-EXPAK WIDEBAND EXPAK [SHB] 

80-254 Unassigned [JBP] 
255 Reserved [JBP] 

ASM 
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Assigned Numbers 
Port Numbers 

RFC 960 

ASSIGNED PORT NUMBERS 

Ports are used in the TCP [39,93] to name the ends of logical 
connections which carry long term conversations. For the purpose of 
providing services to unknown callers, a service contact port is 
defined. This list specifies the port used by the server process as 
its contact port. The contact port is sometimes called the 
"well-known port". 

To the extent possible, these same port assignments are used with the 
UDP [39,91]. 

To the extent possible, these same port assignments are used with the 
IS0-TP4 [57]. 

The assigned ports use a small portion of the possible port numbers. 
The assigned ports have all except the low order eight bits cleared 
to zero. The low order eight bits are specified here. 

Port Assignments: 

Decimal  Keyword  Description 

0 
1-4 
5 RJE 
7 ECHO 
9 DISCARD 
11 USERS 
13 DAYTIME 
15 NETSTAT 
17 QUOTE 
19 CHARGEN 
20 FTP-DATA 
21 FTP 
23 TELNET 
25 SMTP 
27 NSW-FE 
29 MSG-ICP 
31 MSG-AUTH 
33 DSP 
35 
37 TIME 
39 RLP 
41 GRAPHICS 
42 NAMESERVER 
43 NICNAME 
44 MPM-FLAGS 

Reserved 
Unassigned 
Remote Job Entry 
Echo 
Discard 
Active Users 
Daytime 
Who is up or NETSTAT 
Quote of the Day 
Character Generator 
File Transfer   [Default Data] 
File Transfer   [Control] 
Telnet 
Simple Mail Transfer 
NSW User System FE 
MSG ICP 
MSG Authentication 
Display Support Protocol 
any private printer server 
Time 
Resource Location Protocol 
Graphics 
Host Name Server 
Who Is 
MPM FLAGS Protocol 

References 

[JBP] 
[JBP] 

[17,40,JBP] 
[82,JBP] 
[80,JBP] 
T76,JBP] 
[79,JBP] 

[JBP] 
[87,JBP] 
[78,JBP] 

[39,83,JBP] 
[39.83,JBP] 

[99,JBP] 
[39. 89,JBP] 

[23.RHT] 
r74,RHT] 
J74.RHT] 

[MLC] 
[JBP] 

[95.JBP] 
[1.MA1 

[40.115.JBP] 
[39.86.JBP] 

[39.48.JAKE] 
[JBP] 
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Assigned Numbers 
Port Numbers 

RFC 960 

45 MPM 
46 MPM-SND 
47 NI-FTP 
49 LOGIN 
51 LA-MAINT 
53 DOMAIN 
55 ISI-GL 
57 
59 
61 NI-MAIL 
63 VIA-FTP 
65 TACACS-DS 
67 BOOTPS 
68 BOOTPC 
69 TFIP 
71 NETRJS-1 
72 NETRJS-2 
73 NEIRJS-3 
74 NETRJS-4 
75 
77 
79 FINGER 
81 HOSTS2-NS 
83 MIT-ML-DEV 
85 MIT-ML-DEV 
87 
89 SU-MIT-TG 
91 MIT-DOV 
93 DCP 
95 SUPDUP 
97 SWIFT-RVF 
98 TACNEWS 
99 METAGRAM 
101 HOSTNAME 
103 
105 CSNET-NS 
107 RTELNET 
109 POP-2 
111 SUNRPC 
113 AUTH 
115 SFTP 
117 UUCP-PATH 
119 UNTP 
121 ERPC 
123 NTP 
125 LOCUS-MAP 
127 LOCUS-CON 
129 

Message Processing Module  [recv] 
MPM  [default send] 
NI FTP 
Login Host Protocol 
IMP Logical Address Maintenance 
Domain Name Server 
ISI Graphics Language 
any private terminal access 
any private file service 
NI MAIL 
VIA Systems - FTP 
TACACS-Database Service 
Bootstrap Protocol Server 
Bootstrap Protocol Client 
Trivial File Transfer 
Remote Job Service 
Remote Job Service 
Remote Job Service 
Remote Job Service 
any private dial out service 
any private RJE service 
Finger 
HOSTS2 Name Server 
MIT ML Device 
MIT ML Device 
any private terminal link 
SU/MIT Telnet Gateway 
MIT Dover Spooler 
Device Control Protocol 
SUPDUP 
Swift Remote Vitural File Protocol 
TAC News 
Metagram Relay 
NIC Host Name Server 
Unassigned 
Mailbox Name Nameserver 
Remote Telnet Service 
Post Office Protocol   - Version 2 
SUN Remote Procedure Call 
Authentication Service 
Simple File Transfer Protocol 
UUCP Path Service 
USENET News Transfer Protocol 
HYDRA Expedited Remote Procedure Call[118,JXO] 
Network Time Protocol [7Q.DLM1] 
Locus PC-Interface Net Map Server [124. BXG] 
Locus PC-Interface Conn Server [124.BXG] 
Unassigned [JBP] 

[85.JBP] 
[91.JBP] 
[122.SK] 

[PHD1] 
[66.AGM] 

[81.71.PM1] 
[14.RB6] 

[JBP] 
[JBP] 

[12.SK] 
*   [DXD] 

[ll.RHT] 
[35.WJC2] 
[35.WJC2] 

[39.102.DDC1] 
[16.40.RTB] 
[16.40.RTB] 
[16.40.RTB1 
[16.40.RTB] 

[JBP] 
[JBP] 

[40.46.KLH] 
[EAK1] 

[DPR] 
[DPR] 
[JBP] 
[MRC] 
[EBM] 

[DT15] 
[26.MRC] 

[MXR] 
[FRAN] 
[GEOF] 

[39.47.JAKE] 
[JBP] 

[113.MHS1] 
[88.JBP] 

[19.JKR1] 
[DXC] 

[116.MCSJ] 
[60.MKL1] 

[38,MAE] 
[61.PL4] 
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Assigned Numbers 
Port Numbers 

RFC 960 

131 
133-223 
224-241 
243     SUR-MEAS 
245     LINK 
247-255 

Unasslgned 
Reserved 
Unasslgned 
Survey Measurement 
LINK 
Unasslgned 

[JBP] 
[JBP] 
[JBP] 

[13,AV] 
[18,RDB2] 

[JBP] 
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Assigned Numbers 
Autonomous System Numbers 

RFC 960 

W 

K'« 

ASSIGNED AUTONOMOUS SYSTEM NUMBERS 

The Exterior Gateway Protocol (EGP) [108,105] specifies that groups 
of gateways may form autonomous systems. The EGP provides a 16-bit 
field for identifying such systems. The values of this field are 
registered here. 

Autonomous System Numbers: 

Decimal  Name 

p—*■ 

ft 

i 

0 Reserved 
1 The BBN Core Gateways 
2 DCN-AS 
3 The MIT Gateways 
4 ISI-AS 
5 Symbolics 
6 HIS-Multics 
7 UK-MOD 
8 RICE-AS 
9 CMU-ROUTER 
10 CSNET-PDN-AS 
11 HARVARD 
12 NYU-DOMAIN 
13 BRL-AS 
14 COLUMBIA-GW 
15 NET DYNAMICS EXP 
16 LBL 
17 PURDUE-CS 
18 UTEXAS 
19 CSS-DOMAIN 
20 UR 
21 RAND 
22 NOSC 
23 RIACS-AS 
24 AMES-NAS-GW 
25 UCB 
26 CORNELL 
27 UMDNET 
28 DFVLR-SYS 
29 YALE-AS 
30 SRI-AICNET 
31 CIT-CS 
32 STANFORD 
33 DEC-WRL-AS 
34 UDEL-EECIS 
35 MICATON 
36 EGP-TESTOR 

Reynolds &  Postel 

References 

[JBP] 
[MB] 

[DLM1] 
[LM8] 

[sJKRl] 
[CH2] 

[BIM,JUM23] 
[RNM1] 

[PGM] 
[MA] 

[RDR4] 
[SB28] 

[EF5] 
[RBN1] 
[BC14] 

[ZSU] 
[WC] 

[KCS1] 
[JSQ1] 

[RR2] 
[LB16] 

[JDG] 
[RLB3] 
[DG28] 
[MF31] 
[MK17] 

[BN9] 
[JW01] 
[HDC1] 
[JG46] 

[PM4] 
[AD22] 

[PAS] 
[RKJ2] 

[NNM] 
[WDL] 

[BP.7] 
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Assigned Numbers 
Autonomous System Numbers 

RFC 960 

37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
4v 
50 
51 
52 

53-65534 
65535 

NSWC 
UIUC 
NRL-ITD 
MIT-TEST 
AMES 
THINK-AS 
BNL-AS 
SI-DOMAIN 
LLL-TIS-AS 
RUTGERS 
USC-OBERON 
NRL-AS 
ICST-AS 
ORNL-MSRNET 
USAREUR-£M-AS 
UCLA 
Unassigned 
Reserved 

[MXP1] 
[AKC] 

CAP] 
[NC3] 

[MSM1] 
[BJN1] 

[GC] 
[LWR1 

[GP10] 
[RM8] 

[DRS4] 
[WF3] 

[JCN2] 
[THD] 
[WXD] 
[BXL] 
[JBP] 
[JBP] 
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Assigned Numbers 
Domain System Parameters 

RFC 960 

DOMAIN SYSTEM PARAMETERS 

The Internet Domain Naming System (DOMAIN) includes several 
parameters. These are documented in RFC 883 [72] . The CLASS 
parameter is listed here. The per CLASS parameters are defined in 
separate RFCs as indicated. 

Domain System Parameters: 

Decimal  Name 

0 Reserved 
1 Internet 
2 Unasslgned 
3 Chaos 

4-65534 Unasslgned 
65535 Reserved 

References 

[PM1] 
[72.PM1] 

[PM1] 
[PM1] 
[PM1] 
[PM1] 

L 
MT* 
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Assigned Numbers 
ARPANET Logical Addresses 

RFC 950 

ASSIGNED ARPANET LOGICAL ADDRESSES 

The ARPANET facility for "logical addressing" is described in 
RFC 878 [65]. A portion of the possible logical addresses are 
reserved for standard uses. 

There are 49,152 possible logical host addresses.  Of these, 256 are 
reserved for assignment to well-known functions.  Assignments for 
well-known functions are made by Joyce Reynolds. Assignments for 
other logical host addresses are made by the NIC. 

Logical Address Assignments: 

Decimal   DescriDtion 

0 
1 
2-255 
256 

Reserved 
The 3BN Core Gateways 
Unassigned 
Reserved 

References 

[JBP] 
[MS] 

[JBP] 
[JBP] 

W 
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Assigned Numbers RFC 960 
ARPANET Link Numbers 

ASSIGNED ARPANET LINK NUMBERS 

The word "link" here refers to a field in the original ARPANET 
Host/IMP interface leader. The link was originally defined as an 
8-bit field. Later specifications defined this field as the 
Mmessage-id" with a length of 12 bits. The name link now refers to 
the high order 8 bits of this 12-bit message-id field. The Host/IMP 
interface is defined in BBN Report 1822 [10]. 

The low-order 4 bits of the message-id field are called the sub-link. 
Unless explicitly specified otherwise for a particular protocol, 
there is no sender to receiver significance to the sub-link. The 
sender may use the sub-link in any way he chooses (it is returned in 
the RFNM by the destination IMP) , the receiver should ignore the 
sub-link. 

Link Assignments: 

Decimal  Description References 

0       Reserved [JBP] 
1-149    Unassigned [JBP] 
150 Xerox NS IDP [129,LLG] 
151 wnaSSxyTiCu [uSP] 
152 FARU universal protocol [15,HGM] 
153 TIP Status Reporting [JGH] 
JLvJTC iU      nwwv/UUiLJ.li^ [_JL«iJ 

155 Internet Protocol [regular] [39,92,JBP] 
156-158 Internet Protocol [experimental] [39,92,JBP] 
159 Figleaf Link [JBW1] 
160-194 Unassigned [JBP] 
195 ISO-IP [58,RXM] 
196-247 Experimental Protocols [JBP] 
248-255 Network Maintenance [JGH] 
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Assigned Numbers 
IEEE 802 SAP Numbers 

RFC 960 

IEEE 802 SAP NUMBERS OF INTEREST 

Some of the networks of all classes are IEEE 802 Networks. These 
systems may use a Service Access Point field in much the same way the 
ARPANET uses the "link" field.  For further information and SAP 
number assignments, please contact: Mr. Maris Graube, Chairman, IEEE 
802, Route 1, 244 H, Forest Grove, Oregon, 97116. 

Assignments: 

Service Access Point 

decimal binary 
127  01111111 
96  01100000 

Description 

ISO DIS 8473 
DOD IP 

References 

[JXJ] 
[39,91,JBP] 

The IEEE 802.3 header does not have a type field to indicate what 
protocol is used at the next level. As a work around for this 
problem, one can put the Ethernet type field value in the IEEE 802.3 
header's length field and use the following test to determine the 
appropriate processing on receipt. 

If the value in the length field of the IEEE 802.3 header is greater 
than the Ethernet maximum packet length, then interpret the value as 
an Ethernet type field.  Otherwise, interpret the packet as an IEEE 
802.3 packet. 

Ihe proposed standard for transmission of IP datagrams over IEEE 
802.3 networks is specified in RFC 948 [127]. 

'»>\ 
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Ethernet Numbers 

RFC 960 

ETHERNET NUMBERS OF INTEREST 

Many of the networks of all classes are Ethernets (10Mb) or 
Experimental Ethernets (3Mb). These systems use a message "type" 
field in much the same way the ARPANET uses the "link" field. 

If you need an Ethernet number, contact the XEROX Corporation, Office 
Products Division, Network Systems Administration Office, 333 Coyote 
Hill Road, Palo Alto, California, 94304 

I 

Assignments : 

Ethernet Exp. Ethernet Description References 

decimal Hex decimal octal 
512 0200 512 1000 XEROX PUP [1,HGM] 
513 0201 - - PUP Addr. Trans. [HGM] 

1536 0600 1536 3000 XEROX NS IDP [128, HGM] 
2048 0800 513 1001 DOD IP [39,91,JBP] 
2Ö49 0801 - - X.75 Internet [HCM] 
2050 0802 - - NBS Internet [HGM] 
2051 0803 - - ECMA Internet [HGM] 
2052 0804 - - Chaosnet [HGM] 
2053 0805 - - X.25 Level 3 [HGM] 
2054 0806 - - ARP [74,JBP] 
2055 0807 - - XNS Compatability [HGM] 
2076 081C - - Symbolics Private [DCP1] 

32771 8003 - - Cronus VLN [116,DT15] 
32772 8004 - - Cronus Direct [116,DT15] 
32774 8006 - - Nestar [HGM] 
32784 8010 - - Excelan [HGM] 
32821 8035 - - Reverse ARP [42,JCM] 
36864 9000 - - Loopback [HGM] 

The standard for transmission of IP datagrams over Ethernets and 
Experimental Ethernets is specified in RFC 894 [54] and RFC 895 [76] 
respectively. 
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Assigned Numbers 
Address Resolution Protocol 

RFC 960 

ASSIGNED ADDRESS RESOLUTION PROTOCOL PARAMETERS 

The Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) specified in RFC 826 [75] has 
several parameters.  The assigned values for these parameters are 
listed here. 

Assignments: 

Operation Code (op) 

1 
2 

REQUEST 
REPLY 

Hardware Type (hrd) 

Type Description 

1 Ethernet (10Mb) 
2 Experimental Ethernet (3Mb) 
m i_-i.„,.,-,    it. jia      »«*     «»c 
w niuaucui     ISMQXQ   J-\A . iJ 
4 Proton ProNET Token Ring 
5 Chaos 

References 

[JBP] 
[JBP] 
[PXK] 
[JBP] 
[GXP] 

Protocol Type (pro) 

Use the same codes as listed in the section called "Ethernet 
Numbers of Interest" (all hardware types use this code set for 
the protocol type). 
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Assigned Numbers 
Public Data Network Numbers 

RFC 960 

ASSIGNED PUBLIC DATA NETWORK NUMBERS 

One of the Internet Class A Networks is the international system of 
Public Data Networks. This section lists the mapping between the 
Internet Addresses and the Public Data Network Addresses (X.121). 

Assignments: 

Internet 

014.000. 
014.000. 
014.000. 
014.000. 
014.000. 
014.000. 
014.000. 
014.000. 
014.000. 
014.000. 
014.000. 
014.000, 
014.000. 
014.000, 
014.000, 
014.000, 
014.000, 
014.000, 
014.000. 
014.000 
014.000, 
014.000 
014.000 
014.255 

000.000 
000.001 
000.002 
000.003 
000.004 
000.005 
000.006 
000.007 
000.008 
000.009 
000.010 
000,011 
000.012 
000.013 
000.014 
000.015 
000.016 
000.017 
000.018 
000.019 
000.020 
000.021 
000.022- 
255.255 

Public Data Net 

3110-317-00035 00 
3110-608-00027 00 
3110-302-00024 00 
2342-192-00149 23 
2342-192-00300 23 
2342-192-00300 25 
3110-608-00024 00 
3110-213-00045 00 
2342-192-00300 23 
3110-617-00025 00 
2405-015-50300 00 
3110-713-00165 00 
3110-415-00261 00 
3110-408-00051 00 
2041-117-01000 00 
2628-153-90075 00 
3110-213-00032 00 
2624-522-80900 52 
2041-170-10000 00 
5052-737-20000 50 
3020-801-00057 50 

014.255.255.254 

Description References 

Reserved [JBP] 
PURDUE-TN [CAK] 
UWISC-TN [CAK] 
UDEL-TN [CAK] 
UCL-VTEST [PK] 
UCL-TG [PK] 
UK-SATNET [PK] 
UWISC-IBM [MHS1] 
RAND-TN [MM] 
UCL-CS [PK] 
BBN-VAN-G'W [JD21] 
CHALMERS [UXB] 
RICE [PAM6] 
DECWRL [PAM6] 
IBM-SJ [SA1] 
SHAPE [JEW] 
DFVLR4-X25 [HDC1] 
ISI-VAN-GW [JD21] 
DFVLR5-X25 [HDC1] 
SHAPE-X25 [JFW] 
UQNET [AXH] 
DMC-CRC1 [JR17] 
Unassigned [JBP] 
Reserved [JBP] 

1 

The standard for transmission of IP datagrams over the Public Data 
Network is specified in RFC 877 [60]. 
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ASSIGNED TELNET OPTIONS 

The Telnet Protocol has a number of options that may be negotiated. 
These options are listed here.  "Official ARPA-Internet 
Protocols" [104] provides more detailed information. 

References Options Name 

0 Binary Transmission 
1 Echo 
2 Reconnection 
3 Suppress Go Ahead 
4 Approx Message Size Negotiation 
5 Status 
6 Timing Mark 
7 Remote Controlled Trans and Echo 
8 Output Line Width 
9 Output Page Size 

10 Output Carriage-Return Disposition 
11 Output Horizontal Tab Stops 
12 Output Horizontal Tab Disposition 
13 Output Formfeed Disposition 
14 Output Vertical Tabstops 
15 Output Vertical Tab Disposition 
16 Output Linefeed Disposition 
17 Extended ASCII 
18 Logout 
19 Byte Macro 
20 Data Entry Terminal 
22 SUPDUP 
22 SUPDUP Output 
23 Send Location 
24 Terminal Type 
25 End of Record 
26 TACACS User Identification 
27 Output Marking 
28 Terminal Location Number 

255 Extended-Options-List 

[97.JBP] 
[98,JBP] 

[7,JBP] 
[101,JBP] 

[40,JBP] 
[100,JBP] 
[102,JBP] 

[94,JBP] 
T5,JBP] 
[6,JBP] 

[27,JBP] 
[31,JBP] 
[30,JBP] 
[28,JBP] 
[33,JBP] 
[32,JBP] 
[29,JBP] 

[123,JBP] 
[24,MRC] 
[34,JBP] 
[37, JBP] 

[26,25,MRC] 
[45,MRC] 

[59.EAK1] 
[114,MHS1] 

[89,JBP1 
[3.BA4] 

[110,SXS] 
[73.RN6] 
[96,JBP] 
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OFFICIAL MACHINE NAMES 

These are the Official Machine Names as they appear in the NIC Host 
Table. Their use is described in RFC 810 [41]. 

ALTO 
AMDAHL-V7 
APOLLO 
ATT-3B20 
BBN-C/60 
BURROUGHS-B/29 
BURROUGHS-B/4800 
BUTTERFLY 
C/30 
C/70 
CADLINC 
CADR 
CDC-170 
CDC-170/750 
CDC-173 
CELERITY-1200 
COMTEN-3690 
CP8040 
CTIWS-117 
DANDELION 
DEC-10 
DEC-1050 
DEC-1077 
DEC-1080 
DEC-1090 
DEC-1090B 
DEC-1090T 
DEC-2020T 
DEC-2040 
DEC-2040T 
DEC-2050T 
DEC-2060 
DEC-2060T 
DEC-2065 
DEC-FALCON 
DEC-KS10 
DORADO 
DPS8/70M 
ELXSI-6400 
FOONLY-F2 
FOONLY-F3 
F00NLY-F4 
GOULD 
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GOULD-6050 
GOULD-6080 
GOULD-9050 
GOULD-9080 
H-316 
H-60/68 
H-68 
H-68/80 
H~89 
HONEYWELL-DPS-6 
HONEYWELL-DPS-8/70 
HP3000 
HP3000/64 
IBM-158 
IBM-360/67 
IBM-370/3033 
IBM-3081 
IBM-3084QX 
IBM-3101 
IBM-4331 
IBM-4341 
IBM-4361 
IBM-4381 
IBM-4956 
IBM-PC 
IBM-PC/AT 
IBM-PC AT 
IBM-SERIES/1 
IMAGEN 
IMAGEN-8/300 
IMSAI 
INTEGRATED-SOLUTIONS 
INTEGRATED-S0LUTI0NS-68K 
INTECRATED-SOLÜTIONS-CREATOR 
INTEC31ATED-SOLUTIONS-CREATOR-8 
INTEL-IPSC 
IRIS 
IRIS-1400 
IS-1 
IS-68010 
LMI 
LSI-11 
LSI-11/2 
LSI-11/23 
LSI-11/73 
M-6800 
M68000 
MASSCOMP 

■ .*v „«* 
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MC500 
MC68000 
MICROVAX 
MICROVAX-I 
MV/8000 
NAS3-5 
NCR-COMTEN-3690 
NOW 
ONYX-Z8000 
PDP-11 
PDP-11/3 
PDP-11/23 
PDP-11/24 
PDP-11/34 
PDP-11/40 
PDP-11/44 
PDP-11/45 
PDP-11/50 
PDP-11/70 
PDP-11/73 
PE-7/32 
PE-3205 
PERQ 
PLEXUS-P/60 
PLI 
PLURIBUS 
PYRAMID-90 
PYRAMID-90MX 
PYRAMID-90X 
RIDGE 
RIDGE-32 
RIDGE-32C 
ROLM-1666 
Sl-MKIIA 
SMI 
SEQUENT 
SEQUENT-BALANCE-8000 
SGI-IRIS 
SIEMENS 
SILICON-GRAPHICS 
SILICON-GRAPHICS-IRIS 
SPERRY-DCP/10 
SUN 
SUN-2 
SUN-2/50 
SUN-2/100 
SUN-2/120 
SUN-2/140 

«W Wt 
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SUN-2/150 
SUN-2/160 
SUN-2/170 
SUN-3/160 
SUN-3/75 
SUN-50 
SUN-100 
SUN-120 
SUN-130 
SUN-150 
SUN-170 
SUN-68000 
SYMBOLICS-3600 
SYMBOLICS-3670 
TANDEM-TXP 
TEK-6130 
TI-EXPLORER 
TP-4000 
TRS-80 
UNIVAC-1100 
UNIVAC-1100/60 
UNIVAC-1100/62 
UNIVAC-1100/63 
UNIVAC-1100/64 
UNIVAC-1100/70 
UNIVAC-1160 
VAX-11/725 
VAX-11/730 
VAX-11/750 
VAX-11/780 
VAX-11/785 
VAX-11/790 
VAX-11/8600 
VAX-8600 
WANG-PC002 
WANC-VS100 
WANG-VS400 
XEROX-1100 
XEROX-1108 
XEROX-8010 

►.*- 
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OFFICIAL SYSTEM NAMES 

These are the Official System Names as they appear in the NIC Host 
Table. Their use is described in RFC 810 [41]. 

AEGIS 
APOLLO 
BS-2000 
CEDAR 
CGW 
CHRYSALIS 
CMOS 
CMS 
COS 
CPIX 
CTOS 
DCN 
DDNOS 
DOMAIN 
EDX 
ELF 
EMBOS 
ENMOS 
EPOS 
FOONEX 
FUZZ 
GCOS 
GPOS 
HDOS 
IMAGEN 
INTERCOM 
IMPRESS 
INTERLISP 
IOS 
ITS 
LISP 
LISPM 
LOCUS 
MINOS 
MOS 
MPE5 
MSDOS 
MULTICS 
MVS 
MVS/SP 
NEXUS 
NMS 
NONSTOP 
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NOS-2 
OS/DDP 
0S4 
0S86 
OSX 
PCDOS 
PERQ-OS 
PLI 
PSDOS/MIT 
RMX/RDOS 
ROS 
RSXilM 
SATOPS 
SCS 
SIMP 
SWIFT 
TAG 
TANDEM 
TENEX 
TOPS-10 
TOPS-20 
TP3010 
TRSDOS 
ULTRIX 
UNIX 
UT2D 
V 
VM 
VM/370 
VM/CMS 
VM/SP 
VMS 
VMS/EUNICE 
VRTX 
WAITS 
WANG 
XDE 
XENIX 
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OFFICIAL PROTOCOL AND SERVICE NAMES 

These are the Official Protocol Names. 
greater detail in RFC 810 [41]. 

Their use is described in 

ARGUS 
AUTH 
BBN-RCC-MON 
BOOIPC 
BOOTPS 
BR-SAT-MON 
CFTP 
CHAOS 
CHARGEN 
CLOCK 
CSNET-NS 
DAYTIME 
DCN-MEAS 
DCP 
DISCARD 
DOMAIN 
ECHO 
EGP 
EMCON 
FINGER 
FTP 
GGP 
GRAPHICS 
HMP 
HOST2-NS 
HOSTNAME 
ICMP 
IGP 
IP 
IPCU 
IPPC 
IRTP 
ISI-CL 
IS0-TP4 
LA-MAI NT 
LEAF-1 
LEAF-2 
LINK 
LOGIN 
METAGRAM 
MIT-ML-DEV 
MIT-SUBNET 
MIT-DOV 

ARGUS Protocol 
Authentication Service 
BBN RCC Monitoring 
Bootstrap Protocol Client 
Bootstrap Protocol Server 
Backroom SATNET Monitoring 
CFTP 
CHAOS Protocol 
Character Generator Protocol 
DCNET Time Server Protocol 
CSNET Mallbox Nameserver Protocol 
Daytime Protocol 
DCN Measurement Subsystems Protocol 
Device Control Protocol 
Discard Protocol 
Domain Name Server 
Echo Protocol 
Exterior Gateway Protocol 
Emission Control Protocol 
Finger Protocol 
File Transfer Protocol 
Gateway Gateway Protocol 
Graphics Protocol 
Host Monitoring Protocol 
Host2 Name Server 
Hostname Protocol 
Internet Control Message Protocol 
Interior Gateway Protocol 
Internet Protocol 
Internet Packet Core Utility 
Internet Plurlbus Packet Core 
Internet Reliable Transaction Protocol 
ISI Graphics Language Protocol 
ISO Transport Protocol Class 4 
IMP Logical Address Maintenance 
Leaf-1 Protocol 
Leaf-2 Protocol 
Link Protocol 
Login Host Protocol 
Metagrtm Relay 
MIT ML Device 
MIT Subnet Support 
MIT Dover Spooler 

> . V: 
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MPM 
MPM-FLAGS 
MSG-AUTH 
MSG-ICP 
MUX 
NAMESERVER 
NETED 
NETRJS 
NI-FTP 
NI-MAIL 
NICNAME 
NSW-FE 
NTP 
NVP-II 
P0P2 
PRM 
PUP 
QUOTE 
RDP 
RJE 
RLP 
RTELNET 
RVD 
SAT-EXPAK 
SAT-MON 
SFTT? 
SMTP 
ST 
SU-MIT-TG 
SUNRPC 
SUPDUP 
SUR-MEAS 
SWIFT-RVF 
TACACS-DS 
TACNEWS 
TCP 
TLuNET 
TFTP 
TIME 
TRUNK-i 
TRUNK-2 
UCL 
UDP 
UNTP 
USERS 
UUCP-PATH 
VIA-FTP 
WB-EXPAK 

Internet Message Protocol (Multimedia Mail) 
MP Flags Protocol 
MSG Authentication Protocol 
MSG ICP Protocol 
Multiplexing Protocol 
Host Name Server 
Network Standard Text Editcr 
Remote Job Service 
NI File Transfer Protocol 
NI Mail Protocol 
Who Is Protocol 
NSW User System Front End 
Network Time Protocol 
Network Voice Protocol 
Post Office Protocol - Version 2 
Packet Radio Measurement 
PUP Protocol 
Quote of the Day Protocol 
Reliable Data Protocol 
Remote Job Entry 
Resource Location Protocol 
Remote Telnet Service 
Remote Virtual Disk Protocol 
Satnet and Backroom EXPAK 
SATNET Monitoring 
Simple File Transfer Protocol 
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol 
Stream Protocol 
SU/MIT Telnet Gateway Protocol 
SUN Remote Procedure Call 
SUPDUP Protocol 
Survey Measurement 
Remote Virtual File Protocol 
TACACS-Database Service 
TAC News 
Transmission Control Protocol 
Telnet Protocol 
Trivial File Transfer Protocol 
Time Server Protocol 
Trunk-1 Protocol 
Trunk-2 Protocol 
University College London Protocol 
User Datagram Protocol 
USENET News Transfer Protocol 
Active Users Protocol 
UUCP Path Service 
VIA Systems-File Transfer Protocol 
Wideband EXPAK 
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WB-MON 
XNET 
XNS-IDP 
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Wideband Monitoring 
Cross Net Debugger 
Xerox NS IDP 

OfcS 
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OFFICIAL TERMINAL TYPE NAMES 
m 

These are the Official Terminal Type Names.  Their use is described 
in RFC 930 [114] . The maximum length of a name is 40 characters. 

ADDS-CONSUL-980 
ADDS-REGENT-100 
ADDS-REGENT-20 
ADDS-REGENT-200 
ADDS-REGENT-25 
ADDS-REGENT-40 
ADDS-REGENT-60 
AMPEX-DIALOGUE-80 
ANDERSON-JACOBSON-630 
ANDERSON-JACOBSON-832 
ANDERSON-JACOBSON-841 
ANN-ARBOR-AMBASSADOR 
ARDS 
BITGRAPH 
BUSSIPLEXER 
CALCOMP-565 
CDC-456 
CDI-1030 
CDI-1203 
CLNZ 
COMPÜCOLOR-II 
CONCEPT-100 
CONCEPT-104 
CONCEPT-1CS 
DATA-100 
DATA-GENERAL-6053 
DATAGRAPHIX-132A 
DATAMEDIA-1520 
DATAMEDIA-1521 
DATAMEDIA-2500 
DATAMEDIA-30 25 
DATAMEDIA-3025A 
DATAMEDIA-3045 
DATAMEDIA-3045A 
DATAMEDIA-DT80/1 
DATAPOINT-2200 
DATAPOINT-3000 
DATAPOINT-3300 
DATAPOINT-3360 
DEC-DECWRITER-I 
DEC-DECWRITER-II 
DEC-GT40 
DEC-GTT40A 

tv£ 

1 
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DEOGTT42 
DEC-LA1*0 
DEC-LA30 
DEC-LA36 
DEC-IA38 
DEC-VTQ5 
DEC-VT100 
DEC-VT132 
DEC-VT50 
DEC-VT50H 
DEC-VT52 
DELTA-DATA-5000 
DELTA-TELTERM-2 
DIABLO-1620 
DIABLO-1640 
DIGILOG-333 
DTC-300S 
EDT-1200 
EXECUPORT-4000 
EXECUPORT-4080 
GENERAL-TERMINAL-100A 
GSI 
HAZELTINE-1500 
HAZELTINE-1510 
HAZELTINE-1520 
HAZELTINE-2000 
HP-2621 
HP-2621A 
HP-2621P 
HP-2626 
HP-2626A 
HP-2626P 
HP-2640 
HP-2640A 
HP-2640B 
HP-2645 
HP-2645A 
HP-2648 
HP-2648A 
HP-2649 
HP-2649A 
IBM-3101 
IBM-3101-10 
IBM-3275-2 
IBM3276-2 
IBM-3276-3 
IBM-3276-4 
IBM-3277-2 

fe 
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IBM-3278-2 
IBM-3278-3 
XBM-3278-4 
IBM-3278-5 
IBM-3279-2 
IBM-3279-3 
IMLAC 
INFOTON-100 
INFOTONKAS 
ISC-8001 
LSI-ADM-3 
LSI-ADM-31 
LSI-ADM-3A 
LSI-ADM-42 
MEMOREX-I240 
MICRCBEE 
MICROTERM-ACT-IV 
MICROTERM-ACT-V 
MICROTERM-MIME-1 
MICROTERM-MIME-2 
NETRONICS 
NETWORK-VIRTUAL-TERMINAL 
0MRON-8Q25AG 
PESKIN-EIMBR-1100 
PERKIN-ELMER-1200 
PERQ 
PLASMA-PANEL 
QÜME-SPRINT-5 
SOROC 
SOROC-120 
SOUTHWEST-TEC3^NICAL-PRODUCTS-CrS2 
SUPERBEE 
SUPERBEE-III-M 
TEC 
TEKIRGNIX-4010 
TEKTRONIX-4012 
TEKIRONIX-4013 
TEKTRONIX-4014 
TEKIRONIX-4023 
TEXTRONIX-4024 
TEKTRONIX-4025 
TEKIRONJX-4027 
TELERAY-1C51 
TELERAY-3700 
TELERAY3800 

TELETERM-1030 
TELETYPE-33 
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TELETYPE-35 
TELETYPE-37 
TELETYPE-38 
TELETYPE-43 
TELEVIDEO-912 
TELEVIDEO-920 
TELEVIDEO-920B 
TELEVIDEO-920C 
TELEVIDEO-950 
TERMINET-1200 
TERMINET-300 
TI-700 
TI-733 
TI-735 
TI-743 
TI-745 
TYCOM 
UNIVAC-DCT-500 
VIDEO-SYSTEMS-1200 
VIDEO-SYSTEMS-5000 
VISUAL-200 
XEROX-1720 
ZENITH-H19 
ZENTEC-30 

RFC 960 
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Kathy Simpson 
Ltjn Bosack 

NEOCM 
cbosgd! neoucom! j ohnb@UCBARPA. BERKELEY. EDU 

WISC-MADI Darling@UWISC.ARPA 
NBS ----none  
ENCORE  none  
SUNY j oes@SBCS.ARPA 
USARMY Yancone@CRDC. ARPA 
PURDUE kcs@PURDUE. EDU 
AIDS kfd@AID-UNIX.ARPA 
SRI KLH@SRI -NIC. ARPA 
SRI Crepea@SRI-SPAM.ARPA 
HA2ELTINE Hazeltine@USC-ISI.ARPA 
MIT Sollins@MIT-XX.ARPA 
BBN Pogran@BBNBBNCCQ.ARPA 
DEC Paetzold@DEC-MARLBORO.ARPA 
Perceptronics   none---- 
OSU  none  
STANFORD Bosack@SU-SCORE.ARPA 
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[LB16] 
[LCN] 
[LCS] 
fUH2] 
[LOU] 
[LM8] 
[LRB] 
[LWR] 
[LXL] 
[MA] 
[MAB4] 
[MAE] 
[MBG] 
[MB] 
[MB31] 
[MCA1] 
[MCSJ] 
[MDC] 
[MF31] 
[MH12] 
[HJM2] 
[MK17] 
[MKL1] 
[MLC] 
[M02] 
[M014] 
[MRC] 
[MS9] 
[MS56] 
[MSM1] 
[MIR] 
[MXA] 
[MXA1] 
[MXG] 
[MXH] 
[MXK] 
[MXM] 
[MXP] 
[MXP1] 
u» **R j 
[MXS] 
[NC3] 
[NG] 
[NW] 
[NXH] 
[NXK] 
[PA5] 
[PAM6] 

Liudvikas Bukys 
Lou Nelson 
Lou Schreier 
Lincoln Hu 
Lou Salkind 
Liza Max tin 
Larry Bierma 
Larry Robinson 
Len Lattanzi 
Mike Accetta 
Mark Brown 
Marc A.  Elvy 

ROCHESTER Bukys@ROCHESTER.ARPA 
AEROSPACE Lou@AEROSPACE.ARPA 

Michael 
Michael 
Michael 
Mary C. 

BereschinskyUSARMY 

SRI Schreier@USC-ISID.ARPA 
COLUMBIA Hu@COLUMBIA-20.ARPA 
NYU Salkind@NYU.ARPA 
MIT-LCS Martin@MIT-XX.ARPA 
NPRDC Bierma@NPRDC. ARPA 
LLNL lwr@Sl-C.ARPA 
SENTRY  none  
CMU MIKE. ACCETTA@CMU-CS-A. ARPA 
USC MarkewUSC-ECLB.ARPA 
HARVARD elvy@HARVARD.EDU 

Greenwald  MIT-LCS Greenwald@MIT-MULTICS.ARPA 
Brescia    BBN Brescia@BBNCCV.ARPA 

Bereschinsky@USC-ISID .ARPA 
FISG MCAkers@TPSC-T.ARPA 
TPSC StJohns@MIT-MULTICS.ARPA 
MIT AI Marty@MIT-HTVAX.ARPA 
NASA-AMES fouts@AMES-NAS.ARPA 
ATT mark@UCBARPA.BERKELEY.EDU 
BRL Mike@BRL.ARPA 
BERKELEY Karels@UCBARPA.BERKELEY.EDU 
MIT MKL@SRI-NIC. ARPA 
DDN Corr icran@DDNl. ARPA 
RAND OBrien@RAND-UNIX.ARPA 
JHU 01ivant@HAWAII-EMH.ARPA 
STANFORD Admin. MRC@SU- SCORE. ARPA 
RPI schoff%rpi@CSNET-RELAY.ARPA 
WISC Solomon@UWI SC. ARPA 
AMES medin@AMES. ARPA 
IRVINE MRose.UCI@RAND-RELAY.ARPA 
UIUC Melanie%UIUCVMD.BITNET@WISCVM.ARPA 
INRIA  none  
SLI    So f tware-Leverage@USC-ECLB. ARPA 
Symbolics none  
CMU Mike. Kazar@CMU-CS-K. ARPA 
COINS COINS@USC-ISI .ARPA 
HUGHES scgvaxd!mkp@CIT-VAX. ARPA 
NSWC mpowers@NSWC-G.ARPA 
MIT mar@PIT-BORAX.ARPA 
INRIA Marc.Shapiro@C.CS.CMU.EDU 
MIT sJNC@MIT-XX.ARPA 
ROCKWELL GOWER@USC-ISID.ARPA 
UDELEE NMinnich@UDEL-HUEY.ARPA 
IM nrh@DDNl.ARPA 
HP hpda. nei 1@UCBARPA. BERKELEY. EDU 
STANFORD Almquist@SU-SCORE .ARPA 
RICE pam@PURDUE.EDU 

Akers 
Mike StJohns 
Martin D. Connor 
Martin J. Fouts 
Mark Horton 
Mike Muuss 
Mike Karels 
Mark Lottor 
Mike Corrigan 
Michael O'Brien 
Michele Olivant 
Mark Crispin 
Martin Schoffstall 
Marvin Solomon 
Milo S. Medin 
Marshall Rose 
Melanie Anderson 
M. Aziza 
Mike Gilbert 
Martin Hayman 
Michael Kazar 
Marc M, Msilleur 
Michael K. Peterson 
Mark C. Powers 
Mark A. Rcsenstein 
Marc Shapiro 
J. Noel Chiappa 
Neil Gower 
Mike Minnich 
Nat Howard 
Neil Katin 
Philip Alaquist 
Paul McNabb 
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[PFS2] 
[PGM] 
[PHD1] 
[PK] " 
[PK28] 
[PL4] 
[PM1] 
[PM4] 
[P327] 
[PXA] 
[PXB] 
[PXD] 
[PXM] 
[PXN] 
[RA11] 
[RA17] 
[RB9] 
CEBN1] 
[RBW] 
[RHC3] 
[RC77] 
[RDB2] 
[RDR41 
[RFD1] 
[RG12] 
[RH6] 
[RH60] 
[RHC3] 
[RHT] 
[RKJ2] 
[RL2] 
[RLB3] 
[RLH2] 
[RLS6] 
[RM8] 
[RN6] 
[RNM11 
[RR2] 
[RR18] 
[RR26] 
[RS23] 
[RSM1] 
[RTB3] 
[RWS4] 
[RXB] 
[RXB1] 

[RXG] 

Paul Sass CECOM 
Paul G. Milazzo RICE 
Pieter Ditmars BBN 
Peter Klrstein UCL 
Philip R. Kam, Jr. BCR 
Phil Lapsley BERKELEY 
Paul Mockapetris ISI 
Paul Martin SRI 
Paal Spilling NTA 
Phillip G. Apley 
Pat Boyle UBC 
Pete Delaney ECRC 
Pat Marques NSRDC 
Peter Nellessen SIEMENS 
Rick Adams CCI 
Bob Albrightson 
Richard Bisbey ISI 
Ronald Natalie, Jr. ERL 
Richard B. Wales UCLA 
Robert Cole UCL 
Robert Carey YALE 
Robert Bressler BBN 
Dennis Rockwell BBN 
Robert F, Donnelly ARDC 
Roger L. Gulbranson UMINN 
Robert Hinden BBN 
Roger Hale MIT 
Robert Cole UCL 
Robert Thomas BBN 
Richard Johnsson DEC 
Randy C. Lee 
Ronald L. Broersma NOSC 
Ronald L. Härtung NSWC 
Ronald L. Smith COINS 
Roy Marantz RUTGERS 
Rudy Nedved CMU 
Neil MacKenzie RSRE 
Raleigh Romine TELEDYNE 
Ron Reisor UDEL 
William R. Reilly USARMY 
Rüssel Sandberg WISC 
Robert S. Miles NRTC 
Bob Braden UCLA 
Robert W. Scheifler ARGUS 
Rafael Bracho SPAR 
Randolph Bentson CSU 

Sass@USC-ISID.ARPA 
Milazzo@RICE.ARPA 
pdi tmars@BBNCCX. ARPA 
Kirstein@USC-ISI.ARPA 
Karn@BELLCORE-CS-GW. ARPA 
phi 1@UCBARPA. BERKELEY. EDU 
Mockapetris@USC-ISIB.ARPA 
PMartin@SRI-AI .ARPA 
Spilling@USC-ISID.ARPA 

BITSTREAM FGA@MIT-OZ.ARPA 
boyle. ubc@CSNET-RELAY. ARPA 
pete%ecrcvax@CSNET-RELAY. ARPA 
marques@DTRC .ARPA 
crtvax!pn@CMU-CS-SPICE .ARPA 
Rick@SEISMO.CSS.GOV 

WASHINGTON BOB@WASHINGTON.ARPA 
Bisbey@USC-ISIB.ARPA 
ron@BRL-TC3R.ARPA 
WALES@LOCUS.UCLA.EDU 
robert@UCL-CS.ARPA 
CAREY@YALE.ARPA 
Bressler@BBNCCW.ARPA 
DRockwel 1@CSNET-SH. ARPA 
donnelly@ARDC. ARPA 
ROGERG@UMN-UCC-VA.ARPA 
Hinden@BBN-CCV. ARPA 
Roger@LL-SST.ARPA 
Robert@USC-CS.ARPA 
B1hcmas@BBNF. ARPA 
j ohnsson@DECWRL. ARPA 

HONEYWELL RCLeegHI -MULTI CS. ARPA 
Ron@NOSC.ARPA 
ron@NSWC-WO.ARPA 
COINS@USC-ISI.ARPA 
Marantz@RUTGERS.EDU 
Rudy.Nedved@CMU-CS-A.ARPA 
CLE%RSRE@UCL-CS.ARPA 
romine@SEISMO.CSS.GOV 
ron@UDEL-EE.ARPA 
RREILLY@JPL-MILVAX. ARPA 
root@UWISC.ARPA 
RSM@BRL.ARPA 
Braden@UCLA-CCN.ARPA 
RWS@MIT-XX.ARPA 
RXB@SRI-KL.ARPA 

Richard Gopstein   RCA 
Bentson%ColoState@CSNET-RELAY. ARPA 

Gopstein@RUTGERS. EDU 
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[RXJ] Ronald Johnson 
[RXM] Robert Myhill 
[SA1] Sten Andler 
[SA2] Saul Amarel 
[SC3] Steve Casner 
[SGC] Steve Chipman 
[SHB] Steven Blumenthal 
[SK81 Steve Kille 
[SM6] Sean McLinden 
[SMF] Steven M. Feldman 

[SXA] Skip Addison 

[SXB] Steve Byrne 
[SB28] Scott Bradner 
[SXF] Steve Fogel 

[SXM] Scott Marcus 
[SXM1] Scooter Morris 
[SXS] Steve Silverman 
[TBS] Claude S. Steffey 
[TC4] Tony Cincotta 
[TF6] Ihomas Ferrin 
[THD] Thomas Dunigan 
[TML] T. Michael Louden 
[TW11] Tom Wadlow 
[TXB] Ted Baker 
[TXM] Trudy Miller 
[TXN] Todd Nugent 
[UXB] Ulf Bilting 
[WDL] Walter Lazear 
[WG] Wayne Graves 
[WF3] William E. Fink 
[WIM] William Macgregor 
[WJC2] Bill Croft 
[WPJ] William Jones 
[WW2] Wally Wedel 
[WWS] Bill Seemuller 
rwXL] William Lampeter 
[ZSU] Zav-Sing Su 

APPLE rl j%appie@CSNET-RELAY. ARPA 
BBN Myhi11@BBNCCS.ARPA 
ARPA andler. ibm-s j@RAND-RELAY. ARPA 
ARPA Amarel@USC-ISI.ARPA 
ISI Casner@USC-ISIB.ARPA 
BBN Chipman@BBNF. ARPA 
BBN BLUMENTHAL@BBN-VAX. ARPA 
UCL Steve@UCL-CS.ARPA 
DSL McLinden@RUTGERS.EDU 
TYMNET 

ARPAVAX. feldman@UCBARPA. BERKELEY. EDU 
GATECH 

Skip! gatech. csnet@CSNET-RELAY. ARPA 
TARTAN Byme@CMU-CS-C.ARPA 
HARVARD sob@HARVARD.EDU 
MTCS 
SFogel! mtcs! mtxinu@UCBARPA. BERKELEY. EDU 
SPARTACUS  none  
GENENTECH scooter@UCSF-CGL.ARPA 
MITRE Blankert<§MITRE-GATEWAY. ARPA 
WSMR csteffey@WSMRCASl.ARPA 
DTNSRDC tony@NALCON.ARPA 
UCSF Ferrin@UCSF-CGL.ARPA 
QRNL dunigan@ORNL -MSR. ARPA 
MITRE Louden@MITRE-GW.ARPA 
LLL TAW@S1-C.ARPA 
FSU baker@WASHINGTON.ARFA 
ACC Trudy@ACC. ARPA 
U CHICAGO Nugent@ANL-MCS.ARPA 
CHALMERS bi 1 ting@PURDUE. EDU 
MITRE LazeardMITRE.ARPA 
LBL WLGr aves@LBL. ARPA 
NRLRCD bill@T4RL.ARPA 
BBN macg@BBN.ARPA 
STANFORD Croft@SUMEX-AIM.ARPA 
USRA Jones@AMES-VMSB.ARPA 
NBI wedel@UT-NGP.ARPA 
USARMY bill@ETL.ARPA 
UR bill@ROCHESTER.ARPA 
SRI ZSu@SRI-TSC.ARPA 
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APPENDIX A 

Network Numbers 

The network numbers in class A, B, and C network addresses are 
allocated among Research, Defense, Government (Non-Defense) and 
Commercial uses. 

Class A (highest-order bit 0) 

Research allocation: 8 
Defense allocation: 24 
Government allocation: 24 
Commercial allocation: 94 
Reserved Addresses:   (0, 127) 
Total 128 

Class B (highest-order bits 1-0) 

Research allocation: 1024 
Defense allocation: 3072 
Government allocation: 3072 
Commercial allocation: 12286 
Reserved Addresses: (0, 16383) 
Total 16384 

m. 

Class C (highest-order bits 1-1-0) 

Research allocation: 
Defense allocation: 
Government allocation: 
Commercial allocation: 
Reserved Addresses: 
Total 

65536 
458725 
458725 
1572862 

(0, 2097151) 
2097152 

Class D (highest-order bits 1-1-1) 

All addresses in this class are reserved for future use. 

Within the Research community, network identifiers will only be 
granted to applicants who show evidence that they are acquiring 
standard Bolt Beranek and Newman gateway software or have 
implemented or are acquiring a gateway meeting the Exterior 
Gateway Protocol requirements.  Acquisition of the Berkeley BSD 
4.2 UNIX software might be considered evidence of the latter. 
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Experimental networks which later become operational need not be 
renumbered. Rather, the identifiers could be moved from Research 
to Defense, Government or Commercial status. Thus,  network 
identifiers may change state among Research, Defense, Government 
and Commercial, but the number of identifiers allocated to each 
use must remain within the limits indicated above.  To make 
possible this fluid assignment, the network identifier spaces are 
not allocated by simple partition, but rather by specific 
assignment. 

Protocol Identifiers 

These assignments are shared by the four communities. 

Port Numbers 

These assignments are shared by the four communities. 

ARPANET Link Numbers 

These assignments are shared by the four communities. 

IP Version Numbers 

These assignments are shared by the four communities. 

TCP, IP and Telnet Option Identifiers 

These assignments are shared by the four communities. 

Implementation: 

Joyce Reynolds is the coordinator for all number assignments. 
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Network Working Group 
Request for Comments: 
Replaces: IEN 125 

794 

PRE-EMPTION 

V. Cerf 
ARPA 

September 1981 

In circuit-switching systems, once a user has acquired a circuit, the 
communication bandwidth of that circuit is dedicated, even if it is not 
used. When the system saturates, additional circuit set-up requests are 
blocked.  To allow high precedence users to gain access to circuit 
resources, systems such as AUTOVON associate a precedence with each 
telephone instrument. Those instruments with high precedence can 
pre-empt circuit resources, causing lower precedence users to be cut 
off. 

In message switching systems such as AUTODIN I, incoming traffic is 
stored on disks  (or drums or tape) and processed in order of 
precedence.  If a high precedence message is entered into the system, it 
is processed and forwarded as quickly as possible. When the high 
precedence message arrives at the destination message switch, it may 
pre-empt the use of the output devices on the switch, interrupting the 
printing of a lower precedence message. 

In packet switching systems, there is little or no storage in the 
transport system so that precedence has little impact on delay for 
processing a packet. However, when a packet switching system reaches 
saturation, it rejects offered traffic. Precedence can be used in 
saturated packet switched systems to sort traffic queued for entry into 
the system. 

In general, precedence is a tool for deciding how to allocate resources 
when systems are saturated.  In circuit switched systems, the resource 
is circuits; in message switched systems the resource is the message 
switch processor; and in packet switching the resource is the packet 
switching system itself. 

This capability can be realized in AUTODIN II without adding any new 
mechanisms to TCP (except to make precedence of incoming connection 
requests visible to the processes which use TCP) . To allow pre-emptive 
access to a particular terminal, the software (i.e., THP) which supports 
terminal access to the TAC can be configured so as to always have a 
LISTEN posted for that terminal, even if the terminal has a connection 
in operation.  For example in the ARPANET TENEX systems, the user TELNET 
permits a user to have many connections open at one time - the user can 
switch among them at will. To the extent that this can be done without 
violating security requirements, one could imagine a multi-connection 
THP which always leaves a LISTEN pending for incoming connection 
requests.  If a connection is established, the TOP can decide, based on 
its precedence, whether to pre-empt any existing connection and to 
switch the user to the high precedence one. 

If the user is working with several connections of different precedence 
at the same time, the THP would close or abort the lowest precedence 
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September 1981 

connection in favor of the higher precedence pre-empting o.<e. Then the 
THP would do a new LISTEN on that terminal's port in case a higher 
precedence connection is attempted. 

One of the reasons for suggesting this model is that processes are the 
users of TCP (in general) and that TCP itself cannot cause processes to 
be created on behalf of an incoming connection request.  Implementations 
could be realized in which TCPs accept incoming connection requests and, 
based on the destination port number, create appropriate server 
processes.  In terms of pre-empting access to a remote terminal, 
however, it seems more sensible to let the process which interfaces the 
terminal to the system mediate the pre-emption.  If the terminal is not 
connected or is turned off, there is no point in creating a process to 
serve the incoming high precedence connection request. 

For example, suppose a routine FTP is in operation between Host X and 
Host Y. Host Z decides to do a flash-override FTP to Host X.  It opens 
a high precedence connection via its TCP and the "SYN" goes out to the 
FTP port on Host X. 

FTP always leaves one LISTEN pending to pre-einpt lower precedence remote 
users if it cannot serve one more user (and still keep a LISTEN 
pending) .  In this way, the FTP is naturally in a state permitting the 
high precedence connection request to be properly served, and the FTP 
can initiate any cleaning up that is needed to deal with the 
pre-emption. 

In general, this strategy permits the processes using TCP to accommodate 
pre-emption in the context of the applications they support. 

A non-pre-emptable process is one that does not have a LISTEN pending 
while it is serving one (or more) users. 

The actions taken to deal with pre-emption of TCP connections will be 
application-process specific and this strategy of a second (or N+lst) 
LISTEN is well suited to the situation. 

Pre-emption may also be necessary at the site initiating a high 
precedence connection request. Suppose there is a high precedence user 
who wants to open an FTP connection request from Host Z to Host X.  But 
all FTP and/or TCP resources are saturated when this user tries to start 
the user FTP process.  In this case, the operating system would have to 
know about the precedence of the user and would have to locally pre-empt 
resources on his behalf (e.g., by logging out lower precedence users). 
This is a system issue, not specific only to TCP.  Implementation of 
pre-emption at the source could vary greatly.  Precedence may be 
associated with a user or with a terminal.  The TCP implementation may 
locally pre-empt resources to serve high precedence users.  The 
operating system may make all pre-emption decisions. 
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Network Working Group j. Postel 
Request for Comments:  795 ISI 

September 1981 
SERVICE MAPPINGS 

This memo describes the relationship between the Internet 
Protocol (IP) [1] Type of Service and the service parameters of specific 
networks. 

The IP Type of Service has the following fields: 

Bits 0-2 
Bit 3 
Bits 4 
Bits 5 
Bit 6-7 

Precedence. 
0 = Normal Delay,     1 = Low Delay. 
0 ■ Normal Throughput, 1 = Hi^h Throughput. 
0 « Normal Relibility, 1 = Hi$h Relibility. 
Reserved for Future Use. 

01234567 
+ + + + + +. + + + 

I I I I I I I 
|       PRECEDENCE |     D     |     T R     |     0     ;|     0     j 
I 4 ^ I I I_       J I 

111 - Network Control 
110 - Internetwork Control 
101 - CRITIC/ECP 
100 - Flash Override 
011 - Flash 
010 - Immediate 
001 - Priority 
000 - Routine 

The individual networks listed here have very different and specific 
service choices. 
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Service Mappings 

AUTODIN II 

The service choices are in two parts: Traffic Acceptance Catagcries, 
and Application Type. The Traffic Acceptance Catagories can be 
mapped into and out of the IP TOS precedence reasonably directly. 
The Application types can be mapped into the remaining IP TOS fields 
as follows. 

TA DELAY THROUGHPUT RELIABILITY 

I/A 1 0 0 
Q/R 0 0 0 
Bl 0 1 0 
B2 0 1 1 

DTR TA 

000 Q/R 
001 Q/R 
010 Bl 
011 B2 
100 I/A 
101 I/A 
110 I/A 
111 error 
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Service Mappings 

Li 

If." 

k 

ARPANET 

The service choices are in quite limited. There is one priority bit 
that can be mapped to the high order bit of the IP TOS precedence. 
The other choices are to use the regular ("Type 0M) messages vs. the 
uncontrolled ("Type 3") messages, or to use single packet vs. 
multipacket messages. The mapping of ARPANET parameters into IP TOS 
parameters can be as follows. 

Type  Size  DELAY THROUGHPUT RELIABILITY 

0 S 1         0 0 
0 M 0          0 0 
3 S 1          0 0 
3 M not allowed 

DTR Type Size 

000 0 M 
001 0 M 
010 0 M 
011 0 M 
100 3 S 
101 0 S 
110 3 s 
111 er ror 

i 
r i 

W7* 
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Service Mappings 

PRNET 

There is no priority indication. The two choices are to use the 
station routing vs. point-to-point routing, or to require 
acknowledgments vs. having no acknowledgments. The mapping of PRNET 
parameters into IP TOS parameters can be as follows. 

Routir ig  Acks DELAY THROUGHPUT   I RELIABILITY 

ptp no 1 0 0 
ptp yes 1 0 1 

station   no 0 0 0 
station   yes 0 0 1 

DTR Routing Acks 

000 station no 
001 station yes 
010 station no 
011 station yes 
100 ptp no 
101 ptp yes 
110 ptp no 
111 ptp yes 

SATNET 

There is no priority indication. The four choices are to use the 
block vs. stream type, to select one of four delay catagories, to 
select one of two holding time strategies, or to request one of three 
reliability levels. The mapping of SATNET parameters into IP TOS 
parameters can thus quite complex there being 2*4*2*3=48 distinct 
possibilities. 

References 

[1]  Postel, J. (ed.), "Internet Protocol - DARPA Internet Program 
Protocol Specification," RFC 791, USC/Information Sciences 
Institute, September 1981, 
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Request for Comments:  796 
Replaces: IEN 115 

ADDRESS MAPPINGS 

J. Postel 
ISI 

September 1981 

Internet Addresses 

Thiz ~c^:c dererirre the relationship between address fields used in 
the Internet: Prococol (I?) [1] and several specific networks. 

An internet address is a 32 bit quantity, with several codings as 
shown below. 

The first type (or class a) of address has a 7-bit network number and 
a 24-bit local address, 

12 3 
01234567890123456789012345678901 

+ - + - + -+-+- + -+-+- + -+-+- *-- + -+-+-+--•-- + -+- + - + - + - + -+- + -+- + -+- + - + - + - + - + 

i 01  NETWORK  | Local Address | 

Class A Address 

The second type (or class b) of address has a 14-bit network number 
and a 16-bit local address. 

12 3 
0123456789012345678901234 5 678901 

H 1 1 1 1 » ( 1 i «- — H 1 1 1 1 1 1- —I— H 1 1 1 1 1 1 h-H ( 1— H 1- —I H 

|1 0| NETWORK        I Local Address       | 
+ - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + -.!.-. + - + - + _ + _ + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + .- + - + - + - + - + 

Class B Address 

The third type   (or class c)   of address has a 21-bit network number 
and a 8-bit local address. 

12 3 
012345678901234567890   1234567890   1 

+ - + - + - + - + -+- + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + -4 - + - + - + - -f - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + - + 

|1 1 0| NETWORK | Local Address | 

Class C Address 

The local address carries information to address a host in the 
network identified by the network number.  Since each network has a 
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particular address format and length, the following section describes 
the mapping between internet local addresses and the actual address 
format used in the particular network. 

Internet to Local Net Address Mappings 

The following transformations are used to convert internet addresses 
to local net addresses and vice versa: 

AÜTODIN II 

The AUTODIN II has 16 bit subscriber addresses which identify 
either a host or a terminal.  These addresses may be assigned 
independent of location. The 16 bit AUTODIN II address is 
located in the 24 bit internet local address as shown below. 

The network number of the AUTODIN II is 26 (Class A) . 

+ + 

|  HOST/TERMINAL |  AUTODIN II 
+ + 

16 

+ + + + + 
|        26       |     ZERO     i     HOST/TERMINAL     |       IP 
+ +_-. + + + 

8 8 16 

CvSA 
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ARPANET 

The ARPANET (with 96 bit leaders) has 24 bit addresses.  The 24 
bits are assigned to host, logical host, and IMP leader fields 
as illustrated below.  These 24 bit addresses are used directly 
for the 24 bit local address of the internet address. However, 
the ARPANET IMPs do not yet support this form of logical 
addressing so the logical host field is set to zero in the 
leader. 

The network number of the ARPANET is 10 (Class A) . 

S  HOST  i  ZERO  |  IMP   |  ARPANET 

8       8       8 

10 
-+ +- 

|  HOST  | LH 
-+- 

I IMP 
- + 

I IP 

8 

DCNs 

The Distributed Computing Networks (DCNs) at COMSAT and UCL use 
16 bit addresses divided into an 8 bit host Identifier (HID) , 
and an 8 bit process identifier (PID) . The format locates 
these 16 bits in the low order 16 bits of the 24 bit internet 
address, as shown below. 

The network number of the COMSAT-DCN is 29 (Class A), and of 
the UCL-DCN is 30 (Class A) . 

|  HID  |   PID  |  DCN 
+ + + 

8       8 

+ + + + + 
|   18   |  ZERO  |   HID  |  PID  |   IP 
+ + _ + . + + 

8 8 8 8 
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Ü 
p 

EDN 

The Experimental Data Network at the Defense Communication 
Engineering Center (DCEC) uses the same type of addresses as 
the ARPANET (with 96 bit leaders) and has 24 bit addresses. 
The 24 bits are assigned to host, logical host, and IMP leader 
fields as illustrated below. These 24 bit addresses are used 
directly for the 24 bit local address of the internet address. 
However, the IMPs do not yet support this form of logical 
addressing so the logical host field is set to zero in the 
leader. 

The network number of the EDN is 21 (Class A). 

+ + + + 

|  HOST  |  ZERO  |  IMP   |   EDN 
+ + + + 

8       8       8 

|   21   |  HOST  |   LH  |  IMP   |   IP 
+ + + + + 

8       3       8       8 

LCSNET 

The LCS NET at MIT's Laboratory for Computer Science uses 32 
bit addresses of several formats. Please see [3] for more 
details. The most common format locates the low order 24 bits 
of the 32 bit LCS NET address in the 24 bit internet local 
address, as shown below. 

The network number of the LCS NET is 18 (Class A) . 

+ + + + 

| SUBNET | RESERVED j  HOST  |   LCSNET 

8       8       8 

+ + + +  

|   18   | SUBNET |RESERVED|  HOST 

8 8 8 8 

IP 
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PRNET 

ma 

The Packet Radio networks use 16 bit addresses.  These are 
independent of location (indeed the hosts may be mobile) . The 
16 bit PRNET addresses are located in the 24 bit internet local 
address as shown below. 

The network numbers of the PRNETs are: 

BBN-PR 1 (Class A) 
SF-PR-1 2 (Class A) 
SILL-PR 5 (Class A) 
SF-PR-2 6 (Class A) 
BRAGG-PR 9 (Class A) 
DC-PR 20 (Class A) 

|      HOST     |  PRNET 
+ + + 

16 

+ + + + + 
|  net  j  ZERO  |      HOST     |   IP 
+ + + + + 

8 8 16 

I 
h* 
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SATNET 

The Atlantic Satellite Packet Network has 16 bit addresses for 
hosts. These addresses may be assigned independent of location 
(i.e., ground station).  It is also possible to assign several 
addresses to one physical host, so the addresses are logical 
addresses. The 16 bit SATNET address is located in the 24 bit 
internet local address as shown below. 

The network number of the SATNET is 4 (Class A) . 

|      HOST     |   SATNET 
+ + + 

16 

+ + + + + 
|   4   |  ZERO  |      HOST     |   IP 
+ + , + + + 

8       8 16 

WBCNET 

The Wideband Communication Satellite Packet Network (WBCNET) 
Host Access Protocol (KAP) has 16 bit addresses for hosts. It 
is possible to assign several addresses to one physical host, 
so the addresses are logical addresses. The 16 bit WBCNET 
address is divided into a HAP Number field and a Local Address 
field, and is located in the 24 bit internet local address as 
shown below. Please see [2] for more details. 

The network number of the WBCNET is 28 (Class A) . 

+ + + 

| HAP NUM| LCL ADD|  WBCNET 
+ + + 

8       8 

+ + + + + 

|   28   | HAP NUM|  ZERO  | LCL ADD|   IP 
♦ + + + + 

8       8       8       8 
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DOD INTERNET HOST TABLE SPECIFICATION 

STATUS OF THIS MEMO 

This RFC is the official specification of the format of the Internet 
Host Table. This edition of the specification includes minor 
revisions to RFC-810 which brings it up to date. Distribution öf this 
memo is unlimited. 

INTRODUCTION 

The DoD Host Table is utilized by the DoD Hostname Server maintained 
by the DDN Network Information Center (NIC) on behalf of the Defense 
Communications Agency (DCA) [See RFC-953] . >^ 

LOCATION OF THE STANDARD DOD ONLINE HOST TABLE 

A machine-translatable ASCII text version of the DoD Host Table is 
online in the file NETINFO: HOSTS. TXT on the SRI-NIC host.  It can be 
obtained via FTP from your local host by connecting to host 
SRI-NIC.ARPA (26.0.0.73 or 10.0.0.51), logging in as user = 
ANONYMOUS, password = GUEST, and retrieving the file 
"NETINFO:HOSTS.TXT". The same table may also be obtained via the NIC 
Hostname Server, as described in RFC-953. The latter method is 
faster and easier, but requires a user program to make the necessary 
connection to the Name Server. 

ASSUMPTIONS 

1. A "name" (Net, Host, Gateway, or Domain name) is a text string up 
to 24 characters drawn from the alphabet (A-Z), digits (0-9), minus 
sign (-), and period (.) . Note that periods are only allowed when 
they serve to delimit components of "domain style names". (See 
RFC-921, "Domain Name System Implementation Schedule", for 
background) .  No blank or space characters are permitted as part of a 
name. No distinction is made between upper and lower case. The first 
character must be an alpha character. The last character must not be 
a minus sign or period. A host which serves as a GATEWAY should have 
"-GATEWAY" or "-GW" as part of its name. Hosts which do not serve as 
Internet gateways should not use "-GATEWAY" and "-GW" as part of 
their names. A host which is a TAC should have "-TAC" as the last 
part of its host name, if it is a DoD host.  Single character names 
or nicknames are not allowed. 

2. Internet Addresses are 32-bit addresses [See RFC-796].  In the 
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host table described herein each address is represented by four WjXjj 
decimal numbers separated by a period.  Each decimal number fggg 
represents 1 octet. ^frfe 

3. If the first bit of the first octet of the address is 0 (zero), mm 
then the next 7 bits of the first octet indicate the network number 
(Class A Address) .  If the first two bits are 1,0 (one,zero), then 
the next 14 bits define the net number (Class B Address).  If the 
first 3 bits are 1,1,0 (one,one,zero), then the next 21 bits define 
the net number (Class C Address) [See RFC-943] . 

This is depicted in the following diagram: 

+-+ + + + + 

|0|  NET <-7-> |        LOCAL ADDRESS <-24-> | 
+_+ + + + + 

+ + + + + + 
|1 Oj     NET <-14->       |  LOCAL ADDRESS <-16->      | 
+ + + + ,--+ + 

+ + + + + + 

jl 1 0| NET <-21-> | LOCAL ADDRESS| 
+ + + + + + 

4. The LOCAL ADDRESS portion of the internet address identifies a 
host within the network specified by the NET portion of the address 

5. The ARPANET and MILNET are both Class A networks. The NET portion 
is 10 decimal for ARPANET, 26 decimal for MILNET, and the LOCAL 
ADDRESS maps as follows: the second octet identifies the physical 
host, the third octet identifies the logical host, and the fourth 
identi fies the Packet Switching Node (PSN), formerly known as an 
Interface Message Processor (IMP). 

+ _+ + + +,-. + 

101  10 or 26  |   HOST     | LOGICAL HOST' |   PSN (IMP)  | 
■+-♦ + + ♦--., + 

(NOTE: RFC-796 also describes the local address mappings for 
several other networks.) 

6. It is the responsibility of the users of this host table to 
translate it into whatever format is needed for their purposes. 

7. Names and addresses for DoD hosts and gateways will be negotiated 
and registered with the DDN PMO, and subsequently with the NIC, 
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before being used and before traffic is passed by a DoD host. Names 
and addresses for domains and networks are to be registered with the 
DDN Network Information Center (HOSTMASTER@SRI-NIC.ARPA) or 
800-235-3155. 

The NIC will attempt to keep similar information for non-DoD networks 
and hosts, if this information is provided, and as long as it is 
needed, i.e., until intercommunicating network name servers are in 
place. 

EXAMPLE OF HOST TABLE FORMAT 

NET : 10.0.0.0 : ARPANET : 
NET : 128.10.0.0 : PURDUE-CS-NET : 
GATEWAY : 10.0.0.77, 18.10.0.4 : MIT-GW.ARPA,MIT-GATEWAY : PDP-11 : 

MOS : IP/GW,EGP : 
HOST : 26.0.0.73, 10.0.0.51 : SRI-NIC.ARPA,SRI-NIC,NIC : DEC-2060 : 

TOPS20 :TCP/TEUIET,TCP/SMTP,TCPAI^*TCP/FTP,TC3»/EaiD,I^ : 
HOST : 10.2.0.11 : SU-TAC.ARPA,SU-TAC : C/30 : TAC : TCP : 

SYNTAX AND CONVENTIONS 

; (semicolon) 

NET 

GATEWAY 

HOST 

DOMAIN 

:(colon) 

:: (2 colons) 

, (comma) 

XXX/YYY 

is used to denote the beginning of a comment. 
Any text on a given line following a ';' is a 
comment, and not part of the host table. 

keyword introducing a network entry 

keyword introducing a gateway entry 

keyword introducing a host entry 

keyword introducing a domain entry 

is used as a field delimiter 

indicates a null field 

is used as a data element delimiter 

indicates protocol information c.C the type 
TRANSPORT/SERVICE. 

where TRANSPORT/SERVICE options are specified as 

"FOO/BAR"     both transport and service known 

rcfS 
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"FOO" 

"BAP" 

transport known; services not known 

service is known, transport not known 

NOTE:  See "Assigned Numbers" for specific options and acronyms 
for machine types, operating systems, and protoco1/services. 

Each host table entry is an ASCII text string comprised of 6 fields, 
where 

Field 1 

Field 2 

Field 3 

KEYWORD Indicating whether this entry pertains to 
a NET, GATEWAY, HOST, or DOMAIN.  NET entries are 
assigned and cannot have alternate addresses or 
nicknames. DOMAIN entries do not use fields 4, 5, 
or 6. 

Internet Address of Network, Gateway, or Host 
followed by alternate addresses. Addresses for a 
Domain are those where a Domain Name Server exists 
for that domain. 

Official Name of Network, Gateway, Host, or Domain 
(with optional nicknames, where permitted) . 

Field 4       Machine Type 

Field 5        Operating System 

Field 6       Protocol List 

Fields 4, 5 and 6 are optional. For a Domain they are not used. 

Fields 3-6, if included, pertain to the first address in Field 2. 

'Blanks' (spaces and tabs) are ignored between data elements or 
fields, but are disallowed within a data element. 

Each entry ends with a colon. 

The entries in the table are grouped by types in the order Domain, 
Net, Gateway, and Host.  Within each type the ordering is 
unspecified. 

Note that although optional nicknames are allowed for hosts, they are 
discouraged, except in the case where host names have been changed 

?5i 

m 

%•• 

• * 
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and both the new and the old names are maintained for a suitable 
period of time to effect a smooth transition. Nicknames are not 
permitted for NET names. 

GRAMMATICAL HOT TABLE SPECIFICATION 

/.. Parsing grammar 

<entry> : := <keyword> ":" <addresses> ":" <names> [":" [<cputype>] 
[":" [<opsys>]  [":" [<protocol list>] ]]] M:M 

<addresses> ::= <address> *[M," <address>] 
<address> ::= <octet> M." <octet> "." <octet> "." <octet> 
<octet> ::= <0 to 255 decimal> 
<names> ::= <netname> | <gatename> ( <domainname> *["," 

<nicknames>] 
| <official hostname> * ["," <nicknames>] 

<netname>  ::= <name> 
<gatename> ::= <hname> 
<domainname> :: = <hname> 
<official hostname> ::= <lmjme> 
<nickname> ::= <hname> 
<protocol list> ::= <protocol spec> *r"," <protocol spec>] 
<protocol spec> ::» <transport name> /" <service name> 

| <raw protocol name> 

B. Lexical grammar 

<entry-field> : := <entry-text> [<cr><lf> <blank> <entry-field>] 
<entry-text>  ::= <print-char> *<text> 
<blank> ::= <space-or-tab> [<blank>] 
<keyvrord> : := NET | GATEWAY j HOST \  DOMAIN 
<hname> ::= <name>*["."<name>] 
<name> ::= <let>[*[<let-or-digit-or-hyphen>]<let-or-digit>] 
<cputype> ::= PDP-11/70 | DEC-1080 | C/30 | CDC-6400...etc. 
<opsys>  ::= ITS | MULTICS j T0PS20 | UNIX...etc. 
<transport name> ::= TCP | NCP | UDP j IP...etc. 
<service name> : := TELNET j FTP j SMTP | MTP...etc. 
<raw protocol name> ::= <name> 
<comment> ::= ";" <text><cr><lf> 
<text>   ::= * [<print-char> | <blank>] 
<print-char>  : := <ariy printing char (not space or tab) > 

Notes: 

1. Zero or more 'blanks' between separators 
'Blanks' are spaces and tabs. 

are allowed. 

VJ». 

*v 
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2. Continuation lines are lines that begin with at least one 
blank. They may be used anywhere 'blanks' are legal to split an 
entry across lines. 
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Standard File Formats 

Introduction 

In an attempt to provide online documents to the network community we 
have had many problems with the physical format of the final 
documents. Much of this difficulty lies in the fact that we do not 
have control or even knowledge of all the processing steps or devices 
that act on the document file. A large part of the difficulty in the 
past has been due to some assumptions we made about the rest of the 
world being approximately like our own environment. We now see that 
the problems are due to differing assumptions and treatment of files 
to  be printed as documents. We therefore propose to define certain 
standard formats for files and describe the expected final form for 
printed copies of such files. 

These standard formats are not additional File Transfer Protocol data 
types/modes/structures, but rather usage descriptions between the 
originator and ultimate receiver of the file. It may be useful or 
even necessary at some hosts to construct programs that convert files 
between common local formats and the standard formats specified here. 

The intent is that the author of a document may prepare his/her text 
and store it in an online file, then advertise that file by name and 
format (as specified here), such that interested individuals may copy 
and print the file with full understanding of the characteristics of 
the format controls and the logical page size. 

Standardization Elements 

The elements or aspects of a file to be standardized are the 
character or code set used, the format control procedures, the area 
of the page to be used for text, and the method to describe 
overstruck or underlined characters. 

The area of the page to be used for text can be confusing to discuss, 
in an attempt to be clear we define a physical page and a logical 
page. Please note that the main emphasis of this note is to describe 
the standard formats in terms of the logical page, and that it is up 
to each site to map the logical page onto the physical page of each 
of their devices. 

- 1 - 
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Physical Page 

Ihe physical page is the medium that carries the text, the 
height and width of its area are measured in inches. 

•Die typical physical page is a piece of paper eleven inches 
high and eight and one half inches wide. 

Typical print density is 10 characters per inch 
horizontally and 6 characters per inch vertically. This 
results in the typical physical page having a maximum 
capacity of 66 lines and 85 characters per line. It is 
often the case that printing devices limit the area of 
the physical page by enforcing margins. 

Logical Page 

The logical page is the area that can contain text, the height 
of this area is measured in lines and the width is measured in 
characters. 

A typical logical page is 60 lines high and 72 characters 
wide. 

Code Set 

The character encoding will be the network standard Network 
Virtual Terminal (NVT) code as used in Telnet and File Transfer 
protocols, that is ASCII in an eight bit byte with the high order 
bit zero. 

Format Control 

Ihe format will be controlled by the ASCII format effectors: 

Form Feed      <FF> 

Moves the printer to the top of the next logical page 
keeping the same horizontal position. 

Carriage Return <CR> 

Moves the printer to the left edge of the logical page 
remaining on current line. 

m 
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Line Feed <LF> 

Moves the printer to the next print line, keeping the same 
horizontal position. 

Horizontal Tab <HT> 

Moves the printer to the next horizontal tab stop. 

The conventional stops for horizontal tabs are every 
eight characters, that is character positions 9, 17, 25, 
... within the logical page. 

Note that it is difficult to enforce these conventions and 
it is therefore recommended that horizontal tabs not be used 
in document files. 

Vertical Tab   <VT> 

Moves the printer to the next vertical tab stop. 

The conventional stops for vertical tabs are every eight 
lines starting at the first printing line on each logical 
page, that is lines 1, 9, 17, ... within the logical 
page. 

Note that it is difficult to enforce these conventions and 
it is therefore recommended that vertical tabs not be used 
in document files. 

Back Space <BS> 

Moves the printer one character position toward uhe left 
edge of the logical page. 

Not all these effectors will be used in all format standards, any 
effectors which are not used in a format standard are ignored. 

i>: 

Page Length 

The logical page length will be specified in terms of a number of 
lines of text. 
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Page Width 

The logical page width will be specified as a number of 
characters. 

Overstriking 

Overstriking (note that underlining is a subset of overstriking) 
may be specified to be done in one or both of the following ways, 
or not at all: 

By Line 

The composite line is made up of text segments each 
terminated by the sequence <CR><NUL> except that the final 
segment is terminated by the sequence <CR><LF>. 

By Character 

Each character to be overstruck is to be immediately 
followed by a <BS> and the overstrike character. 

End of Line 

The end of line convention is the Telnet end of line convention 
which is the sequence <CR><LF>. It is recommended that use of <CR> 
and <LF> be avoided in other than the end of line context. 

- 4 - 
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Standard File Formats 
Standard Formats 

c> 

h\ 

I 

Standard Formats 

Format 1 [Basic Document] 

This format is designed to be used for documents to be printed on 
line printers, which normally have 66 lines to a physical page, 
but often "nave forced top and bottom margins of 3 lines each. 

Active Format Effectors 
<FF>, <CR>, <LF>. 

Page Length 
60 lines. 

Page Width 
72 Characters. 

Overstr iking 
By Line. 

Format 2 [Terminal] 

This format is designed to be used with hard copy terminals, which 
in the normal case have 66 lines to a physical page. It is 
expected that there are no top or bottom margins enforced by the 
terminal or its local system, thus any margins around the physical 
page break must come from the file. 

Active Format Effectors 
<FF>, <CR>, <LF>, <HT>, 

Page Length 
66 lines. 

Page Width 
72 Characters. 

Overstr iking 
By Character. 

<VT>, <BS>. 

LV 

r - 

¥7- 
■." Jr." 

h 
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Standard File Formats 
Standard Formats 

Format 3 [Line Printer] 

This format is designed to be used with full width (11 by 14 inch 
paper) line printer output. 

Active Format Effectors 
<FF>, <CR>, <LF>. 

Page Length 
60 lines. 

Page Width 
132 Characters. 

Overstriking V^ 
None. L*V 

Format 4 [Card Image] jy"*, 

This format is designed to be used for simulated card input. The || 
page width is 80 characters, each card image is followed by /./ 
<CR><LF>, thus each card is represented by between 2 and 82 it*»1 
characters in the file. Note that the trailing spaces of a card ^VTJ 
image need not be present in the file, and that the early --." 
occurence of the <CR><LF> sequence indicates that the remainder of \£p 
the card image is to contain space characters. '>*• m 

Active Format Effectors wZ* 
<CR>, <LF>. >.%- 

Page Length •*-*% 
Infinite. 

Page Width /£>" 
80 Characters. -V-; 

Overstriking yj| 
None. ^* 

- 6 - 
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Standard File Formats 
Standard Formats 

Format 5 [Center Document] 

This format is intended for use with documents to be printed on 
line printers which normally have 66 lines to the physical page 
but enforce top and bottom margins of 3 lines each. The text is 
expected to be centered on the paper. If the horizontal printing 
density is 10 characters per inch and the paper is 8 and 1/2 
inches wide then there will be a one inch margin on each side. 

Active Format Effectors 
<FF>, <CR>, <LF>. 

Page Length 
60 Lines. 

Page Width 
65 Characters. 

Overstriking 
By Line. 

Format 6 [Bound Document] 

This format is intended for use with documents to be printed on 
line printers which normally have 66 lines to the physical page 
but enforce top and bottom margins of 3 lines each. If the 
horizontal printing density is 10 characters per inch and the 
paper is 8 and 1/2 inches wide then the text should be positioned 
such that there is a 1 and 1/2 inch left margin and a one inch 
right margin. 

Active Format Effectors 
<FF>, <CR>, <LF>. 

Page Length 
60 Lines. 

Page Width 
60 Characters. 

Overstriking 
By Line. 

- 7 - 
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Standard File Formats 
Implementation Suggestions 

Implementation Suggestions 

Overflow 

Overflow can result from two causes, first if the physical page is 
smaller than the logical page, and second if the actual text in 
the file violates the standard under which it is being processed. 

In either case the following suggestions are made to implementors 
of programs which process files in these formats. 

Length 

If more lines are processed than fit within the minimum of the 
physical page and the logical page length since the last <FF>, 
then the <FF> action should be forced. 

Width 

If more character positions are processed than fit on the 
minimum of the physical page width and the logical page width 
since the last <CR>, then characters are discarded up to the 
next <CR>. 

or 

If more character positions are processed than fit on the 
minimum of the physical page width and the logical page width 
since the last <CR>, then the <CR> and <LF> actions should be 
forced. 

References 

A. McKenzie "TELNET Protocol Specification/' Aug-73, NIC 18639. 

"USA Standard Code for Information Interchange," United States of 
America Standards Institute, 1968, NIC 11246. 
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APPENDICES 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTHORS OF RFCs 

RFCs are distributed online by being stored as public access files, 
a short messages is sent to the distribution list indicating the 
availability of the memo. 

and 

The online files are copied by the interested people and printed or 
displayed at their site on their equipment.  This means that the format 
of the online files must meet the constraints of a wide variety of 
printing and display equipment. 

To meet these constraints the following rules are established for the 
format of RFCs: 

The character codes are ASCII. 

Each page must be limited to 58 lines followed by a form feed on a 
line by itself. 

Each line must be limited to 72 characters followed by carriage 
return and line feed. 

No overstriking (or underlining) is allowed. 

These "height" and "width" constraints include any headers, footers, 
page numbers, or left side indenting. 

Each RFC is to include on its title page or in the first or second 
paragraph a statement (titled "Status of this Memo") describing the 
intention of the RFC. There are several reasons for publishing a memo 
as an RFC, for example, to make available some information for 
interested people, or to begin or continue a discussion of an 
interesting idea, or to make available the specification of a protocol. 

The following sample paragraphs may be used to satisfy this 
requirement: 

Specification 

This RFC specifies a standard for the DARPA Internet community. 
Hosts on the ARPA- Internet are expected to adopt and implement 
this standard. 

Discussion 

The purpose of this RFC is to focus discussion on particular 
problems in the ARPA-Internet and possible methods of solution. 
No proposed solutions this document are intended as standards 
for the ARPA-Internet. Rather, it is hoped that a general 
consensus will emerge as to the appropriate solution to such 
problems, leading eventually to the adoption of standards. 

Information 

This RFC is being distributed to members of the ARPA-Internet 
community in order to solicit their reactions to the proposals 
contained in it. While the issues discussed may not be 
directly relevant to the research problems of the 
ARPA-Internet, they may be interesting to a number of 

It- 
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researchers and implementers. 

Status 

In response to the need for maintenance of current information 
about the status and progress of various projects in the 
ARPA-Internet community, this RFC is issued for the benefit of 
community members. The information contained in this document 
is accurate as of the date of publication, but is subject to 
change.  Subsequent RFCs will reflect such changes. 

Of course these paragraphs need not be followed word for word, but 
the general intent of the RFC must be made clear. 

Each RFC is to also include a "distribution statement".  In general RFCs 
have unlimited distribution. There may be a few cases in which it is 
appropriate to restrict the distribution in some way. 

Typically the distribution statement will simply be the sentence 
"Distribution of this memo is unlimited." appended to the "status of 
this memo" section. 

vcv 

m 

'.'■Y-V- 

v.v.v. 
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APPENDIX RFC 797 

Network Working Group 
Request for Comments: 797 

A. Katz 
ISI 

September 1981 

FORMAT FOR BITMAP FILES 

This note describes a proposed format for storing simple bitmaps (one 
bit per pixel) in a file. These files may be very large and the 
intent is to use this format for short term storage and passing data 
between closely coupled programs. The data in the file should be 
stored in 8-bit bytes (octets) .  Bitmaps may be any size. 

The first 4 octets of the file gives the width of each line (x 
direction), and the next 4 octets should give the number of lines of 
the display (length, y direction) . After this is one octet for the x 
increment and one octet for the y increment. Following these 10 
octets is the bitmap itself. The length and width fields are 
stored most significant octet first. 

The x and y increment octets tell how much space is between pixels. 
For an ordinary display, both these would be one. 

Each line of the display should be scanned from left to right. The 
lines should start at the top and work down. Each line in the bitmap 
should end on an octet boundary. If the width of the display is not 
divisable by 8, the rest of the last octet should be filled with 
zeros on the right. 

Below is a representation of a bitmap file (each square is one 
octet): 

raffln 

«»» 

&«e 

m 

I    1    I    2    |    3    |    4    |    5    | 
|  width  |  width  |  width  |  width  |  length  | 

|    6    |    7   |    8   |    9    |     10    | 
j  length j  length 1  length jx- increment |y- increment | 

|   11     1   12     1   13     |    14     1   15 
| data   |  data   |  data   j  data   j  data... 

For example, bitmaps from the RAPICOM 450 can be in Fine Detail, 
Quality, or Express Mode. In Fine Detail mode the x-increment and 
y-increment would be 1, for Quality mode, the x-increment would be 1 
and the y-increment would be 2, and for Express mode, the x-increment 

Alan R.   Katz [page 1] •v.% 
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> VV 

would be 1 and the y- increment would be 3. For these bitmaps it is 
intended that each scan line be repeated y-increment times when they 
are displayed. 

A «TW» 

XS£ 

**^**t ^^^^^^^ v->i^L>>v>>>>: .* L-a  JL 
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Network Working Group 
Request for Comments: 769 

J. Postel 
ISI 

26 September 1980 

Rapicom 450 Facsimile File Format 

Introduction: 

Several organizations in the ARPA Internet community have RAPICOM 450 
facsimile machines interfaced to computers. This allows these 
organizations to enter a facsimile representation of a page into a 
computer file, and to produce a page from stored facsimile data. These 
organizations can exchange stored facsimile data via file transfer and 
other protocols. The purpose of this note is to document the format 
used for these files so that other organizations with compatible 
facsimile devices can join in this information exchange procedure. 

The Rapicom 450: 

The Rapicom 450 has a built in encoding/decoding scheme. It produces 
data blocks of 585 bits. There are "set up" blocks and "data" blocks. 
The machine sends/receives several copies of the set up block, but since 
they are Identical only one set up block is stored in the file. 

Records: 

Each 585 bit block is placed in a record of 8-bit bytes. The record 
format is a length byte, a command byte and the data bytes. Each record 
is an integral number of bytes. The length value includes the length 
byte and the command byte.  The command describes the data in the data 
field. 

:-v. 

0       12       3 
+ + + ♦- 

| length | command j  data 
VA 

-//■ 

length 
— ---♦ 

Rapicom 450 Facsimile Racord 

Commands: 

56 - SET-UP 

The command code 56 (70 octal) indicates the following data field is a 
set up block. 

Postel [page 1] 
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Rapicom 450 Facsimile File Format 
26 September 1980 

RFC 769 

57 - DATA m 
The command code 57 (71 oct«\l) indicates the following data field is a 
data block. 

58 - END 

The command code 58 (72 octal) indicates that; this is tne last record 
in the file. In this case the length may be 2, indicating that there 
is no data in this record. 

Conventions: 

In the files exchanged to date, each record contains one block. This 
means the data field is 74 bytes long (585/8=73.125), and the lengtn 
field has the value 76 (114 octal), except the last record which may 
carry no data and have a length of 2. 

The first record of a file is always a SET UP record, the following 
records are DATA records, until the last record which is an END record. 

Details: 

The 585 bit d«ita block is encoded by the Rapicom 450 and so can not be 
used a bit map unless the encoding/decoding procedure is known and used. 

The first 24 bits of the block is always a synchronization mark with the 
value 271 141 344 in octal or 101110010110000111100100 in binary. 

The low order two bits of the rext byte contain a sequence number 
(modulo 4). The sequence number bits cycle in the order 11, 01, 10, 00, 
starting with the first DATA record (not the SET UP record). 

The line below represents a DATA record, where L represents a length 
bit, C represents a command bit, M represents the synchronization mark, 
S represents a sequence bit, F represents a fill bit, the dash 
represents 68 other data octets, and an D represents a data bit. 

TJJJJJJJ,CCCCCCCCM^mM**^ 

In the line below the normal values have been filled in for the length, 
the command, the synchronization mark and fill bits. 

0100110000111001101110010110000111100100DDDDDDSSDDDDDDDD-DOOOOOOO 

P£ 

—, 

[page 2] Postel 
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HKH 

USA Standard Code 
for Information Interchange 

1. Scope 

2. Standard Code 

[b7-  0 
0 

0 \ •'. '•• 1 0 \ R*t 
^ 

b4 
1 

b3 
\ 

b* 
I 

bi 
1 

*N£GUJMN 

ROWP\ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

0 0 0 0 0 NUL DLE SP 0 • P 
\ 

P 

0 0 0 1 1 SOH DG i 1 A Q a q 

0 0 1 0 2 STX DC2 ii B R b r 

0 0 1 1 3 ETX DC3 # C S c s 

0 1 0 ö 4 EOT DC4 * D T d t 

0 1 0 1 5 ENQ NAK % E U e u 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0 

1 

6 

7 

ACK SYN & F V f v      i 

BEL ETB ' G w 9 w 

1 0 0 0 8 BS CAN ( 8 H X h *     1 
1 0 0 1 9 KT EM ) 9 1 Y i y   \ 

1 0 1 0 10 LF SUB * : J z i z    ! 

1 0 1 1 11 VT ESC + ; K c lc { 

1 1 c 0 12 FF FS i 
< L \ l 

i 
i     j 

1 • 1 u 1 13 CR r,s « M ] m } 

1 1 1 0 14 SO RS > N * n ^»    1 

1 1 1 1 15 Sl US / ? 0   0 DEL 1 

,'%">.'. 

•ö^:<- 
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3. Character Representation and Code Identification 

The standard 7-bit character representation, with b7 the high-order bit and b, the low-order bit, 
is shown below: 

EXAMPLE: The bit representation for the character "K," positioned in column 4, row 11, is 

b7 b8 b5 b< b5 b2 b, 

1 0 0 1 0 i 1 

The code table position for the character "K" may also be represented by the notation "column 4, 
row 11 "or alternatively as "4/1 l."The decimal equivalent of the binary number formed by bits b7, b6, 
and b5, collectively, forms the column number, and the decimal equivalent of the binary number 
formed by bits bA, bt, b2, and b,, collectively, forms the row number. 

The standard code may be identified by the use of the notation ASCII or USASCII. 
The notation ASCII (pronounced as'-key I or USASCII (pronounced you-sas'-key) should or- 

dinarily be taken to mean the code prescribed by the latest issue of the standard. To explicitly desig- 
nate a particular (perhaps prior) issue, the last two digits of the year of issue may be appended, as, 
"ASCII 63" or "USASCII 63". 

3~7T: 

4. Legend 

4.1 Control Characters 

NUL    Null DLE 

SOH    Start of Heading (CO DC1 

STX     Start of Text (CC) DC2 

ETX     End of Text (CO 0C3 

EOT    End of Transmission (CO 0C4 

ENQ    Enquiry (CO NAK 

ACK    Acknowledge (CO SYN 

BEL      Bell (audible or attention signal) ETB 

BS       Backspace (FEI CAN 

HT       Horizontal Tabulation (punched card skip)(FE)   EM 

IF       Line Feed {Fl) SUB 

VT       Vertical Tabulation (FE> ESC 

FF       Form Feed (FE> FS 

CR       Carriage Return 4 FE) GS 

50 Shift Out RS 

51 Shift In US 

DEL 

Data Link Escape (CO 

Device Control 1 

Device Control 2 

Device Control 3 

Device Control 4 (Stop) 

Negative Acknowledge (CO 

Synchronous Idle (CO 

End of Transmission Block (CC) 

Cancel 

End of Medium 

Substitute 

Escape 

File Separator (IS) 

Group Separator ) IS) 

Record Separator (laj 

Unit Separator (IS) 

Delete1 

. v.. 

n v v, - 

* V • . ■ , 
'.* *.* Si 

NOTE: (CCl   Communication Control 
<IE\   Format EiTecto, 
I IS t     Information Separator 

'In the strict senae, DEL ia not a control rjaracter. (See 5.2.) 
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4.2 Graphic 

Column/Row 

2/0 

2/1 

2/2 

2/3 

2/4 

2/5 

2/6 

2/7 

2/8 

2/9 

2/10 

2/11 

2/12 

2/13 

2/14 

2/15 

3/10 

3/11 

3/12 

3/13 

3/14 

3/1a 

4/0 

5/11 

5/12 

5/13 

5/14 

5/15 

6/0 

7/11 

7/12 

7/13 

7/14 

Characters 

Symbol 

SP 

ff 

$ 

% 

& 

* 

+ 

Name 

Space (Normally Non-Printing| 

Exclamation Point 

Quotation Marks (Diaeresis2) 

Number Sign3'4 

Dollar Sign 

Percent 

Ampersand 

Apostrophe (Closing Single Quotation Mark; Acute Accent21 

Opening Parenthesis 

Closing Parenthesis 

Asterisk 

Plus 

Comma (Cedilla2} 

Hyphen (Minus) 

Period (Decimal Point) 

Slant 

Colon 

Semicolon 

Lets Than 

Equals 

Greater Than 

Question Mark 

Commercial At1 

Opening Bracket1 

Reverse Slant» 

Closing Bracket1 

Circumflex r* 

Underline 

Crave Accent2 * (Opening Single Quotation Mark) 

Opening Brace2 

Vertical Line* 

Closing Brace* 

Overline* (Tilde1; General Accent1) 

*,- \* *} 

R. 

ran« 
wS4- 

m 

•*. *. 

S3 

wktL 

1»s, 

1  he UM of the »ymboU in 2/2, 2/7, 2/12, 5/14. 6/0. and 7/14 as du fitted marb i» deichbed in Ap|*ndii A, A5.2. 
'These character* should noi be u**d in intemsiionsl interchange ♦ ithout drtermimn« that there is agreement be* 

tween sender and recipient. (See Appendii B4. t 
'In applications where there is no requirement for the symbol f. the symbol I may be used in position 2/3. 

V' "M 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

The ARPANET provides a capability for geographically 

separated computers, cöllaÄ Hosts. to communicate with each 

other The Host computers typically differ from one another in 

type, speed, word length, operating system, etc. Each Host 

computer is connected into the network through a local small 

computer, called an Interface Message Processor (IMP); a typical 

network section is shown in Figure 1-1. The complete network is 

formed by interconnecting these IMPs through wideband 

communication lines supplied by common carriers. Each IMP is 

then programmed to store and forward messages to the neighboring 

IMPs in the network. During a typical operation, a Host passes a 

message to its IMP; this message is then passed from IMP to IMP 

through the network until it finally arrives at the destination 

IMP, which in turn passes it along to the destination Host. 

Several models of IMPs are currently in existence. All 

perform the basic function of a store and forward mode, but they 

have different physical configurations and data handling rates. 

The Model 516 (see Figure 1-2) is the original IMP. The Model 

316 (see Figure 1-3) is a less expensive and somewhat slower 

version of the original IMP. The 316 Terminal IMP or TIP (see 

Figure 1-u) is a Model 316 IMP mounted in a double hi-boy rack 

3lor.g with a BBN Multi-Line Controller (MLC)  The 316 Terminal 
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TERMINALS 

Figure 1-1  A Typical Section of the ARPANET 
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Figure  1-3    The r.odel   316   IMP  and  IMP Teletype 
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IMP is designed to connect both Hosts and up to 63 terminals to 

the  (316 ana t> 16) network; tne Terminals are given access to the 

fietwürk 

Honeywell-based  IMPs  and  TIP are no longer being manufactured, 

but are occasionally re-deployed within the ARPANET. 

directly,  without  an  int*»-v*nlmr   Host. »*,  The.. 

The Pluribus IMP (see Figure 1-5) is based on a flexible 

multiprocessor design and is housed in from one to several (see 

Figure 1 6) racks, depending on precise speed and capacity. A 

Terminal IMP is also available in Pluribus form, and it can 

provide access to a much larger number of terminals than the 316 

Terminal IMP. A front-end Pluribus system, called the Private 

Line Interface (see Appendix H) is available and provides a 

variety of alternative interfacing arrangements to the network. 

The C/30 IMP, the most recent addition to the IMP family, is 

based on modern, microprocessor technology and provides an 

inexpensive and flexible replacement for the 316 and 516 IMP 

series. Information on installation of and connection to the 

C/30 IMP is given in Appendix L. 
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cigure 1-6 Pluribu« TIP Configured to Support 378 Terminals 
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This   document   contains   the  specification^. ._.for 

interconnecting a Host and an IMP and may be subject to change. 

The interconnection of a Host and an IMP is a joint effort that 

requires the Host personnel to provide interfacing hardware and 

software. Although we have tried to provide sufficient 

information to assist the Host personnel in the design of the 

interface, problems and questions that we have not anticipated 

will undoubtedly arise. These questions should be addressed to: 

3M$ 
i i vT' 

Network Control Center 

Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc. 

10 Moulton Street 

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138 

We strongly recommend that the personnel responsible for the 

design of the Host hardware and software interfaces visit in 

Cambridge with the technical staff of Bolt Beranek and Newman 

Inc. for a thorough review of the designs prior to 

Implementation. We feel that this procedure will help to 

minimize the difficulties that will be encountered in connecting 

the Host and the IMP. 

/: 
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2.  GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

In this section, we describe the physical configuration of 

the IMP, the space and power requirements, the equipment 

necessary to interconnect the IMP and Host and the facilities 

that must be provided by the IMP site to assist with installation 

and maintenance of the IMP. 

2.1  Physical Configuration 

As shown in Figure 2-1, four pieces of equipment are 

provided: the IMP itself, which is a modified Honeywell H-516R, 

Honeywell H-316, BBN Pluribus computer or BBN C/30 computer; an 

ASR-33 Teletype or Infoton Vistar;» a high-speed paper tape 

reader (optional); and a cabinet, approximately the same size as 

the Model 516R, that contains modems connecting the IMP to the 

communication lines. The telephone company will supply modems 

only for the communication lines actually installed. In 

addition, the telephone company usually supplies auxiliary 

equipment that may vary from site to site and need not be located 

near the modem cabinet or the IMP. 

A Host is connected to an IMP by a Host cable.»* The 

particular cabling scheme is determined by the distance between 

»The Vistar is a keyboard/display type terminal used with the 
Pluribus. It performs the same functions as the ASR-33 Teletype. 
»•The cables in Figure 2-1 are drawn only schematically rather 
than in their actual positions. 
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the Host and the IMP. A local Host (one close to the IMP) is 

connected by a 30-foot cable* that is supplied with the IMP. 

This cable connects a standard Host/IMP interface unit built into 

the IMP to a special interface provided by the Host. 

A distant Host may be located up to 2000 feet from the IMP, 

but an addition to the standard Host/IMP interface is required to 

modify the line-driving scheme. The Host personnel must design a 

special interface that is compatible and must supply the 

connecting cable as specified in Section 4.5.2. Since additional 

IMP hardware must be supplied, the decision to connect a distant 

Host must be made known well in advance. A distant Host will 

usually be connected to an IMP which has one or more local Hosts. 

A very distant Host may be located even farther from the 

IMP, using an entirely different interface arrangement which is 

described in Appendix F. Basically, the very distant Host 

interface is designed for use over communication circuits with 

speeds up to 230.4 kilobits/second and up to tens (perhaps 

hundreds) of miles long. The communication protocol used with 

this interface includes a 24-bit cyclic redundancy check and a 

positive acknowledgment scheme. 

•The length of this csole is limited by the characteristics of 
the cable drivers in the IMP. 
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A separate 30-foot cable is provided with the IMP for the 

connection to each modem. In addition, cables are provided for 

connecting the terminal (Teletype or Vistar) and paper tape 

reader (if supplied) to the IMP. For the H-516R and H-316 IMPs, 

cables exit from the IMP through the bottom of the rear panel. 

Cables will exit from the modem unit through the bottom of the 

modem cabinet; if a site does not have a false floor, other modem 

cable arrangements are easily provided. Cables are connected to 

the Pluribus IMP via a fantail panel located at the rear of the 

machine. 

$ 

Figures 2-2, 2-3 f 2-4, and 2-5 depict the floor space 

requirements for the 516 IMP, the 316 IMP, the (maximum size) 316 

TIP, and the (minimum size) Pluribus IMP respectively. Some 

configurations of the 316 TIP may only require the same floor 

space as a 316 IMP, and some Pluribus IMPs may require several 

racks side by side; the Network Control Center can furnish 

details for each installation. 

With the Honeywell machines, provision should be made to 

place the ASR-33 Teletype close to the IMP. The ASR-33 occupies 

approximately 2' x 2' of floor space. (The optional paper tape 

reader must be placed nearby if it is supplied.9 Its dimensions 

are 11 x 11 x 23 inches (WIDTH x HEIGHT x DEPTH).  A convenient 

•To determine whether a paper tape reader will be supplied, a 
site may contact the Network Control Center. 
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location is the top of the IMP cabinet, if overhead apace 

permits.) With the Pluribus machine, table space should be 

provided nearby for the Infoton Vistar. Its dimensions are 20 x 

13 x 24 inches. (Again, the optional paper tape reader must be 

placed nearby if it is supplied.* Its dimensions are 20 x 8 x 22 

inches. It can be located on top of the IMP cabinet if overhead 

space permits.) 

A small lockable cabinet is needed on the Host premises for 

the storage of IMP-related materials (e.g., manuals, test tapes, 

scope, tool box, etc.). Finally, a telephone should be located 

within reach of both the terminal and the operating panel of the 

IMP for use during diagnosis and debugging. 

The locations of the IMP, modem cabinet, paper tape reader, 

and Teletype are to be selected by the Host personnel. These 

pieces of equipment should be placed within approximately eight 

feet of one another. A minimum of thirty square feet of floor 

space is required for the equipment, and additional space must be 

available for accessing the machine during maintenance and 

debugging. Access to the Model 516 IMP is via a full-length 

front door, which is hinged on the left side. Access to the 316 

IMPs is via drawers which slide to the front. Access to the 

Pluribus IMP is via full-length r^r  doors and removable front 

m 

•To determine whether a paper tape reader will be supplied, a 
site may contact the Network Control Center. 
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panels. Access to the modem cabinet is via 3 removable front 

panel. 

In addition to the modem cabinet, the telephone company may 

provide another cabinet to contain the auxiliary equipment. It 

is recommended that this auxiliary equipment be placed in an 

inconspicuous location on the Host premises, such as in a 

telephone company equipment room, since immediate access to this 

equipment is not necessary. 

2.2 Description of Equipment 

External dimensions, approximate weights, and power 

requirements of tilt various IMP models are given in Table 2*1 • 

The paper tape reader weighs approximately 25 pounds, the ASR-33 

Teletype weighs approximately 56 pounds, and the Infoton Vistir 

weighs approximately 55 pounds. 

The Model 516 IMP is a ruggedized unit with EMI protection. 

All IMPs will operate in an ambient environment from 17 to 30 

degrees centigrade and up to 95* humidity. However, these 

features have been included for reliability and, in general, an 

environment suitable for most digital computing equipment should 

be provided; i.e., air-conditioned and free from excessive dust 

and moisture. 
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Model 
Size (inches) Weight 

(lbs) 
Power 
(watts) Height Width Depth 

516R IMP 74 24 28 990 2100 

316  IMP 73 26 28 525 750 1 
pi6 TIP 73 52 28 920 2200 

expansion cabinet 39 25 28 100 0 

hurlbus IMP 
(per rack) 

68 22 26 550 3000 
(approx)| 

Table 2-1 

The power requirements for the Honeywell IMP equipment are 

as follows: 

a) IMP: 115 VAC t 10*; 60 Hz t 5%, single phase. The line cord 

is 15 ft. long and contains 3~wire cable terminated by a 

30-amp Hubbell 3331G (NEMA L5-30P) twistlock connector (for 

wiring convention, see Appendix G). 

b) High-speed reader (optional): 115 VAC t 10%; 60 Hz, 

single-phase at 125 watts. (The line must withstand 10-amp 

surges at 125 VAC.) The line cord is 6 ft. long and is 

terminated in a standard 3-wire grounded plug. 

c) ASR-33: 115 VAC t 101; 60 Hz t 0.M5 Hz, single phase at 230 

watts. The line cord is 8ft. long and is terminated in a 

standard 3-wire grounded plug. 
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Power for the Pluribus equipment is supplied via one 3-phaae 

208/110 volt wye 60 Hz connection per rack. Each power cord is 

20 feet long and is terminated by a Hubbell 2611 (NEMA L21-30P) 

twistlock connector. Each circuit must supply 30 amps per leg. 

Sufficient convenience outlets for debugging equipment, the 

Infoton Vistar, and paper tape reader are provided en the 

Pluribus itself. 

The Host must provide an appropriate power receptacle 

(located within 15 feet) for the IMP power plug and it is 

recommended that a separate fuse or circuit breaker be provided 

on the IMP'S power line. (The Honeywell IMP normally draws about 

20 amps, but the line must be capable of supplying up to 30 

amps.) The IMP'S chassis is connected to the ground (third) lead 

of the power plug, which is completely isolated from the signal 

return (i.e., "signal ground"). If at all feasible, the power to 

the IMP should be provided from the same transformer that 

delivers power to the Host in order to insure a common ground. 

For Honeywell equipment, three 115-VAC wall sockets (located 

within 5 feet of the IMP) are required to power the Teletype, 

paper tape reader, and an IMP debugging oscilloscope used during 

installation and maintenance. The lln* for these sockets should 

be fused for 20 amps and should be powered from the same 

transformer as the IMP, if feasible. 
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The modem cabinet dimensions are 68-1/8" x 28" x 28"; it 

weighs up to 750 lbs and requires up to 15 amps of standard 115 

VAC power. The modem operates in an ambient environment of 40 

degrees to 120 degrees Fahrenheit and up to 95X humidity. The 

Host must provide power for the modem from the same transformer 

that delivers power to the IMP. A standard 3-connector 

non-locking, non-twist plug is normally provided with the modem. 

The telephone company also recommends that a separate fuse or 

circuit breaker be provided on the power line to the modem. (The 

auxiliary equipment is a non-standard item that will vary from 

site to site; the size is generally no larger than the size of 

the modem cabinet and may be as small as » 2' x 3' wall mounting. 

A separate power outlet will also be needed for this equipment.) 

In all, the Honeywell equipment requires six receptacles, 

and Pluribus machines require on*» receptacle per rack plus one 

for the modem cabinet. The site should plan to provide the power 

necessary for the phone company equipment after preliminary 

discussions with the local telephone company representatives and 

before the circuit installation date. 

2.3 Interfacing 

The Host/IHP interface is subdivided  into  two separate 

units, as illustrated in Figure 2-6. 

\v, 
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Figure 2-6      Host/IMP  Interface 
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The right-hand (standard) unit is built into the IMP and 

contains logic that is standard for all Host/IMP interfaces. The 

left-hand unit contains the special equipment for interfacing 

directly to the particular Host. An addition to the standard 

Host/IMP Interface is required for a distant Host. Standard 

signals pass on the host cable between these two halves; all 

special logic and signal adjustments (which vary from Host to 
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Host) are handled in the left-hand portion. Each participating 

Host will be responsible for the design and construction of its 

own special unit to mate to the standard Host/IMP interface unit. 

The logical operation of this unit will be the same, regardless 

of whether a Host is local or distant; however, a different 

electrical signaling scheme is required to handle a distant Host. 

A detailed description of the requirements for the special unit 

is given in Section 4. The very distant Host interface follows 

the same general philosophy of a standard interface unit at the 

IMP end ar.d a special interface unit at the Host end, but uses a 

completely different signaling scheme as described in Appendix F. 

Still another Host interfacing scheme, making use of the Private 

Line Interface (PLI), is described in Appendix H. 

The Host computer and the IMP communicate by transmitting 

messages over the Host cable. The format for this communication 

has been established and is described in Section 3. Each Host is 

responsible for providing the necessary Network Control Program 

in the Host computer. 

An IMP test program Is available for use during installation 

and testing. In addition to checking various functions in the 

IMP, this program provides a mechanism for checkout of the Host's 

special interface. The program repeatedly transmits a message to 

the Host, a copy of which it expects the Host to return with any 

Host padding, or data (Section 3-5). The Host should plan to 
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provide an  appropriate  teat program    to    operate    in    conjunction 

with this IMP teat program. 
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3.  SYSTEM OPERATION 

3.1 Messages and Message-ids 

Hosts communicate with each other via regular messages. A 

regular message may vary in length from 96 up to 8159 bits, the 

first 96 of which are control bits called the leader. The leader 

is also used for sending control messages between the Host and 

its IMP, in which case only the first 80 bits are used. The 

remainder of the message is the data, or the text. 

For each regular message, the Host specifies a destination, 

consisting of IMP, Host, and handling type. These three 

parameters uniquely specify a connection between source and 

destination Hosts. The handling type gives the connection 

specific characteristics, such as priority or non-priority 

transmission (see below). Additional leader space has been 

reserved for a fourth parameter, to be used in future 

inter-network addressing. For each connection, messages are 

delivered to the destination in the same order that they were 

transmitted by the source. 

For each regular message, the Host also specifies a 12-bit 

identifier, the message-id.* The message-id, together with the 

destination of the message, is used as the "name" of the message. 

•Until mid-1973 the first eight bits of the message-id field were 
called the "link". 
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The IMP will use this name to inform the Host of the disposition 

of the message. Therefore, if the Host refrains from re-using a 

particular message-id value (to a given destination) until the 

IMP has responded about that message-id, messages will remain 

uniquely identified and the Host can retransmit them in the event 

of a  failure within  the network. 

After receiving a regular message from a Host connected to 

it, an IMP breaks the message into several packets (currently the 

maximum data bits/packet is 1008) ani passes these through the 

network in the direction of the destination. Eventually, when 

all packets arrive at the destination, they are reassembled to 

form the original message and passed to the destination Host. 

The destination IMP returns a positive acknowledgment for receipt 

of the message to the source IMP, which in turn passes this 

acknowledgment to the source Host. This acknowledgment is called 

a Ready for Next Message (RFNM) and identifies the message being 

acknowledged by name. In some relatively rare cases, however, 

the message may be lost in the network due to an IMP failure; in 

such cases an Incomplete Transmission message will be returned to 

the source Host instead of a RFNM. Again, in this case, the 

message which was incompletely transmitted  is identified by name. 

If a response from the destination IMP (either RFNM or 

Incomplete Transmission) is itself lost in the network, this 

condition    will    be    detected    by    the    source    IMP,    which    will 
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y 

automatically inquire of the destination IMP whether the original 

message was correctly transmitted or not, and repeat the inquiry 

until a response is received from the destination IMP. This 

inquiry mechanism is timeout-driven, and each timeout period may 

be as little as 30 or as much as 45 seconds in length. 

When a message arrives at its destination, the leader is 

modified to indicate the source Host, but the message-id field is 

passed through unchanged. Thus, in addition to providing message 

Identification between a Host and its local IMP, the message-id 

can provide a means for Hosts to identify messages between 

themselves. For example, the message-id can be used for 

multiplexing several independent data streams, or for keeping 

track of the portions of a single data stream being sent "in 

parallel" through the network. 

If the priority bit of the handling type is set, the message 

will be expedited through the network by being placed at the 

front of the various transmission queues it will encounter along 

the way. This can be useful for transactions requiring minimal 

delay (e.g., remote echoing or the exchange of control 

information) but should be used judiciously, since the more it is 

used the less effect each further use will have. 

In order to prevent various types of deadlocks within the 

network, a source IMP must guarantee that the destination IMP 
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will have enough storage to accept the message it is about to 

send. This is done by preceding each message with a short 

"request for buffer space" message. When the destination has 

enough buffer space to receive another message, it returns an 

"allocation" to the source IMP, which can then send the message 

it has been holding. 

There are several situations in which an IMP may temporarily 

block* the transmission of a message from the source Host to the 

source IMP. In general, any such blockage will last for only a 

few milliseconds, but in some cases the blockage may be 

indefinite. In at least one such case the IMP will be unable to 

accept the remainder of a message from its Host until it frees 

buffer space by delivering some message to the Host (it is for 

this reason that half-duplex Host-IMP interfaces are prohibited). 

In all such case», in order to prevent permanently hanging up 

transmission between the Host and the IMP, the source IMP will 

discard the message after a wait of about fifteen seconds and 

return a type 9 (sub-type M) message (see Section 3.**) to the 

Host, thus limiting the length of time that the Interface will be 

blocked. Similarly, once a Host has begun to send the IMP a 

message, it must be prepared to deliver the entirety of that 

message to the IMP promptly. In particular, the IMP will discard 

any message that is not completely received from its Host in 

•By failing to provide Ready-for-Next-Blt. see Section U.1. 
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fifteen seconds and return a type 9 (sub-type 2) message to the 

Host (see Section 3.*0. 

One situation under which interface blocking will occur is 

when the source IMP must wait to receive an allocation from the 

destination IMP. Since a Host cannot send other messages into 

the network while its interface is blocked, it is desirable to 

expedite the "allocation" mechanism, and this is done in two 

different ways depending upon message length. For one-packet 

messages, the message itself is sent as its own request. Thus, 

if space is available, the message is immediately accepted and no 

additional delay is incurred. For multi-packet messages, when 

the destination IMP is about to return a RFNM it reserves storage 

in anticipation of the source Host's next message, and returns 

the allocation along with the acknowledgment. Thus, when the 

source IMP eventually sends its Host the RFNM, it is also 

implicitly informing it of the allocation now being available.• 

If the Host responds promptly with another message on that same 

connection (message-id is irrelevant), the message can be 

forwarded immediately, avoiding any set-up delay waiting for an 

allocation. If this allocation remains unused for about 125 ms, 

it is returned, unused, to the destination. Note thct this 

•In some (rare) cases the destination is unable to rtstrMt 
storage Immediately, and returns a RFNM without the reservation. 
Currently, the destination waits 1/2 second, attempting to 
r%99r^t% storage, before returning the RFNM without an 
accompanying reservation. 
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mechanism applies only for messages longer than one packet (about 

1103 bits,  including leader). 

The message processing (reassembly of packets into messages, |Jf.. 

allocation of buffer space, detection of lost messages, etc.) 

requires the IMP to perform ? certain amount of bookkeeping on 

the flow of messages between each pair of communicating Hosts. 

In jrder to keep the amount of required table space within 

manageable bounds, the following two restrictions are imposed. 

1. The maximum number of messages which a Host is permitted 

to have "in transit" on any connection is eight. In 

other words, if a Host attempts to transmit nine 

messages on any connection, the interface will be 

blocked by the IMP during transmission of the ninth 

message until a RFNM (or Incomplete Transmission) is 

returned for the first message. However, this rule does 

not prohibit one Host from having eight messages in 

transit to Host "A", eight more in transit to Host "B", 

etc., simultaneously. 

2. When a Host wishes to establish a new connection with 

another Host, both source and destination IMPs must 

acquire a block of table space from a pool of such 

blocks shared by all the Hosts local to each IMP. The 

source IMP must notify the destination of the need  for 
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the new connection, and the destination must reply with 

a confirmation that it has also acquired the table 

space. This action may result in a small additional 

delay before Host communication can begin. The pool 

will be sufficiently large to seldom interfere with a 

pair of Hosts wishing to communicate. In no case will 

Hosts be prevented from communicating because of lack of 

these resources. In the event that the Hosts on an IMP 

desire to simultaneously communicate with so many other 

Hosts that the pool would be exhausted, the space in the 

pool is quickly multiplexed in time among all the 

desired Host/Host conversations so that none is stopped 

although all are possibly slowed. 

Section 3.7 describes an optional mechanism available to 

Hosts that wish to keep interface blocking to a minimum. 

3.2 Establishing and Breaking Host/IMP Communications 

Each IMP and Host interface has its own hardware Ready 

indicator. The Ready indicator in the standard Host/IMP 

interface will be on whenever the IMP is powered on and both the 

IMP program an v. the IMP hardware Mrt determined to be working 

properly. The Ready indicator in the special Host interface 

should be on whenever the Host is powered on, the hardware is 

working properly, and the Host's Network Control Program (NCP) is 
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running. If the Host temporarily neglects communications with 

the IMP, the Host1s hardware Ready indicator should not go off. 

An off indication should mean only that something is broken or 

that communications have been willfully cut off for an extended 

period (cable removed, power shut off, routine maintenance 

programs running, batch processing with no network program 

running etc.). 

In addition to the Ready indicator, the standard interface 

has a flip-flop, called the Error flip-flop, which remembers a 

not-ready indication from the Host or the IMP. This flip-ilcp is 

used to detect any momentary off condition on either the Host's 

ready line or the IMP'S ready line. The flip-flop is cleared by 

the IMP program each time the program enables (i.e., prepares to 

receive) a new input from the Host and is tested by the program 

when the input is completed. The .'nput is discarded if the Error 

flip-flop is turned on. 

To establish communication, a Host should simply send its 

message to the IMP. The operational IMP program will process any 

message transmitted from the Host. The Host must always send at 

least three NOP messages* to the IMP whenev*. either the Host or 

the  IMP Ready line  is turned on,   for the reasons described  below. 

•See Section 3-3 
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One reason is that the Host-to-IMP NOP message contains 

information as to how much leader padding is to be contained in 

regular Host-to-IMP and IMP-to-Host messages. Also, until 

old-style leader formats (Appendix A) are no longer used, this 

NOP informs the IMP of the style of leader the Host is using. 

Another reason is that in general, when the Host Ready 

indicator goes off, the IMP program will be either receiving or 

waiting (in an input command) to receive a message from the Host. 

Upon resumption of transmission by the Host, the IMP will 

unwittingly append the new information to the unfinished input. 

Upon completion of the message, the IMP program will note that 

the Error flip-flop is on and thus discard the entire message. 

To guarantee that a useful new message is not thereby discarded, 

the first message sent by the Host after its Ready indicator 

comes on should be a discardable NOP message. The special 

interface should h*ve a similar Error flip-flop, and the Host's 

Network Control Program should be designed to use this flip-flop 

in a similar manner. 

When the Host Ready indicator comes on, it will generally 

alternate a few times between on and off (due to relay contact 

bounce — see Section 4.4) before setting solidly on. The Host 

should delay an appropriate period to permit its ready indicator 

to stabilize before starting output or preparing for input. 

Failure to do so may cause incorrect data to be taker, from or 

sent to the IMP. 
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A Host may go down, thus halting network traffic to itself 

from other Hosts, in either of two ways: by turning off its 

ready indicator (hard down), or by failing to accept messages 

from the IMP (tardy down). In either case, the IMP will mark the 

Host as dead and see to it that any attempt to communicate with 

the Host results in  a Destination Dead  response. 

The IMP program tests the Host Ready indicator (not the 

Error flip-flop) every half-second. If the program ever finds 

this ready indicator off, the Host Kill be marked dead (hard 

down) and the IMP will discard old messages for transmission to 

the Host and will set up 3 NOP messages followed by a type 10 

message for transmission to the Host. Both the IMP and the Host 

must discard any NOP messages that are recognized as such. (A 

NOP message that is appended to an unfinished message may not be 

recognized,  but it will be discarded  as discussed  above.) 

M 

wr 

The IMP follows the above procedures when the Host Ready 

indicator is off momentarily or for an extended period. The 

following steps are taken by the IMP when its own indicator has 

gone off. 

1. The Error flip-flop is turned on. This action will 

cause the first incoming message from the Host to be 

discarded. 
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2. Old messages for transmission to the Host are discarded. 

3. The IMP Ready indicator is turned on. 

4. Sufficient NOP messages are placed on the output queue 

to the Host to cover the period of relay bounce and 

insure correct transmission of at least one NOP. 

5. A Type 10 message is placed on the output queue to the 

Host. 

The Host should employ a similar procedure whenever its own 

Ready indicator has gone off, except that old messages for 

transmission to the IMP need not necessarily be discarded. 

In order to not tie up network resources for an inordinate 

amount of time, Hosts must be prepared to accept messages from 

the network promptly. In particular, any given message will be 

discarded if it resides on a queue to the Host for mere than 

thirty seconds. (With the current IMP system, this requires that 

the Host must read its interface at the rate of about 1,500 

bits/second, averaged across about twenty seconds.) If the Host 

does not meet this constraint, the IMP will: 

1. Declara the Host to be "tardy down". 

2. Discard all messages pending en the queues to the Host. 
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3. Momentarily drop its ready line (thus setting the error 

flip-flop). This is done because a component failure in 

the interface may have caused the handshaking procedure 

(see Section 4.2) to get out of step, which would have 

the same effect as the Host merely being tardy. 

"Flapping" the ready line insures that the interfaces 

sre synchronized. 

4. Place some NCR's and a type 10 message on the queue to 

the Host. 

The Host will be declared up the next time that it sends a 

message to the IMP or accepts a message from the IMP. The Host 

must send at least three NOP messages to the IMP if it is aware 

that it has been declared tardy, since the error flip-flop will 

cause the first Host-to-IMP message to be discarded. 

(Alternatively, the Host could bring down its own ready line; the 

IMP would then proceed as though the Host were in a hard down, 

rather than continuing to treat the Host as though it were in a 

tardy down.) 

If the Host has advance warning that it will be going down, 

it may use the Host Going Down message (see Section 3.3) to 

inform the IMP of its status (i.e., the reason for and duration 

of the down). Transmission of this message from the Host to the 

IMP will not cause  the  IMP  to declare the    Host    down;       the    IMP 
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will store the status information for use during the next Host 

down. When the Host comes up again, the status information 

stored in the IMP will be discarded. 

The set of events described above is summarized in Table 

3-1 . Suggestions for Host use of the Ready indicators are 

contained in Appendix B. 
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3.3    Host-to-IMP Leader Format 

33 40 4! 48   49 64 

HANDLING 
TYPE 

I    I    I    1   I    I    I 

DESTINATION 
HOST 

''■'■'■ 

DESTINATION 
IMP 

I    1    I    I    I    I    I    I    I    I    I    I    I    1    I 

«5 76   77        80  81 96 

MESSAGE-ID 

I    I    1    I    I    I   ,1   1   1    I    1 

SUB-TYPE 

I    I    I 

MESSAGE LENGTH 

I    I    I    I    I    I    i    1    I    I    I .L-L-L.L 

TYPE 0 
MESSES ONLY 

Figure 3-1       Host-to-IMP Leader Format 

Bits 1  - 4    Unassigned - 

Must be  zero. 

Bits 5-8    New Format Flag - 

These bits are always set to the value 15* This permits the 

IMP to distinguish between new-style and old-style (Appendix 

A)   leaders. 
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Bits 9-16 Destination Network - 

For future use, these bits must always be zero. 

Bits 17 - 20 Unassigned - 

Must be zero. 

Bit 21 Trace - 

If equal to one, the message is designated for tracing as it 

proceeds through the network so that reports of this 

message's transit through the network may be sent to a trace 

destination (see Section 5.5). 

Bits 22 - 24    Leader Flags - 

Bits 23 and 24 are currently unassigned but are reserved for 

future network use and must be zero. Bit 22 is available as 

a destination Host flag, its meaning, if any, being assigned 

by that Host. The only Host with a preassigned meaning is 

the IMP Teletype Fake Host. If the bit is one, the message 

will be printed on the Teletype as a sequence of octal 

numbers, each representing one 16-bit IMP word. If equal to 

zero, then the message will be printed as a sequence of 

ASCII characters.1 

•The  IMP'S  internal  ASCII character  set  is  listed   in Appendix     E. 
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Bits 25 - 32 Message Type - 

0.  Regular Message - All Host-to-Host communication occurs 

via regular messages. Sub-types (bits 77-80): 

0. Standard, Non-Refusable. Interface blocking will 

occur if any resource needed to send the message is 

not immediately available. 

1. Refusable* Used to minimize the number of times the 

interface may be blocked. If any resource needed to 

send the message is not available, the message is 

discarded, and the Host is notified via a type 11, 

12, or 13 Host-to-IMP control message. In the case 

of a type 12 (Refused, will notify) response, the 

IMP is committed to also sending a type 14 (Ready) 

when the resource does become available. 

2* Get Ready* (see Section 3.7). Similar to Refusable 

(above), except only the leader, rather than the 

full message, is sent in to the IMP. If all 

necessary resources are immediately available, the 

Host is notified via a Type 14 message. 

3. Uncontrolled - (see Section 3.6). The IMP will 

perform no message-control functions for this type 

of message. 

4 - 15.  Unassigned. 

"•"The non« blocking Host interface (see Section 3.7)  is not yet 
implemented. 
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1. Error Without Message Identification - The Host program 

detected an error in a previous IMP-to-Host message and 

had to assume that the leader was garbled. 

Sub-types: 

0. Host's error flip-flop was set during transmission 

of the message. 

1. Host received a message less than 80 bits. 

2. Host received a message of an unassigned type (3, 

15-255). 

3 - 15. Unassigned. 

2. Host Going Down - It is assumed that as the time for the 

Host to (voluntarily) go down approaches, the Host 

itself will send warning messages to its network users. 

Just before going down, the Host should send the 

Host-Going-Down message to its IMP. The Host should 

then (if it can) continue to accept messages from the 

IMP for a period of 5 or 10 seconds, to allow messages 

already in the network to reach it. The IMP will store 

the Host-Going-Down message and return it to any source 

Host along with Destination (Host) Dead messages. The 

IMP will try to preserve this message over IMP reloads 

where appropriate. The NCC will be able to manually 

update the stored copy of this message in response to a 

phone call from the Host site in the event the Host is 
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going to be down longer than it said or if it did not 

have time to give warning before going down. 

Bits 65-76 (the message-id field) of the Host-Going-Down 

message give the time of the Host's coming back up, 

bit-coded as follows: 

Bits 65-67: the day of the week the Host is coming back 

up. Monday is day 0 and Sunday is day 6. 

Bits 68-72: the hour of the day, from hour 0 to hour 

23, that the Host is coming back up. 

Bits 73-76: the five minute interval, from 0 to 11, in 

the hour that the Host is coming back up. 

All three of the above are to be specified in Universal 

Time (i.e., G.M.T.). The Host may indicate that it will 

be coming back up more than a week away by setting bits 

65-76 all to ones. Setting all bits 65-75 to one and 

bit 76 to zero means it is unknown when the Host is 

coming back up. 

Bits 77-80 (the sub-type field) of the Host-Going-Down 

message should be used by the Host to specify the reason 

it is going down. These bits are coded (in octal) as 

follows: 

\ \ 
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Value 

0-4 
5 
6 
7 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16-17 

Meaning 

Reserved 
Scheduled 
Scheduled 
Scheduled 
Emergency 
Power Out 
Software 
Hardware 
Not sched 
Unspeclfl 
Currently 

for IMP use 
P.M. 
Hardware Work 
Software Work 
Restart 

age 
Breakpoint 
Failure 
uled up 
ed Reason 
Unused 

3. Unassigned. 

4. NOP - The IMP will discard this message, which is 

intended for use during initialization of IMP/Host 

communication. Bits 77-80 (the sub-type field) contain 

the number of 16-bit words of padding (9 max.) that the 

Host wishes to send and receive on type 0 messages. 

This padding occurs immediately after the leader 

(starting at bit 97) and is provided as a convenience 

for Hosts for which the combined Host/IMP (IMP/Host) and 

Host/Host leaders would otherwise not be an integral 

number of memory words. A simple rule for the Host to 

follow is to send three NOP messages whenever the Host 

or the IMP has been down either voluntarily or 

involuntarily. 

5. Unassigned. 

6. Unassigned. 

7. Unassigned. 
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9-255, 

Error with Message Identification - The Host detected an 

error in a previous IMP-to-Host message after the leader 

was correctly received; e.g., the message was too long, 

or the IMP Error flip-flop was set after transmission of 

the first packet of a multiple packet message but before 

the end of the message. A message of this type will 

have a leader whose assigned bits are identical to the 

assigned bits in the leader of the message in error 

except that the message type bits will be changed to 

have value 8. 

Unassigned. 

Bits 33 - 40 Handling Type - 

This field is bit-coded to indicate the  transmission 

characteristics of the connection desired by the Host. 

Bit 33: Priority - Most messages should have this bit set 

to zero; messages with this bit set to one will be 

treated as priority messages (see Section 3.1). 

Bits 34-37:  Currently unassigned, must be zero. 

Bits 38-40: Maximum Message Size* 

The maximum size (in packets) of any message the 

Host expects to send on the connection (Ipackets = 

(Ibits in message - 96)/l008).  This number is 

«Until this is implemented by the IMP, the defai-lt value of 0 
should be used by the Host. 
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expressed as (maximum # of packets - 1) and ranges 

from 1 (2 packets max) to 7 (8 packets max) . A 

value of zero Indicates the default maximum which 

is 8 packets. It is to the advantage of the Host 

to specify this quantity as accurately as possible, 

since it enables the destination IMP to make the 

most efficient allocation of reassembly space. On 

the other hand, messages that must remain in strict 

sequence must ail have the same handling type. 

Multiple connections between two Hosts, each with a 

different maximum message size, should be used only 

when there are large differences in the maxima and 

strict sequencing is not required. A message whose 

length exceeds the specified maximum will be 

discarded and type 9» subtype 1 will be returned to 

the Host. 

Bits 41 - 48 Destination Host - 

Identify the particular Host at an IMP site. Host numbers 

252-255 ere reserved for use by the IMP'S "fake" Hosts (see 

Section 5). 

Bits 49 - 64 Destination IMP - 

Identify the IMP site 
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«P 
Bits 65 - 76 Message-id - 

Host-specified identification supplied in all type 0 and 8 

messages. Also used in type 2 (Host-Going-Down) message. 

Bits 77 - 80 Sub-type - 

Used by message types 0, 2, 4, and 8. 

Bits 81 - 96 Message Length - 

This field is used for type 0 messages only and specifies 

the length (in bits) of the message, exclusive of leader, 

leader padding and hardware padding. The only use that the 

IMP makes of this field is the Get Ready (Sub-type 2) 

message where it is used to determine if the message is 

single or multi-packet. If a zero length is given in a Get 

Ready message, a multi-packet length is assumed. 

The following table shows which non-constant fields are used 

by each valid message type. 
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Message Type 

Fields 0 1 2 4 8 

Trace X 

Leader Flags X 

Message Type X X XXX 

Handling Type X X 

Destination Host X X 

Destination IMP X X 

Message-id X X  X 

Sub-type X XXX 

Message Length X 

E 
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3.4     IMP-to-Host Leader Format 

1 4 5 8 9 16   17 20 21 22    24   25 52 

53 40  41 48   49 84 

HANDLING 
TYPE 

1    I    I    I    I    t    I 

SOURCE 
MOST 

MM 

SOURCE 
IMP 

t    1    1    »    1    i    »    1    «    1    »I»    l 

85 78   77        80  81 

I    1    I 

MESSAGE-10 

1    1    I    1    I    I    1    I 

SU8-TYPE 

-L i   1 

MESSAGE LENGTH 

1    ■    »    i    »    i    1    1   1    1    1    1   1    1 

*♦ .M 

TYPE • 
MESSAGES ONLY 

Figure 3-2      IMP-to-Host Leader Format 

Bits 1 - 4    Unassigned - 

Set to  zero. 

Bits 5-8    New Format Flag 

Set  to  15. 

Bits 9-16    Source Network 

Currently set  to  zero. 

Bits  17 - 20    Unassigned - 

Set  to  zero. 
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►"I 

p." 

Bit 21  Trace - 

If equal to one, source designated that message be traced 

(see Section 5.5).  Used in type 0 messages only. 

Bits 22 - 24 Leader Flags - 

Bits 23 and 24 are currently unassigned and are set to zero. 

Bit 22 may be assigned a meaning by the destination Host, in 

which case it is used by the source Host to signal some 

special meaning, e.g. octal printing for the Teletype Fake 

Host. Used in type 0 messages only. 

Bits 25 - 32 Message type - 

0. Regular Message - All Host-to-Host communication occurs 

via regular messages. The subtype field is the same as 

sent in the Host-to-IMP message; in particular a 

sub-type of 3 indicates an uncontrolled message (see 

Section 3.6). 

1. Error in Leader - the IMP detected an error in a 

previous Host-to-IMP message and had to assume that the 

leader was garbled. 

Sub-types: 

0. IMP'S Error flip-flop set during  the  first 96 

bits of a message (see Section 3.2). 

1. IMP received a message of less than 80 bits (32 

if old format). 

2. IMP received a message of an illegal Type. 
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3. IMP received a message of the opposite leader 

style than it was expecting. 

2. IMP Going Down - The IMP will transmit this message to 

its Host before it voluntarily goes down. The Host 

should forward the information in the message to its 

users from the network (and to its own users of the 

network). 

Bits 65-80 of the message are coded as follows: 

Bits 65-66:  Why; 

0. "last warning" or "panic restart": The IMP is 

going down in 30 seconds. 

1. Scheduled hardware PM 

2. Scheduled software reload 

3. Emergency restart 

Bits 67-70: How Soon;  in 5 minute increments (zero 

implies immediately) 

Bits 71-80:  For How Long; in 5 minute increments (zero 

implies immediately) 

3. Unused. 

4. NOP - The Host should discard this message. It is used 

during initialization of IMP/Host communication. The 

Host and IMP fields will contain the local Host and IMP 

identification numbers, and the sub-type field will be 

zero.  All other fields are unused. 
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5. RFNM - "Ready for Next Message". The named regular 

message was successfully delivered to the destination 

IMP, and the destination Host accepted it. In addition, 

if the named message is longer than one packet (about 

1103 bits including leader) space may be reserved at the 

destination IMP for another transmission, but the space 

reservation will remain valid for only a short time (see 

Section 3.1). The subtype field will be 0 if the 

original message was non-refusable, and 1 if it was 

refusable. 

6. Dead Kost Status - Bits 65-76 (the message-id field) 

have the same meanings as bits 65-76 in the Host-to-IMP 

type 2 (Host-Going-Down) message described in Section 

3.3. Bits 77-80 (the sub-type field) have the following 

meanings: 

Value    Meaning 

0 Currently Unused 

1 The destination Host is not communicating 

with the network — it took its ready-line 

down without saying why. 

2 The destination Host is not communicating 

with the network — the Host was tardy in 

taking traffic from the network without 

saying why. 
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10 

11 

12 

13-14 

15 

The destination Host does not exist to the 

knowledge of the NCC. 

The IMP software is preventing communication 

with this Host;  this usually indicates IMP 

software    re-initialization    at    the 

destination. 

The destination Host is down for scheduled 

P.M. 

The destination Host is down for scheduled 

hardware work. 

The destination Host is down for scheduled 

software work. 

The destination Host is down  for emergency 

restart. 

The destination Host is down because of power 

outage. 

The destination Host is stopped at a software 

breakpoint. 

The destination Host is down because of a 

hardware failure. 

The destination Host is not scheduled  to be 

up. 

Currently Unused. 

The destination Host is in the process of 

coming up. 

m 
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When the value of the sub-type field is 1, 2, 3, **, or 

15, the message-id field will have the "unknown" 

indication. 

Bit 33 in this message will always be set to zero and 

Hosts receiving this message should discard (without 

reporting an error) type 6 messages with bit 33 set to 

1. This will allow the later addition of similar status 

information on dead destination IMPs. 

The Dead Host status message will be returned to the 

source Host shortly (immediately, if possible) after 

each Destination Host Dead (type 7, subtype 1) message. 

The destination Host Dead message applies to a specific 

named message, although the information contained in the 

Destination Host Dead message should probably be 

reported to all users connected to the dead Host. The 

Dead Host Status message does not apply to a specific 

named message and all users connected to the dead Host 

should be notified of the information contained in the 

Dead Host Status message. 

7. Destination Host or IMP Dead (or unknown) - This 

message is sent in response to a message for a 

destination which the IMP cannot reach. The message to 

the "dead" destination is discarded. 
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Sub-types: 

0. The destination IMP cannot be reached. 

1. The destination Host is not up. 

2. Communication with the destination Host is not 

possible because it does not have the expanded 

(new) leader capability (see Appendix A). 

3. Communication with the destination Host is 

administratively prohibited. 

4-15.  Currently unused. 

8. Error in Data - The IMP'S Error flip-flop was set after 

transmission of the leader of a message but before the 

end of the message. 

9. Incomplete Transmission - The transmission of the named 

message was incomplete for some reason. An incomplete 

transmission message is similar to a RFNM,  but is a 

failure indication rather than a success indication. 

Sub-types: 

0. Destination Host did not accept the message 

quickly enough. 

1. Message was too long (in excess of maximum 

number of packets specified for connection). 

2. The Host took more than 15 sec. to transmit the 

message to the IMP. This time is measured from 

the last bit of the leader through the last bit 

of the message. 
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3. Message lost in the network due to IMP or 

circuit failures. 

4. The IMP could not accept the entire message 

within 15 sec. because of unavailable resources 

(see Section 3.1). 

5. Source IMP I/O failure during receipt of this 

message. 

6-15.  Currently unused. 

10. Interface Reset - The IMP'S ready line has been dropped 

and pending output to the Host has been discarded (see 

Section 3.2). This probably indicates that the Host did 

not accept data from the IMP fast enough. Since 

dropping the ready line also sets the IMP'S error 

flip-flop, the next message from the Host will be 

discarded and answered with a type 1 (sub-type 0) 

message. The sub-type field is unused. 

11. Refused, Try Again* - A type 0, suotype 1 or 2 message 

was received from the Host but a certain "non-markable" 

resource needed for sending the message was not 

available. The message was discarded, and the Host 

should try to send it again when best able to do so. 

Sub-type: 

t* 

•The non-blocking Host interface (see Section 3.7)  is not yet 
implemented. 
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0. IMP buffer was not available. 

1. Transmit block for connection was not  available. 

2-15.    Currently unused. 

12. Refused, Will Notify* - A type 0, subtype 1 or 2 message 

was received from the Host but a certain "m^rkable" 

resource needed for sending the message was not 

available. The message was discarded, and the Host will 

be notified via a type 14 (Ready) message when the 

resource becomes available. 

Sub-types: 

0-1. Currently unused. 

2. Connection not available. 

3. Reassembly space (for multi-packet message only) 

not available at destination. 

4. Message number not available. 

5. Transaction block for message not available. 

6-15.  Currently unused. 

13. Refused, Still Trying* - A type 12 response is 

indicated, but a type 14 message has already been queued 

for some previous type 12 response. The message w£S 

discarded and no other response will be given. The 

subtype field is unused. 

v .*• 

•The non-blocking Host interface (see Section 3.7)  is not yet 
implemented. 
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14. Ready* The needed resource has become available for 

some previous type 0, subtype 1 or 2 message. The 

actual message is "named" by the message-id field. 

15-255.  Unassigned.  Messages of other than type 0 are  sent to 

the Host prior to messages of type 0. 

Bits 33 - 40 Handling Type - 

The value assigned by the source Host, this field is used 

only in message types 0, 5, 7-9, and 11-14. 

Bits 41 - 48 Source Host - 

See Source IMP, below. 

Bits 49 - 64 Source IMP - 

For type 0 messages, these fields identify the particular 

Host and IMP site that originated the message. For type 4 

messages, these fields identify the local Host and IMP, and 

for message types 5-9 and 11-14, these fields identify the 

particular Host and IMP site to which a type 0 message was 

sent or will be sent. The fields are unused in all other 

message types. 

c-^ 

▼The non-blocking Host interface (see Section  3-7)  is not  yet 
implemented. 
•The non-blocking Host interface (see Section  3-7)  is not  yet 
implemented. 
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Bits 65 - 76 Message-id - 

For message types 0, 5, 7-9, and 11-14, this is the value 

assigned by the source Host to "name" the message. The 

field is also used by message types 2 and 6, and unused by 

all other message types. 

Bits 77 - 80 Sub-type - 

This field is used by message types 0-2, 4-7 > 9, and 11-12. 

Bits 81 - 96 Message Length - 

This field is contained in type 0 messages only, and is the 

actual length in bits of the message (exclusive of leader, 

leader padding, and hardware padding) as computed by the 

destination IMP using the end of message padding 

conventions. It should be noted that the IMP will not 

verify the length of the message if it is specified by the 

Host. 

The following table shows which non-constant fields are used 

by each valid message type. 
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Fields 

Trace 

Leader Flags 

Message Type 

Handling Type 

Source Host 

Message-id 

Sub-type 

Message Length 

Bolt  Beranek and  Newman   Inc. 

Message Type 

0   1   2  4 5  6 7  8  9   10   11   12   13   14 

x 

x 

XXXXXXXXX      X       X       X       X       X 

x xxxx xxxx 

x xxxxxx xxxx 

X       x       xxxxx xxxx 

XXXXXXXXX X       X 

X 

3.5 Word Length Mismatch and Message Boundaries 

There are two related aspects of word length mismatch: 

first, the obvious need for message formatting in order for Host 

computers having different word lengths to communicate; and, 

second, the need for locating the end of a message, since 

mismatched word lengths may ieao to messages that end in the 

middle of words. The IMP design guarantees that between Hosts of 

identical word length, the natural word boundaries are preserved. 

Generally, however, reformatting Is left to the Hosts. The 

problem of recognizing ths end of a message at the receiving Host 

is solved in the following manner. As a message passes from the 

transmitting Host to its IMP, the standard Host/IMP interface 

appends a one to the bit string when  it  receives  the 
'.V, 
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end-of-message signal. This bit may fall in any position of an 

IMP word. The hardware then fills any remaining bits of this IMP 

word with trailing zeros. This process is called IMP padding. 

The transmitting Host may also specify the message length (in 

bits), which need not be the same as the physical length of the 

message. 

As the message is serially shifted to the receiving Host, 

the last bit from the IMP will generally fall somewhere in the 

middle of the receiving Host's word. The remaining bits in this 

word are to be filled in with additional trailing zeroes from the 

Host's special Interface hardware. (Note that a one is purposely 

omitted here.) Thus, the message appears in the receiving Host 

with a one immediately following the last data bit in the message 

and a string of zero or more trailing zeroes, that terminates at 

a Host word boundary, following the one. The last Host word in 

the received bit stream does not necessarily contain the last 

data bit in the message; it may contain nothing but padding. 

The maximum message that is shipped across the interface 

from the IMP to the destination Host contains 8160 bits (i.e., it 

includes the source IMP'S padding). The destination Host's 

special interface unit will generally add padding of its own to 

round out the total number of bits going into the Host's memory 

to a multiple of the destination Host's word length. The 

destination  Host should,  therefore,  be prepared  to accept 
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Messages of at least 8160 bits. Not counting the destination 

Host's padding, messages of greater than 8160 bits in length 

should be discarded by the receiving Host. 

It should be noted that Hosts may specify leader padding 

(see Section 3.3, NOP message). This padding is some integral 

number of 16-bit words which are transmitted and received 

immediately following the 96-bit leader of type 0 messages. This 

facility is designed to assist the Host in aligning some portion 

of the transmitted or received data with its own word boundaries. 

In particular, the Host may wish to make the sura of leader, 

leader padding, and other elements of Host-to-Host Leader equal 

to an integral number of Host words. This leader padding is not 

counted in the message length and exists only across the Host/IMP 

interface (i,e., not in the network). 

3.6 uncontrolled Packets 

For certain limited experiments which are being carried on 

using the network, it may be desirable for specified Hosts to be 

able to communicate without using the normal ordering and 

error-control mechanisms in the IMP. Communication of this type 

is possible using the Host-to-IMP and IMP-to-Host message type 0, 

sub-type 3. The rules governing IMP handling of these messages 

are: 
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1. Messages of type 0, subtype 3 are limited to the 

Host-to-IMP leader (96 bits) and not more than 991 

additional data bits. Messages which exceed this length 

will be discarded without error notification. 

yfyW 

2. At the destination IMP, these messages are put on the 

output queue for the destination Host in the order in 

which they are received; the messages *r^ likely to be 

delivered in a different order from the order in which 

they were sent. Duplicate copies of some messages may- 

be delivered. 

•Vf 

3. There is no source-to-destination control of these 

messages. Lost messages will not be retransmitted. No 

RFNM, Incomplete Transmission, Destination Dead, etc., 

will be returned to the source. 

4. The same bit-level error control applied to Regular 

messages will be applied to these messages passing 

between IMPs; i.e., type 0 subtype 3 messages arc 

delivered with a very low probability of bit error. 

5. If at any time there are insufficient resources in the 

network to handle one of these messages, it will be 

immediately discarded. 
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6. Use of these messages between two Hosts will not affect 

use of regular messages between these Hosts. Regular 

messages and subtype 3 messages may be intermixed over 

the Host/IMP interface. 

7, Uncontrolled use of these messages will degrade the 

performance of the network for all users. Therefore, 

ability to use these messages will be regulated by the 

Network Control Center and will require prior 

arrangement for each experiment. 
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3.7 Non-Blocking Host Interface* 

As mentioned in Section 3.1, it is sometimes necessary for 

the source IMP to block the transmission of a message from the 

source Host. When this blocking occurs, all messages from that 

Host are held back, even though some of them might well be 

transmitted unimpeded if allowed into the IMP. Such might be the 

case, for example, if Host A is sending to Hosts B, C, and D, and 

the connection to Host B has eight message» in transit, the first 

(oldest) of which has become lost in the net. If a ninth message 

is sent to B, the interface will be blocked for the duration of 

the "incomplete" timeout (30-45 seconds), waiting for a message 

slot to become available on that connection. During this time, 

however, it would have been possible for A to send messages to C 

and D, had the interface not been blocked. 

The non-blocking Host interface is a software mechanism 

which provides the source Host with the capability of keeping the 

interface unblocked for the vast majority of situations under 

which it might otherwise have become blocked. There will still 

be a few circumstances, associated with bandwidth and storage 

limitations of the source IMP, under which the interface may be 

blocked regardless of the mechanism used by the Host. 

•This section is a preliminary specification and is still subject 
to modification. The extensions required to the Host/IMP 
protocol have not yet been implemented. 
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The non-blocking mechanism works by allowing the Host to 

flag some or all of its type 0 messages as "refusable", thus 

allowing the IMP to discard them if they would otherwise block 

the interface. In such a case, not only is the Host notified 

that the message was discarded, but it is also given guidance as 

to when the mess-ige should be retransmitted. In most cases, the 

particular resource that was missing is "markable", and the Host 

can be notified when the resource becomes available. In some 

cases, the resource is not "markable", and the Host must simply 

retransmit in accordance with its own requirements. The specific 

protocol  for this mechanism is now described. 

Host-to-IMP type 0 messages have four subtypes: 

Non-refusable, Refusable, Get Ready, and Uncontrolled. The 

uncontrolled subtype, described in Section 3.6, is never refused, 

and because it does not require most of the resources of 

"controlled" messages, is seldom blocked. The Non-refusable 

subtype is the standard mode of operation, which can cause 

interface blocking under the various circumstances described in 

Section 3.1. The Refusable subtype is treated identically to the 

Non-refusable subtype if blocking is not necessary. Under most 

circumstances where blocking would have been necefssry, however, 

this message subtype is discarded, and one of three types of 

IMP-to-Host messages sent back to the Host. A Refused, Try Again 

(type    11)    message    indicates    a    "non-markable"     resource      was 
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required, and the Host should merely retransmit at its 

convenience. A Refused, Will Notify (type 12) message indicates 

a "markable" resource was required. The Host should wait for a 

fourth IMP-to-Host message type, Ready (type 14), before 

retransmitting, The IMP will send the Ready when the resource 

becomes available. A Refused, Still Trying (type 13) message 

indicates that the IMP has already given a Refused, Will Notify 

on that connection, but has not yet sent the Ready (it will only 

queue one such response at a time for any connection). There is 

no additional response after the Refused, Still Trying, and the 

Host should queue the message to be retransmitted after the one 

for which the Ready is expected. 

The Get Ready subtype of the type 0 Host-to-IMP message is 

not a real message in the sense that it contains only the leader 

of an intended (future) message. It is provided so that the Host 

can determine whether or not a message could get through without 

blocking, without actually sending the data in the message 

through the interface. The possible responses to this subtype 

are identical to those of the Refusable subtype, except that in 

the normal case, when the Refusable message would have been 

transmitted to the destination without any interface blocking 

followed eventually by a RFNM, the IMP'S response to the Get 

Ready is to send a Ready back to the Host. 
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Finally, it should be noted that a Ready does not guarantee 

that a retransmission will not be blocked, since no resources are 

actually reserved for some particular message-id, and in fact 

many are shared by all connections. The best strategy for the 

Host willing to use the non-blocking feature is to make all 

messages Refusable, even when responding to a Ready. 
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4.  HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS AND DESCRIPTION 

A local Host is connected to the IMP through a Host cable 

(provided with the IMP), which joins a standard Host/IMP 

Interface unit in the IMP to a special Host/IMP interface unit in 

the Host. A distant Host is connected to an augmented standard 

Host/IMP interface through a cable provided by the Host. The 

structure of the standard Host/IMP interface, the IMP/Host 

handshaking procedure, the end-of-message indication, the Master 

Ready lines, and the signals on the Host cable are all described 

in detail below. A very distant Host is connected via 

communications circuits to a modem interface unit as described 

in Appendix F. 

The special interface should be designed by the Host 

personnel to operate in conjunction with the standard Host/IMP 

interface or the augmented interface as the case may be. We have 

not, however, attempted to specify the special Host/IMP interface 

in any detail. We recommend that the special interface be 

modeled after the standard interface, and, in the remainder of 

this section, we assume that it will be. It should be noted that 

the special interface must be operated in a full duplex mode.* A 

simplified  schematic drawing of a special Host/IMP interface is 

•Those Few """fiosts which originally implemented half duplex 
interfaces have had inordinate difficulties of various kinds. 
See, for example, Section 3.1. 
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included in Appendix B to assist Host personnel in the design of 

the special interface. The distant Host modification to the 

standard interface affects only the cable and the method of cable 

driving;   it does not change the basic  operation of the  interface. 

4.1     Structure of the Standard Host/IMP Interface 

The standard Host/IMP interface is a full duplex bit-serial 

unit that is logically divided into a Host-to-IMP section and an 

IMP-to-Host section, Each section contains a 16-bit shift 

register (and control logic), one of which is for shifting bits 

to the Host and the other for receiving bits from the Host. A 

simplified picture of the Host/IMP interface is shown in Figure 

4-1. 

The technique of transferring information between the Host 

and the IMP is nearly identical in each direction; we will, 

therefore, refer to the sender and the receiver without 

specifying  the Host or IMP explicitly.1 

In general, wrrds are taken one by one from the sender's 

memory; and transferred bit serially across the interface to the 

receiver, where they are reassembled into words of the 

appropriate      (i.e.,    receiver's)     length    and    stored    into    the 

•Although this report specifies a highly symmetrical interface, 
there are some aspects peculiar to the IMP side and some to the 
host side. For a discussion of these asymmetries (padding, 
diskewing,    etc.)   see "JANUS  Interface Specification"  NIC #43649. 
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receiver's memory. The transmission thus consists of a bit 

stream containing no special indications of word boundaries but 

delayed occasionally while the sender fetches, or the receiver 

stores, a word. The high-order bit of each word is transmitted 

first. 

Bit transfer is asynchronous, the transmission of each bit 

being controlled by a Ready-For-Next-Bit, There* s-Your-Bit 

handshaking procedure. Each bit is transferred only when both 

sender and receiver indicate preparedness. This permits either 

the sender or the receiver to hold up the transmission between 

any two bits in order to take as much time as necessary to get a 

new word from memory, to tuck an assembled word into memory, or 

to activate an interrupt routine that sets up new input or output 

buffers. Neither the sender nor the receiver should expect 

transmission to take place at a pre-determined bit rate and each 

must be able to accept arbitrary delays introduced by the other 

at any point in the bit stream. 

The design of an asynchronous interface was selected for two 

reasons: first, because of the inherently asynchronous nature of 

the process by which words of one length are fetched from one 

machine and reformed into words of another length and stored in 

another machine; and, secondly, because such a design allows a 

variety of special Host/IMP interfaces to be designed independent 

of stringent timing specifications that may be difficult or 

impossible for certain Hosts to meet. 
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4.2    IMP/Host Handshaking 

Figure 4-2 shows a much simplified version of the control 

logic for the bit-by-bit handshaking procedure. When PG #1 

(Pulse Generator) fires, it turns off the Bit Available flip-flop 

and a new data bit is shifted into position by the sender. The 

Bit Available flip-flop is then turned back on, and, if (or when) 

the receiver is ready to receive a bit, a There*s-Your-Bit signal 

is sent to him. This triggers PG #2« which shifts in the new bit 

and shuts off the Ready-For-Next-Bit flip-flop. When this 

indicator goes off, the sender knows that the bit has been taken 

by the receiver. PG #1 then fires and shuts off the Bit 

Available flip-flop in preparation for getting the next bit ready 

for transmission. After the receiver has taken in the bit and is 

ready to accept a new one, it turns the Ready-For-Next-Bit 

flip-flop back on.    The cycle then  repeats. 

Each time the sender is notified that a bit has been 

accepted (by the off transition of Ready-For-Next-Bit), a word 

length counter is checked to see whether a new word must be 

fetched from memory. Similarly when a bit is accepted at the 

receiver, it may be necessary to tuck an assembled word into the 

memory before registering readiness to receive anther bit. In 

addition    to    these    obvious requirements,  the  simplified  picture 

•The  on (t)   transition of There's-Your-Bit triggers PG    #2.       The 
off (FT transition of Ready-For-Next-Bit  triggers PG #1. 
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contains critical race problems*, which have been carefully 

resolved in the IMP'S interface and must be similarly resolved in 

the Host's special  interface. 

The receiver may choose either of two methods of 

handshaking, a two-way or a four-way handshake. In the four-way 

handshake, the receiver awaits the dropping of There's-Your-Bit 

before raising Ready-For-Next-Bit. A full cycle of the four-way 

handshake works as follows: The sender readies the next data bit 

and the There1s-Your-Bit signal is sent to the receiver (1st 

cable transit). The receiver takes in the bit and notifies the 

sender by dropping Ready-For-Next-Bit (2nd cable transit). The 

sender responds by dropping the There's-Your-Bit signal (3rd 

cable transit) and after the receiver has noted this, the 

Ready-For-Next-Bit signal can be turned back on (4th cable 

transit),   registering  preparedness  for  a new bit. 

The two-way handshake works as follows: The sender readies 

the next data bit and the There's-Your-Bit signal is sent to the 

receiver (1st cable transit). The receiver takes in the bit and 

notifies the sender by dropping Ready-For-Next-Bit (2nd cable 

transit). Instead of waiting for this signal to propagate to the 

sender and the resultant dropping of There's-Your-Bit to return, 

the receiver holds Ready-For-Next-Bit off for a brief period and 

then turns  it back on. 

'For example,   the  race  in    shutting    off    the    Ready-For-Next-Bit 
flip-flop. 
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This method has two dangers that must be considered, both 

arising from the situation where Ready-For-Next-Bit is off for 

too short a time. 

1. If Ready-For-Next-Bit is off for too short a period, the 

sender may never note that it went off and he will 

continue to wait for the bit to be taken. The IMP 

itself requires that the signal be off at the IMP end of 

the cable for at least 50 nanoseconds for local Hosts 

and  for at least  1  usec  for distant Hosts.* 

2. If the receiver turns Ready-For-Next-Bit back on before 

the There1s-Your-Bit signal has been observed to go off 

at the receiver's end of the cable, then the receiver 

may mistakenly believe the new bit is ready to be taken 

in. This problem is avoided if the receiver maintains a 

There* s-Your-Next-Bit flip-flop which is turned off when 

Ready-For-Next-Bit is turned off and is turned on only 

by the leading edge (on transition) of the 

There's-Your-Bit  signal   from  the  sender. 

¥The 316 and 516 IMPs, in fact, always use the two-way procedure. 
Tl^ey do not wait for the There's-Your-Host-Bit signal to go off 
but Instead guarantee to hold the Ready-For-Next-Host-Bit signal 
off for at least 1 usec. The Pluribus IMP uses the four-way 
handshake. 
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For local Hosts, where the cable delays are not significant, 

either handshake procedure may be used. For distant Hosts, where 

cable delays may be significant, the two-way handshake procedure 

is recommended, in order to avoid placing an unnecessary 

restriction on the maximum bit rate. 

The IMP introduces some deliberate delays into this control 

loop, both as a sender and as a receiver. Specifically, as a 

sender, the IMP introduces approximately 10 usec of delay1 

between the time that the Host Indicates that it has taken one 

bit and the time that the next bit is made available. As a 

receiver, the IMP shifts in the data bit and turns off the 

Ready-For-Next-Bit signal shortly after the There»s-Your-3it 

signal comes on. However, Ready-For-Next-Bit will not be turned 

on again until about 10 usec» after There1s-Your-Bit comes on. 

By introducing these deliberate delays, the IMP slows down the 

rate of information flow on the Host channels, thereby 

controlling the maximum amount of IMP memory bandwidth that the 

channels can consume. This control is essential to avoid 

usurping bandwidth required for the store-and-forward functioning 

of the  IMP. 

•These *r* minimum times assuming no IMP memory reference is 
required. Where a memory fetch or store is required, the times 
will be  increased  by at least U  usec. 

iV-V 
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Because of the loop nature of the handshake procedure, the 

Host can also introduce delays. However, knowing that the IMP 

will limit the data rate, the Host should, in general, not 

introduce further deliberate delays of its own. The delays we 

have mentioned are adjustable and can be tuned so that the 

interface operates at much higher speeds. At the time of 

installation of a new IMP, the standard interface will be set to 

run the Host channels at a 10-usec-per-bit maximum rate. Once 

the IMP is connected to the Host, both the input and the output 

channels will normally be tuned to operate at a maximum rate of 

100 kilobits/second, thereby lumping together the delays in the 

IMP interface and the Host special interface.* 

4.3 End-of-Message Indication 

A Host indicates the end of its message to the IMP by 

presenting a Last-Host-Bit signal to the IMP during transmission 

of the last data bit. This signal will generally occur somewhere 

in the middle of an IMP word, i.e., with the input shift register 

in the standard  interface only partially loaded.  Additional 

■Since the IMP as a receiver holds the Ready-For-Next-Bit signal 
off for 10 usec, there does not appear to be any real need for 
the Host to have a Bit-Available flip-flop go on and off on a 
per-bit basis. The There's-Your-Bit line will go off when 
Ready-For-Next-Bit goes off. However, the 10 usec delay is 
subject to shrinkage; therefore, the Host should not rely on 
this delay to provide time for the next bit to arrive -- even if 
getting the bit amounts only to moving a shift register over one 
place. 
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padding bits will then be shifted into the register, namely a 

single one followed by enough zeroes (perhaps none) to fill up 

the register. These additional bits are appended at the end of a 

Host message by the hardware in the input section of the 

standard interface. If the last data bit happens to just fill 

the shift register, an additional IMP word consisting of a single 

one followed by fifteen zeroes will be appended to the message. 

Alternatively, if the single one happens to just fill the shift 

register, the IMP padding will contain only this single one. At 

the destination, the IMP will indicate the end of the message to 

its Host by presenting a Last-IMP-Bit signal to the Host together 

with the last bit of the IMP padding. In general, this signal 

will occur somewhere in the middle of a Host word, i.e., with the 

input shift register in the special interface only partially 

loaded. The Host must shift enough additional zeroes (perhaps 

none) into this register to fill up the register. 

TOPS 
« "S « "! - ' 

4.4 Master Ready Lines 

Whenever the IMP is ready, it holds closed a relay contact 

that connects two wires (the IMP Master Ready and the IMP Ready 

Test lines) in the Host cable. Figure 4-3 illustrates how the 

Host can employ this contact closure to ground a clamped logic 
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Master Ready signal passes through a relay, it will, in general, 

show contact bounce. When the IMP becomes ready (i.e., closes 

its relay), it executes a programmed delay before the 

There»s-Your-IMP-Bit line becomes true. This delay covers the 

contact bounce period and thus the Host need not worry about 

bounce on the gated versions of this signal. (The IMP also 

executes a programmed delay before beginning a new input 

operation. Since there may however be errors in the current 

transmission to the IMP, the Host should always send at least one 

NOP message after seeing the IMP in a not-Ready state.) 

The Host should provide similar protection by not permitting 

the There*s-Your-Host-Bit signal to become true until after its 

relay contacts have solidly finished closing. 

m 

4.5 Host Cable Connections 

following is a summary of the signals on the Host cable: 

1. IMP Master Ready - The return for the IMP Ready Test 

signal through the IMP'S relay contact. 

2. IMP Ready Test - The test signal sent to the IMP to 

interrogate its ready status through the IMP'S relay 

contacts. No more than 10G ma. should flow in this 

wire and the IMP Master Ready wire. 
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line whose polarity indicates readiness of the IMP*. Note that, 

if the cable is removed at either end, the IMP appears to the 

Host not to be ready. The relay contacts are a Normally-Open 

pair and thus, if the IMP'S power goes off, the line indicates 

"not ready". 

The relay closure is also controlled by the IMP program. If 

the IMP detects a serious program failure, it initiates an 

automatic recovery procedure. This same procedure is also 

initiated by the Network Control Center under certain conditions. 

Execution of the recovery procedure causes the relay to open; 

successful recovery will eventually cause the relay to close 

again. 

Ig 

m 
>V-V 

r.V 
1 *•»*' 

Similarly, each Host must provide for its IMP a set of 

contacts, which open when Host power goes off or whenever the 

Host does not wish to communicate with the rest of the network 

for an extended period.•• The IMP will use this contact, in the 

specific manner suggested above, to pass a signal ground around 

to itself for testing Host readiness. 

The special Host interface should gate all incoming signals 

with the signal (or its inverse) on the IMP Master Ready line in 

order to avoid responding to meaningless transitions.  Since the 

•The choice of ground as the  interrogation level  is obviously 
arbitrary, and the Host may use any reasonable arrangement. 
••See Section 3.2  for a more complete discussion  of  the 
alternatives  available  to  the Host  for voluntarily stopping 
communication with the rest of the network. 
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itself.« 

7. Ready-For-Next-Host-Bit - This signal will be presented 

to the Host whenever the IMP is waiting for a 

transmission by the Host. Each time that the Host gives 

the IMP a bit (via There»s-Your-Host-Bit) , the 

Ready-For-Next-Host-Bit will go off after the bit has 

been taken in. It will go back on again within 10 usec 

unless a memory access is required (once every 16 bits). 

A much longer off period will result when an IMP memory 

buffer region fills, and an interrupt service routine 

must operate before the IMP is ready for another bit. 

8. Last-Host-Bit - When the Host transmits the last bit of 

a message, the Last-Host-Bit signal should be sent to 

the IMP in conjunction with the There*s-Your-Host-Bit 

signal. Specifically, the Last-Ho«t-Bit signal must 

come on no later than the There's-Your-Host-Bit signal 

comes on, and should remain on at least until 

Ready-For-Next-Host-Bit goes off. The IMP will pad the 

message with a one followed by enough zeroes (perhaps 

none) to fill the current IMP word. 

*:v\! 

*At first glance this seems like duplication. However, when the 
next bit becomes available, the Bit Available flip-flop will be 
turned back on and yet the There»s-Your-Bit signal should not be 
sent unless the Ready-For-Next-Bit signal is on. Thus, the need 
for the AND gate. Shutting off Bit Available is required to 
avoid confusing the receiver with an old bit when a new 
Ready-For-Next-Bit signal comes on. 
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3. Host Master Ready - The return for the Host-Ready-Test 

signal  through the Hostfs relay contact. 

i\. Host Ready Test - The ground signal sent to the Host to 

interrogate its ready status through the Host's relay 

contacts. No more than 100 ma. should flow in this 

wire and the Host Master Ready wire. 

5. Host-to-IMP Data Lines - The data from the Host should 

be changed for successive bits only after the IMP'S 

Ready-For-Next-Host-Bit signal goes off indicating that 

the previous bit has been selected. 

6. There's-Your-Host-Bit - This signal should be presented 

to the IMP by the Host as soon as the Host has a bit 

available to transmit and the IMP is indicating that it 

is Ready For Next Host Bit. When the 

Ready-For-Next-Host-Bit signal goes off, the 

There's-Your-Hcst-Bit signal should be removed. This 

must be done in two ways, as shown in Figure 4-2 -- 

first by the AND gate between the Bit Available 

flip-flop and the Ready-For-Next-Bit signal, and second 

by    immediately    turning off the  Bit  Available   flip-flop 

SKA! 
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§53 

9. IMP-to-Host Data Line - The data for the Host will be 

changed for successive bits only after the Host's 

Ready-For-Next-IMP-Bit signal goes off, indicating that 

the previous bit has been accepted. 

10. There* s-Your-IMP-Bit - This signal will be presented to 

the Host by the IMP as soon as the IMP has a bit 

available to transmit and the Host presents the 

Ready-For-Next-IMP-Bit signal. When the 

Ready-For-Next-IMP-Bit goes off, the 

There1s-Your-IMP-Bit signal will be removed. It will 

not be renewed until a new Ready-For-Next-IMP-Bit signal 

arrives. 

11. Ready-For-Next-IMP-Bit - This signal should be presented 

to the IMP whenever the Host is ready to receive 

information. Each time that the IMP gives the Host a 

bit (via the There1s-Your-IMP-Bit line), the 

Ready-For-Next-IMP-Bit signal should go off after the 

bit has been taken in. This notifies the IMP that the 

bit has been taken and that a new bit can be moved into 

position and made available. Ready-For-Next-IMP-Bit 

should be off for at least 50 nanoseconds (1 usee for 

distant Hosts) as seen at the IMF before it goes back on 

again. It may, of course, be off for as long as it takes 

the Host to ready itself to receive the next bit. 

-N JV . 
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m 
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12. Last-IMP-Bit - When the IMF transmits the last bit of 

the source IMP'S padding, the Last-IMP-Bit signal will 

be sent to the Host in conjunction with the 

There's-Your-IMP-Bit signal. Specifically, the 

Last-IMP-Bit signal will come on no later than the 

There»s-Your-IMP-Bit signal. Last-IMP-Bit will stay on 

for some arbitrary short time after There»s-Your-IMP-Bit 

goes off. The Host's interface must not interrogate 

this line after the Peadv-Fo>"-M*y^-TMP-Bit signal has 

been turned off. The Host's special interface should 

round out the last memory word with zeroes, as required. 

The asynchronous (i.e., sequential) nature of the interface 

causes stress to be laid on the order in which operations occur 

rather than on their timing. Minimum on or off times for the 

circuits in the IMP are 50 nanoseconds for a local Host and 1 

usec for a distant Host. Thus, for example, the Host's 

Ready-For-Next-IMP-Bit line must be visibly down at the IMP for 

at least this length of time before it is brought back up even if 

the Host takes the bit more quickly than that. Similarly, the 

Host's Bit Available flip-flop must appear off to the IMP (via 

the There»•^Your-Hcst-Bit line) for at IfiHt 50 nanoseconds for 

local Hosts and 1 usec for distant Hosts. The IMP delays only a 

very short time from the arrival of There's-Your-Host-Bit before 

taking the Host's data bit or checking  the Last-Host-Bit line. 

fe 

* . • -*- 
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However, for IMP-to-Host transmission, the IMP will guarantee 

that the IMP data bit is on the line and the Last-IMP-Bit level 

is correct at least 500 nanoseconds before turning on the 

There's-Your-IMP-Bit    signal. Thus,       skews      of      under      500 

nanoseconds in the signals for IMP-to-Host transmission at the 

IMP end of the cable will be removed by the IMP, but skews for 

Host-to-IMP  transmission must be removed by the Host. 

4.5.1    Connection to  a Local Host 

The nominal asserted level for all logic lines (Data, 

Ready-For-Next-Bit, There»s-Your-Bit, Last Bit) is +5 volts and 

the unassorted level is ground (these are with respect to the IMF 

signal ground). The driving and receiving circuits and 

specifications are shown  in Appendix  C. 

The Host cable supplied with the 516 IMP and the Pluribus 

IMP is 30 feet long and contains 12 RC 174/U coaxial conductors 

with grounded shields. Host personnel must provide an 

appropriate connector for the Host end of the cable. The shield 

of each conductor is connected to signal ground at the IMP 

connector. Each cable is labelled with the IMP connector pin 

number corresponding to the center lead of the coaxial conductor. 

These wires are assigned as indicated in cigure 4-4 for the 516 

IHP; that is, the number in the figure corresponds to the number 

of the label  attached  to each coaxial    conductor.       Muribua    IMP 

•MM mm 
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connections are pictured in Figure 4-6. All shields should be 

connected to signal ground in the Host. DC amplifiers are used 

for line driving and, by this means, we expect to couple the 

signal ground systems as tightly as possible. 

The Host cable supplied with the 316 IMP is 30 feet long and 

contains 32 twisted pairs. The cable is terminated at the IMP 

end with a paddle card which plugs directly into the 316 Host 

interface. Each pair of the cable consists of a colored wire and 

a black wire numbered with the pin number of the paddle card to 

which the colored wire is connected. All black wires connect to 

the paddle card signal ground. Host personnel must provide an 

appropriate connector for the Host end of the cable. The wires 

are assigned as in Figure 4-5. All twisted pair grounds should 

be connected to signal ground in the Host. DC amplifiers are 

used for line drivers and the signal ground systems of the Host 

and IMP should be as highly coupled as possible. 

Ha 
mm 

vj MW, 
im 

P   *  m     M 

•>•: «>] 

*- *• =NJ 

4.5.2 Connection to a Distant Host 

Connection to a distant Host necessitates the use of 

balanced lines and requires that a Host pay careful attention to 

differentials in ground potential. The distant Host's special 

interface must provide balanced drivers and receiver*. Ground 

isolation is provided by the IMP. 

ssRa 
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The Host must supply a shielded cable containing multiple 

twisted pairs of #20 (or heavier) gauge wire. The characteristic 

impedance (Z0) must be approximately 120 ohms. The wires may be 

either individually shielded or may have a single shield covering 

, all pairs. The shield is used to carry the Host's ground 

reference and should have very low resistance. There must be at 

last 10 pairs in tne uaul«, -r.d ye strongly recommend that at 

least two spare pairs be carried (see Figure 4-7). A suitable 

cable is Direct Burial Cable, REA Specification PE-23, 19AWG 

conductors, 12 pairs. 

At the IMP side the cable must be terminated in an 

MS2U266R18B31PN (Amphenol 43-16R18-31P) Plug with an MS27291-5 

clamp and MS24254-20P contacts for 316 and 516 IMPS. For distant 

host connections to Pluribus IMPs, the cable must be terminated 

in a Cinch DC-37P or equivalent, with Cannon D-110278 disc 

latches and (recommended) Amphenol 17-1373 shell and strain 

relief. The outer sheath of the cable should be stripped back at 

least two feet to allow flexibility at the connector when the 

DC-37P is used. Pair and pin assignments are shown in figures 

4-7A (316 and 516) and 4-7B (Pluribus). Note that the cable 

shi.ld(s) should be connected to connector pins as specified, and 

NOT to the connector shell. For Pluribus installations where the 

site already has a cable terminated in the Amphenol MS style 

connector, BBN can supply a short adapter cable having 

appropriate connectors on both ends. 
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the    drivers    and  receivers used  in  the  IMP are shown  in  Appendix 

D. 

The Host should provide drivers and receivers similar to 

those used in the IMP. Use of these exact circuits is 

acceptable as is use of any other circuit capable of driving and 

receiving a differential signal of 1.0 volts centered around 

ground. Care should be taken to preserve proper signal polarity 

in the cable. 
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The cable shields should be very solidly connected to the 

Host's signal ground, which should be connected to the third-wire 

power ground at the Host computer. DC isolation is done at the 

IMP end of the cable to prevent significant currents from flowing 

through the shields. This isolation is accomplished by optically 

isolating the signals. All signals from the distant Host roust 

have transition times of less than 100 nanoseconds, and must 

remain in each state for at least 1 usec between transitions. 

The logic signals on the pairs of the cable (Data, 

Ready-For-Next-Bit There's-Your-Bit Last-Bit) are balanced 

voltage signals with each side terminated at the driver in 62 

ohms to ground. Thus, the terminating impedance is 12M ohms and 

matches the cable impedance. The asserted logic signal drives 

the odd-numbered connector pin of each pair to +0.5 volts, and 

the other pin to -0.5 volts, producing a differential signal of 

1.0 volt. The unasserted signal switches the polarity of this 

pair. There is no voltage drop across the cable since the 

receiver is unterminated. This produces a step reflection at the 

receiver which is absorbed at the transmitter. At the Host end 

the transmitters should terminate the cable in 120 ohms across 

each signal pair. 

Standard 6-volt IMP logic signals are converted to 

differential signals by the line drivers and from differential 

signals to 6 volt logical signals by the receivers.  Drawings for 
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APPENDIX A 

Appendix A has been removed. 

The information contained in 

this appendix is obsolete. 
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APPENDIX B 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR HOST IMPLEMENTATION 

OF THE HOST/IMP INTERFACE 
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~. ThlSL^AjBpendix recommends a plan for Host Implementation, of 

the Host/IMP interface, both the hardware and the lowest-level 

Host software which drives the hardware. In particular, the 

software discussed here has the tasks of input and output, 

detection of errors, and management of the Ready lines. Figures 

B-1 and B-2 provide simplified schematic drawings of the Host 

interface hardware. 

B.1  Ready Line Philosophy 

The actions which should be taken when transitions occur on 

the Ready line have the objective of reliably resynchronizing 

transmission after a temporary lapse of service, and possible 

loss of state information by either the IMP or the Host. 

First, consider the IMP Ready line. When it drops, the IMP 

has suffered a possible loss of state, so the message in transit 

from the IMP to the Host (if any) is likely to be incomplete. 

Similarly, the message in transit from the Host to the IMP (if 

any) is likely to be incomplete. Both the Host and the IMP must 

recognize this explicitly by sending a message Intended to be 

discarded (for example, a NOP) and discarding the message 

currently being received. (Note that the discardable message may 

be appended to some other message already partly received.) 

The simplest arrangement for the Host's interface driver is 

a pair of processes, one sending messages and the other receiving 
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!R€9S*ges. A drop of the IMP'S ready line oust be provided aa an 

error status bit to each process. However, the Cwo processes 

will need to clear this condition independently: the simplest 

implementation is an Input Error flop and an Output Error flop. 

Both flops are set by a drop of the IMP'S ready line, and they 

are cleared independently under program control. 

When the IMP raises its ready line, each contact bounce will 

again set the Error flops in the Host's interface. To Insure 

that messages are not flowing across the interface at this time, 

assertions of the signals There's-Tour-IMP-Bit and 

Ready-For-Next-Host-Blt have been delayed sufficiently in the IMP 

to guarantee that the IMP ready line has stabilized. 
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B.2    Programming  the I/O Routines 

System startup or restart requires the initialization step 

of clearing the Host Ready flop (driving the relay controlling 

the Host Reaay line), waiting at least 1/2 second, and setting 

the Host Ready flop. Restarting the following two (asynchronous) 

interface driver processes will then properly resynchronize 

Host-IMP communication. 

INPUT:      Walt until an input buffer is available 

Wait until IMP ready 

Start input 

Walt until input is complete 

IF Input Error 

THEN clear Input Error 

Comment: Discard erroneous message;  reuse 
buffer 

ELSE queue message on input queue 

GOTO INPUT 
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OUTPUT:  Wait until a message is present on output queue 

Wait until IMP ready 

Start output 

Wait until output is complete 

IF Output Error 

THEN clear Output Error 

Comment: Save   erroneous   message   for 
retransmission 

ELSE remove message from output queue 

GOTO OUTPUT 

The IMP Ready line and error flops should only affect the 

processes above; this interface resynchronization should be 

invisible to both the process which interprets IMP-to-Host 

messages (it will be resynchronized by the IMP-to-Host type 10 

message)   and to any user software. 

Actually, it is possible to share a single Error flop 

between the input and output processes by implementing Input 

Error and Output Error as software flags. A process testing for 

error is required (e.g., a mutual exclusion semaphore) to 

guarantee that only one process at a time is testing and 

modifying the flags. If the Error flop is set, the process must 

copy it into the other process' flag before clearing the flop and 

its own  flag. 
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B.3 Host Ready Line Implementation 

When the Host drops and raises its ready line, the IMP 

behaves in a fashion symmetric to that outlined above. Of 

course, this drop indicates that the state of the Host's 

interface driver, as well as the current incoming and outgoing 

messages, are likely to be lost. The appropriate action is 

triggered by setting the Error flop or flops in the Host 

interface, and the processes specified above will correctly 

resynchronize message flow in both directions. Of course, to 

guarantee that messages are not flowing across the interface 

while the Host ready line is undergoing contact bounce, the Host 

must delay transmission until its ready line has stabilized. 

This may be done in two ways: 

Hardware: an integrating one-shot driven by the Host ready 

line flop is ANDed with There1s-Your-Host-Bit and 

Ready-For-Next-IMP-Bit to guarantee that message 

transfer will not start until the ready flop has 

been on for 1/2 second. 

Software: the initialization program executes a 1/2 second 

wait after setting the Host ready flop before 

permitting input or output to begin. 
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B.4 Summary of Ready Line Controls 

The following summarizes the specification of the Host's 

Ready Line control: 

1. The special Host interface contains a Host ready flop 

which drives a relay closure in the Host Ready line. 

This flop is set and cleared under program control. 

2. The special Host interface detects the IMP'S ready 

signal and sets a program-readable status condition (not 

an "interrupt" condition). 

3. The special Host interface contains one or two error 

flops set when either the Host Ready flop is off or the 

IMP ready signal is off. The flop (flops) is a 

program-readable and program-clearable status condition 

(but not an interrupt condition). These status flops 

must not be cleared by system initialization. 

4. If hardware stabilization of the Host's Ready line is 

provided, it is a 1/2 second integrating one-shot driven 

by the Host Ready flop. This signal is ANDed with 

There's-Your-Host-Bit and Ready-For-Next-IMP-Bit. 
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APPENDIX C 

LOCAL HOST CONNECTION 

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
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All Host-IMP logic signals (Data, Ready-For-Next-Bit, 

There's-Your-Bit, Last Bit) are unbalanced, source-terminated 

lines with a nominal characteristic impedance of 68 ohms. The 

line is terminated at the driving end with the characteristic 

impedance. The receiver is ideally an open circuit; in practice, 

it is a single TTL gate. In this scheme a voltage step of half 

the nominal level is propagated from source to receiver. At the 

receiver, it is reflected by the high impedance termination, 

resulting in a full level step at the receiver and another half 

level step propagating back to the source, where it is absorbed 

by the termination. 

Voltage levels for drivers and receivers used by the IMP are 

given below: 

Pluribus 

'OH 

r0L 

*XH 

hi 

Hin 

M.1 

0.6 

Typ Max 

5.0 

0.07 0.1 

1.7 2.0 

0.9 

5/78 C-2 
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316/516 

'OH 

*0L 

rM 

'XL 

3.5 

1.1 

4.5 

0.2 

1.55 

1.35 

0.35 

2.5 

The IMP will properly receive 5-volt logic signals; however, 

signals from the IMP may go to 6 volts. Therefore, the Host must 

provide a voltage divider, if these signals are to be received by 

normal 5-volt logic, to prevent destruction of the receiving 

circuit. 
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APPENDIX D 

DRIVER RECEIVER FOR DISTANT HOST 

Printed with permission of Honeywell,  Inc. 
Computer Control Division, Framinghta, Massachusetts 
Descriptions and schematic diagrams reflect use in the IMP. 
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D.l Differential Receiver PAC Model CC-124 

The Differential Receiver ?AC, Model CC-124, contains three 

identical and independent circuits. Each circuit takes a bipolar 

differential signal and converts it to standard single-ended 

u-PAC logic levels. The schematic diagram (Figure D-1) reflects 

the use of this PAC in the IMP. 

D.1.1 Circuit Description 

The circuit functions as both a Differential Amplifier and 

Discriminator. 

When the "♦A" input is more positive than the "-A", Q3 is 

cut off and cne output is a logic "1". When the polarity of the 

input signal is reversed, or "-A" is made more positive than 

"♦A", then Q3 is turned on and the output goes to logic "0". 

D.1.2 Terminating Network 

The input to the CC-124 is unterminated. The terminating 

network in the PAC is not used. 

5/78 D-2 
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4-6VO» 

INPUT +A 

INPUT -A 

I—© OUTPUT 

C2        J. 
0.0033/if 

p—®+6V 

|-®-«V 
1»   C3    , 
-T0X)33/if 

I—i-@GN0 

INPUT 4-A— 

INPUT -A — 

CC-124 

V*« ** 
1 

HOUTPUT   - 

WWf MM 

6N0 
m 

Figur« D-l    Differential    Receiver    PAC    Model    CC-124,  Schematic 
Diagram and Logic Symbol.     (Shown as connected in IMP) 
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D.I.3 Specifications 

Frequency of Operation: DC to 5 MC. 

Input: Differential signal, 0.1V to 4.0V. 

Input Impedance: 2.5K (min.) 

Common Mode Rejection: Greater than ±2.5? 

Output Drive Capability: 8 unit loads and 70 pf stray 

capacitance each. 

Circuit Delay: 30 nsec (max.). 

Current Requirements (exclusive of terminators): 

♦6V: 60 ma (max.). 

-6V: 30 ma (max.). 

D.2 Differential Line Driver PAC Model CC-125 

The Differential Line Driver PAC, model CC-125» contains 

three identical and Independent circuits. Each circuit will 

switch approximately 18 ma into a balanced load when a standard 

u-PAC logic level of "1" is present at the input. When the input 

is at logic "0", the output is open circuited. The schematic 

diagram (Figure D-2) reflects use of this PAC in the IMP. Note 

that the circuit has been modified by the addition of externally 

(i.e., back panel) mounted resistors. 

5/78 D-4 
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-6VO 

,NPUT®~vO°l 

♦6VO 

NOTE 

R101 ANO R102 ARE MOUNTED 
EXTERNAL TO THE PAC 

♦ 6V 

-6V 

C! 4r 
0.0033/xf 

r—-®+6V 

sL   C2 
Ta033^f 

i    i   ©GNO 

iNPUT-H 

CC-125 

wt.w ***• w< 

GNO 

4L—OUTPUT -A 

• I—OUTPUT +A     H 
-V 

Figure D-2    Differential Line Driver PAC Model CC-12S.    Schematic 
uiagrara and Logic Symbol.     (Shown aa connected in IMP) 
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D.2.1  Circuit Function 

When the input is at ground or logic "0", Q1 is biased "on". 

With Q1 "on", the emitters of Q2 and Q3 are biased "off", and the 

output is effectively open-circuited. 

When the input is open or at logic n1", Q1 is turned "off", 

i causes Q2 

into the output. 

which causes Q2 and Q. to turn on, switching approximately 18 ma 

D.2.2 Terminating Network 

The terminating network consists of resistors R7-R10 as well 

as the externally mounted resistors R101 and R102, and is 

designed for use with 100 to 140 ohm, balanced, twisted-pair 

transmission lines. With a logic "0" applied to the input of the 

transmitter, the terminating network establishes a 1.0V 

differential signal on the transmission line pair. When a logic 

"1" is applied to the input of the transmitter, the polarity of 

the 1-volt differential signal on the transmission line pair will 

be reversed. 
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D.2.3 Specifications 

Frequency of Operation:  DC to 5 MC. 

Input Loading:  1 unit load each. 

Output Drive Capability:  Approximately 18 ma into a 

balanced load. 

Circuit Delay:  15 nsec (max.). 

Current Requirements:  Exclusive of terminators 

♦6V: 90 ma (max.). 

-6V: 90 ma (max.). 

The combination of the internal terminator network and the 

externally connected resistors will draw about 9 ma each when 

connected to +6V and -6V. 
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APPENDIX E 

ASCII CODES 
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ASCII CODES 

ASCII 
ÜCT    HEX  MNEMONIC    SYMBOL 

200 80 

201 81 

202 82 

203 83 

204 84 

205 85 

206 86 

207 87 

210 88 

211 89 

212 8A 

213 8B 

214 8C 

215 8D 

216 8E 

217 8F 

22» 9* 

221 91 

222 92 

NUL 

SOH 

STX 

ETX 

EOT 

ENQ 

ACK 

BEL 

BS 

HT 

LF 

VT 

FF 

CR 

SO 

SI 

OLE 

DC1 

0C2 

♦A 

+B 

♦C 

+D 

+ F 

+ F 

*G 

+ H 

+ 1 

U 

*K 

♦L 

♦H 

♦N 

♦0 

♦P 

♦Q 

♦B 

5/78 E-2 
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ASCII 
SET HlX      MNEMONIC SYMBOL 

223 93 

224 94 

225 95 

226 96 

227 97 

23* 98 

231 99 

232 9A 

233 9B 

21* 9C 

235 9D 

236 9E 

237 9F 

244 A4 

211 A1 

2*2 A2 

2*13 A3 

244 A4 

245 A5 

246 A6 

DC 3 

DC4 

NAK 

SYN 

ETB 

CAN 

EM 

SUB 

ESC 

FS 

GS 

RS 

US 

SP 

is 
♦ T 

tU 

♦ V 

♦ H 

n 

n 
H 

n 
♦1 

Space 

$ 

E-3 5/78 
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ASCII 
ACT    BEX  MNEMONIC    SYMBOL 

2*7 A7 

25Ä A8 

251 A9 

252 AA 

253 AB 

254 AC 

255 AD 

256 AE 

257 AF 

26* BflT 

261 B1 

262 B2 

263 B3 

264 B4 

265 B5 

266 B6 

267 B7 

274 B8 

271 69 

272 BA 

( 

) 

§ 

/ 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

5/78 E-4 
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ASCII 
OCT HEX MNEMONIC SYMBOL 

273 BB 

274 BC 

275 BD 

276 BE 

277 BF 

m C0 

301 C1 

3^2 C2 

303 C3 

304 C4 

305 C5 

306 C6 

307 C7 

310 C8 

311 C9 

312 CÄ 

313 CB 

314 CC 

315 CD 

316 CE 

< 

s 

> 

? 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

F 

G 

H 

I 

J 

K 

L 

M 

N 

E-5 5/78 
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ASCII 
OTT HEX      MNEMONIC SYMBOL 

317 CF 

32£J DO 

321 D1 

322 D2 

323 D2 

32M D4 

325 D5 

326 D6 

327 D7 

330 D8 

331 D9 

332 OA 

333 DB 

33* DC 

335 DD 

336 DE 

337 DF 

3*0 E0 

3*1 E1 

3«2 E2 

0 

p 

Q 

R 

S 

T 

U 

Y 

W 

X 

Y 

I 

[ 

\ 

] 

a 

b 

5/78 E-6 
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ASCII 
SET MX      MNEMONIC SYMBOL 

343 E3 

344 E4 

345 E5 

346 E6 

3^7 E7 

350 E8 

351 E9 

352 EA 

353 EB 

354 er 

355 ED 

356 EE 

357 EF 

360 F0 

361 F1 

362 F2 

363 F3 

364 F4 

365 F5 

c 

d 

e 

f 

e 

h 

i 

J 

k 

1 

m 

n 

o 

P 

Q 

r 

s 

t 

u 

•\ 

E-7 5/78 
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OTT- 
ASCII 

"BIX      MNEMONIC SYMBOL 

366 F6 

367 F7 

370 F8 

371 F9 

372 FA 

373 FB 
37« FC 

375 FD 

376 FE 

377 FF 

V 

w 

X 

y 

z 

DEL RUBOUT 

The IMP uses 8-bit ASCII with the left-nost bit aet to one. 

t t control 

tf - ahift control - P 
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APPENDIX F 

VERY DISTANT HOST INTERFACE 

(OBSOLETE) 
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n 

APPENDIX G 

IMP POWER WIRING CONVENTION 

[OBSOLETE] 
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APPENDIX H 

INTERFACING A HOST TO A 

PRIVATE LINE  INTERFACE 

[OBSOLETE] 
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APPENDIX J 

C/30 HDH INTERFACE SPECIFICATION 
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1    Overview 

This report specifies the attachment of an HDH host to a BBN 

Communications Corporation (BBNCC) C/30 Packet Switching Node 

(IMP). This report assumes that the reader is familiar with 

CCITT Recommendation X.25 and FIPS 100/Fed. Std. 1041. For the 

purposes of the ensuing discussion, references to the DCE refer 

to that part of the IMP which interfaces with the host. 

References to the DTE refer to that part of the host entity which 

interfaces with the IMP. 

The HDH interface protocol is a combination of protocol 

layers including LAPB, HDH itself, and 1822. HDH is defined 

as four independent architectural levels that fit into the Open 

Systems Interconnection (OSI) Reference Model in the following 

way: 

Level 1: The PHYSICAL level of the connection. The 
physical, electrical, functional, and procedural 
characteristics to activate, maintain, and 
deactivate this physical link between the DTE and 
the DCE.  (See J.2) 

Level 2: The LINK level of the connection. The link access 
procedure for data interchange across the link 
between the DTE and the DCE. The HDH IMP uses the 
LAPB subset of HDLC. 

Level 3: The PACKST level of the connection. The packet 
format and control procedures for the exchange of 
packets containing control information and user 
data between the DTE and the DCE is provided by 
the HDH protocol. The 1822 protocol provides 
procedures for the exchange of these packets 
between tne ülc ana a remote DTE« 
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HDH has a packet mode option and a message mode option. In 

the packet mode option,data from several LAPB information (I) 

frames are combined to form one 1822 message. In the message 

mode option the entire 1822 message is held in one LAPB I frame. 

A diagram of an HDH frame within a LAPB I frame is shown in 

Figure J-1. The LAPB subset of the HDLC protocol is specified in 

the CCITT Recommendation X.25 1980. which is provided in Appendix 

K of this document. Section 3 of this appendix provides general 

information about the BBN C/30 LAPB implementation and Appendix 

J.1 provides notes, organized by reference to the CCITT X.25 

document, which help to clarify the functional link level 

characteristics. The HDH protocol is described in Section 4 

and an HDH host finite state machine is provided in Section 5. 

Diagrams of the HDH protocol formats are shown in Figures J-2 and 

J-3. 

Each 1822 message is fragmented into one or more LAPB 

frames. Each LAPB frame includes 2 octets of LAPB header and 2 

octets of HDH header. The HDH protocol is inserted between LAPB 

and 1822 to act as an access protocol. HDH's functions are to 

segment 1822 messages into LAPB frames, rebuild messages from the 

frames* perform line quality monitoring, simulate the Kost-IMP 

ready line up/down signalling which is handled by hardware 

mechanisms in the 1822 hardware interface, and operate the 

loopback and reflect modes. Only the first LAPB frame of an HDH 

message contains an 1822 leader.  The rest of the frames, if 
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8 Bits 8 Bits 8 Bits 16«Ns8,168 BiU 

01111110 Flag LAPB 
Addrats 

LAPB 
Control HDH Frama (LAPB Information Fiald) 

16Biti 8BiU 

HDH Frama (cont'd) Frama Checking Saquenca (FCS) 01111110 Fiat 

Note: Only One Flag It Required Between LAPB Frames 

Figure J-1 HDH Frame Within a LAPB Information Frame 
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-HDH HEADER 

LAPB |         LAPB LAPB 

SOM[+EOM]* EOM 

1822 
LEADER 

10 OR 12 
j       OCTETS 

0TO7 
MIDDLE 

PACKETS 
OP DATA 

2 TO 126 
OCTETS 

LAST 
PACKET 

OP DATA 

|      1 TO 125 
|      OCTETS 

• EOM IS REQUIRED IN THE FIRST PACKET MODE 
PRAME POR LEADER-ONLY MESSAGES 

Figure J-2 HDH  Packet Mode Format 
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HDH MESSAGE MODE 
DATA FRAME 

-HDH HEADER -»» 

LAPB 

SOM + EOM 

1822 LEADER 
10 OR 12 
OCTETS 

DATA 

0-1007 
OCTETS 
♦ LEADER 

Figure J-3 HDH Message Mode Format 
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any, contain LAPB and HDH headers in addition to 1822 message 

data. 

1.1  Choosing the Correct HDH Interface 

The choice between HDH packet mode or HDH message mode is 

entirely site dependent; therefore, the choice is left up to the 

IMP site manager. The following is a short discussion of the 

factors which may affect the decision. 

Message mode allows for rather large single frame messages, 

while packet mode allows large messages to be broken up into 

smaller message frames. Hosts using message mode must therefore 

provide enough ready buffer space for the largest possible 

messages (1021 octets excluding the LAPS header). This can be 

done with large buffers or. if the host has a scatter/gather 

DMA channel, through buffer chains. Packet mode allows the host 

to divide its memory resources into smaller buffers because 

messages are broken into a number of LAPB frames whose maximum 

size is limited to 128 octets (excluding the LAPB header). The 

Level 2 (LAPB) window of seven might limit throughput more with 

shorter Packet Mode packets than with long Message Mode packets. 
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1.2 Hardware Requirements 

This report specifies the interface presented by a BBN 

Communications Corporation C/30 Processor, together with specific 

commercial software products. DTE attachment requires the C/30 

MSYNC I/O interface board. To support the HDH interface 

described in this report, the C/30 must be configured with at 

least 64 thousand (64K) words of main memory. 

1.3 Summary of Features 

The C/30 IMP supports three physical interface standards, 

RS-232C, R5-449, and V.35, at clock rates from 1.2 to 64 kilobits 

per second (Kb/s). Physical line status is sampled using 

incoming status interchange circuits. 

The C/30 IMP link level Interface supports both LAP and LAPB 

procedures. Link level status monitoring during LAPB operation 

is accomplished using a transparent idle-link polling mechanism. 

DCE li. < level parameters are configurable. 

The C/30 HDH packet level Interface supports either Packet 

Mode cr Message Mode transfer formats. 
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2 Physical Level Specifications 

The C/30 HDH IMP physical level specification is in 

conformance with FIPS 100/Fed. Std. 1041 and CCITT 

Recommendation X.25. This section presents additional 

information. 

An HDH DTE attached to a C/30 HDH IMP may be collocated with 

the IMP or may be connected to it via an access line. In all 

cases the DTE presents a physical DTE interface; the network 

administration must supply the matching DCE interface. By 

appropriate choice of modem or modem-like hardware, an 

administration could offer up to four physical level interfaces: 

R3-232-C (CCITT V.28), RS-449, both balanced and unbalanced 

(CCITT V.11 and V.10, respectively; also MIL-188-114 balanced and 

unbalanced), and CCITT V.35. Appendix J.2 of this document 

describes in detail the choices of physical interface that might 

be made available to a host DTE attached to a C/30 HDH IMP and 

the specifications for each type of interface. Table J.1 

summarizes the physical interfaces available at each data rate 

supported by the C/30 HDH DCE. 

An HDH DTE may implement more than one signalling rate. At 

each signalling rate implemented, the DTE must offer at least one 

of the physical interface options listed as HAn (available) for 

that rate in Table J.I. DTE implementors are encouraged to offer 

the widest variety of signalling rates and physical  interfaces 
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practical to maximize the flexibility of use of their equipment 

with the C/30 HDH IMP. 

Physical 
Interface 

RS-232-C (and equiv.) 

RS-449/422 balanced 
(and equiv.) 

RS-449/423 unbalanced 
(and equiv.) 

Signalling Rate in Kb/s 

1.2 to 9.6  14.4, 19.2   48 and above 

A          A - 

A A A 

CCXTT V.35 

Legend 

A s Available 
- : Not available 

(Taken from Appendix J.2, Table 3) 

Table J.I C/30 HDH Physical Signalling Rates and Interfaces 
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3 Link Level Procedures 

C/30 HDH link level procedures are as specified by CCITT 

Recommendation X.25 (see Appendix K) and FIPS 100/Fed. Std. 1041. 

This section presents additional information. 

3.1 Link Level Parameters and Options 

1. The default value of K, the maximum number of 
sequentially numbered I frames that the DCE will have 
outstanding (unacknowledged) at any given time, is 
seven. The Administration may configure a C/30 HDH DCE 
to have an optional value of K from one to six. 

2. The default value of N2, the maximum number of 
transmissions and retransmissions of a frame by the DCE 
following the expiration of the T1 timer, is twenty. 
The Administration may configure a C/30 HDH DCE to have 
an optional value of N2 from one to 200. 

3. The optional 32-bit Frame Checking Sequence (FCS) is not 
supported. 

3.2 Timer T1 and Parameter T2 

The period of the timer T1 used by the C/30 HDH DCE reflects 

assumptions about the processing speed of the DTE. The DCE 

assumes that parameter T2, the response latency of the DTE to a 

frame from the DCE, is no greater than 1/2 second. Likewise, the 

DCE guarantees that its parameter T2, the latency in responding 

to frames from the DTE. is 1/2 second for signalling rates of 

19.2 Kb/s or slower, and 1/4 second for faster links. 
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T1 may be computed to be 4X + T2, based on the assumptions 

that the link propagation time is negligible, the worst-case 

frame transmission time is X, and that timer T1 is started when a 

frame is scheduled for output, that each frame is scheduled just 

as transmission of the previous frame starts, that frames are not 

aborted, and that each frame and its predecessor are of maximum 

length N1 = 8184 bits for Message Mode or N1 = 1040 for Packet 

Mode. 

As an example, for a signalling rate of 9.6 Kb/s, this 

yields X = .82 sec (for Message Mode). If T2 is .5 sec, the 

total time for the DTE to respond in the worst case should be 3.8 

seconds. In fact, the DCE uses a T1 timer value of 4 seconds for 

a link speed of 9.6 Kb/s. 

In no case does the DCE use a value for T1 smaller than 3 

seconds. This means that, for faster links, the DTE's T2 

parameter may be lengthened because the X term in the above 

formula is smaller. For links of 19.2 Kb/s or faster, DTEs are 

expected to satisfy latency requirements that all'ow the DCE to 

use the formula 4X ♦ T2 < 3 seconds. 

The DTE may choose any value for T1 that is compatible with 

the DCE's T2 parameter values. The value of T1 used by the DTE 

may always be set longer than the formula indicates, with the 

result that recovery from certain types of link errors will be 

slower.  However, the DCE*s parameter T2 cannot be reduced,  so 
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the formula should be viewed as yielding a lower bound on the 

DTE's T1 timer. 
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4 Packet Level Procedures 

The packet level of the HDH interface is implemented in two 

protocol layers: HDH which is described below, and 1822 host/IMP 

protocol which is described in BBN Report 1822. 

4.1  The HDH Protocol 

The HDH protocol is implemented on IMPs to support the 

connection of hosts to the IMP using LAPB at the link level, and 

the Host IMP Protocol (1822) at the network level. 

The interface inserts the HDH transmission protocol 

underneath the standard 1822 protocol, while using LAPB as the 

link level protocol. Therefore, each LAPB frame carries a two- 

octet HDH header plus an 18£2 protocol message. In order to 

accommodate both present and future requirements, the HDH 

protocol has two modes as shown in Figures J-2 and J-3. One mode 

is called packet mode; it requires that the information part of 

the LAPB frame not exceed 128 octets (126*data ♦ 2 for HDH 

header), and that the 1822 leader be sent in a separate frame. 

In this mode, the host and IMP explicitly break up messages into 

packets. The other mode, called message mode, permits the entire 

message (up to 1007 data octets, plus leader) to be sent in a 

single LAPB frame. The mode used by a particular IMP interface 

is set at subscription time, but may be changed by requesting a 
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new configuration from the network operations center. The mode 

cannot be set dynamically via negotiations between the host and 

the IMP. 

The HDH protocol is required at the local host-IMP 

connection in order to segment messages into packets, rebuild 

messages from packets, perform line quality monitoring, simulate 

the Host-IMP ready line up/down signalling, and operate the IMP 

loopback and reflect modes. The remainder of this section 

describes the HDH protocol. Whereas the IMP will implement the 

entire protocol, there are a few elements need not be implemented 

by the host, and those will be so noted. 

4.1.1 HDH Data Messages 

The host and IMP send each other LAPB frames using the 

formats illustrated in Figures J-1, J-2 and J-3. Each LAPB 

frame, in addition to the LAPB address and control 

octets, contains a 16-bit HDH header which is shown in Figure J- 

4. The header fields are described below. HDH Control Frames 

are shown in Figure J-5, and are described in section 4.1.2 . 
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For 
Control 
Frame 

15 14 13 12 11 10 

SEQ H/1 LIN LQP REF L ine Down Counter 

For 
Data 
Frame 

j   o SEQ H/I SOM EOM REF Octets in Rest of Frame 

SEQ: 1 Signals Sequence Break 

H/I:   1 if IMP Originated, 0 If Host Originated 

LIN:   1 If Line It Up, 0 If Down 

SOM: 11f Frame Is Start of Message 

EOM: 1 If Frame Is End of Message 

REF: 1 Signets Reflect Mode 

LQP: 1 If Link Quellty is Poor 

Figure J-M HDH Header Format 
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Figure J-5 KDH Control Frame - Packet or Message Mode 
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Bit 15 - Control bit 

The high order bit of the HDH header distinguishes HDH 
control frames (to be discussed later) from data frames. 

Bit 14 - Sequence Break (SEQ) bit 

This bit, when set to one, indicates a sequence break in 
the frame stream between the previous frame and the 
current one (see description below). 

Bit 13 - Host/IMP bit 

This bit indicates if the frame was host or IM? 
originated. A zero indicates a host originated frame and 
a one indicates an IMP originated frame. 

Bit 12 - Start of Message (SOM) 

This bit, when set, indicates that this frame is the 
first frame in a message. 

Bit 11 - End of Message (EOM) 

This bit, when set, indicates that this frame is the 
last frame in a message. 

Bit 10 - Reflect Mode (REF) bit 

This bit indicates that the current frame sent by the IMP 
to the host must be looped back to the IMP unchanged. 
Only the IMP is allowed to set this bit (see below). 

Bits 9-0 Octet Count 

This field contains a count of octets in the rest of 
the frame (exclusive of the LAPB and HDH headers). 

The sequence break bit (SEQ) is used by the host or IMP to 

signal to the other side that a discontinuity has occurred in the 

message stream. When either side receives an HDH frame with the 

SEQ bit set. it should discard any accumulated frames of messages 

up to the last EOM (i.e. the last complete message) and continue 
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to discard new frames until the next start of message 

(SOM) is received. This has two practical uses in the HDH 

environment: 

1. The IMP will send an HDH sequence break when it first 

brings the HDH level up to cause the host to discard any 

old message frames which might remain on the host's 

input queues. The host may send an HDH sequence break at 

this time, but it is not necessary since the IMP flushes 

its queues when the HDH level is taken down. Line just 

up is the only case where an HDH sequence break has 

meaning in message mode HDH. 

2. In packet mode, the HDH sequence break is the mechanism 

by which one end can inform the other end that it 

detected a potential discontinuity in the message it was 

sending. For example, an internal reset in the host 

might cause such a data loss. Ideally, the host should 

send an HDH sequence break followed by a retransmission 

of the entire packet Mode message starting with the SOM 

packet. If the ho3t cannot keep a copy of the complete 

packet mode message due to buffer space limitations, it 

should just send the HDH sequence break followed by the 

next complete packet mode message. Higher layers must 

detect the data loss and cause retransmission in this 

case. It is important to send HDH sequence breaks only 
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when the desired recovery can be achieved. 

The host/IMP bit is used by the IMP to confirm the loopback 

condition from the IMP to itself. The host should always send 

its frames with this bit zero, and the IMP with the bit set to 

one. The host need not implement a loopback mode, but it is 

recommended that in any case this bit be examined in order 

to detect possible inadvertent loopback conditions. The 

CCITT X.25 specification (Appendix K) does not address the issue 

of a functional loopback condition, and implies looped frames 

will always be discarded. In practice, however, it is possible 

to have a functional loopback by exchanging the LAPB addresses A 

and B on output, and this practice may be observed by 

various LAPB implementations (as it is in the IMP). 

In packet mode, the SOM and EOM bits are used to delimit 

messages. In an 1822 type 0 message of zero length, or in a 

non-type 0 (1822 control, such as RFNM), both bits are turned on 

and the leader frame constitutes the entire message. 

Otherwise, only the SOM bit is turned on in the leader, neither 

bit is turned on in middle packets, and EOM is turned on in the 

last packet. The IMP discards frames which violate these rules. 

If violations occur.an 1822 error in data message will be 

returned to the host. 

In message mode, both SOM and EOM are turned on in all 

frames, and the leader and data portions of the message are 
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included continuously in the same frame. The IMP discards frames 

which violate this rule. If violations occur, an 1822 error in 

data message will be returned to the host. 

The reflect mode (REF) bit indicates that the IMP expects 

the host to return everything it receives UNCHANGED. This is an 

important diagnostic tool which aids the network operations 

center in debugging problems on HDH links. Only the IMP is 

allowed to set this bit. If the host implementor requires a 

loopback to the host, this can be implemented by sending HDH 

packets with 1822 leaders addressed to the the sending host. The 

IMP will simply route these packets right back to the host. 

The octet count field indicates the number of valid octets 

in the remainder of the frame. This field must always be filled 

in, and may indicate fewer or the same number of octets 

as the physical frame contains. This is to provide for host 

word sixes that may not always align with the desired 

packet size. 

In packet mode, the first LAPB frame contains only the 1822 

leader. Therefore, the octet count of the first frame must be 

either 10. for non-type 0 messages, or 12, for type 0 messages. 

The octet count for middle packets can be any even number from 2 

to 126. and there may be up to seven middle packets, none of 

which needs to be maximum length. The octet count for last 

packets can be any number from 1 to 125.  In message mode,  the 
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octet count must be at least 10 (for non-type 0 messages), and 

may bo any number up to and including 1019- An octet count 

larger than the amount in the physical frame or a count which 

violates the aoove maximum HDH frame length rules is considered 

a protocol violation and the IHP will discard the illegal frame 

and an 1822 error in data message will be returned to the host. 

4.1.2 HDH Control Messages 

HDH control frames, shown in Figures J-4 and J-5, are 

distinguished by having the high-order bit of the HDH header set 

to 1, and are used for measuring the quality of the packet level 

and determining its up/down status. HDH control frames contain 

no additional octets beyond the HDH header.In the following 

discussion, control frames sent by the IMP are called "Hello"« 

and control frames sent by the host are called "I-heard-you"s. 

The following is a description of the fields in an HDH control 

frame. 
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Bit 15 - Control bit 

The high order bit of the HDH header distinguishes HDH 
control frames (bit set to 1) from data frames. 

Bit 14 - Sequence Break (SEQ) bit 

This bit, when set, indicates a sequence break in the 
frame stream between the previous frame and the current 
one. 

Bit 13 - Host/IMP bit 

This bit indicates if the frame was host or IMP 
originated. A zero indicates a host originated frame and 
a one indicates an IMP originated frame. 

Bit 12 - Line Status (LIN) bit 

This bit, when set, indicates the HDH level between the 
host and IMP is up (see description below). 

Bit 11 - Link Quality Poor (LQP) bit 

When this bit is set to one. it indicates that the IMP 
has determined that the quality of the LAPB link level is 
below the "acceptable quality11 threshold configured for 
this host link. This bit may be set by the IMP before the 
link is so bad that the link cannot transfer data at all 
(see description below). 

Bit 10 - Reflect Mode (REF) bit 

This bit indicates that the current frame sent by the IMP 
to the host must be looped back to the IMP. Only the IMP 
is allowed to set this bit under the current HDH protocol 
specification. 

Bits 9-0 - Line Down Counter 

This field contains the control message timer value for 
the IMP/Host line. The host should declare the HDH level 
down if it has not received a control message ("hello11) 
from the IMP before the indicated time period lapses. 
The timer is expressed in units of one second and can 
have reset values ranging from 3 to 1023 (see description 
below). 
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In addition to the previously described sequence break 

(SEQ), reflect mode (REF), and host/IMP bits, the HDH header 

contains a link quality poor (LQP) bit, a HDH level up/down bit, 

and a line down timer parameter value, all of which are described 

below. The control frames are used by the algorithm described 

in 4.1.2.1 to decide when the connection between the host and the 

IMP is dead or alive. 

The link quality poor (LQP) bit,when set to one, indicates 

that the IMP has determined that the quality of the LAPB link 

level is below the "acceptable quality" threshold configured for 

this host link. This bit may be set by the IMP before the link 

is so bad that the HDH level is declared down by the IMP. Only 

the IMP sets LQP. For singly homed hosts, LQP being set should 

cause a message to be sent to the operator so that the line 

situation is identified as a possible reason for poor throughput. 

For dually homed hosts. LQP being set should cause the host to 

try its other HDH line. The host should avoid switching back and 

forth if the alternate HDH line has the LQP bit set as well. 

4.1.2.1  HDH Level Up/Down Algorithm 

HDH requires that that a Master/Slave relationship exist 

between the IMP and the host so that the HDH level up/down 

protocol can work correctly. Periodically, the IMP sends a 

control frame, called a "hello" message, to the host.  Since the 
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frame is sent by the IMP, the host/IMP bit is one. The host 

should respond immediately to this frame by changing the host/IMP 

bit to zero, updating the LIN bit and returning the frame to the 

IMP. The host's response is called an "I-heard-you". The host 

cannot originate control frames; it can only respond to "nello"s 

with "I-heard-you"s. Only the IMP can set the LIN bit and declare 

the HDH level up. The LIN bit is the "virtual IMP ready line" 

that HDH provides to replace the Host/IMP hardware ready line. 

The LIN bit the IMP sends is the logical AND of the state of the 

IMP'S ready line and the state of the HDH link to the host. The 

LIN bit the host sends is NOT the equivilent of a "virtual host 

ready line" because a host cannot set the LIN bit in an "I- 

heard-you" to one if the IMP has not set it to one in the last 

"Hello" received. The host may take the HDH level down at any 

time by setting the LIN bit in a "I-heard-you" to zero. Control 

frames may be freely intermixed with data packet frames, 

including between packets of the same message. 

The IMP expects to receive the I-heard-you for its 

hello frame before it goes to send the next hello frame or 

within 2 seconds, whichever is sooner, and if it does not. it 

records a miss. If more than KH misses occur within NH tries, 

the IMP declares the HDH connection down. This condition is 

called HDH level down. No data is sent on the HDH connection 

while the HDH level is down. 
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i.v 

The IMP also performs a link quality test for LAPB hosts. A 

count of the number of level 2 frames that were retransmitted is 

divided by the total number of level 2 frames sent. If this 

number is lower than a configurable parameter called the "link 

useable threshold11, the HDH level is declared down. Thus HDH 

provides tests of both the packet level and link level quality on 

a periodic basis to provide the maximum amount of information 

about the host connection. 

While the HDH level is down; the IMP continues to send hello 

control frames and the host responds to those it receives. The 

IMP will declare the HDH level up if it receives MH responses in 

a row with no intervening misses AND the level 2 quality is 

above the "link useable threshold»». The host must obey the 

declarations of the IMP, taking the HDH level down or up 

as instructed by the setting of the HDH level up/down 

(LIN) bit in the hello frame. In particular, the host should not 

send data on the line while hello frames indicate that the 

HDH level is down. 

While the HDH level is up the host should also maintain a 

"control message timer", which is set to the value conveyed in 

the most recent "line down count" every time the host 

receives a hello control frame from the IMP. If the timer 

ever expires, the host should consider the HDH level down. In 

this way the host should detect that the HDH level is down if 
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the line has broken so completely that control frames are not 

received at all from the IMP. Since the value of the control 

message timer depends on the line speed, and since the host may 

not be aware of the line speed, the reset value for the timer is 

communicated to the host in the control frames sent by the IMP. 

The timer is expressed in units of one second and can have reset 

values ranging from 3 to 1023. 

The host may take the HDH level down (turn off the LIN bit 

in the I-heard-you) for any reason. 

Typical values for the IMPfs parameters in the packet 

level protocol are KH=4, NH=20, and MHs10\ The interval for 

sending hello control frames will vary depending on the speed of 

the line. Typically, it is between 3.2 and 6.4 seconds. Hence, 

it may take as long as a minute for an HDH host to come up. 
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5 HDH Host Finite State Machine 

The HDH protocol has two states in message mode and three 

states in packet mode. The message mode states are the HDH 

Level Up State and the HDH Level Down State. The packet mode 

state machine has two HDH level up states, the HDH Level Up 

Start of Message State and the HDH Level Up Middle of Message 

State, in addition to the HDH Level Down State. The following 

is a summary of possible actions taken by the host in response 

to HDH inputs from the IMP in the various states. 

5.1 HDH Message Mode 

5.1.1  HDH Level Down State 

Input from IMP: Control message. The host responds with a 

control message. Additional action taken is based on the 

incoming control message header bits as follows: 

Sequence break bit - Flush queues if LIM bit is set to 
one. 

Host/IMP bit off - Error, message is discarded. 
Host/IMP bit on - Correct, no action needed. 

LIN bit off - Stay in the HDH Level Down State. 
LIN bit on - Go to HDH Level Up State. 

Reflect bit off - No action needed. 
Reflect bit on - This frame must be looped back to the 
IMP. No other control frame is sent by the host. 

Line Down Count Field - Set the control message timer 
to the value in this field. 
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Input from IMP: A data message. The host's response is 

based on the incoming data message HDH header bits as 

follows: 

Sequence Break bit - Ignored. 

Host/IMP bit off - Error, message is discarded. 
Host/IMP bit on - Correct, no action needed. 

SOM and EOM on - Ignored in the HDH Level Down State. 

Reflect bit off - No action needed. 
Reflect bit on - This frame must be looped back to the 
IMP unchanged.  No action is needed. 

5.1.2 HDH Level Up State 

Input from IMP: Control message. The host responds with a 

control message. Additional action is based on the 

incoming control message HDH header bits as follows: 

Sequence Break bit - Ignored. 

Host/IMP bit off - Error, message is discarded. 
Host/IMP bit on - Correct, no action needed. 

LIN bit off - Go to the HDH Level Down  State  and 
stop processing incoming data messages. 

LIN bit on - No action needed. 

Reflect bit off - No action needed. 
Reflect bit on - This frame must be looped back to the 
IMP unchanged.  No other control frame is sent by the 
host. 

Line Down Count Field - Set the  control  message 
timer to the value in this field. 
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Input from IMP: Data message. Action taken is based on 

the incoming data message HDH header bits as follows: 

Sequence Break bit - Ignored. 

Host/IMP bit on - Error, message is discarded. 
Host/IMP bit on - Correct, no action needed. 

SOM or EOM off - Error, message is discarded. 

SOM and EOM on - Correct, process data. 

Reflect bit off - No action needed. 
Reflect bit on - This frame must be looped back to the 
IMP unchanged. No further action needed. 

5.2 HDH Packet Mode 

5.2.1 HDH Level Down State 

Input from IMP: Control message. The host responds with 

a control message. Additional action is based on the 

control bits in the incoming control message as follows: 

Sequence Break bit - Flush queues if LIN is set in this 
control packet.  If LIN not set, ignore. 

Host/IMP bit off - Error, message is discarded. 
Host/IMP bit on - Correct, no action needed. 

LIN bit off - Stay in the HDH Level Down State. 
LIN bit on - Go to HDH Level Up Start of Message State. 

Reflect bit off - No action needed. 
Reflect bit on - This frame must be looped back to the 
IMP unchanged in addition to any other processing 
which may be needed. No other control frame is sent by 
the host. 

Line Down Count Field - Set the control message 
timer to the value in this field. 
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Input from IMP: A data message. The host  response  is 

based  on the HDH header bits of the incoming data message 

as follows: 

Sequence Break bit - Ignored in the HDH Level Down 
State. 

Host/INP bit off - Error, message is discarded. 
Host/IMP bit on - Correct, no action needed. 

SOM and EOM - Ignored in the HDH Level Down State. 

Reflect bit off - No action needed. 
Reflect bit on - This frame must be looped back to the 
IMP unchanged. No further action needed. 

5.2.2 HDH Level Up Start of Message State 

Input from IMP: Control message. The host responds with a 

control message. Additional action taken is based on the 

incoming control message HDH Header bits as follows: 

Sequence Break - Ignored since we are in the HDH 
Level up Start of Message State and the next data frame 
must be a Start of Message frame. 

Host/IMP bit on - Error, message is discarded. 

LIN bit off - Go to HDH Level  Down  State  and 
stop processing Incoming data messages. 
LIN bit on - No action is taken. 

Reflect bit off - No action needed. 
Reflect bit on - This frame must be looped back to the 
IMP unchanged.  No other control frame is sent by the 
host. 

Line Down Count Field - Set the control message timer 
the value in this field. 
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Input from IMP: A data message. The host response is 

based on the HDH header bits of the incoming data message 

as follows: 

Sequence Break bit - Ignored in HDH Level Up Start 
of Message State the next data frame should be the 
start of a new message. 

Host/IMP bit off - Error, message is discarded. 
Host/IMP bit on - Correct» no action needed. 

SOM bit on, EOM bit off - Accept frame for processing 
and go to HDH Level Up Middle of Message State. 

SOM bit off - Error, discard incoming frame. 

SOM and EOM bit on - This is a single frame message. 
Process message and stay in HDH Level Up Start of 
Message State. 

Reflect bit off - No action needed. 
Reflect bit on - This frame must be looped back to the 
IMP unchanged in addition to any further processing. 

5.2.3 HDH Level Up Middle of Message State 

p Input from IMP: Control message. The host responds with a 

control message.  Additional action taken,is based on the 

incoming control message HDH header bits as follows: 

Sequence Break (SEQ) bit on - Discard all previous 
frames in this message, go to HDH Level Up Start of 
Message State. 

Host/IMP bit on - Correct, no action needed. 
Host/IMP bit off - Error, message is discarded. 

LIN bit off - Go to HDH Level Down state, stop 
processing Incoming data messages, and discard all 
previous frames. 
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LIN bit on - No action is taken. 

Reflect bit off - No action needed. 
Reflect bit on - This frame must be looped back to the 
IMP unchanged.  No other control frame is sent by host. 

Line Down Count Field - Set the control message timer 
to the value in this field. 

Input from IMP: A data message. The host response is 

based on the HDH header bits of the incoming data message 

as follows: 

Sequence Break (SEQ) bit on - Discard all previous 
frames in this message, go to HDH Level Up Start of 
Message State. If this frame has the SOM bit set. 
treat it as the first frame and go to HDH Level Up 
Middle of Message State. 

Host/IMP bit off - Error, message is discarded. 
Host/IMP bit on - Correct» no action needed. 

SOM on - Error, discard all previous frames in this 
message, treat the new frame as a start of message, and 
stay in the HDH Level Up Middle of Message State. 

EOM on - The message is now complete, process it and go 
to the HDH Level Up Start of Message State. 

SOM and EOM bit off - This is a valid packet mode 
middle packet, process it and wait for next data 
packet. 

Reflect bit off - No action needed. 
Reflect bit on - This frame must be looped back to the 
IMP unchanged. No further action needed. 
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APPENDIX J.1:  Alignment to Recommendation X.25 

This appendix contains notes which help to clarify the 

functional link level characteristics of the C/30 HDH DCE. It is 

organized by reference to the relevant section of the CCITT 

Recommendation X.25, "Interface Between Data Terminal Equipment 

(DTE) and Data Circuit-Terminating Equipment (DCE) for Terminals 

Operating in the Packet Mode on Public Data Networks," 

International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee 

YELLOW BOOK, Vol. VIII.2, Geneva, 1981. Numbers in square 

brackets indicate sections of that recommendation. For the 

purposes of the ensuing discussion, references to the DCE refer 

to that part of the IMP which interfaces with the host. 

References to the DTE refer to that part of the host entity which 

interfaces with the IMP. 

1  The Link Level DTE/DCE Interface 

1.1  Scope and Field of Application [2.1] 

Although the C/30 IM? supports both LAP and LAPB classes of 

procedures. DTE manufacturers and implementors are strongly urged 

to implement the LAPB procedure, as this is the only service 

available in all networks supporting the X.25 Recommendation. In 

C/30 networks, use of LAPB provides for superior error recovery 
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and link monitoring procedures by the DCE. 

1.2 Frame Structure [2.2] 

The address and control fields consist of one octet each. 

C/30 IMPs do not support the extension of either the control or 

the address fields. The frame is required by the implementation 

to consist of an integral number of octets. The C/30 IMP 

maintains interframe time fill between frames; detection of idle 

channel state by the DTE would imply that the DCE is not 

servicing the link. 

1.3 Elements of Procedure [2.3J 

1.3.1 Control Field Parameters - Modulus [2.3.2.31 

I frames are numbered sequentially modulo 8. Extended 

numbering (modulo 128) is not supported. 

1.3.2 Rejection Condition [2.3.5.6] 

After entering rejection condition by the transmission of an 

FRMR or CMDR frame, the DCE will retransmit the frame every T1 

seconds. After N2 retries without a reset by the DTE. the DCE 

will reset the link by sending a SABM if it is operating 
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according to LAPB procedures. After N2 tries without a link 

reset by the DTE, the DCE operating according to LAP procedures 

will send a DM response and enter the disconnected phase. 

1.4 Procedures to Set the Mode Variable B [2.4.1] 

The C/20 maintains the internal mode variable B, as it 

implements both LA? and LAPB classes of procedures. 

When in the disconnected phase and in automatic transmit 

mode« the link level software will, after timer T1 expires, 

transmit a DM frame to the DTE to solicit a mode-setting command 

and restart timer TT. If the DTE transmits a SABM frame, the DCE 

will proceed according to LAPB procedures. If the DTE transmits 

a SARM frame, the DCE will proceed according to LAP procedures. 

1.5 Procedure for the Use of the POLL/FINAL Bit [2.4.3] 

The POLL/FINAL bit is used by the DCE in conjunction with 

the timer recovery condition. 

The DCE starts timer T1 whenever it schedules for 

transmission a frame which requires a response from the DTE. and 

it is not already running. When timer T1 runs out before the 

needed response is received from the DTE, the DCE (re)enters the 

timer recovery condition and transmits an appropriate command 
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with the POLL bit set to 1. The timer recovery condition is 

cleared when the DCE receives from the DTE a valid unnumbered or 

supervisory response with the FI*«AL bit set to 1. 

The DCE also uses the T1 timer in connection with automatic 

transmit mode in the disconnected phase. In this mode it will 

keep the T1 timer running and transmit a DM response to request a 

mode-setting command from the DTE each time it expires. 

When the link is in the information transfer phase, the DCE 

operating according to LAPB procedures will ensure in the absence 

of I frames that the DTE link level procedures are operable by 

periodic transmission of an S frame with the POLL bit set to 

solicit a response from the DTE with the FINAL bit set. Failure 

of the DTE to respond to this command will initiate timer 

recovery procedures by the DCE. The DTE need make no special 

allowance for this procedure, since its procedures in responding 

to the S frame command are simply those it must employ according 

to Recommendation X.25. 

1.6  Procedures for Link Set-up and Disconnection (LAP) [2.4.4] 

1.6.1  Link Set-up [2.4.4.1] 

If the DCE attempting to set-up or reset the link transmits 

a  SARM command N2  times, its recovery action is to attempt to 
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disconnect the link. 

1.6.2  Link Disconnection [2.4.M.33 

If the DCE transmits a DISC command N2 times, its recovery 

action is to send a DM response and enter the disconnected phase. 

1.7 Procedures for Link Setup and Disconnection (LAPB) [2.4.5] 

1.7.1 Link Set-up [2.4.5.1] 

If the DCE attempting to set-up or reset the link transmits 

a SABM command N2 times, its recovery action is to attempt to 

disconnect the link. 

1.7.2 Link Disconnection [2.4.5.33 

If the DCE transmits a DISC command N2 times, its recovery 

action is to send a DM response and enter the disconnected phase. 

1.7.3 Disconnected Phase [2.^.5.4] 

The C/30 will not initiate link set-up while in the 

disconnected phase. However, if it is in automatic transmit 

mode, it will indicate a request for a link set-up command by 
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transmitting a DM response every T1 seconds. 

The C/30 in disconnected phase will react only to the frames 

listed below: 

o SABM will initiate a link set-up, and selects LAPB 
procedures. 

o SARM will initiate a link set-up, and selects LAP 
procedures. 

o FRMR received when the B variable is 1 (i.e., the last link 
set-up was by a SABM command) will be answered with a DM. 

o CMDR received when the B variable is 0 will cause the DCE to 
initiate a link disconnection by sending a DISC command. 

o DISC received when the B variable is 1 will be answered with 
a DM response. 

o DISC received when the B variable is 0 will be answered with 
a UA response. 

o DM will cause the DCE to initiate a link set-up by sending a 
SABM if the B variable is 1, or a SARM if the B variable is 
0. 

o Any other command received with the poll bit set will be 
answered with a DM response with the final bit set. 

All other frames will be ignored. 

1.8 Receiving an I Frame [2.4.6.2] 

DCE behavior in regard to acknowledgment of I frames can be 

summarized as follows: 

When an I frame is correctly received from the DTE, the DCE 
starts a timer associated with parameter T2, if it is not 
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already running. 

If K2 I frames have been received and not acknowledged, or 
if no I or S frames are available for transmission before 
the timer expires, the DCE will transmit an S frame response 
to carry the value of V(R). 

The DCE will stop the timer whenever it sends out a frame 
containing an NCR) (i.e., an S or I frame). 

DCE busy condition may cause the I field of incoming I 

frames to be ignored; please refer to the following section for 

details. I frames containing zero length information fields are 

indicated to the packet level in the received frame. The DCE 

ignores frames containing a non-integral number of octets. 

1.9 DCE Busy Condition [2.4.6.7] 

The DCE has two levels of the busy condition. In the first 

level, called slow mode, any received I frames are accepted by 

transmission of an RNR response. In the second level, called 

stop mode, the DCE will discard any I frames it receives from the 

DTE until the DCE leaves the busy condition, and will continue to 

reply with RNR responses. The decisions to enter and leave the 

two modes of DCE busy condition are controlled by three 

parameters which describe the length of the queue of packets to 

level 3 in the DCE. Values for these parameters are given in 

Section J-1.15 below. 
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To clear the busy condition, the DCE will send a REJ or RR 

supervisory frame, depending upon whether or not it knowingly 

discarded any I frames. 

1.10 Waiting Acknowledgment [2.4.6.8] 

When the T1 timer runs out before a transmitted I frame is 

acknowledged by the DTE. the DCE will restart timer T1, and do 

one of the following: if the DCE is operating according to the 

LAPB procedures, the DCE will transmit an appropriate supervisory 

command (RR or RNR) with the POLL bit set to 1; if the DCE is 

operating according to the LAP procedures, it will set its send 

state variable to the last NCR) received from the DTE, and 

retransmit the corresponding I frame with the POLL bit set to 1. 

Upon N2 retransmissions of the S or I frame command without 

an appropriate response, the DCE will reset the link by 

transmission of a SABK (in LAPB procedures) or SARH (LAP) 

command. 

1.11 Procedures for Resetting (Applicable to LAP) [2.4.7] 

After transmission of a SARH command N2 times, the C/30 DCE 

will attempt to disconnect the link. 
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The DCE does start the T1 timer whenever it sends a CMDR 

response) and will retransmit the CMDR response each time it 

expires. After N2 retransmissions of the CMDR response, the DCE 

will send a DM response and enter disconnected phase. 

1.12 Rejection Conditions (Applicable to LAP) [2.4.8] 

The DCE will initiate a resetting procedure upon reception 

of any spurious response frame or any response frame with a 

spurious final bit. Upon receipt of a CMDR frame, the DCE will 

reset the link with a SARM command. 

1.13 Procedures for Resetting (Applicable to LAPB) [2.4,9] 

The DCE does start the T1 timer whenever it sends a FRMR 

response, and will retransmit the FRMR response each time it 

expires= After N? retr?ns??is*iens of the FRMR response, it will 

attempt to reset the link using a SABM command. 
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1.14 Rejection Conditions (Applicable to LAPB) [2.4.10] 

1.14.1  Receiving DM or FRMR in Information Transfer Phase 

[2.4.10.2] 

If the DCE receives a DM response during the information 

transfer phase» it will transmit a DM and enter the disconnected 

phase. If the DCE receives a FRMR response during the 

information transfer phase« it will initiate a resetting 

procedure. If it receives a spurious UA response during the 

information transfer phase, the DCE will reset the link by 

sending a SABM command. Any unexpected frame, or frame with an 

unexpected final bit, will cause the DCE to enter frame rejection 

condition and transmit a FRMR response. 

v 

4 

1.15 Level 2 Implementation-Specific System Parameters 

The DCE has three parameters associated with the Busy 

Condition. The first, whose default value is four, indicates the 

number of I frames that may be queued awaiting packet level 

processing before the DCE enters the busy condition slow mode, in 

which received frames are acknowledged with an RNR response. 

When the number of items queued for Level 3 reaches the second 

parameter, whose default value is six, the DCE enters the busy 

condition stop mode, in which received I frames are discarded. 

When the number of items queued for Level 3 while in the busy 
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condition falls to the third parameter, whose default value is 

one, the DCE leaves the busy condition. The Administration may 

configure each of these parameters for each C/30 DCE to any value 

between one and seven. 

When receiving I frames, the DCE never allows more than K2 

frames to be received without sending a frame that carries NCR) 

(that is, an I or S frame). This is an attempt to keep the DTE's 

transmit window from closing. K2 must always be equal to or less 

than K, and should be reduced for lines that have long delay, 

such as satellite lines. The Administration may configure K2 

independently for each C/30 DCE to any value between one and 

seven; the default value is four. 
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APPENDIX J.2:  C/30 HDH Synchronous Physical 

Level Specification 

1 Introduction 

This section describes the functional, electrical, and 

mechanical connection (the level 1 connection) that is required 

when an HDH host is connected to a BBNCC C/30 HDH IMP. Such 

hosts require a synchronous modem connection or the equivalent, 

which typically will be supplied by the Administration. The host 

will present the DTE Interface while the supplied modem equipment 

will present the DCE interface. For the purposes of the ensuing 

discussion, references to the DCE refer to that part of the IMP 

which interfaces with the host. References to the DTE refer to 

that part of the host entity which interfaces with the IM?. 

2 Supported Interfaces 

C/30 HDH IMPs presently support four synchronous level 1 

interfaces as shown below: 

1. EIA RS-232-C, CCITT V.28 A V.2U, X.21 bis; 

2. EIA  RS-MM9 A  M22,  CCITT  ¥.11,  HIL-18I5-1U 
balanced, Fed. Std. 1031/1020; 

3. EIA RS-«*9 A *23.  CCITT  Y.10,  MIL-188-1H 
unbalanced, Fed. Std. 103V1030; and 

H. CCITT V.35. 

m 
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MIL-188-114 balanced is deemed equivalent to RS-449 with 

RS-422, the difference being that MIL-188-114 is more tolerant of 

noise on signal common and more tolerant of common mode noise. 

MIL-188-114 unbalanced is deemed equivalent to RS-449 with RS- 

423. In most cases where MIL-188-114 balanced is specified, 

MIL-188-114 unbalanced is also available, but it is not 

recommended. 

Table J.2-1 is a dictionary of terms that relates the CCITT 

signal  ID to the EIA signal ID and to the more common 

abbreviations.  Table J.2-2 identifies  signals  as either 

required, optional, or not used. 

Figure J.2-1 and Trbie J.2-2 identify typical DTE 

connections to a C/30 HDH DCE. The required host services will 

dictate which scheme is selected for a particular DTE. 

Table J.2-3 relates required speed of service to interface 

type. Tables J.2-4 through J.2-6 list signal and pin names for 

the four supported physical interfaces. 

Together, these tables and figures serve as a guide to level 

1 interface selection. From these, most systems will be able to 

identify the most appropriate interface. However. thu» 

information  is  not  all-inclusive,  and  other  interface 
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arrangements may be possible. Various considerations may lead an 

Administration to limit the choice of physical interfaces 

available to host DTEs. 

Demarcation Point 
(mating connectors) 

DTE  DCE 

HOST 

 (1) Hodem    RS-232-C, RS-449, V.35 

— (2) LDM      RS-232-C, RS-4M9 

—(3) Null Hodem Cable 

.] [ — 

.] [ — 

•] [ — 

.] [ (4) SME Cable plus clock source; 
RS-232-C, RS-449 

Figure J.2-1 Typical Level 1 Connection Schemes 

C 

J.2-3 12/83 
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EIA 
ID 

<■•■■• 

AA 
AB 
SC 
RC 
BA 
BB 
CA 
CB 
CC 
CD 
CF 
CG 
CH 
CI 
DA 
DB 
DD 

SBA 
SBB 
SCA 
SCB 
SCF 
SCG 

CE 

CCITT 
ID 

101 
102 
102a 
102b 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108.2 
109 
11Ö 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
12« 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
13« 
136 
140 
141 
142 
191 
192 

ABBREV 
NAME 

FG 
SG 

TD 
RD 
RTS 
CTS 
DSR 
DTR 
DCD 
SQ 

NAME 

ETC 
TC 
RC 

STD 
SRD 
SRS 
SCS 
SCD 
SSQ 

RI 

RR 

RTR 

RL 
LL 
TM 

Frame (Chassis/Protective) Ground 
Signal/Supply Common 
RS-449 DTE Common 
RS-449 DCE Common 
Transmit Data 
Receive Data 
Request to Send 
Clear to Send 
Data Set Ready 
Data Terminal Ready 
Data Carrier Detect 
Signal Quality 
Signal Rate Selector to DCE 
Signal Rate Selector to DTE 
External Transmit Clock 
Transmit Clock 
Receive Clock 
Select Standby 
Standby Indicator 
Secondary Transmit Data 
Secondary Receive Data 
Secondary Request to Send 
Secondary Clear to Send 
Secondary Carrier Detect 
Secondary Signal Quality 
Select Frequency Group 
Ringing Indicator 
Select Transmit Frequency 
Select Receive Frequency 
External Receive Clock 
Request tc Receive 
Secondary Transmit Tone 
Receive Character Timing 
Return to Non-Data Mode 
Ready to Receive 
Received Data Present 
New Signal 
Remote Loopback 
Local Loopback 
Test Status Monitor 
Transmit Voice Answer 
Receive Voice Answer 

Table J.2-1 EIA and CCITT Interchange Circuits 

12/83 J.2-4 
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Scheme 
Fig. 

(From 
B-1) 

(1) Modem 

Explanation 

Any of the four supported physical interfaces 
providing service over long haul leased voice 
grade or group grade telephone facilities. 

(2) Limited Distance Modem 
LDM generally available at 9600 b/s and below in 
an RS-232-C version. Other types are available 
for all speeds. 

(3) Null Modem A Null Modem is a length of cable with the signal 
leads wired so as to present a DCE interface. To 
be used in local connection schemes where either 
the host DTE or the C/30 IMP has a clocking 
source capability. All four supported level 1 
interfaces are available.  If host DTE clock and 
C/30 IMP clock are both available, DTE clock will 
be preferred. 

(4) Synchronous Modem Eliminator 
SME is a length of cable with a hardware device 
interjected. The device allows rewiring of 
signals so as to present a DCE interface. The 
device also provides clocking when neither the 
host DTE nor the C/30 IMP has such capability. 
All four supported level 1 interfaces are 
available. 

Table J .2-2  Typical Level 1 Connection Schemes 

J.2-5 
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Physical 
Interface 

RS-232-C (and equiv.) 

RS-449/422 balanced 
(and equiv.) 

RS-449/423 unbalanced 
(and equiv.) 

CCITT V.35 

Signalling Rate in Kb/s 

1.2 to 9.6  14.4, 19.2   48 and above 

A         A - 

A A A 

Legend 

A s Available 
- i Not available 

Table i-2.3 Interface Type by Service Speed 

12/83 J.2-6 
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m 
Signal Name Abbrev Pin No. EIA ID Signal Source 

Frame Ground FG 1 AA DTE/DCE 
Transmitted Data TD 2 BA DTE 
Received Data RD 3 BB DCE 
Request to Send RTS 4 CA DTE 
Clear to Send CTS 5 CB DCE 
Data Set Ready DSR 6 CC DCE 
Signal Ground DTE 
Ext. Transmit Clock ETC 24 DA DTE 
Wired Spare — 18 — ... 
Wired Spare — 22 — —- 

Wired Spare •■• 25 — •— 

Required pins: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 15, 17, 20, 24 
Optional pins: 9, 10, 18, 22, 25 

Nofc#a* 

1. The DTE will present a CANNON DB-25P male connector 
with pinouts as above or equivalent hardware with 
identical pinouts. 

2. The DCE will present a CANNON DB-25S female 
connector or equivalent. 

Table J.2-4 RS-232-C Interface 

i.2-7 12/83 
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Signal Name Abbrev 

SD 

Pin Nos. 

4,22 

EIA ID 

BA 

Signal Source 

Send Data DTE 
Send Timing ST 5,23 DB DCE 
Receive Data RD 6,24 BB DCE 
Request to Send RTS l>25< CA DTE 
Receive Timing RT 8,26 DD DCE 
Clear to Send CTS 9,27 CB DCE 
Local Loopback LL 10 — DTE 
Data Mode DM 11,29 CC DCE 
Terminal Ready TR 12,30 CD DTE 
Receiver Ready RR 13,31 CF DCE 
Remote Loopback RL 14 — DTE 
Terminal Timing TT 17,35 DA DTE 
Test Mode TM 18 -. DCE 
Signal Ground SG 19 AB DTE/DCE 
Receive Common RC 20 RC DCE 
Send Common SC 37 SC DTE 
Wired Spare — 1 — ... 
Wired Spare — 3.21 — — 

Required pins: 4,22; 5,23; 6,24; 7,25; 8,26; 9,27; 
11,29; 12,30; 13,31; 17,35; 19; 20; 37 

Optional pins:  10; 14; 18; 1; 3,21 

Nofcga; 

1« The DTE will present a CANNON DC-37P male connector 
with pinouts as above or equivalent hardware with 
identical plnout. 

2. The DCE will present a CANNON DC-37S female 
connector or equivalent. 

Table J.2-5 RS-449 Interface (and equivalents) 

12/83 
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Signal Name Abbrev Pin Nos. EIA ID Signal Source 

Frame Ground FG A AA DTE/DCE 
Signal Ground SG 6 AB DTE/DCE 
Transmit Data TD P/S BA DTE 
Receive Data RD R/T BB DCE 
Request to Send RTS C CA DTE 
Clear to Send CTS D CB DCE 
Data Set Ready DSR E CC DCE 
Data Carrier Detect DCD K CF DCE 
Local Loopback LL K — DTE 
Ext. Transmit Clock ETC Ü/W DA DTE 
Transmit Clock TC Y/aa DB DCE 
Receive Clock RC V/X DD DCE 

Required Pins: A; B; P/S; R/T; C; D; E; F; Ü/W; Y/aa; 
V/X 

Optional Pins: K 

Notga: 

1. The DTE will present a Winchester MRA(C)-3MD-JTCH-H8 
male connector with pinout as above or equivalent 
hardware with the identical pinout. 

2. The DCE will present a mating female connector. 

Table J.2-6 V.35 Interface 

J.2-9 12/83 
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Appendix K: CCITT Recommendation X.25 1980 
Link Access Procedure (LAPB) 

12/93 
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Unk access procedure across the DTC/DCE Interface 

1!        Scope and field of application 

II. I The Link Access Procedures (LAP and LAPS) are described as the Link Level Element and are used for 
data interchange between a DCE and a DTE operating in user classes of service I to 11 as indicated in 
Recommendation X.l [11 

1U The procedures use the principles and terminology of the High Level Data Link Control (HDLQ 
procedures specified by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO). 

11.3 The transmission facility is duplex. 

11.4 DCE compatibility of Operation with the ISO balanced class of procedure (Class BA, options 18) is 
achieved using the provisions found under the hcadinp annotated as "app'^ible to LAPB" in this Recommenda- 
tion. 

DTE manufacturers and implemented must be aware that the procedure hcreundcr described as LAPB will 
be the only one available in all networks. 

Likewise, a DTE may continue to UM the provisions found under the headings annotated as "applicable to 
LAP* in this Recommendation (in those network« supporting »uch a procedure), but for new DTE implementa- 
tions, LAPB «mould be preferred. 

Afore - Other possible applications for further study are, for example: 

- r«o-way alternate, asynchronous response mode: 

•   two-way simultaneous, normal response mode: 

- two-way alternate, normal response mode. 

12       Frame structure 

111 All transmissions are in frames conforming to one of the formats of Table 1/X25. The flag preceding the 
address field is defined as the opening flag. 

112 Flat sequence 

All frames shall start and «*d with the flag sequence consisting of one 0 followed by six contiguous Is and 
one 0. A single flag may be used as both the closing flag for one frame and the opening flag for the next frame. 

113 Addreußeid 

The address field shall consist of one octet. The coding of the address field is described in 3 l*-2 below. 

Faecide YIIIJ - Ree. )L23 
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TABLE 1/XJ5 

FtW 

Nt order of 
12343671 12345671 12345671 

FCS    fnmt Gackln« 

lite! 12345671 

Flat Addrcn CoBtroi res Flit 

F 

01 I 1 1 1 10 

A 

Mm» 

C 

lens 

PCS 

164*» 

F 

01 1 I 1 1 10 

12343671  12343671  123456?* 16(0 1 I234S67I 

Ftat MftM Control hiMi. FCS FtM 

F 

01 1 1 1 1 10 

A 

tain 

C 

•-bin H*u 

FCS 

I6-Mu 

F 

01 1 1 1 1 10 

FCS    FrwtOMcfctf« 

114     Control fieU 

The control field shall cons:« of one octet. The content of this field is described in f 2J.2 below. 

Note - The UM of the extended control field is a subject for further study. 

113      Information _Md 

The information field of a franc is unrestricted with respect to code or grouping of bits except for the 
packet formats toeafied in f 6 below. 

Sec if 13.4.10 and 14.1 U below with regard to the maximum information field length. 

116 Transparency 

The DTE or DCE. when transmitting, shall examine the frame content between the two flag sequences 
including the address, control, information and FCS sequences and shall insert a 0 bit after all sequences of 
5 contiguous I bits (including the last 3 bits of the FCS) to ensure the: * flag sequence is not simulated. The DTE 
or DCE, when receiving, shall examine the frame content and shall discard any 0 bit which directly follows 
3 contiguous I bits, 

117 Frame checking seqvemce (FCS) 

The FCS shall be a 16-bit sequence. It shall be the ones complement of the sum (modulo 2) of: 

1) The remainder of x* (x* + x"+x" + ... + xJ + x+t) divided (modulo 2) by the generator 
polynomial x" ♦ x" ♦ xJ ♦ I. where k u the number of btu in the frame existing b«ween. but not 
including, the final bit of the opening flag and the first bit of the FCS, excluding bits inserted for 
transparency, and 

2) the remainder after ^ampliation by r* and then division < noduio 2) by the genera jr potynominal 
a1* ♦ a4* ♦ Jr* ♦ 1. of the content of the frame, existing brtween but not including, the final bit of 
the opening flag and the first bit of the FCS, excluding bits M*r»ed for transparency 

Fascicle VIIU -  Rec JL23 
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As a typical implementation, at the transmitter, the initial remainder of the division is preset to all ts and 
is then modified by division by the generator polynominal (as described above) on the address, control and 
information fields: the Is complement of the resulting remainder is transmitted as the 16-bit FCS sequence. 

At the receiver, the initial remainder is preset to all Is, and the serial incoming protected bits and the FCS, 
when divided by the generator polynominal, will result in a remainder of 000UI0I0000IUI (x" through *•. 
respectively) in the absence of transmission errors. 

113     Ordtr of bti muumixnoa 

Addresses, commands, responses and sequence numbers shall be transmitted with the low order bit first 
(for example, the first bit of the sequence number that is transmitted shall have the weight 2*V 

The order of transmitting bits within the information field is not specified under | 1 The FCS shall be 
transmitted to the line commencing with the coefficient of the highest term. 

Note - The low order bit is defined as bit I. as depicted in Tables 1/X15 to VXJ3. 

12.9 Inwaiid frames 

A frame *ot properly bounded by two flags, or having fewer than 32 bits between flags, is an invalid 
frame. 

12.10 From* abomon 

Aborting A frame is performed by transmitting at least seven contiguous Is (with no inserted Qs). 

Hit    Interframe time fiU 

Interframe time fill is accomplished by transmitting contiguous flags between frames. 

1112    U*k channel ttates 

11111      Active channel state 

A channel is in an active condition when the DTE or DCE is actively transmitting a frame, an abortion 
sequence or interframe time fill. 

Hill      Idle channel state 

A channel is defined to be in an idle condition when a contiguous Is state is detected that persists for at 
least IS bit times. 

Ve«e / - The action to be taken ope« ilateuii» of the idle channel stase is a subject for further «rudy. 

Sate 2 - A link channel as defined here is the means of transmission for one direction. 

13 Elements ofprocedure 

13.1     The ekmenu of procedure are defined in terms of actions that occur on receipt of commands at a DTE or 
DCE. 

The elements of procedure specified bctow oontaia s sciccboo of commend« and responses relevant to the 
link and system configuration described in f 11 above. 

A procedure is derived from thee« dements of procedure and is described m t 1« below. Together ft -- 
rid 2J form the general requirements fee the proper management of Use aoceas link. 

 r^eescse V11U - tec 3L25 v_r 12   S3 
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2J2     Control field formats and state vanabks 

2J.lt   Controlfieldformal* 

The control field contains a command or a response, and sequence numbers where applicable. 

Three types of control fieid format» (ace Tank 2/X25) arc used to perform numbered information transfer 
(1 frames), numbered supervisory functions (S frames* and unnumbered conire! fuacsiofta (U fragq). 

TAÄLI2/XJ3 

Ceavui OsM Wtt l 2              3              4 3 ;         7         • 

Imm 0 NO) P/F MflÜ 

SffWM 1 9 s         s P/F NOt) 

Ufeeme 1 ' M             M P/F MUM 

H(5) Tn 
N(l) Tn 
S laaaw wrj hmsUca m 
M Memftcr feacaaa Hi 
P/F Putt« «wm ameJ as a < 

i OM 2 « le« «raw to) 
to (to 4 - to« orUsr to) 

. fmaitowtott i (1 - PeaVFwaO 

2J-11.I     Information transfer format -  I 

The ! format u need to perform an information transfer The functions of N(S). N<R) and P/F arc 
independent; Le,, each I frame baa an N(5). an N(R) which may or may not acknowledge additional 1 frames 
received by the DTE or DCfc, and a P/F Ms. 

U.li-2    Smmtmtmry fonmtt - 5 

The S format is «sad to perform link wperviaory control functions such as acknowledge 1 frames, request 
retranimüsjon of 1 frames, and to request a temporary suspension of transmission of 1 frames. 

LU.IJ      Unmmmotrwd format  -   V 

The U format a «sad to provide addition»» Uni control runcboon. Thus fa 
ottmfevn, 

1X12 Control fioid marmmttm 

The vanoua parmnwwr» aaamaiad wtth the ooemrol f*ekl formats arc deaenhad below. 

Each 1 franse is aaaaantiatry 
"moduhtf* ai the modulus of the 
through the aaaw range. 

and may have the value 0 through 
i The modulus equals I and the 

1 <* 
aumbri cyci? 

Faacscat YTIU - lac XJS 
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2J.14  fmme wabtes and sequence numbers 

1324.1    Send state variable VfS) 

Tb« Msd »UM variable denotes the sequence number of the nett in-Mquence I frame to bt tra^aiitisd. 
TW« »end tu« variable «M taia on tht value 0 through modulus minus I. Tht value of UM send state variable u 
inatmeiued by 1 with each successive l frame transmission, but st the DCE cannot «ceed N<R) of the «ast 
recttveö i or 3 iriu-e by um.« £*» UM ääSKä number of caasanding ! frames (k). The value of k it defined 
in 12.4.11.4 beiow. 

2J.2.4.2    SW MfMKf «»Air NfS) 

Only i frames contain N(S>. the md sequence numb«r of transmitted frame*. Prior to transmission of an 
in-Mquenct I tau the value of N<S) is Mt equal to the value of tht send statt variable. 

2J.144    Hecene state >*riabie V?*) 

The rectivt «us variable denotes tht sequence nsmber of th« neu in-*equeoce I frame to be received. Tho 
rectivt tuu variable cu take oa tht «slot 0 through modulus minus t. Tht value of tht receive statt variable is 
increment** by out with tht receipt of an trror fret, in-Mqucnce 1 framt whott Mod Mi|tttnot nuabtr N<S) 
equals the receive statt variable. 

2J.L4.4    kmxne teammxe number NfR) 

All I frames and S frames contain N<RV, CJ« expected sequence somber of the ntxt received I frame. Prior 
to transmission of s frame of the above types, the »*Jua of N<R) is set «qua! to the current value of the receive 
SUM variable. N(R) indicates that tht DTI or DC1 u*nsmittag tht N(R) has received correctly all I frames 
numbered up to tod including N(R) -1. 

DJ     fuocntms of me meO/fmai Mr 

Tht Potl/Finat (P/F) bit serves s funcrion in both command frames and repoeee frames, in command 
frame* the P/F bit is referred to as the P bit. In response frames it is referred to as the F bit 

The UM of the P/F bit is ^merited in 114J below. 

2J.4     Command* and responses 

Tht fallowing commands and responses will be used by cither the DTE or DCE and are represented in 
Table 3/X. J. 

The comeuadi and responses are as follows: 

2J.4.1   Information (I) awmwami 

TNe rancnon of the enfe^mation (I) command u to nnsfcv rwaa s dad link mqucnneiTy aumbcred 
frsmm oontauuug an mformaboa field. 

U -U  Meeam read? <RR) command and anapnti 

The recen* ready (RR) supervisory frame is used by the DTE or DCE to: 

!)    indkaes a is ready to receive an I framt: 

2)    ecaacertedge peeMtmtt> reemved t frames numbered «p to and uKiuding N<R) - ». 

RR may bt seed to dent a away satammt that was mmaaed by tht transmission of RNR. The 
RR command «tththePbittttiftlmaybe aead by the DTE or DCE W sek for the statue of the DCE or DTE. 
respectively. 

2J.4J lease iRU) aeauamasf omf eaamem 

The react (R£J) wpcrmory frame is «sea by the DTE or DCE » request reouniasistirm of I fraeaes 
sttrrag »-.-.A JM frame eeuneared N<RV I frames aembcrcd N<R) - ! sad bdew are •ekaowtedfed. AddtooosJ 
1 rW-e* aeadamj «utoal trtmmiiaca may b* treaaaucad foUowtag the retrseaauead ! frunan 

f »s^jim = im *t* K-7 12/81 
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TAILS MU5 

1 2      3      4 5 6      7       1 

po~ R-P~. Ei*ndtag 

JET- I (tafOHMÜM) 0 N<S) P N(R> 

*~*~n » 
IN» 

1£J 

(racsivs 
raady) 

act ready) 
(ftjea) 

11 

INI 

REJ 

(note 
sot ready) 

1 

1 
1 

9     0     0 

0      1      0 
0     0      1 

P/F 

P/F 
P/F 

N(R) 

N(R) 
NCR) 

SARM cast 

mpoommodt) 

DM 
medt) 

1 1      1      1 P/F 0     0     0 

SABM test 

baiaocad node) • 1      I      1 P 1      0      0 

DOC (dbeooMa) 1 I      0     0 P C      !       0 

UA ft—Nwd 

110     0 F i     i    a 

CMDR 

FRMR 

(comnianü 
ntjact) 
(frame 
rmei) 

1 :     i    o F 0      0      i 

Sott I - Tfe« nd for, t&d UM of, addtaooal command! ud moomm am for ftmfewr «udy. 

Sott 2 - DTE« to not tMW to bnpleuun both SARM ud SABM; fanb-rnjore DM uvd SABM it«d a« be used if SARM only 
if 
Notti - RR, &NR asd REJ aaperftoory command fraa« an not ined by the DC£ ««Ma SARM is mrd (LAP). 

Only one REJ exception condition for • given direction or information transfer may be established at any 
time. The REJ exception condition is cleared (react) upon the receipt of an I frame with an N(S) equal to (he 
N(R) of the REJ. 

The REJ command with the P bit set to 1 may be used by the DTE or DCE to ask for the sums of the 
DCE or DTE, respectively. 

2J.4.4  Jtectnv not rtady (RJ*R) command and rtrpons* 

The receive not ready (RNR) supervisory frame is used by the DTE or DCE to indicate a busy condition. 
i.e., temporary inability to accept additional incoming I frame*. I frames numbered up to and including NCR) - 1 
are acknowledged. I frame NCR) and subsequent I frames received, if any, are not acknowledged; the acceptance 
status of these i frames will be indicated in subsequent exchanges. 

An indication that the busv condition has cleared is communicated by the transmjwoc of a UA, RR, REJ 
or SABM. 

The RNR ooramaod with the P bat set to 1 may be used by the DTE or DCE to ask for the status of the 
DCE or DTE, respectively. 

2J.4J   Set asy. zMromms rtspofue mod* (SARM) command 

The SARM unnumbered command is used to place the addressed DTE or DCE in the asynchronous 
response mode (ARM) information transfer phas»r_ 

12/83 
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No information Held is permitted with the SARM command A DTE or DCE confirm» acceptance of 
SARM by the transmission at the fir« opportunity of UA response. Upon acceptance of this command, the DTE 
or DCE receive «ate variable V(R) is set to 0. 

Previously transmitted I frame» that are unacknowledged when this command is actioned remain 

unacknowledged. 

2J.4.6 Set asynchronous balanced mode (SABM) command 

The SABM unnumbered command is used to place the addressed DTE or DCE in the asynchronous 
balanced mode (ABM) information transfer phaae. 

No information field a permitted with the SABM command. A DTE or DCE confirms acceptance of 
SABM by the transmission at the first opportunity of a UA response. Upon acceptance of this command the DTE 
or DCE send state variable V(S) and receive state variable V(R) are set to 0. 

Previously transmitted I frames that are unacknowledjed whea this command is actioned remain unack- 

nowledged. 

13.4.7  Disconnect (DISC) command 

The DISC unnumbered command is used to terminate the mode previously set. It is used to inform the 
DTE or DCE receiving the DISC that the DCE or DTE sending the DISC is suspending operation. 

No information field is permitted with the DISC command. Prior to actioning the command, the DTE 
or DCE receiving the DISC confirms the acceptance of DISC by the transmission of a UA response. The DCE or 
DTE sending the DISC enters the disconnected phase when it receives the acknowledging UA response. 

Previously transmitted I frames that are unacknowledged when this command is actioned remain 
unacknowledged. 

UAI   IJanwmiMtnd acknowledgement (UA) response 

The UA unnumbered response is used by the DTE or DCE to acknowiedge the receipt and acceptance of 
the U format commands. Received U format commands are not actioned until the UA response is transmitted. 
The UA response is transmitted as directed by the received U format command. No information field is permitted 
with the UA response. 

13.4.9 Disconnected mode (DM) response 

The DM unnumbered response is used to report s staniK where the DTE or DCE is logically disconnected 
from the link, and is in the disconnected phase. T!ie DM response is sent in this phase to request s set mod« 
command, or. if sent in response to the reception of a set mode command, to intorm the DTE or DCE that the 
DCE or DTE. respectiveJy. U still in the disconnected phase sad cannot action the set mode command. No 
information field is permitted with the DM response. 

A. DTE or DCE ia s disconnected phase will monitor received commands, and wffi ;tact to SABM a» 
outlined in » 14.3 beiow and will respond DM with the F bit set to 1 to any oUaer command received with the 
P bit set to t. 

U.4,10     Command reject (CMDR) response; Frame reject (FRMR) response 

The CMDR (FRMR) response is used by the DTE or DCE to report an error condition not recoverable by 
tetransmiwon of tb« identical frame; Lav, one of the following conditions, which results from the receipt of a 
frame without FCS error: 

1}    the receipt of a command or response that is invalid or not implemented; 

2) the receipt of an I frame wich an information field which exceed* the maximum established length; 

3) the receipt of an invalid N(R) (in the ess« of LAP. see 114.8.1); 
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t, 
4)   the recap! of a frame with an information field which is not permitted or the receipt of an S or 

U frame with incorrect length. 

An invalid N(R) is defined as one which points to an I frame which has previously been transmitted and 
acknowledged or to an I frame which has not been transmitted and is not the next sequential I frame pending 
transmission. 

An information field which immediately follows the control field, and consists of 3 octets, is returned with 
this response and provides the reason for the CMDR (FRMR) response. This format is given in Table 4/X.25. 

TABLE 4/5C2J 

CMDR (FRMR) tafemaOM %M f< 

Inform««» field biu 

9     10     II      12     13     14     IS     16     17     II     '.•     20     21     22     23     24 

V 

Rejected frame 1 octroi field 0 V(S) V(R> W X Y Z 0 0 0 0 
i 

- Rrjecwd frame control Add it dw control field of the received frame which caused the cwmnand (frame) reject. 
- V(S) is the currtrt Mad «aw variable vato* ■< the DTE or DCS reporting the rejection coodition (bit 30 - tow order bit) 
- V(R) ii the current receive statt variable value at the DTI or DOE reporont the rejection condiüoa (bh 14 - tow order bit). 
- * an to 1 indicates that the control field received aal returned to biu i through I wu «valid or not implemented. 
- X art to 1 indicates that the control field racitvcd and rruroed to biu 1 through • was considered invalid because the frame 

contained an »formation field which a act pemtttad or U as S or U frame with incorrect length, fin W must b? Ml te 1 to 
conjunction with this bit. 

- Y art w 1 indicates that the information field received cacatded the suamum established capacity of the DTE or DCE reporting 
the tejecucs condition. 

- Z sat to 1 indicates that the comrcJ field received and rammed to bin 1 through I com awed an tevehd N(R). 

Non - Rus t. 13 and 21 to 2* shall be sat to 0 for CMDR. For FRMR, httx t and 21 to 24 ahell be an to 0 fin 13 »hall be an to I 
if the frame rejected was ■ response, and set to 0 if the frame rejected was s < 

2.3-5     Exception condition rtoortmi and racovtry 

R 
The error recovery procedures which are available to effect recovery following the detection/occurrence of 

an cicep'jon condition at the link level are described below. Exception conditions described are those situations 
which may occur as the result of transmission errors. DTE or DCE tn.;'-r.^- or operational situations. 

2J.5.1   Buty condition 

The busy condition results when a DTE or DCE is temporarily unable to continue to receive I frames due 
to internal constraints, eg., receive buffering limitations. In this case an RNR frame is transmitted from the 
busy DTE or DCE. I frames pending transmission may be transmitted from the busy DTE or DCE prior to or 
following the RNR. Clearing of the busy condition is indicated as described in | li 4.4 above 

2JJ.2  N(S) Mfunace aror 

The information field of ail I frames whose N(S) docs not equal the receive state »usable V(R) will be 
discarded. 

An N(S) sequence exception condition occurs in the receiver when an I frame received error-frw (ao FCS 
error) csnuins an N(S) which is not equal to the receive stau variable at the receive?. Th« recr.vcr does not 
acknowledge (increment its receive state variable) the I frame causing the sequence error, or any i frames which 
may follow, u iul an 1 frame with the correct N(S) is received. 
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A DTE or DCE which receives one or more 1 frame» having sequence errors but otherwise erro-free shall 
accept the colol information contained in the N(R) field and the P bit to perform Imk »ntro» £-£» £« 
receive acknowledgement of previously transmitted I frames and to cause the DTE or DCE to respond (P bit s« 
uTTyiSSHi retransmitted I frame may contain an N(R) field and P b,t that are updated from, and 
therefore different from, the ones contained in the originally transmitted I frame. 

2J.5J   REJ recovery 

The REJ is used tc initiate an exception recovery (retransmission) following the detection of a sequence 

error. 

Only one "sent REJ- exception condition from a DTE or DCE is established at a time. A sent REJ 
exception conciiticn is cleared when the requested I frame is received. 

A DTE or DCE receiving REJ initiates sequential (re-)transmission of I frames starting with the I frame 

indicated by the N(R) obtained in the REJ frame. 

13.5.4  Timeout recover/ 

If a DTE or DCE. due to a transmission error, does noc receive (or receives and discards) a single I frame 
or »he l» ! frame in a seq. «ice of I fraues, it will r.oi detect an out-of-sequence exception condition and 
IhereVore will noi transmit REJ. The DCE or DTE which transmitted the unacknowledged I frames) shall, 
Sing The completion of a svs«* specified time-out period (see $ L41I.I below), take appropriate recovery 
action to determine at which I frame retransmission must begin. 

2JJJ  FCS error and invalid frame 

Any frame received with an FCS error or which is invalid (see § 119 jbove) will be discarded and no 

action is taken «* the result of that frame. 

2JJ.6  Rejection condition 

A rejection condition is established upon the receipt ol an error^freeframe which antut» "tajrrtd 
command/response in the control field, an invalid frame format, an mval.d N(R) (however see | 2.UJ; belo*for 
LAP application) or an information field which exceeds the maximum mformanon field length which can oe 

accommodated. 

At the DTE or DCE. this exception condition is «ported by a CMDR (FRMR) response for appropriate 
DCE or DTE action, respectively. One« a DCE has established a CMDR (FRMR) exception condition no 
additional 1 frames are accepted urtil the condition is reset by the DTE, except for examination of the P bit 
(LAPtt) or exammation of the P bit and N(R) (LAP). The CMDR (FRMR) response may be repeated at each 
opportunity until recovery u effected by the DTE, or until the- DCE initiates its own recovery. 

14        Description of th* procedures 

14.1      Procedure to set the mode variable I tapptkable if bout LAP and LAP9 are anpiememed) 

The DCE will maintain an internal mode variable B, which it will set as follows: 

- to t. upon acceptance of an SABM command from the DTE; 

- to 0, upon acceptance of an SARM command from the DTE 

Change» to the mode variable B by the DTE should occur only when the link Has been disconnected at 
dcscnfctd in f 14.4J cv | 14JJ below. 

Should a DCE malfunction occur, the internal mode variable B will tw initially sat to 1 upon restoration 
of operation, but pnor to link set up by the DTE. 

Whenever B is 1. the DCE will use the LAPB link «tup and disconnection procedure» and i» said to be 
in the LAPB (balanced) mode. 
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Whenever B is 0, ibe DCE wilt use the LAP link se*.-up and disconnection procedures and is said to be in 
the LAP mode. 

The following are applicable to both LAP and LAPB modes: ${ 2.4.2, 2.4J, 14.6,14.11. 

The following are applicable only to the LAP mode: }{ 14.4,14.7,14.8. 

The following are applicable only to the LAPB mode: H 14.5.14.9,14.10. 

14.2     Procedure for addmsmg (opplkabie to both LAP and LAPB) 

Frames containing commands transferred from the DCE to the DTE will contain the address A. 

Frames containing responses transferred from the DTE tc the DCE shall contain the address A. 

Frames containing commands transferred from the DTE to the DCE shall contain the address B. 

Frames containing responses transferred from the DCE to the DTE will contain the address B. 

A and B addresses are coded as follows: 

Address 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

A 110 0 0 0 0 0 

B 10000000 

Note - The DCE will discard all frames received with an address other than A or 3: the DTE should do 
the same. 

14J     Procedure for the tot of the P/F bit (oppikoble to both LAP omd LAPB) 

The PTE or DCF fwwviftg • «ARM, SABM.. DISC, supervisory command or an I frame with the P bit 
set to 1, will set the F bit to i in the next response frame it transmits. 

The response framt nmrraed bv the DCE to a SARM, SABM or DISC command with the ? a set to i 
will be a UA (or DM) response witi: the ? bit set to 1. The response frame returned by the DCE to a» I frame 
with the P bit sei to 1 will be an RR. REJ. RNR, or CMDR (FRMR) response format with the F bit set to 1. 

The response frame returned by the DCE to a supervisory comaaad frame with the P bit set to I will be 
an RR. RNR, or CMDR (FRMR) response with the F bh sat to I. 

The P bit may be used by the DCE in conjunction with the timer recovery condition (sec I 14.6.8 below). 

Note - Other use of the P bit by the DCE is a subject for further study. 

14.4     Procedures for link set-up omd äisoonmetsiom (oppHcmble to LAP) 

14.4.1   Ltmh set-up 

The DCE will indicate that it is able to act up the link by traaamittisg contiguous nags (active channel 
state). 

The DTE shall indicate s request for setting up the link by transmitting a SARM command to the DCE 

Whenever receiving s SARM command, the DCE will return > UA aspoaac to the DTE and set <u receive 
state variable V(R) to 0. 

Should the DCE wish to indicate a request for setting up the link, or after transmission of a UA response 
to a first SARM command from the DTE as a request for setting up the link, the DCE will transmit a SARM 
command to the DTE and start Tuner Ti (sec f 14.11.1 below). The DTE will confirm the recrptioo of the SARM 
command by transmitting a UA response When receiving the UA response the DCE wi 1 set iu send «ate 
variable to 0 and stop in Timer Tl. 

If Timer Tl mas out before the UA response is received by the DCE. use DCE will retransmit a SARM 
command and restart Timer Tl. After transmission of SARM N2 tunes by the DCE. appropnaic recovery action 
will be initialed 

The value of N2 ?• defined in I 14IIJ below. 
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14.4.2  Information transfer phase 

After having both received a UA response to a SARM command transmitted to the DTE and transmitted a 
UA response to a SARM command received from the DTE, the DCE will accept and transmit I and S frames 
according to the procedures described in 9 14.6 below. 

When receiving a SARM command, the DCE will conform to the resetting procedure described in 9 14.7 
below. The DTE may also receive a SARM command according to this resetting procedure. 

14.4J  Link disconnection 

During the information transfer phase the DTE shall indicate a request for disconnecting the link by 
transmitting a DISC command to the DCE 

Whenever receiving a DISC command, the DCE will return a UA response to the DTE. 

During an information transfer phase, should the DCE wish to indicate a request for disconnecting the 
link, or when receiving from the DTE a first DISC command as a request for disconnecting the link, the DCE 
will transmit a DISC command to the DTE and start Timer Tl (9 14.11.1 below). The DTE will confirm 
reception of the DISC command by returning a UA response. After transmitting a SARM command, the DCE 
will not transmit a DISC command until a UA response is received for this SARM command or until Timer Tl 
ruos out When receiving a UA response to the DISC command, the DCE will stop its Timer Tl. 

If Timer Tl runs out before s UA response is received by the DCE, the DCE will retransmit a DISC 
command and restart Timer Tl. After transmission of DISC N2 times by the DCE, appropriate recovery action 
will be initiated. The value of N2 is defined in ft 14,1 \2 below. 

145     Procedures for link set-up and disconnection (applicable to LAPB) 

14J.1  Link set-up 

Tos DCE wia inukäie luil u is it™ to set sp ihe 'ink by trasisi!ting «»ntiguaua flag« (active channel 
state). 

Whenever receiving an SABM command, the DCE will return a UA response to the DTE and set both its 
»end and receive state variables V(S) and V(R) to 0. 

Should the DCE wish to *s up the link, it will send the SABM command ami start Timer Tl (see 
9 14.H.1 below). Upon reception of the UA response from the DTE the DCE resets both its send and receive 
»täte variables V(S) and V(R) to 0 ai»' stops its Timer Tl. 

Should Timer Tl expire before reception of the UA response from the DTE, the DCE will retransmit the 
SABM command and restart Timer Tl. After transmission of the SABM commasa N2 times by the DCE, 
appropriate recovery action will be initiated. The value of N2 is defined in 9 14.112 below. 

14 JJ  Informant* transfer phase 

After having transmitted the UA response to an SABM commacd or having" received the UA response to a 
transmitted SABM command, the DCE wtll accept and transmit I and S frames according to the procedures 
described m 9 14» bete *. 

When receiving an SABM command «hue in the information transfer phase, th« DCE will conform to the 
resetting procedure described in 9 149 btiow. 

14.5 J   Link disctmnecnon 

During the information transfer phase, the DTE shall indicate disconnecting of the link by transmitting a 
DISC co^smand to the DCE. 

When receiving a DISC command, tike DCE «til return a UA response to the DTE and «ter the 
disconnected ptusei 

Should the DCE wish to disconnect the link, it will »end the DISC command and »tart Timer Tl (see 
9 1111.1 below). Upon reception of the UA response from the Ü TE, the DCE will stop >u Timer Tl. 

Should Timer Tl expire before reception of the UA response from the DTE, the DCE will retransmit the 
DISC command and restart Timer Tl. After crmnaaussion of the DISC command N2 amea by the DCE, 
sppropr.su recovery action e*& be initiated. The vaUm of N: is defined in 9 14112 below. 
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2.43.4 Disconnected phase 

14J.4.1 After having received • DISC command from the DTE and returned a UA response to the DTE, or 
bavin« received the UA response to a transmitted DISC command, the DCE will enter the disconnected phase. 

In the disconnected phase, the DCE may initiate link set-up. In the disconnected phase, the DCE will 
react to the receipt of an SABM command as described in § 14.5.1 above and will transmit a DM response in 
answer to a received DISC command. 

When receiving any other command frame with the P bit set to 1, the DCE will transmit a DM response 
with the F bit set to 1. 

Other frames received in the disconnected phase will be ignored by the DCE. 

145.41 When the DCE «went the disconnected phase after detecting error conditions as listed in \ 14.10 below, 
or exceptionally after recovery from an internal temporary malfunction: it may also indicate this by sending a 
DM response rather than a DISC coaun/ind. In these cases, the DCE will transmit DM end start its Timer Tl (see 
§14.11.1 below). 

If Tuner T1 runs out before the reception of an SABM or DISC command from the DTE, the DCE will 
retransmit the DM response and restart Timer Tl. After transmission of the DM response N2 times, the DCE will 
remain in the disconnected phase and appropriate recovery actions will be initiated. The value of N2 is defined in 
8 14.112 below. 

2.4.53  Collision of unnumbered commands 

Collision situations shall be resolved in the following way: 

14JJ.I If the sent and received U commands are the same, the DTE and DCE shall send the UA response at the 
earliest possible oppot,unity. The DCE shall enter the indicated phase after receiving the UA response. 

14J32 If the sent and received U commands are different, the DTE and DCE shall enter the disconnected phase 
and issue a DM response at the earliest possible opportunity. 

14.5.6  Coiiision of Dkl response mm the SABM or DISC commands 

Whoi a DM response is issued by the DCE as an unsolicited response to request the DTE to issue a 
mode-setting command as described in f 14.5.4.2, a collision between a SABM or DISC command issued by the 
DTE and the unsolicited DM response issued by the DCE may occur. In order to avoid misinterpretation of the 
DM received, it u suggested that the DTE always send its SABM or DISC command with the P bit set to I. 

14.6     Procedures for information tmntfer (applicable to both LAP and LAP») 

The procedures which apply w the transmission of I frames in each direction during the information 
transfer phase arc described below 

In the following, "number 1 higher" is in reference to a continuously repeated sequence series, U, 7 is 
1 higher than 6 and 0 is 1 higher than 7 for modulo t series. 

14.6.!   Sendrng I frames 

When the DCE has as 1 frame to transmit (i.e. an I frame not already transmitted, or having to be 
retransmit»* as described in If 14.6J or 14.6J below), it will transmit it with an N(S) equal to its current send 
state vsnsbk V(S), and an N(R) equal to its current receive stau variable V(R) At the end of the transmission of 
the I frame, it will increment its send suit variable V(S) by 1. 

If Timer Tl is not running at the instant of transmission of an I frame, it «nil be tuned 

If the send state variable V(S) is equal to the last value of N(R) receive«: plus k (where k is the maximum 
number of outstanding I frames - sec | 14.11.4 below), the DCE will sot transmit any se» 1 frames, but may 
retransmit an I frame as described is | 14.6.5 or f 14AJ brio«. 

Mote - In order to ensure security of information transfer, the DTE should not transmit any new 1 frame 
if its send suit vanabk V(S) is equal to the last vslue of N(R) it ass received from the DCE plus 7 
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When the DCE is in the busy condition it may still transmit I frames, provided that the DTE is not busy 
itself. When the DCE is in the command rejection condition (LAP), it may still transmit 1 frames. When the DCE 
is in the frame rejection condition (LAPB), it will stop transmitting I frames. 

2.4.6.2 Receiving an I frame 

14.6.2.1 When the DCE is not in a busy condition and receives with the correct FCS an I frame whose send 
sequence number is equal to the DCE receive state variable V(R), the DCE will accept the information field of 
this frame, increment by I its receive state variable V(R), and act as follows: 

i) If an I frame is available for transmission by the DCE, it may act as in § 2.4.6.1 above and 
acknowledge the received I frame by setting N(R) in the control field of the next transmitted I frame 
to the value of the DCE receive state variable V(Ri Alternatively, the DCE may acknowledge the 
received I frame by transmitting an RR with the N(R) equal to the value of the DCE receive state 
variable V(R). 

ii) If no I frame is available for transmission by the DCE, it will transmit an RR with the N(R) equal to 
the value cf the DCE receive state variable V(R). 

2.4.6.2.2 When the DCE is in a busy condition, it may ignore the information Held contained in any received 
i frame. 

Sole - Zero length information fields shall not be passed to the packet level and this situation should be 
indicate tc the packet level. 

2.4.6.3 Reception of incorrect frames 

When the DCE receives a frame with an incorrect FCS or receives an invalid frame (see f 2-2.9), this 
frame will be discarded. 

When the DCE receives an I frame whose FCS is correct, but whose »end sequence number is incorrect, 
i.e.. not equal to the current DCE receive state variable V(R), it will discard the information field of the frame 
and transmit an REJ response with the N(R) set to one higher than the N(S) of the last correctly received I frame. 
The DCE will then discard the information field of all I frames until the expected i frame is correctly received. 
When receiving the expected I frame, the DCE will then acknowledge the frame as described in | 2*62 above. 
The DCE will use the N(R) and P bit indications in the discarded I frames. 

2.4.6.4   Receiving acknowledgement 

When receiving correctly an I or S frame (RR, RNR or REJ). even in the bu.iy or command rejection 
condition, the DCE will consider the N'R) contained in this frame as an acknowledgement for all the I frames it 
has transmitted with an NiS) up to and including the received N(R) minus one. The DCE will reset the Timer Tl 
when it receives correctly an I or S frame with the N(R) higher than the last received N(R) (actually acknowl- 
edging some I frames). 

If Timer Tl has been reset, and if there are outstanding I frames still unacknowledged, the DCE will 
restart Timer Tl If Timer Tl then runs out, the DCE will follow the retranseatsamt procedure (in } 2.4.6.3 and 
5 2.4 6 8 below) with respect to the unacknowledged I frames. 

2.4.63   Receiving rtfeei 

When receiving an RFJ. the DCE will set its send state variable V(S) to the v*!ue of the N(R) received in 
the REJ control field. It will transmit the corresponding I frame aa soon aa it a available or retransmit it. 
(Re(transmission will conform to the following: 

i)     If the DCE is transmitting a supervisory or unnumbered command or rc-tpon»? when it receives the 
REJ. it will complete that transmission before commencing transmission of the requeued I frame, 

HI    If the DCE it transmuting an  I frame when the REJ it received, it may abort the I frame and 
commence transmission of the requested I frame immediately after abortion. 
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iii)  If the DCE is not transmitting any frame when the REJ is received, it will commence transmission of 
the requested I frame immediately. 

In all cases, if other unacknowledged I frames have already been transmitted following the one indicated 
in the REJ, then those I frames will be retransmitted by the DCE following the retransmission of the requested 
I frame. 

If the REJ frame was received from the DTE as a command with the P bit set to 1, the DCE will transmit 
an RR or RNR response with the F bit set to 1 before transmitting or retransmitting the corresponding ! frame. 

14.6.6 Rtcttvwt RNR 

After receiving an RNR, the DCE may transmit or retransmit the I frame with the send sequence number 
equal to the N(R) indicated in the RNR. If Tuner Tl runs out after the reception of RNR, the DCE will follow 
the procedure described in 5 2.4.6.8 beie*. In any case the DCE will not transmit any other 1 frames before 
receiving an RR or REJ. 

14.6.7 DCE buy audition 

When the DCE eaten a busy condition, it will transmit an RNR response 22 the earliest opportunity. 
While in the busy cond:tion, the DCE will accept and process S frames and return an RNR response with the 
F oit set to 1 if it receives an S or I command frame with the P bit set to I. To dear the busy condition, the DCE 
will transmit either an REJ response or an RR response with N(R) set to the current receive state variable V(R) 
depending on whether or not it discarded information fields of correctly received I francs. 

Nott - The DTE when encountering a DCE busy condition, may send supervisory command frames with 
the P bit set to I. In the event that the DTE has not implemented supervisory commands, it may follow the 
procedures of the DCE (see 114.6.6) (applicable to LAPBl 

14.6.1   Waiting acknowiedftmertt 

The DCE maintains an internal retransmission count variable which u set to 0 when the DCE receives 
a UA or RNR, or when the DCE receives correctly an 1 or S frame with the N(R) higher than the last received 
N(R) (actually acknowledging some outstanding I frames). 

If Timer Tl runs out, the DCE will (re-)enter the timer recovery condition, add one to itt retransmission 
count variable and set an internal variable x to the current value of ha send state variable. 

The DCE will restart Timer Tl. set itt send state variable to the last value of N(R) received from the DTE 
end retransmit the corresponding I fram? with the P bit set to 1 (IAF or LAPS) or transmit an appropriate 
supervisory command with the P bit set to I (LAPB only). 

The timer recovery condition is cleared when the DCE receives a «alM S frame fro» the DtE with the 
F bit set to I. 

If. »bile in the timer recovery condition, the DCE receives correctly % supervisory frame with the F bit set 
to I and with the N<R) within the range from a* current send state variable to x uv-^ded. u will dear the tuner 
recovery condition and set its send state variable to the value of the received N(M 

If. while in the omer recovery condition, the DCE receives correctly a supervisory frame with the F bit set 
to 0 and with an N(R) within the range from its current send state variable to x included, it will not dear the 
tuner recovery condition The value of the received N(R) may be used to update the send stau variable However, 
the DC£ may dsode to keep the last transmitted I frame in store (even if it is acknowledged) in order u» be able 
to retransmit « with the P bit set to 1 when Timer Tl runs out at s later one 

If the retransmission count variable M equal to N2. the DCE initiates s resetting procedure for the 
direction of transmission fro« «he DCE a. oeaenbed in | 14.7 j. | 14.91 or | !4tJ below Hl u s system 
parameter (see f 141U brio«). 

Not* - Although the DCE will implement the internal variable x, other mechanisms do eau» th»t achieve 
UK« tdenucai functions Therefore, the internal variable * ig not necessarily implemented in the DTE. 

Faaeicit V11U -   lee. XJS 
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2.49.2 The DTE or DCE shall indicate s resetting, by transmitting an SABM command After receiving an SABM 
command the DCE or DTE, respectively, will return, at the earliest opportunity, a UA response to the DTE or 
DCE, respectively, and reset its send and receive state variables V(S) and V(R) to 0. This also clears a DCE 
and/or DTE busy condition, if present Prior to initiating this link resetting procedure, the DTE or DCE may 
initiate a disconnect procedure as described in } 2.4.53 above. 

14.9J Under certain rejection conditions listed in § 24.6.8 above and § 2.4.10.2 below, the DCE may ask the 
DTE to reset the link by transmitting a DM response. 

After transmitting a DM response, the DCE will enter the disconnected phase as described in 5 2.4.5.4.2 
above. 

14.9.4 Under certain rejection conditions listed in { 14.10.1 below, the DCE may ask the DTE to reset the link 
by transmitting an FRMR response. 

After transmitting an FRMR response, the DCE will enter the frame rejection condition. The frame 
rejection condition is cleared when the DCE receives an SABM or DISC command or DM response. Any other 
command received while in the frame rejection condition will cause the DCE to retransmit the FRMR response 
with the same information field as originally transmitted. 

The DCE may start Timer Tl on transmission of the FRMR response. ir Timer Tl runs out before the 
reception of an SABM or DISC command from the DTE, the DCE may retransnit the FRMR response and 
restart Tin er Tl. After transmission of the FRMR response N2 times the DCE may reset the link as described in 
f 14.92 above. The value of N2 is defined in 114.112 below. 

14.10   Rejection conditions (applicable to LAPB) 

14.IC.1 The DCE will inmate a resetting procedure as described in § 14=94 above, when receiving, during the 
information transfer phase, a fram* with the correct FCS, with the address A or B. and with one of the following 
conditions: 

- the frame u unknown as a command or as a response; 

- the information field is invalid; 

- the N(R) contained in the control field is invalid as described in f 14.1.1 above 

The coding of the information field of the FRMR response which is transmitted is given in f 114.10 
above. Bit 13 of this information field is set to 0 if the address of the rejected frame ä B. It a set to 1 if the 
address is A. 

14.KU The DCE will initiate a resetting procedure as described in f 14.9.2 or 114.9J above when receiving 
dunng the information transfer phase a DM response or an FRMR response. 

The DCE may initiate a resetting procedure as described in 114.91 or |14.9J above when receiving 
during the information transfer phase a UA response or an unsolicited response with the F bit set to I 

14.11    Lai of system parameters (applicable to both UP and LAFB) 

The system parameters are as follows: 

14.11.1      Timer Tl 

The penod of Timer Tl witl take into account whether the bam is suited st the beginning or the end of 
Üei frame in the DCE. 

The penod of Timer Tl. at the cad of which retransmission of a frame may be initiated according to the 
procedures described in ftf 14 4 to 14 6 shove, is a system parameter agreed for s penod of time with the 
Admintstrsuon. 

The proper operation of the procedure require that Timer Tl be greater than the maaimum nme between 
inu»m.u.on of frames (SARM. SABM. DM. DISC. FRMR, I or supcrvitory commends» and the ™*»™ «■ 
corresponding frame returned es sa aaswer to this frame (UA. DM or sckaowledging frame*. Therefore the DTE 
ihoutd not delay the response or acknowledging frame returned to the shove frames by more than a value T2 tea» 
ihan Tl. where T2 a a system parameter. 

The DCE will act delay the response or acknowledge* frame returned to s command by more than Tl 

12/8 3 K~18 Fascicle VIIL2 -  tec. XJ5 
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14.7     Procedures for resetting (applicable to LAP) 

2.4.7.1 The resetting procedure is used to reinitialize one direction of information transmission, according to the 
procedure described below. The resetting procedure only applies during the information transfer phase. 

1.4.7.2 The DTE will indicate a resetting of the information traiiuaission from the DTE by transmitting an 
SARM command to the DCE. When receiving an SARM command, the DCE will return, at the earliest 
opportunity, a UA response to the DTE and set its receive state variable V(R) to 0. This also indicates a clearance 
of the DCE busy condition, if present 

2.4.7J The DCE will indicate a resetting of the information transmission from the DCE by transmitting an 
SARM command to the DTE and will start Timer Tl (sec f 14.11.1 below). The DTE will confirm reception of 
the SARM command by returning a UA response to the DCE. W »en receiving this UA response to the SARM 
command, the DCE will set its send state variable to Q and stop us Timer Tl. if Timer Tl runs out before the 
UA response is received by the DCE, the DCE will retransmit in SARM command snd rattan Timer Tl. After 
transmission of SARM N2 times, appropriate recovery action will be initiated. The value of Hi is defined is 
114.1\2 below. 

The DCE will not set on any received response frame which arrives before the UA response to the SARM 
command. The value of N(R) contained in any correctly received I command frames arriving before the 
UA response will also be ignored. 

14.7.4 When receiving a CMDR response from the DTE, the DCE will initiate a resetting of the information 
transmission from the DCE as described in 114.7 J above. 

14.7J If the DCE transmits a CMDR response, it enters the command rejection condition. This command 
rejection condition is cleared when the DCE receives an SARM or DISC command. Any other command received 
while in the command rejection condition will causs the DCE to retransmit this CMDR response. The coding of 
the CMDR respone will be as described in 113.4.10 above. 

2.4.8     Rejection conditions (applicable to LAP) 

2.4.8.1   Rejection conditions causing a resetting of the transmission of information from the DCE 

The DCE will initiate a resetting procedure as described in f 14.7 J above when receiving a frame with the 
correct FC?, with the address A (coded 11000000) and with one of the following conditions: 

- the frame type is unknown as one of the responses used; 

- the information field is invalid: 

- the N(R) contained in the control field is invalid; 

- the response contains an F bit set to 1 except during a timer recovery condition as described in 
| 2.4.6.1 above. 

The DCE wilt also initiate a resetting procedure as described in | 14.7J above when receiving aa I frame 
with correct FCS. with the address B (coded 10000000) and with aa invalid N(R) contained in the control Held. 

A valid N(R) must be within the range from the wweat send sequence number N(S) of the still 
unacknowledged frame(s) to the current DCE scad state variable included, even if the DCE a it a rejection 
condition, but aot if the DCE is in the timer recovery condition (sec | 14.6.1 above). 

2.4 1.2   Rej^xnon conditions causing me DCE to rmnmat a resetting of ma t i of mfotmattam from ike DTE 

The DCE will enter the command rrjccuoe, o&adiuoa as described in I 14.7J above when recaviag t 
frame with the correct FCS. with the address B (coded 10000000) and w«* one of c*e fotlosnag conditions 

- the frame type is unknown as one of the commands used; 

- the information field is invalid. 

14.9     .^ocrdum for resetting apfUabte to LAP») 

14 * 1  The resetting procedures arc used to tatoaiue both direction* of information transmission according to tas 
procedure described below The resetting procedures «*»y apply curing the information transfer pbaac. 

Fasrtck % IIU  -  I«. US K-17 12 '8^ 
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2.4. i U     Maximum number of transmissions N2 

The value of the maximum number N2 of transmission and retransmissions of a frame following the 
running out of Timer Tl is a system parameter agreed for a period of time with the Administration. 

2.4.11.3     Maximum number of Sits in an I from« S! 

The maximum , timber of bits in an 1 frame is a system parameter which depends upon the maximum 
length of the information fields transferred across the DTE/OCE interface. 

14.11.4     Maximum number of outstanding i frames k 

The maximum number (k) of sequentially numbered 1 frames that the DTE or DCE may have outstanding 
(i.e.. unacknowledged) at any given urn« is s system parameter which am never exceed seven. It shall be agreed 
for a period of time with the Administration. 

Not* - As a result of the further study proposed in 112.4 above, the permissible maximum number of 
outstanding I frmmes may be increased. 

3 Description of the packet leve'i DTE/DCE interface 

This and subsequent points )f the Recommendation relate to the transfer of packets at the DTE/DCE 
interface. The procedure* apply to pa Aru which are successfully transferred across the DTE/DCE interface. 

Each packet to be transferred across the DTE/DCE interface shall be contained within the link level 
information field which will delimit its length, and only on« packet shall be contained in the information field. 

Sou I - Possible insertion of more than one packet in the link level information field is for further 
study. 

Sott 2 - At present, some networks require the dais Heidi of packets to contain an is&gral number of 
octets. The transmission by the DTE of data fields not containing an integral number of octets to the network 
may cause s loss of data integrity. 

Under urgent study are further considerations regarding the trends of future requirements and implementations 
toward either bit-orientation (any number of bin) or octet-ohentatic* (an integral number of octets) for data fields 
in X.23 packets. 

DTEs wishing universal operation on all networks should transmit all packets with data fields containing only an 
integral number of octets. Full data integrity can only be assured by exchange of octet-oriented data fields in both 
directions of transmission. 

This point covers s description of the packet level interface for virtual call, permanent virtual circuit and 
datagram service*. As designated in Recommendation X_2 [21 Virtual call and permanent virtual circuit services 
arc essential (E) services to be provided by all networks. Daxsgram service is designated as an additional 
(A) service which may be provided by some networks. 

Note ) - Under study arc considerations regarding the amount of possible duplication between datagram, 
fast select and possible additional virtual call enhancements with the objective to minimise the variety of 
taterfa 

Procedures for the v-.rruaJ arcuit service (La, virtual call and permanent virtual circuit service») are 
spactHcd in | A Procedures for the dasagram service are specified m | 3. Packet formats for all services are 
specified in 11 Procedure« and formats for optional user facilities are specified in | 7, 

3.1       LefScat ohssnacoi 

To enable simultaneous virtual calls and/or permanent virtual circuits and/or digram*, logical channels 
arc used. Each virtual call, permanent virtual circuit, and datagram channel is satisfied a lopca» channel group 
number (teas than or equal to 15) and a logical channel number tan than or equal to 25$). For vtrat»! sails, a 
logical channel group lumber and a loscai channel aumbar are assigned curing. Use call sot-op phase. The range 
of logical chaancts atad for vtrtutl calls is agreed «nth the Admuustraaoa at the time of subscription to the 
scrvsoi (see Annex Al For permanent virtual circuits and datagram channel*, logical channel group numbers and 
logical channel numbers are assigned ia agmaum with the Admtnistraaoa at the amc of mbscnptioo to the 
samce (sac Annex As. 
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APPENDIX I 

C/30 3ITE PREPARATION 
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L.1  Physical Requirements 

L.1.1  System Space 

The C/30 system manufactured by the BBN Computer Corporation 

(BBN Computer) is available either in a cabinet supplied by BBN 

Computer, or as parts that may be installed in a rack provided by 

the customer. The requirements of these two packages are very 

different, as one is completely self-contained, and the other 

must have cooling and cable access provided by the customer. 

Many of the specifications are therefore different, and should be 

carefully noted. We recommend that all machines be ordered with 

cabinets to minimize potential operational and maintenance 

problems. 

L. 1.1.1  C/30 Systems in BBN Computer Cabinets 

i .' 

The enclosure for the C/30 system is 62 inches high, 25 

inches wide, and 36 inches deep. With the rear door opened, the 

depth increases to 55 inches. To allow for service to the 

system, an additional space of 36 inches should be provided 

surrounding the entire cabinet. Note that up to four enclosures 

may be placed side by side before a 36 inch service space is 

required between cabinets. 

L.1.1.2 C/30 Systems in Customer Provided Cabinets 

The C/30 systems are also available as parts that are to be 

Installed  in a customer provided cabinet.  Three distinct pieces 

12/81 1-2 
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will always be included: the power supply/card cage assembly, the 

microcas3ette drive, and the cable fantail assemblies. In 

addition, the system may be purchased with an Uninterruptable 

Power Supply (UPS). 

The power supply/card cage assembly size is determined by 

the type and size of the system purchased. The small C/30 

systems have a power supply/card cage assembly which is 12" high, 

17" vide, and 22" deep, with a face plate that is 12.25" high and 

19" wide. The large C/30 systems have a power supply/card cage 

assembly which is 19" high, 17" wide, and 22" deep, with a 

faceplate that is 19.25" high and 19" wide. Consult with BBM 

Computer Field Service for the precise information about the C/30 

system purchased. 

The microcassette drive should be mounted either directly 

above cr below the power supply/card cage assembly. This tape 

drive is 5" high, 17" wide, and 7" deep, with a faceplate that is 

5.25" high and 19" wide. 

Inside the cabinet at the rear, and either above or below 

the power supply/card cage assembly, are the best positions to 

mount the fantail assemblies. The number of fantail assemblies 

is determined by the number and type of terminals to be connected 

to the system (1/2 fantail for each type of terminal - current 

loop, RS-232, or modem - and 1/2 fantail for each increment of 

eight terminals of the same cype) , plus one short fantail for the 

IMP or TIP systems.  The terminal fantails are 5.25" high by  19" 
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wide, and require about 2" of clearance on either 3ide (front and 

back) for cable access. The short fantail for the IMP or TIP is 

3.5" high and 19" wide, but will require about 4" of clearance on 

either side for cable access. All of the cables taat connect the 

fantails to the interface controller in the card cage are about 

6' long, but up to 14" of cable length may be lost depending upon 

where on the interface controller the cable must reach. 

Therefore, each fantail should not be mounted more than 4» from 

the power supply/card cage, and closer if this is possible. 

However, no fantails may ever be mounted directly behind the card 

cage, as this would seriously hamper any field service or 

maintenance to the system. Also, all cables must be dressed back 

to either side of the cabinet to allow free access to the card 

cage, and to insure better ventilation. 

The Uninterruptable Power Supply option should be installed 

in the bottom of the cabinet, or on the floor very near the 

cabinet. The UPS is 10.5" high, 12" wide, and 19" deep. All of 

the power connections are on the front face of the UPS, so the 

unit should be installed facing the rear door of the cabinet. 

L. 1.2 Floor Type 

Although a single C/30 system does not occupy much floor 

space, it can have large numbers of cables for connections to the 

system terminals. The best way of routing these cables is under 

a raised floor, which is also the safest, as no cables will be 

above the  floor  to trip the operators or other personnel.  The 
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raised floor may be of either the pedestal type or the raceway 

type, but the pedestal type offers the most flexibility for 

present and future system layout. The floor should be raised 

about 12" from the permanent floor, but this height may be 

changed by either the flooring contractor or the air conditioning 

personnel, if the air ducts are to be installed under the floor. 

Any openings in the floor should be protected from debris which 

might fall into them, either by covers, screens, or the system, 

and the openings should have smooth edges so as not to damage the 

cables. Cable access holes directly underneath the systems are 

the most useful, as each BBN Computer cabinet has a 6" by 3" hole 

in the bottom to allow cables to enter and leave. 

Most importantly, the floor must be capable of supporting 

the weight of the system, which for the C/30 in BBN Computer 

cabinets is about 190 pounds (36Kg.). 

L.1.3 Doorways 

All of the doorways between the computer room and the 

loading dock must be checked to insure sufficient clearance to 

move the system into the computer room. Tf the C/30 system is to 

be installed in a customer supplied cabinet, all the boxes will 

be less than 36" in any dimension. The C/30 with a BBN Computer 

cabinet has a shipping size of not more than 71" high, 33H wide, 

and UU" deep. The cabinet is provided un a pallet which may be 

moved, but carefully, with a fork lift or pallet mover. If the 

shipping case must be removed from the cabinet before moving it 
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(to fit through all of the doorways), the cabinet may be moved 

with a Holly set under either side, but not under the front or 

rear. 

L.2 Power Requirements 

L.2.1  AC Voltage 

The standard input voltage that is required by the C/30 is 

115VAC with no more than 101 variation high or low. When 

required, the system can be reconfigured for an input voltage of 

220VAC, +-10*. In either case, the voltage provided must be 

single phase, grounded at the circuit box to either the building 

or another large metal surface. If the voltage is 115VAC the 

receptacle should be NEHA L5-30R; if the voltage is 220VAC, the 

receptacle should be NEMA L6-20R. (These receptacles are 

necessary only if the system is in a BBN cabinet. If the C/30 is 

installed in a customer provided cabinet, a standard 3-wire 

receptacle (NEMA 5-15R 3115VAC, or NEMA 6-15P «220VAO is 

sufficent for either the C/30 or the UPS.) 

L.2.2  AC Current 

The C/30 system in a BBN Computer cabinet is provided with a 

single Power Distribution Box which is rated to 30 Amps at 

115VAC, and to 20 Amps at 220VAC. The plug on the Power 

Distribution Box for 115VAC is NEMA L5-30P (30 Amps, 125 Volt, 

twist-lock).   The Power  Distribution Box for 220VAC has a NEMA 
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L6-20P plug (20 Amps, 250 Volts, twist-lock). Each system must 

have a dedicated circuit breaker of the proper rating for the 

voltage used. 

The C/30 system which is supplied for a customer provided 

cabinet will not be supplied with a Power Distribution Box. 

Instead, the system should be connected to the customer's cabinet 

power distribution, or directly into a wall (or floor) power 

receptacle. If the system is supplied with an Uninterruptable 

Power Supply, the system will be connected to the UPS, and then 

the UPS plugged into the power source. The current requirements 

of the C/30 without UPS are 6 Amperes at 115VAC (3 Amps at 

220VAC), and with the UPS the current will be 3 Amperes at 115VAC 

(4 Amps at 220VAC). 

L.2.3  AC Frequency 

The systems and all of the peripherals standardly require 50 

Hertz AC power, with a tolerance of ♦-15. If requested, the 

system can be reconfigured to use 50 Hertz AC power (220V only), 

also with a tolerance of +-1.0S. In either case, loss of power 

for less than one cycle is tolerated by the internal power 

supplies. Loss of power for more than one cycle will cause a 

system reboot. If the system has an Uninterruptable Power 

Supply, any loss of power for up to 10 minutes will be masked and 

the system will continue to operate. 
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L.2.4    Grounding 

All power outlets for the systems or the peripherals must be 

three-wire, grounded outlets. The ground wires should run back 

to the circuit box without interruption, and there be tied to the 

metal frame of the building, or to a large metal grounding plate. 

C/30 systems in 3BN Computer cabinets have a ground bar inside 

the cabinet to which the system power supply, the cassette drive, 

and the Power Distribution Box are connected. These connections 

are to the AC Ground of each unit, except for the system power 

supply, where the AC and DC grounds are tied together. 

For C/30 systems which are installed in customer supplied 

cabinets, the ground bar must also be supplied by the customer. 

The system power supply has a ground point marked on the rear of 

the supply, near the circuit breaker, which should be connected 

to the ground bar with 12 awg wire. On the microcassette drive, 

the recommended ground point is the bolt on the power supply 

transformer which is connected to the ground of the transformer. 

This should be connected to the cabinet ground bar with 12 awg 

wire. The interface cable from the system to the cassette has a 

ground wire which must be connected to the nearest screw which is 

used to fasten the cassette controller to the chasis. No 

additional grounding connection is required for the 

Uninterruptable Power Supply option. 
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L.3 Environmental Requirements 

L.3.1  C/30 Systems in BBN Computer Cabinets 

L.3.1.1  Ambient Temperature and Power Dissipation 

The room in which the system is running should be maintained 

between 16 and 25 degrees C (60-77 F), with temperature changes 

of no greater than 4 degrees C (7 F) per hour. The small system 

and microcassette drive produce about 1190 Btu/hr (350 watts); 

the large system and cassette drive produce about 2220 Btu/hr 

(650 watts). With the Uninterruptable Power Supply option, the 

small system produces about 2190 Btu/hr (640 watts); the large 

system produces about 3220 Btu/hr (940 watts). If the system 

console is a video terminal, it produces about 390 Btu/hr (115 

watts); if the console is a hard copy terminal, it produces about 

15 Btu/hr (46 watts). 

Storage temperature for both the system and the console may 

range from 0 to 45 degrees C (32-113 F) . 

L.3.1.2 Humidity 

The humidity of the system room must be between 301 and 305, 

with no condensation. 

The storage humidity for the system, not including the 

cassette tapes, is 105 to 905, non-condensing. See Section 4.2 

for storage information on the cassette tapes. 
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L.3.1.3    Air  Flow 

The C/30 system does not require any special air flow past 

the cabinet, as long as the system room is within the ambient 

temperature range. The system is provided with its own flushing 

fan which will draw air into the system from the back door. 

L.3.2 C/30 Systems in Customer Provided Cabinets 

L.3.2.1  Ambient Temperature and Power Dissipation 

Ths air immediately surrounding the power supply/card cage, 

micro-cassette drive, system console, and UPS (if ordered) should 

remain between 16 and 25 degrees C (60-77 F) . The small system 

and cassette drive together produce about 1190 Btu/hr (350 

watts); the large system and cassette drive produce about 2220 

Btu/hr (650 watts). A video console produces about 390 Btu/hr 

(115 watts), and a hard copy terminal produces 155 Btu/hr (U6 

watts). A system with the UPS option produces an additional 1000 

Btu/hr (290 watts). 

The storage temperature for the system, UPS, and 

microcassette drive is 0 to 45 degrees C (32-113 F). 

L.3.2.2 Humidity 

The humidity of the air surrounding the system must remain 

between 301 and 301, non-condensing. 
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The storage humidity of the system, excluding the cassette 

tapes,  is  10% to 90%,  also with no condensation. 

L.3.2.3    Air  Flow 

Flushing fans must be provided in the Customer provided 

cabinet to keep the internal cabinet temperature within the 

proper range. These fans will need to be larger if the system 

has the UPS option,, if the UPS is installed in the bottom of the 

same cabinet. Cabling from the system to the fantails should 

also be consiuered when designing the flushing fans, as the 

cables may impede the airflow around the power supply/card cage 

assembly. 

L.U Customer Supplied Parts 

L.4.1  Terminal, Modem, and Host Cables 

The C/30 systems are provided with cable fantails, up to 16 

ports per fantail assembly from the asynchronous multiplexers, 

and up to 16 ports per fantail assembly from the synchronous 

modems and hosts. Cables between the fantail ports and the 

terminals or modems may be purchased from BBH Computer, or may be 

provided by the customer. The cables from the fantail ports to 

the distant host must be provided by the customer. 

The following sections list the cable pmouts of the 

connectors of each fantail port. 

i 
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L.4.1.1  RS-232 Cable Connector (with BBNCC Model 5423) 

This connector is for either RS-232C terminals or modems. 

It is part of the FPT fantail, and is assembled in groups of 3 

ports. If a terminal is to be connected to the port, the cable 

must be modified to be a null modem cable. This can be done by 

crossing the DSR pin of the fantail connector to the DTR pin of 

the terminal connector; crossing the DTR pin of the fantail 

connector to the DSR pin of the terminal connector; crossing the 

RTS pin of the fantail connector to the DCD pin of the terminal 

connector; crossing the DCD pin of the fantail connector to the 

RTS pin of the terminal connector; and jumpering pin U to pin 5 

in each connector. If a modem is to be connected to the port, 

all signals should run straight through the cable with no 

crossing and no jumpers. 

pin 1 Ground 

2 Transmitted Data  (by system) 

3 Received Data  (by system) 

U Request To Send 

6 Data Set Ready 

7 Signal Ground 

3    Data Carrier Detect 

9 ♦ VDC 

10 - VDC 

15   Transmitted Clock 

1?   Received Clock 
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20   Data Terminal Ready (from system) 

The fantall port has a Cinch DB-25P (male) connector; the cable 

connector to modem or terminal must have a DB-25S connector or 

equivalent, which is available from TRW, AMP, and many others. 

L.4.1.2 Current Loop Cable Connector (with BBNCC Model 5421) 

This fantail port is for asynchronous 20ma current loop 

terminals. Current source is provided by the system for all 

these signals. The connectors are assembled in groups of 3 

ports, and are found only as a part of the FPT fantail. All 

signals are straight through the cable without crossing, and no 

jumpers are required in either connector. 

pin 1  Spare 

2 Transmitter Source (from system) 

3 Ground 

4 Receiver Return (to terminal) 

5 Spare 

6 Spare 

?    Transmitter Return  (to system) 

3    Receiver Source  (from terminal) 

9    Spire 

The fantail port has a Cinch DE-9S (femala) connector, cable to 

terminal must have a DE-9P (male) or equivalent, which is 

available from TRW, AMP, and many others. 

1-13 12/31 
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L.4.1.3 EIA Terminal Connector (with BBNCC Model 5422) 

This fantail port is designed for terminals with an EIA 

RS-232 interface to the system. The connectors are part of the 

FPT fantail assembly, with 3 connectors as ports for the 

asnchronous multiplexor. There are no crossed signals or jumpers 

added to this cable. 

pin 1 Ground 

2 Transmitted Data  (by terminal) 

3 Received Data (by terminal) 

4 Request To Send 

5 Clear To Send 

6 Data Set Ready 

7 Signal Ground 

8 Data Carrier Detect 

9 VDC 

10 - VDC 

The fantail port has a Cinch DB-25P (female) connector; cable to 

terminal must have a DB-25S (male) or equivalent, which is 

available from TRW, AMP, and many others. 

l.U.i.it RE-232/CCITT V.2S Cable Connector (with BBNCC Model 

5^32) 

This connector is very sirailiar to the RS-232 terminal and 

modem cable connector, except that it includes the CTS signal, 

and  it  is used only as a part of the FPI fantail assembly, by 

12/91 L-Iü 
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single units instead of groups of 8 ports. Also, this port will 

only support synchronous modems, and will not accept terminals. 

All signals should be straight through the cable, with no 

crossing or Jumpers required. 

pin 1 Ground 

2 Transmitted Data (by system) 

3 Received Data (by system) 

4 Request To Send 

5 Clear To Send 

6 Data Set Ready 

7 Signal Ground 

8 Data Carrier Detect 

9 ♦ VDC 

10 - VDC 

15   Transmitted Clock 

17   Received Clock 

20   Data Terminal Ready (from system) 

The fantail port has a Cinch DB-25P (male) connector; cable to 

modem must have a DB-25S (female) connector or equivalent, which 

is available from TRW, AMP, and many others. 

1.«.1.5 Beli 303 Modem Cable Connector (with BBNCC Model 5*3D 

This port is designed for connections to the Bell 303 modem. 

It is a part of the FPI fantail assembly and is provided as a 

single port, not part of a group. 

1-15 12/31 
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pair 1  Send Data 
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pin 8 

27 

11 

30 

12 

31 

10 

29 

6 

25 

Cable must be twisted pair, 22 awg or larger. The suggested 

cable is Alpha 1323. Fantail port has a Cinch DC-37P (male) 

connector; cable to modem must have DC-37S (female) connector or 

equivalent, which is available from TRW, AMP, and many others. 

1.4.1.6 Local Host Cable Connection (with BBNCC Model 5^41) 

This is the port for the connection of a Local Host to a 

C/30 IMP or TIP. For further information about this connection, 

refer to the body of this report. Connectors are part of the FPT 

fantail assembly. 

1 Ground 

2 Loop Test 

2 Ground 

3 Serial Clock Transmit 

3 Ground 

4 Read Data 

4 Ground 

5 Serial Clock Receive 

5 Ground 

pair 1 Ready for next IMP bit 

1 Ground 

2 There's  your   IMP bit 

2 Ground 

3 Last IMP Bit 

pin 1 

20 

2 

21 

3 
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22 

4 

23 

5 

24 

6 

25 

7 

26 

8 

27 

9 

28 

10 

29 

11 

30 

12 

31 

The cable for this connection is supplied by BBNCC, and is the 

same as that specified in Report 1822 for the Pluribus. The 

fantaii port has a Cinch DC-37S (female connector; the cable has 

a Cinch DC-37P (male) connector at the C/30 end and has a frayed 

end at the host end. 

3 Ground 

4 IMP Data 

4 Ground 

5 Ready for Next Host Bit 

5 Ground 

6 There's Your Host Bit 

6 Ground 

7 Last Host Bit 

7 Ground 

8 Host Data 

8 Ground 

9 IMP Master Ready 

9 Ground 

10 IMP Ready Test 

10 Ground 

11 Host Master Ready 

11 Ground 

12 Host Ready Test 

12 Ground 
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L.4.1.7  Distant Host Cable Connection (with BBNCC Model 5442) 

This is the port for the connection of a Distant Host to a 

C/30 IMP or TIP. For further information about this connection, 

refer to the body of this report. Connectors are part of the FPT 

fantail assembly. 

pair 1  Ready For Next IMP Bit + 

1 Ready For Next IMP Bit - 

2 There's Your IMP Bit ♦ 

2 There's Your IMP Bit - 

3 Last IMP Bit + 

3 Last IMP Bit - 

4 IMP Data + 

4 IMP Data - 

5 Ready For Next Host Bit ♦ 

5 Ready For Next Host Bit - 

6 There's Your Host Bit ♦ 

6 There's Your Host Bit - 

7 Last Host Bit ♦ 

7 Last Host Bit - 

3 Host Data ♦ 

8 Host Data - 

9 IMP Ready Test 

9 IMP Master Ready 

10 Host Master Ready 

10 Host Ready Test 

pin 1 

20 

15 

33 

17 

35 

19 

37 

13 

32 

6 

25 

7 

26 

3 

27 

9 

10 

11 

12 
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GND      Shield Ground 22 

Cable must be twisted pair, 22 awg or larger. Recommended cables 

for distances less than 300 feet are Columbia 6059 or Beiden 9768 

(22AWG, 12 pair; U.L. Listing #2493). For distances greater than 

300 feet, the recommended cables are SigNet Type Tel-U/SH or 

Direct Burial Cable, REÄ Spec. PE-23 (19AWG, 12 pair). The 

fantail port has a Cinch DC-37S (female) connector; cable to IMP 

or Host must have a DC-37P (male) connector. These connectors 

are available from TRW, AMP, and many others. If the cable to 

the IMP or Host is already constucted with the MIL SPEC connector 

specified in Report 1822 (MS24266R18B31PN), a DIDX adaptor cable 

may be ordered from BBN Computer to connect the IMP or Host cable 

to the fantail port connector which is available from TRW, AMP, 

and many others. 

L.U.2 Storage Media 

The only storage medium needed to operate the C/30 is a 

microcassette supplied by BBN Computer. These can be stored in a 

temperature between 10 and 40 degrees C (50-104 F) with a 

temperature change of no more than 3.9 degrees C (7 F) per hour. 

Humidity should be between 4% and 30% with no condensation. Note 

that the rate of temperature change must not be exceeded in 

transfer from storage to use. 
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L.4.3  Computer Room 

Aside from the raised floor (if used), many other details 

must be considered when planning a computer room. Some of these 

concern the system performance and reliability, and some concern 

safety precautions for the system and the operators. Cosmetic 

details, such as the paint colors of the system, should also be 

considered. 

L.U.3.1  Air 

The air in the computer room should not only be maintained 

at the proper temperature and humidity, but must also be clean 

and as non-contaminated as possible. That is, the air should be 

filtered by the air conditioning to the room, and if possible, 

the air pressure of the room should be greater than that of the 

rooms surrounding it such that an open door will not allow dust 

to enter the room. Smoking should be prohibited in the computer 

room. The same precautions should be taken with the room or area 

where the system media are stored. Dust of any sort may cause 

damage to the storage media, which may also damage the drive if 

the media are re-mounted. 

L.U.3.2 Floor, Ceiling, and Wall Surfaces 

The floor of the computer room, whether raised or not, must 

be as static-free as possible. This is best done with tile, 

although some types of tile, particularly asbestos, may cause as 

much static as carpets.  In addition, the floor, ceiling, and 
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walls should be non-combustible or at least fire retardant. If 

possible, the walls should also be sound absorbing, to reduce the 

noise level in the computer room caused by the system, the air 

conditioning, and the operators. 

It is often desirable to match the colors of the computer 

room to the colors of the system. BBN Computer cabinets are 

provided with only one color scheme. The sides of the cabinets 

are blue, and the center section of the cabinets are off-white. 

The blue paint is colorchip #25102 from Federal Standard 595. 

The off-white paint is colorchip #27778, also from Federal 

Standard 595. 

L.4.3-3 Fire Precautions 

In addition to fire retardant surfaces on the floor, 

ceiling, and walls, fire extinguishers should be installed, and 

clearly labelled, in the computer room. Extinguishers are 

necessary for both the electrical systems and for the combustible 

paper products in the room. Sprinkler systems may also be 

installed, but care should be taken in planning the sprinklers 

such that their use will not damage the srstem, the storage 

media, or the operators. For more complete information, refer to 

the National Fire Protection Association's Standard for the 

Protection of Electronic Computer/Data Processing Equipment, NFPA 

No. 75. 
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L.U.3.4 Electrical Precautions 

Located near each door of the computer room should be a 

master power switch for all of the equipment in the room. This 

is often a part of the local electrical code, and is recommended 

for all system installations whether required by the code or not. 
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1  INTRODUCTION 

This RFC specifies the ARPANET 1822L Host Access Protocol, which 

will allow hosts to use logical addressing (i.e., host names that 

are independent of their physical location on the ARPANET) to 

communicate with each other. This new host access protocol is 

l<nown as the ARPANET 1822L (for Logical) Host Access Protocol, 

and is a successor to the current ARPANET 1822 Host Access 

Protocol, which is described in sections 3.3 and 3.4 of BBN 

Report 1822 [1] . Although the 1822L protocol uses different 

Host-IMP leaders than the 1822 protocol, the IMPs will continue 

to support the 1822 protocol, and hosts using either protocol can 

readily communicate with each other (the IMPs will handle the 

translation automatically) . 

The RFC's terminology is consistent with that used in Report 

1822, and any new terms will be defined when they are first used. 

Familiarity with Report 1822 (section 3 in particular) is 

assumed. As could be expected, the RFC makes many references to 

Report 1822. As a result, it uses, as a convenient abbreviation, 

"see 1822(x)" instead of "please refer to Report 1822, section x, 

for further details". 

This RFC updates, and obsoletes, RFC 851. The changes from that 

RFC are: 
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o Section 2.2.4 was rewritten for clarity. 

o Section 2.5 was expanded to further discuss the effects of 

using 1822L names on host-to-host virtual circuits. 

o In section 3.2, the type 1 IMP-to-host message has two new 

subtypes, the type 9 message has one new subtype, and the type 

15, subtype 4 message is no longer defined. 

o An appendix describing the mapping between 1822L names and 

Internet (IP) addresses has been added. 

All of these changes to RFC 851 are marked by revision bars  (as 

shown here) in the right margin. 
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2 THE ARPANET 1822L HOST ACCESS PROTOCOL 

The ARPANET 1822L Host Access Protocol allows a host to use 

logical addressing to communicate with other hosts on the 

ARPANET. Basically, logical addressing allows hosts to refer to 

each other using an 1822L name (see section 2.1) which is 

independent of a host's physical location in the network. IEN 

183 (also published a« BBN Report 4473) [2] gives the use of 

logical addressing considerable justification. Among the 

advantages it cites are: 

o The ability to refer to each host on the network by a name 

independent of its location on the network. 

o Allowing different hosts to share the same host port on a 

time-division basis. 

o Allowing a host to use multi-homing (where a single host uses 

more than one port to communicate with the network) . 

o Allowing several hosts that provide the same service to share 

the same name. 

The main differences between the 1822 and 1822L protocols are the 

format of the leaders that are used to Introduce messages between 

a host and an IMP, and the specification in those leaders of the 

source and/or destination host(s).  Hosts have the choice of 
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using the 1822 or the 1822L protocol. When a host comes up on an 

IMP, it declares itself to be an 1822 host or an 1822L host by 

the type of NOP message (see section 3.1) it uses. Once up, 

hosts can switch from one protocol to the other by issuing an 

appropriate NOP. Hosts that do not use the 1822L protocol will 

still be addressable by and can communicate with hosts that do, 

and vice-versa. 

Another difference between the two protocols is that the 1822 

leaders are symmetric, while the 1822L leaders are not. The term 

symmetric means that in the 1822 protocol, the exact same leader 

format is used for messages in both directions between the hosts 

and IMPs. For example, a leader sent from a host over a cable 

that was looped back onto itself (via a looping plug or faulty 

hardware) would arrive back at the host and appear to be a legal 

message from a real host (the destination host of the original 

message). In contrast, the 1822L headers are not symmetric, and 

a host can detect if the connection to its IMP is looped by 

receiving a message with the wrong leader format. This allows 

the host to take appropriate action upon detection of the loop. 

- 4 - 
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2.1 Addresses and Names 

The 1822 protocol defines one form of host specification, and the 

1822L protocol defines two additional ways to identify network 

hosts. These three forms are 1822 addresses, 1822L names, and 

1822L addresses. 

1822 addresses are the 24-bit host addresses found in 1822 

leaders. They have the following format: 

1 8 9 
+ +__ 

I I 
| Host number  J 

24 

IMP number 

1822 Address Format 
Figure 2.1 

These fields are quite large, and the ARPANET will never use more 

than a fraction of the available address space. 1822 addresses 

are used in 1822 leaders only. 

1822L names are 16-bit unsigned numbers that serve as a logical 

identifier for one or more hosts. 1822L names have a much 

simpler format: 

-  5  - 
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16 

1822L name 

182 ZL  Name Format 
Figure 2.2 

The 1822L names are just 16-bit unsigned numbers, except that 

bits 1 and 2 are not both zeros (see below). This allows over 

49,000 hosts to be specified. 

1822 addresses cannot be used in 1822L leaders, but there may be 

a requirement for an 1822L host to be able to address a specific 

physical host port or IMP fake host. 1822L addresses are used 

for this function. 1822L addresses form a subset of the 1822L 

name space, and have both bits 1 and 2 off. 

12    3 
+ + — + _. 

8 9 16 
 + 

III 1 I 
j   0   I   0   j       host #       |       IMP number       | 
III I I 

1822L Address Format 
Figure 2.3 
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This format allows 1822L hosts to directly address hosts 0-63 at 

IMPs 1-255 (IMP 0 does not exist) . Note that the highest host 

numbers are reserved for addressing the IMP's internal fake 

hosts. At this writing, the IMP has seven fake hosts, so host 

numbers 57-63 address the IMP fake hosts, while host numbers 0-56 

address real hosts external to the IMP. As the number of IMP 

fake hosts changes, this boundary point will also change. 

2.2 Name Translations 

There are a number of factors that determine how an 1822L name is 

translated by the IMP into a physical address on the network. 

These factors include which translations are legal; in what order 

different translations for the same name should be attempted; 

which legal translations shouldn't be attempted because a 

particular host port is down; and the interoperability between 

1822 and 1822L hosts. These issues are discussed in the 

following sections. 

2.2.1 Authorization and Effectiveness 

Every host on a C/30 IMP, regardless of whether it is using the 

1822 or 1822L protocol to access the network, can have one or 

more 1822L names (logical addresses). Hosts using 1822L can then 

- 7 - 
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use these names to address the hosts in the network independent 

of their physical locations. Because of the implementation 

constraints mentioned in the introduction, hosts on non-C/30 IMPs 

cannot be assigned 1822L names. To circumvent this restriction, 

however, 1822L hosts can also use 1822L addresses to access ail 

of the other hosts. 

At this point, several questions arise: How are these names 

assigned, how do they become known to the IMPs (so that 

translations to physical addresses can be made), and how do the 

IMPs know which host is currently using a shared port? To answer 

each question in order: 

Names are assigned by a central network administrator. When each 

name is created, it is assigned to a host (or a group of hosts) 

at one or more specific host ports. The host(s) are allowed to 

reside at those specific host ports, and nowhere else. If a host 

moves, it will keep the same name, but the administrator has to 

update the central database to reflect the new host port. 

Changes to this database are distributed to the IMPs by the 

Network Operations Center (NOC) . For a while, the host may be 

allowed to reside at either of (or both) the new and old ports. 

Once the correspondence between a name and one or more hosts 

ports where it may be used has been made official by the 

administrator,  that name is said to be authorized  1822L 
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addresses, which actually refer to physical host ports,  are *KJ 

always authorized in this sense. ffi 

Once a host has been assigned one or more names, it has to let $> 

H the IMPs know where it is and what name(s) it is using. There m 

are two cases to consider, one for 1822L hosts and another for ^ 
■ 1822 hosts.  The following discussion only pertains to hosts on fm 

C/30 IMPs. £' 

I 
When an IMP sees an 1822L host come up on a host port,  the IMP jjk? 

has no way of knowing which host has just come up (several hosts ™ 

may share the same port, or one host may prefer to be known by <K 
'}'• 

different names at different times) . This requires the host to ►/; 

declare itself to the IMP before it can actually »end and receive fc 

messages.  This function is performed by a new host-to-IMP W 

message, the Name Declaration Message  (NDM),  which lists the W 

names that the host would like to be known by. The IMP checks ?>. 

its tables to see if each of the names is authorized,  and sends Pf 
b *« 

an NDM Reply to the host saying which names were actually £*] 
\% 

authorized and can now be used for sending and receiving messages '•/ 
r *« 

(i.e.,  which names are effective) . A host can also use an NDM « 

message to change its list of effective names (it can add to and 

delete from the list) at any time. The only constraint on the '/ 
'i«' 

host is that any names it wishes to use can become effective only \ \ 

if they are authorized. P 
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In the second case, if a host comes up on a C/30 IMP using the 

1822 protocol, the IMP automatically makes the first name the IMP 

finds in its tables for that host become effective when it 

receives the first 1822 NOP from the host. Thus, even though the 

host is using the 1822 protocol, it can still receive messages 

from 1822L hosts via its 1822L name. Of course, it can also 

receive messages from an 1822L host via its 1822L address as 

well. (Remember, the distinction between 1822L names and 

addresses is that the addresses correspond to physical locations 

on the network, while the names are strictly logical 

identifiers). The IMPs translate between the different leaders 

and send the proper leader in each case (see section 2.2.4). 

The third question above has by now already been answered. When 

an 1822L host comes up, it uses the NDM message to tell the IMP 

which host it is (which names it is known by) . Even if this is a 

shared port, the IMP knows which host is currently connected. 

Whenever a host goes down, its names automatically become non- 

effective. When it comes back up, it has to make them effective 

again. 

- 10 - 
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2.2.2 Translation Policies 

Several hosts can share the same 1822L name. If more than one of 

these hosts is up at the same time, any messages sent to that 

1822L name will be delivered to just one of the hosts sharing 

that name, and a RFNM will be returned as usual. However, the 

sending host will not receive any indication of which host 

received the message, and subsequent messages to that name are 

not guaranteed to be sent to the same host. Typically, hosts 

providing exactly the same service could share the same 1822L 

name in this manner. 

Similarly, when a host is multi-homed, the same 1822L name may 

refer to more than one host port (all connected to the same 

host) . If the host is up on only one of those ports, that port 

will be used for all messages addressed to the host. However, if 

the host were up on more than one port, the message would be 

delivered over just one of those ports, and the subnet would 

choose which port to use. This port selection could change from 

message to message. If a host wanted to insure that certain 

messages were delivered to it on specific ports, these messages 

could use either the port's 1822L address or a specific 1822L 

name that referred to that port alone. 
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Three different address selection policies are available for the 

name mapping process. When translated, each name uses one of the 

three policies (the policy is pre-determined on a per-name 

basis). The three policies are: 

o Attempt each translation in the order in which the physical 

addresses are listed in the IMF's translation tables, to find 

the first reachable physical host address. This list is 

always searched from the top whenever an uncontrolled packet 

is to be sent or a new virtual circuit connection has to be 

created (see section 2.5). This is the most commonly used 

policy. 

o Selection of the closest physical address, which uses the 

IMP's routing tables to find the translation to the 

destination IMP with the least delay path whenever an 

uncontrolled packet is to be sent or a new virtual circuit 

connection has to be created. 

o Use load leveling. This is similar to the second policy, but 

differs in that searching the address list for a valid 

translation starts at the address following where the previous 

translation search ended whenever an uncontrolled packet is to 

be sent or a new virtual circuit connection has to be created. 

This attempts to spread out the load from any one TMP's hosts 
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to the various host ports associated with a particular name. 

Note that this is NOT network-wide load leveling, which would 

require a distributed algorithm and tables. 

2.2.3 Reporting Destination Host Downs 

As was explained in report 1822, and as will be discussed in 

greater detail in section 2.5, whenever regular messages are sent 

by a host, the IMP opens a virtual circuit connection to each 

destination host from the source host. A connection will stay 

open at least as long as there are any outstanding (un-RFNMed) 

messages using it and both the source and destination hosts stay 

up. 

However, the destination host may go down for some reason during 

the lifetime of a connection. If the host goes down while there 

are no outstanding messages to it in the network, then the 

connection is closed and no other action is taken until the 

source host submits the next message for that destination. At 

that time, ONE of the following events will occur: 

Al. If 1822 or an 1822L address is being used to specify the 

destination host, then the source host will receive a type 7 

(Destination Host Dead) message from the IMP. 

A2.  If an 1822L name is being used to specify the destination 
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host, and the name maps to only one authorized host port, 

then a type 7 message will also be sent to the source host. 

A3. If an 1822L name is being used to specify the destination 

host, and the name maps to more than one authorized host 

port, then the IMP attempts to open a connection to another 

authorized and effective host port for that name. If no 

such connection can be made, the host will receive a type 15 

(1822L Name or Address Error), subtype 5 (no effective 

translations) message (see section 3.2). Note that a type 7 

message cannot be returned to the source host, since type 7 

messages refer to a particular destination host port, and 

the name maps to more than one destination port. 

Things get a bit more complicated if there are any outstanding 

messages on the connection when the destination host goes down. 

The connection will be closed, and one of the following will 

occur: 

Bl. If 1822 or an 1822L address is being used to specify the 

destination host, then the source host will receive a type 7 

message for each outstanding message, 

B2.  If an 1822L name is being used to specify the destination 

host, then the source host will receive a type 9 (Incomplete | 

Transmission), subtype 6 (message lost due to logically | 

addressed host going down)  message for each outstanding  | 
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message. The next time the source host submits another 

message for that same destination name, the previous 

algorithm will be used (either step A2 or step A3) . 

The above two algorithms also apply when a host stays up, but 

declares the destination name for an existing connection to no 

longer be effective. In this case, however, the type 7 messages 

above will be replaced by type 15, subtype 3 (name not effective) 

messages. 

Section 2.3 discusses how destination host downs are handled for 

uncontrolled packets. 

2.2.4 1822L and 1822 Interoperability 

As has been previously stated, 1822 and 1822L hosts can 

intercommunicate, and the IMPs will automatically handle any 

necessary leader and address format conversions. However, not 

every combination of 1822 and 182 2L hosts allows full 

interoperability with regard to the use of 1822L names, since 

1822 hosts are restricted to using physical addresses. 

There are two possible situations where any incompatibility could 

arise: 
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o An 1822 host sending a message to zn 1822L host: The 1822 

host specifies the destination host by its 1822 address. The 

destination host will receive the message with an 1822L leader 

containing the 1822L addresses of the source and destination 

hosts. 

o An 1822L host sending a message to an 1822 host: The 1822L 

host can use 1822L names or addresses to specify both the 

source and destination hosts. The destination host will 

receive the message with an 1822 leader containing the 1822 

address of the source host. 

2.3 Uncontrolled Packets 

Uncontrolled packets (see 1822(3.6)) present a unique problem for 

the 1822L protocol. Uncontrolled packets use none of the normal 

ordering and error-control mechanisms in the IMP, and do not use 

the normal virtual circuit connection facilities. As a result, 

uncontrolled packets need to carry all of their overhead with 

them, including source and destination names. If 1822L names are 

used when sending an uncontrolled packet, additional information 

is now required by the subnetwork when the packet is transferred 

to ehe destination IMP. This means that less host-to-host data 

can be contained in the packet than is possible between 1822 
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hc*ts. 

t 
Uncontrolled packets that are sent between 1822 hosts may contain 

not more than 991 bits of data. Uncontrolled packets that are 

sent to and/or from 1822L hosts are limited to 32 bits less, or 

not more than 959 bits. Packets that exceed this length will 

result in an error indication to the host« and the packet will 

not be sent. This error indication represents an enhancement to 

the previous level of service provided by the IMP« which would 

simply  discard an overly long uncontrolled packet without 

notification. 

Other enhancements that are provided for uncontrolled packet 

service are a notification to the host of any mrrorn that are 

detected by the host's IMP when it receives the packet. A host 

will be notified if an uncontrolled packet contains an error in 

the 1822L name specification, such as if the name is not 

authorized or effective, if the remote host is unreachable (which 

is Indicated by none of its names being effective), if network 

congestion control throttled the packet before it left the source 

IMP, or for any other reason the source IMP was not able to send 

the packet on its way. 

In most cases, the host will not be notified if the uncontrolled 

packet was lost once it was transmitted by the source IMP. 
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However, the IMP will attempt to notify the source host if a 

logically-addressed uncontrolled packet was mistakenly sent to a 

host that the source IMP thought was effective, but which turned 

out to be dead or ncn-effective at the destination IMP. This 

non-delivery notice is sent back to the source IMP as an 

uncontrolled packet from the destination IMP, so the source host 

is not guaranteed to receive this indication. 

If the source IMP successfully receives the non-delivery notice, 

then the source host will receive a type 15 (1822L Name or 

Address Error), subtype 6 (down or non-effective port) message. 

If the packet is resubmitted or another packet is sent to the 

same destination name, and there are no available effect-ive 

translations, then the source host will receive a type 15, 

subtype 5 (no effective translations) message if the destination 

name has more than one mapping; or will receive either a type 7 

(Destination Host Dead) or a type 15, subtype 3 (name not 

effective) message if the destination name has a single 

translation. 

Those enhancements to the uncontrolled packet service that are 

not specific to logical addressing will be available to hosts 

using 1822 as well as 1822L. However, uncontrolled packets must 

be sent using 1822L leaders in order to receive any indication 

that the packet was lost once it has left the source IMP. 
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2.4 Establishing Host-IMP Communications 

When a host comes up on an IMP, or after there has been a break 

in the communications between the host and its IMP (see 

1822(3.2)), the orderly flow of messages between the host and the 

IMP needs to be properly (re) established. This allows the IMP 

and host to recover from most any failure in the other or in 

their communications path, including a break in mid-message. 

The first messages that a host should send to its IMP are three 

NOP messages. Three messages ar« required to insure that at 

least one message will be properly read by the IMP (the first NOP 

could be concatenated to a previous message if communications had 

been broken in mid-stream, and the third provides redundancy for 

the second) . These NOPs serve several functions: they 

synchronize the IMP with the host, they tell the IMP how much 

padding the host requires between the message leader and its 

body, and they also tell the IMP whether the host will be using 

1822 or 1822L leaders. 

Similarly, the IMP will send three NOPs to the host when it 

detects that the host has come up. Actually, the IMP will send 

six NOPs, alternating three 1822 NOPs with three 1822L NOPs. 

Thus, the host will see three NOPs no matter which protocol it is 

using.  The NOPs will be followed by two Interface Reset 
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messages, one of each style. If the IMP receives a NOP from the 

host while the above sequence is occurring, the IMP will only 

send the remainder of the NOPs and the Interface Reset in the 

proper style. The 1822 NOPs will contain the 1822 address of the 

host interface, and the 1822L NOPs will contain the corresponding 

1822L address. 

Once the IMP and the host have sent each other the above 

messages, regular communications can commence. See 1822(3.2) for 

further details concerning the ready line, host tardiness, and 

other issues. 

2.5 Counting RFNMs When Using 1822L 

When a host submits a regular message using an 1822 leader, the 

IMP checks for an existing simplex virtual circuit connection 

(see 1822(3.1)) from the source host to the destination host. If 

such a connection already exists, it is used. Otherwise, a new 

connection from the source host port to the destination host port 

is opened. In either case, there may be at most eight messages 

outstanding on that connection at any one time. If a host 

submits a ninth message on that connection before it receives a 

reply for the first message, then the host will be blocked until 

the reply is sent for the first message. 
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Such connections can stay open for some time, but are timed out 

after three minutes of no activity, or can be closed if there is 

contention for the connection blocks in either the source or 

destination IMP. However, a connection will never be closed as 

long as there are any outstanding messages on it. This allows a 

source host to count the number of replies it has received for 

messages to each destination host address in order to avoid being 

blocked by submitting a ninth outstanding message on any 

connection. 

When a host submits a regular message using an 1822L leader, a 

similar process occurs, except that in this case, connections are 

distinguished by the source port/source name/destination name 

combination. When the message is received from a host, the IMP 

first looks for an open connection for that same port and source 

name/destination name pair. If such a connection is found, then 

it is used, and no further name translation is performed. If, 

however, no open connection was found, then the destination name 

is translated, and a connection opened to the physical host port. 

As long as there are any outstanding messages on the connection 

it will stay open, and it will have the same restriction that 

only eight messages may be outstanding at any one time. Thus, a 

source host can still count replies to avoid being blocked, but 

they must be counted on a source port and source name/destination 
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name pair basis, instead of just by source port and destination 

host address as before. 

Since connections are based on the source name as well as the 

destination name, this implies that there may be more than one 

open connection from physical host port A to physical host port 

B, which would allow more than 8 outstanding messages 

simultaneously from the first to the second port. However, for 

this to occur, either the source or destination names, or both, 

must differ from one connection to the next. For example, if the 

names "543" and "677" both translate to physical port 3 on IMP 

51, then the host on that port could open four connections to 

itself by sending messages from "543" to "543", from "543" to 

"677", from "677" to "543", and from "677" to "677". 

As has already been stated, the destination names in regular 

messages are only translated when connections are first opened. 

Once a connection is open, that connection, and its destination 

physical host port, will continue to be used until it is closed. 

If, in the meantime, a "better" destination host port belonging 

to the same destination name became available, it would not be 

used until the next time a new connection is opened to that 

destination name. 
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Also, the act of making an 1822L name be non-effective will not 

automatically cause any connections using that name to be closed. 

However, they will be closed after at most three minutes of 

inactivity. A host can, if it wishes, make all of its names at a 

port be noneffective and close all of its connections to and from 

the port by flapping the host's ready line to that IMP port. 

2.6 1822L Name Server 

There may be times when a host wants to perform its own 

translations, or might need the full list of physical addresses 

to which a particular name maps. For example, a connection-based 

host-to-host protocol may require that the same physical host 

port on a multi-homed host be used for all messages using that 

host-to-host connection, and the host does not wish to trust the 

IMP to always deliver messages using a destination name to the 

same host port. 

In these cases, the host can submit a type 11 (Name Server 

Request) message to the IMP, which requests the IMP to translate 

the destination 1822L name and return a list of the addresses to 

which it maps. The IMP will respond with a type 11 (Name Server 

Reply) message, which contains the selection policy in use for 

that name, the number of addresses to which the name maps, the 
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addresses themselves, and for each address, whether it is 

effective and its routing distance from the IMP. See section 3.2 

for a complete description of the message's contents. 

Using this information, the source host could make an informed 

decision on which of the physical host ports corresponding to an 

1822L name to use and then send the messages to that port, rather 

than to the name. 

The IMP also supports a different type of name service. A host 

needs to issue a Name Declaration Message to the IMP in order to 

make its names effective, but it may not wish to keep its names 

in some table or file in the host. In this case, it can ask the 

IMP to tell it which names it is authorized to use. 

In this case, the host submits a type 12 (Port List Request) 

message to the IMP, and the IMP replies with a type 12 (Port List 

Reply) message. It contains, for the host port over which the 

IMP received the request and sent the reply, the number of names 

that map to the port, the list of names, and whether or not each 

name is effective. The host can then use this information in 

order to issue the Name Declaration Message. Section 3.2 

contains a complete description of the reply's contents. 
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3 1822L LEADER FORMATS 

The following sections describe the formats of the leaders that 

precede messages between an 1822L host and its IMP. They were 

designed to be as compatible with the 1822 leaders as possible. 

The second, fifth, and sixth words are identical in the two 

leaders, and all of the existing functionality of the 1822 

leaders has been retained. In the first word, the 1822 New 

Format Flag is now also used to identify the two types of 1822L 

leaders, and the Handling Type has been moved to the second byte. 

The third and fourth words contain the Source and Destination 

1822L Name, respectively. 
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3.1 Host-to-IMP 1822L Leader Format 

1     4 5     8 9           16 
+ + + + 

|        |  1822L | | 
| Unused | H2I   | Handling Type  | 
I       I Flag | | 
+ + + + 

17   20 21 22 24 25 32 

|       |T|Leader| | 
I Unused JRJFlags j  Message Type  | 
I       |C|     | | 

.f + _ + 4 + 

33 48 
+ „ + 

i i 
Source Host | 

I I 

49                          64 
+ + 

I I 
Destination Host 

I I 
+ . + 

65                   76 77   80 
+ + + 

I I I 
Message ID |Sub-type| 

I                                                      II 
+ + -„-+ 

81                                                                    96 
+ + 

1 1 
Unused | 

I I 

Host-to-IMP 1822L Leader Format 
Figure 3.1 
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Bits 1-4: Unused, must be set to zero. 

Bits 5-8: 1822L Host-to-IMP Flag: 

This field is set to decimal 13 (1101 in binary). 

Bits 9-16: Handling Type: 

This field is bit-coded to indicate the  transmission 

characteristics of the connection desired by the host. See 

1822(3.3) . 

Bit 9: Priority Bit: 

Mas? ages with this bit on will be treated as priority 

messages. 

Bits 10-16: Unused, must be zero. 

Bits 17-20: Unused, must be zero. 

Bit 21: Trace Bit: 

If equal to one, this message is designated for tracing as 

it proceeds through the network. See 1822(5.5). 

Bits 22-24: Leader Flags: 

Bit 22: A flag available for use by the destination host. 

See 1822(3.3) for a description of its use by the IMP's 

TTY Fake Host. 

Bits 23-24: Reserved for future use. must be zero. 
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Bits 25-32: Message Type: 

Type 0: Regular Message - All host-to-host communication 

occurs via regular messages, which have several sub- 

types, found in bits 77-80. These sub-types are: 

0: Standard - The IMP uses its full message and error 

control facilities, and host blocking may occur. £~ 
K 

3: Uncontrolled Packet - The IMP will perform no •>* 
j ** 

message-control  functions  for  this type of Jvjj 

message, and network flow and congestion control L«j 

may cause loss of the packet. Also see 1822(3.6) jpj 

and section 2.3. *\ 

1-2,4-15: Unassigned. '.*• 

Type 1: Error Without Message ID - See 1822(3.3) . Mjj 

Type 2: Host Going Down - see 1822(3.3) . j.*, 
'» •/ Type 3: Name Declaration Message (NDM)  - This message is ry 

used by the host to declare which of its 1822L names is r]\ 

or is not effective (see section 2.2.1), or to make all || 

of its names non-effective. The first 16 bits of the V 
fj> 

data portion of the NDM message, following the leader r; 

and any leader padding, contains the number of 1822L f«. 

names contained in the message. This is followed by *~: 

the 1822L name entries, each 32 bits long, of which the y, 

first 16 bits is a 1822L name and the second 16 bits -V 

contains either of the integers zero or one.  Zero m 
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indicates that the name should not be effective, and 

one indicates that the name should be effective. The 

IMP will reply with a NDM Reply message (see section 

3.2) indicating which of the names are now effective 

and which are not. Pictorially, a NDM message has the 

following format (including the leader, which is 

printed in hexadecimal, and without any leader 

padding): 
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1           16 17          32 33          48 
+ + + + 

I I I I 
0D00     |     0003     E      0000      [ 

I               I               I I + + + + 
49          64 65          80 81          96 

+ + + + 

ill! 
0000 0000 0000     I 

I I I I 
+ + 4 + 

97          112 113         128 129         144 
+ + + + 

III! 
| # of entries |  1822L name #1 |    0 or 1    | 
I I I I 

145          160 161         176 
+ + + 

i i i 
|  1822L name «2 |    0 or 1 etc. 
I I I 

NDM Message Format 
Figure 3.2 

An NDM with zero entries will cause all current 

effective names for the host to become non-effective. 

Type 4: NOP - This allows the IMP to know which style of 

leader the host wishes to use. A 1822L NOP signifies 

that the host wishes to use 1822L leaders, and an 1822 

NOP signifies that the host wishes to use 1822 leaders. 

All of the other remarks concerning the NOP message <n 
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1822(3.3) still hold. The host should always issue 

NOPs in groups of three to insure proper reception by 

the IMP. Also see section 2.4 for a further discussion 

on the use of the NOP message. 

Type 8: Error with Message ID - see 1822(3.3) . 

Type 11: Name Server Request - This allows the host to use 

the XMP's logical addressing tables as a name server. 

The destination nama in the 1822L leader is translated, 

and the IMP replies with a Name Server Reply message, 

which lists the physical host addresses to which the 

destination name maps. 

Type 12: Port List Request - This allows the physical host 

to request the list of names that map to the host port 

over which this request was received by the IMP. The 

IMP replies with a Port List Reply message, which lists 

the names that map to the port. 

Types 5-7,9-10,13-255: Unassigned. 

1 

Bits 33-48: Source Host: 

This field contains one of the source host's 1822L names 

(or, alternatively, the 1822L address of the host port the 

message is being sent over) . This field is not 

automatically filled in by the IMP. as in the 1822 protocol, 

because the host may be known by several names and may wish 
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m 
fa 

to use a particular name as the source of this message. All 

messages from the same host need not use the same name in 

this field. Each source name, when used, is checked for 

authorization, effectiveness, and actually belonging to this 

host. Messages using names that do not satisfy all of these 

requirements will not be delivered, and will Instead result 

in an error message being sent back into the source host. 

If the host places its 1822L address in this field, the 

address is checked to insure that it actually represents the 

host port where the message originated. 

Bits 49-64: Destination Host; 

This field contains the 1822L name or address of the 

destination host. If it contains a name, the name will be 

checked for effectiveness, with an error message returned to 

the source host if the name is not effective. 

Bits 65-76: Message ID: 

This is a host-specifled identification used in all type 0 

and type 8 messac,*3s. and is also used in type 2 messages. 

When used in type 0 messages, bits 65-72 are also known as 

the Link Field, and should contain values specified in 

Assigned Numbers [3] appropriate for the host-to-host 

protocol being used. 

I 

Svt1 
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Bits 77-80: Sub-type: 

This  field is used as a modifier by message types 0,  2,  4, 

and 8. 

Bits 81-96: Unused, must be zero. 
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3.2 IMP-to-Host 1822L Leader Format l 

1     4 5     8 9           16 
+ + + + 
|       |  1822L | | 
| Unused |  I2H  | Handling Type  | 
I       I  Flag | | 
+ + + + 

17   20 21 22 24 25 32 
+ +_+ + + 

|       |T|Leader| | 
j Unused JRJFlags | Message Type | 
i       l^i     i i 
+ +_+ + + 

33                          48 
+ + 

i i 
Source Host 

i i 
+ + 

49 64 
+ + 

I ! 
|       Destination Host       | 
I I 

65                  76 77   80 
+ + + 

i i i 
;     Message IC      |Sub-type) 
I II 
81 96 

+ . + 

i i 
Message Length 

i i 
+ ♦ 

IMP-to-Host 1822L Leader Format 
Figure 3.3 
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Bits 1-4: Unused and set to zero. 

Bits 5-8: 1822L IMP-to-Host Flag: 

This field is set to decimal 14 (1110 in binary) . 

Bits 9-16: Handling Type: 

This has the value assigned by the source host (see section 

3.1). This field is only used in message types 0, 5-9, and 

15. 

Bits 17-20: Unused and set to zero. 

Bit 21: Trace Bit: 

If equal to one, the source host designated this message for 

tracing as it proceeds through the network. See 1822(5.5) . 

Bits 22-24: Leader Flags: 

Bit 22: Available as a destination host flag. 

Bits 23-24: Reserved for future use, set to zero. 

Bits 25-32: Message Type: 

Type 0: Regular Message - All host-to-host communication 

occurs via regular messages, which have several sub- 

types. The sub-type field (bits 77-80) is the same as 

sent in the host-to-IMP leader (see section 3.1). 

Type 1: Error in Lea'ier - See 1822(3.4) . In addition to its 

already defined sub-types,  this message has two new 
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sub-types: 

4: Illegal Leader Style - The host submitted a leader 

in which bits 5-8 did not contain the value 13, 

14, or 15 decimal. 

5: Wrong Leader Style - Tne host submitted an 1822L 

leader when the IMP was expecting an 1822 leader, 

or vice-versa. 

Type 2: IMP Going Down - See 1822(3.4). 

Type 3: NDM Reply - This is a reply to the NDM host-to-IMP 

message (see section 3.1) . It will have the same 

number of entries as the NDM message that is being 

replying to, and each listed' 1822L name will be 

accompanied by a zero or a one (see figure 3.2) . A 

zero signifies that the name is not effective, and a 

one means that the name is now effective. 

Type 4: NOP - The host should discard this message. It is 

used during initialization of the IMP/host 

communication. The Destination Host field will contain 

the 1822L Address of the host port over which the NOP 

is being sent. All other fields are unused. 

Type 5: Ready for Next Message (RH#!)  See 1822(3.4) . 

Type 6: Dead Host Status - See 1822(3.4). 

Type 7: Destination Host or IMP Dead  (or unknown)  - See 

ICO?/"* A\ 
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Type 8: Error In Data - See 1822(3.4). 

Type 9: Incomplete Transmission - See 1822(3.4). In 

addition to its already defined sub-types, this message 

has one new sub-type: 

6: Logically Addressed Host Went Down - A logically 

addressed message was lost in the network because 

the destination host to which it was being 

delivered went down. The message should be 

resubmitted by the source host, since there may be 

another effective host port to which the message 

could be delivered (see section 2.2.3). 

Type 10: Interface Reset - See 1822(3.4). 

Type 11: Name Server Reply - This reply to the Name Server 

Request host-to-IMP message contains, following the 

leader and any leader padding, a word with the 

selection policy and the number of physical addresses 

to which the destination name maps, followed by two 

words per physical address: the first word contains an 

1822L address, and the second word contains a bit 

signifying whether or not that particular translation 

1» «ffactiv« «rid the routing distsncs (expected network 

transmission delay, in 6.4 ms units) to the address's 

IMP. In figure 3.4, which includes the leader without 

any l^adsr pedding,  EFF is 1 for effective and 0 for 

m 
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non-effective, and POL is a two-bit number indicating 

the selection policy for the name (see section 2.2.2) : 

0: First reachable. 

1: Closest physical address. 

2: Load leveling. 

3: Unused. 

1            16 17           32 33           48 
+ + + + 

i i i i 
0E00 00CB 0000      | 

I I I I 

49 64 65 80 81 96 
4 4 + 4 

I I ! I 
I  dest. name  |     0000     j     0000     | 
I I I I 

97 112 113 128 129 144 
4-4 4 .--4-4- 4 

|P| I |E| I 
{Oj  # of addrs  |  1822L addr #1 |F| routing dist | 
|L| | |F| | 
4-4 4 4-4 --♦ 

145 160 161 176 
4 4-4 4 

I |E| | 
|  1822L addr #2 |Fj routing dist |      etc. 
I |F| | 
4 + -4 ---♦ 

Figure 3.4 
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Type 12: Port List Reply - This is the reply to the Port 

List Request host-to-IMP message.  It contains the 

number of names that map to this physical host port, 

followed by two words per name: the first word contains 

an 1822L name that maps to this port,  and the second 

contains either a zero or a one, signifying whether or 

not that particular translation is effective.  The 

format is identical to the type 3 NDM Reply message 

(see figure 3.2) . 

Type 15: 1822L Name or Address Error - This message is sent 

in response to a type 0 message from a host that 

contained an erroneous Source Host or Destination Host 

field. Its sub-types are: 

0: The Source Host 1822L name is not authorized or not 

effective. 

1: The Source Host 1822L address does not match the 

host port used to send the message. 

2: The Destination Host 1822L name is not authorized. 

3: The physical host to which this  singly-homed 

Destination Host name translated is authorized and 

up, but not effective.  If the host was actually 

down,  a type 7 message would be returned, not a 

type 15. 

5: The multi-homed Destination Host name is authorized. 

m 

it 

i 
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but has no available effective translations. 

6: A logically-addressed uncontrolled packet was sent 

to a dead or non-effective host port. However, if 

it is resubmitted, there may be another effective 

host port to which the IMP may be able to attempt 

to send the packet. 

7: Logical addressing is not in use in this network. 

8-15: Unassigned. 

Types 4,13-14,16-255: unassigned. 

Bits 33-48: Source Host: 

For type 0 messages, this field contains the 1822L name or 

address of the host that originated the message. All 

replies to the message should be sent to the host specified 

herein. For message types 5-9 and 15, this field contains 

the source host field used in a previous type 0 message sent 

by this host. 

Bits 49-64: Destination Host: 

For type 0 messages, this field contains the 1822L name or 

address that the message was sent to. This allows the 

destination host to detect how it was specified by the 

source host. For message types 5-9 and 15. this field 

contains the destination host field used in a previous type 

0 message sent by this ho*t. 
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Bits 65-76: Message ID: 

For message types 0, 5, 7-9, and 15, this is the value 

assigned by the source host to identify the message (see 

section 3.1). This field is also used by message types 2 

and 6. 

Bits 77-80: Sub-type: 

This field is used as a modifier by message types 0-2, 5-7, 

9, and 15. 

Bits 81-96: Message Length: 

This field is contained in type 0, 3, 11, and 12 messages 

only, and is the acfial length in bits of the message 

(exclusive of leader, leader padding, and hardware padding) 

as computed by the IMP. 
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kVma 

APPENDIX A 

1822L-IP ADDRESS MAPPINGS 

Once logical addressing is in active (or universal) use in a 

network, to the extent that the "official" host tables for that 

network specify hosts by their logical names rather than by their 

physical network addresses, it would be desirable for hosts on 

other networks to also be able to use the same logical names to 

specify these hosts when sending traffic to them via the internet 

[4]. 

Happily, there exists a natural mapping between logical names and 

internet addresses that fits very nicely with the already 

standard ARPANET-style address mapping as specified in RFC 796, 

Address Mappings [5]. The current ARPANET-style class A mapping 

is as follows (from RFC 796) : 
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+ + + + + 

| HOST  | |  ZERO  |  IMP  |   1822 Address 
+ + + + + 

8 8       8 

+ + + + ..•+ 

| net ft  | HOST  |  LH  |  IMP  |   IP Address 

8       8       8       8 

1822 Class A Mapping 
Figure A.l 

m 

For 1822L names and addresses, the mapping would be: 

♦ .4. ...+ 

I upper I lower |    1822L Name or Address 
+ .—+.. + 

0      8 

♦-.--,....-4.-.-- +-.--. + -. ........ ♦ 

I net # I upper |  LH  ) lower |  IP Address 
* .♦--.-- -.-♦..-.-.--4. ...... >4 

8       8      8      8 

1822L Class A Mapping 
Figure A.2 

For 1822L addresses, this mapping Is Identical to the 1822 

mapping. For ituiL names, trie IP address would appear to be 

addressing a high-numbered (64-255) 1822 host. Although the LH 

(logical host) field Is still defined. Its use is discouraged; 

multiple logical names should now be used to multiplex multiple 

44 
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functions onto one physical host port. 

Tlxis mapping extends to class B networks: 

+ + + 
| upper  | lower  |    1822L Name or Address 
+ + + 

8       8 

+ + ♦ ♦ 
| network number | upper | lower |  IP Address 
♦ +..„. ♦ ♦ 

16 8       8 

1822L Class B Mapping 
Figure A.3 

December 1983 

L"^ 
,**\£*tji 

Sr* 
ST* 

m *. *.» 

•» ^j 

Finally, logical addressing will allow IMP-based class C networks 

for the first time. Previously, it was very hard to try to 

divide the 8 bits of host specification into some number of host 

bits and some number of IMP bits. However, if ALL of the 

Internet-accessible hosts on the network have logical names, 

xto*r* is no reason why networks with up to 256 such logical names 

cannot now use class C addresses, as follows: 
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•♦• + + 

|01000000| lower  |    1822L Name 
+ + + 

8       8 

+ + --+ 

|    network number    | lower  | 
+ ^ > 

24 8 

1822L Class C Mapping 
Figure A.4 

IP Address 

Those hosts on the network desiring internet access would be 

assigned logical names in the range 40000 to 40377 (octal), and 

the gateway(s) connected to that network would make the 

translation from IP addresses to 1822L names as specified above. 

Note that the network could have many more than 256 hosts, or 256 

defined names; the only restriction is that hosts that desire 

internet support or access be addressable by a name in the range 

40000 - 40377. Traffic that was strictly local to the network 

could use other names or even 1822L addresses. 
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uncontrolled packet  
virtual circuit connection. 

16, 28 
  20 
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2.2 Features of X.25 not discussed in this document are not used. 
For example, interrupt packets and the D bit (indicating 
end-to-end significance) are not used. 

2.3 Negotiable features (facilities) of X.25 are allowed. For 
example, sites are free to negotiate larger packet and window 
sizes. 

2.4 Some sites, such as CSNET sites, may attempt to open multiple 
virtual circuits to a single site. Sites should attempt to 
handle such incoming calls gracefully: transmit on the 
additional circuits if possible and accept incoming datagrams 
from them, but do not accept the CALL REQUEST, only to 
immediately close the connection or ignore datagrams 
transmitted on such circuits. 

REFERENCE 

[1] Comer, D.E. and Korb, J.T., "CSNET Protocol Software: The 
IP-to-X.25 Interface", SIGC0M4 Symposium on Communications 
Architectures and Protocols, March 1983. 
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A Standard for the Transmission of IP Datagrams 
Over 

Public Data Networks 

Tnis RFC specifies a standard adopted by CSNET, the VAN gateway, and 
other organizations for the transmission of IP datagrams over the 
X.25-based public data networks. 

An X.25 virtual circuit is opened on demand when a datagram arrives at 
the network interface for transmission. A virtual circuit is closed 
after some period of inactivity (the length of the period depends on 
the cost associated with an open virtual circuit). A virtual circuit 
may also be closed if the interface runs out of virtual circuits. An 
algorithm for managing virtual circuits during peak demand is given 
in [1] . 

STANDARDS 

1.1 The first octet in the Call User Data Field (the first data octet 
in the Call Request packet) is used for protocol demultiplexing. 
The value hex CC (binary 11001100, decimal 204) is used to mean 
INTERNET PROTOCOL. 

1.2 IP datagrams are sent as X.25 "complete packet sequences". That is, 
datagrams begin on packet boundaries and the M bit ("more data") is 
used for datagrams that are larger than one packet. There are no 
additional headers or other data in the packets. 

1.3 Unless a larger packet size is negotiated, the maximum size of an 
IP datagram transmitted over X.25 is 576 octets. If two sites 
negotiate a large X.25 packet size (for example, 1024 octets), an 
IP datagram of that size is allowed. 

s' 1.4 Either site may close a virtual circuit. If the virtual circuit is 
>' closed or reset while a datagram is being transmitted, the datagram 

is lost. 

r* 
GENERAL REMARKS 

2.1 Protocols above IP, such as TCP, do not affect this standard. In 
particular, no attempt is made to open X.25 virtual circuits 
corresponding to TCP connections. 

Korb [Page 1] 
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DCN Local-Network Protocols 

This RFC is a description of the protocol used in the DCN local 
networks to maintain connectivity, routing, and timekeeping 
information. These procedures may be of interest to designers and 
implementers of other networks. 

1. Introduction 

This document describes the local-net architecture and protocols 
of the Distributed Computer Network (DCN), a family of local nets 
based on Internet technology and an implementation of PDP11-based 
software called the Fuzzball. DCN local nets have been in operation 
for about three years and now include clones in the USA, UK, Norway 
and West Germany. They typically include a number of PDP11 or LSI-11 
Fuzzballs, one of which is elected a gateway, and often include other 
Internet-compatible hosts as well. 

The DCN local-net protocols are intended to provide connectivity, 
routing and timekeeping functions for a set of randomly connected 
personal computers and service hosts. The design philosophy guiding 
the Fuzzball Implementation is to incorporate complete functionality 
in every host, which can serve as a packet switch, gateway and service 
host all at the same time. When a set of Fuzzballs are connected 
together using a haphazard collection of serial, parallel and 
contention-bus interfaces, they organize themselves into a network 
with routing based on minimum delay. 

Ihe purpose of this document is to describe the local-net 
protocols used by the DCN to maintain connectivity, routing and 
timekeeping functions. The document is an extensive revision and 
expansion of Section 4.2 of [1] and is divided into two parts, the 
first of which is an informal description of the architecture, 
together with explanatory remarks. The second part consists of a 
semi-formal specification of the entities and protocols used to 
determine connectivity, establish routing and maintain clock 
synchronization and is designed to aid in the implementation of cohort 
systems.  The link-level coding is described in the appendix. 

2. Narrative Description 

The DCN architecture is designed for local nets of up to 256 
hosts and gateways using the Internet Protocol (IP) and client 
protocols.  It provides adaptive routing and clock synchronization 
functions in an arbitrary topology including point-to-point links and 
multipoint bus systems.  It is intended for use in connecting personal 
computers to each other and to service machines, gateways and other 
hosts of the Internet community. However, it is not intended for use 
in large, complex networks and does not support the sophisticated 
routing and control algorithms of, for example, the ARPANET. 

A brief description of the process and addressing structure used 
in the DCN may be useful in the following.  A DCN physical host is a 
PDP11-compatible processor which supports a number of cooperating 
sequential processes, each of 
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which is given a unique 8-bit identifier called its port ID.  Every 
DCN physical host contains one or more internet processes, each of 
which supports a virtual host given a unique 8-bit identifier called 
its host ID. 

Each virtual host can support multiple Internet protocols, 
connections and, in addition, a virtual clock. Each physical host 
contains a physical clock which can operate at an arbitrary rate and, 
in addition, a 32-bit logical clock which operates at 1000 Hz and is 
assumed to be reset each day at 0000 hours UT. Not all physical hosts 
implement the full 32-bit precision; however, in such cases the 
resolution of the logical clock may be somewhat less. 

There is a one-to-one correspondence between Internet addresses 
and host IDs. The host ID is formed from a specified octet of the 
Ii.ternet address to which is added a specified offset. The octet 
number and offset are selected at configuration time and must be the 
same for all DCN hosts sharing the local net.  For class-B and class-C 
nets normally the fourth octet is used in this way for routing within 
the local net.  In the case of class-B nets, the third octet is 
considered part of the net number by DCN hosts; therefore, this octet 
can be used for routing between DCN local nets. For class-A nets 
normally the third octet (ARPANET logical-host field) is used for 
routing where necessary. 

Each DCN physical host Is identified by a host ID for the purpose 
of detecting loops in routing updates, which establish the 
minimum-delay paths between the virtual hosts. By convention, the 
physical host ID is assigned as the host ID of one of its virtual 
hosts. A link to a naigbor net is associated with a special virtual 
host, called a gateway, which is assigned a unique host ID. 

The links connecting the various physical hosts together and to 
foreign nets can be distributed in arbitrary ways, so long as the net 
remains fully connected.  If full connectivity is lost, due to a link 
or host fault, the virtual hosts in each of the surviving segments can 
continue to operate with each other and, once connectivity is 
restored, with all of them. 

Datagram routing is determined entirely by internet address - 
there is no local leader as in the ARPANET.  Each physical host 
contains two tables, the Host Table, which is used to determine the 
outgoing link to each other local-net host, and the Net Table, which 
is used to determine the outgoing host (gateway) to each other net. 
The Host Table contains estimates of roundtrip delay and logical-clock 
offset for all virtual hosts in the net and is indexed by host ID. 
For the purpose of computing these estimates the delay and offset of 
each virtual host relative to the physical host in which it resides is 
assumed zero. The single exception to this is a special virtual host 
associated with an NBS radio time-code receiver, where the offset is 
computed relative to the broadcast time. 

The Net Table contains an entry for every neighbor net that may 
be connected to the local net and, in addition, certain other nets 
that are not 
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neighbors. Each entry contains the net number, as well as the host ID 
of the local-net gateway to that net. The routing function simply 
looks up the net number in the Net Table, finds the host ID of the 
gateway and retrieves the port ID of the net-output process from the 
Host Table. Other information is included in the Host Table and Net 
Table as discribed below. 

The delay and offset estimates are updated by HELLO messages 
exchanged on the links connecting physical-host neighbors. The HELLO 
messages are exchanged frequently, but not so as to materially degrade 
the throughput of the link for ordinary data messages. A HELLO 
message contains a copy of the delay and offset information from the 
Host Table of the sender, as well as information to compute the 
roundtrip delay and logical-clock offset of the receiver relative to 
the sender. 

The routing algorithm is similar to that (formerly) used in the 
ARPANET and other places in that the roundtrip (biased) delay estimate 
calculated to a neighbor is added to each of the delay estimates given 
in its HELLO message and compared with the corresponding delay 
estimates in the Host Table. If a delay computed in this way is less 
than the delay already in the Host Table, the routing to the 
corresponding virtual host is changed accordingly. The detailed 
operation of this algorithm, which includes provisions for host 
up-down logic and loop suppression, is summarized in a later section. 

DCN local nets are self-con figuring for all hosts and neighbor 
nets; that is, the routing algorithms will find minimum-delay paths 
between all hosts and gateways to neighbor nets. In addition, 
timekeeping information can be exchanged using special HELLO messages 
between neighboring DCN local nets. For routing beyond neighbor nets 
additional entries can be configured in the Net Tables as required. 
In addition, a special entry can be configured in the Net Tables which 
specifies the host ID of the gateway to all nets not expllctly 
included in the table. 

For routing via the ARPANET and its reachable nets a selected 
local-net host is equipped with an IMP interface and configured with a 
OGP/EGP Gateway process. This process maintains the Net Table of the 
local host, including ARPANET leaders, dynamically as part of the 
OGP/EGP protocol interactions with other ARPANET gateways. OGP/EGP 
protocol interactions are possibly with non-ARPANET gateways as well. 

The portable virtual-host structure used in the DCN encourages a 
rather loose interpretation of addressing.  In order to minimize 
confusion in the following, the term "host ID" will be applied only to 
virtual hosts, while "host number" will be applied to the physical 
host, called generically the DCN host. 

2.1. Net and Host Tables 

There are two tables in every DCN host which control routing of 
Internet Protocol (IP) datagrams: the Net Table and the Host Table. 
The Net Table is used to determine the host ID of the gateway on the 
route to a foreign net. 
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while the Host Table Is used to determine the link, with respect to 
the DCN host, on the route to a virtual host. The Host Table is 
maintained dynamically using updates generated by periodic HELLO 
messages. The Net Table is fixed at configuration time for all DCN 
hosts except those that support a GGP/EGP Gateway process. In these 
cases the Net Table is updated as part of the gateway operations. In 
addition, entries in either table can be changed by operator commands. 

The Net Table format is shown in Figure 1. 

1 0 
5432109876543210 

♦ -♦-♦- ♦ - + «♦-♦-♦-♦-.♦.-♦-♦-.♦'-♦-♦ -♦- + 

| Net Name | 
♦-^-♦-♦-•f-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦ 
|   Net (2)    |   Net(l)    | 

!   Index     |   Net(3)    | 

|    Hops     I Gateway ID  | 
♦-♦-«»■-♦-♦-■♦•-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-■♦' 

I Gateway Leader 

♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-4-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦ 

Figure 1. Net Table Entry 

The "Net Name" field defines a short (RAD50) name for the net, 
while the "Net" fields define the class A/B/C net number. The 
"Gateway ID" field contains the host ID of the first gateway to the 
net and the "Hops" field the number of hops to it. The remaining 
fields are used only by the GGP/EGP Gateway process and include the 
"Index" field, which contains an index into "the routing matrix, and 
the "Gateway Leader" field, which contains the (byte-swapped) 
local-net leader for the gateway on a neighbor net. 

The Net Table contains an indefinite number of entries and is 
terminated by a special entry with all "Net" fields set to zero.  If 
the "Hops" field of this entry is less than 255, the "Gateway ID" 
field of this entry is used for all nets not in the table.  If the 
"Hops" field is 255 all nets not explicitly mentioned in the table 
appear unreachable. 

The Host Table format is shown in Figure 2. 
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1 0 
5432109876543210 

Name 
+-+-♦-♦-♦«•♦-♦-,,♦-♦-♦-♦-+-♦-■♦.-♦-♦ 

TIL |        Port ID 
♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-+-♦•♦ 

Delay 
♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-+-♦-♦-♦ 

Offset 
♦ -♦-♦-♦-♦-■♦•-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦->♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦ 

Local Leafier 

♦-*-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦ 

Ujpdate Tlmestamp 

♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-+-« 

Figure 2. Host Table Entry 

The ordinal position of each Host Table entry corresponds to its 
host ID. The "Nam*." field contains a short (RAD50) name for 
convenient reference. The "Port ID" field contains the pert ID of the 
net-output process on the shortest path to this virtual host and the 
"Delay" field contains the measured roundtrlp delay to it. The 
"Offset" field contains the difference between the logical clock of 
this host and the logical clock of the local host. The "Local Leader" 
field contains information used to construct the local leader of the 
outgoing packet, for those nets that require it. The "Ujpdate 
Timestamp" field contains the logical clock value when the entry was 
last updated and the "TIL" field the time (in seconds) remaining until 
the virtual host is declared down. 

All fields except the "Name" field are filled in as part of the 
routing update process, which is initiated upon arrival of a HELLO 
message from a neighboring DCN host. This message takes the form of 
an IP datagram carrying the reserved protocol number 63 and a data 
field as shown in Figure 3. 
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1 0 
5432109876543210 

--- ♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-«fr-«* 

Fixed      | Checksum | 
Area       ♦-♦-♦-♦•<♦■«■♦-♦-♦-♦•♦-♦«♦<•■♦-♦-♦-♦-♦ 

| Date | 
♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦- ♦••♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦ 

♦ Time ♦ 

♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦•-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-•*•-♦-♦-♦-♦ 
i Tlmestamp | 
♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦ 
|    Offset   |  Hosts (n)   | 

Host       |        Delay Host 0       j 
Area       ♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦•♦-♦»♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦ 

|       Offset Host 0       | 
♦-«♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦'♦ 

♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦•♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦«♦-♦-♦-♦ 

|       Delay Host n-1      | 
♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦ 
|       Offset Host n-1      | 

— ♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦-♦ 

Figure 3. HELLO Message Format 

There are two HELLO message formats, depending on the length of 
the message. One format, c*nt by a DCN host to another host on the 
same local net, includes both the fixed and host areas shown above. 
The second format, sent in all other cases. Includes only the fixed 
area. 

Note that all word fields shown are byte-swapped with respect to 
the ordinary PDP11 representation. The "Checksum field contains a 
checksum covering the fields Indicated. The "Date" and "Time" fields 
are filled in with the local date and time of origination. The 
"Tlmestamp" field is used in the computation of the roundtrip delay 
(see below). The "Offset" field contains the offset of the block af 
Internet addresses used by the local net. The "Delay Host nM and 
"Offset Host n" fields represent a copy of the corresponding entries 
of the Host Table as they exist at the time of origination. The 
"Hosts (n)" field contains the number of entries in this table. 

2.2.    Roundtrip Delay Calculations 

Periodically, each DCN physical host sends a HELLO message to Its 
neicpibor on each of the communication links common to both of tlvsm. 
For each of these links the mender keeps a set of state variables, 
including a copy of the source-address field of the last HELLO message 
received. 

ysso 
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When constructing a HELLO message the sender sets the 
destination-address field to this state variable and the 
source-address field to its own address. It then fills in the "Date" 
and "Time" fields from its logical clock and the "Timestamp" field 
from another state variable. It finally copies the "Delay" aid 
"Offset" values from its Host Table into the message. 

A host receiving a HELLO message discards it if the format is bad 
or the checksum fails. If valid, it initializes a link state variable 
to show that the link is up. Each time a HELLO message is transmitted 
this state variable is decremented. If it decrements to zero the link 
is declared down. 

The host then checks if the source-address field matches the 
state variable containing the last address stored.  If not, the link 
has been switched to a new host, so the state variables are flushed 
and the link forced into a recovery state. The host then checks if 
the destination-address field matches its own address.  If so, the 
message has been looped (legal only in the case of a broadcast net) 
and the roundtrip delay information is corrected. The host and net 
areas are ignored in this case. If not, the host and net areas of the 
message are processed to update the Host and Net Tables. 

Roundtrip delay calculations are performed in the following way. 
The link input/output processes assigned each link maintain an 
internal state variable which is updated as each HELLO message is 
received and transmitted. When a HELLO message is received this 
variable takes the value of the "Time" field minus the current 
time-of-day. When the next HELLO message is transmitted, the value 
assigned the "Timestamp" field is computed as the low-order 16-bits of 
this variable plus the current time-of-day. The value of this 
variable is forced to zero if either the link is down of the system 
logical clock has been reset since the last HELLO message was 
received. 

If a KELLO message is received with zero "Timestamp" field, no 
processing other than filling in the internal state variable. 
Otherwise, the roundtrip delay is computed as the low-order 16-bits of 
the current time-of-day minus the value of this field.  In order to 
assure the highest accuracy, the calculation j ;■? performed only if the 
length of the last transmitted KELLO message (in octets) matches the 
length of the received HELLO message. 

The above technique renders the calculation independent of the 
clock offsets and intervals between HELLO messages at either host, 
protects against errors that might occur due to lost KE.T.LO messages 
and works even when a neighbor host simply forwards the HELLO message 
back to the originator without modifying it. The latter behavior, 
typical of ARPANET IMPs and gateways, as well as broadcast nets, relys 
on the loop-detection mechanism so that correct calculations can be 
made and, furthermore, that spurious host updates can be avoided. 
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2 i.  3ost 

a imj winy arrives irfiich results In a valid roundtrip 
d> ay ca-csSation. a host update process is per formed. This consists 
&5  addtng Äe r^^ör-ip delay to each cf the "Delay Host n" entries in 
«2* aEBJJP massage in turn and comparing each of these calculated 
decays xa 12» "Bos* Delay^ f «eld of the corresponding Host Table 
«rcry. Eactss entry is then updated according to the following rules: 

ZS  12» Sin* connects to anothei DCN host on the sane net and the 
port IT <&ZZ*  of the link output, process Batches the "Port ID" 
fiele of 12» entry, then oxSate the entry. 

2     35 *2» llski connects to anothei DQi host on the saae net, the PID 
©5 12» Ilnfc acpaat process does not match the Tort ID" field and the 
caOcaglacad delay Is less than the "Host Delay" field by at least a 

:_f eef switchir-j threshold (currently IOC milliseconds), then 
12» entry- 

2*  13» llsmt connects to a foreign net and is assi^ied a host ID 
c MrirmajMinriHirig to the entry, then isxiate the entry.  In this case 
mVy use as the calculaced delay the roundtrip delay. 

of t2» «t» conditions are met, or if J'rs virtual host 
blared ncjwra and the " rTL" field contacts a nonzero 

t2»n no update is performed. 

Urn  -pcate process consists of replacing the Delay" field with 
■Li- cato*5acad delay, the "Port ID" field with the PID of the link 
t>i jus process. 12» ~3%idate Tlmestamp" field with the current time of 
dr are t2» "TUT  field by a specified value (currently 120) in 
a*fands~  35 a» calculated delay exceeds a specified maximum interval 
{c*rrev3ily 12 seconds). the virtual host is declared down by setting 
vie correspondiwag "Delay- field to the maximum and the remaining 
f *&4fc as before. Fer the purposes of delay calculations values less 
TX*r.  * sper.'iec ■Iniaeai {currently 100 nilliseconds) are rounded up 

"25» ""©fSnes" field is also replaced during the update process. 
Über ».2» sg".'.:.. nessage arrives. The value of the current logica? clock 
Is saJfccLracie^ 5s-©* the Time^ field and the difference added to 
one-Salf if» -ouBSdtrip delay. The result*-7 s   %r**ch r<3presents the 
rfiset rf 12» local clock to the clock of ^e server  s .«dded to the 

'Offset" '.eli ol  the KE!"^ -»essage an  the mm  replaces 
PI* field cf the Host Table. Thus. ti>e "Offset field in the 

:le fcr s particular virtue 1 host is rep'^ced only if that host 
jp  anc fie t2» «inianae-delay path to the DCN r.ost. 

"2» purpose of 12» switching threshold in (2) above and the 
delay specification in the ixxJate process is to avoid 
-y switching between links and transient loops which can 

due ~ :orsal variations in propagation delays.  The purpose of 
"771.*' fielo lest in (4) above is to insure consistantcy by purging 

*Z'  &**£&  ix a virtual host wher. that virtual host goes down. 
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In addition to the updates performed as HELLO messages arrive, each 
virtual host in a DCN host also performs a periodic update of its own 
Host Table entry.  The update procedure is identical to the above, 
except that the calculated delay and offset are taken as zero. At 
least one of the virtual hosts in a DCN host must have the same host 
ID as the host number assigned the DCN host itself and all must be 
assigned the same net number. Other than these, there are no 
restrictions on the number or addresses of internet processes resident 
in a single DCN host. 

It should be appreciated that virtual hosts are truly portable 
and can migrate about the net, should such a requirement arise. The 
host update protocols described here insure that the routing 
procedures always converge to the minimum-delay paths via operational 
links and DCN hosts.  In the case of broadcast nets such as Ethernets, 
the procedures are modified slightly as described below.  In this case 
the HELLO messages are used to determine routing from the various 
Ethernet hosts to destinations off the cable, as well as to provide 
time synchronization. 

2.4.  Timeouts 

The "TTL" field in every Host Table entry is decremented once a 
second in normal operation. Thus, if following a host update another 
update is not received within an interval corresponding to the value 
initialized in that field, it decrements to zero, at which point the 
virtual host is declared down and the Host Table entry set as 
described above. The 120-second interval used currently provides for 
at least four HELLO messages to be generated by every neighbor on 
every link during that interval, since the maximum delay between HELLO 
messages is 30 seconds on the lowest-speed link (1200 bps).  Thus, if 
no HELLO messages are lost, the maximum number of links between any 
virtual host and any other is four. 

The "TTL" field is initialized at 120 seconds when an update 
occurs and when the virtual host is declared down.  During the 
interval this field decrements to zero immediately after being 
declared down, updates are ignored.  This provides a decent interval 
for the bad news to propagate throughout the net and for the Host 
Tables in all DCN hosts to reflect the fact.  Thus, the formation of 
routing loops is prevented. 

The IP datagram forwarding procedures call for decrementing the 
"time-to-live" field in the IP header once per second or at each point 
where it is forwarded, whichever comes first.  The value used 
currently for this purpose is 30, so that an IP datagram can live in 
the net no longer than that number of seconds. This is thus the 
maximum delay allowed on any path between two virtual hosts.  If this 
maximum delay is exceeded in calculating the roundtrip delay for a 
Host Table entry, the corresponding virtual host will be declared 
down. 
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The interval between HELLO messages on any link depends on the 
data rate supported by the link. As a general rule, this interval is 
set at 16 times the expected roundtrip time for the longest packet to 
be sent on that link. For 1200-bps asynchronous transmission and 
packet lengths to 256 octets, this corresponds to a maximum HELLO 
message interval of about 30 seconds. 

Although the roundtrip delay calculation, upon which the routing 
process depends, is relatively insensitive to net traffic and 
congestion, stochastic variations in the calculated values ordinarily 
occur due to coding (bit or character stuffing) and medium 
perturbations.  In order to suppress loops and needless path changes a 
minimum switching threshold is incorporated into the routing mechanism 
(see above) . The interval used for this threshold, as well as for the 
minimum delay on any path, is 100 milliseconds, 

3. Formal Specification 

The following sections provide a formal framework which describe 
the DCN HELLO protocol. This protocol is run between neighboring DCN 
hosts that share a common point-to-point link and provides automatic 
connectivity determination, routing and timekeeping functions. 

The descriptions to follow are organized as follows: First a 
summary of data structures describes the global variables and packet 
formats. Then vivre^ processes which implement the protocol are 
described: the CLOCK, HELLO and HOST processes. The description of 
these processes is organized into sections that describe (1) the local 
variables used by that process, (2) the parameters and constants and 
(3) the events that initiate processing together with the procedures 
they evoke. In the case of variables a distinction is made between 
state variables, which retain their contents between procedure calls, 
and temporaries, which have a lifetime extending only while the 
process is running. Except as noted below, the initial contents of 
state variables are unimportant. 

3.1. Data Structures 

3.1.1. Global Variables 

ADDRESS 
This is a 32-bit bit-string temporary variable used to contain an 
Internet addre-ü 

CLOCK-HID 
This is an eight-bit integer state variable used to contain the 
host ID of the local-net host to be used as the master clock.  It 
is initialized to the appropriate value depending upon the net 
configuration. 

DATE 
This Is a 16-bit bit-string state variable used to contain the 
date in RT-11 format.  Bits 0-4 contain the year, with zero 
corresponding to 1972, bits 5-9 contain the day of the month and 
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bits 10-14 contain the month, starting with one for January. 

DATE-VALID 
This is a one-bit state variable used to indicate whether the 
local date and time are synchronized with the master clock. A 
value of one indicates the local clock is not synchronized with 
the master clock. This variable is set to one initially and when 
the local time-of-day rolls over past midnicfrit-  It is set to zero 
each time a valid date and time update has been received from the 
master clock. 

DELAY 
This is a 16-bit integer temporary variable which represents the 
roundtrip delay in milliseconds to a host.. 

HID 
This is an eight-bit integer temporary variable containing the 
host ID of some ho»t on the local net. 

There is a one-to-one correspondence between the Internet 
addresses of local hosts and their HIDs. The mapping between them 
is selected on the basis of the octet number of the Internet 
address. For DCN hosts it is the fourth octet, while for hosts 
directly connected to a class-A ARPANET IMP or gateway, it is the 
third octet (logical-host field) . The contents of this octet are 
to b« added to ADDRESS-OFFSET to form the KID associated 
with the address. 

HOLD 
This is an eight-bit counter state variable indicating whether 
timestamps are valid or not. While HOLD is nonzero, timestamps 
should be considered invalid. When set to some nonzero value, the 
counter decrements to zero at a 1-Hz rate. Its initial value is 
zero. 

HOST-TABLE 
This is a table of NHOSTS entries indexed by host ID (HID) . There 
is one entry for each host in the local net. Each entry has the 
following format: 

HOST-TABLE. DELAY 
This is a 16-bit field containing the computed roundtrip delay 
in milliseconds to host HID. 

HOST-TABLE.OFFSET 
This is a 16-bit field containing the computed signed offset 
in milliseconds which must be added to the local apparent 
clock to agree with the apparent clock of host HID. 

HOST-TABLE PID 
This is an eight-bit field containing the PID of the net-output 
process selected by the routing algorithm to forward packets 
to host HID. 
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HOST-TABLE. TIL 
Tills is an eight-bit field usea as a time-to-live indicator. 
It is decremented by the HOST process once each second and 
initialized to a chosen value when a HELLO message is 
received. The table is initialized with the HOST-TABLE.DELAY 
field set to MAXDELAY for all entries. The contents of the 
other fields are unimportant. 

LOCAL-ADDRESS 
Ulis is a 32-bit bit-string state variable used to contain the 
local host Internet address. 

NET-TABLE 
This is a table of NNETS entries with the following format: 

NET-TABLE.HID 
This is an eight-bit field containing the host ID of the 
pseudo-process to forward packets to the NET-TABLE.NET net. 

NET-TABLE.NET 
This is a 24-bit field containing an Internet class-A (eight 
bits), class-B (16 bits) or class-C (24 bits) net number. 
Nota that the actual field width for class-B n^t numbers is 24 
bits in order to provide a subnet capability, ir. which the 
hioji-order eight bits of the 16-bit host address is 
interpreted as the subnet number. 

The table is constructed at configuration time and must include an 
entry for every net that is a potential neighbor. A neighbor net 
is defined as a net containing a host that can be directly 
connected to a host on the local net. The entry for such a net is 
initialized with NET-TABLE.NET set to the neighbor net number and 
NET-TABLE.HID set to an arbitrary vitual-host ID not assigned any 
other local-net virtual host. 

The remaining entries in NET-TABLE are initialized at initial-boot 
time with the NET-TABLE.NET fialds set to zero and the 
NET-TABLE.HID fields set to a configuration-selected host ID to be 
used to forward packets to all nets other than neighbor nets.  In 
the case where a gateway module is included in the local host 
configuration, the OGP and/or EGP protocols will be used to 
maintian these entries; while, in the case where no gateway 
module is included, only one such entry is required. 

OFFSET 
This is a 16-bit signed integer temporary variable whicn 
represents the offset in milliseconds to be added to the apparent 
clock time to yield the apparent clock time of the neiojibor host, 

3.1.2. Parameters 

ADDRESS-OFFSET 
This is an integer which represents the value of the Internet 
address field corresponding to the first host in HOST-TABLE. 

* 

i 
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NHOSTS 
This is an integer which defines the number of entries in HOST-TABLE. 

NNETS 
This is an integer which defines the number of entries in MET-TABLE. 

3.1.3. HELLO Packet Fields 

PKT.ADDRESS-OFFSET 
This eight-bit is copied from ADDRESS-OFFSET by the sender. 

PKT.DATESTAMP 
Bits 0-14 of this 16-bit field are copied from DATE by the sender, 
while bit 15 is copied from DATE-VALID. 

PKT. DATE-VALID 
This one-bit field is bit 15 of PKT.DATESTAMP. 

PKT. DESTINATION 
Ulis 32-bit field is part of the IP header.  It is copied from 
HLO.NEIGHBOR-ADDRESS by the sender. 

PKT. HOST-TABLE 
This is a table of PKT.NHOSTS entries, each entry of which 
consists of two fields. The entries are indexed by host ID and 
have the following format: 

PKT. HOST-TABLE. DELAY 
Tnis 16-bit field is copied from the corresponding HOST-TASLE. DELAY 
field by the sender. 

PKT .HOST-TABLE.OFFSET 
Tnis 16-bit field is copied from the corresponding HOST-TABLE. OFFSET 
field by the sender. 

PKT.LENGTH 
This 16-bit field is part of the IP header.  It is set by the sender to 
the number of octets in the packet. 

PKT. NHOSTS 
This eigfrit-bit  field is copied from NHOST by the sender. 

PKT.SOURCE 
This 16-bit field is part of the IP header.  It is copied from 
LOCAL-ADDRESS by the sender. 

PKT.TIMESTAMP 
This 32-bit field contains the apparent time the packet was transmitted 
in milliseconds past midnight UT. 
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PKT.TSP 
Ulis 16-bit field contains a variable used in roundtrip delay 
calculations. 

3.2 CLOCK Process (CLK) 

The timekeeping system maintains three clocks: (1) the physical 
clock, which is determined by a hardware oscillator/counter; (2) the 
apparent clock, which maintains the time-of-day used by client 
processes and (3) the actual clock, which represents the time-of-day 
provided by an outside reference. The apparent and actual clocks are 
maintained as 48-bit quantities with 32 bits of significance available 
to client processes. These clocks run at a rate of 1000 Hz and are 
reset at midni^it UT. 

The CLOCK process consists of a set of state variables along with 
a set of procedures that are called as the result of hardware 
interrupts and client requests. An interval timer is assumed 
logically separate from the local clock mechanism, although both could 
be derived from the same timing source. 

3.2.1. Local Variables 

CLK.CLOCK 
This is a 48-bit fixed-point state variable used to represent the 
apparent time-of-day. The decimal point is to the right of bit 16 
(numbering from the right at bit 0).  Bit 16 increments at a rate 
equivalent to 1000 Hz independent of the hardware clock.  (In the 
case of programmable-clock hardware the value of CLK.CLOCK must be 
corrected as described below.) 

CLK.COUNT 
This is a hardware register that increments at rate R.  It can be 
represented by a simple line clock, which causes interrupts at the 
line-frequency rate, or by a programmable clock, which contains a 16-bit 
register that is programmed to count at a 1000-Hz rate and causes an 
interrupt on overflow. The register is considered a fixed-point variable 
with decimal point to the right of bit 0. 

CLK.DELTA 
This is a 48-bit signed fixed-point state variable used to represent the 
increment to be added to CLK.CLOCK to yield the actual time-of-day. The 
decimal point is to the right of bit 16. 

3.2.3. Parameters 

ADJUST-FRACTION 
This is an integer which defines the shift count used to compute a 
fraction that is used as a multiplier of CLK.DELTA to correct CLK.CLOCK 
once each clock-adjust interval.  A value of seven is suggested. 

Nf; 
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ADJUST-INTERVAL 
This is an integer which defines the clock-adjust interval in 
milliseconds. A value of 500 (one-half second) is suggested for 
the line clock and 4000 (four seconds) for the 1000-Hz clock. 

CLOCK-TICK 
This is a fixed-point integer which defines the increment in 
milliseconds to be added to CLK.CLOCK as the result of a clock 
tick. The decimal point is to the right of bit 16.  In the case 
of a line-clock interrupt, the value of CLOCK-TICK should be 
16.66666 (60 Hz) or 20.00000 (50 Hz) .  In the case of a 1000-Hz 
programmable-clock overflow, the value should be 65536.00000. 

HOLD-INTERVAL 
This is an integer which defines the number of seconds that HOLD will 
count down after CLK.CLOCK has been reset. The  resulting interval must b< 
at least as long as the maximum HELLO-INTERVAL used by any HELLO process. 

3.2.3. Events and Procedures 

INCREMENT-CLOCK Event 
This event is evoked as the result of a tick interrupt, in the case of a 
line clock, or a counter overflow, in the case of the 1000-Hz clock. It 
causes the logical clock to be incremented by the value of CLOCK-TICK. 

1. Add the value of CLOCK-TICK to CLK.CLOCK. 

ADJUST-CLOCK Event 
This event is evoked once every ADJUST-INTERVAL milliseocnds to slew the 
apparent clock time to the actual clock time as set by the SET-CLOCK 
procedure. This is done by subtracting a fraction of the correction 
factor CLK.DELTA from the value of CLK.DELTA and adding the same fraction 
to CLK.CLOCK.  Ihis continues until either the next SET-CLOCK call or 
CLK.DELTA has been reduced to zero. 

The suggested values for ADJUST-INTERVAL and ADJUST-FRACTION 
represent a maximum slew rate of less than +-2 milliseconds per 
second, in the case of 1000-Hz clock. The action is to smooth 
noisy clock corrections received from neighboring systems to 
obtain a high-quality local reference, while insuring the apparent 
clock time is always monotonically increasing. 

1.  Shift the 48-bit value of CLK.DELTA arithmetically ADJUST-FRACTION 
bits to the ric£vt, discarding bits from the ricfrit and saving the 
result in a temporary variable F. Assuming the decimal point of F to 
be positioned to the right of bit 16 and sign-extending as necessary, 
subtract F from CLK.DELTA and add F to CLK.CLOCK. 
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DECREMENT-HOLD Event 
This event is evoked once per second to decrement the value of HOLD. 

1.  If the value of HOLD is zero, do nothing;  otherwise, decrement its 
value. 

I 

r.; 

READ-CLOCK Procedure 

This procedure is called by a client process.  It returns the apparent 
time-of-day computed as the integer part of the sum CLK. CLOCK plus 
CLK.COUNT. Note that the precision of the value returned is limited to 
+-1 millisecond, so that client processes must expect the apparent 
time to "run backward" occasionally due to drift correctins.  When 
this happens the backward step will never be greater than one 
millisecond and will never occur more often than twice per second. 

1. In the case of line clocks CLK.COUNT is always zero, while in 
the case of programmable clocks the hardware must be 
interrogated to extract the value of CLK.COUNT.  If following 
interrogation a counter-overflow condition is evident, add 
CLOCK-TICK to CLK.CLOCK and interrogate the hardware again. 

2. When the value of CLK.COUNT has been determined compute the sum 
CLK.COUNT + CLK.CLOCK.  If this sum exceeds the number of 
milliseconds in 24. hours (86,400,000), reduce CLK.CLOCK by 
86,400,000, set HOLD-INTERVAL -> HOLD, set CLOCK-VALID (bit 15 
of DATE) to one, roll over DATE to the next calender day and 
start over.  If not, return the integer part of the sum as the 
apparent time-of-day. 

The CLOCK-VALID bit is set to insure that a master-clock update is 
received at least once per day.  Note that, in the case of 
uncompensated crystal oscillators of the type commonly used as the 
1000-Hz time base, a drift of several parts per million can be 
expected, which would result in a time drift of several tenths of a 
second per day, if not corrected. 

SET-CLOCK Procedure 
This procedure is called by a client process.  It sets a time-of-day 
correction factor in milliseconds.  The argument represents a 32-bit 
signed fixed-point quantity with decimal point :o the right of bit 
0 that is to be added to CLK.CLOCK so that READ-CLOCK subsequently 
returns the actual time-of-day. 

1.  If the correction factor is in the range -2**(16-ADJUST-FRACTION) to 
+2**(16-ADJUST-FRACTION) - 1 (about +-128 milliseconds with the 
suggested value of ADJUST-FRACTION), the value of the argument 
replaces CLK.DELTA and the procedure is complete.  If not, add the 
value of the sign-extended argument to CLK.CLOCK and set CLK.DELTA to 
zero.  In addition, set HOLD-INTERVAL -> HOLD, since this 
represents a relatively large step-change in apparent time. 
The value of HOLD represents the remaining number of seconds 
in which timestamps should be considered invalid and is used 
by the HELLO process to suppress roundtrip delay calculations 
which might involve invalid timestamps. 

I 
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3.3.  HELLO Process 

The HELLO process maintains clock synchronization with a neighbor 
HELLO process using the HELLO protocol.  It also participates in the 
routing algorithm. There is one HELLO process and one set of local 
state variables for each link connecting the host to one of its 
neighbors. 

3.3.1. Local variables 

HLO. BROADCAST 
This is a one-bit switch state variable. When set to zero a 
point-to-point link is assumed. When set ot one a broadcast (e.g. 
Ethernet) link is assumed. 

HLO.KEEP-ALIVE 
This is an eigfrit-bit counter state variable used to indicate whether the 
link is up.  It is initialized with a value of zero. 

HLO.LENGTH 
This is a 16-bit integer state variable used to record the length in 
octets of the last HELLO message sent. 

HLO .NEIGHBOR-ADDRESS 
This is a 32-bit integer state variable used to contain the neighbor host 
Internet address. 

HLO.PID 
This is an eight-bit integer state variable used to identify the 
net-output process associated with this HELLO process.  It is initialized 
by the kernel when the process is created and remains unchanged 
thereafter. 

HLO.POLL 
This is a one-bit switch state variable.  When set the HELLO process 
spontaneously sends HELLO messages.  When not set the HELLO process 
responds to HELLO messages, but does not send them spontaneously. 

HLO.TIMESTAMP 
This is a 32-bit integer temporary variable used to record the time of 
arrival of a HELLO message. 

HLO.TSP 
This is a 16-bit signed integer state variable used in roundtrip delay 
calculations. 

3-S91 
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3.3.2. Parameters 

HELLO-INTERVAL 
This is an integer which defines the interval in seconds between HELLO 
messages.  It ranges from about eight to a maximum of 30 seconds, 
depending on line speed. 

HOLD-DOWN- INTERVAL 
This is an integer which defines the interval in seconds a host will be 
considered up following receipt of a HELLO message indicating that 
host is up. A value of 120 is suggested. 

KEEP-ALIVE-INTERVAL 
This is an integer which defines the interval, in units of 
HELLO-INTERVAL, that a HELLO process will consider the link up. A 
value of four is suggested. 

MAXDELAY 
This is an integer which defines the maximum roundtrip delay in 
seconds on a path to any reachable host. A value of 30 is suggested. 

KZNDELAY 
This is an integer vhich defines the minimum switching threshold in 
milliseconds below which routes will not be changed. A value of 100 is 
suggested. 

3.3.3. Events and Procedures 

INPUT-PACKET Event 
When a packet arrives the net-input process first sets HLO.TIMESTAMP to 
the value returned by the READ-CLOCK procedure, then checks the 
packet for valid local leader, IP header format and checksum.  If 
the protocol field in the IP header indicates a HELLO message, the 
packet is passed to the HELLO process.  If any errors are found 
the packet is dropped. 

The HELLO process first checks the packet for valid HELLO header format 
and checksum.  If any errors are found the packet is dropped.  Otherwise, 
it proceeds as follows: 

1. If PKT.SOURCE is equal to LOCAL-ADDRESS, then the line to the 
neighbor host is looped.  If this is a broadcast link 
(HLO.BROADCAST is set to one), then ignore this nicety;  if 
not, this is considered an error and further processing Is 
abandoned.  Note that, in special configurations involving 
other systems (e.g. ARPANET IMPs and gateways) it may be 
useful to use looped HELLO to monitor connectivity.  The DCN 
implementation provides this feature, but is not described hero. 

2. Set KEEP-ALIVE-INTERVAL -> HLO. KEEP-ALIVE.  This indicates the 
maximum number of HELLO intervals the HLO.TSP field is 
considered valid. 
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3. Set PKT.TIMESTAMP - HLO.TIMESTAMP -> HLO.TSP. This Is part of the 
roundtrlp delay calculation. The value of HLO.TSP will be 
updated and returned to the neighbor in the next HELLO message 
transmitted. Next, compute the raw roundtrlp delay and offset: 
HLO.TIMESTAMP - PKT.TSP -> DELAY and HLO.TSP + DELAY/2 -> OFFSET. 
Note:  in the case of a broadcast link (HLO.BROADCAST set to one) set 
DELAY to zero. 

4. Perform this step only in the case of non-broadcast links 
(HLO.BROADCAST set tc zero) .  If PICT.SOURCE is not equal to 
HLO.NEIGHBOR-ADDRESS, then a new nei^bor has appeared on this 
link. Set PKT.SOURCE -> HLO.NEIGHBOR ADDRESS, MAXDELAY -> 
DELAY and proceed to -he next step. This will force the line 
to be declared down and result in a hold-down cycle. 
Otherwise, if either PKT.TSP is zero or HOLD is nonzero, then 
the DELAY calculation is invalid and further processing is 
abandoned. Note that a hold-down cycle is forced in any 
case if a new nelgbor is recognized. 

5. If processing reaches this point the DELAY and OFFSLT 
variables can be assumed valid as well as the remaining data 
in the packet. First, if DELAY < MINDELAY, set MINDELAY -> 
DELAY. This avoids needless path switching when the 
difference in delays is not significant and has the effect 
that on low-delay links the routing algorithm degenerates to 
min-hop rather than min-delay. Then set HLO.PID -> PID. There are 
two cases: 

Case 1: PKT.NHOSTS is zero. 
This will be the case when the neighbor host has just come up or 
is on a different net or subnet. Set NEIGHBOR-ADDRESS -> ADDRESS 
and call the ROUTE procedure, which will return the host 
ID. Then call the UPDATE procedure.  In the case of 
errors, do nothing but return. 

Case 2: PKT.NHOSTS is nonzero. 
This is the case when the neighbor host is on the same net or 
subnet. First, save the values of DELAY and OFFSET in temporary 
variables F and C. Then, for each value of HID from zero to 
NHOSTS-1 consider the corresponding PKT. HOSTS-TABLE entry and do 
the following: Set F ♦ PKT.HOST-TABLE.DELAY -> DELAY and 
C ♦ PKT.HOST-TABLE.OFFSET -> OFFSEV and call the UPDATE procedure 
This completes processing. 

ROUTE Procedure 
This procedure returns the host ID in HID of th* host represented 
by the global variable ADDRESS. 

1. First, determine if the host represented by ADDRESS Is on the same 
local net as LOCAL-ADDRESS. For the purposes of this 
comparison bits 0-7 and 16-31 are compared for class-A nets 
and bits 8-31 are compared for class-B and cl«sa-C nets. This 
provides for a subnet capability, where the bits 0-7 and 16-23 
(class-A) or 8-15 (class-B) are used as a subnet number. 
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Case 1: The host is on the same net or subnet. 
Extract the address field of ADDRESS, subtract ADDRESS-OFFSET and 
store the result in HID.  If 0 <= HID < NHD3TS, the procedure 
completes normally; otherwise it terminates in an error 
condition. 

Case 2: The host is not on the same net or subnet. 
Search the NET-TABLE for a match of the net fields of 
LOCAL-ADDRESS and NET-TABLE.NET.  If found set 
NET-TABLE.HID -> HID and return normally.  If the NET-TABLE.NET 
field is zero, indicating the last entry in the table, set 
HET-TABLE.HID -> HID and return normally. Note that, in the case 
of hosts including GGP/EGP gateway modules, if no match is found 
the procedure terminates in an error condition. 

UPDATE Procedure 
This procedure updates the entry of HOST-TABLE indicated by HID using 
three global variables: DELAY, OFFSET and PID.  Its purpose is to update 
the HOST-TABLE entry corresponding to host ID HID.  In the following all 
references are to this entry. 

1. If PID is not equal to HOST-TABLE.PID, the route to host HID is not 
via the net-output process associated with this HELLO process.  In 
this case, if DELAY ♦ KINDELAY > HOST-TABLE.DELAY, the path is longer 
than one already in HOST-TABLE, so the procedure does nothing. 

2. This step is reached only if either the route to host HID is via the 
net-output process associated with this HELLO process or the newly 
reported path to this host is shorter by at least MINDELAY. 
There are two cases: 

Case 1: HOST-TABLE.DELAY < MAXDELAY. 
The existing path to host HID is up and this is a point-to-point 
link (HLO.BROADCAST is set to zero).  If DELAY < MAXDELAY the 
newly reported path is also up. Proceed to the next step. 
Otherwise, initiate a hold-down cycle by setting 
MAXDELAY -> HOST-TABLE.DELAY and 
HOLD-DOWN-INTEPVAL -> HOST-TABLE.TTL and return. 

Case 2: HCST-TABLE. DELAY >= MAXDELAY. 
The existing path to host HID is down.  If DELAY < MAXDELAY and 
HOST-TABLE.TTL is zero, the hold-down period has expired and the 
newly reported path has just come up.  Proceed to the next step. 
Otherwise simply return. 

3. In this step the HOST-DELAY entry is jpdated. Set 
s' DELAY -> HOST-TABLE. DELAY, HOLD-DOWN-1NTERVAL -> HOST-TABLE. TTL and 
£ HLO.PID -> HOST-TABLE.PID. 
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4. For precise timekeeping, the offset can be considered valid only if 
the length of the last HELLO packet transmitted is equal to 
the length of the last one received. Thus, if HLO.LENKE 
equal to PKT.LENGTH, set OFFSET -> HOST-TABLE.CKSET; 
otherwise, leave this field alone. Finally. If HID Is equal to 
CLOCK-HID and bit 15 (the DAK-VALID bit) 
of DATE is zero, set PKT.DATESIMff -> DATE and call the SET-CLOCZ 
procedure of the CLOCK process with argument HLO TIMES»» - 

OUTPUT-PACKET Event   
This event is evoked once every HELLO-INTERVAL 
a HELLO message is to be transmitted, transmits it and 
variables. 

1.  If HLO.KEEP-ALIVE is nonzero deer« 

It 

2. 

its value. 

If HLO.POLL is zero and HLO.KEEP-ALIVE Is zero,  do ~ot send a ff*M 
message.  If either is nonzero initialize the packet field* as 
follows:  LOCAL-ADDRESS -> PKT.SOURCE. 
HLO.NEIGHBOR-ADDRESS -> PKT.DETTIHATI H and DATE -> WJ-VKSeSm*. 
Note: PKT.DESTINATION is set to zero if this Is a broadcast ZzA 
(HLO.BROADCAST set to one) . Also, note tint bit 15 of DJCE Is 
DATE-VALID bit.  If this bit is one the receiver will not 
master clock from the information in the transmitted pacSqmt- 
This is significant only if the sending host is on the 
least-delay path to the master clock. S&t RT.TDCS1JW to 
the value returned from the READ-CLOCK procedure.  If 
HLO. KEEP-ALIVE is zero or HOID is nonzero, set PC.TSP to 
zero;  otherwise, set PKT.TIMESTM*» «■ HLO.TSP -> PKT-TSP. 

* 

_- 

►V 

3. Determine if the neighbor is on the same net or subnet. If "Ae 
neighbor is on a different net set PKT.mOSTS to zero and 
proceed with the next step. Otherwise, set mBOSBS ->   
PKT.NHOSTS and for each value of HID from zero to PKT-HOSTS-2 
copy the HOST-TABLE.DELAY and HOST-TABLE.OFFSET fields of t£m 
corresponding HOST-TABLE entry in order into the packet. For 
each entry copied test if the HOST-TABLE-PID field matches the 
HLO.PID of the HELLO process.  If so, a potential routing loop 
is possible.  In this case use MAXDELÄ* for the delay field ta 
the packet instead. 

4. Finally, set HLO.LENGTH to the number of octets in the pactet 
and send the packet. 

3.4. HOST Process (HOS) 

This process maintains the routing tables.  It is activated tance p^r 
second to scan HOST-TABLE and decrement the HCST-TA2LE.TT1. field sf 
entry.  It also performs housekeeping functions. 
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Appendix A. Link-Level Packet Formats 

A.l. Serial Links Using Program-Interrupt Interfaces 

Following is a description of the frame format used on 
asynchronous and synchronous serial links with program-interrupt 
interfaces such as the DEC DLV11 and DPV11. This format provides 
transparency coding for all messages, including HELLO messages, but 
does not provide error detection or retransmission functions.  It is 
designed to be easily Implemented and compatible as far as possible 
with standard industry protocols. 

The protocol is serial-by-bit, with the same interpretation on 
the order of transmission as standard asynchronous and synchronous 
interface devices; that is, the low-order bit of each octet is 
transmitted first. The data portion of the frame consists of one 
Internet datagram encoded according to a "character-stuffing" 
transparency convention: 

1. The  frame begins with the two-octet sequence DLE-STX, in the case of 
asynchronous links, or the four-octet sequence SYN-SYN-DLE-STX, in the 
case of synchronous links. The data portion is transmitted next, 
encoded as described below, followed by the two-octet sequence 
DLE-ETX. No checksum is transmitted or expected.  If it is 
necessary for any reason to transmit time-fill other than in the 
data portion, the DEL (all ones) is used. 

2. Within the data portion of the frame the transmit buffer is 
scanned for a DLF..  Each DLE found causes the sequence DLE-DLE to 
be transmitted.  If it is necessary for some reason for the 
transmitter to insert time-fill within the data portion, the 
sequence DLE-DEL is used. 

3. While scanning the data stream within the data portion of the 
frame the sequence DLE-DLE is found, a single DLE is inserted in 
the receive buffer.  If the sequence DLE-ETX is found, the buffer 
is passed on for processing. The sequence DLE-DEL is discarded. 
Any other two-octet sequence beginning with DLE and ending with 
other than DLE, ETX or DEL is considered a protocol error 
(see note below) . 

Note: In the case of synchronous links using program-interrupt 
interfaces such as the DPV11, for example, a slightly modified 
protocol is suggested when both ends of the link concur. These 
interfaces typically provide a parameter register which can be loaded 
with a code used both to detect the receiver synchronizing pattern and 
for time-fill when the transmit buffer register cannot be serviced in 
time for the next character. 

The parameter register must be loaded with the SYN code for this 
protocol to work properly. However, should it be necessary to 
transmit time-fill, a single SYN will be transmitted, rather than the 
DLE-DEL sequence specified.  Disruptions due to these events can be 
minimized by use of the following rules: 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

If the transmitter senses a time-fill condition (usually by a 
control bit assigned for this purpose) between frames or 
immediately following transmission of a DLE, the condition is Ignored. 

If the transmitter senses a time-fill condition at other times it sends 
the sequence DLE-CAN. 

If the receiver finds a SYN either between frames or immediately 
followoing DLE, the SYN is discarded without affecting sequence 
decoding. 

If the receiver finds the sequence DLE-CAN in the data portion, 
discards the sequence and the immediately preceding octet. 

it 

These rules will work in cases where a single SYN has been 
inserted by the transmitter and even when a SYN has been Inserted in 
the DLE-CAN sequence.  If an overrun (lost data) condition is sensed 
at the receiver, the appropriate action is to return to the 
initial-synchronization state. This should also be the action if any 
code other than STX is found following the initial DLE.  or if any 
code other than DLE, ETX, DEL or CAN is found following a DLE in the 
data portion. 

A.2. Serial Links Using DDCMP Devices 

Following is a description of the frame format used on DEC DDCMP links 
with DMA interfaces such as the DEC DMV11 and DMR11. These interfaces 
implement the DEC DDCMP protocol, which includes error detection and 
retransmission capabilities. The DDCMP frame format is as follows: 

4 + + -^ + + + + + + + 

| SYN SYN SOH |Count|Flag |Resp | Seq | Adr | CRC1 | Data | CRC2 | 
+ + + + + + 4 ♦ + + 

bits 24 14 8 8 8 16 16 

With respect to this diagram, each octet is transmitted starting from the 
leftmost octet, with the bits of each octet transmitted low-order bit first. 
The contents of all fields except the "Data" field are managed by the 
interface. The Internet datagram is placed in this field as-is, with no 
character or bit stuffing (the extent of this field is indicated by the 
interface in the "Count34 field. 

A.3.  Serial Links Using HDLC Devices 

Following is a description of the frame format used on HDLC links with 
program-interrupt interfaces such as the DEC DPV11. 

+ + f + •♦ ♦ ♦ 
|  Flag  | Addr  1  Ctrl  |  Data  |  CRC  |  Flag  | 

coding  01111110 00000000 00000000 xxxxxxxx cccccccc 01111110 
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With respect to this diagram, each octet is transmitted starting from 
the leftmost octet, with the bits of each octet transmitted low-order 
bit first. The code xxxxxxxx represents the data portion and cccccccc 
represents the checksum. The bits between the "Flag" fields are 
encoded with a bit-stuffing convention in which a zero bit is stuffed 
following a string of five one bits. The "Addr" and "Ctrl" fields are 
not used and the checksum is ignored. The Internet datagram is placed 
in the "Data" field, which must be a multiple of eight bits in length. 

A.4. ARPANET 1822 Links Using Local or Distant Host Interfaces 

Following is a description of the frame format used with ARPANET 
1822 Local or Distant Host interfaces. These interfaces can be used 
to connect a DCN host to an ARPANET IMP, Gateway or Port Expander or 
to connect two DCN hosts together. When used to connect a DCN host to 
an ARPANET IMP, Gateway or Port Expander, a 96-bit 1822 leader is 
prepended ahead of the Internet datagram. The coding of this leader 
is as described in BBN Report 1822. When used to connect two DCN 
hosts together, no leader is used and the frame contains only the 
Internet datagram. 

A. 5. ARPANET 1822 Links Using HDH Interfaces 

Following is a description of the frame format used with ARPANET 
1822 HDH interfaces. These interfaces can be used to connect a DCN 
host to an ARPANET IMP or Gateway or to connect two DCN hosts 
together.  In either case, the frame format is as described in 
Appendix J of BBN Report 1822. 

A.6. X.25 LAPB Links Using RSRE Interfaces 

Following is a description of the frame format used on X.25 LAPB 
links with the Royal Signals and Radar Establishment interfaces. 
These interfaces implement the X.25 Link Access Protocol - Balanced 
(LAPB), also known as the frame-level protocol, using a frame format 
similar to that described under A.3 above.  Internet datagrams are 
placed in the data portion of I frames and encoded with the 
bit-stuffing procedure described in A.3. There is no packet-level 
format used with these interfaces. 

A.7.  Ethernet Links 

Following is a description of the frame format used on Ethernet links. 

j Dest Addr | Srce Addr | Type | Data | CRC j 

bits 48 48 16 -o 

With respect to this diagram, each field is transmitted starring from 
the leftmost field, with the bits of each field transmitted low-order 
bit first.  The "Dest Addr" and "Srce Addr" contain 48-bit Ethernet 
addresses, while the "Type" field contains the assigned value for I? 
datagrams (0800 hex) or for 

l* * "* O" ► * * 
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ARP datagrams {0806 hex) . The Internet datagram is placed in the 
"Data" field end followed by the 32-bit checksum. The Address 
Resolution Protocol (ARP) is used to establish the mapping between 
Ethernet address and Internet addresses. 

i 
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TWO METHODS FOR THE TRANSMISSION OF IP DATAGRAMS OVER 
IEEE 802.3 NETWORKS 

I'*' 

Status of this Memo 

This memo describes two methods of encapsulating Internet 
Protocol (IP) [1] datagrams on an IEEE 802.3 network [2] . This RFC 
suggests a proposed protocol for the ARPA-Internet community, and 
requests discussion and suggestions for improvements. Distribution 
of this memo is unlimited. 

Introduction 

The IEEE 802 project has defined a family of standards for Local Area 
Networks (LANs) that deals with the Physical and Data Link Layers as 
defined by the ISO Open System Interconnection Reference Model 
(ISO/OSI).  Several Physical Layer standards (802.3, 802.4, and 
802.5) [2, 3, 4] and one Data Link Layer Standard (802.2) [5] have 
been defined. The IEEE Physical Layer standards specify the ISO/OSI 
Physical Layer and the Media Access Control Sublayer of the ISO/OSI 
Data Link Layer. The 802.2 Data Link Layer standard specifies the 
Logical Link Control Sublayer of the ISO/OSI Data Link Layer. 

The 802.3 standard is based on the Ethernet Version 2.0 standard [6]. 
The Ethernet Physical Layer and the 802.3 Physical Layer are 
compatible for all practical purposes however, the Ethernet Data Link 
Layer and the 802.3/802.2 Data Link Layer are incompatible. 

There are many existing Ethernet network installations that transmit 
IP  datagrams using the Ethernet compatible standard described in [7]. 
IEEE 802.3 Physical Layer compatible connections can be added to 
these networks using an an Ethernet Data Link Layer compatible method 
for transmitting IP datagrams without violating the 802.3 standard. 
Alternatively, an 802.2/802.3 Data Link Layer compatible method for 
transmitting IP datagrams can be used. 

Ethernet Compatible Method 

IEEE 802.3 networks must use 48-bit physical addresses and 10 
megabit/second bandwidth in order to be Ethernet compatible. 

The IEEE 802.3 packet header is identical to Ethernet packet header 
except for the meaning assigned to one of the fields in the header. 
In an Ethernet packet header this field is used as a protocol type 
field and in an 802.3 packet header the field is used as a length 
field.  The maximum allowed length field value on a 10 megabit/second 

Winston [Page 1] 
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802.3 network is 1500. The 802.3 standard states that packets with a 
length field greater than the maximum allowed length field may be 
ignored, discarded, or used in a private manner. Therefore, the 
length field can be used in a private manner as a protocol type field 
as long as the protocol types being used are greater than 1500. The 
protocol type for IP, ARP and trailer encapsulation zre  all greater 
than 1500. Using this technique, the method for transmitting IP 
datagrams on Ethernet networks described in [7] can be used to 
transmit IP datagrams on IEEE 802.3 networks in an Ethernet 
compatible manner. 

IEEE 802.2/802.3 Compatible Method 

Frame Format 

IP datagrams are transmitted in standard 802.2/802.3 LLC Type 1 
Unnumbered Information format with the DSAP and SSAP fields of the 
802.2 header set to 96, the IEEE assigned global SAP value for 
IP [8] . The data field contains the IP header followed 
Immediately by the IP data. 

■ v IEEE 802.3 packets have minimum size restrictions based on network 
[y bandwidth. When necessary, the data field should be padded (with 

octets of zero) to meet the 802.3 minimum frame size requirements. 
This padding is not part of the IP packet and is not included in 
the total length field of the IP header. 

IEEE 802.3 packet:: have maximum size restrictions based on the 
network bandwidth.  Implementations are encouraged to support 

*\) full-length packets. 

■ 
Gateway implementations MUST be prepared to accept full-length 
packets and fragment them when necessary. 

Host implementations should be prepared to accept full-length 
packets, however hosts MUST NOT send datagrams longer than 576 

■r] octets unless th<iy have explicit knowledge that the destination 
is prepared to accept them. A host may communicate its size 
preference in TCP based applications via the TCP Maximum 
Segment Size option [9] 

4 , 

«\ 

P 

Note: Datagrams on 802.3 networks may be longer than the general 
Internet default maximum packet size of 576 octets. Hosts 
connected to an 802.3 network should keep this in mind when 
sending datagrams to hosts not on the same 802.3 network.  It may 
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be appropriate to send smaller datagrams to avoid unnecessary 
fragmentation at intermediate gateways. Please see [9] for 
further information on this point. 

Address Mappings 

The mapping of 32-bit Internet addresses to 16-bit or 48-bit 802.3 
addresses can be done in several ways. A static table could be 
used, or a dynamic discovery procedure could be used. 

Static Table 

Each host could be provided with a table of all other hosts on 
the local network with both their CO2.3 and Internet addresses. 

Dynamic Discovery 

Mappings between 32-bit Internet addresses and 802.3 addresses 
could be accomplished through a protocol similar to the 
Ethernet Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) [10].  Internet 
addresses are assigned arbitrarily on some Internet networks. 
Each host's implementation must know its own Internet address 
and respond to 802.3 Address Resolution packets appropriately. 
It should also use ARP to translate Internet addresses to 802.3 
addresses when needed. 

Broadcast Address 

The broadcast Internet address (the address on that network 
with a host part of all binary ones) should be mapped to the 
broadcast 802.3 address (of all binary ones). 

The use of the ARP dynamic discovery procedure is strongly 
recommended. 

v.. Trailer Formats 

Ml 

Some versions of Unix 4.2bsd utie a different encapsulation method 
in order to get better network performance with the VAX virtual 
memory architecture. Consenting systems on the same 802.3 network 
may use this format between themselves. Details of the trailer 
encapsulation method may be found in [11] . 

;•> 
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Byte Order 

As described in Appendix B of the Internet Protocol specification 
[1], the IP datagram is transmitted over 802.2/802.3 networks as a 
series of 8-bit bytes. 

Conclusion 

The two encapsulation methods presented can be mixed on the same 
local area network; however, this would partition the network into 
two incompatible subnetworks.  One host on a network could support 
both methods and act as a gateway between the two subnetworks; 
however, this would introduce a significant performance penalty and 
should be avoided. 

The IEEE 802.2/802.3 compatible encapsulation method is preferable to 
the Ethernet compatible method because the IEEE 802.2 and IEEE 802.3 
standards have been accepted both nationally and internationally and 
because the same encapsulation method could be used on other IEEE 802 
Physical Layer implementations. However, there are many existing 
installations that are using IP on Ethernet and a controlled 
transition from Ethernet to IEEE 802.2/802.3 is necessary. 

To this end, all new implementations should allow for a static choice 
of encapsulation methods and all existing implementations should be 
modified to provide this static choice as well. During the 
transition, all hosts on the same network would use the Ethernet 
compatible method. After 802.2/802.3 support has been added to all 
existing implementations, the IEEE 802.2/802.3 method would be used 
and the transition would be complete. 
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A Standard for the Transmission of IP Datagrams over Ethernet Networks 

Status of this Memo 

This RFC specifies a standard method of encapsulating Internet 
Protocol (IP) [1] datagrams on an Ethernet [2]. This RFC specifies a 
standard protocol for the ARPA-Internet community. 

Introduction 

This memo applies to the Ethernet (10-megabit/second, 48-bit 
addresses) . The procedure for transmission of IP datagrams on the 
Experimental Ethernet (3-megabit/second, 8-bit addresses) is 
described in [3]. 

Frame Format 

IP datagrams are transmitted in standard Ethernet frames. The type 
field of the Ethernet frame must contain the value hexadecimal 0800. 
The data field contains the IP header followed immediately by the IP 
data. 

The minimum length of the data field of a packet sent over an 
Ethernet is 46 octets.  If necessary, the data field should be padded 
(with octets of zero) to meet the Ethernet minimum frame size. This 
padding is not part of the IP packet and is not Included in the total 
length field of the I? header. 

The minimum length of the data field of a packet sent over an 
Ethernet is 1500 octets, thus the maximum length of an IP datagram 
sent over an Ethernet is 1500 octets. Implementations are encouraged 
to support full-length packets. Gateway implementations MUST be 
prepared to accept full-length packets and fragment them if 
necessary.  If a system cannot receive full-length packets, it should 
take steps to discourage others from sending them, such as using the 
TCP Maximum Segment Size option [4]. 

Note: Datagrams on the Ethernet may be longer than the general 
Internet default maximum packet size of 576 octets. Hosts connected 
to an Ethernet should keep this in mind wher sending datagrams to 
hosts not on the same Ethernet.  It may be appropriate to send 
smaller datagrams to avoid unnecessary fragmentation at intermediate 
gateways. Please see [4] for further information on this point. 
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Address Mappings 

The mapping of 32-bit Internet addresses to 48-bit Ethernet addresses 
can be done several ways. A static table could be used, or a dynamic 
discovery procedure could be used. 

Static Table 

Each host could be provided with a table of all other hosts on the 
local network with both their Ethernet and Internet addresses. 

£tf 

Dynamic Discovery 

Mappings between 32-bit Internet addresses and 48-bit Ethernet 
addresses could be accomplished through the Address Resolution 
Protocol (ARP) [5].  Internet addresses are assigned arbitrarily 
on some Internet network. Each host's implementation must know 
its own Internet address and respond to Ethernet Address 
Resolution packets appropriately.  It should also use ARP to 
translate Internet addresses to Ethernet addresses when needed. 

Broadcast Address 

The broadcast Internet address (the address on that network with a 
host part of all binary ones) should be mapped to the broadcast 
Ethernet address (of all binary ones, FF-FF-FF-FF-FF-FF hex). 

The use of the ARP dynamic discovery procedure is strongly 
recommended. 

Trailer Formats 

Some versions of Unix 4.2bsd use a different encapsulation method in 
order to get better network performance with the VAX virtual memory 
architecture.  Consenting systems on the same Ethernet may use this 
format between themselves. 

No host is required to implement it, and no datagrams in this format 
should be sent to any host unless the sender has positive knowledge 
that the recipient will be able to interpret them. Details of the 
trailer encapsulation may be found in [6]. 

(Note: At the present time Unix 4.2bsd will either always use 
trailers or never use them (per interface), depending on a boot-time 
option.  This is expected to be changed in the future.  Unix 4.2bsd 
also uses a non-standard Internet broadcast address with a host part 
of all zeroes, this may also be changed in the future.) 
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Byte Order 

As described in Appendix B of the Internee Protocol 
specification [1]. the IP datagram; is tranamiTtstf si 
as a series of 8-bit bytes. 
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I 
3 

States of this 

Ihis EEC specifies a standard method of encapsulating Internet 
Protocol (IP) [1] datagrams on an Experimental Ethernet [2] . This 
UEZ specifies a standard protocol for the ARPA Internet ccsssunxty. 

Introduction 

This memo applies to the Experimental Ethernet (3-megabit/second, 
8-bit addresses»). The procedure for transmission of IP datagrams on 
the Ethernet (1C-megabit/second. 48-fcit addresses) is described in 
[3]. 

B 

IP datagrams are transmitted in standard Experimental Ethernet 
frames. The type field of the Ethernet frame must contain the value 
513 (1001 octal). The data field contains the IP header followed 

y ov tne Ir data. 

'.• ! 

the data field should be padded to meet the 
Ethernet minimi mi frjste size. This padding is not part 

and is not included in the total length field of the 

length of an I? datagram sent over an Experimental 
is 1536 octets. Ispleme*-.taticns are encouraged to support 

lull-length packets. Gateway implementations MUST be prepared to 
full-length packets and fragment thea if necessary.  If a 
carrot receive full-length packets, it should take steps to 

discourage others from sending them, such as using the TCP Maximum 
Size option [4] . 

Vote: Dataji mm on the Ethernet may be longer than the general 
Internet default maximum packet size of 576 octets. Hosts connected 
to ar. Ethernet should keep this in mind when sending datagrams to 
hosts not on the same Ethernet.  It may be appropriate to send 
smaller datagrams to avoid unnecessary fragmentation at intermediate 
gateways. Please see [4] fcr further information on this point. 
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Address Mappings 

The mapping between 32-bit Internet addresses to 8-bit Experimental 
Ethernet addresses can be done several ways. 

ihe easiest thing to do is to use the last eight bits of host number 
part of the Internet address as the host's address on the 
Experimental Ethernet. This is the recommended approach. 

Broadcast Address 

The broadcast Internet address (the address on that network with a 
host part of all binary ones) should be mapped to the broadcast 
Experimental Ethernet address (address zero). 

Trailer Formats 

Some versions of Unix 4.2bsd use a different encapsulation method in 
order to get better network performance with the VAX virtual memory 
architecture. Consenting systems on the same Ethernet may use this 
format between themselves. 

No host is required to implement it, and no datagrams in this format 
should be sent to any host unless the sender has positive knowledge 
that the recipient will be able to interpret them. Details of the 
trailer encapsulation may be found in [6] . 

(Note: At the present time Unix 4.2bsd will either always use 
trailers or never use them (per interface) , depending on a boot-time 
option.  This is expected to be changed in the future.  Unix 4.2bsd 
also uses a non-standard Internet broadcast address with a host part 
of all zeroes, this will also be changed in the future.) 

Byte Order 

As described in Appendix B of the Internet Protocol 
specification [1] , the IP datagram is transmitted over the Ethernet 
as a series of 8-bit bytes. 
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An Ethernet Address Resolution Protocol 
— or — 
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for Transmission on 
Ethernet Hardware 

B 

Abstract 

The implementation of protocol P on a sending host S decides, 
through protocol P's routing mechanism; that it wants to transmit 
to a target host T located some place on a connected piece of 
10Mbit Ethernet cable. To actually transmit the Ethernet packet 
a 48.bit Ethernet address must be generated. The addresses of 
hosts within protocol P are not always compatible with the 
corresponding Ethernet address (being different lengths or 
values). Presented here is a protocol that allows dynamic 
distribution of the information needed to build tables to 
translate an address A in protocol P's address space into a 
48.bit Ethernet address. 

Generalizations have been made which allow the protocol to be 
used for non-10Mbit Ethernet hardware. Some packet radio 
networks are examples of such hardware. 

i 

i 
The protocol proposed here is the result of a great deal of 
discussion with several other people, most notably J. No^l 
Chiappa, Yogen Dalai, and James E. Kulp, and helpful comments 
from David Moon. 

•r. [The purpose of this RFC is to present a method of Converting 
Protocol Addresses (e.g., IP addresses) to Local Network 
Addresses (e.g., Ethernet addresses). This is a issue of general 
concern in the ARPA Internet community at this time. The 
method proposed here is presented for your consideration and 
comment. This is not the specification of a Internet Standard.] 
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Note 

This protocol was originally designed for the DEC/Intel/Xerox 
10Mbit Ethernet.  It has been generalized to allow it to be used 
for other types of networks. Much of the discussion will be 
directed toward the 10Mbit Ethernet. Generalizations, where 
applicable, will follow the Ethernet-specific discussion. 

DOD Internet Protocol will be referred to as Internet. 

Numbers here are in the Ethernet standard, which is high byte 
first. This is the opposite of the byte addressing of machines 
such as PDP-lls and VAXes. Therefore, special care must be taken 
with the opcode field (ar$op) described below. 

An agreed upon authority is needed to manage hardware name space 
values (see below). Until an official authority exists, requests 
should be submitted to 

David C. Plummer 
Symbolics, Inc. 
243 Vassar Street 
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 

Alternatively, network mail can be sent to DCP@MIT-MC. 

The Problem: 

The world is a jungle in general, and the networking game 
contributes many animals. At nearly every layer of a network 
architecture there are several potential protocols that could be 
used. For example,, at a high level, there is TELNET and SUPDUP 
for remote login.. Somewhere below that there is a reliable byte 
stream protocol, which might be CHAOS protocol, DOD TCP, Xerox 
BSP or DECnet. Even closer to the hardware is the logical 
transport layer, which might be CHAOS, DOD Internet, Xerox PUP, 
or DECnet. The 10Mbit Ethernet allows all of these protocols 
(and more) to coexist on a single cable by means of a type field 
in the Ethernet packet header. However, the 10Mbit Ethernet 
requires 48.bit addresses on the physical cable, yet most 
protocol addresses are not 48.bits long, nor do they necessarily 
have any relationship to the 48.bit Ethernet address of the 
hardware. For example, CHAOS addresses are 16.bits, DOD Internet 
addresses are 32.bits, and Xerox PUP addresses are 8.bits. A 
protocol is needed to dynamically distribute the correspondences 
between a <protocol, address> pair and a 48.bit Ethernet address. 
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E< Motivation: 

[V 

Use of the 10Mbit Ethernet is increasing as more manufacturers 
supply interfaces that conform to the specification published by 
DEC, Intel and Xerox. With this increasing availability, more 
and more software is being written for these interfaces. There 
are two alternatives: (1) Every implementor invents his/her own 
method to do some form of address resolution, or (2) every 
implementor uses a standard so that his/her code can be 
distributed to other systems without need for modification. This 
proposal attempts to set the standard. 

Definitions: 

Define the following for referring to the values put in the TYPE 
field of the Ethernet packet header: 

ether_type$XEROXJPUP, 
ether_type$DOD_INTERNET, 
ether_type$CHAOS, 

and a new one: 
ether_type$ADDRESSJIESOLUTION. 

Also define the following values (to be discussed later) : 
ares_op$R£QUEST (= 1, higfri byte transmitted first) and 
ares_op$REPLY  (= 2), 

and 
ares_frrd$Ethernet (= 1). 

Packet format: 

To communicate mappings from <protocoi, address> pairs to 48.bit 
Ethernet addresses, a packet format that embodies the Address 
Resolution protocol is needed. The format of the packet follows. 

Ethernet transmission layer (not necessarily accessible to 
the user): 

48.bit: Ethernet address of destination 
48.bit: Ethernet address of sender 
16.bit: Protocol type = ether_type$ADDRESS_HESOLUTION 

Ethernet packet data: 
16.bit: (ar$hrd) Hardware address space (e.g., Ethernet, 

Packet Radio Net.) 
16.bit: (ar$pro) Protocol address space. For Ethernet 

hardware, this is from the set of type 
fields ether_typ$<protocol>. 

8.bit: (ar$hln) byte length of each hardware address 
8.bit: (ar$pln) byte length of each protocol address 

16.bit: (ar$op)  opcode (ares_op$REQU£ST | ares_op$REPLY) 
nbytes: (ar$sha) Hardware address of sender of this 

packet, n from the ar$hln field. 
mbytes: (ar$spa) Protocol address of sender of this 

packet, m from the ar$pln field. 
nbytes: (ar$tha) Hardware address of target of this 

packet (if known). 
mbytes: (ar$tpa) Protocol address of target. 
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Packet Generation: 

As a packet is sent dovn through the network layers, routing 
determines the protocol address of the next hop for the packet 
and on which piece of hardware it expects to find the station 
with the immediate target protocol address.  In the case of the 
10M>it Ethernet, address resolution is needed and some lower 
layer (probably the hardware driver) must consult the Address 
Resolution module (perhaps implemented in the Ethernet support 
module) to convert the <protocol type, target protocol address> 
pair to a 48.bit Ethernet address. The Address Resolution module 
tries to find this pair in a table.  If it finds the pair, it 
gives the corresponding 48.bit Ethernet address back to the 
caller (hardware driver) which then transmits the packet. If it 
does not, it probably informs the caller that it is throwing the 
packet away (on the assumption the packet will be retransmitted 
by a higgler network layer), and generates an Ethernet packet with 
a type field of ether_type$ADDRESS-JlESOLuTION. The Address 
Resolution module then sets the ar$hrd field to ■• 
ares_hrd$Ethernet, ar$pro to the protocol type that is being 
resolved, ar$hln to 6 (the number of bytes in a 48.bit Ethernet 
address), ar$pln to the length of an address in that protocol, 
arsop to ares_op$REQUEST, ar$sha with the 48.bit ethemet address 
of itself, ar$spa with the protocol address of itself, and ar$tpa 
with the protocol address of the machine that is trying to be 
accessed. It does not set ar$tha to anything in particular, 
because it is this value that it is trying to determine. It 
could set ar$tha to the broadcast address for the hardware (all 
ones in the case of the 10Mbit Ethernet) if that makes it 
convenient for some aspect of the implementation.  It then causes 
this packet to be broadcast to all stations on the Ethernet cable 
originally determined by the routing mechanism. 
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Packet Reception: 

When an address resolution packet is received, the receiving 
Ethernet module gives the packet to the Address Resolution module 
which goes through an algorithm similar to the following. 
Negative conditionals indicate an end of processing and a 
discarding of the packet. 

?Do I have the hardware type in ar$hrd? 
Yes: (almost definitely) 

[optionally check the hardware length ar$hln] 
?Do I speak the protocol in ar$pro? 
Yes: 

[optionally check the protocol length ar$pln] 
Merge.flag := false 
If the pair <protocol type, sender protocol address> is 

already in my translation table, update the sender 
hardware address field of the entry with the new 
information in the packet and set Merge_flag to true. 

?Am I the target protocol address? 
Yes: 

If Merge.flag is false, add the triplet <protocol type, 
sender protocol address, sender hardware address> to 
the translation table. 

?Is the opcode ares_op$REQUEST?  (NOW look at the opcode!!) 
Yes: 

Swap hardware and protocol fields, putting the local 
hardware and protocol addresses in the sender fields. 

Set the ar$op field to ares_op$R£PLY 
Send the packet to the (new) target hardware address on 

the same hardware on which the request was received. 

Notice that the <protocol type, sender protocol address, sender 
hardware address> triplet is merged into the table before the 
opcode is looked at. This is on the assumption that communcation 
is bidirectional; if A has some reason to talk to B, then B will 
probably have some reason to talk to A. Notice also that if an 
entry already exists for the <protocol type, sender protocol 
address> pair, then the new hardware address supersedes the old 
one. Related Issues gives some motivation for this. 

Generalization: The ar$hrd and ar$hln fields allow this protocol 
and packet format to be used for non- 10Mbit Ethernets. For the 
10M>it Ethernet <ar$hrd, ar$hln> takes on the value <1, 6>. For 
other hardware networks, the ar$pro field may no longer 
correspond to the Ethernet type field, but it should be 
associated with the protocol whose address resolution is being 
sought. 
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Why is it done this way?? 

Periodic broadcasting is definitely not desired.  Imagine 100 
workstations on a single Ethernet, each broadcasting address 
resolution information once per 10 minutes (as one possible set 
of parameters) . This is one packet every 6 seconds. This is 
almost reasonable, but what use is it? The workstations aren't 
generally going to be talking to each other (and therefore have 
100 useless entries in a table); they will be mainly talking to a 
mainframe, file server or bridge, but only to a small number of 

foj other workstations (for interactive conversations, for example) . 
t<. The protocol described in this paper distributes Information as 

it is needed, and only once (probably) per boot of a machine. 

This format does not allow for more than one resolution to be 
done in the same packet. This is for simplicity. If things were 
multiplexed the packet format would be considerably harder to 
digest, and much of the information could be gratuitous. Think 
of a bridge that talks four protocols telling a workstation all 
four protocol addresses, three of which the workstation will 
probably never use. 

This format allows the packet buffer to be reused if a reply is 
generated; a reply has the same length as a request, and several 
of the fields are the same. 

The value of the hardware field (ar$hrd) is taken from a list for 
this purpose. Currently the only defined, value is for the 10Mbit 
Ethernet (aresJird$Ethernet ■ 1) . There has been talk of using 
this protocol for Packet Radio Networks as well, and this will 
require another value as will other future hardware mediums that 
wish to use this protocol. 

For the 10Mbit Ethernet, the value in the protocol field (ar$pro) 
is taken from the set ether_type$. This is a natural reuse of 
the assigned protocol types. Combining this with the opcode 
(ar$op) would effectively halve the number of protocols that can 
be resolved under this protocol and would make a monitor/debugger 
more complex (see Network Monitoring and Debugging below) .  It is 
hoped that we will never see 32768 protocols, but Murphy made 
some laws which don't allow us to make this assumption. 

In theory, the length fields (ar$hln and ar$pln) are redundant, 
since the length of a protocol address should be determined by 
the hardware type (found in ar$hrd) and the protocol type (found 
in ar$pro) .  It is included for optional consistency checking, 
and for network monitoring and debugging (see below) . 

The opcode is to determine if this is a request (which may cause 
a reply) or a reply to a previous request. 16 bits for this is 
overkill, but a flag (field) is needed. 

The sender hardware address and sender protocol address are 
absolutely necessary. It is these fields that get put in a 
translation table. 
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The target protocol address is necessary in the request form of 
the packet so that a machine can determine whether or not to 
enter the sender information in a table or to send a reply.  It 
is not necessarily needed in the reply form if one assumes a 
reply is only provoked by a request. It is included for 
completeness« network monitoring« and to simplify the suggested 
processing algorithm described above (which does not look at the 
opcode until AFTER putting the sender information in a table) . 

The target hardware address is included for completeness and 
network monitoring.  It has no meaning in the request form, since 
it is this number that the machine is requesting.  Its meaning in 
the reply form is the address of the machine making the request. 
In some implementations (which do not get to look at the 14.byte 
ethernet header« for example) this may save some register 
shuffling or stack space by sending this field to the hardware 
driver as the hardware destination address of the packet. 

There are no padding bytes between addresses. The packet data 
should be viewed as a byte stream in which only 3 byte pairs are 
defined to be words (ar$hrd, ar$pro and ar$op) which are sent 
most significant byte first (Ethernet/FDP-10 byte style). 
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Network monitoring and debugging: 

The above Address Resolution protocol allows a machine to gain 
knowledge about the hiojier level protocol activity (e.g., CHAOS, 
Internet, PUP, DECnet) on an Ethernet cable.  It can determine 
which Ethernet protocol type fields are in use (by value) and the 
protocol addresses within each protocol type. In fact, it is not 
necessary for the monitor to speak any of the higher level 
protocols involved. It goes something like this: 

When a monitor receives an Address Resolution packet, it always 
enters the <protocol type, sender protocol address, sender 
hardware address> in a table. It can determine the length of the 
hardware and protocol address from the ar$hln and ar$pln fields 
of the packet. If the opcode is a REPLY the monitor can then 
throw the packet away. If the opcode is a REQUEST and the target 
protocol address matches the protocol address of the monitor, the 
monitor sends a REPLY as it normally would. Die monitor will 
only get one mapping this way, since the REPLY to the REQUEST 
will be sent directly to the requesting host. The monitor could 
try sending its own REQUEST, but this could get two monitors into 
a REQUEST sending loop, and care must be taken. 

Because the protocol and opcode are not combined into one field, 
the monitor does not need to know which request opcode is 
associated with which reply opcode for the same higher level 
protocol. The length fields should also give enough information 
to enable it to "parse" a protocol addresses, although it has no 
knowledge of what the protocol addresses mean. 

A working implementation of the Address Resolution protocol can 
also be used to debug a non-working implementation. Presumably a 
hardware driver will successfully broadcast a packet with Ethernet 
type field of ether„type$ADDRESS-PESOLUTION. The format of the 
packet may not be totally correct, beciuse initial 
Implementations may have bugs, and table management may be 
slightly tricky. Because requests are broadcast a monitor will 
receive the packet and can display it for debugging if desired. 

i 

i 

V. 
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Related issue: 

It may be desirable to have table aging and/or timeouts. The 
implementation of these is outside the scope of this protocol. 
Here is a more detailed description (thanks to M00N@SCRO§MIT-MC) . 

If a host moves, any connections initiated by that host will 
work, assuming its own address resolution table is cleared when 
it moves. However, connections initiated to it by other hosts 
will have no particular reason to know to discard their old 
address. However, 48.bit Ethernet addresses are supposed to be 
unique and fixed for all tiiae, so they shouldn't change. A host 
could "move" if a host name (and address in some other protocol) 
were reassigned to a different physical piece of hardware. Also, 
as we know from experience, there is always the danger of 
incorrect routing information accidentally getting transmitted 
through hardware or software error; it should not be allowed to 
persist forever. Perhaps failure to initiate a connection should 
inform the Address Resolution module to delete the information on 
the basis that the host is not reachable, possibly because it is 
down or the old translation is no longer valid. Or perhaps 
recaiving of a packet from a host should reset a timeout in the 
address resolution entry used for transmitting packets to that 
host; if no packets are received from a host for a suitable 
length of time, the address resolution entry is forgotten. This 
may cause extra overhead to scan the table for each incoming 
packet. Perhaps a hash or index can make this faster. 

The suggested algorithm for receiving address resolution packets 
tries to lessen the time it takes for recovery if a host does 
movr. Recall that if the <protocol type, sender protocol 
address> is already in the translation table, then the sender 
hardware address supersedes the existing entry. Therefore, on a 
perfect Ethernet where a broadcast REQUEST reaches all stations 
on the cable, each station will be get the new hardware address. 

Another alternative is to have a daemon per for™ the timeouts. 
After a suitable time, the daemon considers removing an entry. 
It first sends (with a small number of retransmissions if needed) 
an address resolution packet with opcode REQUEST directly to the 
Ethernet address in the table.  If a REPLY is not seen in a short 
amount of time, the entry is deleted. The request is sent 
directly so as not to bother every station on the Ethernet. Just 
forgetting entries will likely cause useful information to be 
forgotten, which must be regained. 

Since hosts don't transmit information about anyone other than 
themselves, rebooting a host will cause its address mapping table 
to be up to date.  Bad information can't persist forever by being 
passed around from machine to machine; the only bad information 
that can exist is in a machine that doesn't know that some other 
machine has changed its 48.bit Ethernet address.  Perhaps 
manually resetting (or clearing) the address mapping table will 
suffice. 

This issue clearly needs more thought If it is believed to be 
Important.  It is caused by any address resolution-like protocol. 
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i». As i m 1 IMM ■! HARP requires that: server hosts Maintain large 
databases. It Is undesirable and in soee cases impossible to maintain 
such a database in the kernel of a host's operating system, thus. 

Implementations will require soee form of interaction with a 
outside the kernel. 

C. Ease of implementation and minimal Ispzzz  en existing best 
software are Important  It would be 3 mistake to design a protocol 
that required modifications to every host's software, whether or not 
it Intended to participate. 

D. It is desirable to allow for the possibility of sharing code with 
existing software, to minimi ye overhead and development costs. 

III. Xhe Proposed Protocol 

lie propose that SAKP be specified as a separate protocol 2t the 
-link level. For example, if the medium used is Ethernet, then 

will have an Ethertyoe (still to be assigned) different 
of ABP- lhis recognizes that ABP and BABP are two 
tly different operations, not supported equally by all 

(sect on existing systems is minimized; existing ARP 
will not be confused by EARP packets. It makes SAKP a general 

facility that can be used for mapping hardware addresses to any 
higher level protocol 

This approach provides the simplest implementation for SAKP client 
hosts, but also provides the most difficulties for RASP server hosts. 
However, then? d£" flail ties should not be insurmountable, as is shown 
In ^ppmndXx A. whs re we sketch two possible implementations for 

r-I 4.2BSD IfcUa- 
rv- 

1ASP uses the same packet format that is used by AIP.  namely: 

V 

mrfhrd (hardware address space)  -    16 bits 
arSpro (jprotocoi address space)  -    16 bits 
arSfcln  (hardware address length)   - 8 bits 
arvSpln (protocol address l^sgsh)   - 8 bits 
arSop    (opcode)   - 16 bits 
arSsha  (source hardware address)   - n bytes. 

where n Is from the arShin field. 
arSspa  (source protocol address)   ~ m bytes. 

where m is from the arSpln fielt!. 
arStha  (target hardware address}   - T. bytes 
arStpa  {target protocol address)   ~ m bytes 

arSSarö.   ar%>ro.  arSMn and arStlr. are the same as in regular A8? 

rl^Iaysact.  Hans.  Mogul.  Iheimer IP»9e 2' 

> m 

I 
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Suppose, for example, that 'hardware* addresses are 48-bit Ethernet 
addresses, and 'protocol' addresses are 32-hit Internet Addresses. 
That is, we wish to determine Internet Addresses corresponding to 
known Ethernet addresses. Then, in each RARP packet, ar$hrd = 1 
(Ethernet), ar$pro = 2048 decimal (the Ethertype of IP packets), 
arShln = 6, and ar$pln = 4. 

There are two opcodes: 3 ('request reverse*) and 4 ('reply reverse1) . 
An opcode of 1 or 2 has the same meaning as in [1]; packets with such 
opcodes may be passed on to regular ARP code. A packet with any 
other opcode is undefined. As in ARP, there are no "not found" or 
"error" packets, since many RARP servers are free to respond to a 
request. The sender of a RARP request packet should timeout if it 
does not receive a reply for this request within a reasonable amount 
of time. 

The ar$sha, arSspa, $ar$tha, and arStpa fields of the RARP packet are 
Interpreted as follows: 

ttoan the opcode is 3 ('request reverse') : 

ar$sha is the hardware address of the sender of the packet. 

arSspa is undefined. 

arStha is the 'target' hardware address. 

In the case where the sender wishes to determine his own 
protocol address, this, like arSsha, will be the hardware 
address of the sender. 

arStpa is undefined. 

Wien the opcode is 4 ('reply reverse1) : 

arSsha is the hardware address of the responder (the sender of the 
reply packet) - 

ar$spa is the protocol address of the responder (see the note 
below) . 

arStha is the hardware address of the target, and should be the 
same as that which was given in the request. 

arStpa is the protocol address of the target, that is, the desired 
address. 

Hote that the requirement that arSspa in opcode 4 packets be filled 

Finlayson. Mann, Mogul, Theimer [Page 3" 
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in with the responder's protocol is purely for convenience.  For 
instance, if a system were to use both ARP and RARP, then the 
inclusion of the valid protocol-hardware address pair (ar$spa, 
ar$sha) may eliminate the need for a subsequent ARP request. 

IV.  References 

[1] Plummer, D., "An Ethernet Address Resolution Protocol", 
MIT-LCS, November 1982. 

Appendix A. Two Example Implementations for 4.2BSD Unix 

The following implementation sketches outline two different 
approaches to implementing a RARP server under 4.2BSD. 

RFC 826, 

The A. Provide sccess  to data-link level packets outside the kernel. 
RARP server is Implemented completely outside the kernel and 
interacts with the kernel only to receive and send RARP packets. The 
kernel has to be modified to provide the appropriate access for these 
packets; currently the 4.2 kernel allows access only to IP packets. 
One existing mechanism that provides this capability is the CMU 
"packet-filter" pseudo driver. This has been used successfully at 
CMU and Stanford to implement similar sorts of "user-level" network 
servers. 

I»**- 

B. Maintain a cache of database entries inside the kernel. The full 
RARP server database is maintained outside the kernel by a user 
process. The RARP server itself is implemented directly in the 
kernel and employs a small cache of database entries for its 
responses. This cache could be the same as is used for forward ARP. 

The cache gets filled from the actual RARP database by means of two 
new ioctls.  (These are like SIOCIFADDR, in that they are not really 
associated with a specific socket.)  One means: "sleep until there is 
a translation to be done, then pass the request out to the user 
process"; the other means: "enter this translation into the kernel 
table".  Thus, when the kernel can't find an entry in the cache, it 
puts the request on a (global) queue and then does a vakeup() .  The 
implementation of the first ioctl is to sleep () and then pull the 
first item off of this queue and return it to the user process. 
Since the kernel can't wait around at interrupt level until the user 
process replies, it can either give up (and assume that the 
requesting host will retransmit the request packet after a second) or 
if the second ioctl passes a copy of the request back into the 
kernel, formulate and send a response at that time. 

Finlayson, Mann, Mogul, Theiser [Page 4] 
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Preface (Status of this Memo) 

This document specifies the Kost Access Protocol (HAP). 
Although HAP was originally designed as the network-access level 
protocol for the DARPA/DCA sponsored Wideband Packet Satellite 
Network, it is intended that it evolve into a standard interface 
between hosts and packet-switched satellite networks such as 
SATNET and TT.CNET (aka MAINET) as well as the Wideband Network. 
The HAP specification presented here is a minor revision of, and 
super cedes, the specification presented in Chapter 4 of BBN 
Report No. 4469, the "PSAT Technical Report". As such, the 
details of the current specification are still most closely 
matched to the characteristics if the Wideband Satellite Network. 
Revisions to the specification in the "PSAT Technical Report" 
include the definition of three new control message types 
(Loopback Request, Link Going Down, and NOP), a "Reason" field in 
Restart Request control messages, new Unnumbered Response codes, 
and new values for the setup codes used to manage streams and 
groups. 

HAP is an experimental protocol, and will undergo further 
revision as new capabilities are added and/or different satellite 
networks are supported. Implementations of HAP should be 
performed in coordination with satellite network development and 
operations personnel. 
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1 Introduction 

The Host Access Protocol (HAP) specifies the network-access 
level communication between an arbitrary computer, called a host, 
and a packet-switched satellite network. The satellite network 
provides message delivery services for geographically separated 
hosts: Messages containing data which are meaningful to the hosts 
are submitted to the network by an originating (source) host, and 
are passed transparently through the network to an indicated 
destination host. To utilize such services, a host interfaces to 
the satellite network via an access link to a dedicated packet- 
switching computer, known as a Satellite Interface Message 
Processor (Satellite IMP or SIMP). HAP defines the different 
types of control messages and (host-to-host) data messages that 
may be exchanged over the access link connecting a host and a 
SIMP. The protocol establishes formats for these messages, and 
describes procedures for determining when each type of message 
should be transmitted and what it means when one is received. 

The term "Interface Message Processor'1 originates in the 
ARPANET, where it refers to the ARPANET'S packet-switching nodes. 
SIMPs differ from ARPANET IMPs in that SIMPs form a network via 
connections to a common multiaccess/broadcast satellite channel, 
whereas ARPANET IMPs are interconnected by dedicated point-to- 
point terrestrial communications lines. This fundamental 
difference between satellite-based and ARPANET-style networks 
results in different mechanisms for the delivery of messages from 
source to destination hosts and for internal network 
coordination. Additionally, satellite networks tend to offer 
different type of service options to their connected hosts than 
do ARPANET-style networks. Tr«ese options are included in the 
Host Access Protocol presented here. 

Several types of Satellite IMPs have been developed on a 
variety of processors for the support of three different packet- 
switched satellite networks. The original SIMP was employed in 
the Atlantic Packet Satellite Network (SATNET). It was developed 
from one of the models of ARPANET IMP. and was Implemented on a 
Honeywell 316 minicomputer. The 316 SIMPs were succeeded in 
SATNET by SIMPs based on BBN C/30 Communications Processor 
hardware   The C/30 SIMPs have also been employed in the Mobile 
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Access Terminal Network (MATNET) . Hie SA3NET and MATNET SIMPs 
implement a network-access level protocol known as Host/SATNET 
Protocol. Host/SATNET Protocol is the precursor to HAP and is 
documented in Internet Experiment Note (IEN) No. 192. The 
Wideband Satellite Network, like SATNET, has undergone an 
evolution in the development of its SIMP hardware and software. 
The original Wideband Network SIMP is known as the Pluribus 
Satellite IMP, or PSAT, having been implemented on the BBN 
Pluribus Multiprocessor. Its successor, the BSAT, is based on 
the BBN Butterfly Multiprocessor. Both the PSAT and the BSAT 
coanunicate with their connected network hosts via HAP. 

Section 2 presents an overview of HAP. Details of HAP 
formats and message exchange procedures are contained in Sections 
3 through 10. Further explanation of many of the topics 
addressed in this HAP specification can be found in BBN Report 
No. 4469, the "PSAT Technical Report". 

The protocol used to provide sufficiently reliable message 
exchange over the host-SIMP link is assumed to be transparent to 
the network-access protocol defined in this document. Examples 
of such link-level protocols are ARPANET 1822 local and distant 
host, ARPANET VDH protocol, and HDLC. 

*® 
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2 Overview 

HAP can be characterized as a full duplex nonreliable 
protocol with an optional flow control mechanism. HAP messages 
flow simultaneously in both directions between the SIMP and the 
host. Transmission is nonreliable in the sense that the protocol 
does not provide any guarantee of error-free sequenced delivery. 
To the extent that this functionality is required on the access 
link (e.g., non-collocated SIMP and host operating over a 
communication circuit), it must be supported by tha link-level 
protocol below HAP. The flow control mechanism operates 
independently in each direction except that enabling or disabling 
the mechanism applies to both sides of the interface. 

HAP supports host-to-host communication in two modes 
corresponding to the two types of HAP data messages, datagram 
messages and stream messages. Each type of message can be up to 
approximately 16K bits in length. Datagram messages provide the 
basic transmission service in the satellite network. Datagram 
messages transmitted by a host experience a nominal two satellite 
hop end-to-end network delay. (Note that this delay, of about 0.6 
sec excluding access link delay, is associated with datagram 
transmission between hosts on different SIMPs. The transmission 
delay between hosts on the same SIMP will be much smaller 
assuming the destination is not a group address. See Section 3 
and 6.2.) A datagram control header, passed to the SIMP by the 
host along with message text, determines the processing of the 
message within the satellite network Independent of any previous 
exchanges. 

Stream messages provide a one satellite hop delay 
(approximately 0.3 sec) for volatile traffic, such as speech, 
which cannot tolerate the delay associated with datagram 
transmission. Hosts may also use streams to support hl^i duty 
cycle applications which require guaranteed channel bandwidth. 
Host streams are established by a setup message exchange between 
the host and the network prior to the commencement of data flow. 
Although established host streams can have their characteristics 
Bodifled by subsequent setup messages while they are in use, the 
fixed allocation properties of streams relative to datagrams 
impose rather strict requirements on the source of the traffic 
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using the stream. Stream traffic arrivals must match the stream 
allocation both in interarrlval time and message size if 
treasonable efficiency is tc b« acuievev*.. ms Cn3uT£CtGrist-».cs STIU 
use of datagrams and streams are described in detail in Sections 
3 and 4 of this document. 

Both datagram and stream transmission in the satellite 
network use logical addressing. Each host on the network is 
assigned a permanent 16-bit logical address which is independent 
of the physical port on the SIMP to which it is attached. These 
16-bit logical addresses are provided in all Host-to-SIMP and 
SIMP-to-Host data messages. 

Hosts may also be members of groups. Group addressing is 
provided primarily to support the multi-destination delivery 
required for conferencing applications. Like streams, group 
addresses are dynamically created and deleted by the use of setup 
messages exchanged between a host and the network. Membership in 
a group may consist of an arbitrary subset of all the permanent 
network hosts. A message addressed to a group address Is 
delivered to all hosts that are members of that group. 

Although HAP does not guarantee error-free delivery, error 
control is an important aspect of the protocol design. HAP error 
control is concerned with both local transfers between a host and 
its local SIMP and transfers from SIMP-to-SIMP over the satellite 
channel. The SIMP offers users a choice of network error 
protection options based on the network's ability to selectively 
send messages over the satellite channel at different coding 
rates. The»« Tor ward error correction (FEC) options are referred 
to as reliability levels. Three reliability levels (low, medium, 
and high) are available to the host. 

In addition to forward error correction, a number of 
checksum mechanisms are employed in the satellite network to add 
an error detection capability. A host has an opportunity when 
sending a message to indicate whether the message should be 
delivered to its 'Jestination or discarded if a data error is 
detected by the network. Each message received ly a host from 
the network will hav« a flag indicating whether or not an error 
was detected in that particular message. A host can decide on a 
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per-message basis whether or not it wants to accept or discard 
transmissions containing data errors. 

For connection of a host and SIMP in close proximity, error 
rates due to external noise or hardware failures on the access 
circuit may reasonably be expected to be much smaller than the 
best satellite channel error rate. Thus for this case, little is 
gained by using error detection and retransmission on the access 
circuit. A 16-bit header checksum is provided, however, to 
insure that SIMPs do not act on Incorrect ccatrol information. 
For relatively long distances or noisy connections, 
retransmissions over the access circuit may be required to 
optimize performance for both low and high reliability traffic. 
It is expected that link-level error control procedures (such as 
HDLC) will be used for this purpose. 

V Datagram and stream messages being presented to the network 
'.                by a host may not be accepted for a number of reasons: priority 
V too low, destination dead, lack of buffers in the source SIMP, 
;* etc. The host faces a similar situation with respect to handling 
|j messages from the SIMP. To permit the receiver of a message to 
■ inform the sender of the local disposition of its message, an 
'/ acceptance/refusal (A/R) mechanism is implemented. The mechanism 
■\ is the external manifestation of the SIMP's (or host's) internal 
y flow and congestion control algorithm.  If A/Rs are enabled,  an 

explicit or implicit acceptance or refusal for each message is 
-\ returned to the host by the SIMP (and conversely) .  This allows 
m the host  (or SIMP) to retry refused messages at its discretion 
P and can provide information useful for optimizing the sending of 
"^ subsequent messages if the reason for refusals is also provided. 
*- The A/fo mechanism can be disabled to provide a "pure discard" 
lm< interface. 

\ Each message submitted to the SIMP by a host is marked as 
J; being in one of four priority classes, from priority 3 (highest) 
5 through priority 0 (lowest) . The priority class is used by the 
v; SIMP for arbitrating contention for scarce network resources 
*\ (e«9>» channel time). That is, if the network cannot deliver all 
v of the offered messages, high priority messages will be delivered 
V in preference to low priority messages.  In the case  of 
S datagrams, priority level is used by the SIMP for ordering 
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satellite channel reservation requests at the source SIMP and 
message delivery at the destination SIMP. In the case of 
streams, priority is associated with the ability of one stream to 
preempt another stream of lower priority at setup time. 

While the A/R mechanism allows control of individual message 
transfers, it does not facilitate regulation of priority flows. 
Such regulation is handled by passing advisory status information 
(GOPRI) across the Host-SIMP interface indicating which 
priorities are currently being accepted. As long as this 
information, relative to the change in priority status, is passed 
frequently, the sender can avoid originating messages which are 
sure to be refused. 

HAP defines both data messages (datagram messages and stream 
messages) and control messages. Data messages are used to send 
information between network hosts. Control messages are 
exchanged between a host and the network to manage the local 
access link. HAP can also be viewed in terms of two distinct 
protocol layers, the message layer and the setup layer. The 
message layer is associated with the transmission of individual 
datagram messages and stream messages. The setup layer protocol 
is associated with the establishment, modification, and deletion 
of streams and groups. Setup layer exchanges are actually 
implemented as datagrams transmitted between the user host and an 
internal SIMP "service host." 

Every HAP message consists of an integral number of 16-bit 
words. The first several words of the message always contain 
control information and are referred to as the message header. 
The first word of the message header identifies the type of 
message which follows. The second word of the message header is 
a checksum which covers all header Information. Any message 
whose received header checksum does not match the checksum 
computed on the received header information must be discarded. 
The format of the rest of the header depends on the specific 
message tyoe. 

The formacs and use of the individual message types are 
detailed in the following sections. A common format description 
is used for this purpose.  Words in a message are numbered 
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starting at zero (i.e., zero is the first word o^ a message 
header) . Bits within a word are numbered from zero (least 
significant) to fifteen (most significant). The notation used to 
identify a particular field location is: 

<W0RD#>{-<W0RD#>}  [ <BIT#>{-<BIT#>} ]  <description> 

where optional elements in {> are used to specify the (inclusive) 
upper limit of a range. The reader should refer to these field 
identifiers for precise field size specifications. Fields which 
are common to several message types are defined in the first 
section which uses them. Only the name of the field will usually 
appear in the descriptions in subsequent sections. 

Link-level protocols used to support HAP can differ in the 
order in which they transmit the bits constituting HAP messages. 
For HDLC and ARPANET VDH, each word of a HAP message is 
transmitted starting with the least significant bit (bit 0) and 
ending with the most significant bit (bit 15) . The words of the 
message are transmitted from word 0 to word N. For ARPANET 1822 
local and distant host interfaces, the order of bit transmission 
within each word is the reverse of that for HDLC and VDH, i.e., 
the transmission is from bit 15 to bit 0. 
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3 Datagram Messages 

Datagram messages are one of the two types of message level 
data messages used to support host-to-host communication. Each 
datagram can contain up to 16,384 bits of user data. Datagram 
messages transmitted by a host to a host on a remote SIMP 
experience a nominal two satellite hop end-to-end network delay 
(about 0.6 sec), excluding delay on the access links. This 
network delay is due to the reservation per message scheduling 
procedure for datagrams which only allocates channel time to the 
message for the duration cf the actual transfer. Since datagram 
transfers between permanent hosts on the same SIMP do not require 
satellite channel scheduling prior to data transmission, the 
network delay in this case will be much smaller and is determined 
strictly by SIMP processing time. Datagrams sent to group 
addresses are treated as if they were addressed to remote hosts 
and are always sent over the satellite channel. It is expected 
that datagram messages will be used to support the majority of 
computer-to-computer and terminal-to-computer traffic which is 
bursty in nature. 

The format of datagram messages and the purpose of 
the header control fields is described in Figure 1. 

each    of 
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15 14 13 12 11 10  9 8 7 6 5 4 3  2 1  0 

0 1 0|LB|GOPRI|  XXXX  j F|    MESSAGE NUMBER    | 

1 1              HEADER CHECKSUM | 

2 |                   A/R | 

3 ! 0;iL| D| E| TTL | PRI | RLY |     RLEN | 

4 |           DESTINATION HOST ADDRESS | 

5 |             SOURCE HOST ADDRESS | 

6-N |                   DATA | 

Figure 1 . DATAGRAM MESSAGE 

0[15] Message Class. This bit identifies the message as a 
data message or a control message. 

0 = Data Message 
1 = Control Message 

0[14] Loopback Bit. This bit allows the sender of a message 
to determine if its own messages are being looped back. 
The host and the SIMP each use different settings of 
this bit for their transmissions. If a message arrives 
with the loopback bit set equal to its outgoing value, 
then the message has been looped. 

0 = Sent by Host 
1 = Sent by SIMP 
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0 [12-13] Go-Priority. In SIMP-to-Host messages, this field 
provides advisory information concerning the lowest 
priority currently being accepted fey the SIMP. The 
host may optionally choose to provide similar priority 
information to the SIMP. 

0 = Low Priority 
1 = Medium-Low Priority 
2 = Medium-Hioji Priority 
3 = Hioji Priority 

0[9-ll]  Reserved. 

0 [8] Force Channel Transmission Flag. This flag can be set 
by the source host to force the SIMP to transmit the 
message over the satellite channel even if the message 
contains permanent destination and source host 
addresses corresponding to hosts which are physically 
connected to the same SIMP. 

0 = Normal operation 
1 = Force channel transmission 

0[0-7] Message Number. This field contains the identification 
of the message used by the acceptance/refusal (A/R) 
mechanism (when enabled) . If the message number is 
zero, A/R is disabled for this specific message. See 
Section 5 for a detailed description of the A/R 
mechanism. 

1[0-15] Header Checksum. This field contains a checksum which 
covers words 0-5. It is computed as the negation of 
the 2,s-complement sum of words 0-5 (excluding the 
checksum word itself) . 

2 [0-15] Piggybacked A/R. This field may contain an 
acceptance/refusal word providing A/R status on traffic 
flowing in the opposite direction. Its inclusion may 
eliminate the need for a separate A/R control message 
(see Section 5). A value of zero for this word is used 
to indicate that no piggybacked Ä/R information is 

10 
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JL-L3J 

3 [14] 

present. 

Data Message Type. This bit identifies aether the 
message is a datagram message or a stream message. 

0 = Datagram Message 
1 = Stream Message 

Internet/Local Flag. This flag is set by a source host 
to specify to a destination host whether the data 
portion of the message contains a standard DoD Internet 
header. This field is passed transparently by the 
source and destination SIMPs for traffic between 
external satellite network hosts. This field is 
examined by internal SIMP hosts (e.g., the network 
service host) in order to support Internet operation. 

0 = Internet 
1 = Local 

r.- 

3[13] Discard Flag. This flag allows a source host to 
instruct the satellite network (including the 
destination host) what to do with the message when data 
errors are detected (assuming the header checksum is 
correct). 

0 = Discard message if data errors detected. 
1 = Don't discard message if data errors detected. 

The value of this flag, set by the 
passed on to the destination host. 

source host,  is 

3[12] Data Error Flag. This flag is used in conjunction with 
the Discard Flag to indicate to the destination host 
whether any data errors have been detected in the 
message prior to transmission over the SIMP-to-Host 
access link. It is used only if Discard Flag = 1. It 
should be set to zero by the source host. 

11 
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,% 

0 = No Data Errors Detected 
1 = Data Errors Detected 

3 [10-11] Time-to-Live Designator. The source host uses this 
field to specify the maximum time that a message 
should be allowed to exist within the satellite network 
before being deleted. Messages may be discarded by the 
network prior to this maximum elapsed time. 

0=1 seconds 
1=2 seconds 
2=5 seconds 
3 = 10 seconds 

The Time-to-Live field is undefined 
from a SIMP to a host. 

in messages sent 

3[8-9] Priority. The source host uses this field to specify 
the priority with which the message should be handled 
within the network. 

■\ 
0 = Low Priority 
1 * Medium-Low Priority 
2 ■ Medium-Ki^h Priority 
3 = High Priority 

,v The priority of each message is passed 
destination host by the destination SIMP. 

to the 

3 [6-7] Reliability. The source host uses this field to 
specify the basic bit error rate requirement for the 
data portion of this message. The source SIMP uses 
this field to determine the satellite channel 
transmission parameters required to provide that bit 
error rate. 

I 
*• , 
» t 

«.* 
V V 

0 = Low Reliability 
1 « Medium Reliability 
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2 = High Reliability 
3 = Reserved 

The Reliability field is undefined in messages sent 
from a SIMP to a host. 

3 [0-5] Reliability Length. This source host uses this field 
to specify a portion of the user data which should be 
transmitted at the highest reliability level (lowest 
bit error rate). Both the six message header words and 
the first Reliability Length words of user data will be 
transmitted at Reliability^ while the remainder of the 
user data will be transmitted at whatever reliability 
level is specified in field 3[6-7]. The reliability 
length mechanism gives the user the ability to transmit 
private header information (e.g., IP and TCP headers) 
at a higher reliability level than the remainder of the 
data. The Reliability Length field is undefined in 
messages sent from a SIMP to a host. 

4[0-15] Destination Host Address. This field contains the 
satellite network logical address of the destination 
host. 

5[0-15] Source Host Address. This field contains the satellite 
network logical address of the source host. 

6-N Data. This field contains up to 16,384 bits (1024 16- 
bit words) of user data. 
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i 
* 

4 Stream Messages 

Stress messages are the second type of message level data 
messages. As noted in Section 2, streams exist primarily to 
provide a one satellite hop delay for volatile traffic such as 
speech. Hosts may also use streams to support high duty cycle 
applications which require guaranteed char.nel bandwidth. 

Streams must be created before stream messages can flow from 
host to host. The protocol to accomplish stream creation is 
described in Section 6.1. Once established, a stream is 
associated with a recurring channel allocation within the 
satellite network. This fixed allocation imposes rather strict 
requirements on the host using the stream if efficient channel 
utilization is to be achieved. In particular, stream messages 
must match the stream allocation both in terms of message size 
and message interarrival time. 

Within the bounds of its stream allocation, a host is 
permitted considerable flexibility in how it may use a stream. 
Although the priority, reliability, and reliability length of 
each stream message is fixed at stream creation time, the 
destination logical address can vary from stream message to 
stream message. A host can, therefore, multiplex a variety of 
logical flows onto a single host stream. The format of stream 
messages is described in Figure 2. 

c 
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15 14 13 12 11 10  9 8 7 6 5 4 3  2  1 0 

0 | 0|LB|GOPRI|  XXXX   |    MESSAGE NUMBER | 

1 |             HEADER CHECKSUM | 

2 |                   A/R ! 
+ -- +— + -- + -- + --. + -- + -- + --♦-- + -- + - - + -- + - -+--+-_+_-+ 

3 | 1|IL| D| E| TTL |      HOST STREAM ID       j 
♦ --+--+--+--♦--♦--♦--♦-..♦--♦--♦--+--♦-- + --♦--+--+ 

4 | DESTINATION HOST ADDRESS | 
+ -- + -- +__ + -- + -. + .-_ + -- + ..- + _- + -- + -.. + __ + _- + --*_ ■. + -- + 

5 | SOURCE HOST ADDRESS j 

6-N    |                   DATA | 

Figure 2  .  STREAM MESSAGE 

0[15] Message Class = 0 (Data Message). 

0[14] Loopback Bit. 

0[12-13] Go-Priority. 

0[8-ll] Reserved. 

0[0-7] Message Number. This field serves the same purpose as 
the message number field in the datagram message. 
Moreover, a single message number sequence is used for 
both datagram and stream messages (see Section 5). 

1[0-15]  Header Checksum. Covers Words 0-5. 

2[0-15]  Piggybacked A/R. 

15 
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3 [15] Data Message Type = 1   (Stream). 

3 [141 Internet/Local Flag. 

3 [13] Discard Flag. 

3 [12] Data Error Flag. 

3 [10-11] Time-to-live Designator. 

0 = Reserved 
1=1 second 
2 = Reserved 
3 = Reserved 

Host Access Protocol 
Speci fication 

3[0-9] Host Stream ID. The service host uses this field to 
identify the host stream over which the message is to 
be sent by the SIMP. Host stream IDs are established 
at stream creation time via host exchanges with their 
network service host (see Section 6.1). 

4[0-15]  Destination Host Address. 

5[0-15]  Source Host Address. 

6-N Data. This field contains up to 16.000 bits of user 
data (multiple of 16-bits). 

16 
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5 Flow Control Messages 

The SIMP supports an acceptance/refusal (A/R) mechanism in 
each direction on the host access link. The A/R mechanism is 
enabled for the link by the host by setting a bit in the Restart 
Complete control message (see Section 8). Each datagram and 
stream message contains an 8-bit message number used to identify 
the message for flow control purposes. Both the host and the 
SIMP increment this number modulo 256 in successive messages they 
transmit. Up to 127 messages may be outstanding in each 
direction at any time. If the receiver of a message is unable to 
accept the message, a refusal indication containing the message 
number of the refused message and the reason for the refusal is 
returned. The refusal indication may be piggybacked on data 
messages in the opposite direction over the link or may be sent 
in a separate control message in the absence of reverse traffic. 

Acceptance Indications are returned in a similar manner, 
either piggybacked on data messages or in a separate control 
message. An acceptance is returned by the receiver to indicate 
that the identified message was not refused. Acceptance 
indications returned by the SIMP do not, however, imply a 
guarantee of delivery or even any assurance that the message will 
not be intentionally discarded by the network at a later time. 
They are sent primarily to facilitate buffer management in the 
host. 

To reduce the number of A/R messages exchanged, a single A/R 
Indication can be returned for multiple (lower numbered) 
previously unacknowledged messages. Explicit acceptance of 
message number N Implies implicit acceptance of outstanding 
messages with numbers N-l, N-2, etc., according tö the 
definition of acceptance outlined above. (Note that explicit 
acceptance of message number N does not imply that all of the 
unacknowledged outstanding messages have been received.) An 
analogous interpretation of refusal message number allows the 
receiver of a group of messages to reject them as a group 
assuming that they all are being refused for the same reason. As 
a further efficiency measure. HAP permits a block of A/R 
Indications to be aggregated into a single A/R control message. 
Such a message might be used, for example, to reioct a group of 
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messages where the refusal code on each is different. 

In some circumstances the overhead associated with 
processing A/R messages may prove unattractive. For these cases, 
it is possible to disable the A/R mechanism and operate the HAP 
interface in a purely discard mode. The ability to effect this 
on a link basis has already been noted (see Sections 2 and 8) . 
In addition, messages with sequence number zero are taken as 
messages for which the A/R mechanism is selectively disabled. To 
permit critical feedback, even when operating in discard mode, 
HAP defines an "Unnumbered Response" control message. 

The format shown in Figure 3 is used both for piggybacking 
A/R indications on data messages (word 2), and for providing A/R 
information in separate control messages. When separate control 
messages are used to transmit A/R indications, the format shown 
in Figure 4 applies. Flow control information and other 
information which cannot be sent as an A/R indication is sent in 
an Unnumbered Response control message. The format of this type 
of message is illustrated in Figure 5. 

I 
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15 14 13 12 11 10  9 8 7 6 5 4 3  2 1  0 

| AR |   REFUSAL CODE    |  A/R MESSAGE NUMBER   | 

Figure 3 . ACCEPTANCE/REFUSAL WORD 

[15] Acceptance/Refusal Type. This field identifies whether 
A/R information is an acceptance or a refusal. 

[8-14] 

0 = Acceptance 
1 = Refusal 

Refusal Code. When the Acceptance/Refusal 
this field gives the Refusal Code. 

Type = 1, 

[0-7] 

0 = Priority not being accepted 
1 = Source SIMP congestion 
2 = Destin?tion SIMP congestion 
3 = Destination host dead 
4 = Destination SIMP dead 
5 = Illegal destination host address 
6 = Destination host access not allowed 
7 = Illegal source host address 
8 = Message lost in access link 
9 = Nonexistent stream ID 

10 = Illegal source host for stream ID 
11 = Message length too long 
12 = Stream message too early 
13 = Illegal control message type 
14 = Illegal refusal code in A/R 
15 = Illegal reliability value 
16 = Destination host congestion 

A/R Message Number. This field contains the number of 

*v 
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the message to which this acceptance/refusal refers. 
It also applies to all outstanding messages with 
earlier numbers. Note that this field can never be 
zero since a message number of zero implies that the 
A/R mechanism is disabled. 

vv: 
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15 14 13 12 11 10  9 8 7 6 5 4 3  2  1 0 

0 i 1|LB|G0PRI|   XXXX   |  LENGOH  |    1 | 

1 |               HEADER CHECKSUM | 

2 |                    A/R i 

N     |                    A/R | 
+--+—+--+--♦—+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+-_+--+-_+ 

Figure 4 . ACCEPTANCE/REFUSAL MESSAGE 

R 

0 [15] Message Class = 1   (Control Message). 

0[14] Loopback Bit. 

0 [12-13] Go-Priority. 

0[8-ll] Reserved. 

0[4-7] Message Length.    This field contains the    total    length 
of this message in words   (N+l) . 

o[0-3] Control Message Type = 1   (Acceptance/Refusal). 

1[0-15] Header Checksum.    The checksum covers words 0-N. 

2 [0-15] Acceptance/Refusal Word. 

3-N Additional Acceptance/Refusal Words   (optional) 
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15 14 13 12 11 10  9 8 7 6 5 4  3  2  1  0 
+ _- + -- + -- + -_ + -_-!-_- + -- + -_ + -_ + -_ + _- + __ + -- + _- + -- + -- + 

0 I 1|LB|G0PRI|   XXXX    | RES-CODE  |     5     | 

1 | HEADER CHECKSUM | 

2 | RESPONSE INFO | 
+ -- + — + -- + -- + -- + -_ + -- + -_ + -- + __ + __ + -- + -- + _~ + --_!..._ + 

3 j RESPONSE INFO | 

Figure 5 . UNNUMBERED RESPONSE 

0 [15] Message Class = 1 (Control Message). 

0[14] Loopback Bit. 

0 [12-13] Go-Priority. 

0[8-ll] Reserved. 

0 [4-7] Response Code. 

3 = Destination unreachable 
5 ■ Illegal destination host address 
7 = Illegal source host address 
9 = Nonexistent stream ID 

10 = Illegal stream ID 
13 = Protocol violation 
15 = Can't implement loop 

0[0-3]   Control Message Type = 5 (Unnumbered Response). 

l[0-15j  Header Checksum.  Covers words 0-3. 
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§« 

2 [0-15]      Response Information.  If Response Code is: 

3, Destination Host Address 
5, Destination Host Address 
7, Source Host Address 
9, Stream ID (rigfrit justified) 

10, Stream ID (ri^it justified) 
13, Word 0 of offending message 
15, Word 0 of Loopback Request message 

3[0-15]  Response Information. If Response Code is: 

3,5,7, or 9. undefined 
10, Source Host Address 
13, Word 3 of offending message, or zero if 

no word 3 
15, Word 2 cf Loopfcack Request message 

H 

V 
V 
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6 Setup Level Messages 

Setup level protocol is provided to support the 
establishment, modification, and deletion of groups and streams 
in the packet satellite network. A host wishing to perform one 
of these generic operations interacts with the network service 
host (logical address zero). The service host causes the 
requested action to be carried out and serves as the intermediary 
between the user and the rest of the network. In the process of 
implementing the requested action, various network data bases are 
updated tö reflect the current state of the referenced group or 
stream. 

The communication between the host and the service host is 
implemented via special-purpose datagrams called setup messages. 
Each interaction initiated by a host involves a 3-way exchange 
where: (1) the user host sends a Request to the service host, (2) 
the service host returns a Reply to the user host, and (3) the 
user host returns a Reply Acknowledgment to the service host. 
This procedure is used to insure reliable transmission of 
requests and replies. In order to allow more than one setup 
request message from a host to be outstanding, each request is 
assigned a unique Request ID. The associated Reply and 
subsequent Reply Acknowledgment are identified by the Request ID 
that they contain. Hosts should generally expect a minimum delay 
of about two satellite round-trip times between the transmission 
of a setup Request to the SIMP and the receipt of the associated 
Reply. (Note that the Join Group Request and the Leave Group 
Request require only iocal communication between a host and its 
SIMP. The response time for these requests, therefore, is 
dependent solely on SIMP processing time and should be 
considerably shorter than two round-trip times.) This delay 
establishes a maximum rate at which changes can be processed by 
the SIMP. The user should receive a reply to a setup request 
requiring global communication within 2 seconds and to a setup 
requost requiring local communication within 1 second. The host 
should r*?^cnd to a SIMP Rep I: 
1 second. 

.4 «-V,  -  D«._ . -♦•  . .4 *>W. 4 -, 
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Setup exchanges can also be initiated by the SIMP. SIMP- 
initiated setup messages are used to notify a host of changes in 
the status of an associated group or stream. Each notification 
involves a 2-way exchange where: (1) the service host sends a 
Notification to the user host, and (2) the user host returns a 
Notification Acknowledgment to the service host. In order to 
allow more than one Notification to be outstanding, each is 
assigned a unique Notification ID. The Notification 
Acknowledgment returned by the user host to the service host must 
contain the Notification ID. 

The general format of every setup message is: 

<DATAGRAM MESSAGE KEADER> 
<OPTIONAL INTERNET HEADER> 

<SETUP MESSAGE HEADEP> 
<SETUP MESSAGE B0DY> 

The service host accepts setup requests in either Internet or 
non-Internet format. Replies from the service host will be in 
the same form as the request, that is, Internet requests get 
Internet replies, and non-Internet requests get non-Internet 
replies. 

The format of the combined datagram message header and setup 
message header is illustrated in Figure 6. The body of the setup 
messages depends on the particular setup message type. Stream 
request and reply messages are described in Section 6.1. Group 
* «*%4M%,«*w     lUiu     •  «*.f .»jr     mv.o^uyv^j     «•» <w v»wu»w«   AA^^v* lit S€CC*WII w . m ♦ *w 

simplify the presentation in both of these sections, the setup 
messages are assumed to be exchanged between a local hose and 
SIMP even though Internet group and stream setups are supported 
(see Figure 6). The format of notifications, which consists of 
only a single word beyond the basic setup header, is shown in 
Figure 7. Since the SIMP does not retain the optional Internet 
header information that can be included in setup requests. 
Internet notifications are not supported. The format of 
acknowledgment messages associated with request/reply and 
notification setups is illustrated in Figure 8. 
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15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
+ -- + _- + -- + -- + -_ + -- + -- + -- + _-♦-- + — + _- + __ + _- +— + -- + 

0-5    | DATAGRAM MESSAGE HEADER | 
♦--♦--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+—+--+--♦--+--+--+ 

6-N    | <0PTI0NAL INTERNET H£ADER> | 
+ --4--. + _- + --+-- + -- + -_ + -._ + -. _ + -_ + _-4-- + -- + -- + -- + -- + 

N+l    |     SETUP TYPE      |     SETUP CODE      | 
+ -- + -- + -- + -- + --♦--♦--♦--.♦.--♦--♦--♦--♦--♦--.♦.-- + --♦ 

N+2    | SETUP CHECKSUM | 
+-_+--.+-_+_ _4--4--+--+-_+--+--+-- + --+--+--4.--+--+ 

N+3    | SETUP ID | 
+_-+_-+_-+-..4..+-«.+._.►.._+_-.►—4-_+_-+_-4-_4--+..4 

Figure 6 . SETUP MESSAGE HEADER 

0-5 Datagram Message Header. Each setup message begins 
with the six word datagram message header (see Section 
3). 

6-N Internet Header (Optional) . These fields, %'hen 
present, conform to the DoD Standard Internet Protocol 
(IP) . The Internet header size is a minimum of 10 
words hut csii he longer ctependins on the use of 
optional IP facilities. (Internet notification 
messages are not supported.) 

N+l[8-15] Setup Type. This field determines the type of setup 
message. 

0 = Acknowledgment 
1 - R*sque»L 
2 = Reply 
3 » Notification 

N+l[0-7]       Setup Code.    For requests,     this  field Identifies    the 
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Request Type. 

1 = Create group address 
2 = Delete group address 
3 = Join group 
4 = Leave group 
5 = Create stream 
6 = Delete stream 
7 ■ Change stream parameters 

Host Access Protocol 
Specification ^Sjfr 

8 = Reserved 

For Replies, this field provides the Reply Code. Some 
of the Reply Codes can be returned to any setup 
request and others are request specific. 

0 ■ Group or stream created £jSj 
1 = Group or stream deleted £>"* 
2 * Group joined •".'/!*- 
3 = Group left \[\r 
4 = Stream changed >•«>'»] 
5 = Reserved Jm\ 
6 = Bad request type ~7, 
7 = Reserved V**/ 
8 = Network trouble 
9 = Bad key 

10 = Group address/stream ID nonexistent 
11 = Not member of group/creator of stream 
12 = Stream priority not being accepted 
13 s RfHMirvAd 
14 ■ Reserved 
15 = Illegal interval 
16 = Reserved 
17 = Insufficient network resources 
18 = Requested bandwidth too large 
19 = Reserved 
20 a Reserved 
21 = Maximum messages par slot not consistent with 

slot size 
22 = Reply lost in network 
23 * illegal reliability value 
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For  Notifications, 
Notification Type. 

this  field contains the 

0 ■ Stream suspended 
1 * Stream resumed 
2 = Stream deleted 
3 = Group deleted by host 
4 = Group deleted by SIMP 
5 - All streams deleted 
6 * All groups deleted 

For  Acknowledojnents, 
Acknowledgment Type. 

this  field  contains  the 

I 
0 = Reply acknowledgment 
1 = Notification acknowledgment 

N+2[0-15] Setup Checksum. The checksum covers the three setup 
message header words and the setup message body data 
words. Setups received with bad checksums must be 
discarded. 

N+3[0-l5] Setup ID. This field is assigned by the host to 
uniquely identify outstanding requests (Request ID) 
and by the service host to uniquely identify 
outstanding notifications (Notification ID). 

M 

IV 
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15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
+—+—+--♦--+—♦--+—+—+—+--♦—♦—+--+—+--♦--♦ 

0-5    | DATAGRAM MESSAGE HEADER | 
+--+--+--♦—+--+--♦--+—+--♦--+--♦--♦--+--+--+--+ 

6 | 3 |  NOTIFICATION TYPE   | 
4-- + — ♦-- + --♦--♦--♦ ♦--♦--♦--+— + - -♦--♦-- + --♦-- + 

7 | SETUP CHECKSUM | 
+ --* — + --*-- + -- + — •¥ — *--+--♦— + -- + -- + -- + -.. + --.4-- + 

8 | NOTIFICATION ID | 
+--+--+- - + -- + --4 — + - . + -- + -_ + .. - + -- + __ + _.. + _ _+_-+--+ 

9 | NOTIFICATION INFO j 

Figure 7 . NOTIFICATION MESSAGE 

0-5       Datagram Message Header (see Section 3) . 

6 [8-15]  Setup Type * 3 (Notification) . 

6[0-7]   Notification Type. 

0 = Stream suspended 
1 = Stream resumed 
2 = Stream deleted 
3 = Group deleted by host 
4 = Group deleted by SIMP 
5 ■ All streams deleted 
6 * All groups deleted 

7[0-15]  Setup Checksum. Covers words 6-9. 

8[0-15]  Notification ID. 

9[0-15]  Notification Information. This field contains the 
16-bit  group  address in the case of a group 
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notification (types 3 and 4) and the 10-bit host 
stream ID (ri^frt justified) in the case of a stream 
notification (types 0-2) , This field is zero for 
Notification Types 5 and 6, which pertain to ALL 
streams and groups, respectively. 

m 
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15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
♦ --+--♦--♦--♦--•>--♦--♦—4--4--4--4--4--4~-4—4—4 

0-5    | DATAGRAM MESSAGE HEADER ] 
4--4--4— 4--4--4--4--4--4--4--4--4--4--4--4 --4--4 

6 i 0 | AOC TYPE | 

7 | SETUP CHECKSUM | 
4--4--4--4--4--4--4--4--4--4--4--4—+--+__+_-4.-4 

8 I SEIUP    ID 1 

Figure 8 . SETUP ACKNOWLEDGMENT 

0-5       Datagram Message Header. 

6 [8-15]      Setup Type * 0   (Acknowled^nent) , 

6[0-7] Acknowledgment Type. 

0 * Reply acknowledgement 
1 » Notification acknowled^nent 

7[0-15]       Setup Checksum,    Covers words 6-8, 

8 [0-15]       Setup    ID.      Ulis    is    either    a    Request 
Notification ID. 

ID    or 
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6.1 Stream Setup Messages 

Hosts use streams to support high duty cycle applications 
and applications requiring a one satellite hop network 
transmission delay. Host streams must be set up before stream 
data messages can flow. The stream setup messages defined by HAP 
are Create Stream Request, Create Stream Reply, Delete Stream 
Request, Delete Stream Reply, Change Stream Parameters Request, 
and Change Stream Parameters Reply. The use of these messages is 
illustrated in the scenario of exchanges between a host and its 
local SIMP shown in Figure 9 where the host establishes a stream, 
sends some data, modifies the stream characteristics, sends some 
more data, and finally closes down the stream. 

It is worthwhile noting that the setup exchanges in Figure 9 
are completely between the host originating the stream and its 
local SIMP. Other SIMPs and hosts are essentially unaware of the 
existence of the stream. Stream messages received by a 
destination host are, therefore, processed identically to 
datagram messages. (All SIMPs must, of course, be aware of the 
channel allocation associated with a host stream in order to 
perform satellite channel scheduling.) Not illustrated, but 
implicit in this scenario, are the optional A/R indications 
associated with each of the stream setup messages. 
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Host      SIMP 

Create Stream Request  > 
Create Stream Reply <  
Reply Acknowledgment  > 
Stream Message  > 

Stream Message  > 
Change Stream Parameters Request     > 
Change Stream Parameters Reply      <  
Reply Acknowledgment  > 
Stream Message "  > 

Stream Message  > 
Delete Stream Request  > 
Delete Stream Reply <  
Reply Acknowledgement  > 

Figure 9 . STREAM EXAMPLE 

Host streams have six characteristic properties which are 
selected at stream setup time. These properties, which apply to 
every message transmitted in the stream, are: (1) slot size, (2) 
interval, (3) reliability, (4) reliability length, (5) priority, 
and (6) maximum messages per slot. To establish a stream, the 
host sends the Create Stream Request message illustrated in 
Figure 10 to the SIMP. After the satellite network has processed 
the Create Stream Request, the SIMP will respond to the host with 

t. a Create Stream Reply message formatted as shown in Figure 11. 
Assuming that the reply code in the Create Stream Reply is zero 
indicating that the stream has been created successfully, the 
host may proceed to transmit stream data messages after sending a 
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Reply Acknowledgment. 

During the lifetime of a stream, the host which created it 
may decide that some of its six characteristic properties should 
be modified. All of the properties except the stream interval 
can be modified using the Change Stream Parameters Request 
message. The format of this command is illustrated in Figure 12. 
After the network has processed the Change Stream Parameters 
Request, the SIMP will respond by sending a Change Stream 
Parameters Reply to the host with the format shown in Figure 13. 
A host requesting a reduced channel allocation should decrease 
its sending rate immediately without waiting for receipt of the 
Change Stream Parameters Reply, A host requesting an increased 
allocation should not proceed to transmit according to the new 
set of parameters without first having received a Reply Code of 4 
indicating that the requested change has taken effect. 

When the host which created the host stream determines that 
the stream is no longer needed and the associated satellite 
channel allocation can be freed up, the host sends its local SIMP 
a Delete Stream Request message formatted as indicated in Figure 
14. After the network has processed the Delete Stream Request, 
the SIMP will respond by sending a Delete Stream Reply to the 
host with the format shown in Figure 15. 
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15 14 13 12 11 10  9 8 7 6 5 4  3 2  1  0 
+ __+__+_. + ..-+.. _+_..+__+__+_- + __ + _-+_- + _-+_-+-_ + __+ 

0-5     | DATAGRAM MESSAGE HEADER | 
+-- + --+--+-- + --♦- - + --4.-- + --+--+-- + --^—+_-+«.+__ + 

6 | 1 | 5 | 
+_.+__+__+__+-_ + --+__+__+__ + ..-+--+-- + -.-+-- + -- + -.-+ 

7 | SETUP CHECKSUM | 
+ -- + -- + -- + -- + --♦---;— + -- + -- + -- + -- + --+-- + -- + -- + -- + 

8 | REQUEST ID | 

9 |  MAX MES  | INT | PRI | RLY |     RLEN      | 
+ -- + --■♦-- + -- + -•• + -» + -- + + + + -- + -- + - -4--+--4--- + 

10     | SLOT SIZE | 
+ __ + -_ + __ + -- + ....+-- + _- + __ + _.. + .._ + __ + __ + -- + -- + -- + -- + 

Figure 10 . CREATE STREAM REQUEST 

0-5 Datagram Massage Header. 

6 [8-15] Setup Type = 1 (Request). 

6 [0-7] Request Type = 5 (Create Stream). 

7[0-15] Setup Checksum.  Covers words 6-10. 

8[0-15] Request ID. 

9[12-15] Maximum Messages Per Slot. This field specifies the 
the maximum number of stream messages that will ever 
be delivered to the SIMP by the host for transmission 
in one stream slot. 

9 [10-11] Interval. This field specifies the interval, in 
number of 21.2 ms frames, between stream slots. 
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0=1 frame 
1=2 frames 
2=4 frames 
3=8 frames 

As an example, an interval of 4 frames corresponds to 
an allocation of Slot Size words every 85 ms. 

9[8-9] Priority. This field specifies the priority at which 
all messages in the host stream should be handled. 

0 = Low priority 
1 = Medium Low Priority 
2 = Medium Higfri Priority 
3 = High Priority 

9[6-7] Reliability. This field specifies the basic bit- 
error rate requirement for the data portion of all 
messages in the host stream. 

SO = Low Reliability 
1 = Medium Reliability 
2 = High Reliability 

> 3 = Reserved 
I 

9[0-5] Reliability Length. This field specifies how many 
words beyond the stream message header should be 
transmitted at maximum reliability for all messages 
in the host stream. 

10 [0-15] Slot Size. This field specifies the slot size in 
16-bit words of stream message text. Stream message 
header words are excluded from tliis count. The host 
can partition this allocation on a slot-by-slot basis 
among a variable number of messages as long as the 
maximum number of messages per slot does not exceed 
MAX MES. 
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15 14 13 12 11 10  9 8 7 6  5 4  3  2  1  0 
+ --♦__ + --^--♦--♦--♦--♦--♦--♦--♦--♦--♦--•♦---•♦■--♦■■- + 

0-5     | DATAGRAM MESSAGE HEADER | 

6 | 2 !     REPLY CODE      | 
+ _- + >-+__♦_-+- - + _-+.--♦--♦-- + --♦--♦--.♦.--♦--♦--♦--+ 

7 | SETUP CHECKSUM | 

8 -j REQUEST ID | 
+ __ + _- + _- + __4-- + _ _ + _- + -- + --.►--♦-- + --♦-- + --♦-- + --♦ 

9 |     XXXXX     |      HOST STREAM ID       | 
+--+--+--+--♦«♦--«♦—-+--♦--+--+--+--♦--+--«►--♦—+ 

Figure 11 . CREATE S'CREAM REPLY 

0-5        Datagram Message Header. 

6 [8-15]   Setup Type * 2 (Reply) . 

6[0-7]    Reply Code. 

0 = Stream created 
8 = Network trouble 

12 = Stream priority not being accepted 
17 = Insufficient network resources 
18 = Requested bandwidth too large 
21 - Maximum messages per slot not consistent 

with slot size 
22 = Reply lost in network 
23 = Illegal reliability value 

7[0-15]   Setup Checksum. Covers words 6-9. 

8[0-15]   Request ID. 
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9 [10-15]  Reserved. 

9[0-9] Host Stream ID. This field contains a host stream 
ID assigned by the network. It must be included in 
all stream data messages sent by the host to allow 
the SIMP to associate the message with stored stream 
characteristics and the reserved satellite channel 
time. 
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15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4  3  2  1  0 
+_-+-.+_-+-_+- .+_«.+-..+--+-.-+__.►--«»- _+-_ + - -+__+-- + 

0-5    | DATAGRAM MESSAGE HEADER | 
+ __ + _- + _- + -- + _- + _- + _-♦-->-- + -_ + -.. + -- + -- + --. + --.►-- + 

6 | 1 | 7 | 
+ -_ + .. + .. + . _ + _. + _ - + -_ + -- + .. -+__+- -4- -+.-+_ - + _- + ...+ 

7 | SETUP CHECKSUM | 

8 | REQUEST ID | 
+ __ + -. + -.. + ..- + -- + -_♦-- + -- + _- + --. + --♦_..♦,--♦-- + -->-- + 

9 |     XXXXX     |      HOST STREAM ID       | 

10 j  MAX MES  I IKT I PRI I RLY I     RLEN      | 

11 I SLOT SIZE I 
♦--+--♦--♦--♦--♦--♦--♦--♦--♦--♦--+--♦--♦--♦--♦--♦ 

Figure 12 . CHANGE STREAM PARAMETERS REQUEST 

0-5 Datagram Message Header. 

6 [8-15] Setup Typo = 1 (Request). 

6 [0-7] Request Type ~ 7 (Change Stream Parameters) . 

7f0-lb] Setup Checksum. Covers words 6-11. 

8[0-15] Request ID. 

9 [10-15] Reserved. 

9[0-9] Host Stream ID. 

10[12-15] New Maximum Messages Per Slot. 
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10 [10-11] Interval. Ihis field must specifiy the same 
interval as was specified in the Create Stream 
Request message for this stream. 

10[8-9] New Priority. 

10 [6-7] New Reliability. 

10 [0-5] New Reliability Length. 

11 [0-15] New Slot Size. 
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15 14 13 12 11 10  9 8 7 6 5 4  3  2  1  0 
♦ --♦_-♦--♦--♦--+--.♦.--♦--♦-- + --♦--♦-- + --♦--.♦•--.♦■--♦ 

0-5    | DATAGRAM MESSAGE HEADER | 
♦ -_ + -- + _- + -- + _-♦--♦--♦--♦--♦--.♦•--♦--♦--•♦--.♦.--♦-- + 

6 | 2 |     REPLY CODE      | 
+-- + _- + _-♦_.♦--♦_-+--♦--♦--.♦-- + --♦--.♦.--♦-- + --♦--♦ 

7 | SETUP CHECKSUM | 
+ _-♦--+_-♦__ + --♦--♦--♦--+--♦--.►--♦..-♦--♦--♦--♦--♦ 

8 | REQUEST ID | 

Figure 13   .  CHANGE STREAM PARAMETERS REPLY 

0-5 Datagram Message Header. 

6 [8-15]     Setup Type « 2   (Reply). 

6[0-7]       Reply Code. 

4 ~ Stream changed 
8 = Network trouble 

10 * Stream ID nonexistent 
11 « Not creator of stream 
12 * Stream priority not being accepted 
15 * illegal interval 
17 ■ Insufficient network resources 
18 = Requested bandwidth too large 
21 * Maximum messages per slot not consistent with 

slot size 
22 = Reply lost in network 
23 = Illegal reliability value 

7[0-15]  Setup Checksum.  Covers words 6-8. 

8[0-15]  Request ID. 
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15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

0-5    |          DATAGRAM MESSAGE HEADER | 
+ --♦--♦--♦--♦--♦--♦- -4- -.♦--♦-- + --♦--♦--♦-- + --♦- -♦ 

6 |          1          |          6 | 

7 |               SETUP CHECKSUM j 

8 |                REQUEST ID | 

9 |     XXXXX     j      HOST STREAM ID | 

Figure 14 . DELETE STOEAM REQUEST 

0-5 Datagram Message Header. 

6 [8-15] Setup Type * 1 (Request) . 

6 [0*7] Request Type = 5 (Delete Stream) . 

7[0-15] Setup Checksum. Covers words 6-9. 

8[0-15] Request ID. 

9[10-15] Reserveo. 

9[0-9] Host Stream ID. 
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15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
♦-•*■■--♦--♦-•♦*•♦-»■»--♦••♦--♦--♦•-♦»-♦—-♦--♦-»♦•-♦ 

0-5    | DATAGRAM MESSAGE HEADER | 

6 | 2 |     REPLY CODE      | 
4--4--+--4--4--4--4--4--4--*-~-».--♦--4.-.4.--4--4--4 

7 | SETUP CHECKSUM | 
^.--^--4-^^--^--4--4--4--4.--^-.-4--4--4--4--4--4.-4 

8 | REQUEST ID | 
4--4--«f-,4 4--^--4--v--4--4--4--4--4-«4--4--4--4 

Figure 15 . DELETE STREAM RZPLY 

0-5     Datagram Message Header. 

6 [8-15]    Setup Type » 2   (Reply) . 

6[0-7]      Reply Code. 

1 = Stream deleted 
8 « Network trouble 
10 * Stream ID nonexistent 
11 * Hot creator cf stream 
17 = Insufficient network resources 
22 - Reply lost in network 

7 [0-15] Setup Checksum. Covers words 6-8. 

8[0-15] Request ID. 
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6.2 Group Setup Messages 

Group addressing allows hosts to take advantage of the 
broadcast capability of th** satellite network and is primarily 
provided to support the multi-destination delivery required for 
conferencing applications. Group addresses are dynamically 
created and deleted via setup messages exchanged between hosts 
and the network. Membership in a group may consist of an 
arbitrary subset of all the permanent network hosts. A datagram 
message or stream message addressed to a group is always sent 
over the satellite channel and delivered to all hosts that are 
members of that group. The group setup messages are Create Group 
Request, Create Group Reply, Delete Group Request, Delete Group 
Reply, Join Group Request, Join Group Reply, Leave Group Request, 
and Leave Group Reply. 

The use of group setup messages is shown in Figure 16. The 
figure illustrates a scenario of exchanges betwec-i two hosts and 
their local SIMPs. In the scenario one host, Host A, creates a 
group which is Joined by a second hoist, Host B. After the two 
hosts have exchanged some data messages addressed to the group, 
Host B decides to leave the group and Host A decides to delete 
the group. As in the scenario in Section 6.1, A/R indications 
have been omitted for clarity. 

Part of the group creation procedure involves the service 
host returning a 48-bit key along with a 16-bit group address to 
the host creating the group. The creating host must pass the key 
along with the group address to the other hosts which it wants as 
group members. These other hosts must supply the key along with 
the group address in their Join Group Requests. The key is used 
by the network to authenticate these operations and thereby 
minimize the probability that unwanted hosts will deliberately or 
inadvertently become members of the group. The proc*:jdure used by 
a host to distribute the group address and key is not within the 
scope of HAP. 
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Create Group Request 
Create Group Reply 
Reply Acknowledgment 

Host 
A 

SIMP 
A 

SIMP 
B 

Host 
B 

 > 
< — 
 > 

»Group Address, Key» 

N Join Group Request 
Join Group Reply 
Reply Acknowledgment 

Data Message 1 
Data Message 1 
Data Message 2 
Data Message 2 
Leave Group Request 
Leave Group Reply 
Reply Acknowled^nent 
Delete Group Request 
Delete Group Reply 
Reply Acknowledgment 

 > 
<  

<  

 > 
<  
 > 

<  
 > 
<-  

 > 
<  
 > 
<  
 > 
<  

Figure 16 . GROUP EXAMPLE 

fig Any host no longer wishing to participate in a group may 
choose to drop out. This can be accomplished by either a Leave 
or a Delete. Both Leave and Delete operations are authenticated 
using the 48-bit key. Leave is a local operation between a host 
and its SIMP which removes the requesting host from the group 
membership list but does not alter the global existence of the 
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group. A Delete, on the other hand, expunges all knowledge of 
the group from every SIMP in the network. HAP will permit any 
member of a group to delete the group at any time. Thus,, group 
addresses can be deleted even if the host which originally 
created the group has left the group or has crashed. Moreover, 
groups may exist for which there are currently no members because 
each member has executed a Leave while none has executed a 
Delete. It is the responsibility of the hosts to coordinate and 
manage the use of groups. 

The Create Group Request message sent to the service host to 
establish a group address is illustrated in Figure 17. After the 
network has processed the Create Group Request, the service host 
will respond by sending a Create Group Reply to the host as 
illustrated in Figure 18. 

A host may become a member of a group once it knows the 
address and key associated with the group by sending the service 
host the Join Group Request message shown in Figure 19, The 
service host will respond to the Join Group Request with a Join 
Group Reply formatted as indicated in Figure 20. The host which 
creates a group automatically becomes a member of that group 
without any need for an explicit Join Grojp Request. 

At any time after becoming a member of a group, a host may 
choose to drop out of the group. To effect this the host sends 
the service host a Leave Group Request formatted as shown in 
Figure 21. The service host will reqoond to the Leave Group 
Request with a Leave Group Reply formatted as snown in Figure 22. 

Any member of a group can request that the service host 
delete an existing group via a Delete Group Request. The format 
of the Delete Group Request setup message is illustrated in 
Figure 23. After the network has processed the Delete Group 
Request, the service host will respond to the hose with a Delete 
Group Reply formatted as illustrated in Figure 24. 
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10 

11 

12 

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3  2  1  0 
+--+--+--+-—►--+--+--+--+--+--+--♦--+--+--+--+--+ 
| DATAGRAM MESSAGE HEADER | 

-+--+- -+--+- 
REPLY CODE 

-+--+- -+--+- -+--+- 
SETUP CHECKSUM 
.+__+_-+- 

-+--+- -+--+- -+--+- 

- + --+ 

I 
-+--+ 

-+--+ 
| REQUEST ID | 
+ -- + __ + __ + .... + . _ + __ + _- + -_ + -- + __ + -- + -- + -- + .._ + -._.+ -- + 

I GROUP ADDRESS I 

| KEY | 

KEY 
-+--+- -+--+- 

I KEY | 
4_- + -_ + -- + __ + __4-..^-»- + -- + -- + -- + -- + -- + -- + -- + -- + -- + 

• * 

Figure 18 . CREATE GROUP REPLY 

0-5      Datagram Message Header. 

6 [8-15]     Setup Type = 2   (Reply) . 

6[0-7]       Reply Code. 

0 = Group created 
8 = Network trouble 

17 9  Insufficient network resources 
22 = Reply lost in network 

7 [0-15]  Setup Checksum.  Covers words 6-12. 

8[0-15]  Request ID. 
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15 14 13 12 11 10  9 8 7 6 5 4 3  2  1  0 
+ -- + -- + -- + -- + -- + -- + -- + -- + -- + --4--- + -- + -- + -- + -- + -- + 

0-5 | DATAGRAM MESSAGE HEADER | 

6 j 1 |          1 | 

7 | SETUP CHECKSUM j 

8 | REQUEST ID | 

Figure 17 . CREATE GROUP REQUEST 

0-5 Datagram Message Header. 

6 [8 15] Setup Type = 1 (Request) . 

6 [0-7] Request Type ■ 1 (Create Group). 

7 [0-15] Setup Checksum.  Covers words 6-8. 

8[0-15] Request ID. 
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Group Address. Tliis field contains a 16-bit logical 
address assigned by the network which may be used by 
the host as a group address. 

Key. This field contains a 48-bit key assigned by the 
network which is associated with the group address. 
It must be provided for subsequent Join, Leave, and 
Delete requests which reference the group address. 
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15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3  2  1  0 

0-5    | DATAGRAM MESSAGE HEADER | 

6 I 1 | 3 | 

7 | SETUP CHECKSUM | 
+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--♦--♦--+--+--♦--+--+--+--+ 

8 | REQUEST ID | 
4--4--4--4--4--4--4--4--4--4--4--4--4--4--4- -4--4 

9 | GROUP ADDRESS | 
+- -♦--■f --+-->--+--+--+--+-- + - _ + --+-- + --+-- + --+- .4. 

10 I KEY I 

11 I KEY I 
+ -- + --4 --+--+--+--+- -+--+--+--+--4.--+- -+-- + - -+--+ 

12 I KEY I 

Figure 19 . JOIN GROUP REQUEST 

0-5 Datagram Message Header. 

6 [8-15] Setup Type = 1 (Request) . 

6 [0-7] Request Type = 3 (Join Group). 

7[0-15] Setup Checksum. Covers words 6-12. 

8[0-15] Request ID. 

9[0-15] Group Address. This is the logical address of the 
group that the host wishes to join. 

10-12 Key. This is the key associated with the group 
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address. 
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15 14 13 12 11 10  9 8 7 6  5 4 3  2  1  0 

0-5     | DATAGRAM MESSAGE HEADEF | 

6 | 2 |     REPLY CODE      | 
+ -4. + _ _ + -- + _- + __ + _- + -- + _ _ + _-+_- + + _- + _-+_.. + _- + _- + 

7 | SETUP CHECKSUM | 
+ -_ + -- + --.,_- + -_ + __ + _- + .._ + -._ + --4-- + _- + _- + __ + -- + ...+ 

8 | REQUEST ID | 
4--+--♦--+--+--+--4--♦--+--+--+--+--+--+--4--+--+ 

Figure 20   . JOIN GROUP REPLY 

0-5 Datagram Message Header. 

6 [8-15]     Setup Type ■ 2   (Reply) . 

6[0-7]      Reply Code. 

2 ■ Group Joined 
9 - Bad key 

10 = Group address nonexistent 
17 a Insufficient network resources 

7[0-15]  Setup Checksum. Covers words 6-8. 

8[D-15]  Request ID. 
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15 14 13 12 11 10  9 8 7 6 5 4  3  2  1  0 
+-_+_-+-_+--+--+__+-..+__ + -- + _-+-_+-..+--+__+__+__ + 

0-5    | DATAGRAM MESSAGE HEADER | 
+--♦--+--♦--+--+--♦--+--♦--♦--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ 

6 | 1 | 4 | 
+-_+__+-..+-_+_- + -- + --+--+_-♦-- + --+--.+--+_- + -_+,.,+ 

7 | SETUP CHECKSUM | 
+ -_ + -- + -_ + _- + _- + -- + __ + __ + -- + ..- + __ + -_ + -_ + __ + __ + .._ + 

8 | REQUEST ID | 
+ -->--4-- + -- + -- + -- + -- + --+ -- + --<♦>-• + -- + -- + -- + -- + -- + 

9 | GROUP ADDRESS | 
+-- + --+--♦--+--+-- + -- + --+_..+--♦-- + -- + -- + _-. + __+__ + 

10 | KEY | 

11 | KEY | 
+--♦--+--+-- + --♦--+--♦--♦--♦--♦--♦--♦-- + --♦--.♦■--+ 

12 | KEY | 
+ -- + --♦--♦-- + --♦-- + -- + --♦--+-- + --♦-- + --+-- + ---►--•► 

Figure 21 . LEAVE GROUP REQUEST 

0-5 Datagram Message Header. 

6 [8-15] Setup Type = 1 (Request). 

6 [0-7] Request Type = 4 (Leave Group). 

7[0-15] Setup Checksum.  Covers words 6-12. 

8[0-15] Request ID. 

9[0-15] Group Address. This is the logical address of the 
group that the host wishes to leave. 

10-12 Key.  This is tne key associated with the group 
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address. 
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15 14 13 12 11 10  9 8 7 6  5 4  3  2  1  0 
+--+-- + -- + --+_-+--+--+~-+-- + --+._+-_ + --+_-+_-.►--♦ 

0-5    |          DATAGRAM MESSAGE HEADER | 
♦ --♦--+--♦--+--♦ + --♦--♦--♦--♦--♦—>--♦--♦--♦ 

6 | 2 |     REPLY CODE      | 
+ --.+--+-- + --♦--+__, -_+_-+--+__.f__+__+__+__+_-♦--♦ 

7 | SiTUP CHECKSUM | 

8 | REQUEST ID | 
+--♦--+--♦--♦--♦--+--♦-.-♦--♦--♦--♦-.+--♦-..+-.-♦--♦ 

Figure 24 . DELETE CROUP REPLY 

0-5      Datagram Message Header. 

6[8-15] Setup Type ■ 2 (Reply). 

6[0-7]  Reply Code. 

1 = Group deleted 
8 = Network trouble 
9 = Bad key 

10 ■ Group address nonexistent 
11 = Not member of group 
17 = Insufficient network resources 
22 = Reply lost in network 

7[0-15]  Setup Checksum.  Covers words 6-8. 

8[0-15]  Request ID. 
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! 
[•. 7 Link Monitoring 

V; While the access link is operating,  statistics on traffic 
K load and error rate are maintained by the host and SIMP. The 
*£ host and SIMP must exchange status messages once a second. 

Periodic exchange of status messages permits both ends of the 
link to monitor flows in both directions. Status messages are 
required to support monitoring by the Network Operations Center 
(NOC). .> 

The link restart procedure (see Section 8)  initializes all >** 
internal SIMP counts and statistics for that link to zero. As Ij» 
data and control messages are processed, counts are updated to 
reflect the total number of messages sent« messages received 
correctly, and messages received with different classes of errors 
since the last link restart. Whenever a status message arrives, ».*; 
a snapshot is taken of the local SIMP counts. The local receive 
counts,  in conjunction with a sent count contained in the \y 
received status message, permits the computation of traffic 
statistics in the one second update interval assuming that the £ 
set of counts at the time of the previous monitoring report have K 
been saved.  By including in the status message sent (in the \- 
opposlte direction) the receive counts and the received sent [v 
count that was used with them, the transmitting end of the access S* 
link as well as the receiving end can determine the link */, 
performance from sender to receiver. The format of the Status \*« 
control message is illustrated in Figure 25. W 
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15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4  3  2  1  0 
4--4--4--4--4--.t.--4---f-- + -- + --«*'--4--- + -- + --"f--4-- + 

0-5    | DATAGRAM MESSAGE HEADER | 
♦-- + --♦--♦--♦-- + --♦-« + --♦--♦-«♦--■•••--«♦•--♦--•*"-♦--♦ 

6 | 1 ! 2 | 
4..->4-. + -.4....t 4.«»4».4... + --4.--4_-4__4.-_4... -4--4_-4 

7 I SETUP CHECKSUM | 
♦*-♦--♦--♦--♦--♦--♦—*--+*-4-*-♦--♦--♦-■«♦-■-♦--♦--♦ 

8 I REQUEST ID j 
♦ --♦--♦--♦--♦«-.♦--♦--♦--♦--♦--♦--♦--♦--+-•-♦--♦--♦ 

9 I GROUP ADDRESS | 
4__4__4--4_-4-..4--4-_4 4--4_- + -_4--4--4--4-...4--4 

10 I KEY I 

11 I KEY I 
4--4._-4_-4.--4.. 4--T ~4-- + --4---*--- + --*--"f-- + --4-- + 

12 I KEY | 
4-.4--4-_4--4__-*-_-—-"♦.--4-~4_-4--*.--4--«*--4--4--4 

Figure 23   .  DELETE GROUP REQUEST 

0-5 Datagram Message Header. 

6[8-15] Setup Type *  I   (Request). 

6[0-7] Request Type * 2   (Delete Croup). 

7[0-15] Setup Checksum.    Covers words 6-12. 

8[0-l£>] Request  ID. 

9[0-15] Croup Address. 

10-12 Key. 
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15 14 13 12 11 10  9 8 7 6 5 4 3  2  1  0 

0-5    | DATAGRAM MESSAGE HEADER | 

6 | 2 |    REPLY CODE      | 
+—■+-—+—+—+—+- -+—+--+--+— +—+--+-_+--+--+--+ 

7 | SETUP CHECKSUM | 

8 | REQUEST ID | 
4.--+--+--+-- + --+--+--+--+-- + --+-- + --+--+-- + --+--+ 

Figure 22 . LEAVE GROUP REPLY 

0-5      Datagram Message Header. 

6 [8-15]  Setup Type = 2 (Reply) . 

6[0-7]  Reply Code. 

3 = Group left 
9 = Bad key 

10 = Group address nonexistent 
11 = Not member of group 
17 = Insufficient network resources 

7[0-15]  Setup Checksum.  Covers words 6-8. 

8[0-15] Request ID. 

y 
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15 14 13 12 11 10  9 8 7 6 5 4  3 2  1  0 
+ --+--+--+---♦■---♦■--+--+--+--+—+--+—+--+--+--+--+ 

0 | 1|LB|G0PRI|        XXXXX        |     0     j 
+_-+_..+„..+__+__+_..+__+-_+—+._+_-+_ _+-_+__+.._+__ + 

1 | HEADER CHECKSUM | 

2 | MOST RECENT A/R SENT [ 
+ --+_-+—+- _+--.+_-+_ -+__+__+--+- - + _- + - -+-_+__+-_+ 

3 | STREAM CAPACITY | 

4 | TIMESTAMP | 
+--+--+--+--+ + -- + -- + -- + -- + -- + -- + -- + -.-♦-- + - - + -- + 

5 | SEU | 
+ -- + -- + -- + --4--. + __.►-_ + _-. + _- + .... + -- + .._ + _- + -_ + --*.._ + 

6 | STU i 

7 | RNE | 
+ -- + --+--+--+--+--+--+--+•--+-- + --"♦■--+--■< --+--+--+ 

8 | RWE | 

9 | BHC | 
+ --+--+--+—r_-+_...f--.f__^-_+._.. + __+-- + __ + __+_.+__.+ 

10     | HEI j 
+ --+-- + -- + --♦--♦-- + -- + -.-*--+--♦-- + --♦--♦--+-.- + --+ 

Figure 25 . STATUS MESSAGE 

0[15] Message Class = 1   (Control Message) 

0[14] Loopback Bit. 

0 [12-13] Go-Priority. 

0[4-ll] Reserved. 
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0[0-3]   Control Message Type = 0 (Status). 

1[0-15]  Header Checksum. Covers words 0-10. 

t>; 2[0-15]  Most Recent A/R Sent. This field is a duplicate of the 
most recent acceptance/refusal word. It is included in 
the periodic status message in case previous 
transmissions containing A/R information were lost. 

3[0-15] Stream Capacity. When sent by the SIMP, this field 
indicates how much stream capacity is unused, in units 
of data bits per frame. Since available capacity 
depends directly on a variety of parameters that can be 
selected by the user, the value of this field is the 
maximum capacity that could be achieved if existing 
host streams were expanded at low reliability. This 
field is undefined in messages sent from the host to 
the SIMP. 

Ü 

£ 

4 [0-15] Timestamp. This field indicates the time that the 
status message was generated. When sent by a SIMP, the 
time is in units of seconds since the last link 
restart. The host should also timestamp its messages 
in units of seconds. 

5[0-15] Sent By Us. Count of messages sent by us since the last 
link restart (not including this one). 

6 [0-15]  Sent To Us. Count of messages sent to us since the 
last link restart.  This is the count from word 5 of 
the last status message received. 

7 [0-15]  Received, No Errors. This is the count of messages 
received without errors (since the last link restart) 
at the time that the last status message was received. 

8[0-15] Received With Errors. This is the count of messages 
received with errors (since the last link restart) at 
the time the last status message was received. 

9[0-15]  Bad Header Checksums. This is the count of messages 
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received with bad header checksums (since the last link 
restart) at the time the last status message was 
received. 

10 [0-15] Hardware Error Indication. This is the count of 
messages received with hardware CRC errors or hardware 
interface error indications (since the last link 
restart) at the time the last status message was 
received. 

t 
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6  Initialization 

The Host Access Protocol uses a number of state variables 
that must be initialized in order to function properly. These 
variables are associated with the send and receive message 
numbers used by the acceptance/refusal mechanism and the 
statistics maintained to support link monitoring. Link 
initialization should be carried out when a machine is initially 
powered up, when it does a syst am restart, when the ON state (see 
below) times out, when a loopback condition times out (see 
Section 9), or whenever the link transitions from non-operational 
to operational status. 

Initialization is accomplished by the exchange of Restart 
Request (RR) and Restart Complete (RC) messages between a host 
and a SIMP. The state diagram in Figure 26 shows the sequence of 
events during initialization. Both SIMP and host must implement 
this state diagram if deadlocks and oscillations are to be 
»vnirwi This particular initialization sequence requires both 
sides to send and receive the Restart Complete message. Because 
this message is a reply (to a Restart Request or Restart 
Complete), its receipt guarantees that the physical link is 
operating in both directions. Five states are identified in the 
state diagram: 

OFF Entered upon recognition of a requirement to 
restart. The device can recognize this 
requirement itself or be forced to restart by 
receipt of an RR message from the other end while 
in the ON state. 

INIT Local state variables have been initialized and 
local counters have been zeroed but no restart 
control messages have yet been sent or received. 

RR-SNT A request to reinitialize (RR) has been sent to 
the other end but no restart control messages have 
yet been received. 

RC-SNT A reply (RC) has been sent to the other end in 
response to a received reinitialization request 
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ON 

(RR). The device is waiting for a reply (RC). 

Reply (RC) messages have been both sent and 
received. Daca and control message? can now be 
exchanged between the SIMP and host. 

All states nave 10-second timeouts (not illustrated) which 
return the protocol to the OFF state. The occurrence of any 
events other than those indicated in the diagram are ignored. 

The Restart Request control message illustrated in Figure 27 
is sent by either a host or a SIMP when it wishes to restart a 
link. The Restart Request causes all the monitoring statistics 
to be reset to zero and stops all traffic on the link in both 
directions. The Restart Complete message illustrated in Figure 
28 is sent in response to a received Restart Request or Restart 
Complete to complete link initialization. The Restart Complete 
carries a field used by the host to enable or disable the 
acceptance/refusal mechanism for the link being restarted (see 
Section 5). After the Restart Complete is processed, traffic may 
flow on the link. 

s . 

A' 
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Any Timeout or >| OFF |<- 
Device Down          

| Device Up 
I  Initialize Variables 

V 

INIT 

I I 
Rev RR  | |  Snd RR 
Snd RC  i | 

I ! 

Rev RR 
Snd RC 

j RC-SNT |<- 

Rcv RC   | 
I 
V 

I 
V 

Rev Any 
Other 

->| ON 

I 

V 

RR-SNT 

j Rev RC 
| Snd RC 
V 

Rev RR 

Figure 26 . HAP LINK RESTART STATE DIAGRAM 
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15 14 13 12 11 10  9 8 7 6  5 4  3  2  1  0 
+--+_-+-_+--+--+_-+_-+_-4-_+--+--+--+__+__+--+--+ 

0 I 1|LB|    XXXXXXX    |  REASON   j    3    | 
♦ -- + --"*—+ + --+—♦- -4—-«f--+--♦«+--♦--+--«► +-- + 

1 | HEADER CHECKSUM | 
+--+—«►--+- -+--+--+- _+--+- _+__+.... + .. -4- -+.-+-_+--+ 

2 | HOST ADDRESS / SITE NUMBER | 
+--+-- + --+--+--♦--«♦--♦--+--+--+--+--+--+--■♦■--+"-- + 

3 | LINK NUMBER | 

Figure 27 . RESTART REQUEST 

0[15]   Message Type = 1 (Control Message) : 

0[14]   Loopback Bit. 

0[8-13] Reserved. 

0[4-7] Reason. This field is used by the SIMP or the host to 
indicate the reason for the restart as follows: 

0 = power up 
1 = system restart 
2 = link restart 
3 = link timeout 
4 = loopback timeout 

0[0-3]  Control Message Type = 3 (R». start Request) . 

1[0-15] Header Checksum. Covers words 0-3. 

2 [0-15] Host Addr^SB / Site Number. The host inserts its 
satellite network address in this field. The SIMP 
validates that the host address is correct for the port 
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being used.  When sent by 
contain the SIMP site number. 

the SIMP, this field will 

3 [0-15] Link Number. This field contains the sender's 
identification of the physical link being used. This 
information is used to identify the link when reporting 
errors to the Network Operations Center (NOC). 
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15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6  5 4  3  2  1  0 

0 | ljLB| XXXXXX |AR|    4    | 
+__+_-+--+--+--4.--+--+--+--+-_ + --+--+--+--+--^-- + 

1 I HEADER CHECKSUM | 

2 I HOST ADDRESS / SITE NUMBER | 

3 I LINK NUMBER | 
+ _- + -_ + .... + -- + -_ + _.. + -_ + ..- + -- + -- + __ + -- + ...4,-- + -- + -- + 

Figure 28 . RESTART COMPLETE 

0[15]   Message Type ■ 1 (Control Message). 

0[14]   Loopback Bit. 

0[5-13] Reserved. 

0[4] Acceptance/Refusal Control. Thin bit is used by the 
host to enable or disable the acceptance/refusal 
mechanism for all traffic on the link. 

0 = Disable acceptance/refusal 
1 ■ Enable acceptance/refusal 

0[0-3] Control Message Type ■ 4   (Restart Complete). 

1[0-15] Header Checksum.    Covers words 0-3. 

2[0-15] Host Address  / Site Number. 

3[0-15] Link Number. 
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9 Loopback Control 

The Host Access Protocol provides a Loopback Request control 
message which can be used by a SIMP or a host to request the 
remote loopback of its HAP messages. Such requests are usually 
the result of operator intervention for purposes of system fault 
diagnosis. For clarity in the following discussion, the unit 
(SIMP or host) requesting the remote loopback is referred to as 
the "transmitter" and the unit implementing (or rejecting) the 
loopback is referred to as the "receiver". The format of a 
Loopback Request control message is illustrated in Figure 29. 

When a transmitter is remotely looped, all of its HAP 
messages will be returned, unmodified, over the access link by 
the receiver. The receiver will not send any of its own messages 
to the transmitter while it is implementing the loop. SIMP- 
generated messages are distinguished from host-generated messages 
by means of the Loopback Bit that is in every HAP message header. 

Two types of remote loopback may be requested: loopback at 
the receiver's interface hardware and loopback at the receiver's 
I/O driver software. HAP does not specify the manner in which 
the receiver should implement these loops; additionally, some 
receivers may use Interface hardware which is incapable of 
looping the transmitter's messages, only allowing the receiver to 
provide software loops. A receiver may not be able to interpret 
the transmitter's messages as it is looping them back. If such 
interpretation is possible, however, the receiver will not act on 
any of the transmitter's messages other than requests to 
reinitialize the SIMP-host link (Restart Request (RR) control 
messages; see Section 8.) 

When a receiver initiates a loopback condition in response 
to a loopback request, it makes an implicit promise to maintain 
the condition for the duration specified in the Loopback Request 
message. However, if an unanticipated condition such as a system 
restart occurs in either the transmitter or the receiver, the 
affected unit will try to reinitialize the SIMP-host link by 
sending an RR message to the other unit. If the RR message is 
recognized by the other unit a link initialization sequence can 
be completed.  This win restore the link to an un looped 
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condition even if the specified loop duration has not yet 
expired. If a receiver cannot interpret a transmitter's RR 
messages, and in the absence of operator intervention at the 
receiver, the loop will remain in place for its duration. 

HAP does not specify the characteristics of any loopback 
conditions that may be locally implemented by a given unit. An 
example of such a condition is that obtained when a SIMP commands 
its host interface to loop back its own messages. If such local 
loop conditions also cause the reflection of messages received 
from the remote unit, the remote unit will detect the condition 
via the HAP header Loopback Bit. 

A specific sequence must be followed for setting up a remote 
loopback condition. It begins after the HAP link has been 
initialized and a decision is made to request a remote loop. The 
transmitter then sends a Loopback Request message to the receiver 
and waits for either (1) a 10-second timer to expire, (2) a 

'/• "Can't implement loop" Unnumbered Response message from the 
\'\ receiver, or (3) one of its own reflected messages.  If event (1) 
m or  (2) occurs the request has failed and the transmitter may, at 
■ its option, try again with a new Loopback Request message.  If 

event (3) occurs, the remote loopback condition has been 
established. While waiting for one of these events, messages 
from the receiver are processed normally. Note that RR messages 
arriving from the receiver during this time will terminate the 
loopback request. 

When a receiver gets a Loopback Request message, it either 
Implements the requested loop for the specified duration, or 
returns a "Can't implement loop response without changing the 
state of the link. The latter response would be returned, for 
exasple. If a receiver is Incapable of lop lernenting a requested 
hardware loop. A receiver should Initiate reinitialization of 
the link with an RR message(s) whenever a loopback condition 
times out. 

w\' 

L < 

There Is one asymmetry that is required in the above 
sequence to resolve the (unlikely) case where both SIMP and host 
request a remote loopback at the same time. If a SIVP receives a 
Lcopback Request message from a host while it is Itself waiting 
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for an event of type (l)-(3), it will return a "Can't implement 
loop" response to the host and will continue to wait. A host in 
the converse situation, however, will abort its loopback request 
and will instead act on the SIMP's loopback request. 
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2 

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 
4--4—♦--+-_♦..•♦_.♦--♦-..♦--♦--♦--.♦.--♦--♦--♦..-♦--+ 

f l|LB|GOPRI|  XXXXX  | LOOP TYPE |    8    | 
4..4--4--4--4--4«-4--4--4--4--4--4--4--4--4--4--4 
] HEADER CHECKSUM j 
♦••♦—♦—♦«♦—♦••♦••♦—♦«♦—■♦••♦»•♦••♦••♦—+--♦ 
| LOOP DURATION | 
4--4--4--4--4--♦--4--4--♦--♦--♦--♦--♦--♦--♦--♦--4 

Figure 29 . LOOPBACK REQUEST 

0[15] 

0[14] 

0 [12-13] 

0[8-ll] 

0[4-7] 

0[0-3] 

1[0-1S] 

2[0-15] 

Message Type = 1   (Control Message). 

Loopback Bit. 

Go-Priority. 

Reserved. 

Loop Type. This field Indicates the type of loop that 
is being requested as follows: 

0 » Undefined 
1 » Loop at interface (hardware loop) 
2 * Loop at driver (software loop) 
3-15 * Undefined 

Control Message Type = 8 (Loopback Request) . 

Header Checksum. Covers words 0-2. 

Loop Duration. The transmitter of a Loopback 
Request message uses this field to specify tJvs number 
of seconds that the loop is to be maintained by the 
receiver. 
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I 
I 

5. 

10 Other Control Messages 

Before a SIMP or a host voluntarily disables a SIMP-host 
link, it should send at least one Link Going Down control message 
over that link- The format of such a message is illustrated in 
Figure 30. HAP does not define the action (s) that should be 
taken by a SIMP or a host when such a message is received; 
informing the Network Operations Center (NOC) and/or the network 
users of the impending event is a typical course of action. Note 
that each Link Going Down message only pertains to the SIMP-host 
link that it is sent over; if a host and a SIMP are connected by 
multiple links, these links may be selectively disabled. 

A No Operation (NOP) control message may be sent at any time 
by a SIMP or a host. The format of such a message is illustrated 
in Figure 31. A NOP message contains up to 32 words of arbitrary 
data which are undefined by HAP. NOP messages may be required in 
some cases to clear the state of the SIMP-host link hardware. 
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15 14 13 12 11 10  9 8 7 6  5 4  3  2  1  0 

0 | 1|LB|G0PRI|   XXXXX   j  REASON   i     7     | 
+__+_-+__+-_+__+-_+--+__ + --+_- + ..-+_ - + __+_-+-_.f- .+ 

1 | HEADER CHECKSUM | 
+—+— + -- +—+ -- + — + --+-- 4- - + «- + -- + -- + -- + - -+--+--+ 

2 | TIME UNTIL DOWN | 

3 | DOWN DURATION | 
+ -- + --+-- + -- + --4— -+--+--+ +— +—+--4.--+- -+--+--+ 

Figure 30 . LINK GOING DOWN 

0 [15] Message Type = 1 (Control Message)-. 

0[14] Loopback Bit. 

0 [12-13] Go-Priority. 

0[8-ll] Reserved. 

0[4-7] Reason. This field is used by the SIMP or the host 
to indicate the reason for disabling this SIMP-host 
link as follows: 

0 = NOT going down:  Cancel previous Link 
Going Down message 

1 = Unspecified reason 
2 = Scheduled PM 
3 = Scheduled hardware work 
4 = Scheduled software work 
5 = Emergency restart 
6 = Power outage 
7 = Software breakpoint 
8 = Hardware failure 
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9 = Not scheduled up 
10 a Last warning: The SIMP 

the link in 10 seconds 
11-15 = Undefined 

or host is disabling 

0[0-3]   Control Message Type ■ 7 (Link Going Down) . 

1[0-15]  Header Checksum. Covers words 0-3. 

2 [0-15] Time Until Down. This field specifies the amount of 
time remaining until the SIMP or host disables the 
link (in minutes) . An entry of zero indicates that 
there is less than a minute remaining. 

3[0-15]  Down Duration. This field specifies the  amount of 
time  that the SIMP-host link will  be down  (in 
minutes) .  An entry of zero indicates that the down 
duration will be less than a minute. An entry of -1 
(all bits set) indicates an indefinite down duration. 
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15 14 13 12 11 10  9 8 7 6 5 4  3 2  1  0 
+--+--+--+--♦--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+ 

0 | 1|LB| XXXXX |     6     | 

1 | HEADER CHECKSUM | 

2-N    |               ARBITRARY DATA | 

Figure 31 . NO OPERATION (NOP) 

0[15] Message Type = 1 (Control Message). 

0[14] Loopback Bit. 

0 [4 -13] Reserved. 

0[0-3] Control Message Type = 6 (NOP). 

1[Q-15] Header Checksum. Covers words 0-N. 

2-N Arbitrary Data. Up to 32 words of data may be sent. 
The data ara undefined by HAP. 
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Status of This Memo 

This RFC specifies a proposed protocol for the ARPA Internet 
community, and requests discussion and suggestions for 
improvements. Distribution of this memo is unlimited. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

The Loader-Debugger Protocol (LDP) is an application layer 
protocol for loading, dumping and debugging target machines 
from hosts in a network environment. This protocol is designed 
to accommodate a variety of target cpu types. It provides a 
powerful set of debugging services. At the same time, it is 
structured so that a simple subset may be implemented in 
applications like boot loading where efficiency and space are 
at a premium. 

The authors would like to thank Dan Franklin and Peter 
Cudhea for providing many of the ideas on which this protocol is 
based. 

1.1 Purpose of This Document 

This is a technical specification for the LDP protocol. It 
is intended to be comprehensive enough to be used by implementors 
of the protocol. It contains detailed descriptions of the 
formats and usage of over forty commands. Readers interested in 
an overview of LDP should read the Summary of Features, below, 
and skim Sections 2 through 3.1. Also see Appendix B, the 
Command Summary. The remainder of the document reads best when 
accompanied by strong coffee or tea. 
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1.2 Summary of Features 

LDP has the following features: 

o  commands to perform loading, dumping and debugging 

support for multiple connections to a single target 

reliable performance in an internet environment 

a small protocol subset for target loaders 

o 

o 

o 

o addressing modes and commands to support  multiple 
machine types 

breakpoints and watchpoints which run in the target 
machine. 
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CHAPTER 2 

General Description 

2.1 Motivation 

LDP is an application protocol that provides a set of 
commands used by application programs for loading, dumping and 
debugging target machines across a network. 

The goals of this protocol are shown in the following list: 

o The protocol should support various processor types and 
operating systems. Overhead and complexity should be 
minimized for simpler cases. 

e The protocol should provide support for applications in 
which more than one use~ can debug the same target 
machine. This Implies an underlying transport mechanism 
that supports multiple connections between a host-target 
pair, 

o LDP should have a minimal subset of commands for boot 
loading and dumping. Target machine implementations of 
these applications are often restricted in the amount of 
code-space they may take. The services needed for 
loading and dumping should be provided in a small, 
easily Implemented set of commands. 

o There should be a means for communicating exceptions and 
errors from the target LDP process to the host process. 

o LDP should allow the application to implement a full set 
of debugging functions without crippling the performance 
of the target's application (i.e., PSN, PAD, gateway). 
For example, a breakpoint mechanism that halts the 
target machine while breakpoint commands are sent from 
the host to the target is of limited usefulness, since 
the target will be unable to service the real-time 
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demands of its application. 

2.2 Relation to Other Protocols 

LDP is an application protocol that fits into the layered 
internet protocol environment. Figure 1 illustrates the place of 
LDP in the protocol hierarchy. 

+-- 

1 LDP 
--+ 

! Application 
Layer T           

1 
1 
1 

! RDP   | or   | TCP I Transport Lay 

or | 
1 

1 
1 

i Internet Protocol | Internetwork 
Layer 

I 

1 Network Access Protocol 1 Network Layer 

1 delation to Other 
Figure 1 

Protocols 
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LDP Specification General Description 

2.2.1 Transport Service Requirements 

LDP requires that the underlying transport layer: 

o allow connections to be opened by specifying a network 
(or internet) address. Support passive and active 
opens. 

o  for each connection, specify the maximum message size. 

o provide a mechanism for sending and receiving messages 
over an open connection. 

o      deliver rjjessages reliably arid in sequence 

o support multiple connections, and distinguish messages 
associated with different connections. This is only a 
requirement where LDP is expected to support several 
users at the same time. 

o explictly return the outcome (success/failure) of each 
request (open, send, receive), and provide a means of 
querying the status of a connection (unacknowledged 
message count, etc.). 

Data is passed from the application program to the LDP user 
process in the form of commands. In the case of an LDP server 
process, command responses originate in LDP itself. Below LDP is 
the transport protocol. The Reliable Data Protocol (RDP -- 
RFC 908) is the recommended transport procotol. Data is passed 
across the LDP/RDP interface in the form of messages. (TCP may 
be used in place of RDP, but it will be less efficient and it 
will require more resources to implement.) An internet layer 
(IP) normally comes between RDP and the network layer, but RDP 
may exchange data packets directly with, the network layer. 

Figure 2 shows the flow of data across the protocol 
interfaces: 
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CHAPTER 3 

Protocol Operation 

3.1 Overview 

An LDP session consists of an exchange of commands and 
responses between an LDP user process and an LDP server process. 
Normally, the user process resides on a host machine (a 
timesharing computer used for network monitoring and control), 
and the server process resides on a target machine (PSN, PAD, 
gateway, etc.) . Throughout this document, host and target are 
used as synonyms for user process and server process, 
respectively, although i-i some implementations (the Butterfly, 
for example) this correspondence may be reversed. The host 
controls the session by sending commands to the target. Some 
commands elicit responses, and all commands may elicit an error 
reply. 

The protocol contains five classes of commands: protocol, 
data transfer, management, control and breakpoint. Protocol 
commands are used to verify the command sequencing mechanism and 
to handle erroneous commands. Data transfer commands involve the 
transfer of data from one place to another, such as for memory 
examine/deposit, or loading. Management commands are used for 
creating and deleting objects (processes, breakpoints, 
watchpoints, etc.) in the target machine. Control commands are 
used to control the execution of target code and breakpoints. 
Breakpoint commands are used to control the execution of commands 
inside breakpoints and watchpoints. 

3.2 Session Management 

An LDP session consists of a series of commands sent from a 
host LDP to a target LDP, some of which may be followed by 
responses from the target. A session begins when a host opens a 
transport connection to a target listening on a well known port. 
LDP uses RDP port number zzz or TCP port number yyy. When the 
connection has been established, the host sends a HELLO command, 
and the target replies with a HELLOJIEPLY. The HELLO JIEPLY 
contains parameters that describe the target's implementation of 
LDP, including protocol version,  implementation level,  system 
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type, and address format. The session terminates when the host 
closes the underlying transport connection. When the target 
detects that the transport connection has been closed, it should 
deallocate any resources dedicated to the session. 

The target process is the passive partner in an LDP session, 
and it waits for the host process to terminate the session. As 
an implementation consideration, either LDP or the underlying 
transport protocol in the target should have a method for 
detecting if the host process has died. Otherwise, an LDP 
target that supported only one connection could be rendered 
useless by a host that crashed in the middle of a session. The 
problem of detecting half-dead connections can be avoided by 
taking a different tack: the target could allow new connections 
to usurp inactive connections. A connection with no activity 
could be declared 'dead', but would not be usurped until the 
connection resource was needed. However, this would still 
require the transport layer to support two connection channels: 
one to receive connection requests, and another to use for an 
active connection. 

3.3 Command Sequencing 

Each command sent from the host to the target has a sequence 
number. The sequence number is used by the target to refer to 
the command in normal replies and error replies. To save space, 
these numbers are not actually included in host commands. 
Instead, each command sent from the host is assigned an implicit 
sequence number. The sequence number starts at zero at the 
beginning of the LDP session and increases by one for each 
command sent. The host and target each keep track of the current 
number. The SYNCH <sequence number> command may be used by the 
host to synchronize the sequence number. 

3.4 Data Packing and Transmission 

The convention for the order of data packing was chosen for 
its simplicity: data are packed most significant bit first, in 
order of increasing target address, into eight-bit octets. The 
octets of packed data are transmitted in sequential order. 
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V.I 

Data are always packed according to the address format of 
the target machine. For example, in an LDP session between a 
20-bit host and a 16-bit target, 16-bit words (packed into 
octets) are transmitted in both directions. For ease of 
discussion, targets are treated here as if they have uniform 
address spaces. In practice, the size of address units may vary 
within a target -- 16-bit macromemory, 32-bit micromemory, 10-bit 
dispatch memory, etc. Data packing between host and target is 
tailored to the units of the current target address space. 

Figures showing the packing of data for targets with various 
address unit sizes are given below. The order of transmission 
with respect to th^ diagrams is top to bottom. Bit numbering in 
the following diagrams refers to significance in the octet: bit 
zero is the least significant bit in an octet. For an 
explanation of the bit numbering convention that applies in the 
rest of this document, please see Appendix A. 

The packing of data for targets with word lengths that are 
multiples of 8 is straightforward. The following diagram 
illustrates 16-bit packing: 

1 n 

m 

7 0 

Octet 0   | WORD 0 bits 15-08 1 
Octet 1   | WORD 0 bits 07-00 1 
Octet 2   | WORD 1 bits 15-08 1 
Octet 3   | WORD 1 bits 07-00 1 

* 
* 
* 

Octet 2n-l | WORD n bits 07-00 1 

Packing of 16-bit Words 
Figure 3 
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Packing for targets with peculiar word lengths is more 
complicated. For 20-bit machines, 2 words of data are packed 
into 5 octets. When an odd number of 20-bit words are 
transmitted, the partially used octet is included in the length 
of the command, and the octet is padded to the right with zeroes. 

Octet 0 

Octet 1 

Octet 2 

Octet 3 

Octet 4 

|      WORD 0 bits 19- •12 

|     WORD 0 bits 11- •04 

j  WORD 0 03-< 30 | WCRD 1 19- -16 | 

|     WCRD 1 bits 15- -08 

|     WORD 1 bits 07- -00 

Packing of 20-bit Words 
Figure 4 

3.5 Implementations 

A subset of LDP commands may be implemented in targets where 
machine resources are limited and the full capabilities of LDP 
are not needed. There are three basic levels of target 
implementations: LQADERJDUMPER, BASICJ)EBUGGER and 
FULLJDEBUOGER, The target communicates its LDP implementation 
level to the host during session initiation. The implementation 
levels are described below: 
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LOADERJDUMPER 

Used for loading/dumping of the target machine. 
„ Includes  all protocol  class commands and replies; data 
■ transfer commands READ, WRITE,  MOVE and their responses; 
P control  command  START and control reply   EXCEPTION. 

Understands at least PHYS.J4AGR0 and HOST addressing modes; 
>" others if desired. 
y • 

BASICJDEBUOGER 

I Implements LOADERJDUMPER commands,  all control commands, 
all addressing modes appropriate to the target machine, but 
does not have finite state machine  (FSM) breakpoints or 

(S- watchpoints.  Default breakpoints are implemented.  The 
target understands long addressing mode. 

k 

i 

i 
K 

FULLJDE3U0GER 

Implements all commands and addressing modes appropriate to 
the target machine, and Includes breakpoint commands, 
conditional commands and BREAKPOINT_DATA. Watchpoints are 
optional. 

V 

i 
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CHAPTER 4 

Commands and Formats 

4.1 Packet Format 

LDP commands are enclosed in RDP transport messages. An RDP 
message may contain more than one command, but each command must 
fit entirely within a single message. Network packets containing 
LDP commands have the format shown in Figure 5. 

Local Network 
Header(s) 

-T 

-♦ 

-♦ 

-♦ 

-♦ 

-♦ 

-♦ 

IP Header 

RDP Header 

LDP Command 
Header 

Optional 
LDP 
Data 

| LDP Command 
| Format 

LDP Padding 

Additional 
LDP 
Commands 

Network Packet Format 
Figure 5 
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4.2 Command Format 

LDP commands consist of a standard two-word header followed 
optionally by additional data. To facilitate parsing of multi- 
command messages, all commands contain an even number of octets. 
Commands that contain an odd number of data octets must be padded 
with a null octet. 

The commands defined by the LDP specification are intended 
to be of universal application to provide a common basis for all 
implementations. Command class and type codes from 0 to 63. are 
reserved by the protocol. Codes above 63. are available for the 
implementation of target-specific commands. 

4.2.1 Command Header 

LDP commands begin with a fixed length header.  The header 
specifies the type of command and its length in octets. 

0 0 0  1       1 
0123456789012 3 45 

+ + + 

0 |    Command Length (octets)   | 
+ + + 

1 | Command Class | Command Type  | 

LDP Command Header Format 
Figure 6 

HEADER FIELDS: 

Command Length 

The command length gives the total number of octets in the 
command, including the length field and data, and excluding 
padding. 

Commznd Class 
Command Type 
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The command class and type together specify a particular 
command. The class selects one of six command categories, 
and the type gives trie command within that category. All 
codes are decimal. The symbols given in Figures 7 and S for 
command classes and types are used in the remainder of this 
document for reference. 

The command classes that have been defined are: 

Command Class Symbol 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7-63 

PROTOCOL 
DATA..TRANSFER 
CONTROL 
MANAGEMENT 
BREAKPOINT 
CONDITION 
<reserved> 

Command Classes 
Figure 7 

i Command type codes are assigned in order of expected 
frequency of use. Commands and their responses/replies are 
numbered sequentially. The command types, ordered by 
command class, are: 
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Command Class Command Type | Symbol 
 +  

PROTOCOL 

DATAJIRANSFER 

g 

CONTROL 

MANAGEMENT 

ki 

1    1 HELLO 
2      1 HELLO JIEPLY 
3      1 SYNCH 
4      i ö iNv-riLJj r.rLY 
5      | ERROR 
6      I ERRACK 
7      l ABORT 
8      i ABORTJX)NE 
9-63 <reserved> 

1       j WRITE 
2 READ 
3 READ_DONE 
4 REATLPATA 
5 MOVE 
6 MOVEJDONE 
7 MOVEJDATA 
8 REPEATJDATA 
9 BREAKPOINT JDATA 
10 WRITE_MASK 
11 - 63 <reserved> 

1 START 
2 STOP 
3 CONTINUE 
4 STEP 
5 REPORT 
6 STATUS 
7 EXCEPTION 
8 - 63 <reserved> 

1 | CREATE 
2 i CREATE_DONE 
3 ! DELETE 
4 | DELETEJXJNE 
5 | LIST_J\DDRESSE3 
6 ! ADDR£SS_LIST 
7 ! GET^PHYS^ADDRESS 
8 | GOT^PHYS^ADDRESS 
9 | GET.OBJECT 
10 | GOT_OBJECT 
11 | LIST_SR£AKPOINTS 
12 | BR£AKPOINT_LIST 
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BREAKPOINT 

CONDITION 

13 
14 
15 
16 
17 - 63 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6-63 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7-63 

LISTJIAMES 
NAMELUST 
LISTJPROCESSES 
PROCESSJLIST 
<reserved> 

INCREMENT 
INC_CÜÜNT 
OR 
SLT^PTR 
SET_STATE 
<reserved> 

CHANGED 
COMPARE 
COUNT_EQ 
C0ÜN1_ÜT 
COUNT^LT 

| TEST 
j <reserved> 

Command Types 
Figure 3 

4.3 Addressing 

Addresses are used in LDP commands to refer to memory 
locations, processes, buffers, breakpoints and other entities. 
Many of these entities are machine-dependent; some machines have 
named objects, some machines have multiple address spaces, the 
size of address spaces varies, etc. The format for specifying 
addresses needs to be general enough to handle all of these 
cases. This speaks for a large, hierarchically structured 
address format. However, the disadvantage of a large format is 
that it imposes extra overhead on communication with targets that 
have simpler address schemes. 

LDP resolves this conflict by employing two address formats: 
a short three-word format for addressing simpler targets, and a 
long five-word format for others. Each target LDP is required to 
implement at least one of these formats. At the start of an LDP 
session, the target specifies the address format(s)  it uses in 
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the Flag field of the HELLOJREPLY message. In each address, the 
first bit of the mode octet is a format flag: 0 indicates LONG 
address format, and 1 indicates SHORT format. 

4.3.1 Long Address Format 

The long address format is five words long and consists of a 
three-word address descriptor and a two-word offset (see Figure 
9). The descriptor specifies an address space to which the offset 
is applied. The descriptor is subdivided into several fields, as 
described below. The structuring of the descriptor is designed 
to support complex addressing modes. For example, on targets 
with multiple processes, descriptors may reference virtual 
addresses, registers, and other entities within a particular 
process. 

The addressing modes defined below are intended as a base to 
which target-specific modes may be added. Modes up to 63. are 
reserved by the protocol. The range 64. to 127. may be used for 
target-specific address modes. 

Long Format 

0 
0 12 3 4 5 

•  Format bit is LONG=0 

0 0  1        1 
6789012345 

|0|      Mode  |  Mode Arg    | 

i 

i 
ID 

(31-16)    | 

(15-0)     | 

j Descriptor 

i       t 

Offset 
(31-16)    | 

(15-0)     | 
| Offset 

Long Address Format 
Figure 9 

LONG ADDRESS FIELDS: 
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i Mode 

Hie address mode identifies the type of address space being 
referenced. The mode is qualified by the mode argument and 
the ID field. Implementation of modes other than physical 
and host is machine-dependent. Currently defined modes and 
the address space they reference are shown in Figure 10. 

L • 

I?. 

m 

Mode | Symbol | Address space 

0 

_«fl mm   _ _» «ft — — — tmw   -to -A MB * -» _ _ «. «M «■ ■» •» V - 

HOST 

T ~ •- — — — — — — — — *»*■*»*»■■■»■» «».*■ «••»•••» •* •»■•■» 

Host 
1 PHYS_MACRO Macromemory 
2 PHYS_MICRO Micromemory 
3 PH*S_I/0 I/O space 
4 PHYSJ4ACR0_PTR Macro contains a pointer 
5 PHTSJIEG Register 
6 PHYS_jtEG_OFFSET Register plus offset 
7 PHYS_£EG_INDIRECT Register contains address 

of a pointer 

8 PROCESS_CODE Process code space 
9 PROCESSJDATA Process data space 

10 PROCESSJDATA^PTR Process data contains a ptr 
11 PROCESSJREG Process virtual register 
12 PROCESSJREGJ3FFSET Process register plus offset 
13 PROCESSJREG_INDIRECT Process register contains 

address of a pointer 

14 0BJECT_0FFSET Memory object (queue, pool) 
15 OBJECT_HEADER System header for an object 
16 BREAKPOINT Breakpoint 
17 WATCHPOINT Watchpoint 
18 BPT^PTRJDFFSET Breakpoint ptr plus offset 
19 BPTJPTECINDIRECT Breakpoint ptr plus offset 

gives address of a pointer 
20 <reserved> 
63 

Long Address Modes 
Figure 10 

Mode Argument 
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Provides a numeric argument to the mode field. Specifies 
the register in physical and process REG and REG_OFFSET 
modes. 

ID Field 

Identifies a particular process, buffer or object. 

Offset 

The offset into the linear address space defined by the 
mode. Hie size of the machine word determines the number of 
significant bits in the offset. Likewise, the addressing 
units of the target are the units of the offset. 

The interpretation of the mode argument, ID field and offset for 
each address mode is given below: 

HOST 

The ID and offset fields are numbers assigned arbitrarily by 
the host side of the debugger. These numbers are used in 
MOVE and M0VE_J)ATA messages. M0VE_pATA responses containing 
this mode as the destination are sent by the target to the 
host. This may occur in debugging when data is sent to the 
host from the target breakpoint. 

PHYS_MACRO 

The offset contains the 32-bit physical address of a 
location in macromemory. The mode argument and ID field are 
not used. For example, mode=PHYS_MACRO and offset=1000 
specifies location 1000 in physical memory. 

PHYS. MICRO 

Like PHYS_MACRO, but the location is in micromemory. 

PHYS_I/0 

Like PHYS_MACRO, but the location is in I/O space. 

PHYSJ*ACRO_J>TR 

The offset contains the address of a pointer in macromemory. 
The location pointed to (the effective address) is also in 
macromemory. The mode argument and ID field are unused. 
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J\ 

PHTSJiEG 

The mode argument gives the physical register. If the 
register is used by the LDP target process, then the saved 
copy from the previous context is used. This comment 
applies to PHYS„JlEG_OFFSET mode as well. The ID field is 
not used. 

PHTSJREGJDFFSET 

The offset is added to the contents of a register given as 
the mode argument. The result is used as a physical address 
in macromemory.  ID is unused. 

PH*SJREG_INDIRECT 

The register specified in the mode arg contains the address 
of a pointer in macromemory. The effective address is th^s 
macromemory location specified in the pointer, plus the 
offset. The ID field is unused. 

PROCESS_CODE 

The ID is a process ID, the offset is into the 
for this process. Mode argument is not used. 

code space 

PROCESSJDATA 

The ID is a process ID, the offset is into the data space 
for this process. Mode argument is not used. On systems 
that do not distinguish between code and data space, these 
two modes are equivalent, and reference the virtual address 
space of the process. 

PROCESSJDATA_m 

The offset contains the address of a pointer 
space of the process specified by the ID. 
pointed to (the effective address)  is also 
space. The mode argument is not used. 

in the data 
The location 
in the data 

PROCESSJIEG 

Accesses the registers  (and other system data)  of the 
process given by the ID field.  Mode argument 0 starts the 
registers.  After the registers, the mode argument is an 
offset into the system area for the process. 
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PROCESS J*EG_OFFSET 

jyj The offset plus -the contents of the register given in the 
VJ mode argument specifies a location in the data space of the 
m process specified by the ID. 

;%•( PROCESS_£EG_INDIRECT 

5a 

►,"• 
".*. 

r. • 

The register specified in the mode arg contains the address 
of a pointer in the data space of the process given by the 
ID. The effective address is the location in process data 
space specified in the pointer, plus the offset. 

OBJECT_OFFSET (optional) 

The offset is into the memory space defined by the object ID 
in ID, Recommended for remote control of parameter 
segments. 

OBJECT-JEADER   (optional) 

The offset is into the system header for the object 
specified by the ID.  Intended for use with the Butterfly. 

BREAKPOINT 

The descriptor specifies a breakpoint. The offset is never 
used, this type is only used in descriptors referring to 
breakpoints. (See Breakpoints and Watchpoints, below, for 
an explanation of breakpoint descriptors.) 

WATCHPOINT 

The descriptor specifies a watchpoint.  The offset is never 
K*. used,  this type is only used in descriptors referring to 

watchpoints. (See Breakpoints and Watchpoints, below, for 
an explanation of watchpoint descriptors). 

BPTJPTTL.OFFSET 

For this mode and BPT^PTR^INDIRECT, the mode argument 
specifies one of two breakpoint pointer variables local to 
the breakpoint in which this address occurs. These pointers 
and tha SETJPTR command which manipulates them provide for 
an arbitrary amount of address indirection. They are 
intended for use in traversing data structures: for example, 
chasing queues.  In BPT_PTR_OEFSET. the offset is added to 
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the pointer variable to give the effective address. In 
targets which support multiple processes, the location is in 
the data space of the process given by the ID. Otherwise, 
the location is a physical address in macro-memory. 
BPT_PTR.* modes are valid only in breakpoints and 
watchpoints. 

HPTJPTRJNDIRECT 

Like BPTLFTR^OFFSET, except that it uses one more level of 
indirection. The pointer variable given by the mode 
argument plus the offset specify an address which points to 
the effective address. See the description of 
BPTJPTK-OFFSET for a discussion of usage, limitations and 
address space. 

4.3.2 Short Address Format 

Ihe short address format is intended for use in 
implementations where protocol overhead must be minimized. This 
format is a subset of the long address format: it contains the 
same fields except for the ID field. Therefore, the short 
addressing format supports only HOST and PHYS_* address modes. 
Only the LOADERJDUMPER implementation level commands may be used 
with the short addressing format. The short address format is 
three words long, consisting o£ a 16-bit word describing the 
address space, and a 32-bit offset. 
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i 

Short Format - Format bit is SH0RT=1 

0 0 0      1 1 
0123456789012345 

+ + 
|1| Mode     |  Mode Argument   | 
+ +    +-+ 

I (31-16) |        | 
+       Offset        —+  I Offset 
I (15-0)     |   | 
+ + +-+ 

I 

Short Address Format 
Figure 11 

SHORT ADDRESS FIELDS: 
Mode 

i 
The high-order bit is 1, indicating the short address 
format. A list of the address modes supported is given 
below. The interpretation of the remaining fields is as 
described above for the long addressing format. 

i 

,\ 
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Mode I Symbol Address space 

0 HOST 
1 FH*S_MACRO 
2 PHYSJ1ICR0 
3 PH*S_I/0 
4 PHYS_MAGRO_PTR 
5 PHYSJIEG 
6 FH*S_*EG_OFFSET 
7 FHYS_REG_INDIRECT 

8 - 
32 <reserved> 

Host 
Macro-memory 
Micro-memory 
I/O space 
Macro contains a pointer 
Register 
Register plus offset 
Register contains address 
of a pointer 

Short Address Modes 
Figure 12 
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CHAPTER 5 

Protocol Commands 

Protocol commands are used for error handling, for 
synchronizing the command sequence number, and for communicating 
protocol implementation parameters. Every protocol command has a 
corresponding reply. All protocol commands are sent from the 
host to the target, with replies flowing in the opposite 
direction. 

K; 

I 
5.1 HELLO Command 

Tne HELLO command is sent by the host to signal the start of 
an LDP session. The target responds with HELLOJlEPLY. 

0 0 0  1        1 
0123456789012345 

+ ♦ + 

0 | 4 | 
♦ ♦ «♦• 

1 |  PROTOCOL   |   HELLO     | 
+ + + 

HELLO Command Format 
Figure 13 

m FT* 
5.2 HELLO JlEPLY 

A HELLCJREPLY is sent by the target in response to the HELLO 
command at the start of an LDP session. This reply is used to 
inform the host about the target's implementation of LDP. 
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0 0  0       1 1 
0123456789012345 

+ +_. + 

0 |              10 I 
+ + + 

1 I    PROTOCOL   |   HELLO_#EPLY | 
+ + + 

2 |  LDP Version |  System Type  | 
+ + + 

3 |  Options ] W | S | Implementation | 
+ + + 

4 | Address Code  |   Reserved  | 
+ + + 

HELLO_£EPLY Format 
Figure 14 

HELLOJIEPLY FIELDS: 

LDP Version 

The target's LDP protocol version. If the current 
host protocol version does not agree with the target's 
protocol version, the host may terminate the session, or 
may continue it, at the discretion of the implementor. The 
currant version number is 2. 

System Type 

The type cf system running en the target. This is used as a 
check against what the host thinks the target is. The host 
is expected to lave a table of target system types with 
information about target address spaces, target-specific 
commands and addressing modes, and so forth. 

Currently defined system types are shown in Figure 15. This 
list Includes some systems normally thought of as* 'hosts' 
(e.g. C70, VAX), for implementations where targets actively 
initiate and direct a load of themselves. 
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Code | System | Description 
— — — — — — — — •+•- 

1 C30_16_BIT BBN 16-bit C30 
2 C30_20JBIT BBN 20-bit C30 
3 H316 Honeywell-316 
4 BUTTERFLY BBN Butterfly 
5 PDP-11 DEC PDP-11 
6 CIO BBN CIO 
7 C50 BBN C50 
8 PLURIBUS BBN Pluribus 
9 C70 BBN C70 

10 VAX DEC VAX 
11 MACINTOSH Apple Macintosh 

System Types 
Figure 15 

Address Code 

i 
The address code indicates which LDP address format (s) the 
target is prepared to use. Address codes are show in Figure 
16. 

Address Code Symbol | Description 
. + » = 

LÖNGLADDRESS Five word address format. 
Supports all address modes 
and commands. 

SHORT^ADDRESS 

t-j 

Three word address format. 
Supports only physical and 
host address modes. Only 
the LOADERJDUMPER set of 
commands sre supported. 

Target Address Codes 
Figure 16 

Implementation 
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R 

The implementation level specifies which features of 
the protocol are implemented in the target. There are 
three levels of<protocol implementation. These levels are 
intended to correspond to the three most likely applications 
of LDP: simple loading and dumping, basic debugging, and 
full debugging. (Please see Implementations, above, for a 
detailed description of implementation levels.) There are 
are also several optional features that are not included in 
any particular level. 

Implementation levels are cumulative, that is, each higher 
level includes the features of all previous levels. The 
levels are shown in Figure 17. 

Feature Level 

1 
2 
3 

Symbol      j Description 
 +  

LOADER^DUMPER  Loader/dumper subset of LDP 
BASICJDEBUGGER Control commands, CREATE 
FULL_J)EBUGGER  FSM breakpoints 

Feature Levels 
Figure 17 

Captions 

».• 

i 

The options field (see Figure 18) is an eight-bit flag 
field. Bit flags are used to indicate if the target has 
implemented particular optional commands. Not all optional 
commands are referenced in this field. Commands whose 
implementation depends on target machine features are 
omitted. The LDP application is expected to 'know' about 
target features that are not intrinsic to the protocol. 
Examples of target-dependent commands are commands that 
refer to named objects (CREATE, LIST_NAMES). 
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Mask |  Symbol    | Description 
 + +  

1 STEP 
2 WATCHPOINTS 

The STEP command is implemented 
Watchpoints are implemented 

Options 
Figure 18 

5.3 SYNCH Command 

The SYNCH command is sent by the host to the target. The 
target responds with a SYNCHJUEPLY. The SYNCH - SYNCHJIEPLY 
exchange serves two functions: it synchronizes the host-to-target 
implicit sequence number and acts as a cumulative acknowledgement 
of the receipt and execution of all host commands up to the 
SYNCH. 

0 0 0  1        1 
0123456789012345 

+ + + 

0 |              6 | 
+ + + 

1 |   PROTOCOL    |   SYNCH     | 
+ + + 

2 |      Sequence Number        | 
+ + + 

SYNCH Command Format 
Figure 19 

SYNCH FIELDS: 

Sequence Number 
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The sequence number of this command. If this is not what 
the target is expecting, the target will reset to it and 
respond with an ERROR reply. 

3 

5.4 SYNOU*EPLY 

A SYNCH_REPLY is sent by the target in reponse to a valid 
SYNCH command. A SYNCH command is valid if its sequence number 
agrees with the sequence number the target is expecting. 
Otherwise, the target will reset its sequence number to the SYNCH 
command and send an ERROR reply. 

0 0 0  1       1 
0123456789012345 

+ + + 

0 |              6 | 
+ + + 

1 |   PROTOCOL   |  SYNCHJIEPLY  | 
+ + + 

2 |      Sequence Number        | 
+ + + 

SYNOLREPLY Format 
Figure 20 

SYNOLREPLY FIELDS: 

Sequence Number 

Ihe sequence number of the SYNCH 
SYNCHJIEPLY is the response. 

command to which this 
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5.5 ABORT Command 

The ABORT command is sent from the host to abort all pending 
operations at the target. The target responds with AB0RT_P0NE. 
This is primarily intended to stop large data transfers from the 
target. A likely application would be during a debugging session 
when the user types an interrupt to abort a large printout of 
data from the target. The APORT command has no effect on any 
breakpoints or watchpoints that may be enabled in the target. 

As a practical matter, the ABORT command may be difficult to 
implement on some targets. Its ability to interrupt command 
processing on the target depends on the target being able to look 
ahead at incoming commands and receive an out-of-band signal from 
the host. However, the effect of an ABORT may be achieved by 
simply closing and reopening the transport connection. 

i-f 
0 0 0  1        1 
0123456789012345 

+ + + 

0 |              4 | 
+ + + 

1 |   PROTOCOL    j   ABORT     | 
+ + + 

ABORT Command Format 
Figure 21 

* 

5.6 ABORT_JX)NE Reply 

The ABORT_JX>NE reply is sent from the target to the host in 
response to an ABORT command. This indicates that the target has 
terminated all operations that were pending when the ABORT 
command was received. The sequence number of the ABORT command 
is included in the reply. 
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0    . 0 0      1 1 
0123456789012345 

+ + + 

0 |              4 | 
+ + + 

1 |   PROTOCOL    |   ABORTJDONE | 
+ + + 

2 j      Sequence Number        ( 
+ + + 

I 

ABORT_JX)NE Reply Format 
Figure 22 

ABORTJDONE FIELDS: 

Sequence Number 

The sequence number of the ABORT command that elicited this 
reply. This enables the host to distinguish between 
replies to multiple aborts. 

5,7 ERROR Reply 

The ERROR reply is sent by the target in response to a bad 
command. The ERROR reply gives the sequence number of the 
orfending command and a reasor: code. The target ignores further 
commands until an ERRACK command is received. The reason for 
ignoring commands is that the proper operation of outstanding 
commands may be predicated on the execution of the erroneous 
command. 

*,\ 
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0 0 0      1 1 
0123456789012345 

+ + + 

0 |                 Command Length | 
+ + + 

1 |       PROTOCOL         |         ERROR | 
+ + + 

2 |       Command Sequence Number j 
+ + + 

3 |                     Error code | 
+ + + 

4 |      Optional Data | 
+ + + 

* 
* 
* 

+ + + 

n |      Optional Data | 
+ + + 

ERROR Reply Format 
Figure 23 

ERROR Reply FIELDS: 

Command Sequence Number 

The implicit sequence number of the erroneous command. 

Error Code 

A code specifying what error has taken place. The currently 
defined codes are shown in Figure 24. 
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Error<Code |     Symbol 

1 BAD_C(*WAND 
2 BAD_J\DDRESS_MODE 
3 BAD^ADDRESS_ID 
4 BAD_/kDDRESS_OFFSET 
5 BAD_CREATE_TYi't. 
6 NO.JIESOURCES 
7 NO_OBJECT 
8 OUT_OF_SYNCH 
9 IN_3REAKP0INT 

ERROR Codes 
Figure 24 

*\V 

&3 

An explanation of each of these error codes follows: 
BAD_CC*MAND 

The command was not meaningful to the target machine. 
This includes commands that are valid but unimplemented 
in this target. Also, the command was not valid in 
this context- For example, a command given by the host 
that is only legal in a breakpoint (e.g. IF, 
SET_STATE) . 

BAEL.ADDRESSJ40DE <offending-address> 

A 

The mode of an address given in the command is not 
meaningful to this target system. For example, a 
* »wwafw  *•*>***• wSr»»  •»••»».—-w  «■  *-  W«ä. v^-w w  -*v **.<*><>•—«  tiWw    ->v-ij_-^w» s. 

multi-processing. 

BAD^ADDRESS_ID <offending-address> ;/ 

The ID field of an address didn't correspond to an </; 
appropriate thing. For example, for a PROCESS address 
moda, the ID of a non-existent process. 

BAD^*DDRESS_OFFSET <offending-address> 

The offset field of the address was outside the legal 
range for the thing addre: sed. For example, an offset 
of 200,000 in PHYS_MACRO mode on a target with 64K of 
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macro-memory. 

BAD_CREATEJTYPE 

The object type in a CREATE command was unknown. 

N0.RES0URCES 

A CREATE command failed due to lack of necessary 
resources • 

N0_0BJECT 

A GET_OBJECT command failed to find the named object. 

OUT_OF_SYNCH 

The sequence number of the SYNCH command was not 
expected by the target. The target has resynchronized 
to it. 

INJBREAKPOINT breakpoint-descriptor breakpoint-sequence#> 
<reason-code> [<cptional-info>] 

An error occurred within a breakpoint command list. 
The given 16-bit sequence-number rt'fers to the sequence 
number of the CREATE command that created the 
breakpoint, while breakpoint-sequence# refers to the 
sequence number of the command within the breakpoint 
given by <brealqpoint-descriptor>. 

5.8 ERRACX Acknowledgement 

An ERRACK is sent by the host in response to an ERROR 
reply from the target. The ERRACK is used to acknowledge that 
the host has received the ERROR reply 
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0   . 0 0       1 1 
0123456789012345 

+ + + 

0 ; 4 | 
+ +— + 

1 |  PROTOCOL   |   ERRAOC    | 
+ + + 

ERRACK Command Format 
Figure 25 
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CHAPTER 6 

« 
Data Transfer Commands 

Data transfer commands transfer data between the host and 
the target. These commands are used for loading and dumping the 
target, and examining and depositing locations on the target. 
The READ command reads data from the target, the MOVE command 
moves data within the target or from the target to another 
entity, and the WRITE command writes data to the target. 
REPEAT_PATA makes copies of a pattern to the target -- it is 
useful for zeroing memory. WRITE_MASK writes data with a mask, 
and is intended for modifying target parameter tables. 

Data transmitted to and from the target always contains a 
target address. In writes to the target, this is used as the 
destination of the data. In reads from the target, the target 
address is used by the host to identify where in the target the 
data came from. In addition, the MOVE command may contain a 
'host' address as its destination; this permits the host to 
further discriminate between possible sources of data from the 
target -- from different breakpoints, debugging windows, etc. 

A read request to the target may generate one or more 
response messages. In particular, responses to requests for 
large amounts of data -- core dumps, for example -- must be 
broken up into multiple messages, if the block of data requested 
plus the LDP header exceeds the transport layer message size. 

In commands which contain data (WRITE. READJDATA, M0VEJ>ATA 
and REPEATJDATA). if there are an odd number of data octets, then 
a null octet is appended. This is so that the next command in 
the message, if any, will begin on an even octet. The command 
length is the sum of the number of octets in the command header 
and the number of octets of data, excluding the null octet, if 
any. 

The addressing formats which may be used with data transfer 
commands are specified for each LDP session at the start of the 
session by the target in the HELLOJUPLY response. See the 
section entitled 'Addressing', above, for a description of LDP 
addressing formats and modes. In the command diagrams given 
below, the short addressing format is illustrated. For LD? 
sessions using long addressing, addresses are  five words  long. 
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äS 

instead of three words, as shown here.  In both addressing modes, 
descriptors are three words and offsets are two words. 

6.1 WRITE Command 

The WRITE command is used to send octets of data from the 
host to the target. This command specifies the address in the 
target where the data is to be stored, followed by a stream of 
data octets. If the data stream contains an odd number of 
octets, then a null octet is appended so that the next command, 
if any, will begin on an even octet. Since LDP must observe 
message size limitations imposxi by the underlying transport 
layer, a single logical write may need to be broken up int 
multiple WRITEs in separate transport messages. 

fk 

0 0  0       1 1 
0123456789012345 

+ + + 

0 |                 Command Length | 
+ + + 

1 I   DATAJIBANSFER   | WRITE | 

2 I I 
♦-- Target --♦ 

3 | Start j 
♦-- Address --♦ 

« i i ♦ + + 

5 | Data Octet  |  Data Octet  | 
♦ + 4 

+ +   + 

n j Data Octet  | Data or Null  | 
♦ ^ + 

WRITE Command Format 
Figure 26 
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WRITE FIELDS: 

Command Length 

The command length gives the number of octets in the 
command, including data octets, but excluding the padding 
octet, if any. 

Target Start Address 

This is tlie address to begin storing data in th*» target. 
The length of the data to be stored may be inferred by the 
target from the command length. An illegal address or range 
will generate an ERROR reply. 

Data Octets 

H Octets of data to be stored in the target. Data are packed 
according to the packing convention described above. Ends 
with a null octet if there are an odd number of data octets. 

i 6.2 READ Command 

The host uses the READ command to ask the target to 
send back a contiguous block of data. The data is specified by 
a target starting address and a count. The target returns the 
data in one or more R£ADJD»ATA commands, which give the starting 
address (in the target) of each segment of returned data. When 
the transfer is completed, the target sends a READJDONE command 

F>. 

£ 
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0 0 0       1 1 
0123456789012345 

+ + + 
0 | 14 | 

+ + + 
1 | DAT/^TRANSFER |   READ      | 

+ + + 

2 I I 
+-- Target --+ 

3 | Start | 
+-- Address --♦ 

4 I I 
+ + + 

5 | Address | 
+--        Unit           --+ 

6 | Count | 

READ Command Format 
Figure 27 

READ FIELDS: 

Target Start Address 

The starting address of the requested block of target data. 
The target sends an ERROR reply if the starting address is 
illegal, if the ending address computed from the sum of the 
start and the count is illegal, or if holes are encountered 
in the middle of the range. 

Address Unit Count 

The count of the number of target indivisibly-addressable 
units to be transferred. For example., if the address space 
is PHYS.J4ACR0. a count of two and a start address of 1000 
selects the contents of locations 1000 and 1001. 'Count' is 
used instead of 'length' to avoid the problem of determining 
units the length should be denominated in (octets, words, 
etc.) . The size and type of the unit will vary depending on 
the address space selected by the target start address. The 
target should reply with an error  (if it is able to 
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determine in advance of a transfer) if the inclusive range 
of addresses specified by the start address and the count 
contains an illegal or nonexistent address. 

I»" I 
k-* 
r-' 

W 

6.3 READ_DATA Response 

The target uses the READ_J)ATA response to transmit data 
requested by a host READ command. One or more READJDATA 
responses may be needed to fulfill a given READ command, 
depending on the size of the data block requested and the 
transport layer message size limits. Each READJPATA response 
gives the target starting address of its segment of data. If the 
response contains an odd number of data octets, the target ends 
the response with a null octet. 

■•* 
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E 
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If« 

h» 

k\ 

»v 

0 , 0  0       1 1 
0123456789012345 

+ + + 
0 |                 Command Length | 

+ + + 

1 |   DATAJIRANSFER   | READJDATA     | 
+ + + 

2 I I 
+-- Target —+ 

3 1 Start | 
+-- Address --+ 

* I I 
+ ., + + 

5 | Data Octet  | Data Octet  | 
+ +_^ M„+ 

* 
* 

+ + + 

n | Data Octet  | Data or Null  j 
+ + + 

+-+ 

Data 

+-♦ 

1 
i 

DATA Response Format 
Figure 28 

READJJATA FIELDS: 

Command Length 

The command length gives the number of octets in the 
command, including data octets, but excluding the padding 
octet, if any. The host can calculate the length of the 
data by subtracting the header length from the command 
length. Since the target address may be either three words 
(short format) or five words (long format), the address mode 
must be checked to determine which is being used. 

Target Start Address 

This is the starting address of the data segment in this 
message. The host may infer the length of the data from the 
command length. The address format (short or long)  is the 
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same as on the initial READ command. 

Data Octets 

Octets of data from the target. Data are packed according 
to the packing convention described above. Ends with a null 
octet if there are an odd number of data octets. 

6.4 READJDONE Reply 

The target sends a READ_pONE reply to the host after it has 
finished transferring the data requested by a READ command. 
READ_PONE specifies the sequence number of the READ command. 

0 0 0  1        1 
0123456769012345 

+ +„_. + 

0 |              6 | 
+ _ -. + + 

1 | LATAJIRANSFER |   READJDONE  | 
+ + + 

2 |     READ Sequence Number    | 
v , + + 

RE*0_JX)NE Reply Format 
Figure 29 

READ_D0NE FIELDS: 

READ Sequence Number 

The sequence number of the READ command this is a reply to. 
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6.5 MOVE Command 

The MOVE command is sent by the host to move a block of data 
from the target to a specified destination. The destination 
address may specify a location in the target, in the host, or in 
another target (for loading one target from another) . The data 
is specified by a target starting address and an address unit 
count. The target sends an ERROR reply if the starting address 
is illegal, if the ending address computed from the sum of the 
start and the count is illegal, or if holes are encountered in 
the middle of the range. If the MOVE destination is off-target, 
the target moves the data in one or MOVEJDATAs. Other commands 
arriving at the target during the transfer should be processed in 
a timely fashion, particularly the ABORT command. When the data 
has been moved, the target sends a M0VE_P0NE to the host. 
However, a MOVE within a breakpoint will not generate a 
MOVE_DONE. 

A HOVE with a host destination differs from a READ in that 
it contains a host address. This field is specified by the host 
in the MOVE command and copied by the target into the responding 
MOVE_PATA(s) . The address may be used by the host to 
differentiate data returned from multiple MOVE requests. This 
information may be useful in breakpoints, in multi -window 
debugging and in communication with targets with multiple 
processors. For example, the host sends the MOVE command to the 
target to be executed during a breakpoint. The ID field in 
the host address might be an index into a host breakpoint table. 
When the brealqaoint executes, the host would use the ID to 
associate the returning M0VEJ3ATA with this breakpoint. 
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0 c 0 0  1        1 
0123456789012345 

+ + + 
0 |      Command Length       { 

+ + + 

1 | DATAJTRANSFER j    MOVE      | 
+ + __+ 

2 I I 
+-- Source         --+ 

3 | Start            j 
*•-- Address        —t 

4 i I 

5 | Address | 
♦--        Unit          --+ 

6 |          Count | 
+ + + 

7 I I 
+~ Destination     --+ 

8 | Start            j 
+-- Address        --+ 

9 I I 

MOVE Command Format 
Figure 30 

MOVE FIELDS: 

Source Start Address 

The starting address of the requested block of target data, 
An illegal address type will generate an error reply. 

Address Unit Count 

The count of the number of target indivisibly-addressable 
units to be transferred. For example, if the address space 
is PHYSJ1ACR0, a count of two and a start address of 1000 
selects the contents of locations 1000 and 1001. 'Count1 is 
used instead of 'length' to avoid the problem of determining 
units the length should be denominated in (octets, words. 
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etc.) . The size and type of the unit will vary depending on 
the address space selected by the target start address. The 
target should reply with an error (if it is able to 
determine in advance of a trans er) if the inclusive range 
of addresses specified by the start address and the count 
contains an illegal or nonexistent address. 

Destination Address 

The destination of the MOVE. If the address space is on the 
target, the address unit size should agree with that of the 
source address space. If the address mode is HOST, the 
values and interpretations of the remaining address fields 
are arbitrary, and are determined by the host 
implementation. For example, the mode argument might 
specify a table (breakpoint, debugging window, etc.) and the 
ID field an index into the table. 

6,6 MOVE JDÄTA Response 

The target uses the MOVE_pATA responses to transmit data 
requested by a host MOVE command. One or more MOVE.JDATA 
responses may be needed to fulfill a given MOVE command, 
depending on the size of the data block requested and the 
transport layer message size limits. Each MOVEJDATA response 
gives the target starting address of its segment of data. If the 
response contains an odd number of data octets, the target should 
end the response with a null octet. 
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K K" 

K- 

I 

0 0 0  1        1 
0123456789012345 

+ + ♦ 
0 |       Command Length       j 

+ + + 

1 | DATAJIRANSFER |   MOVEJ)ATA  | 
+ + + 

2 I I 
♦— Source --+ 

3 | Start | 
+-- Address --+ 

4 I ! 
+ ,_+ + 

5 I I 
+-- Destination --+ 

6 | Start | 
+-- Address --+ 

7 I I 
+ + + 

8 | Data Octet  | Data Octet  j 
+ + + 

* 
* 
* 

+ *—, :-. + 

n | Data Octet  | Data or Null  | 
+ + . + 

Data 

♦ -+ 

p.' 
M0VEJ3ATA Response Format 

Figure 31 

P 

M0VEJ)ATA FIELDS: 

Command Length 

The command length gives the number of octets in the 
command, including data octets, but excluding the padding 
octet, if any. 

Source Start Address 

This is the starting address of the data segaent in this 
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message. The host may Infer length of the data from the 
command length. 

Destination Address 

The destination address copied from the MOVE command that 
initiated this transfer. In the case of HOST MOVEs, this is 
used by the host to identify the source of the data. 

Data Octets 

Octets of data from the target. Data are packed according 
to the packing convention described above. Ends with a null 
octet if there are an odd number of data octets. 

6.7 MOVE-PONE Reply 

The target sends a MOVE_JX)NE reply to the host after it has 
finished transferring the data requested by a MOVE command. 
MOVEJDONE specifies the sequence number of the MOVE command. 

0 0 0  1       1 
0123 456789012345 

♦ 4 + 

0 | 6 i 

1 |  DATAJIRANSFER   | M0VEJ>0KE     | 
+ ■.-_+ + 

2 |     MOVE Sequence Number    | 
+ + + 

MOVF_PONE Reply Format 
Figure 32 

M0VEJX5NE FIELDS: 

MOVE Sequence Number 

The sequence number of the MOVE command this is a reply to. 
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6.8 REPEATJ>ATA 

The REPEAT_J)ATA command is sent by the host to write copies 
of a specified pattern into the target. This provides an 
efficient way of zeroing target memory and initializing target 
data structures. The command specifies the target starting 
address, the number of copies of the pattern to be made, and a 
stream of octets that constitutes the pattern. 

This command differs from the other data transfer commands 
in that the effect of a REPEATJATA with a large pattern cannot 
be duplicated by sending the data in smaller chunks over several 
commands. Therefore, the maximum size of a pattern that can be 
copied with REPEATJ3ATA will depend on the message size limits of 
the transport layer. 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

6 

7 

0 0  0       1 1 
0123456789012345 

+ + + 

Command Length 
 ._+  

DATAJIRANSFER | REPEATJATA 
 + -.  

Target 
Start 
Address 

--♦ 

Repeat Count 
 +  

Data Octet  | Data Octet 
♦ + + 

* 
* 
* 

+ + + 

n | Data Octet  | Data or Null  | 

♦ ♦-♦ 

Pattern 

REPEAT_DATA Command Format 
Figure 33 
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§ 

REPEATLPATA FIELDS: 

Conmand Length 

The conmand length give* the number of octets in the 
command, including data octets in the pattern, but excluding 
the padding octet, if any. 

Target Start Address 

This is the starting address where the first copy of the 
pattern should be written in tl>e target. Successive copies 
of the pattern are made contiguously starting at this 
address. 

Repeat Count 

i 
The repeat count specifies the number of copies of the 
pattern that should be made in the target. The repeat count 
should be greater than zero. 

Pattern 

The pattern to be copied into the target, packed into a 
stream of octets. Data are packed according to the packing 
convention described above. Ends with a null octet if there 
are an odd number of data octets. 

i 

6.9 VIRITE^MASK Command (Optional) 

The host sends a WRITE_J4ASK command to the target to write 
onkt or more masked values. The command uses an address to 
specify a target base location, followed by one or more offset- 
mask-value triplets. Each triplet gives an offset :'rom the base, 
a value, and a mask indicating which bits in the location at the 
offset are to be changed. 

This optional command is intended for use in controlling the 
target by changing locations in a table. For example, it may be 
used to change entries in a target parameter table. The 
operation of modifying a specified location with a masked value 
is intended to be atomic. In other words, another target process 
should not be able to access the location to be modified between 
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the start and the end of the modification. 
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Pag* 56 

0                            0 0      1 
01234567890123 

1 
4 5 

o 1 
. ___________._—— —    ~ 

Command Length 1 
T"- — — — — — —       —                   —            T-                                   —                        - 

1   |  DATAjntANSFES  |  WRITE_MASK 1 

2 1 

3 1 

4 | 

Target 
Base 
Address 

1 
--♦ 

1 ._+ 
1 

5 1 

6 | 
Offset 

I 

1 
| Offset-M*sk-Valu« 
|  Triplet 7 1 

8 1 
Mask 

! 
--♦ 

1 

9! 
10| 

Value 
i 

--♦ 

1 
* 
_ 
• 

i 
♦-- 

i 
Offset 

1 

1 
| Offset-Mask-Valu. 
|  Triplet i 

♦-- 

i 
Mask 

1 
- -♦ 

1 

i 
♦- - 

i 
Value 

1 
- -♦ 

1 

WRITEJiKSX Format 
Figure 34 
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WRITELMASK FIELDS: 

Command Length 

The commfind length gives the number of octets in the 
command. The number of off set-value pairs may be calculated 

F- from this, since the command header is either 10 or 12 
fv* octets long (short or long address format), and each 

offset-mask-value triplet is 12 octets long. 

? 
Target Base Address 

Specifies the target location to which the offset is added 
to yield the location to be modified. 

ii Offset 

K* An offset to be added to the base to select a location to be 
i modified. 

Mask 

Specifies which bits in the value are to be copied into the 
location. 

Value 

A value to be stored at the specified offset from the base. 
TTie set bits in the mask determine which bits in the value 
are applied to the location. The following algorithm will 
achieve the intended result: take the one*s complement of 
the mask and AND it with the location, leaving the result in 
the location. Then AND the mask and the value, and OR the 
result into the location. 

i 

I 
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CHAPTER 7 

Control Commands 

I 
r ** 

H 

Control commands are used to control the execution of target 
code, breakpoints and watchpoints. They are also used to read 
and report the state of these objects. The object to be 
controlled or reported on is specified with a descriptor. Valid 
descriptor modes include PH¥S_* (for some commands) PR0CESS_C0DE, 
BREAKPOINT and WATCHP01NT. Control commands which change the 
state of the target are START, STOP, CONTINUE and STEP. REPORT 
requests a STATUS report on a target object. EXCEPTION is a 
spontaneous report on an object, used to report asynchronous 
events such as hardware traps. The host may verify the action of 
a START, STOP, STEP or CONTINUE command by following it with a 
REPORT command. 

I 
7.1 START Command 

The START command is sent by the host to start execution of 
a specified object in the target. For targets which support 
multiple processes, a PROCESS..CODE address specifies the process 
to be started. Otherwise, on« of the PH¥S_* modes nay specify 
a location in macro-memory where execution is to continue. 
Applied to a breakpoint or watchpoint, START sets the value of 
the object's state variable, and activates the breakpoint. The 
breakpoint counter and pointer variables are initialized to zero. 

Ik , 
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0 0 0  1        1 
0123456789012345 

+., + , + 

0 | 14 | 
-+ 

I 1 |  CONTROL 
+  

2 i   Mode 
+-  

3 I 

4 I 

+-- 

- + - 

i 

i 

START 

0 
-+ 

I 

ID 
Field 

Offset 
i 

—+ 

+-♦ 

Address 

♦-♦ 

START FIELDS; 

Address 

START Command Format 
Figure 35 

The descriptor specifies the object to be started. If the 
mode is PROCESS_CODE, ID specifies the process to be 
started, and offset gives the process virtual address to 
start at. If the mode is PHKSj*, execution of the target is 
continued at the specified address. 

For modes of BREAKPOINT and WATCHPOINT, the offset specifies 
the new value of the FSM state variable. This is for FSM 
breakpoints and watchpoints. 
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7.2 STOP Command 

The STOP command is sent by the host to stop execution of a 
specified object in the target. A descriptor specifies the 
object. Applied to a breakpoint or vatchpoint, STOP deactivates 
it. The breakpoint/watchpoint may be re-activated by issuing a 
START or a CONTINUE command for it. 

0 0 0  1       1 
0123456789012345 

+ . + + 

0 |              10 | 
+ + + 

1 |   CONTROL    j    STOP     | 
+ + + +_+ 

2 |   Mode      |    0        j 
+ + + 

3 I i 
+--          ID           --+ 

4 j Field | 
+ «. + +_+ 

Descriptor 

STOP Commano Format 
Figure 36 

STOP FIELDS: 

Descriptor 

The descriptor specifies the object to be stopped or 
disarmed. If the mode is PROCESS_CODE/ the ID specifies the 
process to be stopped. 

For modes of BREAKPOINT and WATCHPOINT, 
breakpoint or vatchpoint is deactivated, 
activated by a CONTINUE or START command. 

the speci fied 
It may be re- 
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7.3 CONTINUE Command 

The CONTINUE command is sent by the host to resume execution 
of a specified object in the target. A descriptor specifies the 
object. Applied to a breakpoint or watchpoint, CONTINUE activates 
it. 

0 0 0  1       1 
012 3456789012345 

+ + + 
0 |              10 | 

+ + + 
1 I   CONTROL    |    CONTINUE  | 

+ + +  +-4- 

2 |   Mode      I    0        || 
♦----■— + - -+  | 

3 | |   |  Descriptor 
+--           ID            --+   | 

4 | Field |   I 
+ « + +.+ 

CONTINUE Command Format 
Figure 37 

CONTINUE FIELDS: 

Descriptor 

The descriptor specifies the object to be resumed or armed. 
If the mode is PR0CESS_C0DE, the ID specifies the process to 
be resumed. 

For modes of BREAKPOINT and WATCHPOINT, the specified 
breakpoint or watchpoint is armed. 

7,4 STEP Command 

The STEP command is sent by the host to the target. It 
requests the execution of one instruction (or appropriate 
operation) in the object specified by the descriptor. 
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0 0 0  1        1 
0 123456789012345 

+ + + 

0 | 10 | 

1 

2 

3 

4 

+ -- 

I 
+ -- 

1 
+ -- 

1 
+ -- 

1 

 +  

CONTROL    | 
 +  

Mode      1 
 +  

ID 
Field 

STEP 

0 

 + 

1 
 + 

1 
 + 

i 
--+ 

! 

+-+ 

1  Descriptor 

+ ■"• ~ 

STEP Command Format 
Figure 38 

STEP FIELDS: 

Descriptor 

The descriptor specifies the object to be stepped, 
mode is PROCESS_CODE, the ID specifies a process. 

If the 

K 

7.5 REPORT Command 

The REPORT command is sent by the host to request a status 
report on a specified target object. The status is returned in a 
STATUS reply. 
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0 0  0       1 1 
0123456789012345 

+ + + 

o | io I 
+ + + 

I 1   I       CONTROL 

2 |         Mode 
+  

3 I 
+ -- 

-+- 
I 

REPORT 

0 

ID 
Field 

—+ 
I 

—+ 
i 

--+ 
I 

+-+ 

Descriptor 

+-+ 

REPORT Command Format 
Figure 39 

REPORT FIELDS: 

Descriptor 

The descriptor specifies the object for which a STATUS 
report is requested. For a mode of PROCE$S_CODE, the ID 
specifies a process. Other valid modes are PHYS_MACRO, to 
query the status of the target application, and BREAKPOINT 
and WATCHPOINT, to get the status of a breakpoint or 
watchpoint. 

7.6 STATUS Reply 

The target sends a STATUS reply in response to a REPORT 
command from the host, STATUS gives the state of a specified 
object. For example, it may tell whether a particular target 
process is running or stopped. 
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0 0 C  1        1 
0123456789012345 

+ + + 

0 |       Command Length      | 
+ + + 

1 1   CONTROL     |    STATUS    | 
+ + + +-+ 

2 I   Mode      I    0        || 
♦"" *  — +   i 

3 I I   i 
+-- ID — +   | 

4 | Field |   | 
+ + +_+ 

5 | Status | 
+ + +_ + 

I 
I 
I 

♦" ♦   I 
n |      Other Data |   | 

Descriptor 

Other Data 

STATUS FIELDS: 

Descriptor 

STATUS Reply Format 
Figure 40 

The descriptor specifies the object whose status is being 
given. If the mode is PROCESS_CODE, then the ID specifies a 
process. If the mode is PHYS_MACRO# then the status is that 
of the target application. 

Status 

The status code describes the status of the object. Status 
codes are 0=STOPPED and 1=RUNNING. For breakpoints and 
watchpoints, STOPPED means disarmed and RUNNING means armed. 

Other Data 

For breakpoints and watchpoints. Other Data consists of a 
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16-bit word giving the current value of the FSM state 
variable. 

7.7 EXCEPTION Trap 

An EXCEPTION is a spontaneous message sent from the target 
indicating a target-machine exception associated with a 
particular object. The object is specified by an address. 

0 0 0  1       1 
0123456789012345 

+ + + 

0 |       Command Length       | 
+ + + 

1 |   CONTROL    |   EXCEPTION   | 
+ + + +- + 

2 |   Mode I    0        || 
+ " "+ ♦ 

3 I I   i 
+— ID            --+   | 

4 | Field                          |        |    Address 
♦ - +       I 

5 I II 
♦-- Offset                   --+       | 

6 I II + +    +_+ 

7 I Type | 
+ „ +    +_+ 

I 
I 

* I     Other Data 
♦  *       I 

n  | Otier Data |        | 

EXCEPTION Format 
Figure 41 

EXCEPTION FIELDS: 

Address 
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The address specifies the object the exception is for. 

Type 

The type of exception. Values are tar get-dependent. 

Other Data 

Values are target-dependent. 
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li CHAPTER 8 

Management Counands 

Management commands are used to control resources in the 
target machine. There are two kinds of commands: those that 
interrogate the remote machine about resources, and those that 
allocate and free resources. There are management commands to 
create, list and delete breakpoints. All cotmnands have 
corresponding replies which include the sequence number of the 
request command. Falling requests produce ERROR replies. 

There are two resource allocation commands, CREATE and 
DELETE, which create and delete objects in the remote machine. 
There are a number of listing commands for listing a variety of 
target objects — breakpoints, watchpoints, processes, and names. 
The amount of data returned by listing commands may vary in 
length, depending on the state of the target. If a list is too 
large to fit In a single message, the target will send it in 
several list replies. A flag in each reply soecifles whether 
more messages are to follow. 

6.1 QIEATE Command 

The CRFATE command is sent from the host to the target to 
create a target obi<*ct. If the CREATE is successful, the target 
returns a CREATEjXWE reply, which contains a descriptor 
associated with the CREATEd object. The types of objects that 
may be specified in a CREATE include breakpoints, processes, 
memory objects and descriptors. All are optional except for 
breakpoints. 

i 

k 
r » 
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0 0 0       1 1 
0123456789012345 

♦ ♦ ♦ 
0 |       Command Length       | 

+ + + 

1 | MANAGEMENT   |    CREATE   | 
4- ..•.•••...... .4- ...--♦ 

2 I Create Type       | 

* 
* 

4„ „ 4 «---..«---4 

n I       Create Arguments     j 
4.-....-. .4.«»..«.-.... — .4 

Create 
Arguments m 

♦-• 

CREATE FIELDS: 

Create Type 

CREATE Command Format 
Figure 42 

The type of object to be created. Argument« vary with the 
type. Currently defined types are shown in Figure 43. All 
are optional except for BREAKPOINT. 

Create Type Symbol 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 

BREAKPOINT 
WATCHPOINT 
PROCESS 
MEMQRY_OBJECT 
DESCRIPTOR 
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Create Arguments 

Create arguments depend on the type of object being created. 
The formats for each type of object are described below. 

0 
0 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

0 0  1        1 
123456 7 89012345 
 + .+ 

22 

MANAGEMENT CREATE 

BREAKPOIOT 

Mode Mode Argument 

ID 
Field 

Offset 

Maximum States 

Maximum Size 

Maximum Local Variables 
 —-------- 

Create 
BREAKPOINT 
Arguments 

CREATE BREAKPOINT Format 
Figure 44 

BREAKPOINT and WATCHPOINT 

The format is the same for OlEATE BREAKPOINT and CREATE 
WATCHPOINT. in the following discussion, 'breakpoint1 may 
be taken to mean either breakpoint or watchpoint. 

The address is the location where the breakpoint is to be 
set.   In the case of watchpolnts it is the location to be 
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i 

watched. Valid modes are any PHYS_* mode that addresses 
macro-memory, F? OCESS_C0DE for breakpoints and PROCESSJDATA 
for watehpoints 

'Maximum states' is the number of states the finite state 
machine for this breakpoint will have. A value of zero 
indicates a default breakpoint, for targets which do not 
implement finite state machine (FSM) breakpoints. A default 
breakpoint is the same as ?m FSM with one state consisting 
of a STOP and a REPORT command for the process containing 
the breakpoint. 

'Maximum size' is the total size, in octets, of the 
breakpoint data to be sent via subsequent EREAKP0INT.J3ATA 
commands. This is the size of the data only, and does not 
include the LDP command headers and breakpoint descriptors. 

'Maximum local variables' is the number of 32-bit longs to 
reserve for local variables for this breakpoint. Normally 
this value will be zero. 

PROCESS 

Creates a new process. Arguments are target-dependent. 
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0 0  0       1 1 
0123456789012345 

+ + + 
0 |                 Command Length | 

+ + + 

1 |       MANAGEMENT     j CREATE | 
+ „ + + 

2 |        MEMCRY_OBJECT        | 
+ + + 

3 J        Object Size | 
+ + . + 

4 j Name Size | 
♦ -■ + +-+ 

5 |   Name char  |  Name char   |   | 
* —♦   I 

* i 
i 

I 
I 

* ♦ --—►  ! 
n | 0 or Name char|      0      |   | 
+— , + + +.+ 

Object 
Name 

CREATE MEMORY^OBJECT Format 
Figure 45 

MEM0RY_0BJECT 

Creates an object of size Object Size, with the given name. 
Object Size is in target dependent units. The name may be 
the null string for unnamed objects. Name Size gives the 
number of characters in Object Name, and must be even. 
Always ends with a null octect. 

DESCRIPTOR 

Used for obtaining descriptors from IDs on target systems 
where IDs are longer than 32 bits. There is a single 
argument. Long ID, whose length is target dependent. 
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8.2 CREATEJDONE Reply 

The target sends a CREATE_JX)NE reply to the host, in response 
to a successful CREATE command. The reply contains the sequence 
number of the CREATE request, and a descriptor for the object 
created. This descriptor is used by the host to specify the 
object in subsequent commands referring to it. Commands which 
refer to created objects include LIST_* commands, DELETE and 
BREAKPOINTJDATA. For example, to delete a CREATEd object, the 
host sends a DELETE command that specifies the descriptor 
returned by the CR£ATE_JX)NE reply. 

0 0 0  1       1 
0123456789012345 

+ + _ + 

0 | 12 | 
+ + + 

1 |   MANAGEMENT  |  CREATEJDONE  | 
+ + + 

2 |    Create Sequence Number   | 
+ + + 

3 j   Mode      | Mode Argmuent | 
+ + + 

4 I I 
♦--           ID            --♦ 

5 | Field I 

Created 
Object 
Descriptor 

CREATEJDONE Reply Format 
Figure 46 

CREATEJDONE FIELDS: 

Create Sequence Number 

The sequence number of the OlEATE command to which this is 
the reply. 

Created Object Descriptor 

A descriptor assigned by the carget to the created object. 
The contents of the descriptor  fields are arbitrarily 
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assigned by the target at its convenience. The host treats 
the descriptor as a unitary object, used for referring to 
the created object in subsequent commands. 

8.3 DELETE Command 

The host sends a DELETE command to remove an object created 
by an earlier CREATE command. The object to be deleted is 
specified with a descriptor. The descriptor is from the 
CREATE_PONE reply to the original CREATE command. 

0 0 0  1       1 
0123456789012345 

+ 4 + 

0 I           10 i 
+ + + 

1 I   MANAGEMENT  |    DELETE     | 
♦••- + ♦ ♦-♦ 

2 |   Mode      j Mode Argument | 
+ + + 

3 | |   ( Created 
♦—          ID          —♦  | Object 

4 |            Field |   j Descriptor 
+ + ,__+ +_+ 

DELETE Command Format 
Figure 47 

DELETE FIELDS: 

Created Object Descriptor 

Specifies the object to be deleted. This is the descriptor 
that was returned by the target in the CREATEJDQHE reply to 
the original CREATE command. 
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8.4 DELETELDONE Reply 

The target sends a DELETE_PONE reply to the host in response 
to a successful DELETE command. The reply contains the sequence 
number of the DELETE request. 

0 0 0  1       1 
0123456789012345 

+ + + 

0 !             6 I 
+ + + 

1 I  FANAGEMENT  | DELETE_J)ONE   | 
+ + + 

2 |    Delete Sequence Number   | 
+ ..... +-. + 

DELETEuJX)NE Reply Format 
Figure 48 

DELETE_JX)NE FIELDS: 

Request Sequence Number 

The sequence number of the DELETE command to which this is 
the reply. 

8.5 LIST^ADDRESSES Command 

The host sends a LIST_ADDRESSES command to request a list of 
valid address ranges for a specified object. The object is given 
by a descriptor. Typical objects are a target process, or the 
target physical machine. The target responds with an 
ADDRESS_J*IST reply. This command is used for obtaining the size 
of dynamic address spaces and for determining dump ranges. 
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0 ö C  1       1 
0123456789012345 

+ + + 

o | io ! 
+ + + 

1 |  MANAGEMENT  | LISILADDR£SSES| 
+_„ + + +-+ 

2 |   Mode      | Mode Argument | 
♦ + +  j object 

3 | || Descriptor 
♦--          ID           --♦ 

4 |            Field | 
+ + , --+ +~+ 

**. i 

LISTEADINESSES Command Format 
Figure 49 

LIST_ADDRESSES FIELDS: 

Object Descriptor 

Specifies the object whose address ranges are to be listed. 
Valid modes include PHYS.J1ACR0, PH¥SJ«CRO. PR0CESS_C0DE, 
and PR0CESSJ3ATA. 

8.6 ADDR£SS_JLIST Reply 

The target sends an ADDRESS_LIST reply to the host in 
response to a successful LIST_ADDRESSES command. The reply 
contains the sequence number of the LIST^ADDRESSES request the 
descriptor of the object being listed« and a list of the valid 
address ranges within the object. 
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0 0 0      1 1 
0123456789012345 

+ .-+ + 

0 j                 Command Length | 
+ „ + —+ 

1 |       MANAGEMENT     |  ADDRESS.LIST     | 
+ + + 

2 |     List Sequence Number    | 
+ + + 

3 )  Flags    |M| Item Count   | 
+ +—.. + 

41 1 

5 I        Descriptor | 
♦-- --+ 

6 I I 

7 I I 
♦--      First Address     --♦ 

8 I I 
♦ ., + 

9 I I 
♦—       Last Address     --+ 

lOj I 
♦ -• ♦ 

• 

♦ +—. ♦ 

First Address 

Last Address 

First 
Address 
Range 

I 
Last 
Address 
Range 

ADDRESSJLI ST Reply Format 
Figure 50 
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ADDRESS_J,IST FIELDS: 

List Sequence Number 

The sequence number of the LISTLADDRESSES command to which 
this is the reply. 

Flags 

If M=l, the address list is continued in one or more 
subsequent ADDRESSJJST replies. If W=0, this is the final 
ADDRESS_LIST. 

Item Count 

The number of address ranges described in this command. 

Descriptor 

The descriptor of the object beinc, listed. 

Address Range 

Each address range is composed of a pair of 32-bit addresses 
which give the first and last addresses of the range. If 
there are 'holes' in the address space of the object, then 
multiple address ranges will be used to describe the valid 
address space. 

8.7 LISTJ3REAKP0INTS Command 

The host sends a LISTJBREAKPOINTS command to request a list 
of all breakpoints associated with the current connection. The 
target replies with BREAKPOINT.^ I ST. 
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* 
0 0  0       1 1 
0123456789012345 

+ . + + 
0 |              4 | 

+ + ♦ 
1 |   MANAGEMENT  |LIST_BREAKPGINTS 

+_-^ + + 

LISTLBREAKPOINTS Command Format 
Figure 51 e 

r. -' 

i 

8.8 HREAKPOINT1LIST Keply 

The target sends a 3REAKPOINTJLIST reply to the host in 
response to a LISTJBREAKPOINTS command. The reply contains the 
sequence number of the LIST_BR£AKPQINTS request, and a list of 
all breakpoints associated with the current connection. The 
descriptor and address of each breakpoint are listed. 

i 
r * 

i' 

L' 

I 
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0 0  0       1 1 
0123456789012345 

0 I Command Length j 
+ + + 

1 |  MANAGEMENT | BREAKPOINT.^ ST | 
+ + + 

2 |     List Sequence Number    | 
4— +. + 

3 !  Flags    jM| Item Count   | 
+ + + 

4 I   Mode      I    0       I 
+ + --..-.-.+ 

5 I I 
♦--          ID           —♦ 

6 I Field I 
^ ■, + . + 

7 I   Mode      I Mode Argument | 
+--- + + 

8 I I 
♦—          ID           --♦ 

9 I Field I 
♦ + 

101 I 
♦-- Offset       --♦ 

HI I 

BREAKPOINTJLIST Reply Format 
Figure 52 

BREAKPOINTJLIST FIELDS: 

List Sequence Number 

+■•♦ 

Breakpoint 
Descriptor 

Breakpoint 
Address 

Additional 
Descriptor-Addre: 
Pairs 

♦-♦ 

The sequence number of the LIST_BREAKPOINTS c 
this is the reply. 

md to which 

Flags 
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If M=l, the breakpoint list la continued In one or more 
subsequent BREAKPOINT_LI ST replies. If M=0, this is the 
final BREAKPOINT_LIST. 

Item Count 

The number of breakpoints described in this list. 

Breakpoint Descriptor 

A descriptor assigned by the target to this breakpoint. 
Used by the host to specify this breakpoint in 
BREAKPOINTS ATA and DELETE commands. 

Breakpoint Address 

The address at which this breakpoint is set. 

8.9 LISTJPROCESSES Command 

The host sends a LISTJPROCESSES command to request a list of 
descriptors for all processes on the target. The target replies 
with PROCESSJLIST. 

0 0 0  1        1 
0123456789012345 

♦ + + 

0 I 4 | 

1 |   MANAGEMENT  |LISTJPROCESSES | 
♦ --..-. + ♦ 

LISTJPROCESSES Command Format 
Figure 53 
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8.10 PROCESS_JJST Reply 

The target sends a PROCESSJLI ST reply to the host in 
response to a LIST_pROCESSES command. The reply contains the 
sequence number of the LIST_PR0CESSES request, and a list of all 
processes in the target. For each process, a descriptor and a 
target-dependent amount of process data are given. 

0 0 0       1 1 
0123456789012345 

♦ + + 

0 | Command Length 
♦-- ♦—---■ 

1 I MANAGEMENT PROCESSJLIST 

2 {     List Sequence Number 
♦_- — . — -..-.«♦-. ----..-- 

3 |  Flags    |M| Item Count 
♦ . +  

4 | PR0CESS_C0DE  |    0 
♦•---•— ...... 

5 I 
♦-- ID 

6 | Field 
♦---..- — .. ♦---  — - — 

7 |     Process data count 
......—.— ......... ... 

8 | Process data | Process data 
+.... ...... ..........— .-.-.•----4 

♦ --»- — -♦-..-.-..... ♦ 
n | Process data | Process data | 

♦ -♦ 

♦ -♦ 

Process 
Descriptor 

Process 
Data 

Additional 
Descriptor-Data 
Pairs 

PROCESS JLIST Reply Format 
Figure 54 
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PROCESSJLIST FIELDS: 

List Sequence Number 

The sequence number of the LISTJPROCESSES command to which 
this is the reply. 

Flags 

If tt=l, the process list is continued in one or sore 
subsequent PROCESSJLIST replies. If M=0, this is the final 
PROCESSJLIST. 

Item Count 

The number of processes described in this list. For each 
process there is a descriptor and a variable number of 
octets of process data. 

Process Descriptor 

A descriptor assigned by the target to this process.  Used 
by tha host to specify this PROCESS in a DELETE command. 

Process Data Count 

Number of octets of process data for this process. Must be 
even. 

Process Data 

Target-dependent information about this process. Number of 
octets is given by the process data count. 

8.11 LISTJUMES Command 

The host sends a LISTJtAMES command to request a list of 
available names as strings. The target replies with NAMEJ-IST. 
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0 0 0  1        1 
0123456789012345 

+ + + 

0 | 4 | 
+ ..--- +-- ♦ 

1 {  MANAGEMENT  | LIST.NAMES   | 
+ . + •«_- + 

LIS1UHAMES Command Format 
Figure 55 

3.12 NAME-LIST Reply 

The target sends a NAMEJLIST reply to the host in response 
to a LIST_NAMFS command. The reply contains the sequence number 
of the LIST_NAMES request, and a list of all target names, as 
strings. 

p 
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0 0 0       1 1 
0123456789012345 

+ + + 
0 I       Command Length        | 

+ + + 
1 |   MANAGEMENT  j NAME_LIST    | 

+ + + 
2 |     List Sequence Number    ] 

+ + . + 
3 |  Flags    |M| I tec» Count   | 

+ + + +-+ 
4 |         Name Size | 

+ + + 
5 | Name Char   |  Name Char  | 

+ ~+- 
* 
* 
* 

n | 0 or Name Charj 
+ +_ 

* 
* 
* 

Name 
String 

+-♦ 

♦-♦ 

Additional 
Name 
Strings 

NAME_LIST Reply Format 
Figure 56 

NAMEJLIST FIELDS: 

List Sequence Number 

The sequence number of the LISTLNAMES command tc which this 
is the reply. 
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Flags 

i 
M * 
i <" 
IV 
[v 
Iv 
Iv 

If M=l, the name list is continued in one or more subsequent 
NAMEJJST replies.  If M=0, this is the final NAMEJ.IST. 

Item Count 

The number of name strings in this list. Each name string 
consists of a character count and a null-terminated string 
of characters. 

Name Size 

The number of octets in this name string. Must be even. 

Name Characters 

A string of octets composing the name. Ends with a null 
octet. The number of characters must be even, so if the 
terminating null comes on an odd octet, another null is 
appended. 

8.13 GET_FH¥S_-ADDR Command 

The host sends a GET_PHYS_-ADDR command to convert an address 
into physical form. Tha target returns the physical address in a 
GOT^PHYS^ADDR reply. For example, the host could send a 
GETLPHYS^ADDR cccanand containing a register-offset address, and 
the target would return the physical address derived from this in 
a G0T_PHYS_JADDR reply. 

%t 
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0 0 0      1 1 
0123456789012345 

+ + + 

0 |              14 
+ +  

1 |  MANAGEMENT  | GET^PHYS^ADDR 
+ +  

2 |        Mode               |  Mode Argument 
+ +  

3 S ID 
+—                         Field 

4 I 
+ +  

5 I 
+-- Offset --+ 

6 I 
+ +  

--+ 

+-+ 

Address 

+-+ 

GET.PffifS^ADDR Command Format 
Figure 57 

GET_pmrS„ADDR FIELDS: 

Address 

The address to be converted to a physical address. The mode 
may be one of PH*SJlEG_OFFSET, PHYSJ&EG_INDIRECT, 
PHY3_MACR0_J>TR, any OBJECT.* mode, and any PROCESS.* mode 
except for PROCESS_REG. 

8.14 GOT.JWS_.ADDR Reply 

The target sends a GOT.PHYS^ADDR reply to the host in 
response to a successful GET.^PHYS./DDR command. The reply 
contains the sequence number of the GET_PHYS_JADDR request, and 
the specified address converted into a physical address. 
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0 0 0      1 1 
0123456789012345 

+ + ♦ 
0 |                                 16 | 

+ + + 
1 |  MANAGEMENT  | GOTJ?HYSJVDDR | 

♦--■ 

2 I Get    Sequence Number 
+ „ +  

3  |  PH¥S_MACRO I 0 

+-- 0 
5   I 

♦-- Offset 
7  I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

Address 

GOT.PHYSJVDDR Reply Format 
Figure 58 

GCT_J>H*S.>DDR FIELDS: 

Get Sequence Number 

The sequence number of the GET_pHYS_JADDR command to which 
this is the reply. 

Address 

The address resulting from translating the address given in 
the GET^PHYS^ADDR command into a physical address. Mode is 
always PKYS_MA£R0 and ID and mode argument are always zero. 
Offset gives the 32-bit physical address. 
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8.15 GETLOBJECT Command 

The host sends a GET_OBJECT command to convert a name string 
into a descriptor. The target returns the descriptor in a 
GOT_OBJECT reply. Intended for use in finding control parameter 
objects. 

0 0 0      1 1 
0123456789012345 

+ + + 

0 |                 Command Length | 
+ + + 

1 |       MANAGEMENT     |   GET_OBJECT | 
+ + +     +_ + 

2 |                       Name Size | 
+ + „_+ 

3 | Name Char   |  Name Char  | 
+ + + 

* 
* 
* 

+ + f_ + 

n | 0 or Name CharJ      0      | 
+ ,+ + +_+ 

Name 
String 

GET_OBJECT Command Format 
Figure 59 

GET_CBJECT FIELDS: 

Name String 

The name of an object. 

Name Size 

The number of octets in this name string. Must be even. 

Name Characters 

A string of octets composing the name.  Ends with a null 
octet.  The number of characters must be even, so if the 
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terminating null comes on an odd octet,  another null is 
appended. 

8.16 G0T_0BJECT Reply 

The target sends a G0T_0BJECT reply to the host in response 
to a successful GET_OBJECT command. The reply contains the 
sequence number of the GET_OBJECT request, and the specified 
object name converted into a descriptor. 

0 0 0  1       1 
0123456789012345 

+ + , + 

0 j 12 I 

1 |  MANAGEMENT  | G0T_0BJECT   | 
+ + + 

2 |     Get Sequence Number    | 
+ , + + 

3 | Mode        | Mode Argument | 
+ + + 

4 I I 
+—           ID          —+ 

5 I I 

+ - + 

+ - + 

Object 
Descriptor 

GCT_OBJECT Reply Format 
Figure 60 

G0T_0BJECT FIELDS: 

Get Sequence Number 

The sequence number of the GET_OBJECT command to which this 
is the reply. 

Descriptor 
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The    descriptor    of    the    object    named    in    the    GET_OBJECT 
command. 
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CHAPTER 9 

Breakpoints and Watchpoints 

L"„ 

Breakpoints and watchpoints are used in debugging 
applications. Each breakpoint or watchpoint is associated with 
one debugger connection and one address. When a breakpoint or 
watchpoint is triggered, the target executes one or more commands 
associated with it. A breakpoint is triggered when its address 
is executed. A watchpoint is triggered when its address is 
modified. The same mechanism is used for structuring breakpoint 
and watchpoint commands. For brevity's sake, 'breakpoint' will 
be used in the remainder of this document to refer to either a 
breakpoint or a watchpoint. 

The commands used by the host to manipulate breakpoints are 
given in Figure 61, in the order in which they are normally used. 
All commands are sent from the host to the target, and each 
specifies the descriptor of a breakpoint. 

Command Description 

CREATE 
BREAKPOINT J)ATA 

START 

STOP 
CONTINUE 
LIST.BREAKPOINTS 
REPORT 
DELETE 

Create a breakpoint 
Send commands to be executed in an 
FSM breakpoint 
Activate a breakpoint, set state 
and initialize breakpoint variables 
Deactivate a breakpoint 
Activate a breakpoint 
List all breakpoints 
Report the status of a breakpoint 
Delete a breakpoint 

Commands to Manipulate Breakpoints 
Figure 61 
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There are two kinds of breakpoints: default breakpoints and 
finite state machine (FSM) breakpoints. They differ in their use 
of commands. 

Default breakpoints do not contain any commands. When 
triggered, a default breakpoint stops the target object (i.e., 
target process or application) it is located in. A STATUS report 
on the stopped object is sent to the host. At this point, the 
host may send further commands to debug the target. 

An FSM breakpoint has one or more conditional command lists, 
organized into a finite state machine. When an FSM breakpoint is 
created, the total number of states is specified. The host then 
sends commands (using BREAKPOINTJDATA) to be associated with each 
state. The target maintains a state variable for the breakpoint, 
which determines which command list will be executed if the 
breakpoint is triggered. When the breakpoint is created its 
state variable is initialized to zero (zero is the first state). 
A breakpoint command, SET_STATE, may be used within a breakpoint 
to change the value of the stete variable. A REPORT command 
applied to a breakpoint descriptor returns its address, whether 
it is armed or disarmed, and the value of its state variable. 

Commands valid in breakpoints include all implemented data 
transfer and control commands, a set of conditional commands, and 
a set of breakpoint commands. The conditional commands and the 
breakpoint commands act on a set of local breakpoint variables. 
The breakpoint variables consist of the state variable, a 
counter, and two pointer variables. The conditional commands 
control the execution of breakpoint command lists based on the 
contents of one of the breakpoint variables. The breakpoint 
commands are used to set the value of the breakpoint variables: 
SET .STATE sets the state variable, SETJPTR sets one of the 
pointer variables, and INC.COUNT increments the breakpoint 
counter. There may be implementation restrictions on the number 
of breakpoints, the number of states, the number of conditions, 
and the size of the command lists. Management commands and 
protocol commands are forbidden in breakpoints. 

In FSM breakpoints, the execution of commands is controlled 
as follows. When a breakpoint is triggered, the breakpoint's 
state variable selects a particular state. One or more 
conditional command lists is associated with this state. A 
conditional command list consists of a list of conditions 
followed by a list of commands which are executed if the 
condition list is satisfied. The debugger starts a breakpoint by 
executing the first of these lists.  If the condition list is 
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satisfied, the debugger executes the associated command list and 
leaves the breal<point. If the condition list fails, the debugger 
skips to the next conditional command list. This process 
continues until the debugger either encounters a successful 
condition list, or exhausts all the conditional command lists for 
the state. The relationship of commands, lists and states is 
shown in Figure 62 (IFs, THENs and ELSEs are used below to 
clarify the logical structure within a state; they are not part 
of the protocol). 

State 0 
IF <condition list 0> 

THEN <command list 0> 

ELSE IF <condition list 1> 
THEN <command list 1> 

* 

* 

ELSE IF <condition list n> 
THEN <command list n> 

ELSE <exlt> 

State n 

Breakpoint Conditional Command Lists 
Figure 62 

9.1 BRIAKPOINILDATA Command 

BREAKPOINTJDATA is a data transfer command used by the host 
to send commands to be executed in breakpoints and watchpoints. 
The command specifies the descriptor of the breakpoint or 
vatchpoint. and a stream of commands to be appended to the end of 
the breakpoint's command list. BREAKPOINILDATA is applied 
sequentially to successive breakpoint states,  and successive 
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command lists within each state. Multiple HREAKPOINT_JDATAs may 
be sent for a given breakpoint. Breaks between HREAKPOINTJDATA 
commands may occur anywhere within the data stream, < /en within 
individual commands in the data. Sufficient space to store the 
data must have been allocated by the mnvi™™ size field in the 
CREATE BREAKPOINT/WATCHPOINT command. 

0 0 0  1       1 
0123456789012345 

+ + ♦ 
0 |       Command Length       | 

+ + ♦ 
1 | DATAJIRANSFER |HREAKPOnniDATA| 

+ + + 

2 |   Mode      | Mode Argument | 
+ ♦ ♦ 

3 I I 
♦ --           ID           «♦ 

4 | Field | 
+ + 

5 |    Data     | Data       | 
+ ♦ 

* 

■f - 

n | Data     | Data or 0 
 ♦-- --• 

I 

♦-♦ 

♦-♦ 

Breakpoint or 
Watchpoint 
Descriptor 

Data 

BREAKPOINT^DATA Command Format 
Figure 63 

BREAKPOINTJ>ATA FIELDS: 

Command Length 

Total length of this command in octets, 
excluding the final padding octet, if any. 

including data. 

Data 

A stream of data to be appended to the data for this 
breakpoint or watchpoint. This stream has the form of one 
or more states, each containing one or »ore conditional 
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command lists. The first BREAKPOINTJDATA command sent for a 
breakpoint contains data starting with state zero. The data 
for each state starts with the state size. A conditional 
command list is composed of two parts: a condition list, and 
a command list. Each list begins with a word that gives its 
size in octets. 

<state 0 size> 
<condition list 0 size> <condition list 0> 
<command list 0 size>  <command list 0> 

* 
* 
* 

<condition list n size> <condition list n> 
<coamand list n slze>  <command list n> 

<state 1 size> 
<etc> 

* 

<state n slze> 

Breakpoint Data Stream Format 
Figure 64 
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Sizes 

All sizes are stored in 16-bit words, and include their own 
length. The state size gives the total number of octets of 
breakpoint data for the state. The condition list size 
gives the total octets of breakpoint data for the following 
condition list. A condition list size of 2 indicates an 
empty condition list: in this case the following command 
list is executed unconditionally. The command list size 
gives the total octets of breakpoint data for the following 
command list. 

s 

»". 
Lists 

Condition and command lists come in pairs. When the 
breakpoint occurs, the condition list controls whether the 
following command list should be executed. A condition list 
consists of one or more commands from the CONDITION command 
class. A command list consists one or more LDP commands. 
Valid commands »re any commands from the BREAKPOINT, 
DATAjntANSFER or CONTROL command classes. 

i 

» 
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CHAPTER 10 

Conditional Commands 

Conditional commands are used in breakpoints to control the 
execution of breakpoint commands. One or more conditions in 
sequence form a condition list. If a condition list is satisfied 
((evaluates to TRUE), the breakpoint command list immediately 

following it is executed. (See Breakpoints and Watchpoints, 
above, for a discussion of the logic flow in conditional/command 
list*.) Conditional commands perform tests on local breakpoint 
variables, and other locations. Each condition evaluates to 
either TRUE or FALSE. Figure 65 contains a summary of 
conditional commands: 

r ■ 

I Command Description 
-♦- 

I 
CHANGED <loc> Determine if a location has changed 
COMPARE <locl> <mask> <loc2> Compare two locations, using a mask 
COUNT_[FQ | GT j LT] <value> Compare the counter to a value 
TEST <loc> <mask> <value> Compare a location to a value 

Conditional Command Summary 
Figure 65 

The rules for forming and evaluating condition lists are: 

o consecutive conditions have an implicit logical AND between 
them. A sequence of such conditions is called an 'andLlist'. 
andLHsts are delimited by an OP command and by the end of 
the condition list. 

o the breakpoint OR command may be inserted between any pair of 
conditions 

o  AND takes precedence over OR 

o  nested condition lists are not supported. A condition list 
[£ is simply one or more and.lists, separated by OR*. 
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o the condition list is evaluated in sequence until either a 
TRUE ancLiist is found (condition list <- TRUE), or the end 
of the condition list is reached (condition list <- FALSE). 
An ancLiist is TRUE if all its conditions are TRUE. 

The distillation Oi -hese rules into BNF is: 

<condition_i ist> 
<andLlist> 
<condition> 

= <andLlist>  [OR <ancLlist>]* 
= <condition> [AND <condition>]* 
= CHANGED | COMPARE | COUNT | TEST 

where:  OR is a breakpoint command 
AND is implicit for any pair of consecutive conditions 

For example, the following condition list, with one command per 
line, 

COUNT_EQ 1 
OR 
COUNT_GT 10 
COUNTJLT 20 

evaluates to: 

(COUNT = 1) OR (COUNT > 10 AND COUNT < 20) 

and will cause the command list that follows it to be executed if 
the counter is equal to one, or is between 10 and 20. 

10.i Condition Command Format 

Condition commands start with the standard four-octet 
command header. The high-or der bit of the command type byte is 
used as a negate flag: if this bit is set, the boolean value of 
the condition is negated. This flag applies to one condition 
only, and not to other conditions In the condition list. 
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0 0 0  1        1 
0123456789012345 

+ + + 
0 |       Command Length       | 

+ + + 

1 1 CONDITION    |N|   Type    j 
+ + + 

Condition Command Header 
Figure 66 

10.2 COUNT Conditions 

The COUNT conditions (COUNT.EQ, COUNT_GT and COUNTJ^T) are 
used to compare the breakpoint counter to a specified value. The 
counter is set to zero when the breakpoint is STARTed, and is 
incremented by the INC_C0UNT breakpoint command. The format is 
the same for the COUNT_EQ, C0UNT_CT and COUNT^LT conditions. 

0 0 0  1       1 
0123456789012345 

+ + _ + 

0 |              8 | 
+ + + 

1 | CONDITION    |N|  Type      | 
+ + + 

2 I I 
+--        Value          --+ 

3 ! I 
+ + + 

COUNT Condition Format 
Figure 67 

COUNT * Condition FIELDS: 
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Type 

One of COUNTJEQ, COUNTJ-T and COUNT_GT. The condition is 
TRUE if the breakpoint counter is [EQ | LT \ GT] the 
specified value. 

Value 

A 32-bit value to be compared to the counter. 

10.3 CHANGED Condition 

The CHANGED condition is TRUE if the contents of the 
specified location have changed since the last time this 
breakpoint occurred. Only one location may be specified as the 
object of CHANGED conditions per breakpoint. The CHANGED 
condition is always FALSE the first time the breakpoint occurs. 

0 0 0  1       1 
0123456789012345 

+ + + 

0 |            14 | 
+ + + 

1 | CONDITION    |Nj  CHANGED   | 
+ , + + 

2 I I 

3 | Address | 
♦-- --♦ 

4 I I 
♦-- --♦ 

5 I I 

6 I I 

CHANGED Condition 
Figure 68 
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CHANGED FIELDS: 

Address 

The fall 5-word address of the location to be tested by the 
CHANGED command. 

10.4 COMPARE Condition 

The COMPARE condition compares two locations using a mask. 
The condition is TRUE if (<locl> & <mask>) ~ (<loc2> &  <mask>) . 
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0 0 0       1 1 
0123456789012345 

+ + + 

0 |                                 28 | 
+ + + 

1 | CONDITION    |N|  COMPARE    | 
+ ,_+ + 

2 I I 

3 | Address 1        | 
+— --+ 

4 I I 

5 I ! 

6 I I 
+ + v 

7 I I 
+--        Mask           --+ 

8 I I 

9 I I 
10| Address 2 | 

+-- --+ 

"i i 
+-- --+ 

12| | 
+-- —•♦ 

13| | 
+ _ + 

COMPARE Condition 
Figure 69 
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t: 

COMPARE FIELDS: 

Address 1 
Address 2 

The 5-word addresses of the locations to be compared. 

Mask 

A 32-bit mask specifying which bits in the locations should 
be compared. 

10.5 TEST Condition 

The TEST condition is used to compare a location to a value, 
using a mask. The condition is TRUE if (<loc> & <mask>) = 
<value>. 
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0 0 0      1 1 
0123456789012345 

+ + + 
0 |            22 | 

+ + + 
1 | CONDITION    |N| TEST      | 

+ + + 

2 I I 
3 i Address | 

+-- --+ 
4 | I 

+— —+ 
5 I I 

6 ! I 

7 I I 
+--       Mask          --♦ 

8 I I 

9 I I 
♦--        Value --♦ 

10j I 
+ + 

TEST Condition 
Figure 70 

TEST FIELDS: 

Address 

The 5-word address of the location to be conpared to the 
value. 

Mask 

A 32-bit mask specifying which bits in the location should 
be compared. 

Value 

A 32-bit value to conpare to the masked location. 
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CHAPTER 11 

Breakpoint Commands 

Breakpoint commands are used to set tne value or breakpoint 
variables. These commands are only valid within breakpoints and 
watchpoints. They are sent from the host to the target as data 
in BREAKPOINILPATA commands. Figure 71 contains a summary of 
breakpoint commands: 

Command Description 

INCREMENT <location> 
INC_C0UNT 
OR 
SET^FIR <n> <location> 

SET_STATE <n> 

Increment the specified location 
Increment the breakpoint counter 
OR two brealqpoint condition lists 
Set pointer <n> to the contents of 
<location> 
Set the breakpoint state variable 
to <n> 

Breakpoint Command Summary 
Figure 71 

11.1 INCREMENT Command 

The INCREMENT command increments the contents of a specified 
location. The location may be in any address space writable from 
LDP. 
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0 0  C       1 1 
0123456789012345 

+ ... + + 

0 | 14 | 
+ . + + 

1 | BREAKPOINT   |  INCREMENT    | 
+ + + 

2 ! I 
+--                       --♦ 

3 | Address | 
+-- --+ 

4 I I 
♦-- --♦ 

5 i I 

6  | | 
+ _, + + 

INCREMENT Command Format 
Figure 72 

INCREMENT FIELDS: 

Address 

The full address of the location whose contents are to be 
incremented. 

11.2 INC_COUNT Command 

The INC_COUNT command increments the breakpoint counter. 
There is one counter variable for each breakpoint. It is 
initialized to zero when the breakpoint is created, when it is 
ansed with the START cocmand, and whenever the breakpoint state 
changes. The counter is tested by the COUNT_* conditions. 
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0 0 0  1        1 
0123456789012345 

+ + .f 

0 I 4 | 

1 | BREAKPOINT   j  INC_C0UNT   | 
+ + + 

INC_COUNT Command Format 
Figure 73 

11.3 OR Command 

The OR command delineates two andLlists in a breakpoint 
condition liat. A condition list is TRUE if any of the OR 
separated andLlists in it are TRUE. A breakpoint condition list 
may contain zero, one or, many OR commands. See 'Condition 
Commands' for an emanation of condition lists. 

0 0 0  1       1 
0123456789012345 

♦ 4 + 

0 I 4 | 
+ + + 

1 | BREAKPOINT   |     OR      | 

OR Command Format 
Figure 74 
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11.4 SETJPTR Command 

The SETJPTR command loads the specified breakpoint pointer 
with the contents of a location. The pointer variables and the 
SET_PTR command are intended to provide a primitive but unlimited 
Indirect addressing capability. Two addressing modes, 
BPTLPTR^OFFSET and EPT_P'ERWINDIRECT, are used for referencing the 
breakpoint pointers. For example, to follow a linked list, use 
SETLPTR to load a pointer with the start of the list, then use 
successive SET_?TR commands with addressing mode 7JPTJPTK-0FFSET 
to get successive element». 

0 0 0  1       1 
012345678901234 5 

16 

1 | BREAKPOINT   |  SET_PTR 

Pointer 

3 I 
♦-- 

4 ! 
♦-- 

5 I 
♦-- 

6 j 

7 I 

Address 
--♦ 

--♦ 

SETJPTR Command Format 
Figure 75 

SFXJTR FIELDS: 

Pointer 

The pointer to be changed. Allowable values are 0 and 1. 

Address 
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The full address of the location whose contents 
loaded into the given pointer variable. 

are to be 

11.5 SETLSTATE Command 

The SET_STATE command sets the breakpoint state variable to 
the specified value. This is the only method of changing a 
breakpoint's state from within a breakpoint. The breakpoint's 
state may be also be changed by a START command from the host. 
The state variable is initialized to zero when the breakpoint is 
created. 

0 0 0  1       1 
0123456789012345 

♦ ♦ + 

0 I              6 I 
♦ + + 

1 I BREAKPOINT   |  SET_STATE    | 
+ +_. + 

2 i       State Value | 
♦ ♦ 

SETJSTATE Command Format 
Figure 76 

SET_STATE FIELDS: 

State Value 

The new value for the breakpoint state variable. Must not 
be greater than the maximum state value specified in the 
CREATE BREAKPOINT command that created this breakpoint. 
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LDP Specification Diagram Conventions 

Is 

APPENDIX A 

Diagram Conventions 

Command and message diagrams are used in this document to 
illustrate the format of these entities. Words are listed in 
order of transmission down the page. The first word is word 
zero. Bits within a word run left to right, most significant to 
least. However, following a convention observed in other 
protocol documents, bits are numbered in order of transmission; 
the most significant bit in a word is transmitted first. The bit 
labelled '0' is the most significant bit. 

i 0 0 0   1        1 
0123456789012345 

+ + + 
0 |M| |L| 

+ + + 

1 | Most Sig Octet| Least S. Octet| 
+ + + 

M = most significant bit in word zero, 
transmitted first 

L = least significant bit in word zero, 
transmitted last 

I 
|y 

Sample Diagram 
Figure 77 

!.*• 
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LDP Specification Command Summary 

APPENDIX B 

Command Summary 

Hie following table lists all non-breakpoint LDP commands in 
alphabetical order, with a brief description of each. 
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Command 
Sender 

| Host Target J Function 
.+ +  

A 

i 

S 

ABORT X 
ABORTJDONE X 
ADDRESSJLIST X 
BREAKPOINT JDATA X 
BREAKPOINT_UST X 
CONTINUE X 
CREATE X 
CREATE_JX)NE X 
DELETE X 
DELETEJX)NE X 
EXCEPTION X 
ERROR X 
ERRACK X 
GET_OBJECT X 
GETJPHYS^ADDRESS X 
GOT_OBJECT X 
GOT_PHYS_ADDRESS X 
HELLO X 
HELLO JIEPLY X 
LIST^ADDRESSES X 
LISTJBREAKPOINTS X 
LISTJWMES X 
LISTJPROCZSSES X 
MOVE X 
MOVEJDONE X 
MOVEJ>ATA X 
NAME_LIST X 
PROCESSJLI ST X 
READ X 
REAPJ>ATA X 
READ_DONE X 
REPEATJ)ATA X 
REPORT X 
START X 
STATUS X 
STEP X 
STOP X 
SYNCH X 
SYNCH-REPLY X 
WRITE X 
WRITE^MASK X 

Abort outstanding commands 
Acknowledge ABORT 
Return valid address ranges 
Send breakpoint commands 
Return list of breakpoints 
Resume execution 
Create target object 
Acknowledge CREATE 
Delete target object 
Acknowledge DELETE 
Report target exception 
Report error with a host command 
Acknowledge ERROR 
Get object descriptor from name 
Get address in physical form 
Return object descriptor 
Return physical address 
Initiate LDP session 
Return LDP parameters 
Request valid address ranges 
Request breakpoint list 
Request name list 
Request process list 
Read data from target 
Acknowledge MOVE completion 
Send data request by MOVE 
Return name list 
Return process list 
Read data from target 
Return data requested by READ 
Acknowledge READ completion 
Write copies of data 
Request status of object 
Start tar jet object- 
Return status of object 
Step execution of target object 
Stop target, object 
Check sequence number 
Confirm sequence number 
Write data 
Write data with mask 

I 
V 
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LDP Specification Command Summary 

Command Summary 
Figure 78 
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LDP Specification Commands, Responses and Replies 

APPENDIX C 

Commands, Responses and Replies 

1 
The following table shows the relationship between commands, 

responses and replies. Commands are sent from the host to the 
target. Some commands elicit responses and/or replies from the 
target. Responses and replies are sent from the target to the 
host. The distinction between them is that the target sends only 
one reply to a command, but may send multiple responses. 
Responses always contain data, whereas replies may or may not. 

I 
L\ 

fci 

I» * 
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Command | Response 1 Reply 

ABORT 

<»^____.._ — «»..  _ m — 

AB0RTJ30NE 
BREAKPOINTJ3ATA 
CONTINUE 
CREATE CREATEJXNE 
DELETE DELETEJDONE 
<?ET_OBJECT G0T_OBJECT 
CTETJPHYS.ADDRESS GOT_PHYS^ADDRESS 
HELLO HELLOJIEPLY 
LISTJKDDRESSES ADDRESSJLIST 
LISTJBREAKPOINTS HREAKPOINT_LIST 
LIST^NAMES NAME_LIST 
LIST.PROCESSES PROCESSJ.IST 
MOVE MOVE-DATA MOVEJX)NE 
READ READJDATA READJX5NE 
REPEATJ>ATA 
REPORT STATUS 
START 
STEP 
STOP 
SYNCH SYNCHJIEPLY 
WRITE 
WRITELJ1ASK 

Commands,  Responses and Replies 
Figure 79 

i 
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LDP Specification Glossary 

I 
APPENDIX D 

Glossary 

IV 
|V K\ 

I 
FSM 

Finite state machine. Commands of each breakpoint or 
watchpoint are implemented as part of a finite state 
machine. A list of breakpoint commands is associated with 
each state. There are several breakpoint commands to change 
from one state to another. 

host 

The 'host* in an LDP session is the 
which the user process runs. 

timesharing system on 

long 

A long is a 32-bit quantity. 

octet 

An octet is an eight-bit quantity. 
lv 

RDP 

The Reliable Data Protocol (RDP) is a transport layer 
protocol designed as a low-overhead alternative to TCP. RDP 
is a connection oriented protocol that provides reliable, 
sequenced message delivery. 

server process 

The LDP server process is the passive participant in an LDP 
session. The server process usually resides on 9 target 
machine such as a PAD, PSN or gateway. The server process 
waits for a user process to initiate a session, and responds 
to commands from the user process. In response to user 
commands, the server may perform services on the target like 
reading and writing memory locations or setting breakpoints. 
'Server* is sometimes employed as a shorthand for 'server 
process'. 
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target 

The 'target' in an LDP session is the PSN, PAD or gateway 
that is being loaded, dumped or debugged by the host. 
Normally, LDP will be Implemented in the target as a server 
process. However, in some targets with strange 
requirements, notably the Butterfly, the target LDP may be a 
user process. 

user process 

The LDP user process is the active participant in an LDP 
session. The user process initiates and terminates the 
session and sends commands to the server process which 
control the session. The user process usually resides on a 
timesharing host and is driven by a higher-level entity 
(e.g., an application program like an interactive debugger) . 
'User' is sometimes employed as a shorthand for user 
process'. 

word 

i 
A word is a sixteen-bit quantity. 

i\ 
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INDEX 

ABORT command  35 
ABÖRTJJÜNE reply  36 
address  60, 66 
address descriptor  20 
address format  19, 25, 31 
address ID  22 
address mode  20, 22 
address mode argument  21 
address offset  20 
addressing  19 
ADDRESSJLIST reply  76, 77 
BASIC_J)EBUOGER    12, 32 
breakpoint... 9, 13, 57, 60, 71, 79, 92, 93, 95, 96, 99, 107 
breakpoint commands  9, 94, 95, 107 
breakpoint counter  94, 100, 101, 110 
brealqx>int data  97, 99 
breakpoint state variable  94, 107 
breakpoint variables  94 
BREAKPOINTJATA command  73, 94, 95, 107 
BREAKPOINTJ-IST reply  79, 80 
CHANCED condition  102 
command class  16 
command length field  16 
COMPARE Condition  103 
condition commar.d header ,  101 
conditional commands  94. 99 
CONTINUE command  62 
control commands  9, 57 
COUNT condition  110, 111 
COUNTJEQ condition  101 
COUNT_CT condition  101 
COUNT_LT condition  101 
CREATE command  69, 70, 73, 75 
create types  70 
CREATEJXJNE reply  73, 75 
data octets  43. 47, 52 
data packing  10 
data transfer commands  9, 41 
data transmission  10 
datagrams  5 
debugging  1. 3 
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default breakpoint  71, 92 
DELETE command  73, 75 
DE~ETE_PONE reply  75 
descriptor  20, 57, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 73, 75, 93 
dumping  3 
ERRACK  10, 39 
ERROR codes  38 
ERROR reply  37, 67 
EXCEPTION trap  66 
finite state machine  60, 93 
FSM breakpoint  71, 92, 94 
FULL-DEBUGGER  12 
FULLJDEBUGGER.   32 
gateway  3, 9 
GET_OBJECT command  89, 91 
GETJPHyS^ADDR command  87, 88 
O0T_OBJECT reply  89, 91 
GOT_PHYS.^ADDR reply  87, 88 
HELLO command  9, 29 
HELLOJIEPLY  9, 19, 30 
host descriptor  41 
implementation  12, 31 
INC_COUNT command  94 107, 110, 111 
INCREMENT command  109 
internet  5 
internet protocols  4 
IP  5 
LDP command formats  15 
LDP header  15, 16 
LDP Version  30 
LIST commands  73 
LISTJVDDRESSES command  76, 77 
LIST_BREAKPOINTS command.  79, 80 
LISTJ4AMES command  84, 85 
LIST_PROCESSES command  82 
LOADEIUXJMPER  12. 32 
loading  1, 3 
long address format  20 
management commands  67 
memory object  73 
MOVE command  22, 41. 47, 49 
MOVE sequence number  52 
MOVEJATA response  22, 51 
M0VEJX)NE reply  52 
NAME_LIST reply  84. 85 
offset  20. 22 
OR command    Ill 
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PAD  3. 9 
pattern  54 
PHYSJVDDRESS  57 
PHYSJ1ACR0  60 
PROCESS  57 
PROCESS.CODE  60 
PROCESSJ^IST reply  82 

I/. protocol commands  9 
PSN  3, 9 
RDP  5, 15 

t^ READ command  41, 43, 44 
■I READ sequence number  47 
ff READ_DATA response  45, 46 
ft READJJONE reply  47 

repeat count  54 
REPEATJ3ATA command  41, 53 
REPORT command  63, 64, 94 

[v sequence number  10, 39 
Uf session  9 
^ SEILPTR command  94, 111, 112 

SETJSTATE command  94, 107, 113 
short address format  25 
START command  59, 60 
STATUS reply 64, 65, 94 
STEP command  62, 63 
STOP command  60, 61 

■P SYNCH  10 
>! SYNCH command  33 
>; SYNCHJIEPLY  34 
■£ system type    30 
V target start address  43, 44, 46, 54 
V, transport  9 
|| vatchpoint  13, 57, 60, 71, 92, 93, 95, 96, 99. 107 
P*1 WRITE command  41, 42 

WRITE_J1ASK command    56 

r. 
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The CSNET Name Server 

Marvin Solomon, Lawrence H. Landweber 
and Donald Neuhengen 
University of Wisconsin-Madison, Computer Sciences Depart- 
ment, 1210 W Dayton St.. Madison, Wl 53706, USA 

CSNET is a project designed to facilitate electronic data 
communication among academic computer science depart- 
ments and other groups doing computer-science research in the 
United States. CSNET will provide communications facilities 
for electronic mail and file transfer between users of computers 
connected to a variety of networks. For the system to be simple 
ir.J cssv tc use, uiif? suu be sbi* »o «dftTtify **et» other to the 
system in a way thai is natuval to them and which does not 
require them to understand the details of network organization 
or to memorize cryptic name*. To this end CSNET is imple- 
menting a name server sevice, composed of programs and data 
reading on a central Service Host computer and on individual 
member hosts of CSNET. This paper describes the architecture 
of the name server and discusses the considerations that lead to 
its design. 

Keywords:  Name server, directory assistance, computer net- 
works, database, CSNET 
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I. Introduction 

CSNET is a project, funded by the National 
Science Foundation, to develop common proto- 
cols, software packages, and an administrative 
organization to facilitate communication among 
academic computer science researchers in the 
United States. An important component of CSNET 
will be a directory service called the CSNET Name 
Server, which is implemented by a central data- 
base at the University of Wisconsin and by soft- 
ware running at Wisconsin and on the computers 
of CSNET member institutions. This paper de- 
scribes the architecture cf the name server facility. 

In early stages of CSNET, the principal use of 
the name server will be to facilitate sending of 
electronic mail by providing directory assistance in 
locating addresses of mail recipients and aiding in 
forwarding mail and establishment of nicknames 
and aliases. It is on this aspect of the name server 
that this paper focuses. In later stages of CSNET, 
the name server will also help support other facili- 
ties such as file transfer and remote access to 
computing resources. 

In the next section, we briefly describe CSNET 
and explain how its characteristics have influenced 
design of the name server. The structure of CSNET 
is described in more detail in [1,2]. 

We have designed the name server to be imple- 
mented in a series cf phases, progressing from 
facilities that already exist, through more and more 
sophisticated structures, to a system that will even- 
tually provide all of the desired features. In doing 
so, we have attempted to be conservative in early 
phases, using the simplest structure that will fulfill 
the immediate needs of CSNET users, while leav- 
ing the door open for more ambitious enhance- 
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ments in the future. While the services described 
here will be implemented with available CSNET 
staff and resources, we expect the project to iden- 
tify several challenging additional research areas. 

Section 2 describes CSNET and discusses pro- 
ject characteristics that have influenced the name 
server design. Section 3 describes name server 
design requirements and implementation perfor- 
mance goals. Section 4 includes definitions of terms 
and an outline of the various phases. The four 
phases of the name server implementation are 
described in Sections 5-8. Section 9 briefly ad- 
dresses the issue of mailing lists, and Section 10 
provides a summary and comparison to related 

work. 

2. Overview of CSNET 

CSNET is a logical network that uses communi- 
cations services provided by ARPANET [3], the 
commercial value-added network Telenet, and a 
telephone-based mail relay service called 
PhoneNet, based on the MMDF mail transport 
system [4], Member institutions access the services 
of CSNET by connecting a computer ("host") to 
ARPANET or Telenet, or if their budget is limited 
and they are willing to accept reduced service, by 
arranging for their host to exchange mail periodi- 
cally with a PhoneNet relay machine that is di- 
rectly connected to ARPANET and Telenet. 
CSNET will provide electronic mail, file transfer, 
and remote login (virtual terminal) services to 
directly connected hosts. PhoneNet hosts will only 
have access to electronic mail sevices. In addition. 
CSNET maintains a Public Host, which is a VAX 
computer connected to ARPANET and Telenet, 
running the UNIX operating system, znd pro- 
viding mail-only accounts to individuals who do 
not have access to any other CSNET member host 
Users access the Public Hoti using ierminal-io-host 
services of Telenet. Although CSNET is being 
subsidized in its lnma) v.agcs by the National 
Science Foundation, it is expected to become self- 
supporting in a few years, with ill members paying 
a fair share of the costs. 

One of the challenges of CSNET is to reconcile 
differences between characteristics of these com- 
munications media and provide users with as uni- 
form an interface as is possible ARPANET pro- 
vides  a   high-band*idth.  )o»-delav  communica- 

tions path between computers connected to it. 
Telenet provides similar (but lower bandwidth) 
service. Whereas the cost of an ARPANET con- 
nection is fixed. Telenet charges are highly depen- 
dent on the amount of traffic. PhoneNet charges 
are even more dependent on traffic, since the only 
fixed charges are the cost of a modem and a 
telephone line. The remaining charges depend on 
the number of calls placed and on their duration. 
However, a much more important difference be- 
tween PhoneNet and direct connection is delay. 
CSNET clients not directly connected to AR- 
PANET or Telenet must rely on periodic exchanges 
of mail with a PhoneNet relay machine for their 
connection to the network. The frequency of such 
exchanges may be as low as once daily. We shall 
see that these wide variations in delay (from 
minutes or seconds to days) is an important con- 
sideration in the design of the name server. 

3. Goals 

The name server facility is designed to satisfy 
the following service requirements: 
1. The system must be simple to use. While most 

CSNET users will be computer science 
researchers, many will have little experience 
with computer-based mail systems. User should 
be free to concentrate on their research without 
worrying about details of addressing or mail- 
transport systems. 

2. A sender of mail must be able to identify a 
recipient ir. a variety of convenient ways. A 
user may refer to frequent correspondents by 
nicknames of his own choosing. In addition, a 
host may make available to its users aliases for 
other hosts and users. 

3. A receiver of mail must have control over the 
information provided to others fo* use in iden- 
tifvin* him For example, he can supply his lull 
name, organization, location, title, nicknames, 
common misspellings of his name. etc. 

4. Correspondents must be able to send mail to 
any user of any host in CSNET, * about prior 
explicit effort on the part of the receiver, al- 
though reduced seme« will be available for 
communication with "unregistered" users Simi- 
larly. CSNET users must be able to communi- 
cate *nh others "outside" the network, in par- 
ticular users on ho-*;:. :hai -re m the D.-.KrA 
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Internet address space but are not running 
CSNET-specific software. 

5. The mail system must never force a user to use 
more than one "mailbox" to receive mail, al- 
though a user may choose to establish more 
than one mailbox to reflect differing roles. In 
the latter case, each mailbox may be thought of 
as representing a different "virual user". 

6. A user must be able to move his mailbox to a 
different host computer with a minimum 
amount of difficulty. Senders need not be ex- 
plicitly notified; mail will be automatically for- 
warded. 

7. Support must be provided for mailing lists. 
In addition to these service requirements, the im- 
plementation is designed to satisfy the following 
additional performance and utility goals: 
1. The system should expand gracefully to include 

more member sites, additonal users, and even 
additional networks. In particular, anyone able 
to send electronic mail to the University of 
Wisconsin should be able to gain access to at 
least some of the name server services. 

2. The system design should provide for phased 
implementation so that basic services can be 
put into place immediately, white more 
sophisticated facilities may be added incremen- 
tally until all desired features are available. 

3. Network traffic should be minimized. Control 
messages should be infrequent and user text 
should be sent over the most efficient route. 
Parts of the name server rely on existing net- 
works and mail transport systems for communi- 
cation. While the name server has no control 
over routing algorithms used by these facilities, 
the cost of communications must be taken into 
account in the design. In particular, situation; 
in which user text is sent over multiple hops 
through the mail system should be avoided. 

4. The system should continue to function, per- 
haps in a degraded mode, if component« ii;i. 
This consideration precludes a design which 
makes mail transfer impossible if the central 
daubtse is temporarily unavailable. 

5. Delay between the submission of a message by 
a sender and its delivery to a recipient should 
be minimized. In particular, if the senter is on a 
machine that is omy periodically connected to 
the test of CSNET (a PhoneNet host), the 
number of interactions between that host ana 
the rest of CSNET required to dispatch the 

message should be minimized. 
6. The system should work with a minimum of 

human intervention, either on the part of users 
or of administrative staff. 

4. Definitions 

Throughout this paper, we will be talking about 
users and hosts. For our purposes the term "user" 
always refers to a human being (and will not, for 
example, be used to mean a "user program"). A 
host is a computer connected to a communications 
network. Users gain access to network facilities 
through accounts on hosts. Hosts can be classified 
as CSNET member hosts, which subscribe to 
CSNET-defined conventions and run CSNET-pro- 
vided software packages, and other hosts, which 
are capable of exchanging mail with CSNET mem- 
ber hosts but do not necessarily run CSNET 
software. There are also several CSNET-run hosts. 
The Service Host, is a computer at the University 
of Wisconsin that maintains a central database 
and programs for accessing it. PhoneNe: relays are 
computer* (initially at the University of Delaware 
and ihc R«nu Curporeiion) thai periodically piace 
telephone calls to other hosts to pick up and 
deliver mail. The Public Host is a computer at the 
University of Wisconsin that is run by CSNET but 
otherwise is treated exactly like any other CSNET 
member host. Hosts may also be classified as 
ARPANET. Telenet, or PhoneNet hosts depending 
on the principal method used to exchange infor- 
mation with the rest of CSNET. The name server 
relies for many of its functions on a moil transport 
system which is a collection of protocols and pro- 
grams that run on hosts and provide the mecha- 
nism for transferring messages from sources to 
destinations. Users normally interact with the mail 
transport system through a user-interface program 
1KP). WRtCR iS * pfirgi«n~  iiii; imCFiCi» wiiTi uiiiS 

for composing, sending, receiving, reading, and 
filing messages. 

'»he various services and mechir.U.v.i ascribed 
in this paper compnse the name server facility It 
is provided by a combination of files and pro- 
grams residing ön ihe Service Host and on other 
CSNET member hosts. The name server database 
is a database that includes directory information 
for registered CSNET users and hosts and is dis- 
tributed among a central directory database that 

$ m 
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resides on the Service Host, per-host tables that 
reside on hosts that originate mail, and peruser 
tables maintained by local mail systems on behalf 
of individual users. The registrar is a collection of 
software that runs on the Service Host and medi- 
cates access to and modification of the central 
directory database. 

Users may access the name server database by 
sending messages directly to the registrar. How- 
ever, users will normally compose their queries by 
interacting with a name server agent program, 
copies of which reside on CSNET member hosts. 
A copy of the agent program will also reside on 
the Service Host for the convenience of user* on 
non-CSNET hosts who have virtual- terminal access 
to the Service Host. The agent programs com- 
municate with the registrar using the best means 
available, either by direct connection or by ex- 
change of messages througn the mail transport 
system. In the latter case, there is necessarily a 
large delay, so users will receive a limited level of 
service. 

The name server facility is specified and imple- 
mented in four phases. As new phases are imple- 
mented, all features provided by earlier phases will 
remain available to users. Phase 0 provides basic 
services and is compatible with current addressing 
and naming schemes employed in the DARPA 
Internet. Phase I introduces a centralized directory 
database at the Service Host and a directory assis- 
tance service thai users may access by exchanging 
mail with the registrar or by interacting with an 
agent program. In Phase 2, user interaction with 
the directory assistance service will be fun her 
automated. Phase 3 adds support for automatic 
forwarding of mail and for muling lists. 

S. Phase (h Basic Service« 

Phase 0 provides services that are very close tu 
those currently available in the DARPA Internet 
environment. Each host in CSNET has an unam- 
biguous name, such as "UWISC". "UDEL". or 
"WASHINGTON" A site with a local network 
may choose to designcte a particular computer to 
serve a as a mail forwarder and assign it a name 
that designates the site. Arpanet hosts aitcad) 
have unambiguous names. Other mail transport 
systems also rely on unambiguous names for hosts 
As sues join CSNET. they will register their host» 

with the CSNET administration, which will certify 
that names are not duplicated. (By "unambiguous" 
we mean that no two hosts will have the same 
name; there is no reason to prevent a host from 
having more than one name.) 

Users interact with the mail system through 
accounts on hosts; each account is assigned a user 
name. Each host will guarantee thai a user name 
unambiguously identifies one user of that host. In 
other words, "user name" represents some name 
for a mailbox that is printable, is assigned by a 
host administration, and identifies a unique user 
of that host. Hence the pair "user-name<3)host". 
which we call a mailbox address, can be used to 
uniquely identify any mailbox in CSNET. 

The details of the structure of mailbox address- 
es are not important to the design of the name 
server. The essential features of a mailbox address 
are that it be acceptable to the mail transport 
systems as an unambiguous designation of the 
final destination of a message and that it be suffi- 
ciently readable and mnemonic that a human user 
can supply it manually if necessary. The later 
property alllows a sending user who does not have 
access to CSNET software to bypass the name 
server entirely and specify the mailbox address 
directly. As we shall see, however, more conveni- 
ent methods will be available to users who use the 
name server. 

6. Phase I: Directory Assistance 

Phase i augment» the basic facilities described 
in the previous section with a "directory assis- 
tance" service. A centra) directory database on the 
Service Host wil! contain information about users. 
Each entry in this database contains the address of 
one mailbox. This information is supplied by the 
owner and includes, at a minimum his full name 
and the name of his sponsoring organization (e.g.. 
university or research lab) In addition, it ma\ 
include other keywords such as titles, aliases, and 
common misspellings of the usei's name. povul 
address, phone number, and any other informa- 
tion the user wishes to provide. Registration in this 
database is entirely voluntary and n will be possi- 
ble to communicate with non-registered users even 
if their local sue has not installed the CSNET 
name-server software. 

The database is accessed b> transmitting prop- 
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ing his mailbox but including keywords that match 
some other user, with the intent of footing users 
into sending mail for tiie other user to the per- 
petrator's mailbox. This ruse would be particularly 
pernicious when lookup is automated so that hu- 
man users don't normally even look at the mailbox 
address returned (see Phase 2). The situation is 
comparable (in the non-electronic world) to Marvin 
Solomon putting an advertisement in the news- 
paper saying that the address of the Pint National 
Bank of Madison is 850 Terry Place (Solomon's 
home address). The name servrr mechanism can- 
not prevent such a fraud without understanding 
the semantics of all the keywords in an entry. But 
the injured party, if he discovers that mail is being 
misdirected, can query the central database to find 
the bogus entry. Similarly, a sender might notice 
that certain queries identify two entries, one of 
which looks suspicious, and report the fraud. Once 
the fraudulent entry is found, the culprit can be 
traced as far as his host. 

Authentication is a difficult but important area. 
Further study will be required if a more elaborate 
scheme than that described above is found to be 
necessary. 

6.3. Using the Database 

To access the central directory, a query is de- 
livered to the registrar or mailed to it at the 
address REGISTRAR@CSNET-SH. The mail 
format is designed to allow human users who do 
not have access to CSNET software but who can 
send mail to CSNET-SH to compose the query 
manually. Normally, however, users will use a 
"whots" command of the agent to compose such a 
request. The query will mciude lists of mandatory 
and optional keywords. Only entries that contain 
all mandatoty keywords will be selected. If more 
than one entry matches, the optional keywords can 
be used lo »elect the entry with ih< mo»t maithci, 
or the registrar may be instructed to return only 
entries containing at k«si k of the optional 
keywords 

We art assuming that there is no access control 
on read-only access to the database. Registration 

anonymous need only avoid registering. We could 
add a facility for restricted entries or fields in 
entnes (visible only to selected users) using the 
authentication mechanism described above.  We 

currently have no plans to implement suck a facil- 
ity, although there are some fields in entries (for 
example the password field) which are restricted to 
use by the registrar itself and are never shown to 
users. 

Keywords can be parameterized so as to allow 
specification of pattern matching. Keywords may 
also contain "wild cards" to allow inexact matches. 
For example, the keyword "landwe'er" can be 
used by those not knowing whether his name is 
spelled as "landweber", "landwever", or "land- 
webber". Upper and lower case are considered 
equivalent for matching purposes, but the entnes 
will be displayed to the requester in the same case 
as they were originally specified at registration. 
i lie requester c«n ihcn select tnc appropriate entry 
(if there is more than one match) based on other 
information in the entries, and use the mailbox 
address included in the entry to send mail. 

The provision of mandatory and optional 
keywords is primarily for the benefit of the user of 
a PhoneNet host, to maximize the chances of him 
getting the right answer on the first try. Too few 
keywords will flood him with bogus matches, but 
too many mandatory keywords may exclude valid 
T.Stch-S. "^"JiC sMhtV tC "£' £ UÄ!"ll* !**5'vh ?!* lH. 

first try will become particularly beneficial in phase 
2 (as we shall see). 

Incidentally, directory assistance could be use- 
ful for services outside CSNET proper, such as 
looking up a user's phone number or (U.S. Post 
Office) mailing address. 

6.4. Example 

Here is a sample use of the name server in 
phase I: To make it easier for others to find 
Marvin Solomon, he issues the "register" com- 
mand to the agent, which engages in a dialogue 
with him to authenticate his identity and gather 
information abcut him. !t then composes and en- 
crypts a message to REGISTRAR<§CSNET-SH 
containing text something like this: 
rtfuitf 
home 

«olomoR^-uwiK 
ntailboa 

n»mt 
M»om Solomon 

add; CM 

Uitt*tfut> of WiKoniift M«dite>n 
Computer Sorn«.«» l>p»ftm»m 
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erly formatted queries to the registrar at the Service 
Host. Users will not normally communicate di- 
rectly with the registrar but rather with an agent 
program mat formats the request and forwards it 
to the Service Host by a direct connection or by 
the mail transport system. However, users at non- 
CSNET computers may also query the database 
by mailing requests directly to the registrar. 

Since we intend that each user have the ability 
(and responsibility) to maintain the database entry 
describing him, certain access controls must be in 
place from the very beginning to maintain the 
integrity of the database. 

6.1. Registering 

The user adds or modifies entries in the data- 
base by interacting with his local agent using the 
commands "register", "update", and "unregister". 
The local agent creates a message containing the 
user request to insert, modify or delete a central 
database entry and sends it to the registrar either 
directly or by mailing it to the address "REG- 
ISTRAR@CSNET-SH". The registrar will parse 
me message ana perform the requested operation. 

6.2. Authentication 

An important issue is authentication of a user 
requesting insertion or modification of an entry. A 
user may -joly register himself with the coopera- 
tion of a CSNiif member fitev which we may call 
his home or sponsoring host. When an organization 
joins CSNET, it is assigned a key (password). The 
administration at the site will be responsible for 
controlling us distribution and for changing it 
when appropriate. 

A user at a member host who wishes to register 
himself in the database interacts with his local 
agent. IM agent runs as a prmiegeu program that 
has acces 10 the site password. The agent engages 
in a dialogue with the user to authenticate his 
identity (for example, by asking for a password) 
and verifies that the proposed database entry is 
appropriate to the user (in particular, that the 
"mailbox «uure»»'" ficm ptopcii; tucniifici uvi 
user*. Having satisfied itself of the validity of the 
request, the agent formats it. encrypts H using the 
W* password as an encryption key. adds an unen- 
crypted header identifying the local me. and for- 
wards H io the registrar. The registrar dccr.pt» the 

request and installs the information in the data- 
base. Even though the request passes through '.in- 
secure channels, the potential for subversion is 
limited, since the message contains neither the 
request nor the password in plain text. Thus an 
adversary cannot modify the request or use it to 
construct a bogus message. The encrypted portion 
of the message also contains a timestamp. so that 
an interloper cannot confuse the name server by 
holding the request and retransmitting it later. 

This scheme delegates authority for authenticat- 
ing users to the member sites. Each site is held 
responsible for all database entries that designate 
that site as sponsoring organization. The agent 
program (which is provided by CSNET) gives a 
mechanism for controlling these entries. A user 
cannot bypass this mechanism and send a registra- 
tion request directly to the registrar because he 
does not know üie site password. The registrar will 
not accept requests for new entries mailed directly 
from a non-member host, nor will the the copy of 
the agent program resident on the Service Host 
accept a registration request, since the user cannot 
be authenticated in either case. In other words, 
only a user of a CSNET member host may add 
entries to the database, and he may only do it 
using a local copy of the CSNET agent program. 

Upon registration, a user may provide a pass- 
word to be used by him when modifying or delet- 
ing his directory database entry. This password 
can be used to initiate a change request from a 
host other than his sponsoring machine. This fea- 
ture is particularly useful when an individual moves 
to a new site and changes his mailbox address. The 
registrar will inform the host specified in the origi- 
nal database entry that the entry has been changed. 
This notification will provide an additional check 
to ensure that the change is authorized. 

To perform housekeeping funcuons, particu- 
larly «c;c;.or. u; üefurut sninti * sit« may 
authorize a special trusted user to perform com- 
mands on behalf of other user* at that site. 

This authentication mechanism is not "airtight", 
but should provide an adquate level of protection 
at modest cost. More importantly, it delegates 
authority for security, so that if breaches arc de- 
lected, the responsible party can be identified. 

An interesting example of a fraud that is not 
prevented by this scheme might be called "false 
advertising". The owner of mailbox 
VESCOöCOSTA-RICA »risen» an entry add'e»»- 

.*»Y 
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1210 W. Dayton Si Madiwjn Wl 5J706 
phone 

60S '62-1204 
keys 

soloman csnet contractor service host public host computer 
science 

end 
A user who wishes to send mail to Solomon 

might issue the command 

whois sclomon [csnet implementor] 

where the keyword "solomon" is mandatory, but 
the keywords "csnet" and "implementor" arc op- 
tional. There may be several entries containing the 
keyword "solomon". but the one shown above is 
the only one containing either of the words "csnet" 
or "implementor". He would receive the response: 

In response to <whois solomon (csnet implementorj): 

solomonxgHiwisc 
Marvin Solomon 
University of Wisconsin Madison 
Computer Sciences Department 
12*0 W. Dayton St. Madison W| 53706 
601-262-1204 
soloman csnet contractor service host public host 
compute; science. 

(The response would be abbreviated in an interac- 
tive setting.) He could then send mail to Solomon 
by addressing it to "$olomon(a'uwisc". Existing 
mail user interface programs generally have a 
nickname (also called "alias") facility that allows 
the user to say something like: 

alias marv s tnlnmoiVrt uwi v 

lo avoid having to remember the address. 
Solomon included "soloman" as a keyword. 

since he knew that people frequently misspell his 
name that way. The user querying the database 
can also protect himself from misspelling bv using 
J combination of wildcards and optional keywords 
F..r »ample, he could say 

*hoii s* Wisconsin (soloman solomon saiemor.j 

7. f*ha*r 2: Automated Lookup 

Phase 2 adds services to decrease the amount of 
interaction required between J human user and the 
»cntral database In particular, the mail uip jno 
the local agent are integrated 

7.1. Automata Nickname Establishment 

In Phase 1, responses resulting from central 
database lookup queries are always i «turned di- 
rectly to the user. In Phase 2, facilities will be 
added to automate establishment of local nick- 
names. 

Continuing the previous example, the interac- 
tion with the name server and the establishment of 
a local nickname could be combined by issuing the 
command 

alias marv = whois(solomon 

[csnet implementor]) 

to the mail uip. which would format a request and 
send it to the registrar. (No authentication is re- 
quired since no change to the nameserver database 
is being requested.) If the query matches exactly 
one entry, the nickname is installed in the user's 
private nickname table. If no entries or more than 
one entry are returned, the response is returned to 
the user requesting more information. In the 
PhoneNet environment, the user receives notifica- 
tion of success or failure of nickname establish- 
ment in the form of a message mailed to him. A 
facility will also be provided by which a local 
administrator can install cor -rnonly used aliases in 
a table accessible to all use-, at a site. 

Finally, the user will be able to combine query 
of (he database, establishment of a nickname, and 
sending of the first message with a command such 
as 

sendto marv - whoisi solomon 

[csnet implementor J) 

The ability to combine these operations will be 
particularly advantageous to PhoneNet users. The 
initial message will be delivered to the PhoneNet 
relav w*th the keyword information and s place- 
holder instead of .* mailbox address in the "To" 
field The relav composes a query to the registrar 
and tnteicepts the reply Assuming that a unique 
match is found, the relay updates the message 
header to tn-.lude the mailbox address (leaving the 
keyword information in as a comment) and de- 
liver«, the message a» usual It also forwards the 
replv from the registrar back to the originating 
host so that the pmaic nickname table of the 
sender can be updated The advantage of this 
scheme is that the mesvage can be delivered after 
onlv one interaction between the \cnJmt hovt and 
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the relay. For example, if the sending host is only 
polled once each day but the destination host is 
directly connected, this scheme provides next-day 
delivery, assuming that the list of keywords 
uniquely identifies one mailbox. The reason for 
requiring each database entry to include the user's 
full name and institution (CSNET member organi- 
zation), is to give the careful sender a reasonable 
chance of constructing a query that will match 
uniquely on the first try. 

8. Phase 3: Forwarding 

Suppose an existing user is assigned a mailbox 
on a new host. Under some circumstances, he may 
want that mailbox to be considered different from 
his previous mailbox. For example, he may have 
changed jobs. Under existing mail transport sys- 
tems, a message sent to the old mailbox (assuming 
it was deleted) would be returned to the sender 
with an indication that the mailbox no longer 
exists. A user who is really interested in sending to 
him as a person, rather than in his official capacity 
at his old job, could query the database to de- 
termine his new aüuica» *äu resend the mail. • »üS 

situation corresponds closely to the telephone sys- 
tem (where "address" corresponds to phone num- 
ber). However, under other circumstances, the user 
would like the change of address to be invisible to 
his correspondents. For example, suppose he is 
moved to a different nost on the basis uf an 
administrative decision such as load-leveling, or he 
ii temporarily visiting another site and finds it 
more convenient to have mail  forwarded  there 
(compare with the phone company's "call forward- 
ing" service)  In the latter case, we feel that the 
mailbox is the same, only us address has changed 

We can identify a "logical" mailbo* with an 
entry tn the nameservcr database The entr\ con- 
tains the address of a "physical" m«iibo% to «huh 
it is currently bound  Each lime a message is seat 
using keywords or a nickname to specifv the de- 
stination,   the   name   server   database   could   be 
searched to find the correct current address  This 
solution has several problems  First, if the Service 
Hoai wcic queued tas.h UfTiC * rr»c:.>igc  -.;:. uz™\ 
using keywords, the load would be severe Second, 
a failure of the Service Host or the commumca- 
turns path to il *ould dclas  sending of all suvh 
messages   A third problem is (he increased com- 

munications cost. Finally, messages originating at 
a PhoneNet site could be delayed an extra day or 
more waiting for a response from the Service Host. 

Some of these problems can be mitigated by 
distributing he database. This solution was chosen 
for both the Grapevine Registration Server (5) and 
the Clearinghouse (11). However, a distributed 
database poses certain difficulties. If not all servers 
contain the entire database, there is the additional 
complexity of finding an appropriate server. On 
the other hand, if any of the information is repli- 
cated, there is the problem of maintaining con- 
sistency over updates. Grapevine and 
Clearinghouse solve the latter problem by allowing 
a limited amount of temporary inconsistency, as- 
suring only thai iTiüluplc copies arc eventual.y 
consistent. We have adopted a different approach. 
We use a single centralized database, but cache 
some of the information at multiple sites. The 
cached information is treated as a "hint"; if a part 
of the system discovers or suspects it is out of 
date, it consults the Service Host to obtain the 
correct information. 

81. The Forwarding Mechanism 

To simplify various aspects of forwarding, each 
nameservcr database entry will contain a registra- 
tion ID that uniquely and unambiguously identi- 
fies the database entry This ID is included in 
database entries from the start, but only comes 
into play in Phase 3. (This idea wa> inspired by a 
suggestion of Denning and Comer [6]) Note that 
the registration ID identifies the database entn 
and therefore the logical mailbox. The "mailbox 
address" field of the entry is the address of a 
physical mailbox to which the logical mailbox is 
currently bound The mailer will be modiried to 
include the registration ID in per-user nickname 
tables  For example, if a  tser upes 

alias mars - whotsisoiomon 

(csnci implementor]) 

the nickname table will store with the nickname 
"mars" not onh the mailbox address 
<SOLOMONQ:t'WISC). bu» also the regntranor 
if-»   l     .   -w        .        ....   ..„i    l.,A...   -„,», 
II'    •*■"     (III    iin^wuu   \*>«!i«,>«>v    Hill« 

The forwarding mechanism is besi described b\ 
an example Suppose Pat kane is at site A and ha\ 
a mailbox witn address :'\ I(u SI I l,A He nvnes 
to sue B and is refused the name "l^T" as his 
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mailbox name since there is already a PAT (here, 
so he chooses the name "PKANE". The mailbox 
PAT@SITEA is deleted from site A. Users who 
bypass the CSNET name service entirely and send 
to "PAT@SITEA" will have their messages re- 
turned as undeliverable. They must learn from 
channels outside of CSNET (such as word-of- 
mouth) that mail to Pat Kane must now be addre- 
ssed to "PKANE@SITEB". However, Pat Kane 
may inform the registrar that he has moved. 
(Authentication of the information uses a similar 
mechanism to that described above for registering 
users.) His entry in the central database is updated 
to indicate his new mailbox address, so that new 
correspondents looking for him by keyword search 
will find his new address. Old correspondents will 
still have mail rt\umt6, but now senders wr o use 
the name server can have their local mail syuems 
recover without manual intervention. 

Suppose  sender  UAUE@SIT£C"  has  estab- 
lished an alias for Pat Kane by the command 

alias pk = whois(pat kane) 

When the nickname was established, the mailer on 
SITEC cstabished the mappings: 

(pk, ABE) -(PAT@SITEA, 001234'*) 

where 0012345 is the registration ID of the entry 
describing Pa? Kane. When ABE tries fending to 
"pk" after Pat has moved, as message a Jdresscd to 
"PAT@SITEA (CSNET-ID: 0012345)" « sent to 
SITE*, refused, and returned to sender. (Current 
mail systems treat the material in parentheses as a 
comment.) The sender's mailer can query the reg- 
istrar to find out if there have been any changes in 
entry 0012345 In this case, the registrar sends the 
new address "PKANE<gSITEB". and SITECs 
mailer updates its tables to contain the mapping 

<pk. ABE) -(PKANE^SITEB. 0012345) 

and re-sends the letter to * PKAN£<gSITEB 
(CSNET-ID: 0012345T The sending user is never 
bothered, and all his future mail to "pk" will be 
sent duectry to the correct address. 

One additional complication arises. Continuing 
the previous example, suppose after Pat Kane 
leave» site A. Pat Able appears and wants to be 
known locally as "PAT" She might well be un- 
happy about being told that she couldn't use the 
name "PAT* because there once *« man named 
Pat Kane «ho already reserved thai same name 
On the other hand. SITEA will have no was of 

knowing whether mail addressed to 
"PAT@SI t EA" was intended for Pat Kane or Pat 
Able. Once again, senders who bypass CSNET 
software can still send mail, but they receive re- 
duced services. In this case, they run the risk of a 
message going to the wrong person. 

If SITEA is a CSNET member site, however, it 
will store the registration ID of all its local users 
who are registered. If an incoming message con- 
tains a registration ID that does not match the 
registration ID of the addressee, the message will 
be rejected. When Pat Kane changes his address to 
MPKANE@Sn EB", the registrar informs SITEA 
the the user id "PAT:0012345" is no longer valid. 

Phase 3 requires modifications both io the mail 
user-interface program and to the programs that 
send and receive mail from outside the host. The 
uip rmst store the registration ID with cached 
addresses from the name server and include it in 
messages. The program that receives mail from the 
network will be modified to do additional check- 
ing on the validity of messages that contain a 
registration ID, rejecting them if the address and 
registration ID do not match according to tables 
at the receiving host. The program that delivers 
maii to the network will be niuuineJ to «o extra 
checking for messages rejected by the destination, 
going to the central database to verify addresses of 
rejected messages. 

These changes misht be viewed as delaying the 
binding of name to address [7). In the existing 
system, the "uscr<g>host" stnng is an address sup- 
plied by the mail-preparation software when the 
message is created. With the phase-3 modifica- 
tions, the uip denotes the destination of the mes- 
sage by its registration ID (the name of the logical 
mailbox) and includes a suggested address where it 
might be found. The binding of name to address 
occurs in two stages, first trying the suggested 
address and then accesont the central database if 
the suggestion proves incorrect. 

82. Optimization* 

The update message from the registrar to SITEA 
could include the forwarding address, and SITEA 
couiti cache uMwtiuv,"-j MiMit>H> »or rcccr.i.v 
moved mailboxes When the letter addressed to 
"PAT<gSITEA (CSNET-ID 0012345)" arrives at 
SITEA. SITEA could then send u directly to 
PkANH<aSITEB rather than returning it to the 

'•X»"**J 

ft 
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sender. Il should still inform the sender of the 
change, md the sender miy well wish to check the 
new address with the registrar rather than trusting 
SITEA, r ft the delay in delivering the letter would 
still be reduced from five message-transition limes 
(sender to SITEA; SITEA to sender; sender to 
Service Host; Service Host to sender; sender to 
SITEB). to two (sender to SITEA; SITEA to 
SITES). The possibility of this sort of forwarding 
raises difficult problems in billing, however (e.g., 
who pays for the forwarding hop and how is he 
biUed). which are beyond the scope of this paper. 

Another optimiiation is based on the observa- 
tion that it is common for several users at one site 
to correspond with the same person. If they all 
have obsolete nicknames for him. the overhead of 
a misdirected message can be moved from the first 
lime each of them sends to him to the first time 
any of them sends to him. Instead of storing the 
entry "pk": PAT@5ITEA (CSNET-ID 0012345)" 
in the nickname table for a user, we will store an 
entry like "pk: 0012345" in the per-user table and 
maintain   a   per-host   table   with   the   entry 

"O012345:Pai<$SnrEA". 
Finally, more cf the information may be cached 

in various hosts. In particular, each PhoneNet 
relay will keep a copy of the complete mapping 
from registration ID's to mailbox addresses. When 
a message is sent from a PhoneNet site to an 
obsolete address, the relay can query the central 
database and retransmit the message to the proper 
destination without the cost and delay of com- 
munication with the sending site. From the point 
of view of a PhoneNet site, the registration ID acts 
as an address, and the translation to the eorrect 
USER<gHOST mailbox address may be con- 
sidered part of the translation from address to 

route. 

9. Matting Lists 

All the mechanism» described thus far are tech- 
niques for discovering the address of one mailbo» 
There is nothing to prevent them from being used 
repeatedly and in combination to develop multiple 
.4J.J.JJ. M » <!!**i? **vr«tA*r *uch as 

sendto 
marv. 
larry = whcns4lawrence Und*<ber 

Wisconsin). 
donn(gu»vu. 

which names the three authors of this paper by a 
nickname, a keyword search, and a mailbox ad- 

dress, respectively. 
A related facility is the mailing list which is a 

name for a list of mailboxes that are often used 
together. Existing user interface programs often 
provide a mailing list function using the nickname 
facility to do a macro expansion of a mailing list 
name. In Phase 3. the CSNET name server will 
allow users to register mailing lists in the central 
directory database. A mailing list entry is similar 
io other entries in that it contains a list of keywords 
and identification of a user responsible for the 
entry  But it also contains a list of items, which 
can be mailbox addresses, CSNET ID's, and names 
of other mailing lists. A request to add a mailing 
list to the directory contains the keywords describ- 
ing the list, as well as descriptions of the members, 
specified by any convenient means (i.e.. keywords, 
nickname, or mailbox address). On receiving such 
a request (which must pass the usual access checks), 
the registrar stores the list, after replacing those 
members specified by keywords or nicknames by 
the corresponding CSNET ID's. (The list is al- 
lowed to contain mailbox addresses to accommod- 
ate unregistered members.) If any member specifi- 
cation fails to resolve to a unique address, the 
request will be returned to the sender «or correc- 

tion. 
When a mailing list is installed, the registrar 

will send a message containing the names of all the 
members to each member. (This notification ma> 
be suppressed.) Similarly, a change in the mailing 
list can generate a notification to all paraes 

involved. 

10. Comparison to Other Work 

Several reports have been published on "name 
servers" for computer network* |8-10] In the 
ARPA internet community the term name server" 
is often used to mean a service for translating host 
names (such as "CSNET-SH") to 32-bu iniernei 
addresses (such as 1200200136) useo oy the trans- 
port level to address a host The Service Host will 
also provjde a name service in mis sense, bui 
discussion of that »ervice is outside the scope of 

thss paper 
Two particulars interesting related name server 

designs are the Grapes« regmra   >n service |*| 

'f 
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and the Clearinghouse [ i I \ both at Xerox PARC. 
Both services provide for naming, authenticating, 
and locating people, machines, and services in a 
multinetwork environment. The Grapevine reg- 
istration service provides for the translation of 
two-part names to other names, lists of names, or 
internet addresses. The set of names with the same 
first component is called a registry. The registra- 
tion service is provided by several dedicated reg- 
istraticn servers, each of which holds all informa- 
tion about one or more registries, and each registry 
may be stored at one or more servers. 

The Clearinghouse extends these ideas by pro- 
viding a more complex organization of registries 
and servers and by extending the class of values to 
which nancs arc hound. Names hsv- the fere»* 
"Individual@Domairi@Orgaruiation", where the 
intention seems to be that "Organization" is a 
corporate entity (such as "Xerox"), "Domain" is 
an administrative division of the company (such as 
"SDD"), and "Individual" may be a person or a 
component of the computer system, such as a 
server. Names are guaranteed to be globally unam- 
biguous (that is no two objects have the same 
name) by requiring the domain name to be unique 
in 2 desiÄ!*». !e !.h<? c»«* «f human individuals, the 
name is the person's full name, possibly w:>h a 
"birthmark" affixed to assure uniqueness. Names 
are proposed by a human administrator and veri- 
fied for uniqueness by he system itself Each 
name is bound to a property-list, with property 
names chosen from a fixed set of possibilities and 
values which may be individuals or lists. The 
database contains information on it? own struc- 
ture,    for   example,    there    is    a    registry 

"*SDD(gXerox<gCleannghous€" ,nal »*ls ■***" 
for names in domain "SDD" of organization 
"Xerox" An interesting «igonthm uses «hi» infor- 
mation ic find a server with the binding of a given 
name 

Both af these syüerr.s are de*»£f»'fd to nprrne in 
an internetwork environment with associated 
databases and services distributed among different 
machines on different network». Therefore, many 
of the complications that concern the author» of 
these papers, such as how to find a name server 
and how in maintain consistency between repli- 
cated copies of a registry do not an* in cur 
context, «n wK'h there is a unique name server at a 
»e'i-knu^n address On »he .»thcr hand, these 
nsicmi are designed for environment» «n which 

message-passing is cheap and quick, and in which 
broadcast is a viable means for locating services. 
Some of their techniques do not apply in an 
environment in which a single message "hop" can 
take more than a day. 

Another difference is in how the systems are to 
be used. The designers of Grapevine and the 
Clearinghouse have chosen to limit their function- 
ality to a simple name lookup, removing more 
complex database query functions to client soft- 
ware that uses the services of the registration server. 
A lookup request to Clearinghouse, Tor example. 
must fully specify a three-part name, possibly with 
"wildcard" characters, for example 
"•@SDD@Xerox". There is no support for con- 
t?n!-*ddre<u»d queries. In our system, the primary 
goal is to faciI'Uie lookup of mailbox addresses 
based on incomplete information. Hence, it is not 
necessary to know any particular piece of informa- 
tion such as the user's complete na * to locate his 
entry. 

II. Summary 

We have presented a detailed specification of a 
name server facility for CSNET and have sketched 
out the algorithms for implementing it. The facility 
is implemented by a postmaster general program 
running on the Service Host and local agent pro- 
grams running on local hosts. The facility will be 
implemented as a series of enhancements to exist- 
ing services, each adding more convenience for 
users. It assumes a mail transport system that can 
deliver a message when presented with a list of 
destination addresses. It also allows for interactive 
database access in cases in which the user or the 
u er» host is capable of direct connection to the 
Service Host. 

We have deliberately avoided discussing issue» 
involving the mail transport svstem, such as rout- 
I««, mad relay», multicast delivery, or reply-to- 
sender, except a» the» are directlv related to the 
name server, but *e to not believe that the name 
server facilitv creates anv new problems in these 
areas since address specifications ultimate!) re- 
solve to addresses in the »tvte already m use We 
have also not tied the name server »pec/ication to 
a particular mail interface program 

The central database is structured as a »equence 
of fucJ length record». one per entry *t'.h a 
separate overflow   area  for  long entries   An  m- 
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verted index also consists of a sequence of records, 
one for each word appearing in the database. Each 
record contains a list of pointers to entries con- 
taining the word. A hash table speeds access to the 
index. A database access program does all lookups 
and modifications of the daubase. It can be in- 
voked by an agent program on the Service Host, 
an agent connected to the access program by a 
virtual-terminal protocol, or by a mail opener pro- 
gram that accepts and validates mail requests. A 
monitor process controls concurrent access to the 
daubase by multiple copies of the access program. 

The techniques for implementing the algorithms 
described he«* are well understood, and tools (such 
as a flexible filesystem and encryption programs) 
are already in place in the operating system for the 
Service Host Therefore, we feel that the name 
server can be implemented quickly and begin to 
provide services to users soon. At the time of this 
writing (February, 1982) Phase 1 is implemented 
and undergoing testing. The remaining phases are 
expected to be completed in the next year. 

Ar li m riMfl ,lll,iw*i CKJMjOTicoymcftis 
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This nemo defines the procedure to access an Internet Name Server. Such 
a server provides the actual addresses of hosts in the internet when 
supplied with a host name. An Internet Name Server is a dynamic 
nane-to-number translation service. 

This server utilizes the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) [2], which in turn 
calls on the Internet Protocol (IP) [3]. 

NAME SYNTAX 

It is strongly recommended that the use of host names in programs be 
consistent for both input and output across all hosts. To promote such 
consistency of the internet level, the following syntax is specified: 

The SYNTAX of names as -resented to the user and as entered by tha user 
is: 

! NET ! REST 

where: 

NET is a network name or number as defined in "Assigned Numbers" [1] 

and 

REST is a host name within that network expressed as a character 
string or as a number. When a number is used, it is expressed in 
decimal and is prefixed with a sharp sign (e.g., #1234). 

Note that this syntax has minimal impact on the allowable character 
strings for host names within a network. The only restriction Is that 
a REST string cannot begin with an exclamation point (!) . 

The !NET! may be omitted when specifying a host in the local network. 
That is **!" indicates the network portion of a name string. 

Postel [page 1] 
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BASIC NAME SERVER 

To aid In the translation of names to Internet addresses, several name 
server processes will be provided. The name server process will accept 
a name In the above form and will return a name, address pair. 

The name server processes will have well-known addresses; addresses that 
are constant over long periods of time and published in documents such 
as "Assigned Numbers" [1]. 

A request sent to a name server is sent as a user datagram [2] with the 
following content: 

+ + + + + + +—W—+ 
iii i 
|  NAME  | LENGTH | NAME STRING | 
III I 

where: 

NAME is a one octet code indicating that the following is a name, 

LENGTH is a one octet count of the number of octets in the name 
string, and 

NAME STRING is an ASCII character string of the form ! NET ! REST. 

A reply to a successful translation is sent as a user datagram with the 
following content: 

+ + + + + + + yy—+ 

III i 
| NAME  | LENGTH | NAME STRING ; 
III I 

III I 
| "DDRESSI LENGTH 1        INTERNET ADDRESS | 
III I 

[page 2] Postel 
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where: 

ADDRESS is a one octet code indicating that the following is an 
internet address, 

LENGTH is a one octet count  (=4) of the length of the internet 
address, and 

INTERNET ADDRESS is the internet address. 

Actually a particular name migfat map to several internet addresses, in 
this case the response would include a list of internet addresses. 

When a name is not found, an error is reported via a user datagram as 
follows: 

+ + + + + + +—\\—+ 
iii i 
|    NAME     |  LENCIH  | NAME SHUNS 
III I 

I I I     ERROR   | I 
|  ERROR     |  LENGTH  |     CODE     | ERROR STRING | 
I I I I I ♦ ♦ + ♦ + ♦ +—\\—+ 

where: 

ERROR CODE specifies the error. 

ERROR STRING explains the error. 

Error Codes 

The following error cedes are defined: 

CODE        MEANING 

0 Undetermined or undefined error 
1 Name not found 
2 Improper name syntax 

Communication with a Name Server Process 

Communication with a name server process is via user datagrams. User 
datagrams do not guarantee reliable communication. Thus, some 
requests or replies may be lost. 

Postel [page 3] 
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The name server process is a transaction oriented process; 
furthermore, the nature of the transactions allows them to be 
processed in any order and even to be duplicated. Ibis allows the use 
of a very simple communication protocol. 

If a request is made to the name server process and no response is 
received within a reasonable time, then the requester should make the 
request again. This recovers from communication errors which cause 
the loss of either the request or the reply. 

In order to use this simple strategy, care must be taken to allow 
replies to be properly matched with requests. The name server process 
does this by including in each reply a copy of the entire request. 

The user datagram protocol does provide a checksum for the detection 
of orrors. 

Format 

The requests and replies to and from a name server process are encoded 
as "items". An item consists of an item-code an item-length and the 
item-data. The item-length includes in its count the item-count and 
the item-length octets. 

Item := Item-Code Item-Length Item-Data 

AV 
j  Item 
| Code 

I 
-+- 

Item 
Length 

Item 
Data 

I 
-+  + *— + ♦-- +—W 

A request is typically one item, and a reply is typically two items. 

+ + + .—+ + 

|ItemCode|Item Len J... Item Data ...| 
+ + + + + 

|   Item Data cont   | 

| Item Data cont. |ItemCode|Item Len| 

Item Data 
 +  

[page 4] Postel 
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Item Code Value Assignments: 

NAME        = 1 

ADDRESS = 2 

ERROR      = 3 

Example 

a typical request: 

+ + + + 
|       1         |       12       |        !          |       A | 
+ + + + + 
'       R |       P |       A |       ! | 

|       I |S |       I |B | 

and the reply: 

+ + + + 
|       1 |       12       |        ! |       A | 

|       R |       P |       A |        ! | 
+ + ♦ + --+ 

I...! -I..!- .J...L -j-..!....! 
\       2         |       6         |       10       |       3 | 
+ +—_ + + + 

|        0 |       52        | 
+ + + 
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EXTENDED NAME SERVER 

Several extensions have been proposed [4], the following two are 
adopted: partially specified names, and a service field. 

In the first extension partially specified names are allowed and are 
indicated by the use of "wild card" fields or characters. 

Wild Card Field 

* 

Wild Card Character 

Meaning 

All 
Local (Same as that of the requestor) 

Meaning 

Any substring 

Examples: 

i-i * 

!MSRI* 

all hosts on the net of the requestor. 

all hosts with names whose first three characters 
are SRI on all nets 

In general, there are three cases for each of the net and host fields. 
Using the symbols N for named network and H for named host the 9 cases 
are: 

-I * 

~!H 

* j- 

* i * 

*!H 

N!~ 

N!* 

N!H 

local net, local host 

local net, all hosts 

local net, named host 

all nets, local host 

all nets, all hosts 

all nets, named host 

named net, local host 

named net, all hosts 

named net, named host 

[page 6] Postel 
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When such a request Is processed and the result Is more than one 
name/address pair, the response Is all the pairs. 

Examples: 

1) 

request: 

!ARPA!ISI* 

response: 

»ARPA'ISIA 10 1 0 22 

!ARPA!ISIB 10 3 0 52 

!ARPA!ISIC 10 2 0 22 

•ARPAÜSID 10 3 0 22 

!ARPA!ISIE 10 1 0 52 

request: 

!-!SRI-R2D2 

response: 

!ARPA!SRI-R2D2   10 3 0 51 

!SF-PR-1!SRI-R2D2  2 0 0 11 

3) 

request: 

!*!ISIA 

response: 

•ARPAIISIA  10 1 0 22 

The second extension Is that a third field may be appended to the name. 
This is the SERVICE field. 

Postel [page 7] 
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! NET ! HOST ! SERVICE 

To reply to a request of this form the name server   must provide the 
internet address (net and host), the protocol number,  and the port 
number. 

NAME  | LENGTH | 
I       I 

NAME SIRING 

I       I 
ADDRESSf LENGTH | INTERNET ADDRESS 

PROTOCOL I 
I 

--♦  

I 
PORT 

! 
--♦— 

I 

Examples: 

request: 

!ARPA!ISIA! TELNET 

response: 

!ARPA!ISIA!TELNET 10 1 0 22  6 0 23 

2) 

request: 

!ARPA!*!NAME-SERVER 

response: 

!ARPA!SRI-KL!NAME-SERVER 10 1 0 2 17 42 

-w 
I 

I 
I 
I 
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PREFACE 

This is the second edition of this specification and should be treated 
as a request for comments, advice, and suggestions. A great deal of 
prior work has been done on computer aided message systems and some of 
this is listed in the reference section. This specification was shaped 
by many discussions with members of the ARPA research community, and 
others interested in the development of computer aided message systems. 
This document was prepared as part of the ARPA sponsored Internetwork 
Concepts Research Project at ISI, with the assistance of Greg Finn, 
Suzanne Sluizer, Alan Katz, Paul Mockapetris, and Linda Sato. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

This document describes an internetwork message system. The system is 
designed to transmit messages between message processing modules 
according to formats and procedures specified in this document. The 
message processing modules are processes in host computers. Message 
processing modules are located in different networks and together 
constitute an internetwork message delivery system. 

This document is intended to provide all the information necessary to 
implement a compatible cooperating module of this internetwork message 
delivery system. 

1.1. Motivation 

As computer supported message processing activities grow on individual 
host computers and in networks of computers, there is a natural desire 
to provide for the interconnection and interworking of such systems. 
This specification describes the formats and procedures of a general 
purpose internetwork message system, which can be used as a standard 
for the interconnection of individual message systems, or as a message 
delivery system in its own right. 

This system also provides for the communication of data items beyond 
the scope of contemporary message systems. Messages can Include data 
objects which could represent drawings, or facsimile images, or 
digitized speech. One can imagine message stations equipped with 
speakers and microphones (or telephone hand sets) where the body of a 
message or a portion of it is recorded digitized speech. The output 
terminal could include a graphics display, and the message might 
present a drawing on the display, and verbally (via the speaker) 
describe certain features of the drawing. This specification provides 
for the composition of complex data objects and their encoding in 
machine independent basic data elements. 

1.2. Scope 

The Internet Message Protocol is intended to be used for the 
transmission of messages between networks.  It may also be used for 
the local message system of a network or host. This specification was 
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developed in the context of the ARPA work on the interconnection of 
networks, but it is thought that it has a more general scope. 

The focus here is on the internal mechanisms to transmit messages, 
rather than the external interface to users.  It is assumed that a 
number of user interface programs will exist. These will be both new 
programs designed to work with this system and old programs designed 
to work with earlier systems. 

1.3. The Internetwork Environment 

The internetwork message environment consists of processes which run 
in hosts which are connected to networks which are interconnected by 
gateways.  Each network consists of many different hosts.  The 
networks are tied together through gateways. The gateways are 
essentially hosts on two (or more) networks and are not assumed to 
have much storage capacity or to "know" which hosts are on the 
networks to which they are attached [1,2] . 

1.4. Model of Operation 

llxis protocol is implemented in a process called a Message Processing 
Module or MPM. The Mt>Ms exchange messages by establishing full duplex 
communication and sending the messages in a fixed format described in 
this document. The MPM may also communicate other information by 
means of commands described here. 

A message is formed by a user interacting with a User Interface 
Program or UIP.  The user may utilize several commands to create 
various fields of the message and may invoke an editor program to 
correct or format some or all of the message. Once the user is 
satisfied with the message it is submitted for transmission by placing 
it in a data structure read by the MPM. 

The MPM discovers the unprocessed input data (either by a specific 
request or by a general background search) , examines it, and, using 
routing tables (or some other method), determines which outgoing link 
to use. The destination may be another user on the same host, one on 
another host on a network in common with the same host, or a user in 
another network. 

In the first case, another user on this host, the MPM places the 
message in a data structure read by the destination user, where that 
user's UIP will look for incoming messages. 

In the second case, the user on another host in this network, the MPM 
transmits the message to the MPM on that host.  That MPM then repeats 
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the routing decision, and discovering the destination is local to it, 
places the message in the data structure shared with the destination 
user. 

In the third case, the user on a host in another network, the MPM 
transmits the messages to an MPM in that network if it knows how to 
establish a connection directly to it; otherwise, the MPM transmits 
the message to an MPM that is "closer" to the destination. An MPM 
might not know of direct connections to MPMs in all other networks, 
but it must be able to select a next MPM to handle the message for 
each possible destination network. 

An MPM might know a way to establish direct connections to each of a 
few MPMs in other nearby networks, and send all other messages to a 
particular big brother MPM that has a wider knowledge of the internet 
environment. 

An individual network's message system may be quite different from the 
internet message system.  In this case, intranet messages will be 
delivered using the network's own message system.  If a message is 
addressed outside the network, it is given to an MPM which then sends 
it through the appropriate gateways to (or towards) the MPM in the 
destination network.  Eventually, the message gets to an MPM on the 
network of the recipient of the message. The message is then sent via 
the local message system to that host. 

When local message protocols are used, special conversion programs are 
required to transform local messages to internet format when they are 
going out, and to transform internet messages to local format when 
they come into the local environment.  Such transformations 
potentially lead to information loss. The internet message format 
attempts to provide features to capture all the information any local 
message system might use. However, a particular local message system 
is unlikely to have features equivalent to all the possible features 
of the internet message system. Thus, in some cases the 
transformation of an internet message to a local message discards some 
of the information.  For example, if an internet message carrying 
mixed text and speech data in the body is to be delivered in a local 
system which only carries text, the speech data may be replaced by the 
text string "There was some speecn here".  Such discarding of 
information is to be avoided when at all possible, and to be deferred 
as long as possible; still, the possibility remains that in some cases 
it is the only reasonable thing to do. 
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1.5.  Interfaces 

The MPM calls on a reliable communication procedure to communicate 
with other MPMs. This is a Transport Level protocol such as the 
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) [3] . The interface to such a 
procedure conventionally provides calls to open and close connections, 
send and receive data on a connection, and some means to signal and be 
notified of special conditions (i.e., interrupts). 

The MPM receives input and produces output through data structures 
that are produced and consumed respectively by user interface (or 
other) p -ograms. 
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■Ulis section gives an overview of the Internet Message System and its 
environment. 

2.1. Terminology 

The messages are routed by a process called the Message Processing 
Module or MPM. Messages are created and consumed by User Interface 
Programs (UIPs) in conjunction with users. 

The basic unit transferred between MPMs is called a message. A 
message is made up of a transaction identifier (which uniquely 
identifies the message), a command (which contains the necessary 
information for delivery), and document. The document may have a 
header and a body. 

For a personal letter the document body corresponds to the contents of 
the letter; the document header corresponds to the date line, 
greeting, and signature. 

For an inter-office memo the document body corresponds to the text; 
the document header corresponds to the header of the memo. 

The commands correspond to the information used by the Post Office or 
the mail room to route the letter or memo.  Some of the information in 
the command is supplied by the UIP. 

2.2. Assumptions 

The following assumptions are made about the internetwork environment: 

In general, it is not known »hat format intranet addresses will 
assume.  Since no standard addressing scheme would suit all networks, 
it is safe to assume there will be several and that they will change 
with time. Thus, frequent software modification throughout all 
internet MPMs would be required if such MPMs were to know about the 
formats on many networks. Therefore, each MPM which handles internet 
messages is required to know only the minimum necessary to deliver 
them. 

Each MPM is required to know completely only the addressing format of 
its own network (s) .  In addition, the MPM must, be able to select an 
output link for each message addressed to another network or host. 
This does not preclude more intelligent behavior on the part of a 
given MPM, but at least this minimum is necessary.  Each network has a 
unique name and numeric address.  Such names and addresses are 
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registered with a naming authority and may be listed in documents such 
as Assigned Numbers [4]. 

Each MPM will have a unique internet address.  This feature will 
enable every MPM to place a unique "handling-stamp" on a message which 
passes through the MPM enroute to delivery. 

2.3. Gei^ral Specification 

There are several aspects to a distributed service to be specified. 
First, there is the service to be provided; that is, the 
characteristics of the service as seen by its users.  Second, there is 
the service it uses; that is, the characteristics it assumes to be 
provided by some lower level service. And third, there is the 
protocol used between the modules of the distributed service. 

User 
\ 
UIP 

\ 

\ / 
+ + + + 
j Module | <--Protocol—> | Module j 
+ + + + 

\ / + + 

j Communication Service j 
+ + 

User 
/ 

UIP 
/ 
--+-- Service 

Interface 

Message Service 

Figure 1. 

The User/Message Service Interface 

The service the message delivery system provides is to accept 
messages conforming to a specified format, to attempt to de.liver 
those messages, and to report on the success or failure of the 
delivery attempt. This service is provided in the context of an 
interconnected system of networks and may involve relaying a message 
through several intermediate MPMs via different communication 
services. 
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The Message/Communication Service Interface 

The message delivery system calls on a communication service to 
transfer information from one MPM to another. There may be 
different communication services used between different pairs of 
MPMs, though all communication services must meet the service 
characteristics described below. 

It is assumed that the communication service provides a reliable 
two-way data stream.  Such a data stream can usually be obtained in 
computer networks from the transport level protocol, for example, 
the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) [3] .  In any case, the 
properties the communication service must provide are: 

o Logical connections for two way simultaneous data flow of 
arbitrary data (i.e., no forbidden codes) . All data sent is 
delivered in order. 

o Simple commands to open and close the connections, and to send 
and receive data on the connections. 

o Controlled flow of data so that data is not transmitted faster 
that the receiver chooses to consume it (on the average) . 

o Transmission errors are corrected without user notification or 
involvement of the sender or receiver.  Complete breakdown on 
communication is reported to the sender or receiver. 

The Message-Message Protocol 

The protocol used between the distributed modules of the message 
delivery system, that is, the MPMs, is a small set of commands which 
convey requests and replies. These commands are encoded in a highly 
structured and rigidly specified format. 

2.4. Mechanisms 

MPMs are processes which use some communication service.  A pair of 
MPMs which can communicate reside in a common interprocess 
communication environment. An MPM might exist in two (or more) 
interprocess communication environments, and such an MPM might act to 
relay messages between MPMs. Messages may be held for a time in an 
MPM; the total path required for delivery reed not be available 
simultaneously. 

From the time a message is accepted from a UIP by an MPM until it is 
delivered to a UIP by an MPM and an acknowledgment is returned to the 
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originating UIP, the message is considered to be active in the message 
system. 

User 
\ 
UIP 

\ 

User 
/ 

UIP 
/ 

\ / 
+ + +-_ + + + 

| MPM | <--Protocol--> | MPM | <--Protocol~> | MPM J 
+ + + + + + 

I /  \ I 

jCommunication Service A| 
+ + 

|Communication Service B| 
+ + 

Message Service with Internal Relaying 

Fioure 2. 

It should be clear that there are two roles an MPM can play, an 
end-point MPM or a relay MPM. Most MPMs will play both roles. A 
relay MPM acts to relay messages from one communication environment to 
another. An end-point MPM acts as a source or destination of 
messages. 

The transfer of data between UIPs and MPMs is viewed as the exchange 
of data structures which encode messages, The transfer of data 
between MPMs is also in terms of the transmission of structured data. 
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+ +    DATA      + + 
USER—>j UIP |-->STRUCTVRES-->| MPM |-->other 

+ +   + +    + +   MPMs 

i   I 
I * + 

♦-I   I 
I ♦ * 
— I   i 

I   i 
+ + 

+ +    DATA      + ♦ 
other-->| MPM |-->STRUCTURES~>| UIP |-->USER 
MPM»   * +   ♦ +    + ♦ 

i      i 
i + ♦ 
+--i      i 

i  ♦ ♦ 
♦--I      i 

i      i 
♦ ♦ 

Message Flow 

Figure 3. 

In the following, a message will be described as a structured data 
object represented in a particular kind of typed data elements. This 
is how a message is presented when transmitted between MPMs or 
exchanged between an MPM and a UIP.  Internal to an MPM (or a UIP), a 
message may be represented in any convenient form. 
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2.5. Relation to Other Protocols 

This protocol the benefited from the earlier work on message protocols 
in the ARPA Network [5,6,7,8,9], and the ideas of others about the 
design of computer message systems 
[10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19, 20, 21] . 

Figure 4 illustrates the place of the message protocol in the ARPA 
internet protocol hierarchy: 

(Telnetl | FTP | |Message| |Volce| ... | 
+„ + +-„_....+ + + + „♦    +- 

\   i   / i 
♦—--♦ 
I TCP | 
♦- -♦ 

I 
+ • .  

I 

♦ ♦ 
| RTP | 

Internet Protocol 

( Application Level 

Host Level 

Gateway Level 

+ ..,. ... + 

|  Local Network Protocol  | 
+ ~ , , .--4 

Network Level 

Protocol Relationships 

Figure 4. 

Notu that "local network*' means an individual or specific network. 
For example, the ARPANET is a local network. 

The message protocol Interfaces on one side to user Interface programs 
and on the other side to a reliable transport protocol such as TCP. 

In this Internet message system the KPMs communicate directly using 
the lower level transport protocol.  In the old ARPANET system, 
message transmission was part of the file transfer protocol. 
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+ +  + + 

|Telnet|   | FTP |- 
+ +  + + 

\    / 
+ +  + + 

|Voicej---l NCP | 
+ +  +„ + 

+ + 

• -j Message| Application Level 

Host Level 

Gateway Level 

+ + 

j   ARPA NET    | Network Level 

Old ARPANET Protocols 

Figure 5. 

Note that in the old ARPANET protocols one can't send messages (or 
comnunicate in any way) to other networks since it has no gateway 
level or internet protocol [5]. 
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3.  DETAILED SPECIFICATION 

The presentation of the information in this section is difficult since 
everything depends on everything, and since this is a linear medium it 
has to come in some order.  In this attempt, a brief overview of the 
message structure is given, the detail of the message is presented in 
terms of data objects, the various data objects are defined, and finally 
the representation of the data elements is specified.  Several aspects 
of the message structure are based on the NSW Transaction Protocol [22], 
and similar (but more general) proposals [23,24] . 

3.1. Overview of Message Structure 

A message is normally composed of three parts:  the identification, 
the command, and the document.  Each part is in turn composed of data 
objects. 

The  identification part is composed of a transaction number assigned 
by the originating MPM and the MPM identifier. 

The command part is composed of an operation type, an operation code, 
the arguments to the operation, error information, the destination 
mailbox, and a trace. The trace is a list of the MPMs that have 
handled this message. 

The  document part is a data structure.  The message delivery system 
does not depend on the contents of the document part. A standard for 
the document part is defined in reference [25] . 

Hie following sections define the representation of a message as a 
structured object composed of other objects. Objects in turn are 
represented using a set of basic data elements. 

The basic data elements are defined in section 3.7.  In summary, these 
are exact forms for representing integers, strings, booleans, et 
cetera. There are also two elements for building data structures: 
list and property list. Lists are simple lists of elements, including 
lists. Property lists are lists of pairs of elements, where the first 
element of each pair names the pair. That is, a property list is a 
list of <name,value> pairs.  In general, when an object is composed of 
multiple instances of a simpler object it is represented as a list of 
the simpler objects. When an object is composed of a variety of 
simpler objects it is represented as a property list of the simpler 
objects.  In most uses of the property list representation, the 
presence of <name,value> pairs in addition to those specifically 
required is permitted. 
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3.2. Message Structure 

An internet message is composed of two or three parts. The first is 
the Identification which identifies the transaction; the second is the 
Command; and the optional third part is the Document. 

When shipped between two MPMs, a message will take the form of a 
property list, with the <name,value> pairs in this order. 

MESSAGE is: 

( Identification, Command [, Document ] ) 

It is convenient to batch several messages together, shipping them 
as a unit from one MPM to another. Such a group of messages is 
called a message-bag. 

A message-bag will be a list of Messages; each Message is of the 
form described above. 

MESSAGE-BAG is: 

( Message, Message. ... ) 

The Identification 

Ihis is the transaction identifier.  It is assigned by the 
originating MPM. The identification is composed of the MPM 
Identifier, and a transaction number unique in that context for this 
message. 

The Command 

The command is composed of a mailbox, an operation code, the 
arguments to that operation, some error information, and a trace of 
the reute of this message. The command is implemented by a property 
list which contains <name,value> pairs, where the names are used to 
identify the associated argument values. 

The Document 

The document portion of an internet message is optional and when 
present is a data structure as defined in [25]. 
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3.3. Identi fication 

Each message must have a unique identifier while it exists in the 
message delivery system. This is provided by the combination of the 
unique identifier of the MPM and a unique transaction number chosen 
for the message by this MPM. 

IDENTIFICATION is: 

( mpm-identifier, transaction-number ) 

The mpm-identifier is based on the host address of the computer in 
which the MPM resides.  If there is more than one MPM in a host the 
mpm-identifier must be extended to distinguish between the co-resident 
MPMs. 

3.4. Command 

This section describes the commands MPMs use to communicate between 
themselves. The commands come in pairs, with each request having a 
corresponding reply. 

C0M4AND is: 

( mailbox, operation, [arguments,] 
[error-class, error-string,] trace ) 

The mailbox is the "To" specification of the message. Mailbox is a 
property list of general information, some of which is the essential 
information for delivery, and some of which could be extra information 
which may be helpful for delivery. Mailbox is different from address 
in that address is a very specific property list without extra 
information. The mailbox includes a specification of the user, when 
a command is addressed to the MPM itself (rather than a user it 
serves) the special user name "*MPM*" is specified. 

The operation is the name of the operation or procedure to be 
performed. 

The arguments to the operation vary from operation to operation. 

The error information is composed of a error class code and a 
character string, and indicates what, if any, error occurred. The 
error information is normally present only in replies, and not present 
in requests. 
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The trace is a list of the MPMs that have handled the message. 
MPM must add its handling-stamp to the list. 

Each 
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3.4.1. Command:  DELIVER 

function: Sends a document to a mailbox. 

reply:  The reply is ACKNOWLEDGE. 

arguments: 

type-of-service:  one or more of the following: 

"REGULAR" regular delivery 
"FORWARD" message forwarding 
"GENDEL"  general delivery 
"PRIORITY" priority delivery 

3.4.2. Command: ACKNOWLEDGE 

function: Reply to DELIVER, 

arguments: 

reference:  the identifier of the originating message. 

address: 

The address is the final mailbox the message was delivered to. 
This would be different from the original mailbox if the message 
was forwarded, and is limited to the essential information 
needed for delivery. 

type-of-service: one of the following: 

"GENDEL"   message was accepted for general delivery 
"REGULAR"  message was accepted for normal delivery 
"PRIORITY" message was accepted for priority delivery 

error-class: 
error-string: 

If the document v/as delivered successfully, the error 
information has class 0 and string "ok".  Otherwise, the error 
information has a non-zero class and the string would be one of 
"no such user", "no such host", "no such network", "address 
ambiguous", or a similar response. 

trail:   the trace from the DELIVER command. 
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3.4.3. Command: PROBE 

function:  Finds out if specified mailbox (specified in mailbox of 
the command) exists at a host. 

reply: The reply is RESPONSE. 

arguments: none. 

3.4.4. Command: RESPONSE 

function: Reply to PROBE, 

arguments: 

reference: the identification of the originating PROBE. 

address:  a specific address. 

error-class: 
error-string: 

If the mailbox was found the error class is 0 and the error 
string is "OK".  If the mailbox has moved and a forwarding 
address in known the error class is 1 and the error string is 
"Mailbox moved, see address". Otherwise the error class is 
greater than 1 and the error string may be one of the following: 
"Mailbox doesn't exist", "Mailbox full", "Mailbox has moved, try 
the new location indicated in the address". 

trail: the trace which came from the originating PROBE. 
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3.4.5. Command:  CANCEL 

function: Abort request for specified transaction, 

reply:  The reply is CANCELED, 

arguments: 

reference:  identification of transaction to be canceled. 

3.4.6. Command:  CANCELED 

function:  Reply to CANCEL, 

arguments: 

reference:  identification of canceled transaction. 

error-class: 
error-string: 

If the command was canceled the error class is 0 and the error 
string is "OK".  Otherwise the error class is positive and the 
error string may be one of the following: "No such transaction", 
or any error for an unreachable mailbox. 

trail:  the trace of the CANCEL command. 

To summarize again, a command generally consists of a property list of 
the following objects: 

name 

mailbox 
operation 
arguments 
error-class 
error-string 
trace 

3.5.  Document 

value 

property list of address information 
name of operation 

numeric class of the error 
text description of the error 
list ( handling-stamp, ... ) 

The actual document follows the command.  The message delivery system 
does not depend on the document, examine it, or use it in any way. 
The standard for the contents of the document is reference [25].  The 
document must be the last <name,value> pair in the message property 
list. 
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3.6. Message Objects 

In the composition of messages, we use a set of objects such as 
mailbox or date. These objects are encoded in basic data elements. 
Some objects are simple things like integers or character strings, 
other objects are more complex things built up of lists or property 
lists. 

The following is a list of the objects used in messages, 
descriptions are in alphabetical order. 

Action 

The object 

The type of handling action taken by the MPM when processing a 
message.  One of ORIGIN, RELAY, FORWARD, or DESTINATION. 

Address 

Address is intended to contain the minimum information necessary to 
deliver a message, and no more (compare with mailbox) . 

An address is a property list. An address contains the following 
<name,value> pairs: 

name   description 

NET    network name 
HOST   host name 
USER   user name 

or: 

name   description 

MPM    mpm-identifier 
USER   user name 

Answer 

A yes (true) or no (false) answer to a question. 

Arguments 

Many operations require arguments, which differ from command to 
command. This "object" is a place holder for the actual arguments 
when commands are described in a general way. 
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City 

The character string name of a city. 

Command 

(mailbox, operation [ .arguments ] 
[ .error-class, error-string ]# trace) 

Country 

The character string name of a country. 

Date 

The date and time are represented according to the International 
Standards Organization (ISO) recommendations [26,27,28]. Taken 
together the ISO recommendations 2014, 3307, and 4031 result in the 
following representation of the date and time: 

yyyy-mm-dd-hh:mm: ss, f f f+hh: mm 

Where yyyy is the four-digit year, mm is the two-digit month, dd is 
the two-digit day, hh is the two-digit hour in 24 hour time, mm is 
the two-digit minute, ss is the two-digit second, and fff is the 
decimal fraction of the second. To this basic date and time is 
appended the offset from Greenwich as plus or minus hh hours and mm 
minutes. 

The time is local time and the offset is the difference between 
local time and Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) . To convert from 
local time to UTC algebraically subtract the offset from the local 
time. 

For example, when the time in 
Los Angeles is 14:25:00-08:00 
the UTC is     22:25:00 

or when the time in 
Paris is 
the UTC is 

Document 

11:43:00+01:00 
10:43:00 

The document is the user's composition and is not used by the 
message delivery system in any way. 
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Error-Class 

s 

*F.m 

A numeric code for the class of the error. 
coded as follows: 

The error classes are 

0: indicates success, no error. 
This is the normal case. 
1: failure, address changed. 
This error is used when forwarding is possible, but not allowed 
by the type of service specified. 
2: failure, resources unavailable. 
These errors are temporary and the command they respond to may 
work if attempted at a later time. 
3: failure, user error. 
For example, unknown operation, or bad arguments. 
4: failure, MPM error. Recoverable. 
These errors are temporary and the command they respond to may 
work if attempted at a later time. 
5: failure, MPM error. Permanent. 
These errors are permanent, there is no point in trying the same 
command again. 
6: Aborted as requested by user. 
The response to a successfully canceled command. 
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Error-String 

This is a character string describing the error. Possible errors: 

error-string 

No errors 
Ok 
Mailbox Moved, see address 
Mailbox Full, try again later 
Syntax error, operation unrecognized 
Syntax error, in arguments 
No Such User 
No Such Host 
No Such Network 
No Such Transaction 
Mailbox Does Not Exist 
Ambiguous Address 
Server error, try again later 
No service available 
Command not implemented 
Aborted as requested by user 

Handl ing- Stamp 

error-class 

0 
0 
1 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
5 
5 
6 

The handl ing-stamp indicates the MPM, the date (including the time) 
that a message was processed by an MPM, and the type of handling 
action taken. 

( mpm-identifier, date, action ) 

Host 

The character string name of a host. 

Identification 

This is the transaction identifier associated with a particular 
message.  It is the transaction number, and the MPM identifier of 
the originating MPM. 

( mpm-identifier, transaction-number ) 
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Internet Address 

This identifies a host in the ARPA Internetwork environment. When 
used as a part of identification, it Identifies the originating host 
of a message. The internet address is a 32 bit number, the higher 
order 8 bits identify the network, and the lower order 24 bits 
identify the host on that network [2] . For use in the MPMs the 
internet address is divided into eight bit fields and the value of 
each field is represented in decimal digits. For example, the 
ARPANET address of ISIE is 16''837748 and is represented as 
10,1,0,52. Further, this representation may be extended to Include 
an address within a host, such as the TCP port of the MPM, for 
example, 10,1,0,52,0,45. 

Mailbox 

This is the destination address of a user of the Internetwork mail 
system. Mailbox contains information such as network, host, 
location, and local user indentifier of the recipient of the 
message.  Some information contained in mailbox may not be necessary 
for delivery. 

As an example, when one sends a message to someone for the first 
time, he may Include many items which are not necessary simply to 
Insure delivery. However, once he gets a reply to this message, the 
reply will contain an Address (as opposed to Mailbox) which may be 
used from then on. 

A mailbox is a property list. A mailbox might contain the 
following <name,value> pairs: 

name   description 

MPM apo-identifier 
NET network name 
HOST host name 
PORT address of MPM within the host 
USER user name 
ORG organization name 
CITY city 
STATE state 
COUNTRY country 
ZIP zip code 
PHONE phone number 

The minimum mail box is an Address. 
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MPM-Identifier 

The internetwork address of the MPM. This may be the ARPA Internet 
Address or an X.121 Public Data Network Address [29]. The 
mpm-identifier is a property list which has one <name,value> pair. 
This unusual structure is used so that it will be easy to determine 
the type of address used. 

Network 

This character string name of a network. 

Operation 

This names the operation or procedure to be performed.  It is a 
character string name. 

Organization 

Inis character string name of a organization. 

Phone 

This character string name representation of a phone number. For 
example the phone number of ISI is 1 (international regio^) + 213 
(area code) + 822 (central office) + 1511 (station number) = 
12138221511. 

Port 

Ihis names the port or subaddress within a host of the MPM. The 
default port for the MPM is 45 (55 octal) [4]. 

Reference 

The reference is an identification from an earlier message. 

State 

The character string name of a state. 
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Trace 

Each MPM that handles the message must add its handling-stamp to 
this list. This will allow detection of messages being sent in a 
loop within the internet mail system, and aid in fault isolation. 

Trail 

When a message is sent through the internetwork environment, it 
acquires this trace, a list of MPMs that have handled the message. 
This list is then carried as the trail in a reply or acknowledgment 
of that message. Requests and replies always have a trace and each 
MPM adds its handling-stamp to this trace. Replies, in addition, 
have a trail which is the complete trace of the original message. 

Transaction Number 

This is a number which is uniquely associated with this transaction 
by the originating MPM.  It identifies the transaction.  (A 
transaction is a message and acknowledgment.) A transaction number 
must be unique during the time which the message (a request or 
reply) containing it could be active in the network. 

Type-o f-Service 

A service parameter for the delivery of a message, for instance a 
message could be delivered (REGULAR), forwarded (FORWARD), turned 
over to general delivery (GENDEL) (i.e., allow a person to decide 
how to furtlier attempt to deliver the message), or require priority 
handling (PRIORITY) . 

User 

The character string name of a user. 

XI21 Address 

This identifies a host in the Public Data Network environment. When 
used as a part of identifier, it identifies the originating host of 
a message. The X121 address is a sequence of up to 14 digits [29]. 
For use in the MPMs the XI21 address is represented in decimal 
digits. 
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Zip Code 

The character string representation of a postal zip code. The zip 
code of ISI Is 90291. 

3.7. Data Elements 

The data elements defined here are similar to the data structure and 
encoding used In HSW [30] . 

Each of the diagrams which follow represent a sequence of octets. 
Field boundaries are denoted by the " |" character. octet boundaries by 
the ■*" character. Each element begins with a one-octet code. The 
order of the information in each element is left-to-rigjit.  In fields 
with numeric values the hloji-order (or most significant) bit is the 
left-most bit. For transmission purposes, the leftmost octet is 
transmitted first. Cohen has described some of the difficulties in 
mapping memory order to transmission order [31] . 

Code Type        Representation 

♦ + 

0 Ho Operation   |  0   | 
♦ •¥ 

+ + + + +  
1 Padding       |  1  J    octet count   | Data .. 

+ + + + +  

♦ +  

2 Boolean       12   | 1/0  | 
+ + + 

-i- + + + 

3 Index |  3  |    Data   | 
+ + ♦ + 

+ + + + + + 

4 Ir.teger       |  4  | Data | 
«r + + + + + 
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Extended      + + + + +  
5 Precision     |  5  |   octet count    | Data ... 

Integer      + + + + +  

+ + + + +  

6 Bit String    j  6  |     bit count    | Data .. . 
+ + + + +  

7 Name String   |  7   | count | Data .. . 
+ + +  

8 Text String   |  8  j    octet count   |  Data . . . 
+ + + + +  

+ + + + +  

9 List |  9  |    octet count   | Data ... 

+ + + + +  

10 Proplist      |  10  |    octet count   J Data ... 
+ + + + +  

+ + 
11 End of List   |  11  | 

+ + 

Element code 0 (NOP) is an empty data element used for padding when it 
is necessary.  It is ignored. 

Element code 1 (PAD) is used to transmit large amounts of data with a 
message for test or padding purposes. The type-octet is followed by a 
three-octet count of the number of octets to follow. No action is 
taken with this data but the count of dummy octets must be correct to 
indicate the next element code. 

Element code 2 (BOOLEAN) is a boolean data element.  The octet 
following the type-octet has the value 1 for True and 0 for False. 
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Element code 3 (INDEX) is a 16-bit unsigned integer datum, 
code 3 occupies only 3 octets. 

Element 

Element code 4 (INTEGER) is a signed 32-bit integer datum. This will 
always occupy five octets. Representation is two's complement. 

Element code 5 (EPI) is an extended precision integer.  The type octet 
is followed by a three-octet count of the number of data octets to 
follow. Representation is two's complement. 

Element code 6 (BITSTR) is a bit string element for binary data.  The 
bit string is padded on the right with zeros to fill out the last 
octet if the bit string does not end on an octet boundary. This data 
type must have the bit-count in the three-octet count field instead of 
the number of octets. 

Element code 7 (NAME) is used for the representation of character 
string names (or other short strings) . The type octet is followed by 
a one-octet count of the number of characters (one per octet) to 
follow.  Seven bit ASCII characters are used, rigfrit justified in the 
octet. The high order bit in the octet is zero. 

Element code 8 (TEXT) is used for the representation of text. The 
type octet is followed by a three-octet count of the number of 
characters (one per octet) to follow.  Seven bit ASCII characters are 
used, right justified in the octet. The high order bit in the octet 
is zero. 

Element code 9 (LIST) can be used to create structures composed of 
other elements. The three-octet octet count specifies the number of 
octets in the whole list (i.e., the number of octets following this 
count field to the end of the list, not including the ENDLIST octet) . 
The two-octet item count contains the number of elements which follow. 
Any element may be used including list itself. 

.+ + + 

|  item count | 
--+ +— 
octet count 
__+ + + + + 

+ + /—+ 

repeated  [     element   | 
+ + /—+ 

+ + 
|ENDLISTj 
+ + 

In some situations it may not be possible to know the length of a list 
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until the head of it has been transmitted. To allow for this a 
special ENDLIST element is defined. A list of undetermined length is 
transmitted with the octet count cleared to zero, and the item count 
cleared to zero. A null or empty List, one with no elements, has an 
octet count of two (2) and an item count of zero (0).  The ENDLIST 
elemeiiL always follows a LIST, even when the length is determined. 

Element code 10 (PROPLIST) is the Property List element.  It is a 
special case of the list element, in which the elements are in pairs 
and the first element of each pair is a name.  It has the following 
form: 

10 
-- + +  
octet count 
._+ +— 

+— 
repeated 

+ + 
I Pair | 

•+ + 

 /• 
| name element 
+ + /. 

-+ * /—+ 
| value element   | 

-+ + /—+ 
+- + 
|ENDLIST| 
+ + 

The Property List structure consists of a set of unordered 
<name,value> pairs. The pairs are composed of a name which must be a 
NAME element and a value which may be any kind of element.  Following 
the type code ±s  a three-octet octet count of the following octets. 
Following the octet count is a one-octet pair count of the number of 
<name,value> pairs in the property list. 

The name of a <name,value> pair is to be unique within the property 
list, that is, there shall be at most one occurrence of any particular 
name in one property list. 

In some situations it may not be possible to know the length of a 
property list until the head of it has been transmitted.  To allow for 
this the special ENDLIST element is defined. A property list of 
undetermined length is transmitted with the octet count cleared to 
zero, and the  pair count cleared to ^ero.  A null or empty property 
list, one with no elements, has an octet count of one (1) and an pair 
count of zero (0) .  The ENDLIST element always follows a property 
list, even when the length is determined. 

Element code 11 (ENDLIST) is the end of list element. 
end of the corresponding list or property list. 

It marks the 
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Structure Sharing 

When messages are batched in message-bags for transmission, it may m 
often be the case that the same document will be sent to more than Hj 
one recipient.  Since the document portion can usually be expected j*jj 
to be the major part of the message, much repeated data would be S- 
sent if a copy of the document for each recipient were to be shipped >* 
in the message-bag. Kl 

ik 
To avoid this redundancy, messages may be assembled in the m 
message-bag so that actual data appears on its first occurrence and Pjr 
only references to it appear in later occurrences. When data is *y* 
shared, the first occurrence of the data will be tagged, and later JA 
locations where the data should appear will only reference tho >J 
earlier tagged location. All references to copied data point to £> 
earlier locations in the message-bag. The data to be retrieved is £f 
indicated by the tag. E 

This is a very general sharing mechanism. PLEASE NOTE THAT TEE MPM '-* 
WILL NOT SUPPORT THE FULL USE OF THIS MECHANISM.  THE MPM WILL ONLY 
SUPPORT SHARING OF WHOLE DOCUMENTS.  No other level of sharing will 
be supported by the MPMs. ;»v 

Tliis sharing mechanism may be used within a document as long as all 
references refer to tags within the same document. 

Sharing is implemented by placing a share-tag on the first 
occurrence of the data to be shared, and placing a share-reference 
at the locations where copies of that data should occur. 

12 Share Tag       |  12  | share-index | 

13 Share Reference  |  13  | share-index j 

Element code 12 (S-TAG) is a share tag element. The two octets 
following the type-octet specify the shared data identification code 
for the following data element. Note that s-tag is not a DATA 
element, in the sense that data elements encode higher level 
objects. 

Element code 13 (S-REF) is a share reference element.  The two 
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octets following the type-octet specify the referenced shared data 
identification code. 

An example of using this mechanism is 

( ( <a>, <b> ) ( <c>, <b> ) ) 

could be coded as follows to share <b> 

( ( <a>, <s-tag-l><b> ) ( <c>, vs-mf-l> ) J 

To facilitate working with structures which may contain shared data, 
the two high-order bits of the list and property list element codes 
are reserved for indicating if the structure contains data to be 
shared or contains a reference to shared data. That is, if the 
high-order bit of the list or property list element code octet is 
set to one then the property list contains a share-reference to 
shared data.  Or, if the second high-order bit is set to one the 
structure contains a share-tag for data to be shared. 

The example above is now repeated in detail showing the use of the 
high-order bits. 

+ ._+ + + + + + + + 

|11 - 9|01 - 9|  <a> |  12  J   0  |   1  j  <b> |  11  J 
+ + «. + + + + + + 

+ + + + + + + + 

|10 - 9|  <c> |  13  |   0  |   1  |  11  |  11  | 
+ + + + + + + + 

It is not considered an error for an element to be tagged but not 
referenced. 

A substructure with internal sharing may be created.  If such a 
substructure is closed with respect to sharing -- that is, all 
references to its tagged elements are within the substructure -- 
then there is no need for the knowledge of the sharing to propagate 
up the hierarchy of lists.  For example, if the substructure is: 

00-LIST ( a b c b ) 

which with sharing is: 

11-LIST ( a Tl:b c Rl ) 

When this substructure is included in a large structure the high 
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order bits can be reset since the substructure is closed with 
respect to sharing.  For example: 

00-LIST ( x 11-LIST ( a Tl:b c Rl ) y ) 

Note:  While sharing adds transmission and memory efficiency, it is 
costly in processing to separate shared elements.  This is the main 
reason for restricting the sharing supported by the MPM. At some 
later time these restrictions may be eased. 

It is possible to create loops, "strange loops" and "tangled 
hierarchies" using this mechanism [32] . The MPM will not check for 
such improper structures within documents, and will not deliver 
messages involved in such structures between documents. 

If an encryption scheme is used to ensure the privacy of 
communication it is unlikely that any parts of the message can be 
shared. This is due to the fact that in most case the encryption 
keys will be specific between two individuals. There may be a few 
cases where encrypted data may be shared.  For example, all the 
members of a committee may use a common key when acting on committee 
business, or in a public key scheme a document may be "signed" using 
the private key of the sender and inspected by anyone using the 
public key of the sender. 
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4.  OTHER ISSUES 

This section discusses various other issues that need to be dealt with 
in a computer message system. 

4.1. Accounting and Billing 

Accounting and billing must be performed by the MPM. The charge to 
the user by the message delivery system must be predictable, and so 
cannot depend on the actual cost of sending a particular message which 
incurs random delays, handling and temporary storage charges. Rather, 
these costs must be aggregated and charged back to the users on an 
average cost basis.  The user of the service may be charged based on 
the destination or distance, the length of the message, type of 
service, or other parameters selected as the message is entered into 
the delivery system, but must not depend on essentially random 
handling by the system of the particular message. 

This means it is pointless to have each message carry an accumulated 
charge (or list of charges) . Rather, the MPM will keep a log of 
messages handled and periodically bill the originators of those 
messages, 

It seems that the most reasonable scheme is to follow the practice of 
the international telephone authorities.  In such schemes the 
authority where the message originates bills the user of the service 
for the total charge. The authorities assist each other in providing 
the international message transfer and the authorities periodically 
settle any differences in accounts due to an imbalance in 
international traffic. 

Thus the MPMs will keep logs of messages handled and will periodically 
charge their neighboring MPM for messages handled for them.  This 
settlement procedure is outside the message system and between the 
administrators of the MPMs. 

As traffic grows it will be impractical to log every message 
individually.  It will be necessary to establish categories of 
messages (e.g., short, medium, large) and only count the number in 
each category. 

The MPM at the source of the message will have a local means of 
identifying the user to charge for the message delivery service.  The 
relay and destination MPMs will know which neighbor MPMs to charge (or 
settle with) for delivery of their messages. 
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4.2. Addressing and Routing 

The mailbox provides for many types of address information. The MPMs 
in the ARPA internet can most effectively use the internet address 
[2] . The use of other address information is not yet very clear. 
Some thoughts on addressing issues may be found in the references 
[33,34,35]. 

An MPM sometimes must make a routing decision when it is acting as a 
relay-MPM (or source MPM) .  It must be able to use the information 
from the mailbox to determine to which of its neighbor MPMs to send 
the message. One way this might be implemented is to have a table of 
destination networks with corresponding neighbor MPM identifiers to 
use for routing toward that network. 

It is not expected that such routing tables would be very dynamic. 
Changes would occur only when new MPMs came into existence or MPMs 
went out of service for periods of days. 

Even with relatively slowly changing routing information the MPMs need 
an automatic mechanism for adjusting their routing tables, The 
routing problem here is quite similar to the problem of routing in a 
network of packet switches such as the ARPANET IMPs or a set of 
internet gateways. A great deal of work has been done on such 
problems and many simple schemes have been found faulty. There are 
details of these procedures which may become troublesome when the 
number of nodes grows beyond a certain point or the frequency of 
update exchanges gets large. 

A basic routing scheme is to have a table of <network-name, 
mpm-identifier pairs. The MPM could look up the network name found 
in the mailbox of the message and determine the internet 
mpm-identifier of the next MPM to which to route the message. To 
permit automatic routing updates another column would be added to 
indicate the distance to the destination.  This could be measured in 
several ways, for example, the number of relay MPM (or hops) to the 
final destination.  In this case each entry in the table is a triple 
of <network-name, mpm-identifier, distanced 

To update the routing information when changes occur an MPM updates 
its table.  It then sends to each next MPM in its table a table of 
pairs <network-name, distance>, which say in effect "I can get a 
message to each of these networks with "cost" distance." An MPM which 
receives such an update will add to all the distances the distance to 
the MPM sending the update (e.g., one hop) and compare the information 
with its own table. 
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If the update information shows that the distance to a destination 
network is now smaller via the MPM which sent the update, the MPM 
changes its own table to reflect the better route, and the new 
distance.  If the MPM has made changes in its table it sends update 
information to all the MPMs listed as next-MPMs in its table. 

One further feature is that when a new network comes into existence an 
entry must be added to the table in each MPM. The MPMs should 
therefore expect the case that update information may contain entries 
which are new networks, and in such an event add these entries to 
their own tables. 

When a new MPM comes into existence it will have an initial table 
indicating that it is a good route (short distance) to the network it 
is in, and will have entries for a few nel^ibor networks.  It will 
send an initial "update" to those neighbor MPMs which will respond 
with more complete tables, thus Informing the new MPM of routes to 
many networks. 

This routing update mechanism is a simple minded scheme and may have 
to be replaced as the system of MPMs grows.  In addition it Ignores 
the opportunity for MPMs to use other information (besides destination 
network name) for routing. MPMs may have tables that indicate 
next-MPMs based on city, telephone number, organization, or other 
categories of information. 

4.3.  Encryption 

It is straightforward to add the capability to have the document 
portion of messages either wholly or partially encrypted. An 
additional basic data element is defined to carry encrypted data. The 
data within this element may be composed of other elements, but that 
could only be perceived after the data was decrypted. 

14 Encrypt 
+ + + ♦ ♦ 
|  14  |    octet count   | 
, + ^ + + 

♦ ♦ ♦ ♦  

|alg id|  key id   | Data 
♦ ♦ ■* ♦  

Element code 14 (ENCRYPT) is used to encapsulate encrypted data. The 
format is the one-octet type code, the three-octet octet count, a 
one-octet algorithm identifier, a two-octet key identifier, and count 
octets of data.  Use of this element Indicates that the data it 
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contains is encrypted. The encryption scheme is indicated by the 
algorithm identifier, and the key used is indicated by the key 
identifier (this is not the key itself) . The NBS Data Encryption 
Standard (DES) [36], public key encryption [37,38,39], or other 
schemes may be used. 

To process this data element, the user is asked for the appropriate 
key and the data can then be decrypted. The data thus revealed will 
be in the form of complete data element fields. Encryption cannot 
occur over a partial field. The revealed data is then processed 
normally. 

Note that there is no reason why all fields of a document could not be 
encrypted Including all document header information such as From, 
Date, etc. 

m 

L\ 
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5.  THE MPM:  A POSSIBLE ARCHITECTURE 

The heart of the internet message system is the IffM which is responsible 
for routing and delivering messages. Each network must have at least 
one MPM. These MPMs are logically connected together, and internet mail 
is always transferred along logical channels between them. The fflfls 
interface with existing local message systems. 

Since the local message system may be very different from thfc internet 
system, special programs may be necessary to convert incoming Internet 
messages to the local format. Likewise, messages outgoing to other 
networks may be converted to the internet format and sent via the 

5.1.  Interfaces 

User Interface 

It is assumed that the Interface between the *¥M and the UIP 
provides for passing data structures which represent the document 
portion of the message.  In addition, this interface must pass the 
delivery address information (which becomes the information in the 
mailbox field of the command) .  It is assumed that the information 
is passed between the UIP and the MPM via shared files, but this is 
not the only possible mechanism. These two processes may be more 
strongly coupled (e.g., by sharing memory), or less strongly coupled 
(e.g., by communicating via logical channels). 

When a UIP passes a document and a destination address to the MPM, 
Jv the MPM assigns a transaction-number and forms a message to send. 

The MPM must record the relationship between the transaction-i 
Sthe document, and the UIP, so that it can inform the UIP about the 

outcome of the delivery attempt for that document when the 
acknowledgment message is received at some later time. 

Assuming a file passing mode of communication between the UIP >r+i 
the MPM the sending and receiving of mail might involve the 
following interactions: 

A user has an interactive session with a UIP to compose a docurtnt 
to send to a destination (or list of destinations) . When the user 
indicates to the UIP that the document is to be sent, th*» UIP 
places the information into a file for the MPM. The UIP may then 
turn to the next request of the user. 

k! The MPM finds the file and extracts the the iiuonration.  Tt 
k creates a message, assigning a transaction-number and forcing ^ 

deliver command.  The MPM records the UIP associated with this ■ 
message.  The MPM sends the message toward the destination. 
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When the MPM receives a deliver message from another MPM addressed 
to a user in its domain, it extracts the document and puts it into 
& file for the UIP associated with the destination user. The MPM 
also sends an acknowledge message to the originating MPM. 

When the MPM receives an acknowledgment for a message it sent, the 
MPM creates a notification for the associated UIP and places it in 
a file for that UIP. 

The format of these files is up to each UIP/MPM interface pair. 
One reasonable choice is to use the same data structures used in 
the MPM-MPM communication. 

Communication Interface 

It is assumed here that the MPMs use an underlying communication 
system, and TCP [3] has been taken as the model.  In particular, the 
MPM is assumed to be listening for a TCP connection on a TCP port, 
i.e., it is a server process. The port is either given explicitly 
in the mpm-identifier or takes the default vaule 45 (55 octal) [4]. 
Again, this is not intended to limit the implementation choices," 
other forms of interprocess communication are allowed, and other 
types of physical interconnection are permitted. One might even use 
ciio! telephone calls to interconnect MPMs (using suitable protocols 
to provide reliable communication) [12,19,20,21]. 

5.2.  The MPM Organization 

Messages in the internet mail system are transmitted in lists called 
message-bags (or simply bags), each tag containing one or more 
messages.  Each MPM is expected to implement functions which will 
allow it to deliver local messages it receives and to forward 
non-local ones to other MPMs presumably closer to the message's 
destination. 

Loosely, each MPM can be separated into six components: 

1--Acceptor 

Receives incoming message-bags, from other MPMs, from UIPs, or 
from conversion programs. 

2--Message-Bag Processor 

Splits a ha*"* into these three •Portions i 
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a. Local Host Messages 
b. Local Net Messages 
c. Foreign Net Messages 

3--Local Host Delivery 

Delivers local host messages, may call on conversion program. 

4--Local Net Delivery 

Delivers local net messages, may call on conversion program. 

5--Foreign Net Router 

Forms message-bags for transmission to other MPMs and determines 
the first step in the route. 

6--Foreign Net Sender 

Activates transmission channels to other MTMs and sends 
message-bags to foreign MPMs. 

If the local net message system uses the protocol of the MPMs, then 
there need be no distinction between local net and foreign net 
delivery procedures. 

All of these components can be thought of as independent.  The 
function of the Acceptor is to await Incoming message-bags and to 
insert them into the Bag-Input Queue. 

The Bag-Input queue is read by the message-bag Processor which will 
separate and deliver suitable portions of rhe message-bags it 
retrieves from the queue to one of three queues: 

a. Local Host Queue 
b. Local Net Queue 
c. Foreign Net Queue 

When an MPM has a message to send to another MPM, it must add its own 
handling-stamp to the trace field of the command. The trace then 
becomes a record of the route the message has taken.  An MPM should 
examine the trace field to see if the message is in a routing loop. 
All commands require the return of the trace as a trail in the 
matching reply command. 

All of these queues have as elements complete message-bags created by 
selecting messages from the input message-bags. 
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The  Local Host queue serves as input to the Local Host Delivery 
process. This component is responsible for delivering messages to its 
local host.  It may call on a conversion program to reformat the 
messages into a form the local protocol will accept. This will 
probably involve such things as copying shared information. 

The Local Net queue serves as input to the Local Net Delivery process. 
This component is responsible for delivering messages to other hosts 
on its local net.  It must be capable of handling whatever error 
conditions the local net might return, and should include the ability 
to retransmit.  It may call on a conversion program to reformat the 
messages into a form the local protocol will accept. This will 
probably involve such things as copying shared information. 

The other two processes are more closely coupled. The Foreign Net 
Router takes its input bags from the Foreign Net Queue. From the 
internal information it contains, it determines which of the MPMs to 
which it is connected should receive the bag. 

It then places the bag along with the routing information into the 
Send Mail Queue. The Foreign Net Sender retrieves it from that queue 
and transmits it across a channel to the intended foreign MPM. The 
Sender aggregates messages to the same next MPM into a bag. 

The Foreign Net Router should be capable of receiving external input 
to its routing information table. This may come from the Foreign Net 
Sender in the case of a channel going down, requiring a decision to 
either postpone delivery or to determine a new route. The Router is 
responsible for maintaining sufficient information to determine where 
to send any incoming message-bag. 

Forwarding 

An MPM may have available information on the correct mailboxes of 
users which are not at its location. This information, called a 
forwarding data base, may be used to return the correct address in 
response to a probe command, or to actually forward a deliver 
command (if allowed by the type of service). 

Because such forwarding may cause the route of a message to pass 
through an MPM already on the trace of this message, only the 
portion of the trace back to the most recent forward action should 
be used for loop detection by a relay relaying MPM, and only the 
forward action entries in the trace should be checked by a 
forwarding MPM. 
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Implementation Recommendations 

Transaction numbers can be assigned sequentially, with wrap around 
when the highest value is reached. This should ensure that no 
message with a particular transaction number from this source is in 
the network when another instance of this transaction number is 
chosen. 

The processing to separate shared elements when the routes of the 
shared elements diverge while still preserving the sharing possible 
appears to be an 0(N*M**2) operation where N is the number of 
distinct objects in a message which may be shared across message 
boundaries and M is the number of messages in the bag. 

Also note that share-tags may be copied into separate message bags 
which are not referenced. These could be removed with another pass 
over the message bag. 

► w 

k\ 
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6.  EXAMPLES &  SCENARIOS 

Example 1: Message Format 

Suppose we want to send the following message: 

Date: 1979-03-29-11:46-08:00 
From: Jon Postel <Postel@ISIE> 
Subject: Meeting Thursday 
To: Danny Cohen <Cohen@USC-ISIB> 
CC: Linda 

Danny: 

Please mark your calendar for our meeting Thursday at 3 pm. 

--jon. 

It will be encoded in the structured format. The following will 
present successive steps in the top down generation of this message. 
The actual document above will not be shown in the coded form. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

message 

(identification, command, document) 

(ID:(mpm-identifier, transaction-number), 
CMD: (MAILBOX :mailbox, OPERATION operation. 

DOC: «document») 
arguments, TRACE:trace), 

(ID:(mpm-identifier, transaction-number), 
CMD: (MAILBOX :mailbox, OPERATION operation, 

TYPE-OF-SERVICE: regular, TRACE .-trace) , 
DOC: «document») 

(ID: (MPM: (IA:12,1, 0. 52, 0,45) , TRANSACTIONS?), 
CMD:(MAILBOX:(MPM:(IA: 12, 3, 0,52, 0,45) , 

NET:ARPA, 
HOST:ISIB, 
PORT:45, 
USER:Cohen), 

OPERATION:DELIVER, 
TYPE-OF-SERVICE'.REGULAR, 
TRACE: (MPM: (IA:12,1, 0, 52. 0,45) 

DATE:1979-03-29-11:46-08:00, 
ACTION:QRIGIN)), 

DOC: «document») 
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6.  PROPLIST:( 
IDrPROPLIST:( 

MPM:PROPLIST: ( 
IA:12,1,0,52,0,45), 

ENDLIST 
TRANSACTION: 37) 

ENDLIST, 

CMD:PROPLIST( 
MAILBOX: (PROPLIST: ( 

MPM:PROPLIST( 
IA:12,3,0,52,0,45), 

ENDLIST 
NET:ARPA, 
H0ST:ISIB, 
PORT:45, 
USER:Cohen ), 

ENDLIST 
OPERATION:DELIVER, 
TYPE-OF-SERVICE :REGULAR, 
TRACE: (PROPLIST:MPM: 

(PROPLIST: 
IA:12,1,0,52,0,45) 

ENDLIST 
DATE:1979-03-29-11:46-08:00, 
ACTION:QRIGIN)), 

ENDLIST 
ENDLIST 

DOC: «document») 
ENDLIST 
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Example 2: Delivery and Acknowledgment 

The following are four views of the message of example 1 during the 
successive transmission from the origination MPM, through a relay MPM, 
to the destination MPM, and the return of the acknowledgment, through 
a relay MPM, to the originating MPM. 

+ + 

A       B 
sending —> originating —> relay — > destination --> receiving 
user        MPM        MPM        MPM user 

D       C 
originating <— relav <-- destination 

MPM        MPM*        MPM 
+ + 

Transmission Path 

Figure 6. 
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A.  Between the originating MPM and the relay MPM. 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"ID", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME: "MPM", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"IA", NAME:"10,1,0,52,0,45" 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"TRANSACTION", INTEGER:37 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"CMD", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME: "MAILBOX", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME: "MPM", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"IA", NAME:"10,3,0,52,0,45" 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"NET", NAME:"ARPA" 
NAME:"HOST", NAME:"ISIB" 
NAME:"PORT", NAME:"45" 
NAME:"USER", NAME:"Cohen" 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"OPERATION", NAME:"DELIVER" 
NAME:"TYPE-OF-SERVICE", NAME: "REGULAR" 
NAME: "TRACE", 

LIST: 
PROPLIST: 

NAME:MMPMM, 
PROPLIST: 

NAME:"IA", NAME:"10,1,0,52,0,45" 
ENDLIST 

NAME:"DATE", NAME:"1979-03-29-11:47.5-08:00" 
NAME:"ACTION", NAME:"ORIGIN" 

ENDLIST 
ENDLIST 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"DOC", «document» 

ENDLIST 
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B.  Between the relay MPM and the destination MPM. 

PR0PLI3T: 
NAME:"ID", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME; "MPM", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"IA", NAME:"10,1,0,52, 0,45" 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"TRANSACTION", INTEGER:37 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"CMD", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"MAILBOX", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME: "MPM", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"IA", NAME:"10,3,0,52,0,45" 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"NET", NAME:"ARPA" 
RWE:"HOST", NAME:"ISIB" 
NAME:"PORT", NAME:"45" 
NAME:"USER", NAME:"Cohen" 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"OPERATION", NAK£:"DELIVER" 
NAME:"TYPE-OF-SERVICE", NAME: "REGULAR" 
NAME: "TRACE", 

LIST: 
PROPLIST: 

NAME: "MPM", 
PROPLIST: 

NAME:"IA", NAME:"10,1,0,52,0,45" 
ENDLIST 

NAME:"DATE", NAME:"1979-03-29-11:47.5-08:00" 
KÄME: "ACTION", NAME:"ORIGIN" 

ENDLIST 
PROPLIST: 

NAME: "MPM", 
PROPLIST: 

NAME:"IA", NAME:"10,2,0.52,0,45" 
ENDLIST 

NAME:rDATE", NAME:"1979-03-29-11:48-08:00" 
NAME:"ACTION". NAME:"RELAY" 

ENDLIST 
ENDLIST 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"DOC", «document» 
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ENDLIST 

C. Between the destination MPM and the relay MPM. 

PROPLIST: 
NAME: "ID", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME: MPM , 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"IA", NAME:"10,3,0,52,0,45" 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"TRANSACTION", INTEGER: 1993 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"CMD", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"MAILBOX", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME: "MPM", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"IA", INTEGER:"10,1,0,52,0,45" 

ENDLIST 
NAME: "NET", NAhß:"ARPA" 
NA*ff:"H0ST", NAME:"ISIE" 
NAME:"PORT1, NAME:"45" 
NAME:"USER", NAME:"*MPM*" 

ENDLIST 
NAME: "OPERATION", NAME: "ACKNOWLEDGE" 
NAME:"REFEP£NCE", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME: "MPM". 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:MIA", NAME:"10,1,0,52,0,45" 

ENDUST 
NAME:"TRANSACTION", INIEGER:37 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"ADDRESS", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME: "MPM", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"IA", INTEGER:"10,3.0,52, 0,45" 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"USER". NAME:"Cohen" 

ENDLIST 
NAME :"T¥PE-Of-SERVICE". NAME:"REGULAR" 
NAME:"ERROR-CLASS", INDEX:0 
NAME:"ERROR-STRING", NAME:,6Ok" 
NAME: "TRAIL". 
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LIST: 
PROPLIST: 

NAME:"MPM", 
PROPLIST: 

NAME:"IA", NAME:"10,1, 0,52, 0,45" 
ENDLIST 

NAME:"DATE", NAME:"1979-03-29-11:47.5-08:00" 
NAME FACTION", NAME: "ORIGIN" 

ENDLIST 
PROPLIST: 

NAME:"MPM", 
PROPLIST: 

NAME:"IA", NAME:"10,2, 0,52,0,45" 
ENDLIST 

NAME:"DATE", NAME:"1979-03-29-11:48-08:00" 
NAME:"ACTION", NAME:"RELAY" 

ENDLIST 
PROPLIST: 

NAME:"MPM", 
PROPLIST: 

NAME:"IA", NAME:"10,3,0,52,0,45" 
ENDLIST 

NAME:"DATE", NAME:"1979-03-29-11:51.567-08:00" 
NAME: "ACTION", NAME: "DESTINATION" 

ENDLIST 
ENDLIST 

NAME: "TRACE", 
LIST: 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"MPM", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"IA", NAME:"10,3,0,52,0,45" 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"DATE", NAME:"1979-03-29-11:52-08:00" 
NAME:"ACTION", NAME:"ORIGIN" 

ENDLIST 
ENDLIST 

ENDLIST 
ENDLIST 
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D. Between the relay MPM and the originating MPM. 

PROPLIST: 
KÄME:" ID", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME: "MPM", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"IA", NAME:"10, 3,0,52,0,45" 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"TRANSACTION", INTEGER: 1993 

ENDLIST 
NAME: "O©", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME: "MAILBOX", 

PROPLIST: 
NAK5:"MPM", 

PhOPLIST: 
NAME:"IA", INTEGER: "10,1,0,52, 0,45" 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"NET", NAME:"ARPA" 
NAME:"HOST", NAME:"ISIE" 
NAME:"PORT", NAME:"45" 
NAME:"USER", NAME:"*MPM*" 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"OPERATION", NAME:"ACKNOWLEDGE" 
NAME: "REFERENCE", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME: "MPM", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"IA", NAME:"10,1,0,52,0,45" 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"TRANSACTION", INTEGER:37 

ENDLIST 
NAME; "ADDRESS", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME: "MPM", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"IA", INTEGER:"10,3,0,52,0,45" 

ENDLIST 
NAME: "USER", NAME-."Cohen" 

ENDLIST 
MAME:"T*PE-CF-SERVICE", NAME: "REGULAR" 
NAME:"ERROR-CLASS", IKDEX:0 
NAME:"ERROR-STRING", NAME:"Ok" 
NAME: "TRAIL", 

LIST: 
PROPLiST: 
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NAME:HMPM", 
PRÖPLIST: 

NAME:"IA", NAME:"10,1,0,52,0,45" 
rNDLIST 

NAME:"DATE", NAME:"1979-03-29-11:47.5-08:00" 
NAME FACTION", NAME: "ORIGIN" 

ENDLIST 
PROPLIST: 

NAME:* WM", 
PROPLIST: 

NAME:"IA", NAME:"10,2,0,52,0,45" 
ENDLIST 

NAME:"DATE", NAME:"1979-03-29-11:48-08:00" 
NAME:"ACTION", NAME:"RELAY" 

ENDLIST 
PROPLIST: 

NAME:"MPM", 
PROPLIST. 

NAME:"IA", NAME;"10,3,0,52,0,45" 
ENDLIST 

NAME:"DATE", NAME:"1979-03-29-11:51.567-08:00" 
NAME: "ACTION", NAME: "DESTINATION" 

ENDLIST 
ENDLIST 

NAME: "TRACE", 
LIST: 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"MPM", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"IA", NAME:"10,3,0,52, 0,45" 

ENPLXST 
KAME:"DATE", NAME:"1979-03-29-11:52-08:00" 
NAME: "ACTION", NAME:"ORIGIN" 

ENDLIST 
PROPLIST: 

NAME:"MPM", 
PROPLIST: 

NAME:"IA", NAME:"10,2,0,52,0,45" 
ENDLIST 

NAME:"DATE", NAME:"1979-03-29-11:52.345-08:00" 
NAME FACTION", NAME: ,,R£LAY" 

ENDLIST 
ENDLIST 

ENDLIST 
ENDLIST 
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7.  SPECIFICATION SUMMARY 

7.1. Message Fields 

All keywords used in this protocol are to be recognized independent of 
case. 

action: NAME (one of) 
"ORIGIN" | "RELAY" | "FORWARD" 

address: PROPLIST (one of) 

NAME: "MPM", <mpm-identified 
NAME: "USER", <user> 

"DESTINATION" 

or 

NAME 
NAME 
NAME 
NAME 

"NET", <net> 
"HOST", <host> 
"PORT", <port> 
"USER", <user> 

answer: BOOLEAN 

city: NAME 

command: PROPLIST 
NAME: "MAILBOX", <mailbox> 
NAME: "OPERATION", <operation> 
«arguments» 
NAME 
NAME 
NAME 

"ERROR-CLASS", <error-class> (only in replies) 
"ERROR-STRING", <error-string> (only in replies) 
"TRACE", <trace> 

country: NAME 

document: «document» 

error-class: INDEX 

error-string: NAME 

host: NAME 
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handling-stamp: PROPLIST 
NAME: "MPM", <mpm-identified 
NAME: "DATE", <date> 
NAME: "ACTION", <action> 

identification: LIST 
NAME: "MPM", <mpm-identified 
NAME: "TRANSACTION", <transaction-number> 

internet-address: NAME 

mailbox: PROPLIST (some of) 
NAME: "MPM", <mpm-identified 
NAME: "NET", <net> 
NAME: "HOST", <host> 
NAME: "PORT", <port> 
NAME: "USER", <user> 
NAME: "QRG", <organization> 
NAME: "CITY", <city> 
NAME: "STATE", <state> 
NAME: "COUNTRY", <country> 
NAME: "ZIP", <zip-code> 
NAME: "PHONE", <phone-number> 
«other - items» 

message: PROPLIST 
NAME: "ID", <identification 
NAME: "CMD", <command> 
NAME: "DOC", <document> (only in deliver) 

mpm-identifier: PROPLIST (one of) 

NAME: "IA", <internet-address> 

or 

NAME: "X121", <x!21-address> 

net: NAME 

operation: NAME (one of) 
"DELIVER" | "ACKNOWLEDGE 

| "PROBE"   | "RESPONSE 
| "CANCEL"  | "CANCELED" 

organization: NAME 

phone-number: NAME 
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port: NAME 

state: NAME 

trace: LIST 
<handling-stamp> 

trail: LIST 
<handl ing- stamp> 

transaction-number: INTEGER 

type-of-service: NAME (one or more of) 
"REGULAR" | "FORWARD" 1 "GENDEL" | "PRIORITY" 

user: NAME 

xl21-address: NAME 

zip-code: NAME 
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7.2. Deliver Message 

PROPLIST: 
NAME: "ID", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"MPM", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"IA", NAME :<internet-address> 

ENDLIST 
NAME: "TRANSACTION", INTEGER: <transaction-number> 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"CMD", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME: "MAILBOX", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"MPM", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME: "IA", INTEGER: <internet-address> 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"NET", NAME:<net> 
NAME:"HOST", NAME:<host> 
NAME:"PORT", NAME:<port> 
NAME:"USER", NAME:<user> 
NAME:"ORG", NAME: <organization> 
NAME:"CITY", NAME:<city> 
NAME .-"STATE", NAME:<state> 
NAME:"COUNTRY", NAME: <country> 
NAME:"ZIP", NAME:<zip-code> 
NAME:"PHONE", NAME:<phone-number> 
«other-items» 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"OPERATION", NAME: "DELIVER" 
NAME:"TYPE-OF-SERVICE", NAME:<type -of-service> 
NAME: "TRACE", 

LIST: 
PROPLIST: 

NAME:"MPM", 
PROPLIST: 

NAME:"IA", INTEGER :< internet-addr ess > 
ENDLIST 

NAME:"DATE", NAME:<date> 
NAME:"ACTION", NAME:<action> 

ENDLIST 

ENDLIST 
ENDLIST 

NAME:"DOC". «d-x=ument» 
ENDLIST 
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7.3. Acknowledge Message 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"ID", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"MPM", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"IA", NAME:<internet-address> 

ENDLIST 
NAME: "TRANSACTION", INTEGER: transaction-number > 

ENDLIST 
NAME: "CM)", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME: "MAILBOX", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"MPM", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME: "IA", INTEGER: <internet-address> 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"USER", NAME:"*MPM*" 
NAME:"NET", NAME:<net> 
NAME:"PORT", NAME:<port> 
NAME:"HOST", NAME:<host> 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"OPERATION", NAME:"ACKNOWLEDGE" 
NAME:"REFERENCE", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"MPM", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"IA", NAME:<internet-address> 

ENDLIST 
NAME: "TRANSACTION", INTEGER: <transaction-number> 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"ADDRESS", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"MPM", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"IA", INTEGER:<internet-address> 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"USER", NAME:<user> 

ENDLIST 
NAME: "TYPE-OF-SERVICE", NAME: <type-of-service> 
NAME:"ERROR-CLASS", INDEX:<error-class> 
NAME TERROR-STRING", NAME:<error-string> 
NAME: "TRAIL", 

LIST: 
PROPLIST: 

NAME:"MPM". 
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PROPLIST: 
NAME:"IA", INTEGER:<internet-address> 

ENDLIST 
NAME: "DATE", NAME:<date> 
NAME:"ACTION", NAME:<act!on> 

ENDLIST 

ENDLIST 
NAME: "TRACE", 

LIST: 
PROPLIST: 

NAME:"MPM", 
PROPLIST: 

NAME:"IA", INTEGER:<internet-address> 
ENDLIST 

NAME:"DATE", NAME:<date> 
NAME:"ACTION", NAME:<action> 

ENDLIST 

ENDLIST 
ENDLIST 

ENDLIST 
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7.4.  Probe Message 

PROPLIST: 
NAME: "ID", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"MPM", 

PROPLIST; 
NAME:"IA", NAME:<internet-address> 

ENDLIST 
NAME ^'TRANSACTION", INTEGER:<transaction-number> 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"CMD", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME: "MAILBOX", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"MPM", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:" IA", INTEGER: <Internet-address> 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"NET", NAME:<net> 
NAME:"HOST", NAME:<host> 
NAME:"PORT", NAME:<port> 
NAME:"USER", NAME:<user> 
NAME:"ORG", NAME: <organization> 
NAME:"CITY", NAME:<clty> 
NAME:"STATE", NAME:<state> 
NAME: "COUNTRY", NAME: <country> 
NAME:"ZIP", NAME:<zip-code> 
NAME:"FHONE", NAME: <phone-number > 
«other - items» 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"OPERATION", NAME:"PROBE" 
NAME: "TRACE", 

LIST: 
PROPLIST: 

NAME:"MPM", 
PROPLIST: 

NAME: "IA", INTEGER:<Internet-address> 
ENDLIST 

NAME:"DATE", NAME:<date> 
NAME:"ACTION", NAME:<action> 

ENDLIST 

ENDLIST 
ENDLIST 

ENDLIST 
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7.5. Response Message 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"ID", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"MPM", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"IA", NAME:<internet-address> 

ENDLIST 
NAME: "TRANSACTION", INTEGER: <transactlon-number> 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"CMD", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME: "MAILBOX", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"MPM", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:" I A", INTEGER:< internet-address> 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"NET", NAME:<net> 
NAME: "HOST", NAME:<host> 
NAME: "PORT", NAME:<port> 
NAME:"USER", NAME:"*MPM*" 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"OPERATION", NAME:"RESPONSE" 
NAME:"REFERENCE", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"MPM", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"IA", NAME :<internet-address> 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"TRANSACTION", INTEGER:<transaction-number> 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"ADDRESS", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"MPM", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"IA", INTEGER:< internet-address> 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"USER", NAME:<user> 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"ERROR-CLASS", INDEX:<error-class> 
NAME TERROR-STRING", NAME :<err or-string> 
NAME: "TRAIL", 

LIST: 
PROPLIST: 

NAME:"MPM", 
PROPLIST: 
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NAME:"IA", INTEGER:<internet-address> 
ENDLIST 

NAME: "DATE", NAME:<date> 
NAME:"ACTION", NAME:<action> 

ENDLIST 

ENDLIST 
NAME: "TRACE", 

LIST: 
PRQPLIST: 

NAME:"MPM", 
PRQPLIST: 

NAME:"IA", INTEGER:<internet-address> 
ENDLIST 

NAME:"DATE", NAME:<date> 
NAME'."ACTION". NAME: <action> 

ENDLIST 

ENDLIST 
ENDLIST 

ENDLIST 
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7.6. Cancel Message 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"ID", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"MPM", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"IA", KÄME:<internet-address> 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"TRANSACTION", INTEGER:<transactlon-number> 

ENDLIST 
NAME: "0©", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME .-"MAILBOX", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"MPM", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"IA", INTEGER:<internet-address> 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"NET", NAME:<net> 
NAME: "HOST", NAME:<host> 
NAME:"PORT", NAME:<port> 
NAME:"USER", NAME:<user> 
NAME:"0RG", NAME:<organization> 
NAME:"CITY", NAME:<city> 
NAME:"STATE", NAME:<state> 
NAME:"COUNTRY", NAME:<country> 
NAME:"ZIP", NAME:<zip-code> 
NAME:"PHONE", NAME:<phone-number> 
«other - i tens» 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"OPERATION", NAME:"CANCEL" 
NAME: "REFERENCE", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"MPM", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"IA 

ENDLIST 
NAME ^TRANSACTION 

ENDLIST 
NAME: "TRACE", 

LIST: 
PROPLIST: 

NAME:"MPM", 
PROPLIST: 

NAME:"IA", INTECER:<internet-address> 
ENDLIST 

NAME:"DATE". NAME:<date> 

NAME:<internet-addr ess> 

INTEGER:<transaction-nuraber> 
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NAME FACTION", NAME: <action> 
ENDLIST 

ENDLIST 
ENDLIST 

ENDLIST 
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7.7. Canceled Message 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"ID", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"MPM", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"IA", KÄME:<internet-address> 

ENDLIST 
NAME: "TRANSACTION", INTEGER: <transaction-number> 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"CMD", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME: "MAILBOX", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"MPM", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"IA", INTEGER:<Internet-address> 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"NET", NAME:<net> 
NAME:"HOST", NAME:<host> 
NAME-."PORT", NAME:<port> 
NAME:"USER", NAME:"*MPM*" 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"OPERATION", NAME:"CANCELED" 
NAME: "REFERENCE", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"MPM", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME: "IA", NAME: <Internet-address> 

ENDLIST 
NAME: "TRANSACTION", INTEGER :< transact Ion- number > 

ENDLIST 
NAME: "ADDRESS", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"MPM", 

PROPLIST: 
NAME:"IA", INTEGER:<internet-address> 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"USER", NAME:<user> 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"E3»0R-OASS", INDEX:<error-class> 
NAME TERROR-STRING", NAME:<error-string> 
NAME:"IRAIL", 

LIST: 
PROPLIST: 

NAME: "WM", 
PROPLIST: 
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NAME: "IA", INTEGER: <int^»-net-address> 
ENDLIST 

NAME: "DATE", NAME:<date> 
NAME: "ACTION", NAME:<actlon> 

ENDLIST 

K" 

w-, 

ENDLIST 
NAME: "TRACE", 

LIST: 
PROPLIST: 

NAME:"MPM", 
PROPLIST: 
NAME:" IA", INTEGER: < Internet - address> 

ENDLIST 
NAME:"DATE", NAME:<da'ce> 
NAME:"ACTION", NAME:<action> 

ENDLIST 

ENDLIST 
ENDLIST 

ENDLIST 

P 

r* ■ 
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7.8. Data Element Summary 

CODE  NAME     STRUCTURE 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

LENGTH 

NOP CODE(1) 1 

PAD CODE (1) , COUNT (3) , DATA (C) C+4 

BOOLEAN CODE(1),TRUE-FALSE(1) 2 

INDEX CODE(1),INDEX(2) 3 

INTEGER CODE (1), INTEGER (4) 5 

EPI CODE (1) , COUNT (3), INTEGER (C) C+4 

BITSTR CODE(1),COUNT(3),BITS(C/8) C/8+4 

NAME CODE(1),COUNT(1),NAME(C) C+2 

TEXT CODE (1), COUNT (3), TEXT (C) C+4 

LIST CODE(1) .COUNT(3), ITEMS(2) ,DATA(C-2) C+4 

PROPLIST CODE(l) ,COUNT(3) ,PAIRS(1) ,DATA(C-1) C+4 

ENDLIST CODE(1) 1 

S-TAG CODE(1),INDEX(2) 3 

S-REF CODE(1),INDEX(2) 3 

ENCRYPT CODE(1),COUNT(3),ALG-ID(1), 
KEY-ID (2), DATA (C-3) C+4 

The numbers in parentheses are the number of octets in the field. 
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POST OFFICE PROTOCOL - VERSION 2 

Status of this Memo 

This RFC suggests a simple method for workstations to dynamically 
access mail from a mailbox server. This RFC specifies a proposed 
protocol for the ARPA- Internet community/ end requests discussion and 
suggestions for improvement. This memo is a revision of RFC 918. 
Distribution of this memo is unlimited. 

Introduction 

The intent of the Post Office Protocol Version 2 (P0P2) is to allow a 
user's workstation to access mail from a mailbox server.  It is 
expected that mail will be posted from the workstation to the mailbox 
server via the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) . For further 
Information see RFC-821 [1] and RFC-822 [2]. 

This protocol assumes a reliable data stream such as provided by TCP 
or any similar protocol. When TCP is used, the P0P2 server listens 
on port 109 [4]. 

System Model and Philosophy 

While we view the workstation as an Internet host in the sense that 
it implements IP, we do not expect the workstation to contain the 
user's mailbox. We expect the mailbox to be on a server machine. 

We believe it is important for the mailbox to be on an "always up" 
machine and that a workstation may be frequently powered down, or 
otherwise unavailable as an SMTP server. 

P0P2 is designed for an environment of workstations and servers on a 
low-delay, high-throughput, local networks (such as Ethernets) . POP2 
may be useful in other environments as well, but if the environment 
is substantially different, a different division o£ labor between the 
client and server may be appropriate, and a different protocol 
required. 

Suppose the user's real name is John Smith, the user's machine is 
called FIDO, and that the mailbox server is called DOG-HOUSE. Then 
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we expect the user's mail to be addressed to JSmith@DOG-HOUSE.ARPA 
(not JSmith@FIDO.ARPA) . 

That is, the destination of the mail is the mailbox on the server 
machine. The P0P2 protocol and the workstation are merely a 
mechanism for viewing the messages in the mailbox. 

The user is not tied to any particular workstation for accessing his 
mail. The workstation does not appear as any part: of the mailbox 
address. 

This is a very simple protocol. This is not a user Interface. We 
expect that there is a program in the workstation that is friendly to 
the user. This protocol is not "user friendly". One basic rule of 
this protocol is "if anything goes wrong close the connection". 
Another basic rule is to have few options. 

POP2 does not parse messages in any way. It does not analyze message 
headers (Date:, From:, To:, Cc:, or Subject:). POP2 simply transmits 
whole messages from a mailbox server to a client workstation. 

The Protocol 

\g£ The P0P2 protocol is a sequence of commands and replies. The design 
PI draws from many previous protocols of the ARPA-Internet community. 

jpC ***** server must be listening for a connection. When a connection 
i*% is opened the server sends a greeting message and waits for 
<_^ commands. When commands are received the server acts on them and 

responds with replies. 

The client opens a connection, waits for the greeting, then sends 
the HELO command with the user name and password arguments to 
establish authorization to access mailboxes. The server returns 
the number of messages in the default mailbox. 

The client may read the default mailbox associated with the user 
nan» or may select another mailbox by using the FOLD command. The 
server returns the number of messages in the mailbox selected. 

The cllent begins a message reading transaction with a READ 
commar.d. The read command may optionally indicate which message 
number to read, the default is the current message (incremented 
when a message is read and set to one when a new folder is 
selected). The server returns the number of characters in the 
message. 
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The client asks for the content of the message to be sent with the 
RETR command. The server sends the message data. 

When all the data has bean received the client sends an 
acknowledgment command.  This is one of ACKS, ACKD, and NACK. 

ACKS means "I've received the message successfully and please 
keep it in the mailbox". 

ACKD means "I've received the message successfully and please 
delete it from the mailbox". 

NACK means "I did not receive- the message and please keep it in 
the mailbox". 

In the case of ACKS or ACKD the server increments the current 
message indicator.  In the case of NACK the current message 
indicator stays the same. 

In all cases tlie server returns the number of characters in the 
(now) current message. 

The client terminates the session with the QUIT command. The 
server returns an ok. 
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The Normal Scenario 

Client 

Open Connection --> 

HELO Fred Secret --> 

READ 13 

RETR 

ACKS 

QUIT 

--> 

Server 

Wait for Connection 

<-- + POP2 Server Ready 
^ait for Command 

<-- #13 messages for you 
Walt for Command 

<— =537 characters in that message 
Wait for Command 

--> 
<--     (send the message data) 

Wait for Command 
--> 

<-- =o no more messages 
Wait for Command 

--> 
<--  ♦ OK 

Close connection —> <-- Close connection 
Wait for Connection (go back to start) 

Conventions 

Arguments 

These arguments have system specific definitions. 

user - A login account name. 

password - The password for the login account. 

mailbox - A mailbox name (also called a mail folder). 

Butler,   et.   al. [Page 4] 
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Default Mailboxes 

TOPS-20 

MAIL.TXT.l - from login directory 

UNIX 

both 
/usr/spoo1/mai1/user 

and 
/usr/user/Mai1/Inbox/* 

where "user" is the user value supplied in the HELO command. 

End of Line 

End of Line is Carriage Return (CR) followed by Line Feed (LF). 
This sequence is indicated by "CRLF" in this document. This end 
of line convention must be used for commands and replies. 

Message Length 

The reply to the READ command or an acknowledgment command (ACKS, 
ACKD, NACK) is the length (a character count) of the next message 
to be transmitted. This includes all the characters in the data 
transmitted. CRLF counts as two characters. A length of zero 
means the message does not exist or is empty. A request to 
transmit a message of zero length will result in the server 
closing the connection. The message is transmitted in the 
standard internet format described in RFC-822 [2] and NVT-ASCII. 
This may be different from the storage format and may make 
computing the message length from the stored message non-trivial. 

Message Numbers 

The reply to the HELO and FOLD commands is a count of the number 
of messages in a the selected mailbox. The READ command has a 
message number as an optional argument. These numbers are 
decimal, start at one, and computed with respect to the current 
mailbox. That is, the first message in a mailbox is message 
number 1. 

Numbers 

All numbers in this memo and protocol are decimal. 
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Quoting 

In a few cases, there may be a need to have a special character in 
an argument (user, password, or mailbox) that is not allowed by fß 
the syntax  For example, a space in a password. To allow for v{W 
this, a quoting convention is defined, unfortunately, such j.JV 
quoting conventions "use up" another otherwise uninteresting ';--\ 
character.  In this protocol the back slash "\" is used as the 
quote character. To include a space in an argument the two 

M character sequence "back-slash, space" is transmitted. To Include 
a back-slash in an argument the two character sequence K. 

pr^ "back-slash, back-slash" is transmitted. This quoting convention 7j;, 
■\ is used in the command arguments only, it is not used in the mail vX 
V data transmitted in response to a RETR command. v^- 

Reply Strings -/\ 

The first character is required to be as specified (i.e., " 
"♦", "-", "=", "#"). The optional strings that follow can be 
whatever the implementer thinks is appropriate. 

Definitions of Commands and Replies 

Summary of Commands and Replies 

Commands Replies 

HELO user password ♦ OK \\\ 
FOLD mailbox - Error >v 
READ [n] #xxx vfr.- 
RETR =yyy $*\ 
AOCS ■— 
ACKD W* 
NAOC V. 
QUIT y./ 

r 

■■*, •* 

.-. V 

1^. Butler, et. al. [Pa'-e 6] *\/ 
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Commands 

HELO user password 

the Hello command Identifies the user to the server and carries 
the password authenticating this user. This information is 
used by the server to control access to the mailboxes. The 
Hallo command is the "HELO" keyword, followed by the user 
argument, followed by the password argument, followed by CRLF. 

Possible responses: 

M#nnn" 

where nnn is the number of messages in the default 
mailbox," 

"- error report" and Close the connection. 

FOLD mailbox 

The Folder command selects another mailbox or mail folder. The 
server must check that the user is permitted read access to 
this mailbox.  If the mailbox is empty or does not exist, the 
number of messages reported is zero. The Folder command is the 
"FOLD" keyword, followed by the mailbox argument, followed by 
CRLF. 

Possible responses: 

wnrm 

where nnn is the number of messages in this mailbox. 

READ [nnn] 

The Read command begins a message reading transaction.  If the 
Read command is given without an argument the current message 
is implied (the current message indicator is incremented by 
the AOCS or ACKD commands) .  I f an argument is used with the 
Read command It is the »essage number to be read, und this 
command sets the current message indicator to that value. The 
server returns the count of characters in the message to be 
transmitted.  If there is no message to be read, the count of 
zero is returned.  If the message was previously deleted with 
the ACKD command, the count of zero is returned. The Read 
command is followed by the RSTR command, the READ command, the 
FOLD command, or the QUIT command. Do not attempt to RETR a 
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message of zero characters. The Read command is the "READ" 
keyword, optionally followed by the message number argument, 
followed by CRLF. 

Im- possible responses: ^7- 

"=ccc" [•  f 

where ccc is the number of characters in this message, 

RETR p 

The Retrieve command confirms that the client is ready to 
receive the mail data.  It must be followed by an <V- 
aeknowledgment command. The server will close the connection 
if asked to transmit a message of zero characters (i.e., 
transmit a non-existent message) . The message is transmitted y 
according to the Internet mail format standard RFC-822 [2] in |jr 
NVT-ASCII. The Retrieve command is the "RETR" keyword, !\|7 
followed by CRLF. 

m 

Possible responses: 

the message data /■ ." 
m 

Close the connection ™: 

ACKS "*;■ 

The Acknowledge and Save command confirms that the client has %y 
received and accepted the message. The ACKS command ends the 
message reading transaction. The message is kept in the 
mailbox. The current message indicator is incremented. The 

JL*' server returns the count of characters in the now current 
message to be transmitted.  If there is no message to be read 
or the message is marked deleted, the count of zero is 
returned. The Acknowledge and Save command is the "ACKS" 
keyword, followed by CRLF. 

Porsible responses: 

"-ccc" 

where ccc is the number of characters in the next 
message. 

Butler, et. al. [Page 81 
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ACKD 

The Acknowledge and Delete command confirms that the client has 
received and accepted the message. The ACKD command ends the 
message reading transaction.  If the user is authorized to have 
write access to the mailbox, the message is deleted from the 
mailbox. Actually, the message is only marked for deletion. 
The actual change is made when the mailbox is released at the 
end of the session or when t'ie client selects another mailbox 
with the FOLD command. The messages are not renumbered until 
the mailbox is released. If the user does not have write 
access to the mailbox no change is made to the mailbox. The 
response is the same whether or not the message was actually 
deleted. The current message indicator is incremented. The 
server returns the count of characters in the now current 
message to be transmitted.  If there is no message to be read 
or the message is marked deleted, the count of zero is 
returned. The Acknowledge and Delete command is the "ACKD" 
keyword, followed by ORLF. 

Possible responses: 

where ccc is the number of characters in the next 
message. 

HACK 

The Negative Acknowledge command reports that the client did 
not receive the message. The NACK command ends the message 
reading transaction. The message is kept in the mailbox. The 
current message indicator remains the same. The server returns 
the count of characters in the current message. Since the 
count to be returned is for the message Just transmitted it tho 
message must exist and not be marked deleted, and the count 
must be positive (non-zero) . The Negative Acknowledge command 
is the "NACK" keyword, followed by CRLF. 

Possible responses: 

"=cccM 

where ccc is the number of characters in this message. 
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QUIT 

'Xhe Quit command indicates the client is done with the session. 
The server sends an OK response and then closes the connection. 
The Quit command is the "QUIT" keyword, followed by CRLF. 

Possible responses: 

"+ OK" and Close the connection 

Replies 

Greeting 

The greeting is sent by the server c.s  soon as the connection is 
established. The greeting is a plus sign, followed by the 
protocol name ("P0P2"), followed by the server host name, 
optionally followed by text, and ending with a CRLF. 

The success or plus sign response indicates successful 
completion of the operation specified in the command. The 
success response is a plus sign, optionally followed by text, 
and ending with a CRLF. 

The failure or minus sign response indicates the failure of the 
operation specified in the command. The failure response is a 
minus sign, optionally followed by text, and ending with a 
CRLF. 

The length or equal sign response tells the length in 
characters of the message referenced by the command. The 
length response is a equal sign, followed by a number, 
optional..'' followed by text, and ending with a CRLF. 

The count or number sign response tells the number of messages 
in a folder or mailbox referenced by the command. The count 
response is a number sign, followed by a number, optionally 
followed by text, and ending with a CRLF. 
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Timeouts 

In any protocol of this type there have to be timeouts. Neither 
side wants to get stuck waiting forever for the other side 
(particularly is the other side has gone crazy or crashed) . 

The client expects a reply to a command fairly quickly and so 
should have a short timeout for this. This timeout is called Tl. 

For some servers, it may take some processing to compute the 
number of messages in a mailbox, or the length of a message, or 
to reformat a stored message for transmission, so this time out 
has to allow for such processing time. Also care must be taken 
not to timeout waiting for the completion of a RET& reply while 
a long message is in fact being trans fered. 

The server expects the session to progress with some but not 
excessive delay between commands and so should have a long timeout 
waiting for the next command. This time out is T2. 

One model of use of this protocol is that any number of 
different types of clients can be built with different ways of 
interacting with the human user and the server, but still 
expecting the client to open the connection to the server, 
present a sequence of commands, and close the connection, 
without waiting for intervention by the human user. With such 
client implementations, it is reasonable for the server to have 
a fairly small value for timeout T2. 

On  the other hand, one could easily have the client be very 
human user directed with the user making decisions between 
commands. This would cause arbitrary delays between client 
commands to the server, and require the value of timeout T2 to 
be quite large. 

Implementation Discussion 

Comments on a Server on TOPS-20 

On TOPS-20, a mailbox is a single file. New messages are appended 
to the file. There is a separator line between messages. 

K-[ The tricky part of implementing a P0P2 server on TOPS-20 is to 
hy provide for deleting messages. This only has to be done for the 
i\" mailboxes (files) for which the user has write access. The 
^ problem is to avoid both (1) preventing other users from accessing 

or updating the mailbox for long periods, and (2) accidentally 
deleting a message the user has not seen. 
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One suggestion is as follows: 

When a mailbox is first selected, if the user has write access, 
rename the mailbox file to some temporary name. Thus new 
messages will be placed in a new instance of the mailbox file. 
Conduct all P0P2 operation on the temporary mailbox file 
(including deleting messages) . When the P0P2 session is over 
or another mailbox is selected, prepend any messages left 
undeleted in the temporary file to the* new instance of the 
mailbox file. 

Sizes 

The maximum length of a command line is 512 characters (including 
the command word and the CRLF) . 

The maximum length of a reply line is 512 characters (including 
the success indicator (+, -, =, #) and the CSLF). 

The maximum length of a text line is 1000 characters (including 
CRLF). 

ISI has developed a P0P2 server for TOPS-20 and for Berkeley 4.2 
Unix, and a POP2 client for an IBM-PC and for Berkeley 4.2 Unix. 

Extensions Not Supported 

POP2 does not examine the internal data of messages.  In particular, 
the server does not parse message headers. 

The server doesn't have any state information (i.e., it doesn't know 
from one session to the next what has happened) . For example, the 
server doesn't know which messages were received since the last time 
the user used POP2, so it can't send just the "new" messages. 
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Examples 

Example 1: 

Client Server 

Wait for connection 
Open connection --> 

<-- + P0P2 USC-ISIF.ARPA Server 
HELO POSTEL SECRET --> 

<-- #2 messages in your mailbox 
READ — > 

<— =537 characters in message 1 
RETR --> 

<--  [data of message 1] 
ACKD --> 

<-- =234 characters in message 2 
RETR --> 

<--  [data of message 2] 
ACKD --> 

<-- =0 no more messages 
QUIT --> 

<-- + OK, bye, bye 
Close connection --> <-- Close connection 

Go back to start 

Butler,   et.  al. [Page 13] 
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1 
Example 2: ^5 

Client Server 

Wait for connection 
Open connection —> 

<-- + P0P2 ISI-VAXA.ARPA server here 
HELO smith secret --> 

<— #35 messages 
FOLD /usr/spool/mail/smith --> 

<-- #27 messages 
READ 27        --> 

<-- =10123 characters in that message 
RETR --> 

<--  [data of message 27] 
ACKS --> 

<— =0 no more messages 
QUIT --> 

<— ♦ bye, call again sometime. 
Close connection --> <— Close connection 

Go back to start 

Example 3: 

Client Server 

Wait for connection 
Open connection --> 

<-- ♦ PQP2 ISI-VAXA.ARPA server here 
HELO Jones secret --> 

<-- #0 messages 
READ --> 

<-- Close connection 
Close connection --> 

Go back to start 
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Formal Syntax 

<digit> 

<letter> 

<punct> 

= 0 | 1 I 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 i 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 

= A | B | C | ... | Z 
a | b | c | ... | z 

= «I - I # I * | % | &  | * | ( | ) | * | 
* I . I I / I : 1 < I = I > I ? I 4 I 
C  I  ] I  * I  -  I  *   I  {  I   I: I } I - 

<quote> = \ 

<any> 

<CR> 

<LF> ■ 

<SP> = 

<CRLF> - 

<prlnt> = 

<char> = 

<word> = 

<string> = 

<ld> 

<ldh> = 

<ldhs> = 

<name> = 

<host> = 

<user> = 

<password> = 

<mailbox> « 

<number> = 

Butler, et. al. 

any one of the 128 ASCII codes 

cai rlage return, code 10 

line feed, code 13 

space, code 32 

<CR> <LF> 

<letter> \  <digit> | <punct> j <quote> <any> 

<print> | <SP> 

<print> | <print> <word> 

<char> j <char> <string> 

<letter> | <digit> 

<letter> | <digit> | - 

<ldh> j <ldh> <ldhs> 

<letter> [ [ <ldhs> ] <ld> ] 

<name> | <name> . <host> 

<word> 

<word> 

<string> 

<digit> | <digit> <number> 

[Page 15] 
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<helo> = HELO <SP> <user> <SP> <password> <CRLF> 

<fold> = FOLD <SP> <mailbox> <CRLF> 

<read> = READ [<SP> <number>] <CRLF> 

<retr> = RETR <CRLF> 

<acks> = ACKS <CRLF> 

<ackd> = ACKD <CRLF> 

<nack> = NAC3C <CRLF> 

<quit> ■ QUIT <CRLF> 

<ok> = + [<SP> <string>] <CRLF> 

<err> = - [<SP> <string>] <CRLF> 

<count> = # <number> [<SP> <strlng>] <CRLF> 

<greet> = ♦ <SP> P0P2 <SP> <host> [<SP> <strlng>] <CRLF> 

<length> « « <nunber> [<SP> <strlng>] <CRLF> 

<conrand> ■ <helo> | <fold> | <read> | <retr> | 
<acks> j <ackd> j <nack> j <qult> 

<reply> = <ok> | <err>  | <count> | <length> | <greet> 

Butler,   et.  al. [Page 16] 
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Client State Diagram 

Open 

| CALL  |- 

Greet 

QUIT 

+ BYE 

Close 
I 

->| EXIT  | 

♦ >♦ 
#NNN ~ | 
— - | V 
FOLD  |    ♦  

♦<— | NMHR 
+  

Greet 

HELO 

#NNN 

QUIT 

=CCC  | 
— -  I 
FOLD 

#NNN 

READ 

=CCC ♦ >* ♦ 
   *    | SIZE  !- 
READ ♦< ♦ * 

=CCC 

QUIT 

data  | 

ack 

*CCC 

RETR 

I    V 

I XFER  | 

->♦ 

->♦ 

<«j 

l> 
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Server State Diagram 

+<  

I 
Listen | 

V 
■f ♦ 

| LSTN  | 

I 
Open 

Greet 

V 
♦---«—♦ 
| A17IH  |- 
♦ ♦ 

QUIT 

♦ BYE 

Close 
I    
| Close 
I 

+ + 
| DONE  | 
+ + 

I 

Sf 

|  HELO 
I  ™ 
I  #NNN 

FOLD ♦--->♦ ♦ 
  ~ | MBOX  |- 
#NNN ♦<---♦- ♦ 

FOLD 

#NNN 

QUIT 

♦ BYE 

READ 

=CCC 

V 
R£AD   ♦--->♦- ♦ 
   ~    | ITEM  |- 
=CCC ♦< ♦ •♦ 

QUIT 

♦ BYE 

ack 

=CCC 

RETR 

data 

♦ ♦ 

| NEXT  | 
♦ ♦ 

•>♦ 

I 
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Combined Flow Diagram 

♦ ♦ 
|CALL|<-- 
|LSTNj 
♦ ♦ 

I Greet 

I  ♦  
|  * QUIT 
V  | 

+ +       ♦-_--+ 
|CALL| HELO   |NMER| 
|AUTH| >|ALmi| 

I #NNN 

S  - QUIT 
V  I 

♦ >♦ ♦       ♦ ♦ 
FOLD *    |NMBR| READ   |SIZ£| 
 I    |MBOX| >|NBOX| 
#NNN ♦<---♦ ♦      ♦ ♦ 

I =CCC 

FOLD ♦< 

#NNN 

I 

QUIT 

— >+ 

I 
V 

♦ ♦ 
I EXIT I 
|AUTHJ 
♦ ♦ 

♦ Bye 

—>♦ 

I 
V 

♦ ♦ 
I EXIT I 
IMBOXj 
4. + 

♦ By« I 

 >+ 

I 
v 

♦ >♦ «.       ♦ + ♦ + 

READ -    JSIZE I RETR   |XFER| |EXIT| 
 I    I ITEMJ >|ITEMj |ITEMj 
»CCC ♦< ♦- ♦       ♦---•♦ ♦ ♦ 

I data 

=CCC I 
♦ ♦ 
|SIZE|   Ack jXFER| 
|NEXT|< |NEXT| 
♦ ♦       ♦ ♦ 

V    ♦ Bye 
♦----♦ 

V V  V 
♦ *    I 
I EXIT  |-->* 
I DONE  I 
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wient Decision Table 

STATE 
 ♦-.--..- .-..  

INPUT  | CALL | NMBR | SIZE | XFER | EXIT 

Greet  |  2   |  1  |  1   |  1   |  6 

«NNN  |  1   1  3   |  1   |  1   |  6 

=CCC   |  1   |  1   |  4   |  1   |  6 

data  |  1  |  1  |  1  |  5  |  6 

♦ Bye  {  1   |  1   |  1   |  1   |  6 
 + .  

Close  (1  |  1   i  1   |  1  |  6 

other |  1  j  1  |  1  |  1  j 6 

Tineoutl  1  |  1   |  1  |  1  {6 
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Actions: 

1. This is garbage.  Send "QUIT", and go to EXIT state. 

2. (a) If the greeting is right then send "HELO" 
and go to NMBR state, 

(b) Else send "QUIT" and go to EXIT state. 

3. (a) If user wants this folder and NNN > 0 
then send 'HEAD" and go to SIZE state, 

(b) If user wants a this folder and NNN = 0 
then send "QUIT" and go to EXIT state, 

(c) If user wants a different folder 
then send "FOLD" and go to NMBR state. 

4. (a) If user wants this message and CCC > 0 
then send "RETR" and go to XFER state, 

(b) If user wants a this message and CCC * 0 
then send "QUIT" and go to EXIT state, 

(c) If user wants a different message 
then send "READ" and go to SIZE state. 

5. (a) If user wants this message kept 
then send "AOCS" and go to SIZE state, 

(b) If user wants a this message deleted 
then send "ACKD" and go to SIZE state, 

(c) If user wants a this message again 
then send "NAOC" and go to SIZE state. 

6. Close the connection. 

Butler, et. al. [Page 21] 
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Server Decision Table 

STATE 
 >+ ,  

INPUT     |   LS1N  |   AUTH  |  MBCX  |   ITEM  |  NEXT  j  DONE 
____..__.^—— — — — — — — — —~»—— — - — — - — — ——— — — .•_ ———— — — — —- .    ... 

Open       |     2       |1       |1       |1       |1       |1 
_______+——————————___———————————-——————————-■ 

HELO       |1       |3       |1       11       |1       jl 
__.._,„Ä_.^_ — -. — _ — — — — — — — — — ,• — — — ♦* — — — —      —      — ~ — -. 

FOLD       |X       |1       |S       JS       |X       |X 
— — — -——-"+— ————————————————... — — — — — — — — — — — — — — - — — -.   -... 
READ       |1       |1        |6       |     6       |1       |1 

RE1R       jl        |1       |1       |7       |1       |1 
__„_».....+___..____ — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — .■. — — — — ...— — — — — — — — — — — - 

ACKS       |     1        |     1       jl       |     1       !     8       |1 
- — — —  u — — + — — — — — — — —— — — — — — —— — — — — — — — — — — -  ... — — — — — —               —«.___ 

ACKD       |     1        |     1       jl       jl       |     8       jl 
— — — — — ~>—^— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — ——— — — — — -   — — 

NACK       j     1        |     1       |     1       |     1       |     8       |     1 
— — — *• » *™ — ^» • — — — — — —— — — — www __«•» — _ — — -«-. — ^ — -. — — ~ — -. w <- « 

Close     jl       j     1       |     1       jl       |     1       |     9 
— — — ,__ ——+ -——— — — — — — — — — — — — — — —— — — — — — — — — — — — —— — — — — — — — — — 

- — — — — — —+——————— — — — — — — — —... — — _ — — — — — — — — — — ^ — — — — — —.. — — — — 

Timeout!              |     1       j     1       j     1       |     1       j     1 
 +  
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APPENDIX RFC 937 

RFC 937 February 1985 
Post Office Protocol 

Actions: 

1. Tliis is garbage.  Send "- error", and Close the connection. 

2. Send the greeting. Go to AtTIH state. 

3. (a) If authorized user then send "#NNN" and go tp MBOX state, 
(b) Else send "- error" and Close the connection. 

4. Send "+ Bye" and go to DONE state. 

5. Send "+NNN" and go to MBOX state. 

6. Send "=CCC" and go to ITEM state. 

7. If message exists then send the data and got to NEXT state, 
Else Close the connection. 

8. Do what ACKS/ACKD/KACK require and go to ITEM state. 

9. Close the connection. 
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